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STATE BAR OF TEXAS 

464~.C0) 
/t-0-Cf, ~, . ( 

TO: Texas Supreme Court 

FROM: Committee on Administration of Justice 

RE: Proposed Rule Changes 

DATE: December 18, 1989 

4. Suggested corrections of errors in spelling and errors 

of omission. 

We also point out various errors in spelling and wording 

which have appeared in the rules as forwarded to the supreme 

<:, court and as published in the bar journal. These mistakes are 

identified by line number and rule on the typewritten copy of 

(_ 

the proposed rules submitted to the court. 

A. TRCP 4, line 4: "beings to run" should read "begins to 

run". 

B. TRCP 18b{6), line 2: "{a) {5) or {a) {6) {iii)" should 

the words "and the notice or 

read " { 2) (e) or ( 2) tfj ( iii) " . 
~ B. TRCP 21a, lines 21-22: 

paper is served upon by mail" should read "and the notice or 

paper is served upon him by mail." 

Page 8 
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v c. TRCP 166(i), line 4: "preferred" should read "prof-

fered". 

~ D. TRCP 166a(d) 1 lines 8-9: "as for" should read('9or 

"for". 

E. TRCP 200(2)(a) 1 line 15 1 and TRCP 208(1) 1 lines 20-21: 

in each rule the first "other" should be omitted. 

V F. TRCP 2 01 1 line 17 : "court of suit" should read "county 

of suit". 

J.pY G. TRCP 237a (comment): "judgment is a case" should read 

"judgment in a case". 

~~ 
ney" 

H. TRCP 308a 1 lines 11-12: "has been violated the attor-

should read "has been violated. The attorney". 

( 
I. TRCP 749c (comment): "the appellant requirement" 

should read "the appellate requirement". 

J. TRAP 49 1 line 5: "Suspending to Enforcement" should 

read "Suspending Enforcement". 

~ K. TRAP 90 (g) 1 last line: "Court of Appeals" should read 

"Court of Criminal Appeals". 

~ L. TRAP 91 1 lines 12-14: "Delivery on a party . shall 

be made on counsel" should read "Delivery to a party . . • shall 

be made to counsel." 

~ M. TRAP 100, line 9: 

been deleted. 

the word "within" should not have 

Page 9 
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TRCP 3a. ~¢~¢¢1~tl~~~¢tl~¢¢t~¢ [Local Rules] 

Each ¢¢¢t~II¢111~PP¢~~¢, administrative judicial region, 

district court, county court, county court at law, and probate 

court, may make and amend ~~¢ [local] rules governing practice 

before such courts, provided; 

(1) No change. 

[(2) no time period provided by these rules may be altered 

by local rules; and] 

1~1 (3) any proposed [local] rule or amendment shall not 

become effective until it is submitted and approved by the 

Supreme Court of Texas; and 

1')1 (4) any proposed [local] rule or amendment shall not 

become effective until at least thirty (30) days after its 

publication in a manner reasonably calculated to bring it to the 

attention of attorneys practicing before the court or courts for 

which it is made; ~~¢ 

1~1 (5) all [local] rules [or amendments] adopted and 

approved in accordance herewith are made available upon request 

to the members of the barj[; and] 

[(6) no local rule, order, or practice of any court, other 

than local rules and amendments which fully comply with all 

requirements of this Rule 3a shall ever be applied to determine 

the merits of any matter. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To make Texas Rules of civil Procedure 

timetables mandatory and to preclude use of unpublished local 

rules or other "standing" orders or local practices from deter

mining issues of substantive merit.] 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules 
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SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT 
RULES 1-14 

TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

Rule 3a: There has been one comment that we should delete 
any reference to local rules because it destroys the uni
formity of rules. 

Respectfully, 

~,!),~ 
Kenneth o. Fuller 
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TELEPHONE:· 713/651·5151 
TELEX· 76·2829 

TELECOPIE:R: 713/651·5248 

January 11, 1990 

FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI 
1301 McK1 N N EY 

HousToN,TExAs 77010 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
REAl/IS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public 
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed 
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

Suggested Changes To 
Amendments Proposed By Supreme Court 

1. Rule 3(a). The suggested change is that the 
reference to "local rules" be struck from the proposed 
amendment. The basic concern expressed is that it will be 
virtually impossible for rules to be uniform if courts are 
permitted to develop local rules. 

The subcommittee recommends no change in the 
proposed amendment. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert w. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(1) TRCP3(a): The introductory paragraph to this Rule would 
allow each district court or county court, etc. to have its own 
local rules. It seems to me that this possibility should be 
prohibited, so that, for example, each district court in Bexar 
county would be required to have the same local rules. In 
practice, this may not be a major problem, but the literal wording 
of the rule could create problems in the future. With respect to 
subparagraph (2), I question why local rules cannot alter certain 
time periods created by the Texas· Rules of Civil Procedure. For 
exampl&, I believe that the fourteen day requirement for filing 
amended pleadings in the Dallas local rules has had a very positive 
effect on trial practice in Dallas County. Since this rule 
provides in subparagraph ( 3) for Supreme Court approval of all 
local rules, surely the court can determine whether the time period 
proposed in any local rule is appropriate. 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L. UTTER 
NOAH KENNEDY 
ROBERT J. SEERDEN 
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qlnur± of J\pp2als 
mqiruent4 ~mte J.Jumrial ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Han. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 
BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

T(Cf34. 
Rule J:'. This rule allows only for the mailing of a 

set of the local rules. Our goal is to 
publish our local rules and simply refer the 
attorneys to the proper cite for their 
location. This rule would not permit us to 
do so. 
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Office Phone: 
549-2165 

RONALD D. STEPHENS 
Attomey·at ·law 

P.O. Box 1269 
GRAHAM, TEXAS 76046 

November 24, 1989 

Home Phone 
549-2084 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, Justice 
Supreme court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

In response to the invitation contained on Page 1147 of the 
November 1989 Texas Bar Journal, the following comments are 
offered with reference to the proposed changes in the Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 

RDS/jk 

1. All reference to local rules be deleted, 
including TRCP 3a. Uniformity of rules 
cannot be accomplished if the different 
Courts are allowed to develop local rules. 

2. TRCP 2la. and TRCP 57. are attempts to utilize 
current technology, but it appears that some 
safeguards are missing. Telecopiers are not 
always monitored, or may not be monitored in 
such a way to prevent a time limit lapse. In 
addition, the request to provide a telecopier 
number appears to be an invasion of privacy. 
I believe that the utilization of this should 
be voluntary. If provided with a State Bar of 
Texas identification number on a voluntary basis, 
then it could be utilized, but not otherwise. An 
alternative would be to require some type of 
confirmation on receipt of this type of communi
cation in order to start the time for response. 
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TRCP 4. Computation [of Time] 

In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 

these rules, by order of court, or by any applicable statute, the 

day of the act, event, or default after which the designated 

period of time begins to run is not to be included. The last day 

of the period so computed is to be included, unless it is a 

Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, in which event the period 

runs until the end of the next day which is neither a Saturday, 

Sunday, nor a legal holiday. r Saturdays, Sundays, and legal 

holidays shall not be counted for any purpose in any time period 

of five days or less in these rules, except that Saturdays, 

Sundays, and legal holidays shall be counted for purpose of the 

three day period in Rule 21a, extending other periods by three 

days when service is made by registered or certified mail or by 

telephonic document transfer.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Amended to omit counting Saturdays, 

Sundays, and legal holidays in all periods of less than five days 

except in the three day extension provision of Rule 21a. 

00009 
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,, .· ... 
William c. Koons Robt.•rt E. HOilltt.'S. Jr. 
Board cemlied '" Fam11~· ww 
And Ovil Trial Law. 

Koons. Fuller. McCurle\· 
& Vanden Eykel -

Board cemt1ed •n Famllv Law. 
Texas Board ot Legal Spectaltzauon 

Texas Board of Legal Spec•alizauon :l.lary Johanna :I.ICCurley 

Kenneth D. Fuller 

A Professional Corporation 

Practice Limited 
To Matrimonial Law 

Board cemtied 1n Famlly Law. 
Texas Board oi Legal specializatiOn 

Jimmy L verner. Jr. Board Cenifled In Family Law. 
Texas BOard ot Legal Speoalizalion Board ceniiied in Ovll Trial Law. 

Texas Board of Legal SpecializatiOn 
Mike McCurley 

Kevin R. Fuller Board Cenified in Family Law. 
Texas Board at Legal Specializanon Board cemfied in Family Law. 

Texas Board at Legal SpecializatiOn 

Ike Vanden Eykel Keith :1.1. :-.:elson 

Board Cenifled in Family Law 
1\nd Ovtl Ttial Law. January 15, 1990 

Board cenified in Family Law. 
Texas Board ot Legal SpecializatiOn 

Texas Board ot Legal Specialization 

Mr. Tom L. Ragland 
Attorney at Law 
P. o. Box 239 
Waco, Texas 76703 

Dear Tom: 

Michael R. DeBruin 

The sub-committee met Thursday, January 11, 1990, in 
my office. Broadus Spivey, Frank Branson and myself are 
the only ones who were able to attend. The sub-committee 
is charged with reviewing and recommending revisions of 
T.R.C.P. 1 through 14. 

The sub-committee recommends amending Rules 4 and 10 
as published in the Texas Bar Journal in November, 1989. 
Because of the time frame involved, we chose to review 
and comment only on those rules even though we had some 
written input regarding some of the other rules. I 
enclose the results of the sub-committee meeeting with 
respect to Rules 4 and 10. We will recommend these 
changes to the committee as a whole. 

Rule 4: The proposed changes were made because of 
input from Justices of the Peace and attorneys representing 
apartment owners and apartment associations. It was felt 
by both of these groups that enlarging the times relative 
to forcible entry and detainer actions and the appeals 
therefrom would work a substantial hardship on landlords 
who already were, in about 90% of the cases, losing a month 
or more in rent. 

Rule 10: There was considerable support for adding 
the partyts last known mailing address in motions to 
withdraw in cases where there was no substitute attorney. 
As to the deleted sentence regarding the court•s imposing 
further conditions upon granting leave to withdraw, the 
committee thought it was superfluous language in that 
the court has this inherent power by virtue of the need 
to obtain court approval for withdrawal. 
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* TRCP 4. Computation of Time. In computing any period of 
time prescribed or allowed by these rules, by order of 
court, or by any applicable statute, the day of the act, 
event, or default after which the designated period of 
time begins to run is not to be included. The last day of 
the period so computed is to be included, unless it 1s a 
Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, in which event the 
period runs until the end of the next day which is neither 
a Saturday, Sunday, nor a legal holiday. Saturdays, 
Sundays, and legal holidays shall not be counted for any 
purpose in any time period of five days or less in these 
rules, except that Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays 
shall be counted for purpose of the three day period in 
Rule 2la, extending other periods by three days when 
service is made by registered or certified mail or by 
telephonic document transfer-r, and Se.t.urdays, Sundays and
legal holidays shall be counte~for purposes of the five 
day periods provided for under Rules 748, 749, 749a, 
749b, and 749c. 

* This proposed rule is typed as if the rule printed in 
the Texas Bar Journal is currently in effect. The 
changes indicated are recommended sub-committee changes. 
Underlining is new language: strike-throughs are deletions. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT/TRCP 737-813 

The 
testimony 
November 
published 
recommend 
committee 

as 
on 
as 
We 

subcommittee reviewed written comments as well 
before the Texas Supreme Court in its hearing 
30, 1989 concerning proposed rule amendments 
in the Texas Bar Journal in November, 1989. 
the following changes be considered by the 

at its next regularly scheduled meeting. 
full 

1. Rules 748, 749, 749a, 749b, 749c 

Comments support that suggested amendments to Rule 4 TRCP 
[to exclude Saturday, sunday, and legal holidays from time 
computation of five days or less]; would serve to enlarge 
the times relative to forcible entry and detainer actions 
and appeals therefrom. Suggestions from justices of the 
peace and practicing attorneys support that these types of 
actions should be excluded from the application of the 
enlargement of time as proposed in Rule 4. We endorse the 
recommendation set forth by the subcommittee charged with 
reviewing and recommending revisions of TRCP 1-14, that is 
that Rule 4 be further amended as proposed to include this 
sentence following the word transfer, Saturdays, Sundays 
ang legal holidays shall be counted for purposes of the 
five day periods provided under Rule 748, 749, 749a, 749b, 
and 749c. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

( 2) TRCP4: My first problem is again with the literal 
language of the rule, and not with that portion being amended. By 
the wording of this rule, in computing any period of time 
prescribed or allowed "by any applicable statute," the last day of 
the period is not to be included if it is a Saturday; Sunday or 
legal holiday. It seems to me that the phrase "any applicable 
statute" would include statutes of limitation. Yet the rule in 
this state, as I understand it, is that statutes of limitation are 
not extended if the last day happens to fall on a Saturday, Sunday 
or legal holiday. 

A second problem is with the wording and the effect of the 
amendment. Under the amendment if a party obtained a needed 
hearing on a Monday by filing papers the preceding Thursday, the 
party would now have to obtain an Order shortening the notice time, 
because the weekend would not count in determining the three days 
notice required ·for a hearing. Perhaps this is the intended 
effect, but it does seem to add an additional unnecessary 
requirements. 
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<o:ourt of App-enls 
Il1iftq 1Eistrirt of <!texas nt Enllns 

CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 (214) 653-6920 

December 7, 1989 T!(.CP 5 
~CP ~CJI.o 

~ Tl?-c.P '-/ 
TfCit-'P 51 
T~AP qo 
-,teA-P ~o 

D. Definition of legal holiday. I note that one timeliness 
problem that has not been entirely cleared up is the question of 
what constitutes a holiday for filing purposes. Tex. R. Civ. P. 
4 provides that something due to be filed on a legal holiday may 
be filed on the next day that is not a saturday, sunday, or legal 
holiday. The rule has been construed to include banking holidays. 
See Johnson v. Texas Employers Insurance Association, 674 S.W.2d 
761 (Tex. 1984) (per curiam). When the Texas Rules of Appellate 
Procedure were first promulgated, Tex. R. App. P. 5 was derived 
from Tex. R. Civ. P. 4. 

Subsequently, however, Tex. R. App. P. 5 was amended to state 

that something due to be filed on a legal holiday, "as defined by 
Article 4591, Revised Civil Statutes" (emphasis added}, could be 
filed on the next working day. That language pretty clearly-
overrules Johnson. For example, if July 4 falls on a Sunday, July 
5 is a banking holiday, but not a holiday listed in article 4591. 

one commentator has noted the potential for confusion. M. 
O'Connor, Perfecting the Appeal 3 (1988). Filing a motion for new 
trial is governed by Tex. R. Civ. P. 329b. Therefore, to keep on 
with the example, filing it on July 5 would be timely. Filing a 
cost bond is governed by Tex. R. App. P. 41, so filing it on July 
5 would not be timely. The variance between the two rules adds 
unnecessary complexity to civil procedure as a whole, but the 
current amendments do not address the problem. 

Regards, 

(~_?_.·--
~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 00014 
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PAUL HEATH TILL 
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 

PRECINCT 5, POSITION 1 
6000 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE 102 

HOUSTON, HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 77081 
TELEPHONE: 713/661-2276 

November 28, 1989 

The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Rules Advisory Committee 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEXAS COURT RULES 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

In response to the proposed changes in the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure, as published in the November issue of the State Bar 
Journal, I respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee 
consider the following comments. 

PROPOSED CHA~~E TO TRCP RULE 4 - COMPUTATION OF TIME 

The proposal to exclude Saturday, Sunday and holidays from any 
time period of five days or less would have a direct and, at 
times, a negative impact upon the time frame of the procedures in 
justice court and in the Forcible Entry and Detainer section of 
the Rules of Civil Procedure. 

As an example, the proposed change in Rule 4 would have a 
definite impact upon the court procedure in complying with Rule 
567 New Trials, which states in part: ~Th~ justice, within ten 
days after the rendition of a judgment in any suit tried before 
him, may grant a new trial therein on motion in writing showing 
that justice has not been done in the trial of the cause.~ While 
the proposed change to Rule 4 would not change the time in Rule 
567, it would change the time in Rule 569 to file motion for new 
trial. It could put the court in the unfortunate predicament of 
having the time to file the motion for new trial, plus the notice 
to the opposing party, equal to the time the court has to rule 
upon the motion. 

I respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee 
recommend that the proposed changes in Rule 4 not be applied to 
Part V. Rules of Practice in Justice Court. 
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The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 
November 28, 1989 
Page 2 

In the Forcible Entry and Detainer section of the rules, in Rule 
744 the defendant has five days to request a jury trial from the 
date of service. This would be changed under the proposed 
revision of Rule 4. Under Rule 739, court is instructed to have 
the defendant appear not more than 10 days nor less than six days 
from date of service. This would not be effected by the proposed 
change in Rule 4, but would place the court in the dilemma of the 
defendant being able to request a jury trial on the day of trial 
and negate purpose and effect of the revision of Rule 744, 
effective January l, 1988. 

I respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee 
recommend that the proposed changes in Rule 4 not be applied to 
Part VII. Rules Relating to Special Proceedings, Section 2. 
Forcible Entry and Detainer. 

The following is a listing of other rules with the five-day time 
frame that would also be effected. Specifically they are: Rules 
569, 571, and 572 in the section of the Rules of Practice in 
Justice Court, and Rules 739, 740, 748, 749a, and 749b in the 
section of the rules for Forcible Entry and Detainer. Due to the 
press of time, no attempt has been made to analyze the effect 
that Rule 4 will have on these rules in relation to the other 
rules within their respective sections. · 
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The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
Justice 

Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas· 78711 

RE: Objections to changes in Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
("TRCP") 4 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

This firm represents the San Antonio Apartment Association. 
We are writing this letter as a follow-up to correspondence to 
you from Niemann & Niemann, attorneys for the Texas Apartment 
Association. 

We respectfully object to the proposed changes in TRCP 4. 
In support thereof, we would like to incorporate Niemann & 
Niemann 1 s objections. The proposed change reflects a "business 
day" basis for determining a respondent 1 s response time. 
Apartment owners and managers provide housing on a seven-day per 
week basis as opposed to a five-day week basis. As a 
consequence, the potential delays in service of notices to 
vacate, writs and possession and other related forcible entry and 
detainer pleadings would cause an inordinate and undue hardship 
on apartment owners and managers. 

It is not the desire of apartment owners or managers to deny 
tenants their rights: however, the proposed changes would 
inordinately burden the landlord/tenant judicial process. 

Accordingly, we respectfully urge the Court to exempt the 
five-day time period set forth in Rule 748 through 749c of the 
Te~as Rules of Civil Procedure when drafting the final TRCP 4. 

WTK:bjd 
C:jHecht.LOl 

Very truly yours, 

KAUFMAN, BECKER, PULLEN & REIBACH, INC. 

sy: · • Cutu.u..""\ ~-
william T. Kaufman 
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( 713) 951-5881 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 21, 1989 

Re: Proposed changes to Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The proposal to include service of documents 
(telephone document transfer) is welcome. I fail 
reason for the three day extension of the recipient's 
since there is no lag time in receipt. TRCP 4, 2la. 

by telefax 
to see the 
time to act 

Further, with respect to Rule 21a, it seems inappropriate to 
authorize service upon another party or that party's attorney, at 
the server's choice. Counsel of record should always be served, 
although perhaps it would speed resolution of issues if parties 
themselves were also required to be served under Rule 2la. 

SAM/kc 

1189038!.083 
/smino/ltr 

s~ncerely, 
// .I }1 
/'~· "1/ll ~ /( __ /~ t~. !: til btNVL/ 

, Ster\i; g A. 1 Minor 

' 
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Han Nathan J. Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 Cap Sta 
Austin TX 78711 

Re: Proposed Rule No. TRCP 4 

J. P. DARROUZET 
COUNSEU..OR AT LAW 

809 RIO GRANDE 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 
(!512) 477.4210 

<TX. BAR LIC. NO. 0!5396000> 

Should there be some indication as to whether or not this 
Rule is meant to broaden jurisdictional time limits'l Or 
isn't it meant to'l. Surely. the way it's worded some people 
(including Judges) will think it's meant to. Cf. Sec. 16.003 
Tex. CP&R Code and Fulghum 219 SW[2] 1014 (CA 1974 nwr) and 

_ Kirkpatrick 484 SW[2] 587 (Sup. Ct. 1972). 
-~ 

·. _:..:....:..!"- ---
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Attorney At Law 

(512) 756-6050 

November 14. 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin. Tx 78711 

Re: "Proposed Changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure." etc. 
as outlined in the November 1989 issue. Texas Bar Journal 

Dear Justice Hecht. 

Much ado has often been made about "de-legalizing" much of 
the verbiage in legal documents. and our laws. especially, and 
not surprisingly. by laymen. 

I would propose that such a principle be applied in the 
drafting and amending of our Rules of Procedure and Evidence. 
Arguably no other body of law or rules is more deserving of 
being laid out in plain language. where possible. than the 
"how. when and where" codes of procedure for our courts. 

Example 1: The proposed amendment to TRCP 4 puzzled me at 
first. May I suggest-

"For any time period of five days or less in these rules, 
Saturdays, Sundays. and legal holidays shall not be counted. 
except for the purpose of the three day period of Rule 21a 
(which extends other time periods by three days when service is 
made by registered or certified mail or by telephone document 
transfer.) 

(This is concise and easier to understand. The "thing" that we 
are talking about is right up front and not hidden in the 
sentence.) 
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OBJECTION TO PROPOSED CHANGE IN TRCP 4 

The proposed changes in Rule 4 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure as published in the Bar 
Journal are as follows (underlined language is new): 

TRCP 4. Computation of Time. In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by 
these rules, by order of court, or by any applicable statute, the day of the act, event, or 
default after which the designated period of time beings to run is not to be included. The 
last day of the period so computed is to be included, unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or 
legal holiday, in which event the period runs until the end of the next day which is neither a 
Saturday, Sunday, nor a legal holiday. Saturdays. Sundays. and le~al holidays shall not 
be counted for any purpose in any time period of fiye days or less in these rules. exce.pt tbat 
Saturciays. Sundays. and le&al holidays shall be coumed for pw:pose of the three day 
period in Rule 21a. extendin~ other periods by three days when service is made by 
re~stered or certified mail or !zy tele.phonic document transfer. 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST PROPOSED CHANGE 
AS IT AFFECfS EVICTIONS 

1. UNFAIRNESS. If applied to evictions, the change in TRCP 4 is unfair because it has the effect 
of increasing the wait from 5 days to 7 or 9 days before the landlord can get his writ of possession 
after he gets his eviction judgment. It adds even more days than that if holidays intervene. 

The change is tantamount to giving the tenants an extra 2 to 4 days (or more) of free rent after the 
judge has already held that the tenant must be evicted for nonpayment of rent. 

In 98% of all eviction cases, the grounds for eviction is nonpayment of rent. In those eviction 
cases, writ of possession is seldom obtained earlier than four to five weeks after the rent becomes 
delinquent. .. even if the landlord was relatively prompt in filing his F.E.D. action. This is 
because of (1) the landlord's normal delay in giving notice to vacate until after a grace period, (2) 
the mandatory wait between notice to vacate and filing the F.E.D., (3) actually filing the sworn 
complaint, (4) waiting for the constable to serve citation on' the tenant, (5) waiting the mandatory 6 
days after. such service, (7) waiting for the court to set a trial date (if the case is contested), (8) 
waiting for the trial date, (9) waiting the mandatory 5 days after judgment before getting the writ of 
possession, (10) waiting for the typical front-door posting of the constable's intent to execute a 
writ of possession, and (11) the delays in getting the constable to actually serve the writ of 
possession. 

It may come as a surprise to the Court that forcible detainer cases comprise approximately 11.76% 
of all civil cases filed in all original jurisdiction courts in Texas. For the reporting year which 
ended in 1988, the total number of new civil cases filed in JP, county level, and district courts in 
this state was 899,820. Of that total, 29.88% (or 268, 923 cases) were filed in JP courts. Forty 
percent of the JP court cases were eviction cases. We suspect, therefore, that the number of people 
affected by the eviction rules far exceeds any other one kind of civil litigation. The impact of 
eviction cases on the people of our state and their pocketbooks cannot be overemphasized. 

If the Court were to adopt proposed TRCP 4 without an exception for the eviction rules, the 
economic damage to property owners would be measured by the hundreds of thousands of dollars, 
and it would give that money (in the form of free rent as a practical matter) to the tenants who are 
being evicted for nonpayment of rent. Approximately 107,569 eviction cases are filed each year; 
and at a mere $12-per-day rental figure, the Court would, by not removing the eviction rules from 
the proposed TRCP 4 changes, be unjustifiably taking over a million dollars out of the pockets of 
the landlords each year and giving it to the tenants who haven't paid their rent 

4. APPEAL TIME ELONGATED. The 5-day wait for a writ of possession is intertwined with the 
appeal process from an F.E.D. Necessarily, a writ of possession should not issue any sooner than 
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the end of the time period for appeal. Another effect of the proposed rule, therefore, is to elongate 
the time for appeal of an eviction case. The multiple sets of sequential 5-day periods in an appeal 
by a pauper would be especially devastating in nonpayment-of-rent evictions. 

5. FEDERAL RULES. The argument that the change is necessary in order to make state rules track 
federal rules on time calculations is not persuasive. The federal courts do not adjudicate eviction 
cases, and there is therefore no real logical basis for making the state rules parallel to federal rules 
on the subject of evictions. Historically, the state rules of civil procedure have recognized the 
unique nature of eviction cases and the need for speed in the interest of justice. Applying non
eviction time rules to eviction cases for the sake of academic uniformity is not sound policy in view 
of the resultant substantive harm to the business community. 

6. ALTERNATIVES. We anticipate that it might be argued that the writ delay and appeal period 
in eviction cases can simply be expanded from 5 to 6 days to avoid the hannful result of the 1RCP 
4 changes. It is bad enough that the present eviction rules force a prevailing landlord to suffer rent 
losses and potential additional property damages for an extra 5 days after winning his judgment. 
Suing evicted tenants for unpaid rent has proven to be an expensive exercise in futility in nearly all 
cases. If this Court were to expand this post-judgment wait from 5 days to 6 (or more), it would 
simply compound the economic burden on the prevailing landlord. 

7. TilE RULES WinCH ARE AFFEcrED. Set forth below are the various eviction rules which 
are adversely affected by the proposed change in 1RCP 4. The bold language is for purposes of 
emphasizing the language affected by the time-calculation changes in Rule 4. 

Five-day Wait for Writ of Possession 

[Existing] Rule 748. JUDGMENT AND WRIT. If the judgment or verdict be in favor of the plaintiff, the 
justice shall give judgment for plaintiff for possession of the premises, costs, and damages; and he shall 
award his writ of possession. If the judgment or verdict be in favor of the defendant, the justice shall give 
judgment for defendant against the plaintiff for costs and any damages. No writ or possession shall 
issue until the expiration or five days from the time the judgment is signed. 

Five-day Right of Appeal 

[Existing] Rule 749. MAY APPEAL. In appeals in forcible entry and detainer cases, no motion for new 
trial shall be filed. 

Either party may appeal from a fmal judgment in such case, to the county court of the county in 
which the judgment is rendered by filing with the justice within five days after the judgment 
is signed, a bond to be approved by said justice, and payable to the adverse party, conditioned that he will 
prosecute his appeal with effect, or pay all costs and damages which may be adjudged against him. 

The justice shall set the amount of the bond to include the items enumerated in Rule 752. 

Within five days following the filing or such bond, the party appealing shall give 
notice as provided in Rule 2la or the filing or such bond to the adverse party. No 
judgment shall be taken by default against the adverse party in the court to which the cause has been 
appealed without fU'St showing substantial compliance with this rule. 

Pauper's Affidavit in Lieu of Bond 

[Existing] Rule 749a. PAUPER'S AFFIDAVIT. If appellant is unable to pay the costs of appeal, or file a 
bond as required by Rule 749, he shall nevertheless be entitled to appeal by making strict proof of such 
inability within five days after the judgment is signed, which shall consist or his 
affidavit filed with the justice of the peace stating his inability to pay such costs, or any part thereof, or 
to give security, which may be contested within five days aftec the filing of such affidavit and notice thereof 
to the opposite party or his attorney of record by any officer of the court or party to the suit, whereupon it 
shall be the duty of the justice of the peace in whose court the suit is pending to hear evidence and 
determine the right of the party to appeal, and he shall enter his finding on the docket as a part of the record. 
It will be presumed prima facie that. the affidavit speaks the truth, and, unless 
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contested within five days after the filing and notice thereof, the presumption shall be deemed 
conclusive; but if a contest is filed, the burden shall then be on the appellant to prove his alleged inability 
by competent evidence other than by the affidavit above referred to. 

If the justice of the peace disapproves the pauper's affidavit, appellant may, within five days thereafter 
bring the matter before the county judge for a final decision, and, on request, the justice shall certify to the 
county judge appellant's affidavit, the contest thereof, and all documents, and papers thereto. The county 
judge shall set a day for hearing, not later than ten days, and shall hear the contest de novo. If the pauper's 
affidavit is approved by the county judge, he shall direct the justice to transmit to the clerk of the county 
court, the transcript, records and papers of the case. 

No writ of restitution may issue pending the hearing by the county judge of the appellant's right to appeal 
on a pauper's affidavit If the county judge disapproves the pauper's affidavit, appellant may perfect his 
appeal by filing an appeal bond in the amount as required by Rule 749 within five days thereafter. If 
no appeal bond is filed within five days, a writ of restirution may issue. 

[Existing] Rule 749b. PAUPER'S AFFIDAVIT IN NONPAYMENT OF RENT APPEALS. In a 
nonpayment of rent forcible detainer case, a tenant/appellant who has appealed by filing a pauper's 
affidavit under these rules shall be entitled to stay in possession of the premises during the 
pendency of the appeal, by complying with the following procedure: 

(1) Within five days of the date that the tenant/appellant ftles his pauper's affidavit, he must pay 
into the justice court registry one rental period's rent under the tenns of the rental agreement 

(2) During the appeal process as rent becomes due undel' the rental agreement, the tenant/appellant 
shall pay the rent into the county court registry within five days of the due date under the tenns of the 
rental agreement 

(3) If the tenant/appellant fails to pay the rent into the court registry within the time limits prescribed 
by these rules, the appellee may file a notice of default in county court. Upon sworn motion by the 
appellee and a showing of default to the judge, the court shall issue a writ of restitution. 

(4) Landlord/appellee may withdraw any or all rent in the county court registry upon (a) sworn motion 
and hearing, prior to final determination of the case, showing just cause, (b) dismissal of the appeal, or (c) 
order of the court upon final hearing. 

(5) All hearings and motions undel' this rule shall be entitled to precedence in the county court. 

[Existing] Rule 749c. APPEAL PERFECTED. The appeal in any forcible detainer case shall 
be perfected when an appeal bond bas been filed. When a pauper's affidavit bas been 
filed in lieu of the appeal bond, the appeal shall be perfected when the pauper's 
affidavit is filed with the court; however, when the case involves nonpayment of rent, such appeal 
is perfected when both the pauper's affidavit has been filed and when one rental period's rent has been paid 
into the justice court registry. In a case where the pauper's affidavit is contested by the landlord, the appeal 
shall be perfected when the contest is overruled and, if the case involves nonpayment of rent, one rental 
period's rent has been paid into the justice court registry. 

[Existing] Rule 751. TRANSCRIPT. When an appeal bas been perfected, the justice shall 
stay all further proceedings on the judgment, and immediately make out a transcript of all the entries 
made on his docket of the proceedings had in the case; and he shall immediately file the same, together with 
the original papers and any money in the court registry, with the clerk of the county court of the county in 
which the trial was had, or other court having jurisdiction of such appeal. The clerk shall docket the cause, 
and the trial shall be de novo. 

The clerk shall immediately notify both appellant and the adverse party of the date of receipt of the 
transcript and the docket number of the cause. Such notice shall advise the defendant of the necessity for 
ftling a written answer in the county court when the defendant has pleaded orally in the justice court 

The trial, as well as all hearings and motions, shall be entitled to precedence in the county court 
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• r NIEMANN & NIEMANN 

ATIORNEYS AT lAW 

FRED NIEMANN 
LARRY NIEMANN 
FRED NIEMANN, JR. 

1210 MBANK TOWER 
AUS11N,1EXAS 78701 TELEPHONE (512) 474·6901 

FAX (512) 474·071: 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

November27, 1989 

via hand delivery 

Re: TAA objections to changes in TRCP 4 and TRCP 749c 

I am writing this letter on behalf of the Texas Aparttnent Association. TAA wishes to 
object to the proposed rule changes in TRCP 4 regarding computation of time and TRCP 7 49c 
regarding appeal by paupers in eviction cases. Our specific reasons for objecting to the language 
of the proposed changes in those rules are set forth in the attached summaries. 

It may come as a surprise to the Court that forcible detainer cases comprise approximately 
11.76% of all civil cases filed in all original jurisdiction couns in Texas. For the reporting year 
which ended in 1988, the total number of new civil cases filed in JP, county level, and district 
courts in this state was 899,820. Of that total, 29.88% (or 268, 923 cases) were filed in JP courts. 
Forty percent of the JP court cases were eviction cases. We suspect, therefore, that the number of 
people affected by the eviction rules far exceeds any other one kind of civil litigation. The impact 
of eviction cases on the people of our state and their pocketbooks cannot be overemphasized. 

Accordingly, the Texas Apartment Association respectively requests that TRCP 4 be 
modified to exclude the 5-day time period under TRCPs 748 through 749c regarding writs of 
possession and eviction appeals. .. 

nlh.8ms 
enclosures 

Respectfully submitted, 

NIEMANN & NIEMANN 

xc: Mr. Luke Soules, Jr., Chairman, Supreme Court Advisory Committee, via FAX 224-9144 
Mr. Frank Finch, T AA President 
Mr. Jerry Adams, TAA Executive Vice President 
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HOOVER. BAX & SHEARER 

JOE G. BAX. P.C. ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

SAN FEL.IPE PLAZA 
eoAMI CI.IIT1Fli:D--COMMCK~ MAL. I.STATI: t.AW 
806110 Cl.lln"'1'11':0o"&St0Ciilf"n.M. .. ._,. ISTA1"1 L.A. 58A7 SAN FELIP£. SUITE 2200 

TQAa eQ.utO lOP LEGA!L PI.ClM..JUT"'Ifiil 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
Austin, Texas 78711 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77057 

(713) 977·8686 

FAX (713) 977·539!1 

November 28, 1989 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
AIRBILL #5000353945 

RE: Objections of the Houston Apartment Association to 
changes in TRCP 4. 

Dear Justice Hecht, 

Our firm is counsel to the Houston Apartment Association, a 
trade association representing over 3 50,000 apartment units in 
the Houston area. We have discussed the proposed changes to TRCP 
Rule with Larry Niemann, counsel for both the Texas Building 
Owners and Managers Association, and the Texas Apartment 
Association. We must concur with Larry's comments and we share 
the same objections expressed to you by Mr.. Niemann. 

Simply stated, Texas landlords are in the business of 
collecting rent for the shelters that they provide; they are not 
in the business of evicting tenants. As you know the vast major
ity of evictions are filed for nonpayment of rent. By the time 
that eviction has been filed the average tenant, who knew the 
date the rent was due in the first place, has received a late 
notice, various forms of informal request for payment, a notice 
to vacate, and a copy of the Plaintiff's eviction petition. If 
the lease required some opportunity to cure there would have been 
an additional written notice furnished that resident. It goes 
without say~ng that at any point along that process, the resident 
has the opportunity of curing the default and tendering payment 
to the landlord, who in most cases would gladly accept the pay
ment. 

The proposed change in the rules woul_d simply elongate the 
delay in returning the apartment to productLon. 

The joinder of a claim for th7 delinquent rent with the 
eviction petition has not been effectLve. Most tenants are judg
ment proof and therefore the landlords do not have a practic~l 
remedy to gain back the lost rent. For this reason it lS 
extremely important that the eviction process continue to be an 
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
November 28, 1989 
Page 2 

expedited one designed to return an unproductive asset back to an 
income producing apartment unit. 

Candidly, we have heard no objection from any of the 
Constables or Justices of the Peace regarding the current rules. 
In fact, we have heard no real request for a modification of 
those rules. Accordingly, we would urge the court to make an 
exception to the proposed Rule TRCP 4 for the five day time 
periods involved in TRCP 748 through 749c regarding the waiting 
period for writs of possession and eviction appeals. 

JGB:df 

cc: Mr. Paul Heiberger 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~VER, BA~ & SHEARER 

-~ / -,~) /=rc----~-
j-c_ :-G. Bax 
A torney for the 

/Houston Aoartment Associati-on 
/" -
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PARKER COUNTY 
Wuthuford, Tuaa 76016 

~ovember 29, 1989 

Honorable Nath~~ L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Austin, Texas 79711 

Re: P~oposed ~T.endments to Texa3 Ru!es of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

We would like to take tn!s oppor:unity to comment on three propo3ed amend
ments to the Texas Rule~ of Civil Procedure. 

TRC? 4. Comoutation or ~i~e 
!he proposed amendment would omit counting Saturday, Sunday, and legal 
hol!days for any presc~ibed tice period of rive days or less. This proposed 
rule would add at least two days, and in some cases, four day! to the waiting 
per!od prescribed in Rule 748 before a Writ or ~ossession could be issued in 
a forcible detainer case. For instance, if judgment is rendered in favor of 
plaintiff on a F~iday, then for counting purposes, Saturday and Sunday would 
be o~itted; the prescribed five days would begin on ~onday and would not 
be co~pleted until midnight of the following F.riday. Since the courts are closed 
on Saturday and Sunday, it would be the next Monday before a Writ of Possession 
could be issued. This would effectively give a tenant/occupant four additional 
days to remain on the prem~ses of the rental property.· !It would be even more 
if a legal holiday fell during the time period.) 

We do not believe that lengthenin~ this particular time period was the intent 
of the Rules Committee. However, if that is their intent, we would suggest that 
you simply- amend Rule 748 to change-the five days to seven; this would be easier 
for everyone involved to understand. Otherwise, Rule 748 would always have to 
be read in context with Rule 4, and the judge will have to constantly be explain
ing to both tenants and landlords that the five days in Rule 748 doesn't really 
mean five days. 

If it ie not the intention of the Rules Committee to extend the time period on 
Writs or Possession (and for appeals from forcible detainer judgments), then 
we would suggest that Rule ~, as proposed, exclude Rule 748. 
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fhre:~either" and "nor" should be used only with two choices, not 

TRCP 4. Computation [of Time! 
In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these 

rules, by order of court, or by any applicable statute, the day 
of the act, event, or default after which the designated period 
of time beings to run is not to be included. The last day of the 

period so computed is to be included, unless it is a Saturday, 
Sunday, or legal holiday, in which event the period runs until 
the end of the next day which is ~a Saturday, Sunday, C!J 
'X_or a legal holiday. [Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays shall 
not be counted for any purpose in any time period of five days 
or less in these rules, except that Saturdays, Sundays, and legal 
holidays shall be counted for purpose of the three day period 
in Rule 21a, extending other pepods by three days when service·· 
is made by registered or certified mail or by telephonic docu-
ment transJer. I · · 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Amended to omit count
Ing Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays in all periods of less 
than five days except in the three day extension provision of Rule 
21a.} 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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TRCP 5. Enlargement [of Time) 

When by these rules or by a notice given thereunder or by 

order of court an act is required or allowed to be done at or 

within a t¢~~~t¢¢1¢ti~~~¢W¢¢!t¢1~¢1¢¢~¢/~tl¢tlw~t~~~~~ specified 

time, the court for cause shown may, at any time in its dis-

cretion (a) with or without motion or notice, order the period 

enlarged if application therefor is made before the expiration of 

the period originally prescribed or as extended by a previous 

order; or (b) upon motion permit the act to be done after the 

expiration of the specified period where good cause is shown for 

the failure to act..:../ ~~~t 1 ~t [The court] may not enlarge the 

period for taking any action under the rules relating to new 

trials except as stated in these rules..:..f/~t¢Y~¢¢¢1/~¢W¢Y¢t//~1/~ 

~¢t~¢~11¢t!~¢w!tt~~~ 

[If any document) is sent to the proper clerk by first-class 

United States mail in an envelope or wrapper properly addressed 

and stamped and is deposited in the mail ¢~¢1¢~tl¢tl~¢t¢ [on or] 

before the last day for filing same, the same, if received by the 

clerk not more than ten days tardily, shall be filed by the clerk 

and be deemed filed in time..:../ /~t¢Y~¢¢¢1 /~¢W¢Y¢t I lt~~t /~ lAl 

legible postmark affixed by the United States Postal Service 

shall be prima facie evidence of the date of mailing. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To make the last date for mailing under 

{_ Rule 5 coincide with the last date for filing.] 
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SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT 
RULES l-14 

TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

Rule 5: There was a comment that the enlargement of time 
would not apply to deliveries by Federal Express or like 
couriers. The committee felt, however, there were 
problems in attempting to change the concept of filing 
by mail that was beyond the time frame within which we 
could work. 

Respectfully, 

~,{).~ 
Kenneth D. Fuller 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert w. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(3) TRCP5: By making the last day for mailing under Rule 5 
coincide with the last day of filing, the amendment indirectly 
extends the Answer date for all parties. I am not aware of any 
court that refuses to file an Answer after the original appearance 
date, so long as a Motion for Default Judgment is not already on 
file. The Plaintiff has no practical way to protect against a 
Defendant filing an Answer within the ten days allowed for receipt 
of an answer mailed on the last day. Because of the prohibition 
in this rule, he cannot move any quicker to establish the priority 
of his judgment. 

• 
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¥tt~¢t¢~¢~1¢f l¢0!¢tt¢t~¢tl~¢tl~¢1¢ff¢¢t¢¢!l¢J ~~~¢~1¢¢tt¢~ 

¢~¢~t~~ /~¢¢¢ !¢¢~¢¢ 1¢~¢ ~~~¢¢t !¢~¢~ l¢¢~¢ttt¢~¢ /t¢~¢¢¢¢ /~t /t~¢ 

~¢~ttfl¢tll~J/~P¢~1Pt¢¢¢~t¢tt¢~1~t!¢~¢~1¢tt¢t~¢11¢fl¢1~¢tt¢¢1¢f 

¢~~¢rtr~rt¢~1¢¢¢t~~¢tt~~~r~¢1~¢~¢11¢¢¢t¢¢¢Jit¢~¢~~¢~¢1~~¢~¢tl!¢~¢ 

~t¢t¢ l~¢t l¢f 11¢t¢¢ !t¢¢~ttft¢¢tt¢~ ~~~¢~¢t l¢f It~¢ l¢~~¢ttt~t¢ 

~tt¢t~¢tll~tt~lt~¢1¢t~~¢t~t¢1¢flt~¢1~tt¢t~¢tlt¢1~¢1¢~~¢ttt~t¢¢j 

~~¢1~~1¢Y¢t~¢~tlt~¢tl¢¢¢~!¢~~¢ttt¢tt¢~1~¢¢1t~¢1¢~~t¢Y~~I¢flt~¢ 

¢~t¢~tl¢~¢1t~¢tlt~¢1~tt~¢t¢~¢~!t¢!~¢tl¢¢~~~tlf¢tl¢¢~¢tl¢~~tJ!I~t 

t~¢ l¢tt¢t~¢t Jt~ 1¢f/l¢t~¢ l~tt~¢t¢~¢ 1¢~¢ !¢t~¢t /¢¢~~¢¢~ lt¢¢~t~ !¢t 

~¢¢¢¢¢/¢~~¢ttt~t¢¢//¢~¢tf/l¢t/¢¢~~¢¢~/¢~¢t/~¢/¢¢¢t~~¢t¢¢/¢f/t¢¢¢t¢/ 

wttf/l!~¢tt¢¢1t¢1¢~~~¢tf/l¢tl¢¢ttt¢¢1t~l~¢¢¢t¢¢~¢¢1~tt~I~~~¢17~¢J 1¢¢ . . . 

[An attorney may wi thdraH from representing a party only 

upon written motion for good cause shown. If another attornev is 

to be substituted as . counsel for the party, the motion shall 

state: the name, address, telephone number, telecopier number, if 

any, and State Bar of Texas identification number of the substi-

tute attorney; that the party approves the substitution; and that 

the withdrawal is not sought for delay only. If another attorney 

is not to be substituted as counsel for the party, the motion 

shall state: that a copy of the motion has been delivered to the 

party; that the party has been notified in writing of his right 

to object to the motion; whether the party consents to the 

motion; and all pending settings and deadlines. If the motion is 

granted, the withdrawing attorney shall immediately notify the 

party in \vriting of any additional settings or deadlines of which 
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the attorney has knowledge at the time of the withdrawal and has 

not already notified the party. The court may impose further 

conditions upon granting leave to withdraw. Notice or delivery 

to a party shall be either made to the party in person or mailed 

to the party's last known address by both certified and regular 

first class mail. If the attorney in charge withdraws and other 

counsel remains or becomes substituted, another attorney in 

charge must be designated of record with notice to all other 

parties in accordance with Rule 2la.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The amendment repeals the present rule 

and clarifies the requirements for withdrawal.] 
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w '!lam c. Koons 
BOard Cen111ed •n Familv LJW 

t\lld CIVIl Tnal Law. 
Texas Board of Legal Specialization 

Koons. Fuller. iVlcCurle\· 
& Vanden Eykel -

A Professional Corporation 

Robert t::. Holmes. Jr. 
Boara ccruuel1 10 Fam1lv Law. 
Texas 1:3oard ur Legal Spec1alizauoo 

\larv JotlilJlna ~tcCurlev 

Kennem o. Fuller Practice Limited 
To Matrimonial Law 

Boa.rd cemr1ed 10 Family Law. 
Texas Board or Legal SpeClalizallon 

BOard cen1fied in Family Law. 
Texas BOard of Legal SpeCializauoo 

Jimmv L Verner. Jr. 
Board Cenilied 1n Civil Trial Law. 
Texas Board ol Legal Specialization 

Mike ~tCCurley 
Board Cemfied in Fam1ly Law. 
Texas BOard of Legal SpeCializanon 

Kevin R. Fuller 
Board Cemfied in Family Law. 
Texas Board of Legal Specialization 

Ike Vanden Eyket Keith ~1. ;"~;elson 
Board cenified in Family Law. 
Texas Board of Legal Specialization 

Board cenifled in Family Law 
t\lld Civil Trial Law. 
Texas BOard of Legal SpeCialization 

Mr. Tom L. Ragland 
Attorney at Law 
P. o. Box 239 
Waco, Texas 76703 

Dear Tom: 

January 15, 1990 
~tich<:~el R. DeBruin 

~CP 10 

The sub-committee met Thursday, January 11, 1990, in 
my office. Broadus Spivey, Frank Branson and myself are 
the only ones who were able to attend. The sub-committee 
is charged with reviewing and recommending revisions of 
T.R.C.P. 1 through 14. 

The sub-committee recommends amending Rules 4 and 10 
as published in the Texas Bar Journal in November, 1989. 
Because of the time frame involved, we chose to review 
and comment only on those rules even though we had some 
written input regarding some of the other rules. I 
enclose the results of the sub-committee meeeting with 
respect to Rules 4 and 10. We will recommend these 
changes to the committee as a whole. 

Rule 4: The proposed changes were made because of 
input from Justices of the Peace and attorneys representing 
apartment owners and apartment associations. It was felt 
by both of these groups that enlarging the times relative 
to forcible entry and detainer actions and the appeals 
therefrom would work a substantial hardship on landlords 
who already were, in about 90% of the cases, losing a month 
or more in rent. 

Rule 10: There was considerable support for adding 
the party's last known mailing address in motions to 
withdraw in cases where there was no substitute attorney. 
As to the deleted sentence regarding the court's imposing 
further conditions upon granting leave to withdraw, the 
committee thought it was superfluous language in that 
the court has this inherent power by virtue of the need 
to obtain court approval for withdrawal. 
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* TRrp 10. Withdrawal of Counsel. An attorney may withdraw 
from representing a party only upon written motion for 
good cause shown. If another attorney is to be substituted 
as counsel for the party, the motion shall state: the 
name, address, telephone number, telecopier number, if 
any, and State Bar of Texas identification number of the 
substitute attorney: that the party approves the 
substitution: and that the withdrawal is not sought for 
delay only. If another attorney is not to be substituted 
as counsel for the party, the motion shall state: that a 
copy of the motion has been delivered to the party: that 
the party has been notified in writing of his right to 
object to the motion: whether the party consents to the 
motion: the party's last known address: and all pending 
settings and deadlines. If the motion is granted, the 
withdrawing attorney shall immediately notify the party 
in writing of any additional settings or deadlines of 
which the attorney has knowledge at the time of the 
withdrawal and has not already notified the party. ~e
e-E*i~ ~ ~s-e- :Hfftft.ei:" -een €14-t i-ens-tt-pefl ~ aftt-4-Rg-1 e-a y.e. 

~~i~&faw, Notice or delivery to a party shall be 
either made to the party in person or mailed to the 
party's last known address by both certified and regular 
first class mail. If the attorney in charge withdraws 
and other counsel remains or becomes substituted, another 
attorney in charge must be designated of record with 
notice to all other parties in accordance with Rule 2la. 

* This proposed rule is typed as if the rule printed in 
the Texas Bar Journal is currently in effect. The 
changes indicated are recommended sub-committee changes. 
Underlining is new language: strike-throughs are deletions. 
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Fu LB RIGHT & JAWORS Kl 
1301 MCKINNEY 

HousToN.TExAs 77oro 
HOUSTON 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

TELEPHONE· 713/6SI·SI51 
TELEx· 76·2829 

TELECOPI E:R: 713/651·S246 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT .JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

January 11, 1990 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public 
hearing held on November. 30, 1989 addressing the proposed 
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

2: Rule 10. The suggested change to the proposed 
amendment 1~ ~hat counsel should be permitted to withdraw 
merely by f1l1ng a notice with the court. Under the proposed 
amendment, an attorney may withdraw only "for good cause shown." 

The subcommittee recommends no change in the 
proposed amendment. 
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CHAMBERLAIN, HRDLICKA, WHITE, .JOHNSON & WILLIAMS 
A PARTNERSHIP OF' INDIVIDUALS ANO PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS 

FAX 

1713) 658·2553 

TELEX. 79·0142 

OI~EC.T DIAL NO. (7131 658-2674 

Jttornqs at .(gw 
1400 CITICORP CENTER 

1200 SMITH STREET 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

C..HARLES E.. F~OST, .JR. 

PRINCIPAL 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

TELEPHONE {713) 6SB-IBIB 

January 15, 1990 

ATLANTA OFFICE: 

1400 HARRIS TOWER 

2.33 PEACHTREE STREET, N, E. 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA .30303 

TC::LE:PHONE 1404) 659-1410 

WATS 

1-800-342-5629 

Re: Proposed Changes to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Last weekend (January 6-7, 1990) I finally had an opportunity 
to review the November, 1989 Texas Bar Journal. In the course of 
reviewing that issue of the Bar Journal, I discovered the 
invitation for comments on the proposed amendments to the Texas 
Court Rules. I recognize that the deadline for comments was 
November 30, 1989, but find myself in the same position as the 
lawyer pictured on the cover of that same issue (see attachment 
hereto). I, therefore, respectfully request that you consider my 
comments herein and present them to your committee if at all 
possible. 

The changes to T.R.C.P.10 (Withdrawal of Counsel) are 
particularly disturbing. The proposed amendments appear to 
severely restrict the occasions when an attorney can withdraw from 
representation. This represents a severe threat to those of us 
attempting to practice law because of clients \vho initially promise 
to pay and then subsequently are not able, or decide they do not 
\vish, to do so. 

A recent experience I had may provide some understanding of 
the extent of the problem. A professional who was familiar with 
our firm because of its extensive tax work approached us to assist 
him in recovering approximately $250,000 of stock he had sold to 
other insiders based upon alleged misrepresentations concerning the 
health of the small, start-up corporation and the availability of 
capital for future operations. The client represented himself to 
have a good practice involving approximately $100,000 of annual 
income plus income from investments. We mapped out a strategy 
based upon his discussions of what he could afford to spend. 
Approximately five (5) months later, however, we learned that he 
had lost his job and his firm had closed shortly after he first 
spoke with us. He allowed us to put in many thousands of dollars 
of work for which he did not have any ability to pay. (Fortunately 
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
January 15, 1990 
Page 2 

he did agree to allow us to withdraw and signed a letter to that 
affect.) 

I can recite a number of other examples in addition to the one 
related above. This is a serious problem that will greatly affect 
the economics of practicing law. For example, in one case one of 
my partners handled, Judge Buie would not allow our firm to 
withdraw when we were approximately $50,000 of fees, and the client 
ultimately was able to obtain $250,000 of free work for which we 
have never been paid. In my view, that is an outrage! 

Under the proposed amendment to Rule 10, if an attorney is 
required to notify the client in writing that the client has the 
right to object to the motion, it will almost assuredly result in 
many clients deciding that th£y can hold the attorneys captive 
without any intention to pay them. There is no justification for 
such a provision and it borders on indentured servitude enforced 
by the courts. • (I recognize this argument has been made in the 
federal courts without.success, but do not feel our state courts 
need to make the same mistakes as our federal courts.) 

I respectfully request that your committee reconsider the 
amendments to Rule 10. 

With greatest regards and best wishes for the New Year, I am 

CEF: jc 
CEF154:73.Hp 

Very truly yours, 

CHAHBERLAIN I HRDLICKA, ~ffiiTE I ezz:IAMS, P.C. 
Charles E. Frost, Jr. 
Principal 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(4) TRCP10: The sentence covering the situation where 
another attorney is not to be substituted, does not make it clear 
whether the withdrawing attorney is to advise the court "of all 
pending settings and deadlines" or whether the motion is to show 
that the withdrawing attorney has advised the party of all pending 
settings and deadlines. It seems th~t the attorney should show 
that he had advised the party of those settings and deadlines and 
in the process he can then remind the court of the same deadlines 
and settings. 
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Paul R. Davis, Jr. 
Judge 

]iiiWilliazN 
Seaetary 
473-9303 

Robert Phelps 
Bailiff 

0-9782 

Potty Day 
Official Court l<eporter 

473-9325 

Tencha Damian 
CourtOerlt 

473-9457 

l 

The District Court of the State of Texas 
200th Judicial District 

December 12, 1989 Travis County Courthous. 

The Honorable Nathan Hecht 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 

P.O. Box 1748 
Austin, Texas 70767 

512-473-9306 

Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed TRCP Changes 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

I have reviewed the proposed changes to the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure and think they look very good. 
Here are some suggestions about a couple of them: 

TRCP 10 

I appreciate the ·amendments which are geared 
toward including the party in the 
substitution/withdrawal process. Too often 
substitutions or withdrawals are presented without 
notice to either the party or the opposing attorney(s). 
The biggest practical difficulty with this is its 
effect on trial settings when an attorney withdraws 
shortly before a case is scheduled for trial. The 
proposed amendments go a long way toward resolving 
this. It is also important that opposing counsel be 
involved in this process. It goes without saying that 
most attorneys will not engage in ex parte 
communication with the Court. For some reason, 
however, attorneys seem to forget this requirement when 
dealing with withdrawals and substitutions. I 
frequently receive ex parte motions for withdrawal, 
particularly from out of town counsel. Accordingly, I 
would suggest that the rule require delivery of the 
motion not just to the~__ty_p_).lt ___ _t;g_al_l_ oth_er_-=~~-~Efn:~Y.!? 
of record in the case. ------------· 

Another problem when an attorney withdrawals is 
that the remaining attorneys must communicate with the 
now unrepresented party at an address which may not be 
known to them. The rule should require that the motion 
also list the party's last known address. 

Finally, I recommend that the rule expressly 
·provide for a hearing unless the motion is agreed by 
the party and the opposing attorneys. A copy of my 
suggested changes is enclosed. 
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1tJ~~t•~•~t¢tl•~~-~~¢tn;tl~•tl~;l;tt;¢J;~I1•1 I~F¢nl~¢~t¢n 

;~¢~tJ\~ li¢¢~ /¢-~;.; I-~~ I~J\~;t ;;.~¢~ 1¢¢J\~J.~t¢J\; I t~p;;.;~ /'P'I l~'tl; 

~¢~t~ll¢t/1'P1/~p¢J\Ipt;;.;nJj~J.¢J\I'Pt/;.~¢~1-~~¢tJ\;t!¢ti•IJ\¢~J.¢;!¢t 

;~'P;JtJ~Jt¢J\!~;;.tiJ\-JJ.~iiJ~;In•~;J/j~~t;;.;J/~;~;p~¢J\;/J\~~~-t//jJ\~ 

•J•J; tJ•t l¢t 11•~•;. lt~;n~ttJ.¢jJJ.¢J\ IJ\~¢'P;t l¢t IJ~; t;.~'P;.JJ.J~J; 

jJJ¢t~;tJI~t~~/J~;I;.t~~-J~t;l¢t!J~;/-JJ¢t~;t!~¢!~;/;.~~-~J.~~~-~I 

-~~~-~t•t•t~;nJ!~~~~~;.~¢~1;.~~;.t.tJ~t.t¢~1~••tJ~;t•~~t¢1jJf~t!J~; 

¢~J.-~Jfjn~IJ~-J!J~;!~t1-~¢t•~-~!t;./~¢JI;.¢~f~Jit¢t/-;JjtJ¢~1.1JJI:t 

J~; fjJJ¢t~;y I tV\ /¢~~ti; l~t1-~¢t-;t;. /jft~ 1¢1-~;t /¢¢~~;.;7. Jt;¢jl.~ 1'/Jt 

~-¢¢~-~-~~-J.J.J~J-¢11-~¢J~-ti¢¢~~--~~~~-J/~-~---tf~-J--J-t/t;¢¢t'J 

~tt.~ /ft¢.1-J.¢; IJ¢ fj~ ~I ¢J~;t /FjtJt;;.t t'ftl-¢¢¢t~-'ft¢;/;ttJ•IP.~1.;J ~ JjJ.J-.-, 

jJJ.¢tn;tttJ\I¢~•ti•t 

(An attorney may withdraw from representing a party only 

upon written motion for good cause shown. If another attorney is 

to be substituted as counsel for the party. the motion shall 

state: the name, address. telephone number. telecopier number. if 

any. and State Bar of Texas identification number of the substi

tute attorney; that the party approves the substitution; and that 

the withdrawal is not sought for delay only. If another attorney 

is not to be substituted as counsel for the party. the motion 
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the attorney has knowledae at ~he tire of the withdrawal ahd has 

not already notified the party. The court may impose further 

conditions upon granting leave to withdraw. Notice or delivery 

to a party shall be either made to the party in person or mailed 

to the party's last known address by both certified and regular 

first class mail. If the attorney in charge withdraws and other 

counsel remains or L=cornes substityted. another attorney _ _in 

charge ~·.1st b~ dr!s.ig!"1ated of record with poticP t~ .>~11 othP.I: 

parties in accordance with Rule 21a.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The amendment repeals the prgsent rul1 

and clarifies the requirements for withdrawal.] 

·-
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THORNE. GOLDEN & LAPIDUS 

KIM R. THORNE 
BoARD CEIITIFIED- PEIISONAL INJURY TRIAL LAW 

TExAS BoARD OF LEGAL SPECIALILA TION 

CARL"RANDY"GOLDEN 
BoARD CEilTIFIED- FAMILY LAW 

TEXAS BoARD OF LEGAL SPECIAU:tATION 

DOUGLAS J. LAPIDUS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

ATI'ORNEYS AT LAW 

NCNBTOWER 
SUITE &40 

801 W. FREEWAY 
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS 76061 

November 17, 1989 

(214) 26+1614 
METRO 263-6163 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I have just had opportunity to review the proposed amendments 
as cont~ined in th~ November edition of the Texas Bar Journal, and 
take th~s opportun~ty to accept your invitation for comment. 

TBCP 10, WITHDRAWAL OF CQUHSEL 

Regardless of whether a substitution or withdrawal of counsel 
is proposed, this Rule always requires judicial approval before a 
party can change or dismiss his or her ·legal counsel. 

I would suggest that in instances involving substitution of 
counsel, that a simple notice be filed bearing the signatures of 
the substituting and substituted attorneys, as well as that of the 
party. A notice procedure (as opposed to a motion) will eliminate 
unnecessary paperwork, judicial time, and uncertainty which may 
otherwise exist on submission of a motion as to which attorney 
bears responsibility for proper representation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

THORNE, GOLDEN & LAPIDUS 

G 
State ar No. 
NCNB Tower 
Suite 840 
801 w. Freeway 
Grand Prairie, TX 75051 
(214) 264-1614 or 263-5163 
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PAUL BOUDLOCHE 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P 0 Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

CANTEY S. HANGER 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

2100 FIRST REPUBLICBANK TOWER 

801 CHERRY STREET 

F"ORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 

817/877·2800 

November 16, 1989 

Re: Comments to Amendments to 
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

METRO L.INE 429~38 15 

TELEX 75·8631 

TELECOPY 817/877·2807 

ATTORNEY'S DIRECT DIAL 

877-2835 

I would like to make one comment with regards to the 
proposed change to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure No. 10 on 
withdrawal of counsel. 

I would recommend that the following sentence or phrase 
or similar sentence or phrase be inserted within the rule 
following the statement that "If the motion is granted .... " 

If the motion is granted, the Court's Order 
shall reflect the last known address in the 

·possession of the withdrawing attorney for 
use of all Rule 2la service by remaining 
parties, and shall immediately notify .... 

As a trial attorney primarily doing defense practice, 
it is not unusual for a plaintiff attorney to withdraw from the 
representation of the Plaintiff one or two years after suit has 
been filed when the attorney is no longer able to locate his 
client or obtain his client's cooperation. Since the plaintiff 
attorney probably represented the claimant even prior to the 
filing of the lawsuit and since the rules of ethics for both 
insurance adjusters and attorneys forbid any direct contact with 
the claimant, my file generally will reflect only an address from 
the time of the initial occurrence, whereas, the plaintiff 
attorney may have one, two, or even three subsequent addresses 
which he has used to communicate with his client. Therefore, 
once he has withdrawn from the case, unless a provision is placed 
in the Court's Order and the Motion to Withdraw which provides me 
with an address for service of documents, I have absolutely no 
idea where to send any notices or other correspondence. 
Therefore, when an attorney attempts to withdraw from a case, I 
routinely ask the Court to have a provision inserted within the 
Court's Order designating the other party's last known address 
and that the remaining parties can utilize that address for Rule 
2la service of notices and correspondence. 

I appreciate your attention to the comment. 

Sincerely yours, -·} ·r. . 7 
___:..-:-:: .- f/ 1 . ~· // f --· 

/t./-&i. . · '!..;,;: ,_(/- c-'! .. A ~ 
I "' .· \... .. _. '-' 

·Paul Boudloche 

RPB: jhp 
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TRCP 18b. Grounds For Disqualification and Recusal of Judges 

(1) Disqualification. (No change.) 

(2) Recusal. ~~¢~¢~1~~~~~1f¢¢~~¢1t~¢¢~¢~y¢~1t~lpf¢¢¢¢¢t~~~ 

t~ lw~t¢~ lt~¢tt lt¢P~ttt~~tt1 l¢t~~t lt¢~~¢~~~~1 1~¢ ~~~¢~tt¢~¢¢1 

t~¢~~¢t~~ ~~~t l~¢t l~t¢tt¢¢ lt¢1 lt~~t~~¢¢~ It~ lw~t¢~ lt~¢1 ~~~t¢ 1~ 

P¢t~¢~~~ l~t~~ l¢t IPt¢iJ~¢t¢¢ /¢¢~¢¢f~t~~ It~¢ ~~~~iJ¢¢1- /i:t~tt¢t l¢t I~ 

P~tttlll¢t!IP¢t~¢~~~11¥~¢Wl¢¢s¢11¢tll¢t~P~t¢¢11¢1t¢¢~tt~ttl/t~¢t~ 

¢¢~¢¢f~t~~/t~¢/pf¢¢¢¢¢t~~/ A judge shall recuse himself in any 

proceeding in which: 

(a) his impartiality might reasonably be questioned; 

(b) 

or personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts 

concerning the proceeding; 

(c) he or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law 

has been a material witness concerning it; 

(d) he participated as counsel, adviser or material witness 

in the matter in controversy, or expressed an opinion 

concerning the merits of it, while acting as an attar-

ney in government service; 

(e) he knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or 

his spouse or minor child residing in his household, 

has a financial interest in the subject matter in 

controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any 

other interest that could be substantially affected by 

the outcome of the proceeding; 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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(f) he or his spouse, or a person within the third degree 

of relationship to either of them, or the spouse of 

such a person; 

Ci) is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, 

director, or trustee of a party; 

(ii) is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 

Ciii) is known by the judge to have an interest 

that could be substantially iffPcted bv the outcome of 

the proceeding; 

( i v) is to the judge's knmvledge likely to be a 

material witness in the proceeding. 

( 3) A judge should inform himself about his personal and 

fiduciary financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to 

inform himself about the personal financial interests of his 

spouse and minor children residing in his household. 

(4) In this rule: 

(a) "proceeding" includes pretrial, trial, or other 

stages of litigation; 

(b) the degree of relationship is calculated according 

to the civil law system; 

(c) "fiduciary" includes such relationships as execu-

tor, administrator, trustee, and guardian; 

(d) "financial interest" means ownership of a legal or 

equitable interest, however small, or a relationship as 

director, adviser, or other active participant in the 

affairs of a party, except that: 
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( i) ownership in a mutual or common investment 

fund that holds securities is not a "financial inter

est" in such sedurities unless the judge participates 

in the management of the fund; 

Cii) an office in an educational, religious, 

charitable, fraternal, or civic organization is not a 

"financial interest" in securities held by the organ

ization; 

(iii) the proprietary interest of a policyholder 

in a mutual insurance company, of a depositor in a 

mutual savings association, or a similar proprietary 

interest, is a "financial interest" in the organization 

only if the outcome of the proceeding could substan

tially affect ~he value of the interest; 

(iv) ownership of government securities is a 

"financial interest" in the issuer only if the outcome 

of the proceeding could substantially affect the value 

of the securities; 

(v) an interest as a taxpayer or utility rate-

payer, or any similar interest, is not a "financial 

interest" unless the outcome of the proceeding could 

substantially affect the liability of the judge or a 

person related to him within the third degree more than 

other judges. 

(5) The parties to a proceeding may waive any ground for 

recusal after it is fully disclosed on the record. 
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(6) If a judge does not discover that he is recused under 

subparagraphs (2) (e) or (2) (f) Ciiil until after he has devoted 

substantial time to the matter, he is not required to recuse 

himself if he or the person related to him divests himself of the 

interest that would otherwise require recusal.] 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The grounds for a judge's mandatory 

recusal have been expanded from those in prior Rule 18b(2) .] 
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TELEPHONE· 713/651·5151 
TELEX" 76·2829 

TELECOPIER: 713/651·5248 

January 11, 1990 

FuLBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI 
1301 McKINN e:v 

HousTON, Te:xAs 77010 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DAllAS 
lONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public 
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed 
changes in the Texas Rules of Givil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard,- and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

~-·-- -- -------
3. Rule 18b. This proposed amendment deals with the 

gr?un~s for disqualification and recusal of judges. The 
P71nc1pal concern about the proposed rule is that §(1) which 
l1sts the grounds for.disqualificatio~, and §2, which lists the 
grounds f?r r~cusal~ 1nclude ove7lapp1ng reasons. Some grounds 
are const1tut1onal 1n nature, wh1le others are not. [Elaine 
Carlson has agreed to do further research to determine the 
reason for the proposed changes to the existing rule.] 
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FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI 

HOUSTON 

1301 McKINNEY 

HousTON.Te:xAs 77010 WASHINGTON. 0. C. 

TE:LEPHON e::· 713/651-SISI 
TELEX· 76-2629 

TELE:COPIE:R: 713/651-5246 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT ..JAWORSKI 0. 
REAVIS McGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

January 11, 1990 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public 
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the P.roposed 
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

--------------------------------------------------
8. New Rule 18(c). The suggested change would add a 

provision allowing a party to request a new judge to be 
assigned to the pending case. The request would require the 
presiding judge to determine the timeliness and proper form of 
the request. If timely and proper, the request would then be 
referred to the chief judge of the administrative district. 
Each party would be limited to one such request. 

The subcommittee does not recommend such a 
change. 
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February 1, 1990 

TO: supreme Court Advisory Committee: Subcommittee 
on Rules 15 to 165 

FROM: David J. Beck 

The following is a draft of my views with respect to 

the recent correspondence forwarded to us. Since I will be 

unable to attend the meeting of the full Committee, I defer to 

the judgment of the other members of our subcommittee with 

respect to the conclusions to be reached. 

Proposed Rule 18(b) 

The comment is that in subparagraph 6 the references 

to the 2 subparagraphs are wrong. Since there is no (a)(5) or 

(a)(6)(iii) in the proposed rule, this comment is a valid one 

and the subcommittee recommends that the appropriate 

corrections be made. 
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DOS GLAS(;QW 
ST.\TS SE'.i:\TOR 

DISTRICT :!2 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

January 11, 1990 

;,J ... · l!"<.'f 

·:.:I·~~~TH:\Ti·)~; ClJr'l 111t:·-··~ 

S .\ 1'1. r'.!"l .\lP.'-_. ("rJ ";1r.~1t~•-'L· 

<dSL.'.T!\'l HL ]JC,l! I~(J.\!'.l) 

· ... \ ~ L L (; l .'""J L \ 1 l \ j (__" ( ) L ', L" t L 

I have received information that the Supreme Court Advisory 
Committee on Rules is considerinq a new Rule 188 ''Recusal''. It is 
further my understanding that th~s new Rule would require recusal if the 
Jud(]e and an attorney were related within the third (3rd) cJe~poee. 

This matter as regards disqualification and recusal has been 
considered by the Senate in 1987 and 1989 d~ring Regular Sessinns. The 
opinion of the Senate has consistently befn that the third degree is too 
far reaching to he workable. The Legisl~ture in 1989 did pass a statute 
requ1r1ng disqualification if the Jud9e 2nd atto1·ney were related within 
the First degree. 

I would request that the Sunrer:;e Cc,;Jrt f·,dvisorv Committee on Rules 
seriously reconsider their decision to extend the "Recusal" Rule to the 
third degtec. This rule might 11ork in the Urban areas, but it would be 
a disaster in the Rural areas of Texas. During the Senate Jurispru~ence 
Committee hearinns, and the Senate State Pffiiirs Comrnittee hearings, 
there was no tesiimony that the current rules are a problem. One 1nember 
of the Legislature has consistently pushed the first degree 
disqualification rule because of a problem he sees in one county in his 
district. No other wember of the Legislature has seen a problem. 

I VJOuld hope th2t the l\dvisory Corrnnittee 0n Rules could develop a 
workable rule that did not create a problem in rural Texas. 

I appreciate your concerns in this r2gard. 

(_ B o b G l a s c; 01·1 

RJG/bg 

P.O Bo\ 120b?;, CJpitol StJtion 
'I . ~. -;" .-, 1 I 

~J-110 ~-~ui!J\\•,·:-.t Pi·nl., ~1". l\ 0;) 

f ! \'-. I p t h I , ... ~ 7 t• I (I·) 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(5) TRCP18(b): I have always thought that recusal was to 
assist judges in avoiding a violation of Canon 9. The amendment 
does not seem to cover all such situations. I believe that the 
recusal rule should also include a voluntary recusal provision to 
cover situations where a party could request a voluntary recusal 
where the judge gives notice of facts which the Judge believes 
might make the party desire a recusal. The example that comes most 
readily to mind is where a close relative of the Judge is a member 
of the law firm representing one of the parties, but not acting as 
lawyer in the proceeding. 

In subparagraph ( 6) 
subparagraphs are wrong. 
in this rule. 

I believe the references to the two 
I do not see any (a)(S) or (a)(6)(iii) 
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q tt'J - I o I I ~ L-rzc..f'/1? 
• LAW OFFICES I ~I ~ J -· --=· 

_________ · TAYLOR & sPree , PJfJ:-.......,St.~W=-..!v---=--~W_.:.___, ~lf--· __ -

4718 Camino Dorado • San Antonio, Texas 78233-6301 ~ 
RAY TAYLOR 
Certthe-d Spe<i.lli\1 • Cr1m1n.1l Tri.1l Advoc.1cy 
N.ation.1i Bo.1rd of Tu.1l Advocacy 

Certified Crimin.1ll.1w Spe(:i.lllin 
Teus ~rd olleg011i SpecaJhuuon 

Certified Spe<i.a:lisl ·Civil Tri01l Advocacy 
N.JIIon411 ~rd of Tri.JI Advoc•cy 

Cenified Civil Tri.JI Speclalisr 
Teus ~rd of l~.il Specr.1hut•on 

512-656-3711 

FAX 512-590-1544 

September 1, 1989 

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III 
175 E. Houston Street, lOth Fl. 
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230 

Dear Luke: 

PHILLIP R. SPICER, JR. 
Certified Res•denu~l Re,1l Est~te l.lw Spffr~j 

Teus Bo~ud of le-gJI Spec1.1lizJU< 

Attached herewith please find a xeroxed copy of an article 
that appeared in the Texas Bar Journal regarding recusal of judges. 

Also attached piease find two ~ossible proposed rule changes 
to consid~ably alter the very awkward situation we currently have. 
Please not there are two different alternatives. 

I have also attached copies of the Wisconsin law - it has 
worked very well there and avoids awkward hearings. The cry that 
it "disrupts" proceedings simply hasn't worked out that way. 

I'd like to appear before the committee to give my views, if 
t may. 

Please present this to the Rule Change Committee and see if 
we can't get a decent rule. 

RTjnjp 
Enclosures 

cc: Dick Clarkson 
Attorney at Law 
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PROPOSED CHANGE TO RULE 18, TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure would be amended by 
adding the following: 

RULE lBc. Substitution of Judge. 

(a) Any party to a civil action or proceeding in district court 
or county court may file a written request, signed by the party 
or its attorney, with the clerk of courts for a substitution of a 
new judge for the judge assigned to the case. The wzitten 
req~est shall be filed preceding the hearinq of any preliminary 
contested matters and, if by the Plaintiff, not later than 30 
days after the petition and complaint are filed or, if by any 
other party, not later than 30 days after service of a petition 
and complaint upon that party. 

(b) When the clerk receive~ a request for substitution, the clerk 
shall immediately contact the presiding judge for a determination 
whether the request was made timely and in proper form. If no 
determination is made within 7 days, the clerk shall refer the 
matter to the chief judge of the judicial administrative district 
for determination of whether the request was made timely and in 
proper form and reassignment is necessary. 

(c) Plaintiff may, if it chooses, file its request for substi
tution with its original petition and complaint, and thereafter, 
no pretrial hearing may be had before the judge excused until 
such time as the clerk has had an opportunity to determine 
whether the request is in proper form. Upon determination that 
the written request is timely and in proper form, the judge named 
in the request has no further jurisdiction in the matter, and no 
judge properly excused shall be assigned pursuant to Rule 330 to 
hear any matter in the case. 

(d) If a new judge is assigned to the trial of a case, a request 
for substitution must be made within 5 days of receipt of notice 
of assignment; provided that if the notice of assi'lnment is 
received less than 5 days prior to trial, the act1on shall 
proceed to trial only upon stipulation of the parties that the 
assigned judge may preside at the trial - of the action. Upon 
filing the written request, the filing party shall forthwith mail 
a copy thereof to all parties to the action and to the named 
judge. 

(d) No party may file more than one such written request in any 
one action, nor may any single such request name more than· one 

.. 
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judge. For purposes of this subsection parties united in inter
est and pleading together shall be considered as a single party, 
but the consent of all such parties is not needed for the filing 
by one of such party of a written request. 

(e) If on appeal an appellate· court enters an order such that 
further proceedings in the trial court are necessary, any party 
may file a new request for substitution with the clerk of the 
court, regardless whether a request had been filed prior to any 
appeal. Any new requests for substitution shall be filed with 
the clerk of the courts within 20 days of the clerk's notifica
tion that the file has been returned by the appellate court, and 
received by the clerk. 

• . . 
I 
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PROPOSED CHANGE TO RULE 18, TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure would be amended by 
adding the following: 

RULE lBc. Substitution of Judge. 

(a) Any party to a civil action·or proceeding may file a written 
request, signed personally or by his or her attorney, with the 
clerk of courts for a substit~tion of a new judge for the judge 
assigned to the case. The written request shall be filed preced
ing the hearing of any preliminary contested matters and, if by 
the plaintiff, not later than 60 days after the after the peti
tion and complaint are filed or, if by any other party, not later 
than 60 days after service of a petition and complaint upon that 
party. 

(b) When the clerk receives a request for substitution, the clerk 
shall immediately contact the judge whose substituion has been 
requested for a determination of whether the request was made 
timely and in proper form. If the request is found to be timely 
and in proper form, the judge named in the request has no further 
jurisdiction and the clerk shall request the assignment of 
another judge. If no determination is made within 7 days, the 
clerk shall refer the matter to t,tle chief judge of the judicial 
administrative district for determination of whether the request 
was made timely and in proper form and reassignment is necessary. 

(c) If a new judge is assigned to the trial of a case, a request 
for substitution must be made within 10 days of receipt of notice 
of assignment, provided that if the notice of assignment ·is 
received less than 10 days prior to trial, the request for 
substitution must be made within 24 hours of receipt of the 
notice and provided that if notification is received less than 24 
hours prior to trial, the action shall proceed to trial only upon 
stipulation of the parties that the assigned judge may preside at 
the trial of the action. Upon filing the written request, the 
filing party shall forthwith mail a copy thereof to all parties 
to· the action and to the named judge. 

(d) No party may file more than one such written request in any 
one action, nor may any single such request name more than one 
judge. · For purposes of this subsection parties united in inter
est and pleading together shall be considered as a single party, 
but the consent of all such parties is not needed for the filing 
by one of such party of a written request. 

-
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POWELL POPP & IKARD 

ATTORN E:YS AT LAW 

707 WEST TENTH ST~EE:T 

M, FJ:lANf'( POWELL.. 

..JAMES POPP 

WILLIAM IKA~O 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 
_.- --

G. WAL..TE:R MCCOOL 

PATRICIA 1-. SESSA 

TELEPHONE 512 473-2661 

F"ACSIMIL:: 512 479-8013 
;k_{~KILGARLIN 

September 15, 1989 

The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips 
Chief Justice, Supreme court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed amendments, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

Several people have spoken to me about the proposed rules. 
Accordingly, I am taking this opportunity to furnish the court with 
my unsolicited advice. Perhaps this will elevate· me to your 
"advisory" committee, for as our mutual friend, Tom Stovall, once 
said, "I ·am one of the Governor's advisors. He told me, 'Stovall, 
if I want your advice, I'll ask for it'." In any event, what 
follows are my comments on various proposals. 

1. TRCP 18. The proposed rule confuses disqualification with 
recusal. Items (2) (c), (d), (e) and (f) are all grounds for 
disqualification. They should not likewise be listed as 
grounds for recusal. I qualify this preceding remark by 
stating that a judge's spouse or relative within the third 
degree acting as lawyer in a proceeding is not a ground for 
disqualification. It properly could be listed as a basis for 
recusal. 

If the proposed rule remains as it is, then paragraph "(5)" 
J.s guaranteed to cause you trouble. Grounds for 
disqualification are listed among grounds for recusal, should 
you continue to say "[t]he parties to a proceeding may waive 
any ground for recusal after it is fully disclosed on the 
record," you are going overrule substantial case law. Fry v. 
Tucker, 146 Tex. 18, 20, 202 S.W.2d 218, 220 (1947) and a host 
of othercases hold that if a judge is disqualified under the 
constitution, he is absolutely without jurisdiction, and any 
judgment rendered by him is void, and is subject to collateral 
attack. Buckholts Independent School District v. Glaser, 632 
s.W.2d 146 (Tex. 1982), for example, allows for the raising 
of the point on a motion for rehearing on appeal. While it 
is a true. statement that parties may w~ive a ground for 

recusal after it is disclosed on the record, parties cannot 
waive a ground for recusal if it also happens to be a ground 
for constitutional disqualification. As the proposed rule 
mixes constitutional grounds into the recusal part of the 
rule, ·it is erroneous to say that those grounds· might be 
waived. f\Af\-n 
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

As a practical matter, there is one more question we would 
like to ask. Rule 1 Sb of the Rules of Civil Procedure is, 
substantively, the same rule an appellate judge must use in 
determining questions of recusal. However, there appears to be a 
misprint in paragraph (6). That paragraph refers to subparagraphs 
'!(a)(S) or (a)(6) (iii)." These two subparagraphs do not exist in 
Rule l8b as printed in the November Texas Bar Journal. Please C: have someone insert the correct subparagraph numbers. 

l 

Thank· you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the 
proposed Rules changes. 

Sincerely, 

tJ-~YJ~ 
~vonne Palmer 
Chief Clerk 
2nd Court of Appeals 
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2. The underlined subsections do no exist in the proposed rules as written. 

TRCP 18b. Grounds For Disqualification and Recusal of Judges 
(1) Disqualification. (No change.) 
(2) Recusal. judgu !hall r ecu3e thermd v !3 in p1 oceeding! 

in "hien tneir impartialit)' nti;ht re!l!onebl) be etue~tioned, 
including but not limited to, imtenco in "hicit they Lave 11 
penonei bie! or prejudice con~errunr; t~e 3ubject rtt~ttn or a 
p11r ty. or per3ortall<:ttonledge ot di!puted e • 1d~rtt1111 ~ ract! con 
ceminr; tne proceeding. [A judge shall recuse h1mself m any pro
ceeding in which: 

(a) his impartiality might reasonably be questioned; 
(b) he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, 

or per!onal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning 
the proceeding; · 

(c) he or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law 
has been a material witness concerning it; 

(d) he participated as counsel, adviser or material witness 
in the matter in controversy, or expressed an opinion concern
ing the merits of it, while acting as an attorney iri government 
service; 

(e) he knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his 
spouse or minor child residing in his household: has a financial 
interest in the subject matter in controversy or m a party to the 
proceeding, or any other interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding; 

(f) he or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of 
relationship to either of them, or the spouse of such a perso"t: 

(i) is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, 
or trustee of a party; 

(ii) is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 
(ill) is known by the judge to have an interest that could 

be substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding; 
(iv) is to the judge's knowledge likely to be a material 

witness in the proceeding. 
(3) A judge should inform himself about his personal and 

fiduciary financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to 
inform himself about the personal financial interests of his spouse 
and minor children residing in his household. 

(4) In this rule: 
(a) "proceeding" includes pretrial, trial, or other stages of 

litigation; . . . 
(b) the degree of relationship IS calculated accordmg to the 

civil law system; 
(c) "fiduciary" includes such relationships as executor, ad

ministrator, trustee, and guardian; 

(d) •financial interest" means ownership of a legal or equitable 
interest, however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, 
or other active participant in the affairs of a party, except that: 

(i) ownership in a mutual or common investment fund 
that holds securities is not a "financial interest" in such securities 
unless the judge participates in the management of the fund; 

(ii) an office in an educational, religious, charitable, 
fraternal, or civic organization is not a "financial interest" in 
securities held by the organization; 

(ill) the proprietary interest ·of a policyholder in a 
mutual iriSurance company, of a depositor in a mutual savings 
association, or a similar proprietary interest, is a "financial in
terest" in the organization only if the outcome of the proceeding 
could substantially affect the value of the interest; 

(iv) ownership of government securitie;is a "financial 
interest" in the issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could 
substantially affect the value of the securities; 

(v) an interest as a taxpayer or utility ratepayer, or any 
similar interest, is not a "financial interest" unless the outcome 
of the proceeding could substantially affect the liability of the 
judge or a person related to him within the third degree more 
than other judges. 

(S) The parties to a proceeding may waive any ground for 
recusal after it is fully disclosed on the record. 

(6) If a judge does not discover that he is recused under sub
paragraphs (a)(S) or (a)(6)(iii) until after he has devoted substan
tial time to the matter, he is not required to recuse himself if he 
or the person related to him divests himself oi the interest that 
would otherwise require recusal.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The grounds for a judge's 
mandatory recusal have been expanded from those in prior Rule 
18b(2).) 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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TRCP 21. [Filing and Serving Pleadings and] Motions 

A~ [pleading, plea, motion, or] application to the court for 

an order, whether in the form of a motion, plea or other form of 

request, unless presented during a hearing or trial, shall be 

¢~¢¢ [filed with the clerk of the court] in writing, shall state 

the grounds therefor, shall set forth the relief or order sought, 

(and a true copy shall be served on all other parties,] and shall 

be ~~~¢¢/~~¢ noted on the docket. 

An application to the court for an order and notice of any 

hearing thereon, not presented during a hearing or trial, shall 

be served upon [all other) t~¢1~¢t¢t¢¢1~~tt1 (parties), not less 

c= than three days before the time specified for the hearing unless 

otherwise provided by these rules or shortened by the court. 

[If there lS more than one other party represented by 

different attorneys, one copy of such pleading shall be delivered 

or mailed to each attorney-in-charge.] 

[The party or attorney of record, shall certify to the court 

compliance with this rule in writing over signature on the filed 

pleading, plea, motion or application.] 

[After one copy is served on a party that party may obtain 

.another copy of the same pleading upon tendering reasonable 

payment for copying and delivering.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To reguire filing and service of all 

(. pleadings and motions on all parties and to consolidate notice 

and service Rules 21. 72 and 73, into a single rule.] 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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February 1, 1990 

TO: Supreme Court Advisory Committee: Subcommittee 
on Rules 15 to 165 

FROM: David J. Beck 

The following is a draft of my views with respect to 

the recent correspondence forwarded to us. Since I will be 

unable to attend the meeting of the full Committee, I defer to 

the judgment of the other members of our subcommittee with 

respect to the conclusions to be reached. 

Proposed Rule 21 

One concern expressed is that under the proposed rule 

copies of instruments must be served on all attorneys in a 

lawsuit. The rule pres;~ntly provides. for service only on "the 

adverse party." The precise'concern is that in suits involving 

multiple parties, it could become very expensive to "serve" all 

parties by return receipt mail or other accepted forms of 

service. The suggestion is that "delivery" of copies of 

pleadings and other instruments should be requir~d in all 

cases, but that only certain pleadings and instruments need be 

formerly "served" on attorneys who are "interested" in the 

filed pleading or instrument. 

The problem with the suggestion is that it requires a 

determination by the serving party of whom is "interested" and 

therefore who may wish to respond to the document being filed, 

and whom is not. If that determination is incorrect, the 

inevitable result will be that some "interested" attorneys will 

not have timely receipt of a filing to which they may wish to 

respond. The subcommittee believes that on multi-party 

litigation, the trial court can address the problem by resort 
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to Rule 2la (court may allow service "in such other manner as 

the court in its discretion may direct") or to Rule 166 

(pre-trial procedure rule). 

Another concern expressed is that the first full 

paragraph does not include the possibility of a pro se party 

among parties represented by attorneys. That is incorrect. 

The proposed rule expressly requires that filed instruments be 

served on "all other parties." Obviously, if a party is not 

represented by an attorney, service should be on the party. 

Also, the last paragraph of the rule does not expressly say to 

whom the reasonable payment for copying and delivering is to be 

tendered.· Although the proposed rule does not expressly 

identify to whom payment should be made, it is certainly 

implied in the rule that the party who provides the extra copy 

should receive the payment. Finally, another comment is that 

proposed rule 21 as currently written only requires 

communications seeking a court order to be served. This 

comment is incorrect. The first paragraph of the proposed rule 
~ 

expressly states that a "pleading, plea motion," or application 

to the court for an order "shall be served on all other 

parties." 

Another point raised is whether the 3 days notice 

provision really affords sufficient time for a matter to be 

prepared for hearing. Also, a related concern is that a 

"reasonable notice" requirement would be too indefinite. The 

precise proposal is that a specific time period be expressed as 

a certain number of days greater than 3. 

The subcommittee does not recommend any change in 

response to these comments. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(6) TRCP21: The first full paragraph of the amendment does 
not include the possibility of a pro se party among parties 
represented by different attorneys. The last paragraph of this 
rule do~s not pay to whom the reasonable payment for copying and 
delivering i~ to be tendered. · 

It seems to me that the scope of Rule 21 may be accidentally 
limited since the court has attempted to list certain things which 
must be filed and served. I would argue that during the pendency 
of any litigation, any written communication by one party to the 
court about anything to do with the case should be served on all 
other parties. The way rule 21 is written only communications 
seeking a court order are required to be served. Indeed, as 
written, although it is hard to image, an attorney opposing a 
motion might not have to file or serve any brief in opposition, but 
could merely send the brief directly to the judge. Again, I am 
sure that this is not what the court intended, but the literal 
wording of the rule would allow certain communications of the court 
without requiring them to be served on all other parties. 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht Coun Rules Liaison 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Luther H. Soules, Chairman January 15, 1990 
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee 

RE: Rule 21, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
Filing and Serving Pleadings and Motions (1 page) 

Some members of the Court have questioned whether the three days' notice provision 
in Rule 21, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, really affords enough time generally for a 
matter to be prepared for hearing. I have not heard the same concern expressed with 
this time period in other contexts in the rules (such as Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
18a(b}, 77(a), 208.3, 599, 608, 614, 614a, 664, 664a, 695, 701, 708, 712a, 718, 798). 

The same members who raised this concern also seemed to feel that reasonable notice 
was too indefinite. Thus, they seem to favor a time period expressed as a certain 
number of days, greater than three. 

The Court would benefit from the collective wisdom of the Committee on this subject. 
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JOHN E. LEWIS 
B. BUCK PETTITT 
JOHN B. SKAGGS 
ROBIN\\'. WELCH 
ROSE G. REYNA 
F. G. HINOJOSA. JR. 

LEWIS, PETTITT & HINOJOSA 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

710 LAUREL 

McALLEN, TEXAS 78502-2285 

PHONE: (512) 687-8203 

January 12, 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed revisions to 
Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure, Rule 21 

TF.LFC:OPI FR: (512) 6~0-6'>70 
MAIL: P.O. llRAWf"R 2285 

Dear Judge Hecht: ~ 

I have reviewed the proposed changes ~ule 21 add have 
discussed these changes with various memb~rs of the Cafueron and 
Hidalgo County Bar Associations. In an e:t'f..o~_.g-aln some 
insight into the reasoning behind the proposed changes, I have 
also contacted committee-person Doak Bishop. 

I am concerned about the consequences of the proposed 
changes, in effect mandating the formal service of most "court 
papers". The effect of the rule promises to be time consuming 
and extremely expensive. 

It has been the practice of attorneys in this area to 
interpret the current rule to require formal service of 
pleadings, motions and discovery only in certain situations. 
Most good trial practitioners in this area further acknowledge 
that the rules require "delivery" (as opposed to "service") of 
copies to all attorneys or parties. 

I practice in a rural area, and accordingly, the least 
expensive and time consuming method of "service" defined under 
the rules is generally delivery by certified mail, return receipt 
requested. I have been advised by the secretarial staff in my 
office that the preparation of a return receipt letter requires 
three to five additional minutes and can cost as much as three 
dollars to mail. 
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In a recent case, involving multiple parties, I found myself 
sending a document to eighteen separate attorneys. If it had 
been necessary to send that document by return receipt mail, it 
would have required at least forty five additional minutes to 
address all the envelopes, and would have required more than 
fifty dollars in additional expense to the client. 

In the scenario just described, there was only one other 
attorney in the lawsuit who could possibly have had any interest 
in the document I was sending, yet the new rules would require 
that I would have to "serve" that document on everyone in the 
lawsuit. 

In contrast, other approved methods of service are generally 
even more expensive and time consuming. Personal delivery often 
requires the use of a compensated messenger, or requires that an 
attorney or some member of the office staff forego other duties 
in order to make the requisite delivery. In a rural area this 
can also require that the messenger drive to another county. 

Under the new rule, receipted courier delivery would be 
extremely expensive, and is equally time consuming to initiate 
(i.e. address the envelopes). I have found delivery by tele
copier to be generally unsatisfactory, and the "fax confirmation 
slip" will contain inaccurate information approximately half the 
time. There is also the expense of purchasing and maintaining a 
fax machine and supplies. 

I understand the committee restructured the rule to ensure 
that all attorneys would receive delivery of copies of papers 
generated in the lawsuit. It seems to me that the simple 
solution is to require conspicuously in the rule that "delivery" 
of copies is required in all cases; however, only certain 
documents need to be formally "served". 

I have drafted a proposed revision to the rule which is 
attached to this letter. The rule would require formal 
"service" of all notices (which would include settings and 
deposition notices). The rule would also require "service" on 
any party "who would be required to respond to" the document in 
question. All other documents would have to be "delivered" as 
opposed to "served". This would enable the bulk of law office 
mailings to be sent by first class mail, or at the sender's 
option, delivered in a more formal manner. 

Other special documents could be handled on an individual 
basis under the rules, much like the current rules for various 
kinds of discovery. 

Among the attorneys I have 'consulted, a requirement of 
delivery by first class mail would be an acceptable means of 
service or delivery in most cases. First class mail is cheaper, 
and in most cases seems to be two or three days faster than 
certified mail. 
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I hope these comments have been helpful. 

JSjgc 
cc: 
Mr. Luther Soules 
Soles & Wallace 
lOth Fl, 175 E. Houston St. 
San Antonio, Texas 78205 

Mr. Doak Bishop 
2800 Momentum Place 
1717 Main Street 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

Very truly·yours, 

L~:}l , ~ETTI~~ , &. HD.WJOSA 

I b', \1 \. ·' -:/ \ () (.: ( . ( /) 
...___ (; '\/'J-.1 '-· _:;.J • _·'.J 

John Skaggs 
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TRCP 21. [Filing and Serving Pleadings and) Motions 

A~ [pleading, plea, motion, or] application to the court for 
an order, whether in the form of a motion, plea or other form of 
request, unless presented during a hearing or trial, shall be 
mafte [filed with the clerk of the court] in writing, shall state 
the grounds therefor, shall set forth the relief or order sought, 
and shall be ~~~-~nd noted on the docket. [A true copy of such 
document shall be served on any party who would be required to 
respond to such document; and shall be delivered to all other 
parties. Any notice shall be served on all parties.] 

An application to the court for an order and notice of any 
hearing thereon, not presented during a hearing or trial, shall 
be served upon [or delivered to all other parties, as required in 
the last preceding paragraph, ) -efte:--e.ti¥-e~se-~-y not less than 
three days before the time specified for the hearing unless 
otherwise provided by these rules or shortened by the court. 

[If there is more than one other party represented by 
different attorneys, one copy of such pleading shall be delivered 
or mailed to each attorney-in-charge.) 

[The party or attorney of record, shall certify to the court 
compliance with this rule in writing over signature on the filed 
pleading, plea, motion or application.] 

[After one copy is served on a party that party may obtain 
another copy of the same pleading upon tendering reasonable 
payment for copying and delivering.] 
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WHITE, HUSE:\fAN, PLETCHER & POWERS 

YANCEY WHITE 
VAN HUSEMAN 
A.'HHONY E. PLETCHER 
BRYAN POWERS 
JOHN 0. MILLER ID 
MARGERY HUSTON 
MARK DEKOCH 
PAUL DODSON 

Justice Nathan L Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

AITOR:-IEYS AT LAW 

!100 THE 600 BUILDING 

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78473 

{512) 883-.!563 

November 22, 1989 

RE: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

MAILING ADDRESS' 
P 0. BOX 2707 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78403-2707 

FAX iSIZl 883-0210 

On behalf of all the attorneys at White, Huseman, Pletcher & Powers, I wish to register 
.our comments on the proposed changes in TRCP 21 and TRCP 2la. It is our 
understanding that, pursuant to the proposed changes in these rules, all pleadings, 
motion's, pleas or applications to the court for an order must be served upon all parties 
by hand delivery, registered mail, certified mail or facsimile transmission. We believe 
that a provision for service by first class mail should .be added. Most such instruments 
are now served by mail. To limit service by mail to certified mail and registered mail 
would be unduly burdensome and expensive to all parties concerned especially in multi
party lawsuits. Further, it is our .opinion that first class mail is far more dependable than 
facsimile transmission. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

BP:rd 
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1E. <Jark 1fiamrtnrt, 1 I 1 
LEGAL ASSISTANT • EDUCATOR 

55 70 WINFREE ORNE 
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77705 
64-1-4649- (409) 833-0894 

November 20, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

Texas Rules of Court Conference 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I would like to offer the following comments on 

the Proposed Amendments to the Texas Court Rules: 

1. Suggested addition to TRCP Rule 21 or 21b: 
It shall be within the court's discretion to strike 
illegible documentary attachments to pleadings or motions, 
on motion by an opponent, subject to the right; to"amend 
seasonably. 

2. Housekeeping matter - The third from the last 
sentence of TRCP Rule 21a begings with a noun without 
an article preceding ~t. 
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DAvis 8 McFALL 
,.._ PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

2500 TWO HOUSTON CENTER 

909 FANNIN STREET 

HousToN. TEXAS 77010-1003 

TELEPHONE 1713) 951-1000 TELECOPIER 1713) 951-1199 

JOANN STOREY 
DIRECT LINE 1713) 951-1032 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 14, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to the Texas Rules of 
Civil Procedure, 52 Tex. Bar J. 1147, et. seq., 
(November, 1989) 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I believe that there is a conflict between the provisions of 
Texas Rule of Civil Procedure .21 and the proposed amendment to 
Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 166b(4). Pursuant to Rule 21, a 
hearing may be held with three days notice. As I understand the 
amendment to Rule 166b( 4), the affidavits in support of an 
exemption or immunity from discovery must be served at least seven 
days before the hearing. Therefore, if a hearing is scheduled and 
three days notice is given pursuant to Rule 21, the party pleading 
an exemption or inununity will not be able to comply with Rule 
166b(4) by serving any affidavits at least seven days before the 
hearing. 

I would suggest that the rule require that the affidavits be 
served at the hearing. This would eliminate the conflict between 
the two rules and is consistent with the practicalities of civil 
trial practice. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed 
changes before they are made. 

ly yours, 

JAS:cb 
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Every notice required by these rules, [and every pleading, 

plea, motion, or other form of request reauired to be served 

under Rule 21, ) other than the citation to be served upon the 

filing of a cause of action and except as otherwise expressly 

provided in these rules, may be served by delivering a copy 

¢~¢¢1~~11~¢1 to the party to be served, or ~t¢ [the party's) duly 
,c, ·~<..t. 4 ...a .( ( il 

authorized agent or ~t¢ attorney of record,.( either in person or 

by [agent or by courier receipted delivery or by certified or) 

registered mail, to [the party's] ~t¢ last known address, [or by 

telephonic document transfer to the party's current telecopier 

number,] or it may be given in such other manner as the court in 
.,,,,,"\. t';;. '" v ,;~ ~ #< 

its discretion may direct. Service byl mail shall be complete 
i 

upon deposit of the paper, enclosed in a postpaid, properly 

addressed wrapper, in a post office or official depository under 

the care and custody of the United States Postal Service. 

Whenever a party has the right or is required to do some act ¢t 

t~~¢ 1¢¢~¢ /Pt¢¢¢¢¢t~w¢ within a prescribed period after the 

service of a notice or other paper upon him and the notice or 

paper is served upon him by mail [or by telephonic document 

transfer], three days shall be added to the prescribed period. 

~t (Notice] may be served by a party to the suit, ¢tl~t¢ l£nl 

attorney of record, ¢tl~tlt~¢1Pt¢p¢t Lgl sheriff or constable, or 

by any other person competent to testify. [The party or attorney 

00073 
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~ of record shall certify to the court compliance with this rule in 

writing over signature and on th9 filed instrument.] A ~tttt¢~ 

¢f¢f¢~¢~t certificate by 1£ party or] an attorney of record, or 

the return of an officer, or the affidavit of any person showing 

service of a notice shall be prima facie evidence of the fact of 

service. Nothing herein shall preclude any party from offering 

proof that the notice or ¢¢¢~~¢~f [instrument] was not received, 

or, if service was by mail, that it was not received within three 

days from the date of deposit in a post office or official 

depository under the care and custody of the United States Postal 

Service, and upon so finding, the court may extend the time for 

taking the action required of such party or grant such other 

( 

l 

relief as it deems just. The provisions hereof relating to the 

method of service of notice are cumulative of all other methods 

of service prescribed by these rules. 

f¢tl~¢tt¢¢1¢t!¢¢tft¢¢1~1/t¢~t¢t¢t¢¢1~¢t~ll¢~¢~1~¢tt¢¢1¢tl¢¢t1t¢¢ 

~~t/~~¢¢1~¢1~¢¢1~11¢¢ttttt¢¢1~¢t~J 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Delivery means and technologies have 

significantly changed since 1941 and this amendment brings 

approved service practices more current.] 
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FULBRIGHT & ~AWORSKI 
1301 MCKINNEY 

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77010 HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 

TELEPHONE· 7131'651•5151 
TELEx· 715·2829 

TELECOPIER: 7131'6SI·5248 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS McGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

January 11, 1990 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

. At our.subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we c?ns1dered (1) the various comments made at the public 
hear1ng ~eld on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed 
changes.ln the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggest7ons and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcomm1ttee, an~ ~iii~ ad~itional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons pa~t1c1pat1ng 1n the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Bear~, and Ela1ne Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meet1ng were as follows: 

4. Rule 21a. The comments and suggestions all 
related to anticipated problems with the use of telephonic 
document transfer as a method of providing service on the 
opposing party. The comments at the November 30, 1989 public 
hearing, the comments, and the concerns of the subcommittee 
focused primarily on verification that telephonic document 
transfer has been accomplished. Another concern was that a 
party could provide notice after 5:00P.M., thereby providing a 
shorter notice than that which a party would ordinarily be 
entitled. However, because the proposed amendment to Rule 2la 
adds 3 days to the prescribed service period if service is by 
telephonic document transfer, the latter concern seems 
unfounded. In fact, the subcommittee thought that the 
additional 3 days would probably tend to discourage telephonic 
document transfers. 

With respect to certification, the subcommittee 
believed that the burden should be on the sender to verify 
timely receipt by the receipient. Since the proposed rule 
provides that "the party or attorney of record shall certify to 
the court compliance with this rule", and the receiving party 
still has the opportunity to rebut that certification, the 
subcommittee believed that the proposed rule as presently 
worded was acceptable. 
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Subsequent to our meeting, I received the 
comments of the State Bar's Administration of Justice Committee 
with respect to Rule 2la. That Committee made the following 
suggested addition to the proposed amendment to discourage 
service after 5:00 P.M.: 

"Service by telephonic document transfer 
after 5:00 P.M. local time of the recipient 
shall be deemed served on the following day." 

The subcommittee supports the proposal of the 
Administration of Justice but recommends no other change in 
the proposed amendment. 

\ ........ _____ _ 

-----
---

.. = 
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February l, 1990 

TO: Supreme Court Advisory Committee: Subcommittee 
on Rules 15 to 165 

FROM: David J. Beck 

The following is a draft of my views with respect to 

the recent correspondence forwarded to us. Since I will be 

unable to attend the meeting of the full Committee, I defer to 

the judgment of the other members of our subcommittee with 

respect to the conclusions to be reached. 

Proposed Rule 2la 

The comment addresses the question of why any 

exception to the method of service is necessary. Also, the 

comment says that the proposed rule would allow someone to 

serve~ party as opposed to the party's attorney, because the 

phrases are used disjunctively. Also, the proposed rule 

indicates that you can no longer send notice to an attorney, 

because the mailing is limited to certified or registered mail 

to "the party's last known address." Although it appears that 

it was intended that the quoted language should modify only the 

phrase "registered mail", the insertion of a comma between the 

two phrases makes it unclear. 

The subcommittee recommends that the comma be removed. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

IN RE: 

DATE: 

M E M 0 R A N D U M 

Sub-Committee on Rule$ 166-216 

Steve McConnico 

Report to Supreme Court Advisory Committee on February 
9 and 10. 

January 30, 1990 

On Friday January 26, the subcommittee discussed the 
proposals for Rules 166-215. Bill Dorsaneo and Gilbert Adams at
tended the meeting in Dallas. Steve McConnico participated by 
te~ephone. Prior to the meeting, Anthony Sadberry provided 
wr1tten comments. Due to the small number of participants in 
this discussion, I encourage each of you to send comments you may 
have prior to the February 9 and 10 meeting; We plan to make the 
following recommendations concerning Rules 166-216 to the supreme 
Court Advisory Committee. Our suggested additions are under
lined twice, our suggested deletions are stricken th~ough with a 
hyphen. The Rules cited are the proposals which appeared in" the 
November, 1989, 7exas Bar Journal. -

Proposals Made but Not Recommended. All written communica
tions concerning the Rules were read and considered by the sub
committee. One comment was made by three different attorneys. 
It concerns the conflict between TRCP 21 and proposed TRCP 
166(b) (4). Rule 21 allows a hearing to be held with three days 
notice. Proposed Rule 166(b) (4) would require that affidavits in 
support of exemption or immunity from discovery must be served on 
the opposing party at least seven days before hearing. If a 
hearing is scheduled with only three days notice, the party 
pleading an exemption or immunity may not be able to comply with 
Rule 166(b) (4) by serving any affidavits at least seven days 
before the hearing. This problem is more likely to arise when 
the discovering party sets the objecting party's objection for 
hearing. The subcommittee could not think of a cure for this 
conflict which would not cause problems which are worse than the 
existing problem. 

Future. 

The wording of TRCP 166(b) (4) is clumsy and may cause confu
sion. It needs to be redrafted. Steve McConnico will attempt to 
redraft this section and present a proposal for re-wording 
section 4. 

We should consider going to the Federal Rules' numbering 
scheme for the discovery rules. We have done this with the 
Appellate Rules. 
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FuLBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI ,/ I) - I - 'T_; .;.,- . 

TELEPHONE: 713/651-5151 
TELEX: 76-2829 

TELECOPIER: 713/651-5246 

January 30, 1990 

Re: Proposed Changes 

1301 MCKINNEY 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE: SUBCOMMITTEE 
ON RULES 15 TO 165 

-"':)? HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LOS ANGELES 

LONDON 
ZURICH 

FuLBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 

Attached is a copy of an articl.e which appeared in The 
National Law Journal entitled, "Despite Some Doubts, Fax Filing 
Gains". I thought you might find this article interesting in 
view of the proposed amendment to Tex. R. Civ. P. 21a. 

DJB/st 

Enclosures 

cc: Luther H. Soules, III, Esq.~ 
0596B 
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SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Mr. Gilbert T. Adams, Jr. 
Law Offices of Gilbert T. Adams 
1855 Calder Avenue 
Beaumont, Texas 77701 

Mr. Pat Beard 
Beard & Kultgen 
P. 0. Box 21117 
Waco, Texas 76702-1117 

Ms. Elaine A. G. Carlson 
South Texas College of Law 
1303 San Jacinto, Suite 224 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Mr. Broadus A. Spivey 
Spivey & Grigg 
P. 0. Box 2011 
Austin, Texas 78768 

Honorable Linaa B .. Thomas 
Judge, 256th District Court 
Old Red Courthouse, 2nd Floor 
Dallas, Texas 75202 

Mr. ~enneth D. Fuller 
Koons, Rasor, Fuller & McCurley 
2311 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
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Monday, January ll, 1990 

Federal Courts Still Hold Out 

(1espite Some Doubts, ~ax Filing Gains XL-erate 
Your 

Not-For-Profit 
Incorporations •.. Uv KEN MYER< 

black over time. So 11. photocopy mullt The federal ayatem 11 not yet ready 
be made on bond paper of &IIJ' docu.. to allow fax tranamlaalons. "Federal 
ment that Ia to be I&Yed. courts do not permit It bee a. use of Rule 

SUU. MI. Menrel aaicl, .. 1 think that 11 [of \he Feder&J Rules of Civil rroce
FAX MACHINES are prollferatlnr. ~robably we are rotnc to look at It dure) concerna.'' said David Sellen, 
and many attorneys swear by them. acaln, and I wouldn't be ltlrprt.ed If we apokeaman for the Administrative Of· 
But ao far the number of atatea that adopted a polley that allowed.futnr In nee of the U.S. Courta. 

Xl Corporate Serv1ces can ass1st 

ro~fli~lrtf~~~a~~~~~~~~"~o~~o"r~~-
tions in aH 50 states. We ofter thiS 
service for the lottowong: allow lawyers to file or eerve court some altuallona." But thla may chance. U.S. Dletrtct 

doc:umenU by fax Ia In the mlnortty. Several countlee In Ohio already are Chief Judre Richard Bllby of Tucson. 
And the federal courU are even further allowlnJ faxlnc of court documenta. Aria.; chairman of the Judicial lm· 
behind. The Bandu.ky County Common Pleu proYement.a CommlUee of the Judicial 

• Researd'l organtzations 
• Chanta~e foundations 
• Religious corporations ""There'• more and more lntereet In Court. for example. accept. tlllnp of Conference of the United States, aald a 

lt. and u far •• 1 can tell, (the u.e of pleadlnc• via fu If the clerk te alerted ·. pilot fax procram In the Eutem Die· 
fax Ia) crowing," 1ald John Rockwell. In advance. The clerk malr.n a photo- trlct of Peftnllylvanta could lead to 
re1earch uaoclate tor the National eopJ or each pace and ch&ri'H the law· · ruin chanree. 

• Social and athletic clubs . 
• Cultur~ institutions 
• Trade associalions 

Center tor State Court. In Wllllame- yer dolnJ the flllnc U per pace. Law -ultimately, the rula wtll ha•e to be 
burc. Va., who recently publlehed a flrme that practice replarly before · chaDCed to allow both faa and elec
.tudy of tax uae In alate courtL that court place a depoelt ln.the clerk~• troata Ollng," he eald. Judp Bilby 

Jill un J. ••~ Llndsmu 11 
IIIII Ul-2912 " 12121 MI-liA. 

Fu 12121 431·f.W1. . 
For example, In December the Mlch· omce that I• used to pay all court flllnl' cala. tu:tnc .. an lnter!m eolutlon to the 

lean Court of Appeal• approved the va- Ceea. Including the f&x-eopylnl' coata. problem. The final 110luUon wtll be 
lldlty or a warrant u.ed to authorize a Accordlnl' to Common Pleu Judi'• electt'onlo Ullnl'. Lawyen wtll nte by 
blood aample alter the arreallnl' out· Harry A. Sar,.eant, there bave been no computers, and the feel will be 
cer taxed a copy of the unatrned war- .. problema: "We haven't.even I'Olten a charred \'ta Muterca.rd or Vlaa. or 
rant documents to a judce at home. had cheek.'" tllrough aa account wttb the court." 

x, Corporate Services 

~ ~:.s~oon IE! 
CMctl .... 11 

At the judce'• phone Instruction. the 
oUicer railed hla rtrht hand and 8Wore 
to the affidavit. The orrtcer then aimed 
the aflldaYit and faxed a copy to the 
judre. who etcned the warrant and 
faxed a copy back to the otneer, who 
then etamped the judce'a alrnature. 
onto the orl,tnal warrant form ·anc~ 
added hll own lnltlala. . 

The unanimous decision aald. '"The 
alcned. faxed document qualified u a 
court order, even It It lacked the for· 
mallty neceaaary for a valid warranL'' 

(

·le v. Snyder, 115521. 
plance, Holdout• 
ree atates recently have adopted 

new fax rulea. Starting In early P'ebru· 
ary, Utlcanta In Arkanea• wlll be able 
to tile ·Jawaulte and pleadlrtca by fax. 
New York's Gov. Mario Cuomo aimed 
a bill Into law last June that permlta 
aervtce of court papera on an attome:r 
by tax If the attorney haa previously 
consented to auch aervlee by publlah· · 
Inc hla or her tax number In a directo
ry. That •arne month, Orecon amended,." 
Ita rulea of civil procedure to allow fax. 
ee"lce It the party on whom ae"tee Ia 
belnc made te repreeented by an attor· 
ney who hu a fax. machlhe. 

But thouch there le lnereutnc ac·. 
ceptance, some atatee are balklnl'. 

ID. :ManachWietta, tor example,· a · 
elate Supreme Judicial Court cOmmit· 
tee recently rejected a propo~~al by a. 
llate bar ueoelatlon commlttn to per. 
mtt lawyers to sene one another by 
fax. Nwe need to watch the technolou 
evol•e eome more before we are able 
to rt•e our bleqtnc to aomethtng like . 
thla." aald Allan •u Ge1tel ot' Boeton'• 
Goodwin. Procter • Hoar, the chair· 
man of the court committee that re- . 
Jected the propoeal. 

But Warren FttzreraJd of Boaton'e 
Meehan. Boyle 6: Cohen. chairman o( 
the commmlttee that IUIJieeted the 
propoaal 1ald many lawyerl already 
ate servtnc one another by fax. dnplte 
the lack of official unction. ••n re· 

· move• the arpment that an adver• 
aary hun't received a documen$ .ln a · 

C
.e:ly faahlon." he 1ald. · 

blln1 Bloch ' , 
arcla Mencel. clerk of the bhlo llu· · •, t 

preme Court. aaye the court le reluc· 
tantto plunce Into the fax morur. .. We 
looked at (fax tranamlaalon} a year aco • 
and decided asaln•t allowtnc lt. ... . : 

Several reuona mentioned by Me. 
Mencel are commonly cited by court 
admlnlatratora •• stumbllnr bloeke. 
Collecllnc tiline fee• could be a prob-
lem with faxed doeumenta, ahe eald. 
And aome typea or flllnc• requlrft 
coplee to be dlatrlbuted, which meana 
more work for the clerk'e office. Per· 
hapa the bll'(elt problem Ia that the 
heat·Jeneltlve thermal paper used by · 
ma.t Ca• machtnea doe1 not alwaye 
produce clear coplea and tencb to tum 

l 

.... 

How to collect 
more debts 
·-without hiring 
. one of These. 

, From dellnque~t student loan~ to boo!< 
Hnes al'lhe locallibraoy, I rom overdue bank . 
lollna to credit card payments tong In arrears, 
consumer debt coltecllon ts big business. 

'. · ·tn just the past eight yeiiiS, we've seen 
delinquent consumer debt grow from $6 • 
btlllon to over $13 billion. . : 

There was a lime when collecting past due 
' monlee was an expensive, lime consuming, 
· people tntensl"" buslnesa-one that few 

· ·. !awyers wanted.to become Involved ln. . 
Now,thanl<s to EasyColtec~ a nM>IUIIONil'f 

automated legal coltectloilsystem, taw firms 
can grow a debt collection buslnesa that · 

. yields healthy and Increasing revenues with 
little up-front costs. legal depanments wilt , 
- their bottom line performance dramat~ · 
calty Improve. 

EasyColtect does all the work. The system 
automatically manages accounting, paper-

• wort< processing and legal document 
, · production lor firma managing as few as 100 
• , and as many as literally millions of cases. 
· . Ewry document Is tailored to the special 

• requirements of lawyars, creditors and each 
· court system. · · 

, What's mOfll, worl<lng with GE. we're build
Ing a nationwide electronic legal networll 
connecting creditors wtth their attorneys • 
enabling Instantaneous case transfer and 
Improved control. EasyColtect runs on lhe 
IBM System 36 and AS/ .COO and now has a 
PCverslon. • 

To learn mora about a management system 
that's serving taw firms, banks, local govern
ments and the U.S. Justice Department, call or 
wrtter Peter Fleischman or Jack Castro. They'll 
tall you how to cash In on a growth Industry 
without having lo usa gorilla tactics. 

. ' l.EC.Al SOf'TW\RE 
.. ,,liltt.. SOUJfK:X\5, INC. 

41• r· 555BroadHollowRood 
.. Melville, New York, 11747 

Tel: 1518) 2411--11 • 

ct.cfl .... 11 
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Memorandum and the additional 

part of the memorandum. Final 
Draft. Please disregard other 
drafts. 

FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI 
1301 McKinney Street 

Houston, Texas 

M E M 0 R A N D U M 

TO: Mr. David J. Beck 
DATE: July 10, 1989 

FROM: Tammy Tran 

RE: Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

I have reviewed the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. A 
number of these rules expressly requ.ire the clerk or the moving 
party to serve notice on the opposing party and/or all 
parties. However, the remaining rules do not expressly require 
notice. If these rules are read in conjunction with Rules 21 
and 2la, it appears that anytime, when a party f~les a motion 
and sets a hearing, it has to serve notice of the same on the 
opposing party qr his counsel or other parties. 

The following rules of the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure require notice: 

GENERAL RULES 

Rule 5 

Rule 8 · 

Rule 10 

7 3 7 5 A 

Enlargement 
A party may give notice to other parties 
enlarge the specified period required to do 
act. 

Attorney In Charge 

to 
an 

When a party wants to change 
an attorney, he has to give 
other parties. 

the designation of 
written notice to 

Withdrawal of Counsel can be made: 
(a) Upon motion showing good cause. If 

withdrawing attorney files such motion, 
has to give notice; or 

the 
he 
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Rule 12 

Rule 13 

Rule 14 

Rule 18 

Rule 19 

Rule 21 

7l75A 

(b) Upon notice of substitution (~, 
designating the name, address, telephone 
number and State Bar of Texas identification 
number, and the signature of the attorney to 
be substituted). 

Attorney To Show Authority 
Where a suit is filed without authority, a party, 
by a sworn written motion can inform the court 
about this lack of authority. Notice of this 
motion must be served upon the challenged 
attorney at least 10 days before the hearing on 
the said motion. 

Effect of Signing Of Pleadings, Motions And 
Other & Papers; Sanctions 
This rule impliedly requires a party that files 
any pleading, motion, or other paper to serve 
notice on all parties. 

Return Or Other Disposition Of Exhibits 
After the judgment rendered and after a certain 
time, the clerk of the district court, before 
disposing of an exhibit, must give all attorneys 
of record a thirty-day wr i t ten notice so that 
they would have an opportunity to claim and 
withdraw the trial exhibits. 

When Judge Dies During Term, Resigns Or Is 
Disabled 
When a judge dies during his term, resigns or is 
disabled, the new judge must give notice to all 
parties. 

Recusal or Disqualification of Judge 
The recusing party must file a motion and this 
rule requires that notice be served on all 
other parties or their counsel. If the judge 
refuses to recuse himself, he must file a motion 
to the presiding judge of the Administrative 
Judicial District (the "presiding judge"). The 
presiding judge must immediately set a hearing 
and must serve notice of such hearing to all 
parties or their counsel. 

Motions 
Where a party makes "[a]n application to the 
court for an order and notice of any hearing 
thereon, not presented during a hearing or 
trial," such party must serve upon the adverse 
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Rule 2la 

Rule 38 

Rule 42 

7 l 7 5 A 

party a copy 
the hearing 
hearing. 

Notice 

of 
at 

the application and notice 
least three days before 

of 
the 

This rule prescribes the manner by which notice 
is to be served on the opposing party (or other 
parties) or his counsel. 

Third Partv Practice 
When a party files a third-party petition 30 days 
after the defendant serves his original answer, 
such party must file a motion for leave to file a 
third-party petition. He then must serve notice 
of the hearing to all parties to the action. 

Class Actions 
After a court has determined that a class action 
may be maintained, it shall order the party 
claiming the class action to direct to the 
members of the class the best notice 
practicable under the circumstances, including 
individual notice to all members who can 
identified thro~gh reasonable eff.orts ." 

[T]his notice shall advise the members 
of the class (A) the nature of the 
suit, (B) the binding effect of the 
judgment, whether favorable or not, and 
(C) the right of any member to appear 
before the court and challenge the 
court's determinations as to the class 
and its representatives. In all class 
actions maintained under 
subdivision (b)(4) this notice shall 
advise each member of the class (A) the 
nature of the suit; (B) that the court 
will excluide him from the class if he 
so requests by a specified date; 
(C) that the judgment, whether 
favorable or not, will include and bind 
all members who do not request 
exclusion by the specified date; and 
(D) that any member who does not 
request exclusion may if he desires, 
enter an appearance through his counsel. 

be 

Rule 42(e) provides that a class action can only 
be dismissed or compromised if notice of the 
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Rule 60 

Rule 72 

Rule 73 

proposed dismissal or compromise be given to 
all members of the class in such a manner as the 
court direct. 

Of Intervenor 
An intervenor has to notify the opposite party 
or his attorney of his filing of such pleading 
within five days from the filing of the same. 

Filing Pleadings Copy Delivered To All Parties Or 
Attorneys 
This rule requires a party that files, or asks 
leave to file, any pleading, plea or motion of 
any character, to mail a copy of such motion or 
pleading to the adverse party. This rule 
impliedly requires that notice of any hearing on 
a motion be given to the opposing party. 

Failure To Furnish Copy of Pleadings to Adverse 
Party 
If a party's opponent fails to serve the party a 
copy of any pleading, the party can file a motion 
requesting such pleading be stricken. This rule 
implies that notice of hearing is required to 
be served on the opposing party(ies). 

Rule 77 Lost Records and Papers 
When any papers or records are lost or destroyed 
during the pendency of a suit, a party may make a 
written sworn motion before the court stating the 
loss or destruction of such records or papers. 
The party must serve the adverse party or his 
counsel with notice of the hearing on the 
motion three days before the hearing. 

Rules 86, 87 Motion to Transfer Venue 
If a party wants to object to improper venue, it 
has to file a written motion. The opposing party 
can file a response. These rules impliedly 
require the moving party and responding party to 
serve notice on all parties. 

Rule 89 Transferred if Motion is Sustained 

Rule 99 

7l75A 

After the cause has been transferred, the clerk 
shall mail notification to the plaintiff or his 
attorney informing the same that transfer of the 
cause has been completed. 

Issuance and Form of Citation 
This rule requires that the citation served on a 
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Rule 108 

Rule 108a 

defendant notifying the same when he must file 
a written answer. 

Defendant Without State 
This rule provides the method to serve notice 
on a defendant who is absent from the state or 
who is a nonresident of the state. 

Service of Process In Foreign Countries 
This rule prescribes the manner to serve notice 
upon a party in a foreign country. 

Rule 109-116 Citation by Publication 
These rules prescribe 
notice by publication 
address is unknown. 

the manner to 
upon a party 

serve 
whose 

Rule ll7a 

Rule 120a 

Rule 143 

Rule 145 

Rule 162 

7375A 

Citation in Suits for 
This rule provides 
defendant notice of 
delinquent ad valorem 

Special Appearance 

Delinquent Ad Valorem Taxes 
a method .to serve on a 
a suit for collection of 
taxes. 

A defendant may file a sworn· motion for special 
appearance. This rule thus impliedly requires a 
defendant to serve on the adverse party notice 
of the hearing on the motion for special 
appearance. 

Rule For Costs 
Under this rule, a party seeking affirmative 
relief may have to give security for costs at any 
time before the final judgment. Where a court 
requires such party to give security for costs, 
notice has to be given to such party. 

Affidavit of Inability 
A defendant, who challenges a plaintiff's 
affidavit of inability to pay the court costs of 
an original action, may contest the aff ida vi t by 
filing a written contest and giving notice of 
his contest to all parties. 

Dismissal or Non-Suit 
A plaintiff may dismiss a case, or take a 
non-suit. It must serve notice of the dismissal 
or non-suit on any party who has answered or has 
been served with process. If it chooses to do 
so, it does not need the court order. 
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Rule 165a 

Rule 166a 

Dismissal For Want of Prosecution 
A court may dismiss a case for want of 
prosecution. Notice of the court's intention to 
dismiss and the date and place of the dismissal 
hearing must be sent by the clerk to each 
attorney of record and to each party not 
represented by an attorney. 

A party that files a motion to reiterate must 
serve notice of the same on each attorney of 
record and each party not represented by an 
attorney. A court will notify all parties or 
their attorney of the date, time, and place of 
the hearing. 

Summary Judgment 
This rule requires that the moving party shall 
serve the non-moving party notice of the hearing 
on its motion for summary judgment at least 
twenty-one days before the time specified for the 
hearing. 

Rule 166b(2)(h) 

Rule l66c 

Rule 168 

7 l 7 5 A 

Medical Records; Medical Authorization 
A party that requests production of medical 
records must mail written notice stating that 
he has obtained medical records, reports, x-rays 
or other documentation by virtue of the written 
request or by virtue of authorization. If he 
mails this notice 30 days before trial and if 
his notice prescribes reasonable terms and 
conditions for inspection of these medical 
records, he is deemed to make the records 
"available" for other parties' inspection. 

Section 5 impliedly requires that when a person 
files a motion for protective order, he has to 
send the other party a notice. 

Stipulations Regarding Discovery Procedure 
This rule provides the parties may stipulate by 
written agreement any time of not ice concerning 
depositions. 

Interrogatories to Parties 
A party can file a motion to enlarge or shorten 
time for serving answers or objections. He must 
also serve notice of a hearing to show good 
cause on the opposing party. 
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Rule 184 

Rule 184a 

Rule 187 

Rule 188 

737SA 

Determination of Law of Other States 
This rule provides that a party requesting that 
judicial notice be taken must give all parties 
such notice as the court may deem necessary to 
enable all parties to prepare to meet the request. 

This rule further provides that in the absence of 
prior notification, the request may be made after 
judicial notice has been taken. 

This rule provides that a party who intends to 
raise an issue concerning the law of a foreign 
country shall give notice in his pleading or 
other reasonable not ice at least 30 days prior 
to the date of trial. 

Deposition to Perpetuate Testimony 
This rule provides that a petitioner who files a 
verified motion for deposition to perpetuate. 
testimony must serve notice, at least fifteen 
days before the date of hearing, upon the witness 
or each person named in the petition as an 
expected adverse party. If the petition states 
that the name or residence is unknown to 
petitioner, and his agent or attorney cannot be 
ascertained after diligent inquiry, the clerk of 
the court or justice of the peace shall, on 
petitioner's request, cause the notice to be 
published in some newsletter. 

Rule 187(3) governs 
perpetuate testimony 
to probate will. 

how 
is 

notice of deposition to 
made in an application 

Rule 187(4) provides that notice may be served 
on all parties providing time, place and manner 
of taking deposition. 

Depositions in Foreign Jurisdiction 
This rule provides that when deposition, written 
or oral, is taken in foreign jurisdiction or 
foreign jurisdictions, the requesting party has 
to give notice on all parties. 

Furthermore, this rule provides that "[a] 
commission, a letter rogatory, or a letter of 
request shall be issued on application and 
notice and on terms that are just and 
appropriate." 
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Rule 200 

Rule 201 

Rule 202 

7l75A 

Deposition Upon Oral Examination 
Under Subsection 2, reasonable notice must be 
served in writing by the party or his attorney 
proposing to take a deposition upon oral 
examination to every other party or his attorney 
of record. The notice shall state the name of 
the deponent, the time and place of the taking of 
his deposition, and if the production of 
documents or tangible things in accordance with 
Rule 201 is desired, a designation of the items 
to be produced by the deponent either by 
individual i tern or by category and which 
describes each item and category with reasonable 
particularity. 

Compelling Appearance; Production of Documents 
and Things; Deposition of Organization 

This rule provides that when the deponent is a 
party, service of the notice upon the party or 
his attorney shall have the same effect as a 
subpoena served on the party. If the deponent is 
an agent or employee who is subject to the 
control of a party, notice to take the 
deposit ion which is served upon the party or the 
party's attorneys of record shall have the same 
effect as a subpoena served on the deponent. 
This rule also provides that if the notice sets 
forth the individual items or categories of items 
to be produced with reasonable particularity, a 
party, his agent or employees or any person 
subject to that party's control, may be compelled 
to produce designated documents or tangible 
things. 

Subsection 4 discusses notice when the deponent 
named in the notice is a public or private 
corporation or partnership, association or 
governmental entity. 

Nonstenoqraphic .Recording; Deposition by Telephone 
This rule requ1res that any party intending to 
make a nonstenographic recording shall give five 
day notice to all other parties by certified 
mail, return receipt requested, and shall specify 
in said notice the type of nonstenographic 
recording which will be used. 

Rule 202(e) provides that a court may order that 
nonstenographic recording to dispense with the 
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Rule 204 

Rule 207 

Rule 208 

Rule 209 

7l75A 

requirement of a stenographic transcription of 
the deposition, however, notice before the 
deposition is taken must be given to all parties. 

Examination, Cross-Examination, and Objection 
This rule provides that any party in lieu of 
participating in the oral examination may serve 
written questions on the party proposing to take 
the deposition. However, the written questions 
must be served ten days from the date of the 
service of notice provided for in Rule 200. 

Use of Deposition Transcripts In Court Proceedings 
Subsection 3 of this rule provides that a part:y 
that files a motion to suppress the deposition 
transcript or some part thereof must give notice 
of the written objections made in the motion to 
every other party before the trial commences. 

Depositions Upon Written Questions 
This rule provides that a party proposing to take 
a deposition upon written questions shall serve 
them upon every other party or his attorney with 
a written notice ten days before the deposition 
is to be taken. The notice shall state the 
name and, if known, the address of the deponent, 
the suit in which the deponent is to be used, the 
name or descriptive title and address of the 
officer before whom the deposition is to be 
taken. Subsection 2 also provides notice by 
publication. Subsection 3 of this rule provides 
that any party may serve cross-questions upon all 
other parties within ten days after the notice 
and direct questions are served. Subsection 5 
provides that the officer delivering the 
deposition transcript shall give prompt notice 
of its delivery to all parties. It shall be 
sufficient notice of delivery for the officer 
to forward to each party a copy of the officer's 
certification described in the paragraph 1 of 
Rule 206. 

Retention And Disposition of Denosition 
Transcrints And Depositions Upon Written Questions 
The clerk must first give all the attorneys 
affected written notice that they have an 
opportunity to claim and withdraw deposition 
transcripts and depositions upon written 
questions. 
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Rule 215 

Rule 237a 

Rule 239a 

Rule 246 

Rule 247 

7l75A 

Abuse of Discovery; Sanctions 
A party upon reasonable notice to other parties 
and all other persons affected thereby, may apply 
for sanctions or any order compelling discovery. 
Subsection 2 provides that the court in which the 
action is pending may make sanctions orders 
against the party upon which sanctions are 
sought, however, notice of the hearing has to 
be given on such party. 

Cases Remanded From Federal Court 
This rule requires that the plaintiff shall file 
a certified copy of order of remand with the 
clerk of the state court and shall give writ ten 
notice of such filing to the attorneys of record 
for all adverse parties. All such adverse 
parties shall have fifteen days from the receipt 
of such notice to file an answer. 

Notice of Default Judqment 
This rule provides that immediately upon the 
signing of the judgment, the clerk shall mail 
written notice thereof to the party against 
whom the judgment was rendered at the address 
shown in the certificate. The notice shall 
state the number and style of the case, the court 
in which the case is pending, the names of the 
parties in whose favor and against whom the 
judgment was rendered, and the date of the 
signing of the judgment. 

Clerk To Give Notice of Settings 
This rule requires that the clerk shall give 
notice to any nonresident attorney of the date 
of setting of any case upon request by mail from 
such attorney accompanied by a return envelope 
properly addressed and stamped. Failure of the 
clerk to furnish such information on proper 
request shall be sufficient grounds for 
continuance or for a new trial if it appears to 
the court that such failure has prevented the 
attorney from preparing or presenting his claim 
or defense. 

Tried When Set 
This rule provides that no cause which has been 
set upon the trial docket of the court shall be 
taken from the trial docket for the date set 
except by agreement of the parties or for good 
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Rule 279 

Rule 296 

Rule 298 

Rule 201 

Rule 306a 

7375A 

cause upon motion and notice to the opposing 
party. 

Admissions From The Judge 
This rule provides that a party before the 
judgment is rendered may file a motion to request 
the court to make and file written findings on 
admitted elements in support of the judgment. 
However, he has to serve a notice of the 
hearing on the opposing party. 

Conclusions of Facts And Law 
A party may file a request asking the trial court 
to state in writing his findings of facts and 
conclusions of law. Such request shall be filed 
within ten days after the final judgment is 
signed. The party has to serve the opposing 
party a notice of the filing of the request as 
provided in Rule 21a. 

Additional or Amended Findings 
After the judge files original findings of facts 
and conclusions of law either party may, within 
five days, request the judge to specify. further 
additional amended findings; and the judge shall, 
within five days after such request, prepare and 
file such further, other or amended findings and 
conclusions as may be proper. Notice of the 
filing of the request provided must be served on 
the opposite party as provided in Rule 21a or 21b. 

Judgments 
This rule provides that upon motion and 
reasonable notice the court may render judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict if a direct verdict 
would have been proper, and provided further that 
the court may upon motion and notice disregard 
any jury finding on a question that has no 
support in the evidence. Notice of the f i l i ng 
of the request for judgment notwithstanding the 
verdict shall be served on the opposite party as 
provided in Rule 21a or 21b. 

Periods To Run From Signing Of Judgment 
Subsection 3 of this rule provides that when the 
final judgment or other appealable order is 
signed, the clerk of the court shall immediately 
give notice of the parties or their attorneys 
of record by first-class mail advising that the 
judgment or order was signed. 
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Rule 308a 

Rule 316 

In Child Support Cases 
This rule provides that the court may issue a 
show cause order to the person allegedly having 
disobeyed a support order commanding that person 
to appear and show cause why they should not be 
held in contempt of court. Notice of such 
order shall be served on the respondent in such 
proceedings in the manner provided in Rule 21a 
not less than ten days prior to the hearing on 
such order to show cause. 

Correction of Clerical Mistakes In Judgment Record 
This rule provides that clerical mistakes in the 
record of any judgment may be corrected by the 
judge in open court according to the truth or 
justice of the case after notice of the motion 
has been given to the parties interested in such 
judgment by the moving party. The notice has 
to follow Rule 21a. 

RULES RELATING TO ANCILLARY PROCEEDINGS 

Rule 592a 

Rule 599 

7l75A 

Bond for Attachment 
Under this Rule, a defendant or plaintiff may 
file a motion to increase or reduce the amount of 
bond or to question the sufficiency of the 
sureties thereon in the court in which such suit 
is pending. However, he has to give notice to 
the opposite party, either before or after the 
issuance of the writ. 

Defendant May Replevy 
This Rule provides that at any time before the 
judgment, should the attached property has not 
been previously claimed or sold, the defendant 
may replevy the same. However, he has to give a 
bond. Either party shall have the right to 
prompt judicial review of the amount of the bond 
required, denial of bond, sufficiency of 
sureties, ,nd estimated value of the property by 
the court with authorized issuance of the writ. 
This moving party has to give reasonable notice 
to the opposing party which may be less than 
three days before the hearing. 

The defendant shall have the right to move the 
court for a substitution of property of equal 
value as that attached for the property 
attached. He has to give reasonable notice to 
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Rule 603 

Rule 608 

Rule 609 

Rule 611 

Rule 614 

7375A 

the opposing party .which may be less than three 
days. 

Procedure for Sale 
This rule requires that notice has to be given 
in a manner as directed by the order of the court. 

The Solution or Modification of Writ of 
Attachment 
This Rule provides that a defendant whose 
property has been attached; or any intervening 
party who claims an interest in such property may 
file a sworn written motion seeking to vacate, 
dissolve or modify the writ and the order 
directing its issuance. Such defendant or 
intervening party has to give reasonable notice 
to the plaintiff which may be less than three 
days. 

Amendment 
An party may make an application in writing to 
the judge or justice of· the court in which the 
suit is filed to amend clerical errors in 'the 
affidavit, bond, or '.vrit of attachment, or the 
officer's return thereof. He has to give 
notice to the opponent. 

Bond for Distress Warrant 
This rule provides that no distress warrant shall 
issue before final judgment until the party 
applying therefore has filed with the justice of 
the peace authorized to issue such warrant a 
bond 

This rule also provides that after notice to the 
opposite party, either before or after the 
issuance of the warrant, the defendant or 
plaintiff may file a motion to increase or reduce 
the amount of such bond. 

Defendant May Replevy 
This Rule provides that at any time before the 
judgment, if the seized property has not been 
previously claimed or sold, the defendant may 
replevy the same. He has to give a bond. Either 
party shall have the right to prompt judicial 
review of the amount of the bond required, denial 
of bond, sufficiency of sureties, and estimated 
value of property by the court having 
jurisdiction of the amount in controversy. Such 
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Rule 617 

Rule 631 

Rule 639 

Rule 640 

7l75A 

party has to 
opposing party 
days. 

give reasonable 
which may be 

not ice on the 
less than three 

This Rule also provides that the defendant shall 
have the right to move the court for a 
substitution of property, of equal value as that 
attached, for the property seized, the defendant 
has to give reasonable notice on the opposing 
party which may be less than three days. 

Dissolution or Modification of Distress Warrant 
This rule provides that a defendant whose 
property has been seized or any intervening 
claimant who claims an interest in such property, 
may by sworn written motion, seek to vacate, 
dissolve, or modify the seizure. This rule also 
provides that the motion shall be heard after 
reasonable notice to the plaintiff. 

Procedure for Sale 
This Rule provides that upon 
to sell perishable personal 
has to give notice thereof 
directed by the order. 

order of the judge 
property, a party 
in such manner as 

Execution for sale of particular property 
This Rule provides that the officer making the 
sale must give the public notice of the time 
and place of sale required by law and this Rule. 

This rule provides that the officer making the 
sale must g1ve the public notice of the time 
and place of sale required by law in this rule. 

~ 
This rule provides that where the defendant in 
execution has an interest in personal property, 
but is not entitled to possession, the levying 
officer must give notice of levy to the person 
who is entitled to the possession, or one of them 
where there are several. 

Levy on Stock Running at Large 
This rule requires that a notice must be given 
in writing to the owner of his holder or agent, 
if such person resides within the county and 
known to the officer. 
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Notice of Sale of Real Estate 
This rule requires that the time and place of 
sale of real estate under execution, order of 
sale, or venditioni exponas, shall be advertised 
by the officer by having the notice thereof 
published in the English language once a week for 
three consencutive weeks preceeding such sale, 
in some newspaper published in said county. The 
notice shall contain a statement of the authority 
by virtue of which the sale is to be made, the 
time of levy and the time and place of sale; it 
shall also contain a brief description of the 
property to be sold, and shall give the number of 
acres, original survey, locality in the county, 
and the name by which the land is most generally 
known. If there be no newspaper published in the 
county, or none of which will publish the notice 
of sale for the compensation fixed under this 
rule, the officer shall then post such notice in 
wri ring in three public places in the county, one 
of which shall be at the courthouse door of such 
county, for at least 20 days successively next to 
before the day of sale. The officer making the 
1 evy i s a l s o r e q u i red t o g i v e t he defend an r , or 
his attorney, written notice of such sale, 
either in person or by mail, which not ice shall 
substantially conform to the foregoing 
requirements. 

Notice of Sale of Personal Property 
This rule provides that previous notice of the 
time and place of the sale of any personal 
property levied or under execution shall be given 
by posting notice thereof for 10 days 
successively immediately prior to the day of sale 
at the courthouse door of any county and at the 
place where the sale is to be made. 

Purchaser Failing to Comply 
This rule provides that a plaintiff can file a 
motion requiring any person that bid off property 
at any sale made by virtue of an execution, if 
such person fails to comply with the terms of the 
sale requiring to pay the plaintiff 20% on the 
value of the property thus bid off, besides 
costs. The plaintiff must give five day notice 
of such motion to such purchaser. 
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Rule 663a 

Rule 664 

Rule 664a 
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Bond for Garnishment 
This rule requires that either before or after 
the issuance of the writ for garnishment, the 
defendant of plaintiff may file a motion to 
increase or reduce the amount of bond, or to the 
question of sufficiency of the sureties. Such 
defendant or plaintiff has to give notice to the 
opposite party, either before or after the 
issuance of the writ. 

This rule also requires that if it be determined 
from the garnishee's answer that the garnishee is 
indebted to defendant or has in his hands effects 
belonging to the defendant in an amount or value 
less than the amount of the debt claimed by the 
plaintiff, then the court in which such 
garnishment is pending, upon a hearing, may 
reduce the required amount of such bond. 
However, notice has to be given to the defendant 
before the hearing. 

Service of Writ on Defendant 
This rule provides that the defendant shall be 
served in any manner prescribed for service of 
citation or as provided in Rule 21A with a coy of 
the writ of garnishment. 

Defendant May Replevy 
This rule requires that the defendant may replevy 
the garnished property but he has to pay a bond. 
Either party shall have the right to request a 
judicial review of the amount of the bond 
required. However, such person has to give 
reasonable notice to the opposing party which may 
be less that three days. This rule further 
provides that the defendant shall have the right 
to move the Court for a substitution of 
property. However, he has to give reasonable 
notice to the opposing party which may be less 
than three days. 

Dissolution or Modification of Writ of Garnishment 
A defendant whose property or account has been 
garnished or any intervening party who claims an 
interest in such property or account may file a 
sworn written motion seeking to vacate, dissolve, 
or modify the writ of garnishment and the order 
directing its issuance. The defendant or the 
intervening party has to give reasonable notice 
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Rule 675 

Rule 679 

Rule 680 

Rule 681 

Rule 686 

Rule 694 

7375A 

to the plaintiff which may be less than three 
days. 

Docket an Notice 
This rule requires that clerk of the court of the 
justice of the peace to issue a notice to the 
garnishee stating that his answer has been so 
controverted and that such issue will stand for 
trial on the docket of such court. Such notice 
shall be directed to the garnishee, be dated and 
tested as other process from such court and 
served by delivering a copy thereof to the 
garnishee. 

Amendment 
A party may apply in writing to the judge or 
justice of the court to amend clerical errors in 
the affidavit, bond or writ· of garnishment, or 
the officer's return therecf. Such party has to 
give notice to the opponent. 

Temporary Restraining Order 
This rule provides that no temporary restraining 
order ~hall be granted without notice . to the 
adverse party unless it clearly appears from the 
specific facts shown by affidavit or by the 
verified complaint that immediate and irreparable 
injury loss, or damage will result to applicant 
before notice can be served and a hearing can be 
had. 

This rule further provides that the adverse party 
may appear and move its dissolution of 
modification. But he must give notice to the 
party who obtained the temporary restraining 
order. 

Temporary Injunction: Notice 
This rule provides that no temporary injunction 
shall be issued without notice to the adverse 
party. 

Citation 
This rule provides that a notice has to be 
given if a hearing is held on a temporary 
restraining order or temporary injunction. 

No Mandamus Without Notice 
This rule provides that no mandamus shall be 
granted by the district or county court without 
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Rule 698 

Rule 700 

Rule 700a 

Rule 701 
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a notice. Any mandamus granted without notice 
shall be abated on a motion. 

No Receiver of Immovable Property Appointed 
Without Notice 
This rule provides that except provided by the 
statute, no receiver shall be appointed without 
notice to take charge of property which is fixed 
and immovable. When an application for 
appointment for receiver to take possession of 
property of this type is filed, the court shall 
set the same down for hearing and notice of such 
hearing shall be given to the adverse party by 
serving notice thereof not less than three days 
prior to such hearing. If the order finds that 
the defendant is a nonresident or that his 
whereabouts is unknown, the notice may be 
served by affixing the same in a consp1cuous 
manner and placed upon the property or if that is 
impracticable, it may be served in such other 
manner as the court or judge may require. 

Bond For Sequestration 
Under this rule the defendant or plaintiff may 
file a motion to increase or reduce the amount of 
bond. He has to give notice to the opposite 
party either before or after the issuance of the 
writ. 

Amendment 
This rule provides that a party may move to amend 
practical errors in the affidavit, bond, or writ 
of sequestration or the officer's return 
therefore. He has to give notice to the 
opponent before the hearing. 

Service of Writ on Defendant 
This rule provides that the defendant may be 
served as provided in Rule 21a or the defendant 
shall be served in any manner provided for 
service of citation. 

Defendant May Replevy 
This rule provides that at any time before the 
judgment, if the sequestered property has not 
been previously claimed, replevied, or sold, the 
defendant may replevy the same or any part 
thereof of the proceeds from the sale of the 
property. The defendant has to give a bond. 
Either party shall have the right to prompt 
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Rule 708 

Rule 712a 

judicial review of the amount of the bond 
required, the denial of bond, sufficiency of 
surities, an estimated value of the property. 
However, before the hearing, the party has to 
give reasonable notice to the opposing party 
which may be less than three days. 

Plaintiff May Replevy 
This rule provides that the plaintiff may replevy 
the property, however, he has to give a bond. 
This rule further provides that either party 
shall have the right to prompt judicial review of 
the amount of bond required, the denial of bond, 
sufficiency of sureties, an estimated value of 
the property, by the court which authorized 
issuance of the writ. Such party has to give 
reasonable notice to the opposing party which 
may be less than three days period. 

Dissolution of Modification of Writ of 
Sequestration 
A defendant whose property has been sequestered 
or any intervening party who claims an Interest 
in such property may file a sworn written mot ion 
seeking to vacate, dissolve, or modify the writ 
and the order directing its issuance. The moving 
party has to give reasonable notice to the 
plaintiff which may be less than three days. 

TRIAL OF RIGHT OF PROPERTY 

Rule 718 Property Delivered to Claimant 
This rule provides that any claimant who claims 
an interest in property on which a writ has been 
levied may, by sworn written motion seek to 
obtain possession of such property. The motion 
shall be heard promptly after reasonable notice 
to plaintiff which may be less than three days. 

RULES RELATING TO SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS 

Rule 740 

7 3 7 5 A 

Complainant May Have Possession 
This rule provides that a party at the time of 
filing his complaint may execute and file a 
possession bond to be approved by the Justice in 
such amount as the Justice may fix. The 
defendant shall be notified by the Justice 
Court that the plaintiff has filed a possession 
bond. Such not ice shall be served in the same 
manner as 
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Rule 749 

Rule 749a 

Rule 749b 

Rule 751 

Rule 762 

7375A 

service of citation and shall inform the 
defendant of all of the rules and procedures set 
forth under Rule 740 a, b, c and d. 

May Appeal 
This rule provides that either party may appeal 
from a final judgment in forceable entry and 
detainer cases. It also provides that the 
Justice shall set the amount of the bond. It 
further provides that within five days following 
the filing of such bond, the party appealing 
shall give notice as provided under Rule 21A of 
the filing of such bond to the adverse party. 

Pauper's Affidavit 
If an appellant is unable to pay the cost of 
appeal, he shall file an affidavit and give 
notice to the opposite or his attorney of 
record. 

Pauper's Affidavit in Non-Payment of Rent Appeals 
Subsection 3 provides that the tenant or 
_appellant failed to pay the rent into the court 
registry within the time limit prescribed by the 
rules, the appellee may file a notice of default 
in County Court. 

Transcript 
This rule provides that when an appeal has been 
perfected, the Justice shall stay all further 
proceedings on the judgment, and immediately make 
out a transcript of all of the entries made on 
his docket of the proceedings had in the case. 
The clerk shall immediately notify both appellant 
and the adverse party the day of receipt of the 
transcript and the docket number of the cause. 
Such notice shall advise the defendant of the 
necessity for filing a written answer in the 
County Court when the defendant has pleaded 
orally in the Justice court. 

Writ of Partition 
This rule provides that the clerk shall issue a 
writ of partition, directed to the sheriff or any 
constable of the county, commanding such sheriff 
or constable to notify each of the 
commissioners of their appointment 
(Commissioners are competent and disinterested 
persons who are appointed by the court to make 
partition of real estate). 
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Rule 791 

Rule 792 

Rule 798 

May Demand Abstract of Title 
After an Answer is filed, either party may, by 
notice in writing, duly served on the opposite 
party or his attorney of record, not less than 
10 days before the trial of the cause demanding 
an abstract in writing of the claim or title to 
the promises in question upon which he relies. 

Time to File Abstract 
When an Abstract of Title shall be filed with the 
court, the court mav, at the notice and hearing 
prior to the beginning of trial order that no 
evidence of the claim or title of such opposite 
party be given on trial. 

Common Sources of Title 
This rule provides that it shall not be necessary 
for the plaintiff to deraign title beyond a 
common source. Proof of a common source . may be 
made by the plaintiff by certified copies of the 
deeds showing a change of title to the defendant 
emanating from and under such common sources . 

. This rule further providPs that before any such 
certified copies shall be read in evid~nce, they 
shall be filed with the court three days before 
the trial. This rule requires that the plaintiff 
has to serve the adverse party with notice of 
such filing as in the other cases. 

RULES OF PRACTICE IN JUSTICE COURTS 

Rule 565 

Rule 566 

7 3 7 5 A 

Rules Governing 
This rule provides that the rules governing the 
district and county courts in relation ·to 
judgment and confession therefore, shall also 
apply to justice courts, insofar as they do not 
conflict with some provision of the rul1:=s 
applicable to justice courts. Thus, the notice 
requirements under the general rules are 
applicable in the justice courts. 

Judgments By Default 
This rule provides that a Justice may, within 
10 days after a Judgment by Default of Dismissal 
is signed, set aside such judgment, on motion in 
writing. Notice of such motion shall be given to 
the opposite at least one full day prior to the 
hearing thereof. 
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Rule 569 

APPEAL 

Rule 571 

Rule 572 

7 l 7 5 A 

Notice 
This rule provides that all motions to set aside 
a judgment or to grant a new trial shall be made 
within five days after the rendition of judgment 
and one day's notice shall be given the opposite 
party or his attorney. 

Appeal Bond 
This rule provides that a party, in order to 
appeal, must file with the Justice a bond. Within 
five days following the filing of such Appeal 
Bond, the party shall give notice as provided in 
Rule 21a or 21b of the filing of such bond to all 
parties to the suit who have not filed such 
bond. 

Affidavit of Inability 
This rule provides that an appellant who is 
unable to pay the cost of appeal or gives 
securities therefore, shall file an affidavit 
with the justice of the peace stating ~is 
inability to pay such costs. He ·has to give 
notice thereof to the opposite or his attorney of 
record by any officer of court of party to the 
suit. 
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STATE BAR OF TEXAS 

( L\-cs4~.CC\ 

TO: Texas Supreme Court 

FROM: Committee on Administration of Justice 

RE: Proposed Rule Changes 

DATE: December 18, 1989 

The Committee on the Administration of Justice has reviewed 

the Supreme Court Advisory Committee's proposed rule changes. 

We believe that the vast majority of the proposals are sound and 

should be approved. We have a few suggestions to make, which 

fall into these four categories: (1) alternate proposals for 

c rules 21a and 166, (2) criticism of proposed rules 271-275, (3) 

recommendation that TRAP 90 remain unchanged, and (4) the 

highlighting of various inadvertent errors in the wording of 

several of the rules. 

1. Alternate Proposals for TRCP 2la and 166. 

We support the objectives of the proposed amendments t.o 

rules 2la and 166. Rule 21a would authorize FAX service of 

legal papers, and rule 166 would clarify and strengthen the 

trial court's powers at pre-trial conferences. Alternate 

proposed revisions of rules 2la and 166 are attached. Our 

suggested additions to the SCAC version are underlined twice; 

our suggested deletions from its version are stricken through 

with a slash (/) and a hyphen. 

(_ 
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A. Rule 2la. 

We suggest that the wording of rule 2la be modified to 

achieve three purposes. First, the rule should ensure that when 

a lawyer FAXes documents to opposing counsel after working hours 

the service is deemed to take place the next day. This should 

frustrate gamesmanship in which a lawyer waits until after hours 

to serve papers. In addition, since the purpose is to make FAX 

service the equal of hand delivery, we have provided that when 

an instrument is served by FAX the usual three days are not 

added, as happens when papers are served by mail. Finally we 

have restored language that we believe was inadvertently deleted 

from the existing rule--"as the case may be"--to make clear that 

when a litigant is represented by an attorney, service must be 

made upon the· attorney.and not upon the litigant. 

If this modification of rule 2la is adopted, the words "or 

by telephonic document transfer" should be deleted from proposed 

rule 4. 
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TRCP 2la. /W¢fi¢~ [Methods of Service] 

Every notice required by these rules, [and every pleadi~ 

plea, motion, or other form of request required to be served by 

Rule 21,] other than the citation to be served upon the filing of 

a cause of action and except as otherwise expressly provided in 

these rules, may be served by delivering a copy [thereof] ¢f th~ 

party to be served, ~t Mis [the party's] duly authorized agent, 

or his attorney of record, as the case may be, either in person 

or by [aaent, bv telePhonic document transfer to the reciPient's 

current telecopier number, bv courier receipted deliverv or£ 

certified or] registered mail, to [the ~~f~~f~ recipient's] ~is last 

- . 
rf::'Htrf-lr't: 1!.~7..-ei-trP-i-e-i: ~~fl- or it may be given in such other 

manner as the court in its discretion may direct. Service bv 

telephonic document transfer after 5:00 p.m. local time of the 

reciPient shall be deemed served on the following dav. Serv:.ce 

by mail shall be complete upon deposit of the paper, enclosed in 

a postpaid, properly addressed wrapper, in a post office or 

official depository under the care and custody of the Uni t:ed 

States Postal Service. Whenever a party has the right or is 

required to do some act ¢t f~~e s¢me pt¢ie~dirlqs within a 

prescribed period after the service of a notice or other paper 

upon him and the notice or paper is served upon him by mail f4~ -
the prescribed period. tf [Notice] may be served by a party to 

the suit, ¢t his [an] attorney of record, ¢t l/J'i f'he ¢t¢pet [a] 
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sheriff or constable, or by any other person competent to 

testify. [The party or attorney of record shall certify to the 

court comoliance with this rule in writing over signature and on 

the filed instrument. J A Wti:t:t~ri tt~teriterit certificate by [~ 

party or] an attorney of record, or the return of an officer, or 

the affidavit of any person showing service of a notice shall be· 

prima facie evidence of the fact of service. Nothing herein 

shall preclude any party from offering proof that the notice or 

cii¢iutnerit [instrument) was not received, or, if service was by 

mail, that it was not received within three days from the date of 

deposit in a post office or official depository under the care 

and custody of the United States Postal Service, and upon so 

finding, th~ court may extend the time for taking the action 

required of such party or g;rant "such other relief as it deems . 
just. The provisions hereof relating to the method of service of 

notice are cumulative of all other methods of service prescribed 

by these rules. W~eri t~~s~ tuXes pt¢vicii~ t¢t ri¢:tii~ ¢t setviie 

kS:t tegistet~cii rttaiit sui~ ri¢tiie ¢t setviie rtta:t ait¢ ~~ ~acii ~t 

iettttiecii mai..I/. 

[COMMENT TO 1 9 9 0 CHANGE : Deliverv means and technologies have 

significantly changed since 1941 and this amendment brings 

approved service practices more current. Deliverv bv teleohonic 
+ 

document transfer is defined to be similar to hand deliverv, 

exceot that it should occur before 5:00 p.m. local time. This 

prevents service after normal business hours merely because an 

unattended telecopier is left operational.] 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(8) TRCP21(a): My first comment is in the form of a 
question. Why is any exception to the method of service needed? 
Such exceptions would seem inconsistent with the stated purpose of 
the amendments to Rule 21 and 2l(a). 

The amendments also cause me to review the language of this 
rule in terms of the s~rvice allowed. First of all, as worded, the 
rule would allow someone to serve a party as opposed to the party's 
attorney, since those are stated disjunctively. Secondly, the 
amendment adding service by an agent or by a courier changes the 
meaning of the phrase "in person." Prior to the amendment, I 
believe that phrase referred back to the party being served, so 
that it would read that you could serve the party or attorney in 
person as opposed to mailing. Now by mixing this phrase with other 
methods by which service can be effected, it would refer to the 
person doing the serving, not the person being served. As such, 
"in person" would :mean the party or attorney serving the paper must 
personally deliver the paper to the other party or attorney. 

The confusion with this amendment is even greater, however. 
As worded, service on the attorney of record can be in person, by 
agent, or by courier, but no longer can you mail anything to an 
attorney, since mailing is limited to certified or registered mail 
to "the party's last known address." Likewise, the new method of 
service--telephone document transfer--is also limited to the 
party's current telecopier number, not the attorney's. This 
confusion obviously needs to be changed. 

The sentence beginning with the word "whenever" which talks 
about the three day additional time is missing a word or contains 
an extra word. I believe the word "upon" preceding the phrase by 
mail or by telephoning document transfer should be deleted. 

If you are going to authorize the use of telephone document 
transfer, I do not see the necessity of adding three days to the 
time to respond when service is made by this method. I would 
assume the whole purpose in using such a method of service would · 
be to speed up the court processes and the time for any response 
similar to "in person" service. By allowing three additional days 
you defeat this purpose. I would also recommend that the rule 
provide that any time telephonic document transfer is used, it must 
be followed up by mail service as well. n 0 1 0 8 
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LAW OFF1CES 
OF., 

PAT MALONEY 
~~ December 4, 1989 

Justice Lloyd Doggett 

•• p~ MALONEY 
The Supreme £ourt of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 

c 

• m WJ..OtiE'i, Ji. 
• GEORGE LeGRAND 

JANICE MALONEY 
" VIRGIL W. YAm'A 

PATRJOA M.J.LONE'i 
TOM.JO~ 
OWU.fS NJOiOI.SON 

P.O. Bo~/12248, Capitol Station 
Austin,/Texas 78711 

-~= Proposed Revisions to Texas Rules 

Dear Mr. Justice Doggett: 

AL iii. HECK (10':;.6-1977) After having reviewed the proposed changes to the Texas 
STEPHA.'11'iVALSH Rules of Civil Procedure and the Texas Rules of Civil 
~G.~~ Evidence, I wanted to point out the.following less-than-

• GARY HOWARD salutary provisions in the rules, as well as the one 
~~H~L exemplary provision, all of which are stated below: 
T.). SAI.J?iDf.RS 
~~L The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure: 

21a: 

C~!>nsiqering telecopied delivery the same as 
mailed delivery makes no sense, for it should 
be considered the same as a hand-delivered 
document, as long as it is Nreceived" by the 
recipient during normal business . hours. As 
proposed, the revision discourages telecopying 
of items, for it tacks on the three additional 
days automatically tacked on for mailed 
documents. 

---- ----~ - --------. 

Very truly yours, 

LAW ~~S OF PAT MALONEY, 

By:~/~.'~ 
VWY:naj 

cc: Chief Justice Thomas R. Phillips 
Justice Franklin S. Spears 
Justice C.L. Ray 
Justice Raul A. Gonzalez 
Justice Oscar H. Mauzy 
Justice Eugene A. Cook 
Justice Jack Hightower 

,Justice Nathan L. Hecht v 

P.C. 
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J. DAVID PHILLIPS 
JUDGE 

COUNTY COURT AT LAW NO. 1 

CouNTY CouRTHOUsE 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Sugreme Court of Texas 
P .• Box 12248i Capitol Station 
Austin, TX 787 1 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

January 8, 1990 

Re: 11Fax 11
: Proposed changes to the Rules 

of Civil Procedure 

Mr. James Jolly Clark has kindly provided me with a copy of his letter to 
yqu·of January 3, 199~ wherein he suggests some changes in the Texas Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 1nese rule changes are to have tne effect of authorizing 
the filing of copies of pleadings ana documents rather than the originals. 

As a trial judge, I have same reservations about the wisdom of the changes 
Qroposed. It seems that Mr .. Clark is asking the Court to make the Rules 
fit the available technology simply because the technology exists. It 
would appear to me to be tne wiser course to recognize tne availability of 
the technology and then to examine how it can worK to benefit litigants in 
our courts. 

Facsimile machines (or 11 Faxes 11 to corrupt the language with jargon and 
probably violate someone•s trademark) are, of course useful 1n transmitting 
documents instantaneously across long distances. It would be of benefit to 
counsel confronted with the problem of e.g •• filing an original answer or 
a response to a motion for summary judgment at the last minute before a 
deadline. Of concern to the trial bench is the fact that the 11faxed 11 

document is not susceptible to the close scrutiny sometimes needed to 
determine the sufficiency of the original. Not an insignificant number 
of cases turn on the issue of the validity of documents. Without the 
original of, perhaps~ an affidavit, in hand, a trial judge may be unable 
to determine the sufriciency of the document. 
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Mr. Clark • s proposal atterrpts to reredy this problem ( which he recognizes) 
by providing that the original is to be kept and produced "should a question 
be raised as to its authenticity." This seems to ITE to misplace the burden. 
A better rule 'M:luld be that the "faxed" docUITEnt be it an answer 1 a nntion, 
etc., will suffice to forestall adverse action Which might otherw1se occur 
in the case but for the filing of the "fax"~ ho.vever, tfle original of the 
docUITEnt must be filed within some reasonable tiiTE (e.g., 10 aays) or in 
any event before the hearing at which the document 1s to be usea. 

The foreseeable adverse consequence of my Qroposal 'M:luld be an overburden
ing of the clerk's office with the double-filing of documents. This 
'M:luld only occur, ho.veverl if attorneys overuse "faxing" by "faxing" every 
routine dOcument rather tnan reserving the use of the technology and its 
accompanying expense for documents wh1ch are unusually tiiTE-sensitive. If 
attorneys kno.v that a "fax" will save them and their cases fran the passage 
of a deadline, they will use the "fax"; if they kno.v that is not a c~lete 
substitute for the actual document, I suspect they will not overuse the 
"fax". Your hard 'M:lrk and attention to the 'M:lrkings of the Rules in the 
trial courts is greatly appreciated. 

cc: James Jolly Clark 
601 W. 11th St. 
Austin, Tx 78701 

Sincerely~ a 
J. David~~(_ 
Judge, County Court at Law 
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LAW OFFICES OF 

BISHOP, PAYNE, LAMSENS & BROWN 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

SUITE 1800 

500 WEST SEVENTH STREET 

FORT WORTH TEXAS 76 I 02 4 782 

(817) 335-49: I 

FAX (817) 870-2631 

January 9, 1990 

RE: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I apologize for being so late with this letter; I noted that 
you. requested comments prior to November 30, 1989. 

I wish to comment on one proposed rule and that is the 
proposed TRCP 2la. In said rule, you are allowing service of 
pleadings, pleas and other responses by use of a telephonic 
document transfer. After a recent experience with some attorneys 
in Dallas, in my opinion this is a rule that could be subject to 
much abuse. On three occasions I have received in excess of 35 
pages by fax. The first two occasions contained Notices to Take 
Depositions, with Subpoena Duces Tecum. The second occasion was 
the same Notices with an agreed change of time because of 
scheduling conflicts, and on the third occasion were 37 pages of 
Interrogatories. On none of the occasions was there a rush, 
urgency, or need. This increases the cost of the use of the 
machine that is basically in the law office for the convenience 
of clients, and emergency matters that need a quick resolution.· 
If everyone starts using telefax machines to send notices of 
pleadings, this would necessitate an expense against the client, 
which is simply not needed. The Interrogatories I received on 
Friday, December 29, pursuant to the proposed rules, still have 
an additional three days added to same. Receipt on Tuesday, 
January 2, would have been just as adequate. In fact, after 
receipt by fax, the next business day I received same in the 
mail. 
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l..AW OFFICES OF 

BISHOP, PAYNE, LAMSENS & BROWN 

Justice Nathan E. Hecht 
January 9, 1990 
Page -2-

Although the cost of the law firm for the fax paper may not 
be tremendous, nevertheless, I am very cost conscious. I had 
already written the Dallas law firm a letter requesting that the 
fax no longer be used when not required, and now I am going to 
send them a bill. 

There needs to be another solution. 

SGW: lea 
11399/SGW41 

Yours truly, 

~~~~~~· I 
j • 

s . _ c a y We r 1 ey 
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December 5, 1989 

Texas Supreme Court 

200 West 14th Street 

Room A-G II 

Austin, Texas 78701 

RE: §51 .803 of Tex. Gov't Code Ann.-Supreme Court Regulation 

and Approval of Electronic Filing of Certain Documents 

Dear Honorable Justices of The Texas Supreme Court, 

Now comes, Diana La-Fontaine and Chris Vanderford to res

pectfully request the Texas Supieme Court to promulgate a rule 

authorizing the utilization of filing faxed documents with the 

appropriate clerk and/or court. 

Diana La-Fontaine and Chris Vanderford, hereinafter referred 

to as ''Houston Facs File~ are two women in the final stages of 

making Houston Facs File a reality. Houston Facs File will be 

a service available to attorneys and pro se ir.dividuals through

out the state of Texas and the United States, which allows them 

to fax their documents to us for the purpose of filing in the 

appropriate clerk's office and/or court. The final stage that 

Houston Facs File is currently in is being able to obtain a very 

prompt approval of rules that would cover our procedure. Wherein, 

with this approval our investors would agree to release the fund

ing for Houston Facs File. As we all know the final stage to 

any business endeavor is to obtain funding. That is the main 

reason we, Houston Facs File, have come forth and respectfully 

requested a prompt ruling regarding the filing of faxed documents. 

Wherefore it would be greatly appreciated and we also respect

fully request a letter response from the Texas Supreme Court 

stating 

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

( 3 ) 

( 4 ) 

or responding to the following: 

The status and time frame of the aforementioned ruling? 

Will Houston Facs File need to seek the approval of 

the Texas Supreme Court regarding their system? 

Will the Texas supreme Court need to regulate the 

operation of Houston Facs File as per §51.803? 

In filin~ a faxed document is the procedural intent 

satisfied? 
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(5) Can Houston Facs File obtain any proposed rules and/or 

studies pertaining to faxed documents and/or electronic 

filing? 

(6) Any input or feedback pertaining to Houston Facs File 

guidelines would be greatly appreciated. 

Based on Houston Facs File's diligent research and market

ing survey we have truly found a great need for this service. The 

feedback from various sources, mainly attorneys, has been only 

positive. They have expressed not only interest in the concept 

of Houston Facs File but would like to know exactly when services 

will be available for usage. We also have meet with the Harris 

County District Clerk's Office and have been informed that faxed 

documents would be received and filed with the appropriate court. 

"Enclosed please find for your perusal the following documents: 

( 1 ) Procedural Guidelines for Houston Facs File 

( 2 ) Conceptual Back_ ground fo= Houston Facs File 

( 3) Information on Houston Facs File 

( 4 ) Letters of endorsement from Career Institute-Paralegal 

People and James I. Wiedemer, Esquire 

Thanking you in advance for your prompt reply. 

Res.~p, tfully Submitt.ed, 

(,/; ~ / .-yL D 

.-- )1--( ct..-?{ c<--<:_/'/c<--~(c-~ 
Diana La-Fontaine, President 

Chris Vanderford, Vice-President 

Houston Facs File 
Pc /3cx -;;;_c ~':J~ 
""A~!_L,<f;/Ce ~ 77'/cZ-?C'ZS 
(., ) 

Enclosures 

cc: Thomas R. Phillips 

C.L. Ray 

Oscar H. Mauzy 

Jack Hightower 

Lloyd Doggett 

Franklin F. Spears 

Raul A. Gonzalez 

Eugene A. Cook 

Nathan L. Hecht 
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PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES FOR HOUSTON FACS FILE 

I. The attorney and/or pro se individual, hereinafter referred 

to as "Sending Station~ will fax their document that needs 

to be filed with the clerk and/or court to Houston Facs 

File, hereinafter referred to as ''Receiving Station~ 

II. The Receiving Station will have a transmission report 

obtained from the fax machine when transmission is complete. 

III. The Receiving Station will fax back to the Sending Station 

the transmission report obtained from the fax machine to 

certify verification of the receipt of all pages of the 

document. As well as, approval of the charge (Mastercard, 

Visa, Diner's Club, and American Express are all going to 

be available to the Sending Station as optional forms of 

payment). 

IV. The Receiving Station will file the actual facsimile 

transmission received with the proper clerk and/or court. 

v. The Receiving 8tation will only be utilizing high resolution 

bonded paper fax machines. Therefore, eliminating the 

potential of filed original documents from every fading. 

VI. The Receiving Station will make all required copies 

necessary for filing the document. 

VII. The Receiving Station shall distribute the documents as 

required by statute or rule to the appropriate clerk and/ 

or court along with the statutory filing fee. 

VIII. The Receiving Station will be making multiple filings 

at specified times throughout the business day. 

IX. The fax machines will be available for receiving transmis

sion 24 hours a day. 

X. At the time of filing a receipt for the filing fees and a 

filed stamped copy will be obtained. 

XI. The Receiving Station will subsequently transmit to the 

Sending Station both a file stamped copy, receipt for the 

filing fees, and an in house filing status report. 
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CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND OF HOUSTON FACS FILE 

Upon the initial introduction of Houston Facs File both 

Diana La-Fontaine and Chris Vanderford, found that numerous 

attorneys were very receptive. Thru due diligence it is found 

that the only service currently available to attorneys is a 

costly runner service. This service not only charges for pick

up and delivery but also for the time the runner spends trying 

to locate the correct clerk to file the document with, as well as, 

for the time the runner stands in line waiting to record the 

document with the clerk and/or court. Houston Facs File will only 

charge a flat fee and will fax back the file stamped copy the same 

night. The attorney is also not limited by the hours of 8:00 am 

to 5:00 pm to get the document in the hands of a runner, since 

the usage of a fax machine is available 24 hours a day with 

Houston Facs File. 

Oiana La-Fontai~e and Chris Vanderford have been residents 

of Houston, Harris County, Texas, for most of their lives. Both 

are graduates from Career Institute-Paralegal People in the top 

10% (ten percent) of the class of December 1987. 

Diana La-Fontaine's father was a practicing civil/criminal 

attorney in Houston, Harris County, Texas, for over 30 (thirty) 

years. Therefore, Diana La-Fontaine was heavily exposed to the 

legal community all of her life. For the past 9 (nine) years 

she has been involved in all phases of real estate from sales 

(licensed Real Estate Agent-1985), financing of real estate, 

title commitments to closing the loan, and to selling of investment 

portfolios on the secondary market. Prior to that she was in the 

banking community working in the bookkeeping/proof department 

for Texas Commerce Bank. In 1988 to the present she has been 

a Real Estate/Business Development Officer with Exchequer Enter

prises, Inc., a local investment banking firm, which has held 

a Security and Exchange License since 1983. 

For the past 2 (two) years Chris Vanderford has been active

ly involved in the legal community. She has worked as a paralegal 

and law office adminstrator for Rex Mounger and Don Campbell. 
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Currently she is involved in doing legal research, by contract, 

for various law firms in Texas. Prior to that Chris Vanderford 

held several corporate executive positions and was sole proprietor 

of a couple of businesses located in the Galleria and 1960 area 

for over 6 (six) years. Because of her vast background in busi

ness development she comes forth with great expertise. 

Diana La-Fontaine and Chris Vanderford both come forth with 

many years of successful accomplishments and intend to make Houston 

Facs File another one. In the past 15 (fifteen) years they have 

worked together successfully in several business ventures some of 

those being Farrar's of Texas, Farrar's of California, Continental 

Lady, and Vanderford Enterprises. 

This is a new concept that Diana La-Fontaine and Chris Van

derford came up with after having found the legal system to have 

several inadquacies. Being of strong entrepreneurial backgroun_ds 

they decided to be one of the new forces in the legal community 

to implement the usage of today's new technology. Although this 

is a new concept, the reception from numerous attorneys and the 

Harris County District Clerk has only been that of a very positive 

nature. As we all know, anytime changes are made it takes great 

due diligence to implement the change and become successful. 

Because of the extremely positive reception and their strong 

entrepreneurial backgrounds Diana La-Fontaine and Chris Vanderford 

believe that they can be one of the new forces to make some changes 

in the legal community thru the implementation of Houston Facs 

File. 
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I. 

HOUSTON FACS FILE 

Houston Facs File is a service exclusively available to 

attorneys needing to file documents with the Harris County 

Judicial Courts. This service is offered by use of your 

fax machine. Without leaving your office you, your 

associates and staff can file documents by calling Houston 

Facs File. Simplify your filing procedures. Technology 

has advanced to the point that the judicial system can now 

use the new advances to the benefit of more efficient ways 

of reco~d keeping. This advancement is made available to 

the judicial system by way of utilizing facsimile machinery. 

II. Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 45 and 57 require the attorney 

filing a pleading to sign h~s/her name to that pleading. 

Texas courts have explained that there are two reasons for 

such a signature: (1) to leave no doubt the identity of 

each party's attorney and (2) to make each attorney res

ponsi~le for the contents .of his/her pleading. See Ingram 

v. Card Co., 540 S.W. 2d 803 (Tex. Civ. App.-Corpus Christi 

1976, no writ); Turnbow Petroleum Corp. v. Fulton, 194 S.W. 

2d 256 (Tex.1946). Texas courts have also said that the 

signature is merely a formality, and a filed pleading is 

not invalid simply because the attorney has failed to sign 

it. See Loomis Land and Cattle Co., Inc. v. Woods, 699 

s.w. 2d 594 (Tex. App.-Texarkana 1985, no writ); Frank v. 

Corbett, 682 s.w. 2d 587 (Tex. App.-Waco 1984, no writ). 

III. BENEFITS TO USING HOUSTON FACS FILE 

A. Last date to file pleadings just call Houston Facs File 

B. No parking fees to pay 

C. No traveling time 

D. Personnel experienced with the judicial system that com

prehends the repercussions of not filing in a timely 

manner and the requirements of the courts 

E. No more paying by the minute while a runner trys to find 

the correct clerk and/or court to file your document with 

F. Better time management of yourself, your associates, and 

your very valuable staff 
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G. Flat fee per docume~t therefore no hidden costs to you 

H. Savings to be passed on to your client 

I. No more wondering if the u.s. Postmaster has delivered 

within the 3 (three) day statutory period aloted 

J. All necessary copies made for filing, inclusive of the 

file stamped copy, of which you will receive documenta

tion the same night via your fax machine 

IV. Houston Facs File is the beginning toward the movement 

for better management of our courts filing system. The 

courts are swamped with millions of pages to documents. 

Thru new technology the judicial system can be better time 

managed, which in turn will help to give more time to expe

dite the real meaning of the courts, that being to hear the 

pleadings. 

V. Houston Facs File strongly backs the movement tQwards the 

utilization of new technology in our judicial system •. 
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Career Institute 
THE PARALEGAL PEOPLE 

3015 Richmond Ave. • Houston, Texas 77098 • 7131529-2778 

October 23, 1989 

To Whom it May Concern: 

This letter is to certify that Diana La-Fanta 1e a~ j 
Chris Vanderford successfully completed the Paraleg_ program 
at Career Institute in Houston, Texas. 

Both Diana and Chris graduated with honors ar . have 
acquired the skills necess.:-r-v to ex . ...,l dS me:-::bers .Jf the 
Houston legal community. 

I am excited about their "Facs File" cone~"""'"'= .:.r,d look 
forward seeing it introduced to the legal community. I am 
sure the reception will be very positive. 

Please contact me if I may be of assistance. 

Cordia~y/ /~ 

Doyle Happe · 
Director 
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TO: Diana LaFontaine 
Chris Vanderford 

JAMES I. WIEDEMER 
A TIORNEY AT LAW 

6750 West Loop South, Suite 800 
Bellaire, Texas 77401 

( 713) 664-5008 

October 23, 1989 

RE: FACS File business concept for filinq pleadings and other court 
papers by FAX machine. 

The concept of filing court papers by FAX machine with the 
Harris County courts is an excellent idea. Such a proposal has a 
strong potential for success. 

Currently, attorneys who wish to file court papers have 
several options: (1) send papers down by an independent runner; '2) 
send a member of the law firm's staff down; and (3) mail ~he pa~ -s 
in. The curre.nt alternatives have ma~y disadvantages Sene 
papers down by a runner is ~xpensi" c. ·Jer. l.f exp'" is 
object, the runner must be available, and mus:- be notl.i. 4 l~ .. :> 

enough in advance in order to make a trip over to the law firm, 
pick up the papers, and deliver them. Sending a member of the law 
firm's staff to file the papers may rob a small to mid size law 
firm of the services of a valuable person when they are needed tc 
do other things. Finally, mailing the papers in is an excellent 
idea unless time is of the essence. I have had clients who walked 
in a day or two late after an Answer was due, which risks a default 
judgment. Under such circumstances, speed is imperative, and 
mailing it is useless. Also, in the real world, while we would 
like to have pleadings ready days in advance so that they could be 
safely mailed in, it just doesn't always work that way. Also, it 
would be nice to have confirmation that the papers had in fact been 
received by the court and that there were no problems. 

I would have a good deal of use for a service such as the one 
that Diana and Chris propose. In fact, last week, I needed to file 
a lawsuit and I had to use a runner to do it. It would have been 
better if it could have been faxed. As it turned out, the filing 
fee had increased and my runner lacke the funds to file the papers, 
which meant an additional days delay. That wouldn't have happened 
with Diana and Chris's system. Also, this morning, I had to get 
papers in. There was no time to lose, so I took them in personaly. 
I had to skip five to ten minutes early from my 8-10 engagement to 
do so. Such problems are constant in the practice of any law firm 
and can be particularly acute for the small firm or solo 
practititioner. 
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I hope Chris and Diana succeed·with their concept. It is an 
excellent idea. I am sure many attorneys would be glad to use it. 
Many additional services. could be provided which would help 
attorneys in many ways, such as automatic filing and mailing of a 
certificate of service, and verification that pleadings have been 
received. In the long run, the computerization or even the direct 
transmittal of papers to the courts are inevitable. However, as 
a state agency with a limited budget, the problems of getting such 
a system set up may be insurmountable, or at least may take a long 
time to solve. A private business could make a handsome profit for 
many years by serving as a front end or intermediary between law 
firms and the courts. When computerized data or faxed documents 
are sent in, an intermediary can "spoon feed" or hand the data to 
the courts in a way that they can handle, whereas the problems of 
dealing. with a multiplicity of law firms trying to do the same 
thing would probably overwhelm the District and County Clerk's 
office. 

Sincerely yours, 

~~ ~dem_e,._,r,...t~..vv 
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Office Phone: 
549-2165 

RONALD D. STEPHENS 
Attorney-at-Law 

P.O. Box 1269 

GRAHAM, TEXAS 76046 

November 24, 1989 

Home Phcne: 
549·2084 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, Justice 
Supreme court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

In response to the invitation contained on Page 1147 of the 
November 1989 Texas Bar Journal, the following comments are 
offered with re~erence to the proposed changes in the Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 

RDS/jk 

1. All reference to local rules be deleted, 
including TRCP 3a. Uniformity of rules 
cannot be accomplished if the different 
courts are allowed to de~elop local rules. 

2 .. TRCP 2la. and TRCP 57. are attempts to utilize 
current technology, but it appears that some 
safeguards are missing. Telecopiers are not 
always monitored, or may not be monitored in 
such a way to prevent a time limit lapse. In 
addition, the request to provide a telecopier 
number appears to be an invasion of privacy. 
I believe that the utilization of this should 
be voluntary. If provided with a State Bar of 
Texas identification number on a voluntary basis, 
then it could be utilized, but not otherwise. An 
alternative would be to require some type of 
confirmation on receipt of this type of communi
cation in order to start the time for response. 

Yours very trul~, 

'L~~ 
~~c;,-,~~ 

'Stephens 
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BAKER, BROWN, SHARMAN & PARKER 
~ ;:),ARTNERS>-4 _, 01" 1"-lQIVIQLJALS AND P~QF"E5510NA.L. CO~PO~ATIONS 

WAITER'S DIRECT DtA.L NUMBER 

(713) 951-5881 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

ATTORNEYS 

ClT!COAP CENTER 

1200 SMITH, SUITE 3600 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

November 21, 1989 

Re: Proposed changes to Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The proposal to include service of docwnents 
(telephone docwnent transfer) is welcome. I fail 
reason for the three day extension of the recipient's 
since there is no lag time in receipt. TRCP 4, 21a. -

TE~ECOPIER (7!31 ~54-1871 

by telefax 
to see the 
time to act 

Further, with respect to Rule 21a, it seems inappropriate to 
authorize service upon another party or that party's attorney, at 
the server's choice. Counsel af record should ·always be served, 
although perhaps it would speed resolution of issues if parties 
themselves were also required to be served under Rule 21a. 

SAM/kc 

1189038!.083 
/smino/ltr 
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THORNE. GOLDEN & LAPIDUS 

KIM R. THORNE 
BoARD CERTIFI<D- PERSONAL INJURY TRIAL i.AW 

'TEXAS BoARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION 

CARL"RANDY"GOLDEN 
BOARD 0:RT1FIED- FAMILY l..AW 

TEXAS BoARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION 

DOUGLAS J. LAPIDUS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

NCNBTOWER 
SUITE 8-40 

801 W. FREEWAY 
GRAND PRAIRIE. TEXAS 75051 

November 17, 1989 

(214) 264-lSL 
METRO 263-5163 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I have just had opportunity to review the proposed amendments 
as contained in the November edition o.f t~e T~xas Bar Journal, and 
take this opportunity to accept your 1nv1tat1on for comment. 

TRCP 21a, METHODS OF . SERVICE 

My concern is that while the Rule would appear to be ·a 
reasonable recognition of the ~ver-expanding usage of telecooiers 
the devise can be an instrument of abuse in the hands ~of a~ 
inconsiderate adversary. 

For example, on one occasion, I received over fifty telecopied 
pages of discovery responses from a local attorney, He thus 
avoided a courier charge. Why should I be called upon to pay 
(through the provision of my telecopier paper) for my adversary's 
discovery responses? 

. Finally, the use of telecopiers makes it possible to "serve" 
notice literally at the eleventh hour so as to effectively deprive 
the recipient of one full working day's notice. 

My suggestion is that· if telecopiers are to be officially 
blessed, that there be a five page limit (including transmission 
cover page) imposed on each notice, pleading, plea, motion, or 
other document proposed to be transmitted, and that transmissions 
-made between 6:00 p.m. and midnight be deemed to have been given 
the next business day. 
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WHITE, HUSEMAN, PLETCHER & POWERS 

ATIOR~EYS AT LAW 

( Y Al'CEY WHITE 
....._ VAN HUSE~AN 

A!'ITHONY E. PLETCHER 

2100 THE 600 BUll.DlNG 

CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78473 

1512) 883-3563 

( . 

-. ' 

BRYAN POWERS 
JOH~ 0. MILLER Ill 

~ARGERY HUSTON 
MARK DEKOCH 
PAUL DODSON 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 22, 1989 

RE: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

' 
Dear Justice Hecht: 

~AILING ADDRESS: 
P 0. BOX 2707 

CHRISTI. TEXAS 784{}3-2707 

FAX (512) 883-0210 

On behalf of all the attorneys at White, Huseman, Pletcher & Powers, I wish to register 
our comments on the proposed changes in TRCP 21 and TRCP 21a. It is our 
understanding that, pursuant to the proposed changes in these rules, all pleadings, · 
motions, pleas or applications to the court for an order must be served upon all parties 
by hand delivery, registered mail, certified mail or facsimile transmission. We believe 
that a provision for service by first class mail should be added. Most such instruments 
are now served by mail. To limit service by mail to certified mail and registered mail 
would be unduly burdensome and expensive to all parties concerned especially in multi
party lawsuits. Further, it is our opinion that first class mail is far more dependable than 
facsimile transmission. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

BP:rd 
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Gor;LD. BROGDE & 0;ELSON, P.G. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

FOHT WORTH. TEXAS 7<0102 

(817) 335-1615 

WARREN H. GOULD F'AX (817) 335·1603 

November 20, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed change to Texas Rules of 
Civil Procedure 21A 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I think that the rule allowing service by FAX 
transmission is an excellent rule considering the new 
technology available to attorneys t"oday. I do not see any 
reason, however, to add three days to the prescribed period 
since a FAX transmission is nearly instantaneous. I would 
ask that the Court consider deleting that portion of the 
amendment adding the three days. 

WHGjslk 

NOV/55.6.1 

I c 

S'inc,.ere.].y, . ;; / 'L I ,, I ' I//) /) 
I;··,!~/' 

/ ~ . .· . { ,;_ ( L ({/ 

~EN/ H. GOULD I 
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JEROME S!'l'EED. JR. 0898·t967J 

HARRY Vt~E. ill (1917·1986l 

SNEED, VINE, WILKERSON, SEL}.!AN & PERRY 

LOUIS SCOTT WILKERSON (tel~·t987l 

SA.'i R PERRY 
JEROME E. S:<EED 
MARK J. SILVERSTONE 
WILUAH D. BROWN 

SH.4,.RON A. SEL.\..IAN 

KEVIN F. LEE 
JCLIE K. SNEED 
~ICRAEL R PERKI!'IS 

THOMAS A. RUTLEDGE 
JIM SH • ._WN 

ATTOR~EYS·AT-LAW 

90I CO~GRESS AVE~l:IE 

POST OFFICE BOX 1409 

AUSTI~. TEXAS 78767-1409 

TELEPHO~E (512l 476-6955 

TELECOPIER C512l 476·1825 ROBERT C SSEED 
OF COLo;SEL 

JACK A. SEL""!A."'l 

KAY L. TAYLOR 
RON K. EUDY 
JA.'IES 0. GULEKE. IT 

November 21, 1989 

Texas supreme Court Rules Advisory 
Committee 

c;o The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed Amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The latest issue of the Texas Bar Journal has set forth 
the proposed amendments to the Texas court rules that the 
Texas Supreme Court is considering, and indicates that 
written comment may be submitted to the Rules Advisory 
Cornrni ttee through you before November 3 0, 198 9. Please 
accept this letter as such a comment to the proposed amend
ments to TEX. R. CIV. P. 2la. 

While I realize that the Advisory Committee has probably 
already heard from proponents and opponents of service by 
telephonic document transfer, I would add my voice in opposi
tion of including this manner of ser\·ice in Rule 21a, unlass 
done upon an agreed or voluntary or Court ordered basis. If 
on an agreed or voluntary basis, then I do think it appro
priate to treat service by fax machine the same as service by 
mail so that the three additional days are added to a pre
scribed period for response or action as presently contem
plated by TEX. R. CIV. P. 21a for service by mail. 

I realize I express my opposition at the risk of being 
"criticized for not practicing law in the 20th Century, much 
less on the eve of the 21st Century; however, in this 
instance, I do not believe that the benefits are sufficient 
to outweigh the problems and the abuses that will be caused 
by allowing service in this manner on other than an agreed or 
voluntary basis. I do recognize that, presently, a court 
may, in its discretion, direct that service of a pleading, 
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Texas Supreme Court Rules Advisory 
Committee 

November 21, 1989 
Page 2 

plea, motion or other formal request required to be served 
under Rule 21 be made by fax machine, but a court direction 
has the attendant procedural safeguard to prevent or, at 
least, correct an abuse. 

If we are to use service by fax machine, I would recom
mend that we condition it as has apparently been done by the 
New York State Assembly by requiring that an attorney consent 
to fax service by putting his or her fax number in the 
address block of a court paper served or filed in the action 
before an opposing attorney may serve papers by fax in the 
action. 

Quite frankly, it has been my experience that te1efax 
are not all that reliable. All too often, I arrive at my 
office in the morning to find a telefax that was transmitted 
the night before that is incomplete, either with pages 
missing· or words and characters garbled. Because the 
technology is not yet sufficiently reliable, I can foresee 
this being yet one more area of dispute for lawyers to argue 
about in pre-t+ial matters before district trial judges. I 
submitted that facsimile service on a voluntary or agreed 
basis will lessen the chance of these type disputes taking up 
trial court time. 

Additionally, mandated service by fax machine will have 
the effect of actually costing lawyers, and therefore their 
clients, more. Lawyers that do not have fax machines may 
feel compelled to run out and buy them with the attendant 
hardware costs and monthly telephone line charges. Various 
fax machines have incompatible speeds and formats. Because 
every lawyer may not have machines of all types, technolo
gical problems may be compounded. The courts may then be 
faced with issuing guidelines for electronic service that 
will regulate the quality and types of machines. Many fax 
machines use a special type of paper on which the ink fades 
and the paper deteriorates. This will necessitate making 
regular copies of facsimile copies to preserve the quality of 
document for the file. 

Imposing an obligatory rule may actually have the effect 
_ of suppressing technological advances in law firms, rather 

than advancing them. I can foresee lawyers ordering that 
their fax machines be removed from their offices as a means 
of avoiding service in this manner. 
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I respectfully request that the Advisory Committee con
sider these comments and 1 if it chooses, in its recommenda
tion to the Court, to recommend service by telephonic docu
ment transfer, that it provide that sucn service be done only 
on a voluntary and agreed basis. 

JOG:em 

. ~spectf~llY;, ~ ~ 

-~if:.'{ u t U4 f}_ 
~s o. Guleke, II 
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HAZEL M. PIKE 
COURf REPORTER 

CHERYL ROSSON 
COURf COOROIN"TOR 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: 
' 

Proposed Amendments to the Texas Rules 
Procedure 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

of Civil 

Please 
under 
filing 

don't encourage people to send things to a judge 
Rule 2la. Judges are not mail clerks or even 
clerks and ordinary mail should suffice. 

Sincerely, 

L?:::u. ~~~ 
LWS:cr. 

P. 0. SOX :3~ _t 
2!4•7!!6·0181 
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EDWIN TOBOLOWSKY 

JEROME L PRAGER 

GERALD W BENSON 

RONALD L McKINNEY 

N. HENRY SIMPSON, Ill 

PETER M. GROSS 

ROBERT A. MILL.£R 

EMILY G. TOBOLOWSKY 

STUART A. LAUTIN 

MORGAN A. JONES 

FRANKJ. SIGNORIEU.O, JR. 

LAW OFFlCES OF 

TOSOLOWSKY, PRAGER & SCHLINGER 
A PROFESSIONAL. CORPORATION 

300 CRESCENT COURT. SUITE 950 

DALLAS, TEXAS 7S201 

214-871-3900 

TELEX 4630189 TELECOPY 214-4371-3914 

November 28, 1989 JOHN H. TUU.. JR. 

TERRY T PICCO 

J. HUNTER JOHNSON 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 

HENRY 0. SCHUNGER 

~¢;·~·~) 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Telephonic Document Transfer; TRCP Rule 21A and TRAP 
Rule 4(f) 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

On behalf of myself and my entire firm, I suggest an 
amendment to the Rules on telephonic service under the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure and rexas Rules of Appellate P+ocedure. 
First, the hours of transmission should' be limited ·to regular 
business hours, such as 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. There are instances where notices have been telecopied 
very late in the evening notifying counsel of a hearing the next 
morning and this is an abuse that the Rules should prohibit from 
the outset. Additionally, the number of pages that can be 
telecopied should be limited. I suggest a limit of five pages, 
since anything longer inordinately ties up the telecopy machine. 
Finally, on each telecopy, the time of transmission and the 
sender should be clearly identified. I have been involved in a 
case where over fifty pages of deposition notices were telecopied 
beginning at 11:00 p.m. This type of conduct should not be 
condoned. 

In the alternative, the Rules could be written so each 
counsel could agree to accept telephonic notice during extended 
hours. However, I believe a uniform statewide rule is necessary 
and preferable. 

Yours very truly, 

/~Vl?/ /// ~ (_/,_ ~~ 
Robert A. Miller 

RAM:ag 
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FRANK L. BRANSON 

PAUL N. OOLD 

THE LAW OFFICES OF 

FRANKL. BRANSON, P.C. 
18TH FLOOR 

HIOHLA.."D PARK PLACE 

4~14 COLE AVENUE 

DALLAS, TEXAS 7~20~ • 418~ 

214-~22-0200 

D/FW METRO: 214-26:3-74~2 

FAX: 214-~21-~48~ DEBBIE DUDLEY BRANSON 

RICHARD K. BERGER 

GEORGE(TEX) QUESADA 

JERRY M. WHITE 

J. STEPHEN KING November 27, 1989 ~ )l~ /&~ ~ (2-TED z. ROBERTSON 
OF COUNSEL 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 12248, Capitol Station 
Austin, TX 78711 

Re: 1990 Proposed Changes to 

)~1 C0 

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Thank.you for the open invitation that appea~ed in the 
November State Bar Journal to comment upon the 1990 proposed 
changes to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. I would have 
liked to have appeared at the November 30 hearing; however, I 
will instead be out of state taking depositions. This, then, 
will outline my observations, which focus exclusively on the 
changes to the Rules pertaining to discovery. 

RULE 2la -----

It is my understanding that if a document were to be hand 
delivered to a party, three days would not be added to the time 
period for responding. Assuming this-r0 be correct, I fail to 
see why three additional days should be added to the response 
time if a document is received by telephonic transfer. The 
uncertainties posed by mail delivery simply do not exist in 
telephonic transfer. The document is either received within 
seconds of being sent or it is not received. 

I appreciate your consideration of these points. 

Best regards, 
/~ 

~ry truly 

/ 
--/ _, / / 

/ / v 
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GRAVES, DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCNB TOWER 

POST OFFICE BOX 98 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 

TELEPHONE: 15121 480·5600 

November 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

BI!:N F. VAUGMAN, m, P.l 

0" COUNSI:L 

TtLECOPV NU1ro4SCR: 
(SIZI 478·1976 

2. Is there a typographical error in the Bar Journal where the 
word "A" is struck out at the beginning of the sixth sentence of 
Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 2la? 

I a reciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed 
ame~dments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, 

/iJd. . 
charles A. Spa1n, 

rules 
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3. The "A" should not have been deleted. 

TRCP 21a. Netiee [Methods of 54!rvicel 
Every notice required by these rules. (and every pleading, plea, 

motion, or other form of request required to be served under 
Rule 21,) other than the citation to be served upon the filing of 
a cause of action and except as otherwise expressly provided in 
these rules, may be served by delivering a copy [thereof]~ 
noticE Oi of the docamEnt to be ~~'""Ed, !ll the ca~c 111!1) bE, to 
the party to be served, or hi:! {the party's) duly authorized agent 

or 6. attorney of record, either in person or by [agent or by I 
comier receipted delivery or by certified or] registered mail. to 
[the party's) ~last known address, [or by telephonic document 
transfer to the party's current telecopier number, J or it may be 
given in such other manner as the court in its discretion may 
direct. Service by mail shall be complete upon deposit of the ! 

paper, enclosed in a postpaid, properly addressed wrapper, in 1 

a post office or official depository under the care and custody 1 

of the United States Postal Service. Whenever a party has the ' 
right or is required to do some act or take '~me pi ocEedin~l 
within a prescribed period after the service of a notice or otLer 
paper upon him and the notice or paper is served upon by mail 
[or by telephonic document transfer!. three days shall be added 
to the prescribed period. ft [Notice! may be served by a party 
to the suit,~ (ani attorney of record, or b) the popEr [al 
sheriff or constable, or by any other person competent to testify. 
[The party or attorney of record shall certify to the court com
pliance with this rule in writing over signature and on the filed 
instrument.J@mitlen !tatEmwt certificate by (a party orl an i 

attorney of record, or the return of an officer, or the affidavit 
of any person showing service of a notice shall be prima facie 
evidence of the fact of service. Nothing herein shall preclude any 
party from offering proof that the notice or tloeumwt (instru-, 
mentl was not received, or, if service was by mail, that it was ; 
not received within three days from the date of deposit in a post 
office or official depository under the care and custody of the 'r 

United States Postal Service. and upon so finding, the court may 1 

extend the time for taking the action required of such party or ' 
grant such other relief as it deems just. The provisions hereof 
relating to the method of service of notice are cumulative of all 
other methods of service prescribed by these rules. Whm thoc ' 
rulo pi o • ide for notice oi !U • ice b) 1 C!;i!tcred 11 tail. !ucn notice : 
or !CI • ieE I'll!!) aho bE had b) certified mail. i 

[COMMENT" TO 1990 CHANGE: Delivery means and tech
nologies have significantly changed since 1941 and this amend
ment brings approved service practices more current.) 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB t01565580 00136 
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As to my questions concerning the proposed changes: 

1. In Rule 2la, why add 3 days for notice by telecopier? The 
sender knows whether transmission was immediately successful. 
Why may the party receiving notice put on proof they did not 
receive notice by mail within 3 days, but not a party 
receiving notice by fax? 

(: Sincerely, 

(_ 

(C0d_~ 
Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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CJA Appointments 
Mandatory 
_) To increase the number of 
. attorneys who serve as CJA panel 

members, the Court now requi s 
all members of the Sou . ern 
District of Texas to ace t CJA 
appointments in criminal ases. 

A continuing legal ed cation pro
gram is being develo d to provide 
information to attor eys unfamiliar 
with service as cou sel through the 
CJA panel. Part f the program 
will include sittin "second chair," 
pro bono, wit a qualified, 
experienced crimi a! attorney. 

The increase in the number of 
criminal defendant has increased 
the number of CJA torneys ap
pointed. To expedite p ent to 
appointed counsel, the judg . of 
this district have adopted a plan 
which shifts the responsibility of 
processing CJA vouchers to the 
Clerk of this Court. 

Before the judges 9-doptcd this 
_plan the Administrative Office in 

_.;vashington processed vouchers for 
all districts. The Houston division 
now processes all vouchers sub
mitted in our district, facilitating 
payment to counsel. 

After the vouchers arc approved, 
entered into the computer, and 
certified for payment, the Admin
istrative Office in Washington is
sues and mails the checks. 

Recently, the Court approved 

Office of the Clerk 
515 Rusk 
Room 5300 
Houston, Texas 77002 

. 
IS 

District of Texas has adopted the 
policy established by the General 
Counsel of the Administrative 
Office in Washington that 
instruments filed by facsimile 
machines or bearing facsimile sig
natures are not acceptable. 

The Federal Rules require the 
filing of original documents with 
original signatures, preventing the 
acceptance of documents filed by 
facsimile transmission. 

Admissions 
Committee 
Appointed 

Three new members were 
appointed by the judges of the 
Southern District to serve on the 
Admissions/Grievance Committee 
for the Houston Division by Gen
eral Order 89-36. 

The new committee members, 
Charles Crady, chairman, Mike 
Perrin, and Anthony J. Sadberry, 
are appointed for three-year terms. 

Local Rule 1 established the 
Admissions Committee and auth
orized it to review applications and 

NS heck Policy 
Adopted 

The Court has approved a new 
policy to deter attorneys from sub
mitting non-sufficient fund (NSF) 
checks to the Clerk's Office for pay
ment of fees. 

Any attorney who submits an 
NSF check \vill be restricted to a 
cash-only bfsis for paying all future 
fees. Additionally, the U.S. Trea
sury · /poses a $25 fee on all 
ret cd checks. 

All checks received arc run 
through the automated system," 
says Michael Milby, Director of 
Administrative Programs and 
Planning for the Clerk's Office. 
"When an NSF check is received, it 
must be pulled from the system 
manually, which greatly reduces 
the efficiency of the processing 
system." 

BENCH NOTES is a publication of the 
Southern District of Texas. Inquiries or 
comments should be directed to 515 Rusk, 
Room 5300, Houston, Texas, 77002. 

Editor, Suzie Brawley, is a second year law 
student at the University of Houston Law 
Center. 
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BOO MILAM ~UILDING 
SAN ANTONIO, TX 782C5 
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Octooor 3, 1989 

Mr. Luther H. Soules ' 
Tenth Floor 
175 East Houston Street 
san Antonio, Texas 78205-2230 

Re: Fax Filing 

LtJf', /""1, 
•;j.J 

_ vvj~·1 
I (D-f2-tB 
~~hn f. campbell w ~. - ~6."::~ ~~:rs•" 

tfl: ~~~ -
¥JifV" // 

that you have received a copy of a letter ~the Honorable Nathan 
Justice of the Supreme Court of Texas regarding fax filing. 

Dear Luther: 

I relieve 
L. Hecht, 

As a matter of fact, whether authorized or not, this process is already in 
progress and it is 11¥ understanding that you have a canpany in San Antonio 
that is filing fax copied pleadings. 

For your ready reference, I am enclosing copies of information from three or 
perhaps four companies that I know to be.operating ·in Dallas and Austin. 

I have tried to include a complete package that is distributed to lawyers in 
soliciting their business. 

This prxedure is going forward both in the State Courts and the Federal 
·courts. 

I am also enclosing some materials which have been offered as support for the 
procedure. 

To my knowledge, there have been no repercussions to utilizing this program. 
It is my understanding that where sworn pleadings are required they are 
handled differently. 

The services include not only filing pleadings but also getting trial 
settings and in some instances, obtaining the signatures of Judges and it is 
my impression that that is often done by unlicensed personnel. 

The assumption of course is that the lawyer who faxes the pleadings maintains 
in his file the original signed copy which can be produced if needed and of 
course it is assurred that the lawyer who submits the faxed copies subjects 
himself or herself to any sanctions associated with inappropriate pleadings. 

campbell mol'gan & black, p. c. 
ottot"neyr anJ counrelol"r 

805 Wert lOth thil"J float" 

ourlin, texar 78701 

512/476-6036 fax 512/478-8919 
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PAnP " 
Mr. Luther H. Soules 
October 3, 1989 

In any event, all of this is being sent to you via a chain which started with 
Judge Harley Clark, reacted to by Judge David Phillips and Judge Mike 
Schless, who in turn wrote Justice Hecht and thence to you. 

Incidentally, the only repercussions fran the Federal level have J::::een that 
they require the fax entity to rraintain on file an authorization fran tre 
attorney with respect to documents they handled on behalf of that attorney. 

My interest in the whole matter is that I have represented Fax-A-case, Inc. 
here in Austin from its inception. 

Any thoughts and ccmnents that you may have would be appreciated. 

Yours very truly, 

JFC:Sk 

Encl. 

cc: Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Honorable David Phillips 
Honorable Hike Schless 
Honorable Harley Clark 
Sharon Clark 
Jim Clark 
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~('C.', ,, FAX-A-CASE, INC. 
Filing with Legal-Ease 

. ' 
.;.· .. 

FAX-A-CASE, INC. is a flling service that allows any attorney, through the use of the fax machine, to have a 
·- speedier and more cost efficient access to the courthouse. 
~·~ < • 

How??? 

By faxing your legal documents to FAX-A-CASE, INC., who then prepares the necessary copies, files them, 
obtains citations and subpoenas, has process issued and has it served, by your server or ours. In a short time, we 

·.then fax or send back to your office all signed, stamped and file marked copies, along with any necessary exhibits 
and our billing report, containing an itemized list of all the functions we performed. It is as simple as that If you 
will look at our SERVICES OFFERED sheet, you will find we perform these and many other functions in all court 
jurisili:ctions --Justice, Small Claims, County, State, and Federal. 

What will this cost??? 

Cost??? You'll actually INCREASE your PROFITS. 

p-RST 

~A.JCOND 
You will save your time~ by not having to go to. the courthouse, and thus, incyease your billable hours. . 
You will save your employees' time, by not having to go to the courthouse, and thus, increase their 
productivity by utilizing the saved time for other tasks. 

THIRD As this is a receiptable expense, you can bill your client for the flling services, as you do for long 
distance and copy costs, and thus, turn what was an expense into income. 

-_ As a result, the time, money and increased productivity gained, from the above three factors, will translate into 

· !_~creased income and thus, a much MORE PROFITARLE BoTTOM LINE for you. 

, Where do I get a fax machine??? 

If you do not have one, FAX-A-CASE, INC. will give you one, which you can use, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
for your every fax need, be it business or personal . 

. When can I start utilizing this service??? 

- **IMMEDIATELY **This is definitely a win-win situation, anyway it is viewed. 

Call-FAX-A-CASE, INC.- at (512) 478-4131 and ask for SHARON. 

FAX-A-CASE, INC. 
601 West 11~~> Street- Suite 116 

Austin, Texas 7 8701 
PHONE# (512) 478-4131 

FAX# (512) 478-5252 

... It wi1£ 6e In·:Ta:t·'llating aoing 6usincss witft. you ... 
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Filing with Legal-Ease 

( QUESTIONS ??? 

QUESTION: Will the courts accept copies for filing in lieu of original signature pleadings? 

ANSWER: YES. According to the officials who are in charge of the offices that handle the filing of legal 
documents, they will allow and accept copies to be filed. In addition, FAX-A-CASE, Inc. has 

_ -_, ,· < met with all of the governing court officials and received their approval. 

·. QUESTION: Will you file documents in the Federal Courts? 

. ANSWER: YES. As you are aware, the federal courts require an original ink signature on each document 
that is filed. As you fax a docutment to us to be filed, we will attach one of your pre-signed 
aurthorization forms and file it. Our filing procedures have been approved by the authorities in 
charge of the Western District. 

QUESTION: What services will FAX-A-CASE, Inc. perform for me? 

ANS\VER: FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will perform all of the filing jobs you now do yourself. In addition to filling 
all documents in all jurisdictions, we will deliver notices, obtain citations, arrange for issuance 
of process and it's service. In addition, we will do many other services. Please check the order 
form. 

QUESTION: If I need copies of documen~s from the Court's files, will you get them? 

( NSWER: YES. We will copy the documents you desire and fax them back to your office. See the order form 
for charges. 

QUESTION: Will you advance filing fees and court costs? 

ANS\VER: YES. We will advance any fees and then charge your account for the amount plus 5% for the 
service. The 5% will cover our handling costs. 

QUESTION: What does the phone company charge for sending a document by fax? 

ANSWER: Nothing, when sent locally. Faxed material sent long distance is charged at the same rate your 
long distance phone calls are charged. 

QUESTION: How will I know that my work has been completed? 
' 

ANS\VER: FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will fax an itemized filing report along with your completed documents 
when we have completed our work. 

QUESTION: How will I be billed? 

ANSWER: FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will charge against your credit card or work from a pre-arranged escrow 
account or set up some other acceptable arrangement. 

QUESTION: What are your hours of operation? 

C'NSWER: 

'THE 
VERDICT: 

When the Courts are open so is FAX-A-CASE, Inc. However, our fax machines are turned on 
24 hours a day to receive you documents whenever you send them. 

FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will be your liaison with the courthouses. If it is just a no_rmal filing or a 
special service you need to be performed, we are cheerfully at your disposal. Pick up the phone 
and tell us or write it up and fax it to us- we are here to serve you. 0014,:, 
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FAX-A-CASE INC./. 
Filing wrtJ.t l...egal-E.a~ 

FAX-A-CASE, INC. AGREEI\-IENT \ 

Wherein FAX-A-CASE, INC. of Austin will provide a fax machine to the law finn of 

----------------------' hereinafter referred to as, LAW 
FIRM, for its use in the conduct of its business: and whereas FAX-A-CASE, Inc. of 
Austin is solely responsible for the maintenance of the fax machine: and whereas LAW 
FIRM is responsible for the fax machine remaining on its premises located at 

---------------------- and for LAW FIRM to have 
insurance to cover the fax machine for fire, theft and other perils in the sum of$1 ,600.00 while 
in its possession. 

FAX A CASE, Inc. is happy to have you use the fax machine 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
for any and all of your transactions, be they business or personal. Our only agreement with 
you with respect to the use of the fax machine would involve your filing documents 
exclusively with FAX-A-CASE, Inc. when transmitting any legal documents or information 
that are to be filed by a filing service in Travis County with the Travis County, Texas State 
or the U. S. Federal Court systems. If LA \V FIRJ\1 ceases to use FAX-A-CASE, Inc. as its 
exclusive filing agent in Travis County, LAW FIRM will return the fax machine to FAX A 
CASE, Inc. within five days. 

For the use of the fax machine, LA \V FIRJ\1 will file through FAX-A-CASE, Inc. each 
month a minimum of 7 documents listed in SECTION "A" on the order form or any 
combination of other documents that equal the same total dollar value of $119.00. Any 
amount less than $119.00 will be due and billed the following month. 

FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will provide high quality supplies for the fax machine at a cost plus 15% 
charge. If you desire to purchase your supplies from another vendor, FAX-A-CASE, Inc. has 
no objection, as long as high quality supplies are used. If inferior supplies are used that cause 
the fax machine to gum up and thus malfunction, LA \V FIRM will be responsible for the 
service charge to have the machine repaired. It is not FAX-A-CASE, Inc.'s intention to make 
large profits on the sale of supplies, we just want to protect our investment in the equipment 
from being harmed by low quality supplies that are on the market. Some of the supplies are 
of such horribly poor quality, that the manufacturers will void the warranty if they are used. 

LAW FIRM !'AX-A-CASE, Inc. 

AUlliORJ.Z.ED SIGNA TI.JRE AU'IIIUIHZW SIGNAl Ullli 

DATE lJAIE 

I IS 
Mood SeuaJ number 
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CIJECK -EACH SERVICE YOU NEED & FAX TillS SIIEET \\Till TilE DOCL'i\IENT YOU WANT FILL~' 

FAX-A-CASE INC. 
f1/I,.~WIIh/~g11lf~ 

601 West 11th Street, Suite 116 

SERv
7

ICES OFFEH.ED PHONE# 512-478-41 1 
FAX# 512-478-5252 

( \ustin, Texas 7870 l 

DATE CONTACT PERSON---------------- PHONE# ___ _ 

LAW FIRM----------- ATTORNEY ___________ _ FAX# ___ _ 

CASE# ______________ _ STYLE ________________ _ 
vs -----------

COURT TO BE FILED IN (CHECK ONE): 0 JUSTICE 0 Sl\lALL CLA!ivlS 0 COUNTY 0 STATE 0FEDER L 

Section A 
CHECK EACH SERVICE YOU REQUIRE: 

Sect ion B 
D Obtain a Citation for Service --------------$ 8.00 
D En tcr an A greed Order----------------------$ 13 .0(' 

0 Deliver a Notice -----------------------------$ 1 0.0( 

0 File a Motion---------------------------------$ 17.00 
0 File a Petition --------------------------------$ 17.00 
0 File an Answer-------------------------------$ 17.00 
0 Obtain a Subpoena -------------------------- $ 17.00 
0 File Miscellaneous Pleadings --------------$ 17.00 *NOTICE* i 

I 
(Enter Instructions below) On a per month basis- First 10 filings in Section "A" billed at S 17.0' 1 

Second 10 filin~s billed ;1t S15.00- All Mtcr 20 lilings billed at Sl3.00) 

Section C -- Other Services 
0 Return file marked copy by mail------------------------------------------------------------------------ $ 2.0~) + poq~1ge 
0 Special Requests-per quote made on-Date . (;i\'e instr .Jclicms below.---- "'-' _____ _ 
( ;. deliver faxed material to an attorney in trial at the courthouse; lnc:1tc someone at the 

courthouse to deliver a message to-- Callus for a Quote fur c:1ch special service. 
0 Advance Court Costs or filin~ fees -------------------------------------------------------------- ;\mount advanced plus ~ ~; 

$$$Amount of costs or fees to be advanced$ raid to ------------

Section D 
[iJ Copies made in our Office ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 Copies of Courthouse files -------------------------------------First 5 pages at---------------------

($5.00 Minimum) -------------------------------------,\ fter 5 pages -----------------------
0 COPIES TO BE: 0 Certifed 0 Conformed 0 Regular-- Plus Courthouse charges----------
0 Fax Paper-- Please send cartons @ cost + 15 % 

;\/I Items in Section D ore Sllflj_('i'ljo Soles ro~ 

PROCESS SERVER INSTRUCTIONS: 
0 FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will be responsible for having the Process served. 

(Our FEE will be 10 % less than the officially posted fee schedules.) 

I 0~ per page 
$ 1.00 per page 

25tt per page 

·Address for Service:----------------------------------
0 Notify my Process Server: Name Phone# 

Billing Instructions -----Charge the above services to: 
0 American Express 0 Visa 0 i'vlastercard 0 Other _________ CC # --------------

Name on Card Exp. Date Auth. Signature---------
CJr -~row Account 0Debitmy account --Bank Name Acct.# 
oL Arrangement 

Additional Instructions: 

001. ~ 



FAX-A-CASE INC./ 
fd•"! with l<!'.(al I~ 

01 West 11 111 Street, Suite 116 

BILLIN(; l{EP()RT 
If you have any questions a/Jout the following 

transactions fJ/ease call. 

PHONE# 512-478-4L~ 

FAX# 512-478-52S 
-Austin, Texas 78701 
-.· 

)·Ac·, -----CONTACT PERSON---------------- PIIONE# ___ _ 

~AW FIRM----------- ATTORNEY ___________ _ FAX# ___ _ 

:ASE # ------- STYLE--------- VS --------- COURT __ _ 

THE FOLLOWING SERVICES HAVE BEEN PERfORl\1ED BY FAX-A-CASE, Inc. 

)ection A 
_ Filed a Motion--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------$ 
_ Filed a Petition ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 
_ Filed an Answer------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------$ 
_ Obtained a Subpoena ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ $ 
_ Filed Miscellaneous Pleadings -------------------------------------------------------------------------$ 

)ection B 
Obtained a Citation for Service---------------------------~--------------------------------------------$ 

_ Entered an Agreed Order ----------------------------------------------- ---------·----- ------------------$ 
Delivered a Notice --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 

;cction C -- Other Services 
_Returned file marked copy by mail- $2.00 + postage $ ----------- = $ 
__/ ~cia! Requests-per quote made on-D;lte ----------------------- --------- = $ 
__ 'Advanced Court Costs-Amt. $ + 5% = $ 

;ection D 
_Copies made in our Office-Number of pages X $.1()/copy ---------------- = $ 
_Copies of Courthouse files- Total Number of Pages __ _ 
_ Number of pages X$ 1.00/page for first) p:lt!CS ------------------------- = $ 
_Number of pages X$ .25/page for each page above 5 pages ----------- = $ 
_plus Courthouse charges copies X $ + Certification $ = $ 
_Cartons of Fax paper-- @ $ per carton ----------------------- = $ 
3ALES TAX on Section D ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- = $ 

TOTAL of all charges for Sections A-B-C-D----------------------------------------------- = $ 

:HARGESFORPROCESSSERVER 
Notice --------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 
Ci tat ion ------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 
Garnishment--------------------------------------------------------------------$ 

_ Subpoena ----------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 

TRO -----------------------------------------------------------------------------$ 
Other -------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 
Notified Your Process Server------------------------------------------------$ 

TOTAL of all Process Server Charges -----------------------------------------------------------$ 

(_GRAND TOTAL OF ALL CHARGES--------------------------------------------------------$ 

no char"e 

00145 
:Jrand Total was charged t~ 0 AE 0 Visa 0 Mastcc.J 0 Other ______ CC # -----------
Name on Card Exp. Date Auth. Sigrwturc ---------
-=:]Escrow Account ODe bit my account --Bank Name Acct. ff ----------
Jther Arrangement ___________________________________ _ 
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( * ATTORNEY SERVICES 
A Professional Investigations Co~pany 

Need a subpoena issued and served? 
Fax us your notice and the subpoena 

is on its way. 

Austin service fee is only $30.00. 
For same day service adtl $ 15.0 0. 

Attorney Services will serve process 
anywhere ~~~ tile SLate ·of . Tex-as. 

( . Please calf for a· quote bY pl1one. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 
$30.00 an hour 
$30.00 an hour 
$1 5.00 

Surveillance I Sta.keou t 
Investigative Services 
Routine Field Skip Trace 
Skip Trace $4 5.00 (if sucessful) 

Office 
FAX 

(51 2) 

(51 2) 

445-7014 
445-0664 

Attorney Services is ovmed and operated by Blackie Blackmon. 
Licensed by t.~e State of Teizs, State License No. A-3657. 

l Bonded and Insured, 1 7 years Ei~erience. 

0014f' 
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Office Fax 

445-7014 445-0664 

SUBJECT INFORMATION 
Please provide as much information as possible. It will help 

us to succeed in our mutual goal. If a photo is provided we will return 
it on request. 

Subjects name; ______________ _ 
Nickname; __________________ _ 
Date of birth; _____________ _ 

·(Height · . Weight __ Hair color ____ _ 
Facial hair _______________ _ 
Sex Race ___ _ 

Home Address _____________________ _ 
Business address ____________________ _ 
Name of business __________ __. hone _______ _ 
Business hours ______ o.ccupation __________ _ 
Car make Model ______ Year ______ _ 
License plate number _________ _ 

If there are any problems locating subject please call; 
C1itont nsmR __________ __..r.horu? _______ _ 

Work Phone _____ _ 

OUwr Inforrmho:n..._ _____________________ _ 

l-------------------------------------

001~ 
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OFFICE 
(512) 

445-7014 

FAX 
(512) 

445-0664 

ATTORNEY SEI~VICES 
WANTS YOUR DUSINESSI 

ASSET SEARCHES ................ ··-··--····-·-·-·-··· ....... ·-·-----····-·-· S 9 5. 0 0 
Skip Tra·cing (If Successful) ..... · ................................... S45.00 

( Process Serving (Austill ) ........................................... $30.00 
Sworn Video Statements ............................................. S7 5.00 

l 

Investigations (per hour ) ........................................... $30.00 
Ch1Jd Custody and D1i.ld Recover~ Cri.mina~ 

.Domestic S'urve.IJ/anc~ Missing Persons & Personal injury 

ATTORN~ERVICES SERVES FEDERAL 
AND 

STATE. LEGAL DOCUMENTS. 

I know your need lor good servlc9 .. I give it.. and I would 

appreciate your business I 

(512) 445-7014 

001C3 
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MEET 

A NEW CONCEPT IN FILING 

FAX FILE, INC. is a company developed by attorneys to offer the legal profession a 

filing service that is as fast as your facsimile machine. Your pleadings are telecopied 

from your office to FAXFILE, INC. along with an instruction sheet. FAX FILE, INC. 

then makes sufficient additional copies, files the pleadings, obtains hearing dates, 

secures TRO's, and has process issued. Process is then ready to be :;erved according to · 

your instructions. File.-marked copies, receipts for court costs and a confirmation of 

work done is FAXed back to your office immediately. It's as easy as that! FAX FILE, 

INC. has offices iri Austin, Dallas, Houston, Denton and Greenville. Other cities will 

be added soon. 

COST 
Only a fraction of what it is costing you now to use your time or your employees time. 

PAYMENT 
All services and court costs are charged on your credit card or contact us for other spe-

cial payment arrangements. 

INTERESTEU 
Call us to set up your account and begin processing your work within the hour. 

Dallas 
Austin 

(214) 748-0091 
(512) 476-3967 

Houston 

Greenville (214) 455-3647 
Denton (817) 566-0592 

(713) 880-8007 

00149 
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400 South Houston Street 
U oion Station 
Dallas, Texas 752JJ2 

Phone (214) 748-0091 
FA}( (214) 748-0-FA.."X 

Firm: Total Page Count------
(not including thi-5 fonn) 

-------------------------------------------Attorney: _____________ --:-::::-------------
Fax # _________ ill# _________ _ Phone# 

I 

------------------
ORDER FORM 

Instructions to Fax File, Inc.: 

D File Petition 18.00 
D File Answer 18.00 vs 
D Issue Subpoena 18.00 
D File Motion 18.00 
D Issue & Set Hearing on TRO 10.00 (requested dates) a.m./p.m. a.m./p.m. 

D Set Hearing on Motion 10.00 (requested dates) a.m./p.m. a.m./p.m. 

D Issue Citation 7.00 
D Issue Notice 7.00 
D Issue Citation & Notice 12.00 
D Enter Agreed Order 12.00 
0 Advance Process Cost 
D Advance Filing Fee 5%S.C. 
D Return Hard Copy By Mail 2.00 . 
D Special Requests $15/hour ($5 min.) 
D Other 

Service Instructions: 
Address for Service: Residence between ---------------------------hours of .M. and .M. ----
Business Name Address --------------------between the hours of .M. and .M. -------

D Call my process server at (phone#)--:-::--------~ 
to pick up and serve the above and instruct him to bill me direct. OR 

D Fax File, Inc, deliver process to a Private Process Server that is immediately available. 
Please use process servers whose fees comply with Dallas County Schedules. 

Billing Instructions: oar&e an o1 the above to: 0 Hold S daY' for check 

0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 0 DISCOVER 0 AMERICAN EXPRESS 
Olld# __________________ _ 

Expiration Date--------
Name on Card -------------------------t 
Authorized Signature -------------------------1 

I Special Instructions: 

00150 
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ClJSTOIVlER 
APPLICATION I AUTI-IOIUZATION 

Firm 
Date _______ _ 

---------------------------------------------
Address ----------------------------------------------------
TaxLD. (also your Fax File#) __________________ _ 

Telephone # ( ). ______ FAX# ( ) ______________ __ 

ATIORNEYS USING THIS ACCOUNT 

EMPLOYEES AUTHORIZED TO REQUEST SERVICE ON THIS ACCOUNT 

0 ' . 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 

1. Credit Card; 0 American Express 0 Master Card 0 Visa 0 Discovery 
Credit Card Number Exp. Date 
Name on Card 

2. Escrow Account: Deposit Amount Maintenance Level 

3. Credit Card to secure payment. The charge slip will be held for up to five (5) working days for 
a firm to replace the charge slip. If a check has not been received in that time, the charge slip 
will be executed. 

Estimated number of documents filed in your office per month: 

Person Authorizing this Account 

001 
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IN THE UNITED SThTES 
DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT 
OF TEXAS 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

DOCKET NO. 

Attorney's 
Authorization To 
~xecut• Document3-

I do hereby authorize ----------------------------------' a 
FAX FILE, INC. representative, to executa the attached documents 

in my b•half so they may be promptly file~ in the above style~ and 

numbere~ cause. 

Attorney tor ----------

00152 
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400 South Houston Street 
Union Station 
Dallas, Texas 75W2 

I cause No. 
Case Style: 

vs 

Phone (214) 748-0091 
FAX (214) 748-0-FAX 

Total Page Count-----
(Noc Including this fonn) 

FILING REPORT 
Fax File, Inc has done the Following: Charge Copy FAXed to You 

0 Filed Petition 0 
0 Filed Answer 0 
0 Issued Subpoena 0 
0 Filed Interrogatories 0 
0 Filed Motion 0 
0 Issued & Set Hearing on TRO 0 
0 Set Hearing on Motion 0 
0 Issued Citation 0 
0 Issued Notice 0 ·o Issued Citation & Notice 0 
-D Delivered Process to Your Process Serve'r 0 
0 Delivered Process to Fax File, Inc. Approved Server -- Na C.llatJ:.e -- 0 
0 Entered Agreed Order 0 
0 Advance Court Costs of S +5%($ ) = 0 
0 Special Requests Completed 0 
0 Other 0 
0 Court House Copy Costs 0 
0 Fax File Copy Costs 0 
0 Return Hard Copy by Mail 0 

TOTAL 

Proce~s Server & Charges: Phone 
0 Citation 0 
0 Notice 0 
0 Subpoena 0 
0 Motion 0 
0 TRO 0 
0 Other 0 

TOTAL 

"De Total All Charges have been charged to: WTAL 
card# ALL 0015: 

in the name of CHARGES 

Any Questions? ..... ............. Refer to Fax File If------.."-==""""'---::--:::-:-:--~ 7189 
Corvlghr J'lfl9, Fu File, lnr. nl! righri riseavt'd 
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EXPRESS SERVICE 

( 1o extra charge. All of our service is express and we make special effort to meet emergency deadlines when the need arises. 

FAX FILE CHARGES 

FILE PETITION $18 
FILE ANSWER $18 
FILE MOTION $18 
ISSUE SUBPOENA $18 
ISSUE & SET HEARING OF TRO $10 
SET HEARING OF MOTION $10 
ISSUE CITATION $7 
ISSUE NOTICE $7 
ISSUE CITATION & NOTICE $12 
ENTER AGREED ORDER $12 
RETURN HARD COPY BY MAIL $2 
ADVANCE PROCESS & FILING FEE 5% SC 
APPELLATE BINDING $3/copy 

TRAINING & BONDING 

COPY CHAR<IES 
Copies made in Fax File office 10 cent<; per copy 
Copies made at courthouse $1 per copy plus out-of-pocket expense. 
Minimum charge for courthouse copies is $5 plus copy expense. 

LONG DISTANCE FAX CHARGES: Up to 8 pages are returned to you 
by long distance FAX at no charge. Additional pages are 50 cents per page. 

CALL ATTORNEY'S CHOICE OF SERVER OF PROCESS $5 

CALL ONE OF THE APPROVED SERVERS OF PROCESS -NC-

SPECIAL REOUESTS: Minimum of $5. Jobs requiring excessive time 
i.e. standin[J, in line at bankrupcy court, copying entire files, etc. are billed 
at $15 per hour. 

The Fax File staff has been properly trained to file docu:nents and to perform all other courthouse functions. The Fax File repre
senatives do these jobs repeatedly and know the right people required to get them done properly. Our staff is bonded for your 
security. 

OFFICE HOURS 

( .e office is open Monday thru Friday from R:30 A.M. to 4:3{) P.M. The facsimile machines are al>ra}s on. 

CHOOSING SERVICE OF PROCESS 

THERE ARE TWO CHOICES WITH FAX FILE FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS. 

1. We call one of several qualified private companies who speciali7C in the senice of proccs~ and whose fees comply \\ith local 
county schedules. We pay them and bill you the process fees. A 5% sen ice charge is aducd for advancing these fees if your 
credit card is used. 

2. We call your choice of private service of process. We charge $5 for time spent contacting your process server. We ask that they 
bill you direct!y, or we can add this to your Fax File charges. 

FAX FILE LOCATIONS 

Fax File, Inc. has offices in Dallas, Austin, San Antonio, Houston, Greenville and Denton, with expansion plarrned soon in other 
cities. These offices will receive and process work from attorneys in any city in the United States. 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

Private service of process is offered in all Fax File offices. One call will take care of ever~1hing. 

ANOTHER STAFF MEl\lBER 

Fax File, Inc. would like lor you to consider om representatives as c~tcntiuns of your ov.n st<tff who arc located at the courthouse. 

(_
.'get paid only Y~hen we do something for you, which eliminates downtime. We ;1rc here to be of scnicf' to you and your staff. Nl 
"File offices are conveniently located in close proximity to the respective comthouscs so all work is done efficiently, economical

ly and quickly. 

8189 

O'f'yright 17R9. Fax File, Inc., all rights reserved 
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PRINCIPALS 

Mr. Reagan Martin is a 1961 graduate of SMU Law School. He lws practiced law in Dallas since that time and !s a family law 
specialist. He has also owned and operated several other successful bu~incsscs during that time. IIi~; ottin:s arc at 350.1 fairmount, 
Dallas, Texas 75219. The telephone number there is (214) 559--0555. 

Mr. Reyburn U. Anderson is a 1962 graduate of SMU Law School. He has heen a family law ~pccialist since 1975. He has been in
volved in several other ventures since 1962 but law has been both men's primary endeavor. Mr. Anderson of!ices at 17120 Dallas 
Parkway, Suite 226, Dallas, Texas 75248. The telephone number at his law office is (214) 248-8383. 

Mr. Martin and Mr. Anderson have realized how much valuable time attorneys and their legal assistants spend in filing various docu
ments and doing other time-consuming tasks at the courthouse. It became evident to them that a better way had to be found to 
handle these jobs. With facsimile machines becoming so popular in the last few months. it became obvious that this method of com
munication could solve the flling problem. A solution for them and for you is FAX FILE, INC. Using the facsimile machines that 
Fax File already has in place, your work is handled efficiently and with the utmost care to personal detail. The foilo·.ving inhrma
tion will lay out how the system works. We are very excited about this new concept and we look for.vard to being of service to you 
and your staff . 

. WILL COURTS ACCEPT FAX COPIES? 

YES. Rule 1001, Texas Rules of Court (Page 254, 1989 Pamphlet) allows the court to treat copies like originals. 

YES. The Federal Courts will also accept faxed copies but require an <l'Jthorization from the attorney. This authorizaticn allows 
the Fax File representative to sign the document '>Vith the attorney's name "by the staff member of Fax File who is processing 
the document". An authorization form for this purpose is included in this packet. This form must be completed and faxed to 
us with the document. It is attached to the document at the time of filing. 

PROCEDURES 

1. Fax your pleadings or other requested work to the appropriate Fax File, Inc. office along with a completed Fax File order form. 
Please make extra copies of this blank form for future use. 

2. Necessary hard copies of your document are made in the Fax File office and these are the ones we file. 

3. A trained Fax File representative takes the copies to the appropriate courthouse. Don't forget the attorney authorization if it is 
to be ftled in Federal Court. 

4. The documents are ftled; the hearings set; the citations, subpoenas, TRO's or notices issued; special requests carried out and 
process arranged. 

5. Fax File accomplishes all the tasks quickly. The filing report, which itemizes the \vork and all chat ges, is completed. This report, 
along with copies of your completed work, receipt for court costs & your charge card receipt, are faxed back to you immediately. 

6. The time-consuming work at the courthouse is accomplished in a very short time and you and your staff are free to do more 
productive work. 

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

FAX FILE, INC. OFFERS TWO METHODS OF PAYMENT 

1. Use a company or an individual MasterCard, Visa, Discover or American Express Cud. II. Y~"a ~cr.ice charge is added for the 
monies advanced for filing or process fees when a credit card is used. At your request, we .,..;11 hold the credit card for 5 working 
days, allowing time for the firm to forward a check to cover the charges. If the check is not received in this time, the credit card 
transaction is completed. 

2. The other method is to arrange an escrow account. Anticip:~tc your aJ'proximate need for 2 to 4 weeks at a time, including court 
costs. This amount is strictly up to you and these funds are placed in your operating account. When the amount reaches a cer-
tain level you will be notified to replenish the account. .................. Either method worh efficiently. 71te choice is yours. 
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Hr. John F. Campbell 
At.torney ('lt LaH 
805 W. lOth St., Third Floor 
Austin, TX 78701 

Dear llr. Campbell, 

-· :-~~ ::.. . ~ -=--- ..._._ -'-'1 .......... ..... -- -·~-- _..... =·=·1=.=1= 
=::=~=::=i= 
a·!E:i a: :r = ------ -= -

c__ ________ _ 

7\11'1"~' t_· -;'4, ]_ OP,O 

The enc:losed jnformi'ltion 11ill int-1-,,,,,1,··~ you tr) "~ n~'.' s~r,ir::~ Lc:gal 
Action Fax - DFW is offering at thP [1;!} l'ls <=111<1 F'nrt Hnrt-h r•n11rthnu.c::es. 
He offer, via the medium of fAx, t0 h<' yn11r f'irm's pr<>s"nc" "~.t the 
courthouses, and to accomplish thr> sfc>r•rir·r.~· yo•.t r"'~l""St r,f us in t-h<'> 
most efficient, professional .:md spe<>rly !lnlln'-'r "'IJ"ll l"bl"'. 

In essence, 1-1e are offPrin'J t.n r pr•0 i ''('"lo rlnr•um<:>n t :: fo1 fiUn<J, e t r_:. 

via our state of th<> Art 1_a.s<>r f :l'( nJ'lr-hinn; tn 1'1-'11~ p the n·"' ··· "' s s '! r y 
copies, to file at the courth011~ns ~" ,.., 1 n f:l_" thn r• ('111 r t -· r::• r .~ mr n r1 1'::1go S 

back to the la11yer. i'le a.lso rln r ..,. t- r i P ' · -, 1 
' 

S~"t h<""l ri 11'1"' .'lnr1 " numhor nf 
related services, FlS yon I·Ti]] S<"A frnlfl t)l<' "S~"rvir•c> Tn;·t_plr:'t-jnu" slte>et: 'I 
haVe inC~ U de d Hit h t h <'> b r 0 r:; h 11 r 0 • n 111- r ri "" .-, 'I r"' l i c- t- r>rj i n t h 0 m i cl rll C: 0 f 
the page. (Any docnments remainin'] in n11r pn?c:pse:-i0n -~r"' m'~ill?'l h"'r::l~ to 
the lawyer immediately). 

lly CO-<iirector is "'n tnst-rur_•rnr nf 1 o:) o[1(1 t))P ;lrhnini rt-r.:otnr ')f ~h'O 

L e g a 1 As s i s tan t s P r o 0 r ri T'1 "~ t- t h r> n ·" 1 1 • ,._ r "n• 1'1 '1 n i t· ~· r ,.., 1 1 " 0 "' s . H i s 
students, Hho Hark in n1Jr '1ffi.<'n, "'\t"A t->oinnrl tn -1n thn t~rrlcr: r.-.rj1dr<>r:l 
of thi=!m and a.re a\-/Clr"" of the C:"'ll?i t i 'J"" n:tl "r"' 0f t ), .. r1••'''"n··pt~: rnr~Ai ''"''1 
in our office. They a.re effir::iPnt. ."'nrl l'l nfnc:.c: ion.'! 1 .:owl l'll"n ·"' rrnhlPm 
arises that they cannot s0lve, thr>y ]rnnr·jr1i•t<:>ly ''"'llt"',-.t thn }.'?1\IY"'r i'lnd 
try to find altern21tives 11hir::h •.Jill "']At th"' joh r1nnn". 

Since He Hould need to issUP t.h'· r•hp,~~: fnr filinn f<>"'s ohf"n 
necessary, He usually set up Cl crnrli t. r·.,rrl '"'Jn'"'ln~"nt ni rh th.-- firms 11ho 
use our services . ( A sam p l"' of t hi ~ ' ··p- "' ,.. m"' n t i "' i n ro 1 '1 • 1" rl f n r y n 11 r 
information). He IIOUld he hnrpy t.n h~"l[' :!"11 if t-hr>r~" ::'It'"" rv·r~i"'?i011C: llh<>n 
you need our services at the D:"ill's nr Fnt 1· llr'rth <'011rt-.hn11~-r:::s. Once you 
have had an Opportunity tO p~acJ the <>nr:-ln;:,:>rl hrnr-hllr<>, r1P'1.S"' rln nnt 
he s i tate to c a 11 me co 11 e c t i f y 0 1 1 , n r ., n y n f :.'011 :r -" ~ s n r· i • r "' !": h ;'t ·:"' "n y 
questions, or if 11e can help you in -'111'/ 'lay. 

Sinr-~?roly ynllrc:, 
I .. 
' ' 

/ I 
./I·Cr (rl,. 

I.t>f> T •. "\ill 

Enclosures . . r ,.· 

][ '[ir.' \;[ .'\(''[''[()'I :[i\ \ 
• • f. t \ [' . , ·' . ' l " J • ' 

----------------------------------- --------------

ll(1(1),\U\~(l~ Sl!UT!, <..;1'111 1/t' 

I .\ '\ 'I I f,<; I I,, II 
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Legal retrieval services from: 

Courts, government agencies, libraries, ad

ministrative agencies and medical centers . 

• 
Retrieval of: 

Medical records, police records, birth and 

death certificates, marriage records, adoption 

and custody records, deed records and incorpo

ration records. 

• 
Legal research: 

Access to summaries and full text of sources 

from both federal and state cases and statures, 

adminisrrarive law, Shepard's Citations and 

other specialized materials. 

For more mtormarion: 

Legal Ac(lon Fax- DF\V 

FounJcrs Scjuare 

900 jackson Street, Suire 170 

Dallas, Texas 75202 

Tel: 214-653-1922 

F3x: 214-o5 3-16 71 
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THE FASTEST AND MOST PROFESSIONAL SYSTH-1 

FOR FILING AND RETRIE\1,'\L 
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Legal Action Fax is a specialized professional 

service designed to cater to the exacting standards of 

the legal profession. 

By making use of the most advanced fax 

equipment available we will, in many situations, not 

only eliminate the need for couner services, but also 

achieve the same result in a fraction of rhe time that 

you are accustomeJ to. Our objective is for you 

to regard us as an extension of your firm at the 

courthouses. 

Legal Action Fax will accept your instructions 

and documentation via fax. Confirmation reports 

and court-stamped documems are fax returned to you 

immediately after filing. 

Our specially trained staff wtll research and 

rerneve necessary inform:mon fur YOU and fax it to 

you in the shortest tune possible, and hy dmn~ 

so, free you and your staff to concentrate on other 

importam issues. 

Le~al Action Fax Is :,tm.fed h professional. 

qualified paralegals. Our ~ratf includes an admmts

rrartve director, who IS a law ochool grclduate and an 

msrmctor ()f bw working cl,)selv \\·trh ~l number ot 

lcr;al entities In rhe developmenr t lf Lec:al As,Isranr 

programs in Texas. 

=~ilii1~= 
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Federal filing services at federal courts and 

federal administrative agencies. 

• 
State and local filing services at state, county, local 

courts ami state administrative agencies. 

• 
Complaints, discovery materials, motions, TRO's, 

petitions, answers and administrative documents. 

COURT ACCEIT.-\NCE OF FAX COPIES 

Authority is found in both the Federal Rules 

of Evidence, Rule 1003, as incorporated by the Texas 

Rules of Court, Evtdence, ARTICLE X. CONTENTS OF 

WRITINGS, RECORDINGS, AND PHOTOGR:\PIIS; 

Rule 1003: "A duplicate is admissible to the same 

ex rent JS an miginalunless ( 1) a question is raised as 

to the aurhentiCit\' of the original or ( 2) in the cir

cumstJnces It would be unbir to admit the duplicate 

in lieu of the original." 

• 
Federal CtlUrts have requested that the 

attorney's authon:ation to execute Llocuments 

accompany <t filtng by fax. Thts furm wdl he m

cludeJ m your Client lnformattun Packat;e. 

- ~r~··.--. ·. -~~·····====---..C.._-1 ---

!_-~=--_, 
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900 Jackson, Suite 170 

Dallas, Texas 75202 

PHONE: 214 653-1922 FAX: 214 653-1671 

CAUSE NUl-!BER 
(When avaiJRbi£,) 

S E RVI C ~: 1 N !'-1 •r H. 'l.J C ·r If J N S 
Please type or Hrite in block capitals. 

CASE STYLE 
(i.f RDplicable) 

vs ______________________ _ 

FIRH NAHE ____________________________________________ PHONE # ______________ __ 

REPRESENTATIVE -------------------------CONTACT PERSON __________________ __ 

BUSINESS ADDRESS ________________________________________________________ ___ 

DIRECT PHONE # ___________________ FAX # ___________________ # OF PAGES 
Cnot including thiB -or-u•-:-) ---

:=========~==•=~=~c===2~====2=~====a==========================~========================== 

BILLING INSTRUCTIONS: ACCOUNT CODE -----------' 0 R: 

VISA ___ MASTERCARD __ DISCOVER _____ AHERICAN EXPRESS _____ OTHER ________ __ 

NAHE ON CARD _________________________________ CARD #--------------------~-----

EXPIRATION DATE ___ I ___ AUTHORIZED.SIGNATURE ______________________________ __ 

FEES FOR SERVICES: 

$20.00 per service performed I 10¢ per page copiP.d 
Court-stamped pages faxed back to you 1 35¢ per page LD charge for pages 4 and up 
50¢ per page received after 20 pages I $1.00 + cost of mail for return of document. 

Waiting time: 50¢ per minute after first 15 mins to a maximum of $10.00 
Costs to us (eg. copies made at courthouse) charged to you. 

CIRCLE SERVICE REQUESTED: 

FILE PETITION 

FILE MOTION 

FILE ANSWER 

FILE INTERROGATORIES 

ISSUE CITATION 

ISSUE NOTICE 

ISSUE SUBPOENA 

SPECIAL REQUESTS 

SET HEARING ON TRO 

SET HEARIUG ON MOTION 

ENTER AGREED ORDER 

NUMBER OF COPIES NEEDED -------- EXPECTED FILING FEE $ ________________ _ 

IS THIS MATTER SUBJECT TO DEADLINE? YES ___ Dl\TEITUIE _________________ NO 

AUTHORIZED BY: ______________________ _ SIGH ATU RE : __________________________ __ 

Signature required for o;erviaes to be perfontlf"d 

.00! 
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LEGAL ACTION :~·AX: DFW,. INC_ 

S E R V I C E A G R E E M E N T 

A N D C R E 0 I T C A R D U S E A U T H 0 R I Z A T I 0 N 

We hereby authorize LEGAL ACTION FAX - DFH, INC. : 
( i) to perform the services marked on any Legal Action Faz - DFI'l Service 

Instructions form ("Service Instructions"); 
(ii) to accept Service Instructions from the persons named beloll; 
(iii) to pay any filing or other fees on our behalf; and 
(iv) to use the corporate credit card named below to pay for services directed 

by our Service Instructions, costs of services, or fees extended on our behalf. 

We acknowledge He have received and have read the Service Instructions form and 
your brochure explaining your services. 

VISA ___ _ MASTERCARD ____ __ At!ERICAN EXPRESS ___ _ 

DISCOVER OTHER 

CARD # __________________________ EXPIRATION DATE I 

PRINTED NAl1E OF CARD HOLDER _________________ _ 

AUTHORIZATION SIGNATURE __________________________ __ 

Until we notify Legal Action Fax - DFH ,. Inc. by fax or in \ni ting otherwise, the 
folloHing persons are authorized to sign Service Instructions and to authorize 
payment by credit card: 

NAME (Please type or print): SIGNATURE: 

Legal Action Fax - DFW, Inc. shall not be liable for incidental, special or 
consequential damages, or for damages in excess of $500.00. 

FIRM/LAWYER LEGAL ACTION FAX - DFH, INC. 

By: 
President 

By: Date: 

Title: 

Date: 

YOUR FIRM'S ACCOUNT CODE WITH LEGAL ACTION FAX - DFW, IUC. IS 
-====a~============================================================oo=t6r 
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Courts Differ on 'Villingness to Accept Filings by Facsimile 
Although many state courts are experimenting, federal courts generally refuse fax filings 

=x !though somewhat wary of the 
technology and the administrative bur
den that may be involved, federal and 
state courts throughout the country are 
studying the possibility of utilizing fax 
equipment in connection with court 
filings. service. and the transmission of 
court documents. Leading the way is 
Minnesota, where the Supreme Court 
concluded a year-long experiment by 
approving the use of telefaxed legal 
documents for everything from court 
filings to issuance of arrest or search 
warrants. 

''The experiment has been so well 
received by the law enforcement offi
cers, lawyers, judges. and court adminis
trators it was meant to assist that the 
Minnesota Supreme Court has approved 
the telefaxing of any document," said 
Minnesota State Court Administrator 
Sue K. Dosal. 

A New Y orlc court ruled last year that 
service of papers on opposing counsel is 
valid under that state's civil procedure 
rules. Calabuse v. Springer Personnel 
ofN~ York, Inc., 534 N.Y.S.2d 83 
(Civ. Ct. N.Y. Co. 1988). 

Section Consulted 
on Choosing 

Women Judges 
by Elizabeth 'Roth 

m~ Associate Editor 

~ -~he Bush Administration has ap

proached the National Associatton of 
Women Judges to seek help in locating 
women qualified for the federal bench. 
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Ju
dith Chirlin, the chair of the NAWJ's 
Committee on Judicial Appointments, 
seeks the participation of the Litigation 
Section in helping her to increase the 
number of women applicants for federal 
judgeships. "Women who are active in 
the ABA Litigation Section are natural 
targets for Judge Chirlin's efforts," said 
Louise A. LaMothe, Los Angeles, CA. 
Section Council member. 

Chirlin was contacted this spring by 
Mark Paoletta. depury to the director of 
presidential personnel. who communi
cated to her the determination of the 

by Robert L. Rothman, Associate Editor 

Recently the New York State Assem
bly amended service provisions to allow 
service of interlocutory papers by fax 
under certain circumstances. Mark Da

vies of the Fordham University School 
of Law, who drafted a report on fax 
service for the New York State Bar 
Association. however. is critical of the 

bill, which he believes contams serious 
limitations that effectively negate the 
use of fax by attorneys. The most impor
tant example noted by Davies is the re
quirement that an attorney consent to 

fax service by putting his or her fax 
number in the address block of a court 
paper served or filed in the action before 
an opposing attorney may serve papers 
by fax in the action. Davies believes the 
consent requirement "may well spell the 
death of fax service in New York" since, 
in llis view, few attorneys will consent 
to fax service. 

Davies said that Rule S(b) of the Fed
eral Rules of Civil Procedure should be 
interpreted to allow fax filings as it is 
now written. The report recommended 
adoption of an express rule, however, to 

~'obviate the need for district courts 

Bush Administration to reach out to 

women and minority candidates. 
Paoletta asked Chirlin's committee to 
look at states in which there are no Re
publican senators and this is our focus 
"for the most part," said Chirlin. 

Her committee will seek to provide 
the Administration with the names of 
interested and qualified candidates, and 
Chirlin seeks- help from members of the 
Litigation Section to provide to her both 
resumes and recommendations of the 
names of possible candidates. Chirlin 
said that her committee welcomes the 
participation of practicing lawyers. "We 
are not restricting our outreach to sitting 

women judges," she said. 
A difficulty not unique to women. 

Chirlin noted. is that the salary gap 
between federal judges' compensatton 
and leading lawyers in some communi
ties is so large that it is difficult to entice 

talented women lawyers away from 
private practice. She said that her com· 
mittee is constantly learning more about 

around the country to rule on these ques
tions." 

A rules change to permit service by 
fax also is being contemplated in Illi
nois. where the Illinois State Bar Asso
ciation has asked the Supreme Court to 
permit service of documents by telefax. 
William W. Madden, Deputy Director of 
the Administrative Office of the Illinois 
Courts, says that the request is under 
consideration. Madden says he expects 
the Illinois Supreme Court to be very 
cautious in its approach to the utilization 

of electronic tiling and service. 
Although many JUdges and court 

admmistrators share an interest in the 

use of telefax, some have expressed 
concerns that the techno!Dgy is not yet 
sufficiently reliable~ Others have ex
pressed concerns ahout the administra
tive burdens that would be placed on 
court staffs that are already spread too 
thin. 

Joseph A. Haas, Cleric of the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Mary
land, says that fax filings are allowed in 
his district only with the specific ap
proval of a judge in a particular case. In 

the political and geographical constraints 
that operate in the appointment process. 

Chirlin has lectured extensively in 
California and has lobbied California 
Governor George Deukmejian to ap
point more women to state judgeships. 
She said that there are many women 
attorneys who could be appointed to the 
federal bench and who could be ap
proved by the Bush Administration. The 
real need, she thinks, is to get more 
women to apply. There are at least 40 
vacancies now, providing an opportunity 
for the Administration to identify and 
recruit women candidates. 

Chirlin asked that interested candi
dates write directly to her, sending a 
current resume and specifying the fed
eral district and circuit in which the 

candidate is located and the level of 
appointment the candidate would con
sider. Write to: Judge Judith C. Chirlin, 
Department 121, Criminal Courts Build
ing, 210 West Temple Street, Los Ange· 
les. CA 90012. ~ 
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the absence of such approval, the clerk 
will not accept fax tllings. Haas explams 
that there is one fax machine for the 
entire court, and it runs all day just 
handling internal court communications. 

Allowing lawyers to file pleadings or 
other documents by fax would interrupt 
the internal workings of the court and 
place a substantial burden upon court 
staff. 

That concern is shared by Luther D. 
Thomas, Cleric of the U.S. Distnct Court 
for the Northern District of Georgia. 
Thomas notes that, in addition to inter
rupting internal court use of the iax ma
chine, receipt of fax filings would re
quire an employee to be stationed at the 
machine to route documents and make 
duplicate copies of pleadings as requtred 
by local rules. Thomas believes that the 
benefit to the bar in allowing iax filings 
would be outweighed by the problems 
created within the clerk's office. 

Robert Heinemann, Clerk of the U.S. 
District Court for the Eastern District of 
New York, says that fax filings are not 
allowed in that distnct for yet another 
reason. Heinemann notes that fax filings 
do not contain an original signature as 

required by the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. The issue of whether an 
original signature is required on docu
ments filed with a federal court has lead 
the general counsel of the Adminisua
tive Office of the United States Courts 
to advise clerks against allowing fax fil
ings. In its May 1989 Information and 
Management Bulletin, the general 
counsel's office stated: "We have con
sistently advised that tilings by FAX or 
computer is not authorized by the Fed
eral Rules. Although the Federal Rules 
do not specifically preclude such filings, 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 5(e) 
and II would appear to require the 
filing of an original document with an 
original signature .... [We I think that 
the best interpretation of the Federal 
Rules is that facsimilie filing is not 
authorized." 

John L. Chastain. assistant general 
counsel of the Administrative Office, 
says that in addition to the issue of 
original signature, technological prob
lems present the most significant ob

stacle to the use of fax filing. He pomts 
out that ,-arious fax machines have 
incompatible spttds and formats. Couns 
do not have enough money to provide 
machmes of all types. and thus the tech
nology is not equally accessible to ev
eryone who would be interested in using 

flfi1R1 
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REAGA~ ~I. MARTI~ 

THE LAW Or'FICE oF 

REAGAN NI. MARTIN 
ATTORNEYS AND COt:NSELORS AT LAW 

3503 FAIR~IOt:::-iT AT Tt:RTLE CREEK 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75219 

!H r-J / 
TELEPHO::-iE 

...::::::::0 ,L ~ 214-559-0555 

0~~ FAX 

BOARD C'ERTIJiED • FAMILY LAW 
TEXA"' BOARD OP' LEGAL APE.C'IALIZATtON 

September 29, 1989 

~ t::....- 214-521-8438 

~~
Mr. Luther H. Soules 
Chairman - Supreme Court 
175 E. Houston Street 
San Antonio, Texas 78205 

Advisory Committee on Rulemaking ~ 

Re: Proposed Rule of Civil Procedure for filing of Faxed 
Pleadings 

Dear Mr. Soules: 

As we discussed by telephone oti Wednesday, September 6, Mr. 
Reagan Martin of our offices is part owner of a company called 
Fax File, Inc. Fax File is ba.sica.lly a service which file court 
pleadings for attorneys thrdugh the ·use of fax .transmissions. 
Attorneys using this service send their pleadings to· Fax File 
using a fax machine, and Fax File files the pleading with the 
court •. Obviously, services such as Fax File will work only if 
Texas courts will accept faxed pleadings for filing purposes. 

The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure do not presently address 
the issue of whether courts may allow the filing of faxed 
pleadings, and the question has yet to be resolved. I have 
recently researched case law on the subject, and have enclosed a 
copy of the resulting memorandum for your review. As you will 
note from the memo, the cases strongly indicate that faxed 

~ 

· · ·::... , . _pleadings _are acceptable in Texas, but no case has made a 
definite ruling on the point. 

In addition to case law, I have 
st~tu~o~v l~w which deals directly 

reviewed recently enacted 
with the issue of filing 

of the court. The relevant statutes are Tex. Gov. Code ANN. 
Section 51.801 -Section 51-807 (Vernon 1988)(copies enclosed). 
These statutes became effective on September 1, 1987 and direct 
the Supreme Court to adopt rules and procedures to regulate the 
use of electronic copying devices for filing in the courts. 
These statutes indicate the desire of the Legislature to allow 
filing of pleadings by the use of electronic transmissions. 

The only argument which may be raised against the filing of 
faxed pleadings is that a faxed pleading does not contain the 
original signature of the party filing that pleading. Rules 45 
and 57 do require pleadings t& be signed; however, as the 
memorandum points out, this requirement is merely a formality and 
under Texas law a pleading is valid even without a signature. 
Further, if the Legislature is willing to allow filing of 
pleadings by direct fax transmissions of the pleading to a court 
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clerk, it cannot be eoncerned about an original signature on the 
pleading. In fact Section 51.806 directly addresses this· issue 
by providing that the sender of the faxed pleading must maintain 
a signed original of the pleading which must be filed upon motion 
by a party and order of the court. 

I believe that the most efficient way to insure the validity 
of filing faxed pleadings is for the Supreme Court to promulgate 
a new Rule of Civil Procedure specifically authorizing the filing 
of such faxed pleadings. In this regard, I would propose that 
the following rule be added to the current rules: 

Rule 74A. Filing of Documents Reproduced by Facsimile 

A pleading reproduced by means of facsimile 
transmission shall be accepted as the signature pleading 
for filing and for all other court related purposes provided 
that the original pleading complies with the signature 
requirements of Rule 57, and the reproduced pleading bears a 
facsimile of the original signature. The party filing a 
pleading reproduced by fascimile transmission shall retain 
the original signed pleading. Any party to a suit may 
request the original signed pleading, which request must be 
made in the form of a motion to the Court. If the Court 
grants the motion, the Court shall order the original signed 
document to be filed with the Cou~t . 

• As you will note, this proposed Rule 74A is based upon the 
language of Section 51.806, and is therefore parallel to 
Legislative intent. I numbered the Rule as 74A, as I believe it 
should be placed immediately after Rule 74, which directly 
addresses the filing of pleadings and other papers with the clerk 
of the court. For your convenience, I have enclosed copies of 
the proposed rule on seperate sheets of paper. 

As we discussed by phone, I would appreciate your placing 
this proposed rule on the Rules Committee docket for 
consideration as a new rule to go into effect in January, 1992. 
Also, in view of the fact that a ruling regarding the validity of 
filing faxed pleadings is extremely important to the continued 
operation of businesses such as Fax File, I would like to know if 

+- " - ., ·- ··, : •.. 

extremely helpiul ln lignt oi tne £acL that a new rule cannot oe 
enacted until 1992. 

I would appreciate your reviewing the proposed rule and the 
enclosed materials. I will be calling your within the next few 
weeks, and will be interested in your comments. In the meantime, 
please feel free to call me should you have any questions 
regarding this matter. 

Sincerely, 

_()A /J~. v~ ~~ 
Paul R. Cleven er 



( Rule 74A. Filing of Documents Reproduced by Facsimile 

A pleading reproduced by means of facsimile 

transmission shall be accepted as the signature pleading 

for filing and for all other court related purposes provided 

that the original pleading complies with the signature 

requirements of Rule 57, and the reproduced pleading bears a 

facsimile of the original signature. The party filing a 

pleading reproduced by fascimile transmission shall retain 

the original signed pleading. Any party to a suit may 

request the original signed pleading, which request must be 

made in the form of a motion to the Court. If the Court 

( 
grants the motion, the Court shall order the original signed 

document to be filed with the Court. 

l. ._- .:. r.,:: 
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Rule 74A. Filing of Documents Reproduced by Facsimile 

A pleading reproduced by means of facsimile 

transmission shall be accepted as the signature pleading 

for filing and for all other court related purposes provided 

that the original pleading complies with the signature 
' -

requirements of Rule 57, and the reproduced pleading bears a 

facsimile of the original signature. The party filing a 

pleading reproduced by fascimile transmission shall retain 

the original signed pleading. Any party to a suit may 

request the original signed pleading, which request must be 

made in the form of a motion to the Court. If ·the Court 

(. grants the motion, the Court shall order the original signed 

document to be filed with the Court. 

001E 



Rule 74A. Filing of Documents Reproduced by Facsimil' 

A pleading reproduced by means of facsimile 

transmission shall be accepted as the signature pleading 

for filing and for all other court related purposes provided 

that the original pleading complies with the signature 

requirements of Rule 57, and the reproduced pleading bears a 

facsimile of the original signature. The party filing a 

pleading reproduced by fascimile transmission shall retain 

the original signed pleadiog. Any party to a suit may 

request the original signed pleading, which request must be 

made in the form of a motion to the Court. If the Court 

grants the motion the Court shall order the original signed 

~ document to be filed with the Court. 

l 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS 
CHIEF JCSTICE 

11-IOl\IAS R. PHlll.IPS 

JCSTICES 
FRAi'.;KIJN S. SPEARS 
C. L. RAY 
RAU. A GONZALEZ 
OSCAR H. MACZ'i 
ECGENE A COOK 
JACK HIGHTO\VER 
NATI-IAN L. HECHT 
LLOYD DOGGETT 

P.O. BOX 12248 CAPITOL STATION 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711 

(512) 463-1312 

September 14, 1989 

Mr. Luther H. Soules III 
Soules and Wallace 
Tenth Floor 
Republic of Texas Plaza 
175 East Houston Street 
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230 

Dear Luke: 

CLERK 
JOHN T. ADAMS 

EXECUTIVE ASST. 
WILLIAM L WILLIS 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. 
MARY ANN DEFIBAUC 

I enclose County Court-at-Law Judge Phillips' letter to Chief 
Justice Phillips regarding electronic filing of documents. 

Has the Committee done any work on this subject? The statutes 
to which Judge Phillips refers were enacted effective September 1, 
1987. 

Sincerely, 

~Hecht 
Justice 

NLH: sm 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS 

CHIEF jl'STICE 
THO~lA.S R. PHIU.IPS 

PO. BOX 122-Hi CAPITOL STATION 

AL'STI01. TE.'(AS ""8711 

JL'STICES 
FR-1..'\KLI:'-: S. SPE.\RS 
C. L. RAY 

( 51 2 l ~6 ~-I 3 1 2 

RALL .-\.. GO:\Z.-\LEZ 
OSCAR H. '.!AL'ZY 
EL'GE:'-:E A COOK 
jACK HIGHTOWER 
NATHA .. '\i L. HECHT 
U.O!D OOGGETI September 14, 1989 

Hon. J. David Phillips 
County Court-at-Law Number 1 
Travis County Courthouse 
Au~tin, Texas 78767 

Dear Judge Phillips: 

CLERK 
JOHN T. AOA.\1S 

EXECL'TIVE ASS T 
WILLJA.\1 L. \X'lLUS 

A0.\1!0;!STRATIVE ASST. 
.\IARY :\N;\1 DEFIBAL'G~ 

( 
The ·chief Justice has referred to rna your 

rules 'for the electronic filing of documents. 
liaison for all matters pertaining to the rules. 

letter regarding 
I am the Court ' s 

l 

The Rules Advisory Committee has recommended amendments to the 
rules which would permit service of papers, other than citation and 
papers required to be served by hand, upon parties by electronic 
means. However, the Committee has not recommended rules on filing 
of documents by electronic means. 

To avoid unnecessary proliferation of local rules, I 
anticipate that our Court will want to try to fashion rules which 
will apply statewide. However, we would welcome any suggestions 
you or others have. 

I am advising the chairman of the Rules Advisory Committee, 
Luther H. Soules of San Antonio, of your letter and your interest 
in this subject, and you may be hearing from him further as work 
on this subject proceeds. Thank you for your interest in 
procedures to increase the efficient operation of the courts. 

c: Judge Schless 
Judge Clark 

Sincerely, 

Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
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J. DAVID PHILLIPS 
JUDGE 

COUNTY COURT AT LAW NO. I 

COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 

Hon. Thomas R. Phillips 
Chief Justice of Texas 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

September 8, 1989 

Re: Electronic filing of documents 

As you are no doubt aware, "FAX" machines have become the 
latest tool and toy available to the modern law office. With the 
explosion in use of this technology, entrepreneurs have entered the 
"fax" field offering services to attorneys. Sample advertisements 
from two of these are attached. 

At the trial court level, we are concerned about the 
foreseeable impact of the use of these services by attorneys. It 
is not clear what legal force facsimile copies carry when filed 
with a court. We therefore write to inquire whether the Supreme 
Court is planning to offer us guidance. 

Sections 51.801 through 51.807 of the Government Code 
appear to be the only statutes pertaining to the subject. Section 
51.803 provides that the Supreme Court "shall adopt rules and 
procedures" while Section 51.807 says that local courts "may adopt 
local rules" and submit them to the Supreme Court for review and 
adoption. 

-·-., -·· 
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Does the Supreme Court plan to promulgate rules as the 
legislature has directed? Should we in the local courts await your 
guidance before attempting local rules, or do you intend t~e rules 
to be initiated at the local level? Your guidance in this matter 
would be greatly appreciated. 

Kindest regards, 

JDP/src 

Enclosure 

xc: Han. Michael J. Schless 
Local Administrative Statutory 
County Court Judge 

Han. Harley Clark 
Local Administrative District 
Court Judge 
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( FAX-A-CASE, INC. 

Filing with Legal-Ease 

F A..X-A-CASE, INC. is a filing service that allows any attorney, through the use of the fax machine, to have a 
speedier and more cost efficient access to the courthouse. 

How??? 

By fa.xing your legal documents to FAX-A-CASE, INC., who then prepares the necessary copies, files them, 
obtains citations and subpoenas, has process issued and has it served, by your server or ours. In a short time, we 
then fax or send back to your office all signed, stamped and file marked copies, along with any necessa..ry exhibits 
and our billing report, containing an itemized list of all the functions we performed. It is as simple as that. If you 
will look at our SERVICES OFFERED sheet, you will fmd we perfonn these and many other functions in all court 
jurisdictions-- Justice, Small Claims, County, State, and Federal. 

What will this cost??? 

Cost??? You'll acntally INCREASE vour PROmS. 

~ST 

b:coNn 

THIRD 

You will save your time, by not havjng to go to the courthouse, and thus, increaseyour billable hours. 

You will save your employees' time, by not having to go to the courthouse, and thus, increase their 
productivity by utilizing the saved time for other tasks. 

As this is a receiptable expense, you ean bill your client for the filing services, as you do for long 
distance and copy costs, and thus, turn wh~t was an expense into income. 

As a result, the time, money and increased productivity gained, from the above three factors, will translate intc 
increased income and thus, a much MORE PROFITABLE BorroM LINE for you. 

Where do I get a fax machine??? 

If you do not have one, FAX-A-CASE, L'lC. will give you one, which you can use, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
for your every fax need, be it business or personal. 

'When can I start utilizing this service??? 

**llvL.\{~DIA TEL Y **This is defmitely a win-win situation, anyway it is viewed. 

l 

Call-FAX-A-CASE, INC.- at (512) 478-4131 and ask for SHARON. v 
c..\ <:1. '(" " 

F A..X-A-CASE, INC. 
601 West 11th Street- Suite 116 

Austin, Texas 78701 
PHONE# (512) 478-4131 

FAX# (512) 478-5252 

..• It wif[ Ee In-'.Fa:{:'U.ating Ming Eusiruss wit!:. you. ... 001 
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FAX-A;_CASE, INC. 
Filing with Legal-Ease 

QUESTIONS??? 

QUESTION: ·Will the courts accept copies for Iliing in lieu of original signature pleadings? 

ANS\VER: YES. According to the officials who are in charge of the offices that handle the filing of legal 
documents, they will allow and accept copies to be filed. In addition, FAX-A-CASE, Inc. has 
met with all of the governing court officials and received their approval. 

QlTESTION: Will you file documents in the Federal Couns? 

Al'l'S\VER: YES. As you are aware, the federal courts require an original ink signature on each document 
that is filed. As you fax a docutment to us to be filed, we will attach one of your pre-signed 

- aurthorization forms and file it. Our filing procedures have been approved by the authorities in 
charge of the \Vestern District. 

QUESTION: What services will FAX-A-CASE, Inc. perform for me? 
·':"'"-

ANS\VER: FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will perform all of the filing jobs you now do yourself. In addition to filling 
all documents in all jurisdictions, we will deliver notices, obtain citations, arrange for issuance 
of process and it's service. In addition, we will do many other services. Please check the order 
form. 

QUESOTION: Ifl need copies of docume·nts from the Court_'s .files,_wi"ll you get them? 
'F 
\..._ 1-NS\VER: YES. \Ve will copy the documents you desire and fax them back to your office. See the order form 

for charges. 

QUESTION: Will you advance filing fees and c~~rt costs? 

ANS\VER: YES. We will advance any fees and then_charge your account for the amount plus 5% for the 
service. The 5% will cover our handling costs. 

QUESTION: What does the phone company charge for sending a document by fax? 

ANS\VER: Nothing, when sent locally. Faxed material sent long distance is charged at the same rate your 
long distance phone calls are charged. 

QUESTION: How will I know that my work has been completed? 
' 

ANS\VER: FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will fax an itemized filing report along with your completed documents 
when we have completed our work. 

QUE~TION: How will I be billed? 

ANS\VER: FAX-A-CASE, Inc. will charge against your credit card or work from a pre-arranged escrow 
account or set up some other acceptable arrangement. 

QUESTION: What are your hours of operation? 

(_ \NS\VER: 

THE 
VERDICT: 

When the Courts are open so is FAX-A-CASE, Inc. However, our fax machines are turned on 
24 hours a day to receive you documents whenever you send them. 

F AX-A-C_ASE, Inc. will be your liaison with the courthouses. If it is just a normal filing or a 
special service you need to be performed, we are cheerfully at your disposal. Pick up the phone 
and tell us or write it up and fax it to us- we are here to serve you. 0 0 1 7 G 
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A NEW CONCEPT IN FILING 

.• 

FAX FILE, INC. is a company developed by attorneys to offer the legal profession a 

filing service that is as fast .. as your facsimile machine. Your pleadings are telecopied 

from your office to FAXFilE, INC. along with an instruction sheet. FAX FILE, INC. 
I . 

then makes sufficient additional copies, files the pleadings, obtains hearing dates, 

secures TRO's, and has process issued. Ptocess is then ready to be served according to 
' . 

your instructions. File-marked copies, receipts for court costs and a confirmation of 

work done is FAXed backto your office immediately. It's as easy as that! FAX FILE, 

INC. has offices in Austin, Dallas, Houst6n, Denton and Greenville. Other cities will 

he added soon. 

COST 
Only a fraction of what it is costing you now to use your time or your employees time. 

PAThlENT 
All services and court costs,~re charg~!d on your credit card or contact us for other spe-

cial paymeiu arrangements.~r 
:'.'lC 

l\. c lJNTERESTED 
Call us to set up your acccf~rff- anq begin processing your work within the hour. 

Dallas 
-~)fC ·. . \ 

(214) '!"Ut-Q09~ 
Au!itin (512)>f161":31J67 

. , : Houston 

Greenville 
Denton 

'(713) 880-8007 

(214) 455-3647 
(817) 566-0592 
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CLERKS § 51.803 
Ch. 51 

SUBCHAPTER I. ELECTRONIC FILING OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS 

Law Review Commentaries 

\nnual survey of Texas law: Civil procedure. Erin Dwyer, 38 Southwestern L.J. (Tex.) 421 
I:rnest E. Figari Jr., Thomas A. Graves and A. (1984). 

Library References 

Clerks of Courts <:>=o69. 
C.J.S. Clerks of Courts § 39. 

§ 51.801. Definition 

In this subchapter, "electronic filing of documents" means the filing of data 
transmitted to a district or county clerk or a clerk of a court of appeals by the 
::ommunication of information, displayed originally in written form, in the 
i'orm of digital electronic signals transformed by computer and stored on 
microfilm, magnetic tape, optical disks, or any other medium . 

. \ddcd by Acts 1987, 70th Leg., ·ch. 148, § 2.67(a), eff: Sept. 1, 1987. 

f!istorical Note 

Prior Law: 
Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4505, ch. 732, § l(a). 
Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 29f, § l(a). 

§ 51.802. Place of Filing 

The place of filing is the rece1vmg station designated by the district or 
county clerk or the clerk of the court of appeals to which electronic informa
tion is transmitted. 

Added by Acts 1987, 70th Leg., ch. 148, § 2.67(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1987. 

Historical Note 

Prior Law: 
Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4505, ch. 732. § 1(b). 
Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 29f, § 1(b). 

§ 51.803. Supreme Court Regulation and Approval 

(a) The supreme court shall adopt rules and procedures to regulate the use 
of electronic copying devices for filing in the courts. 

(b) An instrument may only be filed as provided by this subchapter if the 
district, county, or court of appeals has established a system for receiving 
electronically transmitted information from an electronic copying device, and 
the system has been approved by the supreme court. A district or county 
clerk or clerk of a court of appeals who believes there is justification for use 
of an electronic filing system in the clerk's office must request approval of the 
system from the supreme court. The supreme court shall approve or disap-
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§ 51.803 JUDICIAL PERSONNEL AND OFFICIALS 
Title 2 

prove the system and may withdraw approval any time the system does not 
meet its requirements. 

Added by Acts 1987, 70th Leg., ch. 148, § 2.67(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1987. 

Historical Note 

Prior Law: 
Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4505, ch. 732, § 3(b), 

(c). 
Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 29f, § 3(b), (c). 

§ 51.804. Completion of Electronic Filing 

To complete an electronic filing: 

(1) the person filing an instrument with the district or county clerk or the 
clerk of a court of appeals must transmit the instrument electronically; 

(2) the receiving station must transmit acknowledgment to the sending 
party by encoding electronic receipt of the transmission; 

(3) the sending station must encode validation of the encoded receipt as 
correct; and 

(4) the rec~iving station must ~spond by encoded transcription into the 
computer system that validation . has occurred and that the electronic· 
transmission has been completed. 

Added by Acts 1987, 70th Leg., ch. 148, § 2.67(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1987. 

Historical Note 

Prior Law: 

Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4505, ch. 732, § l(c). 
Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 29f, § l(c). 

§ 51.805. Transmission or Distribution of Data 

(a) A receiving station, on completion of an electronic filing, shall: 

(1) transmit data to the appropriate court as required; and 

(2) distribute data as required by statute or rule. 

(b) Data must be distributed or transmitted from or through the medium of 
direct computer transmission, microfilm, magnetic tape, or optical disks, or 
any other medium approved by the supreme court. 

Added by Acts 1987, 70th Leg., ch. 148, § 2.67(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1987. 

Historical Note 

Prior Law: 

Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4505, ch. 732, § l(d). 
Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 29f, § l(d). 
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CLERKS 
Ch. 51 

§ 5 1.806. Signature on Original 

§ 51.807 

(a) If the supreme court determines that each document filed by electronic 
transmission must be signed in the original, that requirement is satisfied if the 
sending station at the point of origin maintains a hard copy with the original 
signature affixed that, on order of the court, shall be filed in original hard 
copy medium. The electronic transmission of the data to be filed must bear a 
facsimile or printing of the required signature. The signature may be repre
sented in numerical form. The electronically reproduced document must 
bear a copy of the signature or its representation in numerical form. 

(b) The electronically reproduced document shall be accepted as the signa
ture document for all court-related purposes unless the hard copy with the 
original signature affixed is requested by one or more parties to a suit or 
other agent required by statute, law, or other legal requirement. A request 
under this subsection must be made in the form of a motion to the court. If 
the court grants the motion, the court shall order that the original be filed 
with the court. 

Added by Acts 1987, 70th Leg., ch. 148, § 2.67(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1987. 

Historical Note 

Prior Law: 
Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4505, ch. 732, § 3(a). 
Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 29f, § 3(a). 

§ 51.807. Local Rules 

(a) The courts o£ a county may adopt local rules that govern the trans
mission and receipt of documents or reports stored or created in digital 
electronic or facsimile form and that provide for recognition of those doc
uments as the original record for file or for evidentiary purposes. 

(b) The rules shall be submitted to the supreme court for review and 
adoption as a part of the overall plan or procedure for the electronic filing of 
documents. 

Added by Acts 1987, 70th Leg., ch. 148, § 2.67(a), eff. Sept. 1, 1987. 

Historical Note 

Prior Law: 
Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4505, ch. 732, § 2. 
Vernon's Ann.Civ.St. art. 29f, § 2. 
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TRCP 21b. Sanctions for Failure to Serve or Deliver Copy of 

Pleading~ and Motions 

If any party fails to serve on or deliver to the other 

parties a copy of any pleading, plea, motion, or other applica

tion to the court for an order in accordance with Rules 21 and 

21a, the court may in its discretion, on notice and hearing order 

all or any part of such document stricken, direct that such party 

shall not be permitted to present grounds for relief or defense 

contained therein, require such party to pay to the other parties 

the amount of reasonable costs and expenses including attornevs 

fees incurred as a result of the failurel or make such other 

order with respect to the failu~e as may be .jfist pursuant to Rule 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Repealed provisions of Rule 73, to the 

extent same are to remain operative, are moved to this new Rule 

21b to provide sanctions for the failure to serve any filed 

documents on all parties.] 
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TELEPHONE· 713/651·5151 
TELEX· 76·2829 

TELECOPIER: 713/651·5246 

January 11, 1990 

FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI 
r3or McKINNEY 

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77010 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

CALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT .JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public 
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed 
changes in the Texas Rules of'Civil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our • 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

-------- ---·· 

5. Rule 2l(b). The comment raised the question of 
why the proposed amendment, which addresses the sanctions 
available for failure to comply with Rule 21 and Rule 21a, does 
not merely refer to the sanctions available in Rule 215. Doing 
so would be consistent with the notion of having only one 
sanctions rule. The apparent reason is that the new Rule 21(b) 
adds specific sanctions not expressly listed in Rule 215. 

This subcommittee recommends no change in the 
proposed amendment. 
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MICHAEL LUCKSINGER 

Attorney At Law 

(512) 756-6050 

November 14, 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Tx 78711 

Re: "Proposed Changes to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure," etc. 
as outlined in the November 1989 issue, Texas Bar Journal 

Dear Justice Hecht, 

Much ado has often been made about "de-legalizing" much of 
the verbiage in legal documents, and our laws, especially, and 
not surprisingly, by laymen. 

I would propose that such a principle be applied in the 
drafting and amending of our Rules of Procedure and Evidence. 
Arguably no other body of law or rules is more deserving of 
being laid out in plain language, where possible, than the 
"how, when and where" codes of procedure for our courts. 

Example 2: Proposed Rule 2lb. 

If a party fails to serve on or deliver to the other 
parties a copy of any pleading, plea, motion, or other 
application to the court for any order in accordance with Rules 
21 and 21a, the Court may, in its discretion, on notice and 
hearing: 

(i) order any part of such document stricken; 
(ii) direct that the failing party shall not be permitted 

to present grounds for relief or defense contained therein; 
(iii) require the failing party to pay the other parties' 

reasonable costs. expenses and attorney fees incurred as a 
result of the failure; or 

(iv) make any other order with respect to the failure which 
the court deems just pursuant to Rule 215. 
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~· lark 'Jiiamrtut, 111 
LEGAL ASSISTANT • EDUCATOR 

5570 WINFREE DRIVE 
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77705 
6+He~ (409> 833-0894 

November 20, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

Texas Rules of Court Conference 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I would like to offer the following comments on 

the Proposed Amendments to the Texas Court Rules: 

1. Suggested addition to TRCP Rule 21 or 2lb: 
It shall be within the court's discretion to strike 
illegible documentary attachments to pleadings or motions, 
on.motion by an opponent, subject to the right to amend 
seasonably. 

3. Query as to the purport of Rule 21b: 
Will a party still be subject to sanctions if he can 
prove that the lack of notice to others was due to a 
postal delivery failure? One example is that postal 
carriers frequently allow supposed agents to sign for 
registered mail despite specification that delivery be 
restricted to addressee only. Will the presence in the 
file of the court of the pleading preclude sanctions? 
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M. FRANK POWE:Ll

.JAMES PQI=J!P 

WII...L.IAM IKA~D 

G. WAL.TI::R MCCOOL 

I='ATRtCIA L... SESSA 

POWELL POPP & IKARD 

ATTOR.NEYS AT LAW 

707 WEST TENTH STRE:E:T 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 

TEL..E:-='t-tONE 512 473-2e61 

F"ACSIMIL:::: 512 479-6013 

September 15, 1989 

The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

-- -.::Jr.ctLKILGARLIN 

RE: Proposed amendments, Texas Rules of civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

several people have spoken to me about the proposed rules. 
Accordingly, I am taking this opportunity to furnish the court with 
my unsolicited advice. Perhaps this will elevate me to your 
"advisory" com:inittee,·for as our mutual friend, -Tom Stovall, once 
said, "I am one of the Governor's advisors. He told me, 'Stovall, 
if I want your advice, I'll ask for it'." In any event, what 
follows are my comments on various proposals. 

2. TRCP 21b. By setting up a separate rule for sanctions the 
court is departing from the concept behind Rule·215, which was 
to lump all sanctions together. If you will refer to the 
advisory committee notes, prior to the adoption of Tex. R. 
Civ. P. 13, January 1, 1988, you will note that the advisory 
committee specifically provided in Rule 13 that the sanctions 
available would be those listed in Rule 215, with the idea 
being that they did not want various sanctions strung out all 
over the Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 21b ought to simply 
authorize the trial judge to utilize the sanctions contained 
in Rule 215, for failure to serve or deliver a copy of the 
pleadings or motions. 
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Riddle & B rozun 

Phillip W. Gilbert 
Board Cemtietl -Civil Trial Law 
Texas Board of Legal Specialization 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

@~~ 
\ lo(p ;{., 

} ~ ?./o.h 
fj ~-\v 

November 22, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Attorneys and Counselon 

.\ Prnle"ional Corporation 

:! IIJO <Jhmpia ,>/,;,York Tower 
l~!l!l Bnan Stn:et 
Dallas. lexa.s 7320 l 

1:! 1-!) 2~0-ti:.IOO 
:!ti3-ti-t:!J 1 .\ktro) 
(2 H) :!:!0-J 189 (felecopie!T -

r:!l-t) 2~0-ti-tl·HDirect Dial) 

Incidentally, I believe that the proposed rules changes which 
~ave been published are helpful and const~ctive, with only two 
·exceptions. For the reasons discussed above, th~ suggested change 
to TRCP 21b, apparently permitting the extinction of grounds for 
relief or defense, and other Rule 215 sanctions, kills a gnat with 
a bomb. The failure to serve copies of pleadings and motions is 
~ often due to secretarial error. Even when I have felt that 
my opponent was intentionally (and repeatedly) failing to copy me, 
this wrong could have been adequately remedied by a "fine" or by 

a brief postponement for response. Leaving the choice of sanctions 
to the unbridled discretion of a single judge permits the exercise 
of prejudice or bias (or lack of understanding) to be endorsed with 
the imprimatur of the Law. It does nothing to promote fairness or 
justice. 
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TRCP 57 Signing of Pleadings 

Every pleading of a party represented by an attorney shall 

be signed by at least one attorney of record in his individual 

name, with his State Bar of Texas identification number, address, 

~~¢telephone number[, and, if available, telecopier number). A 

party not represented by an attorney shall sign his pleadings, 

state his address, ~~¢ telephone number[, and, if available, 

telecopier number]. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To supply attorney telecopier 

information with other"identifying information on pleadings.] 
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February 1, 1990 

TO: Supreme Court Advisory Committee: Subcommittee 
on Rules 15 to 165 

FROM: David J. Beck 

The following is a draft of my views with respect to 

the recent correspondence forwarded to us. Since I will be 

unable to attend the meeting of the full Committee, I defer to 

the judgment of the other members of our subcommittee with 

respect to the conclus~ons to be reached. 

Proposed Rule 57 

One comment raises the question of the meaning of the 

phrase "in his individual name." The specific issue is whether· 

an attorney would be signing the pleading "indivi.dually" as 

required if he is signing the pleading on behalf of law a firm 

or a professional corporation. The language of concern has 

been in the rule for a substantial period of time and is not in 

any way being changed. 

The subcommittee recommends no change. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(9) TRCP57: Again I have a question. What does the phrase 
"in his individual name," mean? Is signing a pleading "law firm 
name by·" .a ·signature "in his individual name"? If that la·.v firm 
is a professional corporation, the lawyer would not be signing the 
paper individually, but would be signing on behalf of ·the 
corporation. I believe that this phrase needs some clarification. 
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Office Phone: 
549-2165 

RONALD D. STEPHENS 
Attorney-at-Law 

P.O. Box 1269 
GRAHAM, TEXAS 76046 

November 24, 1989 

Home Phone: 
549-2084 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

In response to the invitation contained on Page 1147 of the 
November 1989 Texas Bar Journal, the following comments are 
offered with reference to the proposed changes in the Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 

RDS/jk 

1. All reference to local rules be deleted, 
including TRCP 3a. Uniformity of rules 
cannot be accomplished if the different 
Courts are allowed to develop local rules. · ··~ 

2. TRCP 2la. and TRCP 57. are attempts to utilize 
current technology, but it appears that some 
safeguards are missing. Telecopiers are not 
always monitored, or may not be monitored in 
such a way to prevent a time limit lapse. In 
addition, the request to provide a telecopier 
number appears to be an invasion of privacy. 
I believe that the utilization of this should 
be voluntary. If provided with a State Bar of 
Texas identification number on a voluntary basis, 
then it could be utilized, but not otherwise. An 
alternative would be to require some type of 
confirmation on receipt of this type of communi
cation in order to start the time for response. 
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TRCP 60. Of Intervenor 

Any party may intervene, subject to being stricken out by 

the court for sufficient ·cause on the motion of the opposite 

party; and such intervenor shall, in accordance with Rule 7~ ~ 

and 21aJ, notify the opposite party or his attorney of the filing 

of such pleadings within five days from the filing of same. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To revise rule reference to Rules 21 

and 21a instead of repealed Rule 72.] 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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February 1, 1990 

TO: Supreme Court Advisory Committee: Subcommittee 
on Rules 15 to 165 

FROM: David J. Beck 

The following is a draft of my views with respect to 

the recent correspondence forwarded to us. Since I will be 

unable to attend the meeting of the full Committee, I defer to 

the judgment of the other members of our subcommittee with 

respect to the conclusions to be reached. 

Proposed Rule 60 

The concern expressed is that the proposed rule would 

require an intervenor to notify the opposing party of the 

filing of a pleading in accordance with Rule 21 and Rule 21(a), 

-which requires notice to be made contemporaneous with the 

filing, while at the same time it also allows an intervenor 5 

days from its filing to notify the opposing party. The concern 

addresses the reason for the "5 day window" for the intervenor. 

The subcommittee believes this is a valid comment and 

therefore the language "notify the opposite party or his 

attorney of the filing of such pleadings within five days from 

the filing of same" should be deleted from the proposed rule. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(10) TRCP60: It seems a non sequitor to say that the 
intervenor. shall, in accordance with Rule 21 and 21(a), notify the 
opposing party of the filing of a· pleading, within five days from 
the filing of the same, when those rules would require notice to 
be made con-temporaneous with filing. I do not understand the 
reason for a five day window for an interVenor. If we are changing 
so many rules, why not also eliminate this unnecessary time period. 
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4. "Rules" should be plural. 

TRCP 60. Of Intervenor 
Any party may intervene, subject to being stricken out by the 

court for sufficient cause on the motion of the opposite party; ,-" 
and such intervenor shall, in accordance with Rule'~ [21 and (J;J 
21aj, notify the opposite party or his attorney of the filing of 
such pleadings within five days from the filing of same. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To revise rule reference to 
Rule5 21 and 21a instead of repealed Rule 72.] 

Sincerely, 

tCMA~ 
Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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TRCP 63. Amendments [and Responsive Pleadings] 

Parties may amend their pleadings, [respond to pleadings on 

file of other parties,] file suggestions of death and make 

representative parties, and file such other pleas as they may 

desire by filing such pleas with the clerk at such time as not to 

operate as a surprise to the opposite party; provided, that any 

~¥'!¢y'l¢¢¢y'lt [pleadings r responses r or pleas r J offered for filing 

within seven days of the date of trial or thereafter, or after 

such time as may be ordered by the judge under Rule 166, shall be 

filed only after lecfve of the judge is obtained, which leave 

shall be granted by the judge unless there is a showing that such 

~¥'!¢y'l¢¢¢y'lt [filing] will operate as a surprise of the opposite 

party. 

[COHMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To require that all trial pleadings of 

all parties, except those permitted by Rule 66, be on file at 

least seven days before trial unless leave of court permits later 

filing.] 
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TELEPHONE· 713/651-5151 
TELEX' 76-2829 

TELECOPI ERo 713/651-5246 

January 11, 1990 

FULBRIGHT & ..JAWORSKI 
1301 McKINNEY 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT .JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS McGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered {i) the various comments made at the public 
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed 
changes in the·Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, .{~i) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

6 
Rule 63. The con~ern expressed habout the 

· . th question of whet er a 
proposed amendment ralses e 1 dings" within the meaning of 
counterclaim is a "respons~et~uEc~~ittee is of the view that 
the proposed amendment. T d therefore no further change 
it would be such a response an 
in the existing rule should be necessary. 
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February 1, 1990 

TO: Supreme Court Advisory Committee: Subcommittee 
on Rules 15 to 165 

FROM: David J. Beck 

The following is a draft of my views with respect to 

the recent correspondence forwarded to us. Since I will be 

unable to attend the meeting of the full Committee, I defer to 

the judgment of the other members of our subcommittee with 

respect to the conclusions to be reached. 

Rule 63 

The concern expressed is that a party should not be 

permitted to amend his pleadings up to 7 days prior to trial. 

Dallas County, for example, apparently now uses a 14 day rule, 

and other jurisdictions have similar requirements. The comment 

urges the adoption of a 14 day rule. 

The subcommittee recommends no change. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert w. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Arne~dments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for net being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope ~~at these arrive in time for consideration. 

(11) TRCP63: I s-:.rongly urge the court to reconsider the 
seven day prior to tria: amendment rule. As your nonor is aware, 
Dallas county has for s=me time used a fourteen day rule, which I 
believe has worked ext_-:mely well. From numerous conversations 
with attorneys from oth=r states, we are, I believe, one of the few 
states which would all::'"N' amendments so close to trial. I would 
urge that a limit of at least fourteen days be set. (See comments 
below re: TRCP166b). 
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JUDGE JOSEPH B. MORRIS 

ONE HUNDRED FIRST 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

November 16, 1989 

The following are my comments on the proposed amendments to three 
specific rules of civil procedure: 

1. TRCP 63. The rule will be titled "Amendments and Responsive 
Pleadings.'' Is an original counterclaim a "responsive" pleading? The 
Court has previously decided such a counterclaim is not an amended 
pleading for purposes of the rule. By use of the phrase" ..• any 
pleadings, responses, or pleas offered for .filing within seven 
days ... " is an original counterclaim to be subject to the rule? It 
is unclear to me because of the new title for the rule. Given the 
number of such claims filed near trial dates, it would be helpful to 
be clear on this point. 

2. TRCP 166. I applaud the revisions but remain concerned the 
rule does not expressly allow the trial court to enter a pre-trial 
order covering the various matters without first holding a 
conference, which, as you know, is a luxury not often available 
because of time. At least twice I have received arguments that this 
Court could not issue -pre-trial discovery orders without first 
holding the conference described in Rule 166. I have relied on the 
inherent power of this Court and the last sentence of the rule to do 
so. I think it would be helpful to clarify this issue in Rule 166 by 
expressly providing the trial courts may issue such orders without 
the necessity of a conference. 

3. TRCP 245. At least one appellate court has ruled that 
forfeiture cases must be set within 30 days after answer date. This 
rule creates a conflict with regard to any case that now or in the 
future by law must be set sooner than 45 days after answer date. 

As I am sure you know, my comments about these rules originate 
from my perspective as a trial judge. 

Cordially, 

~I 

B. Morris 

Old Red Courtho"use Dallas, Texas 75202 
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Surprise "to" the opposite party, not "of". 

TRCP 63. Amendments [and Responsive Pleadings] 
Parties may amend their pleadings, [respond to pleadings on 

file of other parties,] file suggestions of death and make represen
tative parties, and file such other pleas as they may desire by 
filing such pleas with the clerk at such time as not to operate 
as a surprise to the opposite party; provided, that any ~ 
mertt (pleadings, responses, or pleas, I offered for filing within 
seven days of the date of trial or thereafter, or after such time 
as may be ordered by the judge under Rule 166, shall be filed 
only after leave of the judge is obtained, which leave shall be 
granted by the judge unless there is a showing that such~~ 
mertt [filing] will operate as a surprise 9( the opposite party. (2.1 

f{) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To require that all trial 
pleadings of all parties, except those permitted by Ru:e 66, be 
on file at least sevm days before trial unless leave of court permits 
later filing.] 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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~ TRCP 87. Determination of Motion to Transfer 
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l 

1. Consideration of Motion. (No change.) 

2. Burden of Establishing Venue 

(a) (No change.) 

(b) Cause of Action. It shall not be necessary for a 

claimant to prove the merit_IB of a cause of action, but the 

existence of a cause of action, when pleaded properly, shall be 

taken as established as alleged by the pleadings[.]//~~t/W ~hen 

the [defendant specifically denies the] ¢~¢1~¢~t!~ venue allega-

tions ¢t¢ I ~"¢¢¢If- 1¢¢~~'/ /¢¢~1¢¢/ the "¢~¢cft¢¢t [claimant l is re-

quired, by prima facie proof as provided in paragraph 3 of this . . 
ru1e 1 to· support ~~~ [such] pleading that the cause of action 

taken as established by the pleadings, or a part t~¢t¢¢f- of such 

cause of action, accrued in the county of suit. /~1/iJtl~¢11¢¢1¢ 

iJt¢¢fl¢~1"¢t¢11¢¢¢!1~1"¢¢t¢~t¢"¢~171¢flt~l~!t~~¢j If a defendant 

seeks transfer to a county where the cause of action or a part 

thereof accrued, it shall be sufficient for the defendant to 

plead that if a cause of action exists, then the cause of action 

or part thereof accrued in the specific county to which transfer 

is sought, and such allegation shall not constitute an admission 

that a cause of action in fact exists. ~ But the defendant w~¢ 

~¢¢~~1t¢1tt~~~f-¢t!~l¢~~¢1t¢1~1¢¢~~ttlw~¢t¢1t~¢1¢~~~¢1¢f-l~¢tt¢~1 

¢tl"¢~ttlt~¢t¢¢f-fl¢¢¢t~¢¢ shall be required to support his ~¢tt¢~ 

pleading, by prima facie proof as provided in paragraph 3 of this 

rule, that, if a cause of action exists, it or a part thereof 

accrued in the county to which transfer is sought. 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules 
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( (c) (No change.) 

3. Proof 

(a) Affidavit and Attachments. All venue facts, when 

properly pleaded, shall be taken as true unless specifically 

denied by the adverse party. When a venue fact is specifically 

denied, the party pleading the venue fact must make prima facie 

proof of that venue fact[; provided, however, that no party shall 

ever be required for venue purposes to support by prima facie 

proof the existence of a cause of action or part thereof, and at 

the hearing the pleadings of the parties shall be taken as 

conclusive on the issues of existence of a cause of action. 

Prima facie proof is made when the venue facts are properly 

( 
pleaded and an affidavit, and any _duly proved attachments·to the 

affidavit, 
. 
are filed fully and specifically setting forth the 

facts supporting such pleading. Affidavits shall be made on 

personal knowledge, shall set forth specific facts as would be 

admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the 

affiant is competent to testify. 

(b) The Hearing. (No change.) 

(c) (No change.) 

4. No Jury. (No change.) 

s. No Rehearing. (No change.) 

6. (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To clarify that no proof of any kind is 

required of any party to establish any element of a cause of 

action or part thereof; proof is·restricted to place, if any. and 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules 00198 



~ the pleadings establish all other elements and may not be contro

verted for venue purposes as to the existence of a cause of 

action or part thereof.] 

( 

(_ 
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FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI 
1301 McKINNEY 

HOUSTON.TEXAS 77010 HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 

TE:LE:PHON e:· 713/.6SI·SI51 
TE:LE:x· 76·2829 

TE:LE:COPIE:R: 713/ 6SI·5246 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
Re:Avls McGRATH 

NE:W YORK 
LOS ANGE:LE:S 

January 11, 1990 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered (i) the various comments made at the publ~c 
hearing held on November 30, 19B9 addressing tne proposed 
changes in the Texas.Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

--------
----- --- - -----------

13. Rule 87(5). One suggested change to Rule 87(5), --
the venue hearing rule, was that the heading in that subsection 
"No Rehearing" is misleading. The suggestion was that the 
hearing should be changed to "Motions for Rehearing" because it 
more accurately describes the text of that section of Rule 87. 

The subcommittee recommends that such change be 
made. 
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CHAS. C. CRENSHAW, SR (188&-11l&4) 
GEO. W. DUPREE l18lle>197:l) 
R.K. o<Jm) HARTY (1911·1978) 
J. OfMLl.E SMITH {1912·1~ 

JAS. H. '-41LAM 
TOMS. '-41LAM 
A. DOYLE JUST'Cl: 
W1LUAM A. MOSS 
JOE V. BOERNER. JR. 
CECIL C. KUHNE 
JOE H. NAGY 
BRAD CRA WI'()R), JR. 
O.V. SCO'TT, JR., P.C. 
JOHN CREWS, PC. 
Wll.l.IAM F. RUSSCU. P.C. 
Wll.l.IAM J. WADE 
JACK McCUTCiiiN, JR., P.C. 

CRENSHAW, DUPREE & MILAM 
• ATIORNEYS AT LAW 

A PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS 
FIRST NATIONAL BUILDING 

1500 BROADWAY 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 79401 

(806) 762·5281 
P. 0. BOX 1499 

79408-1499 

Telecopier (806) 762-3510 

December 1, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

PHIUP W. JOHNSON, P.C. 
W C BRATCHER, P.C. 
DON C. DENNIS 
LAYTON Z. WCXJOUl. SR. 
JAMES L GOASLCH. P C. 
ROSERT L DUNCAN, P.C. 
W. CHRIS BOYER, P.C. 
ROBERT L-ONES, P.C. 
'-41CHAEL L B'ffiO 
MARK W. HARMON 
JERRI LYNN HAM MEA 
J. T. I<EL.L.EY 
YAR< 0. BLANKENSHIP 

OF COUNSEL: 
MAX C. ADDISON 

57 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

.You may not recall, but I appeared on behalf of the Texas Associa
tion of 'Defense Cdunsel in regard to the proposed rule changes, 
and~ in particular, I spoke regarding Rule 87 and Rule 166. 

I am very concerned that in regard to Rule 87, there appears to be 
a misconception that under present law you cannot go into the issue 
of the existence of a cause of action or part thereof, and that 
plaintiff's pleadings must be taken as conclusive on that issue. 
I beg to differ with ·anyone who takes the position that the 
proposed rule is simply a codification of existing case law. There 
are certainly circumstances and cases in which the existence of the 
plaintiff's cause of action can certainly be challenged on the 
motion to transfer venue. There are a number of cases specifically 
holding that the resident defendant (through whom venue as to all 
other defendants is sought to be maintained) must be a "real" 
defendant who is not named as a defendant simply for the purpose 
of establishing venue, but is a "real" defendant against whom the 
plaintiff does, in fact, have a cause of action. If that were not 
the case, then certainly the plaintiff could simply plead a non
meritorious cause of action for the purpose of establishing venue 
against one defendant and join other defendants who could not, 
thereafter, raise any objection to the cause of action pled and 
thereby preclude any challenge as to proper joinder. I~ certainly 
does not seem to be too onerous a burden to require the plaintiff 
to make a prima facia case against the resident defendant, since 
it must be remembered that the defendant no longer has an appeal 
from the court's decision on venue prior to a trial on the merits. 

I want to keep this letter short, but I would respectfully urge the 
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Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
December 1, 1989 
Page Two 

Court to give careful consideration to this and, if need be, we 
will be happy to furnish authorities for the proposition that this 
is not merely a codification of existing case law. 

We are extremely concerned that such a rule would lead to forum 
shopping in the worse sense of the word. 

I also spoke in regard to Rule 166. I fail to see the need to 
amend Rule 166. This amendment would do nothing but increase the 
cost of litigation and be counterproductive to any streamlining of 
the process. It would appear that the first sentence would make 
this mandatory upon request of any party, which is certainly 
objectionable and I think would meet with opposition from the 
judges. Most judges do not have the time to engage in this, except 
in very selected cases. I also feel that the suggestions in that 
rule are even broader than the Federal practice for which I see no 
reason. I am also concerned with the wording of paragraph (o), 
wherein the rule states that the court may encourage settlement. 
I do not know what the proposed rule means in that regard and I 
certainly feel that it can be abused. In short, I do not think we 
need this rule changed. The prior rule is certainly adequate and 
gives the court all the authority it needs to get the job dQna. 

Speaking for me individually and, ·I am $Ure for other practicing 
throughout the State, I want to thank the Court for the opportunity 
to have input on these rules before the Court adopts them. Your 
openness and interest is_ genuinely appreciated. 

With kindest regards for the holiday season, I remain 

~t 
WJWfba 

cc: Mr. David M. Davis 
Post Office Box 2283 
Austin, Texas 78768-2283 

Wil 
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SCHOOL OF L\ W 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 

727 East 26th Street· Amtm. T~xas 78705 ·I 512) 47 I -5 I 5 I 

Telecopier Number( S I 2 J 4 7 I -6988 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

November 27, 1989 

Re: Proposed New Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Since I was unable to attend the last meeting of the 
Committee on the Administration of Justice, I was not able to 
make the following suggestions to them. Hence, I thought I 
would send them on to you without any imput or approval by the 
COAJ. They are simply my proposals. 

The first has to do with a Motion to Transfer Venue. 
Under present Rule 87-5, most courts are holding that the trial 
court cannot reconsider motions already ruled on ev~n in light 
of the trial on the merits. It seems to me this int~~pretation 
is based .primarily on the heading to that section, 11 No 
Rehearing ... I do not think the context of the section says 
that at all. To make it clear that the trial court can do what 
the appellate court must do, I have changed the name of the 
section and included a final paragraph addressing this 
question. I also include a copy of a case addressing this 
problem. A further matter in my addition is the wording "when 
brought to its attention ... It is my hope that this will 
prevent sandbagging the other side by making no mention of this 
to the trial court and raising it on appeal for the first time. 

The second proposal is to make clear what is to be done 
with interrogatories and answers to interrogatories. I believe 
it is clear that they are not to be filed. However, Rule 168 
is not as clear about this as is Rule 167. I have simply 
borrowed some similar language from that rule. 

_____ _3.-IJcer-~ 

. -:-~- ~x--
._ J. Patrick Hazel 

Tiny Gootch Centennial 
Professor of Trial 
Practice 
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RULE 87. DETERMINATION OF MOTION TO TRANSFER 

5. ~ R€~~~ [Hearing New Motions] 

(add) 

[The trial court shall reconsider, in light of the 

trial on the merits, motions already ruled on when brought 

to its attention.] 

0020~ 
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~ TRCP 106. Method of Service. 

( 

(a) (No change.) 

(b) Upon motion supported by affidavit stating the location 

of the defendant's usual place of business or usual place ¢t of 

abode or other place where the defendant can probably be found 

and stating specifically the facts showing that service has been 

attempting under either (a) (1) or (a) (2) at the location named in 

such affidavit but has not been successful, the court may author

ize service 

(1) (No chang~.) 

(2) (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change only.] 

c:fdw4fscacfallrules 
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6. Attempted, not attempting. 

TRCP 106. Method of Service. 
(a) (No change.) 
(b) Upon motion supported by affidavit stating the location 

of the defendant's usual place of business or usual place e1' [of! 
abode or other place where the defendant can probably be found 
and statj~ specifically the facts showing that service has been 
attemp~ under either (a)(l) or (a)(2) at the location named in 
such affidavit but has not been successful, the court may authorize 
service 

(1) (No change.) 
(2) (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change 
only.] 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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( TRCP 107. Return of rtl-1~1-j..¢(1 [Service] 

(No change. ) 

(No change.) 

No default judgment shall be granted in any cause until the 

citation(, or process under Rule 108 or 108a,] with proof of 

service as provided by this rule [or by Rule 108 or 108a], or as 

ordered by the court in the event citation is executed under Rule 

106, shall have been on file with the clerk of the court ten 

days, exclusive of the day of filing and the day of judgment. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To state more directly that a default 
. . 

judgment can be obtained when the defendant has been served with 

C: process in a foreign country pursuant to the provisions of Rule 

108 or 108a.] 

(_ 
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7. "Rules" should be plural both times as marked. 

TRCP 107. Return of Eitamm [Service) 
(No change.) 
(No change.) 
No default judgment shall be granted in any cause until the 

citation{, or process under Rul~108 or 108a,j with proof of ser- (j) 
vice as provided by this rule tor by Rul~108 or 108aj, or as 
ordered by the court in the event citation is executed under Rule 
106, shall have been on file with the clerk of the court ten days, 
exclusive of the day of filing and the day of judgment. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To state more directly that 
a default judgment can be obtained whl'n the defendant has been 
served with process in a foreign country pursuant to the provi
sions of Rule 108 or 108a.l 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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TRCP 120a. Special Appearance 

1. (No change.) 

2. (No change. ) 

[3. The court shall determine the special appearance on the 

basis of the pleadings, any stipulations made by and between the 

parties, such affidavits and attachments as may be filed by the 

parties, the results of discovery processes, and any oral 

testimony. The affidavits, i{ any, shall be served at least 

seven days before the hearing, shall be made on personal 

knowledge, shall set forth specific facts as would"be admissible 

in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is 

competent to testify. 

Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the 

motion that he cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit 

facts essential to justify his opposition, the court may order a 

continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to 

be taken or discovery to be had or may make such other order as 

is just. 

Should it appear to the satisfaction of the court at any 

time that any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule 

are presented in bad faith or solely for the purpose of delay, 

the court shall forthwith order the party employing them to pay 

to the other party the amount of the reasonable expenses which 

the filing of the affidavits caused him to incur, including 

reasonable attorney's fees, and any offending party or attorney 

may be adjudged guilty of contempt.] 

c:jdw4jscacjredlines 
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If the court sustains the objection to 

jurisdiction, an appropriate order shall be entered. If the 

objection to jurisdiction is overruled, the objecting party may 

thereafter appear generally for any purpose. Any such special 

appearance or such general appearance shall not be deemed a 

waiver of the objection to jurisdiction when the objecting party 

or subject matter is not amenable to process issued by the courts 

of this State. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide :for proof by affidavit at 

speciai appearance hearings, with safeguards to responding 

parties. These amendments preserve Texas prior practice to place 

th~ burden of proof on the party contesting jurisdiction.] 

c:jdw4fscacjredlines 
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TELEPHONE· 713/651-5151 
TELEX' 76-2829 

TELECOPIER: 713/651·52•6 

January 11, 1990 

FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI 
1301 MCKINNEY 

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77010 

TO: SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: Subcommittee on Rules 15 to 165 

HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. DC. 

AUSTIN 
SAN ANTONIO 

DALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FuLBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW VORK 
LOS ANGELES 

At our subcommittee meeting held on January 8, 1990, 
we considered (i) the various comments made at the public 
hearing held on November 30, 1989 addressing the proposed 
changes in the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, (ii) the written 
suggestions and comments of attorneys forwarded to our 
subcommittee, and (iii) additional proposals for rule changes. 
The persons participating in the meeting were David Beck, Pat 
Beard, and Elaine Carlson. The conclusions reached at the 
meeting were as follows: 

7. Rule 120{a). The concern expressed about t~-----
proposed amendment is that a plaintiff may participate in a 
hearing on jurisdiction and then seek a continuance, thereby 
obtaining "two bites at the apple." The subcommittee was of 
the view that Rule 120{a) does not present such a problem . 
because under the existing rule controverting affidavits are 
necessary before there is any matter to be heard. Also, the 
Rule provides for a continuance when a party is unable to 
obtain the necessary affidavits. 

The subcommittee recommends no change in the 
proposed amendment. 
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LAW OFFICES 

OF 

STANLEY G. SCHNEIDER 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

Eleven Greenway Plaza, Suite 3!12 

Houston. Texas 7i046 
(713\ 961-5901 

Stanlev G. Schnetder 
W. Troy McKinney 
Thomas D. Moran 

November 1 6 , 1 9 8 9 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Rp. ..... . Proposed 1990 Rule Changes • 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

After reviewing the proposed rule changes, I offer the 
following comments and suggestions: 

5. Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 120(a}: 

If the court is going to allow special 
appearance facts to be proved by affidavit, 
the rule should allow the party opposing the 
special appearance the 'absolute right, on 
request, to depose the affiant prior to the 
hearing on the special appearance. 

The currently proposed rule charge would leave 
this matter totally within the discretion of 
the court. 

As you are well aware, a party raising a 
special appearance has the burden of negating 
jurisidiction. It is extremely easy to do so 
in an affidavit by simply stating the negative 
of each element. Once the affiant has stated 
that he is aware of and has personal knowledge 
of the contacts that he (or his corporation) 
has with the State and that there are none, 
the simple statement that there are none is in 
this situation a factual statement rather than 
a conclusion. 

When the results of the courts ruling may very 
well determine the continued existence of the 
lawsuit, a party that has to respond to an 
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affidavit that at the very· least creates a 
fact issue justifying sustaining the special 
appearance, should have the absolute right, 
not subject to a courts discretion, to depose 
the affiant to test his knowledge and 
statements prior to the hearing on the special 
appearance. 

It is important to remember that affidavits 
are useful in summary judgment practice 
because it is not necessary to make 
credibility decisions. 

Leaving the availabilty of a deposition 
tota;l.ly within the court's discretion would 
complicate rather than simplify litigation by 
producing a flurry of motions within the 7 
days prior to a special appearance hearing. 
It will produce situations where trial courts, 
more interested in small dockets than anything 
else, will sustain special appea-rances based 
on nothing more than a self serving affidavit 
that creates a fact issue. This, in turrH 
will necessitate an entire round of appellate 
ball on technical, procedural issues that 
could be avoided by requ~ring a deposition if 
requested. 

Alternatively, I suggest that there be 
restrictions on affidavits similar to those 
imposed in summary judgment situations. ~· 3..:... 
the affidavit is objectionable as self serving 
if not easily rebutted • 

I hope that my comments and suggestions are useful. I, like 
many other small practictioners, join the court's desire to 
simplify and rationalize the litigation process. 

Respectfully, 

/t-J:----1 
W. TROY McKINNEY 

WTM/ag l 
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TRCP 166. 

7.¢¢1/1¢¢ 

Pre-Trial [Conference] 

In any action, the court may in its discretion [ , or on 

request of any party,] direct the attorneys for the parties and 

the parties or their duly authorized agents to appear before it 

for a conference to consider: 

(a) All [pending] dilatory pleas[,] ¢~¢/¢~~motions[,] and 

exceptions t¢~¢tt~~lt¢1¢1¢1/ltt!P¢~¢t~~; 

(¢b) The necessity or desirability of amendments to the 

pleadings; 

[(c) Discovery schedule;] 

[(d) Requiring written statements of the parties t conten

tions; J 

(¥!e) [Contested issues of fact and] ';r~¢ simplification of 

the issues; 

(¢f) The possibility of obtaining ¢¢~t¢¢t¢~~ [stipulations) 

of fact ¢~¢1¢ti¢¢¢J/;.~¢~t¢/0~t¢~10t~~l¢i¢t¢11/l~~¢¢¢¢¢¢tt!Pt¢¢t; 

l¢Y lgl 1~¢1ft~tt¢tt¢~1¢1 lt~¢1~~~~¢t/¢11¢tP¢tt/0tt~¢¢¢¢¢ 

[The identification of legal matters to be ruled on or decided by 

the court]; 

(Ch) The exchange of a list of direct fact witnesses, other 

than rebuttal or impeaching witnesses the necessity of whose 

testimony cannot reasonably be anticipated before the time of 

trial, who will be called to testify at trial, stating their 

address and telephone number, and the subject of the testimony of 

each such witness; 

00214 
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(i) The exchange of a list of expert witnesses who will be 

called to testify at trial, stating their address and telephone 

number. and the subject of the testimony and opinions that will 

be proffered by each expert witness; 

(j) Agreed applicable propositions of law and contested 

issues of law; 

(kl Proposed jury charge questions, instructions, and 

definitions for a jury case or proposed findings of fact and 

conclusions of law for a non-jury case; 

(l) The marking and exchanging of all exhibits that any 

party may use at trial and stipulation to the authenticity and 

admissibility of exhibits to be used at t-rial; 

(m) Written trial objections to the opposite party'§ 

exhibits, stating the basis for each objection; 

lf.Y [n] The advisability of a preliminary reference of 

issues to a master or auditor for findings to be used as evidence 

when the trial is to be by jury. 

[Col The Settlement of the case. To aid such consideration, 

the court may encourage settlement.] 

Jgy iPl Such other matters as may aid in the disposition of 

the action. The court shall make an order that recites the 

action taken at the pre-trial conference, the amendments allowed 

to the pleadings, the time within which same may be filed, and 

the agreements made by the parties as to any of the matters con

sidered, and which limits the issues for trial to those not 

disposed of by admissions[,] ¢t agreements of counsel[. or 

rulings of the court]; and such order when ¢'1tf.¢f¢¢ (rendered] 

c:jdw4jscacjredlined.doc 
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shall control the subsequent course of the action, unless modi

fied at the trial to prevent manifest injustice. The court in 

its discretion may establish by rule a pre-trial calendar on 

which actions may be placed for consideration as above provided 

and may either confine the calendar to jury actions or extend it 

to all actions. 

[ COHMENT TO 19 9 0 CHANGE: To add new paragraphs to broaden the 

scope of the rule and to express the ability of the trial courts 

at pretrial hearings to encourage settlement.] 
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TO: 

FROM: 

IN RE: 

DATE: 

M E M 0 R A N D U M 

Sub-Committee on Rules 166-216 

Steve McConnico 

Report to supreme Court Advisory Committee on February 
9 and 10. 

January 30, 1990 

On Friday January 26, the subcommittee discussed the 
proposals for Rules 166-216. Bill Dorsaneo and Gilbert Adams at
tended the meeting in Dallas. Steve McConnico participated by 
telephone. Prior to the meeting, Anthony Sadberry provided 
written comments. Due to the small number of participants in 
this discussion, I encourage each of you to send comments you may 
have prior to the February 9 and 10 meeting. We plan to make the 
following recommendations concerning Rules 166-216 to the Supreme 
Court Advisory Committee. Our suggested additions are under
lined twice, our suggested deletions are stricken through with a 
hyphen. • The Rules cited are the proposals which appeared in the 
November 7 '1989, Texas Bar Journal. · 

TRCP 166, Paragraph 1 states: 

In any action, ·the Court may in its discretion, or on 
request of any party, direct the attorneys for the 
parties and the parties of their duly authorized agents 
to appear before for a conference to consider: 

The elimination of the words "or on request of any party" 
means that paragraph 1 of TRCP 166 would read exactly as it 
presently reads. We do not think it should be mandatory that a 
Court conduct a hearing on a pretrial order any time a party 
requests a hearing. Making a hearing mandatory increases the 
number of discovery hearings. These seems to be a consensus that 
there are too many discovery hearings. 

The COAJ proposes that the pretrial order of TRCP 166 be 
limited to those cases the trial court deems complex. We do not 
believe that TRCP 166 should be limited to complex cases. Deter
mining whether a case is complex or not would also require anoth
er hearing. In existing practice, many trial courts only apply 
this rule to complex cases anyway. Many times this occurs with
out hearing. 
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Proposed TRCP 166, paragraph (o) reads: 

The settlement of the case. To aid such coHsideratioH 
the Court may eHcouraqe settlemeHt. 

The COAJ recommended that the words "to aid such consideration 
the Court may encourage settlement" should be stricken and we 
agree. The COAJ stated: "the proposed sentence expressly provid
ing that the trial court may encourage settlement has been de
leted, since this is partially duplicative of other portions of 
the rule, it may go too far toward implying a very active role by 
the judge in such endeavors. The court may force settlement but 
not 'encourage it': this change response ·to input from lawyers 
who felt encouragement from the Courts has bordered on coercion." 
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STATE BAR OF TEXAS h~~ :--', 
l \r--tt<::: 

40-,4/. c{·,\~ 
_.) _/I 'J 

/ t ,--. ·--:{ '/ -l-f - :.....-1 r .... 

TO: Texas Supreme Court 

FROM: Committee on Administration of Justice 

RE: Proposed Rule Changes 

DATE: December 18, 1989 

The Committee on the Administration of Justice has reviewed 

the Supreme Court Advisory Committee's proposed rule changes. 

We believe that· the vast majority of the proposals are sound and 

should be approved. We have a few suggestions to make, which 

fall into thes~ four ca'tegories: (1)· alternate proposals for 

rules 21a and 166, (2) criticism of proposed rules 271-275, (3) 

recommendation that TRAP 90 remain unchanged, and (4) the 

highlighting of various inadvertent errors in the wording of 

several of the rules. 

1. Alternate proposals for TRCP 21a and 166. 

We support the objectives of the proposed amendments to 

rules 21a and 166. Rule 21a would authorize FAX service of 

legal papers, and rule 166 would clarify and strengthen the 

trial court's powers at pre-trial conferences. Alternate 

proposed revisions of rules 21a and 166 are attached. Our 

suggested additions to the SCAC version are underlined twice; 

our suggested deletions from its version are stricken through 

with a slash (/) and a hyphen. 
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B. Rule 166. 

We have rewritten parts of r~le 166 to tighten its wording 

and make explicit several concepts that we think the SCAC 

intended but did not make clear. 

We believe that pre-trial conferences can often be a 

productive tool in achieving cost-effective disposition of 

cases. To encourage their use in appropriate cases, and to 

remove any uncertainty regarding ~~e scope of the district 

court's authority under rule 166, we have recommended that the 

objectives of the rule be made explicit at the beginning of the 

rule. Compare Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16, which devotes 

an entire paragraph to the purposes of pre-trial conferences. 

Conference by telephone is expressly authorized. 

While pre-trial conferences are frequently invaluable in 

streamlining large cases, their benefit in smaller suits may be 

more than offset by the increased cost associated with the 

conference itself, and with the discovery and other deadlines 

often imposed at such a conference. The Committee has thus 

recommended that the rule be expressly limited to cases deemed 

by the trial court to be "complex." This restriction leaves the 

trial court with broad discretion to order pre-trial conferences 

in most cases, while at the same time it eliminates the reported 

proclivity of some judges to schedule repeated pre-trial 

conferences for each case on the court's docket, irrespective of 

the size of the case or the actual need for greater case control 

and management by the court. 

In addition to the above (and in addition to several minor 

grammatical and other non-substantive changes not discussed 

herein), we recommend that the following modifications be made, 

which are incorporated in our attached draft of rule 166: 
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l(a)--Language has been added which explicitly 
allows the court to set a pre-trial schedule 
dealing with both discovery and non-discovery 
deadlines, such as for joining parties, filing 
motions and so forth. 

l(c)--Language has been added which explicitly 
allows the judge to set a deadline for amendments 

to pleadings, thereby prohibiting the filing of 
radically altered pleadings shortly before trial. 

l(j)[in original proposed rule]--This subsection 
in the original proposed rule has been deleted, 
since it is duplicative of subsections (e), (f) 
and (g). 

l(n)--Language has been added which expressly 
allows the court during a pre-trial conference to 
consider and order the use of alternative dispute 
resolution procedures to facilitate settlement, in 
keeping with the new rules and statutes regarding 
ADR. 

l(n)--The proposed sentence expressly providing that 
the trial court may encourage settlement has been 
deleted, since this is partially duplLcative of 
other portions of the rule, and may go too far 
toward implying a very active role by the. Judge in 
such endeavors. The court may explore settlement 
but not "encourage" it; this change responds to input 
from lawyers who have felt that encouragement from 
courts has bordered on coercion. 

2--The phrase "for good cause" has been substituted 
for "to prevent manifest injustice" as the standard 
necessary to justify modifying a pre-trial order, in 
conformity with other rules pertaining to modification 
of procedural requirements. 
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TRCP 166. 

ti.i.tJ.fii 

ill To expedite timely disposition of cases, improve the 

presentation of evidence and issues at trial. and facilitate 

settlement where aporopriate. 1rfi ~rJ,y ~r;J~~r/JrJ.I the court 6 

when it deems a case to be comolex. may in its discretion, [on 

its own initiative or on request of any party,] direct the 

attorneys for the parties and the parties or their duly 

authorized agents to appear before it, 1n oerson or bv 

telephone, for a conference before trial to consider and take 

action with respect to anv or all of the followino matters: 

[(Q) The imoosition of a discovery and/or 

pretrial schedule to control the subsequent course of the 

( litioation, which schedule may include limitations on the time 

(_ 

to join parties. file motions and comolete discovery;] 

(b) The disposition of all [pendingl dilatory 

~rAe$ ~tt motions [,] and exceptions ifit~~i.Tfig ~c$ 

¢fjrfirJ.i.rfirJ; 

pleas[,] 

~ itJ.i~ 

the 

(¢~) The necessity 

pleadings6.==~a~n~d~~a~n~y~~l~i~m~i~t~a~t~l~·o~n~~r~e~g~a~r~d~l~·n~g~~t~h~e==~t~l~·m~e~~f~o~r 

or desirability of amendments to 

filing such amendments; 

[(d) The requirement of the filing of brief rl-erJ..J.iUrf.~ 

written summaries ~~~o~f~~t~h~e--~p~a~r~t~i~e~s_· __ ~f~a~c~tgu~a~l==~a~n~d~ 

legal contentions;] 
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(~e) 

cation of the issues; 

(<;if) The obtaining Q_f ~Q.rfti:t:ticf;r/t$ 

[stipulations] of fact ~r/t<il Q.cf;cf.l).rfttir/tl/.:t r./l'rldci'r/t r.Pitt ~ycf;f_Q. 

~r/tr/ttici~:t:t~ij picf;cf;t; 

(~1 l_gJ_ 1lJ.ti ti.rftil/.~1/.icf;r/t cf;t tlJ.ti r/ty{rft~tir: cf;t fi;l_pfiit{ 

r./11.1/.r/t~:t:tti:t [The identification of legal matters to be ruled 

on or decided by the court]; 

[(h) The exchange of a list of direct fact witnesses, 

other than rebuttal or impeaching witnesses the necessity of 

whose testimony cannot reasonably be anticipated before the 

time of trial, who will be called to testify at trial, stating 

their addre~s~ and telephone number~, and the subject of 

~ the testimony of each such witness; 

(i) The exchange of a list of expert witnesses who will be 

called to testify at trial, stating their address~ and 

telephone numbers, and the subject of the testimony and 

opinions that will be proffered by each expert witness; 

(i) The filing of proposed jury charge questions, 

instructions, and definitions for a jury case (which may be by 

reference to Texas Pattern Jury Charges) or proposed 

findings of fact and conclusions of law for a non-jury case; 

(k) The listing, marking and exchanging of all 

exhibits that any party may use at trial and stipulation to the 

- 2 -
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~ authenticity and admissibility of exhibits to be used at trial; 

(1) The making of written ~it~l objections to the 

opoosite party's exhibits, stating the basis for each objection; 

The advisability of a preliminary reference 

of issues to a master or auditor for findings to be used as 

evidence when the trial is to be by jury~ 

[(n) The possibilitv of settlement of the case and 

the use of alternative dispute resolution procedures to 

facilitate settlement; -:tct----41.4 ~l).¢1;f.. ¢~rf.i1.4£Ji~~i.~~/ ~~rf rf~!Ji if 

r/l~:J $rM4J.J-Uu-U-f~-t tir/tfirf. +/:I J 

!cJY i2l Such other matters as may aid in the 

disposition of the ~ J~ii~rf.. 

~ The court shall make an order that recites the action 

( tak.en at the pre-t:rial conference, the amendments allowed to 

the pleadings, the time within which same may be filed, and the 

agreements made by the parties as to dny of the matters 

considered, and which limits the issues for trial to those not 

disposed of by admissions[,] ~i agreements of counsel[, or 

rulings of the court]; and such order when 

[rendered] shall control the subsequent course of the 

action, unless modified by written aareement of the oarties or 

by the court for good cause prior to trial or at the trial~ 

and provided that no agreement of the parties shall change a 

trial date set by court order under this rule unless approved 

- 3 -
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by the court. 

ill The court 

pre-trial calendar 

in its discretion may establish by rule a 

on which act ions may be placed for 

consideration as above provided and may either confine the 

calendar to jury actions or extend it to all actions. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To add new paraoraphs to broaden the 

scope of the rule. 

- 4 -
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert w. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration . 

. (12) TRCP166: The itemization contained in this rule, clearly 
implies that it is only to be used immediately prior to trial. 
Obviously,. trial judges could use a type of pretrial conference 
much earlier to help contr,ol the progress of .litigation. Such 
conferences .could be very helpful in establishing meaningful 
deadlines, rather than having scheduling orders issued without any 
consultation with the parties. -~ alternative would be to 
establish a new rule governing scheduling orders, which would 
require some communication from the parties indicating the various 
lengths of time they believe needed for completion of discovery and 
filing of the various motions prior to the issuance of any 
scheduling order. 
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Paul R. Davis, Jr. 
Judge 

Jill WilliazN 
Secrecuy 
47.3-9303 

Robet Phelps 
Bailiff 
~ 

Patty my 
Offi::ia1 Court Reporter 

<03-9'325 

Tench.l DaaUan 
Court am 

C3-9o\57 

The District CoUrt of the State of Texas 
200th Judicial District 

• 
. 

. . 

December 12, 1989 

The Honorable Nathan Hecht 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 

Travis County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 1748 

Austin, Texas m67 
512-473-9306 

Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed TRCP Changes 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

I have reviewed the proposed changes to the Texas 
"Rules of Civil Procedure and think they look very good. 
Here e1re some suggestions about a co.uple of them: 

Again, I applaud the recommended changes to this 
rule about pre-trial conferences. I would suggest the 
inclusions of "referral to alt~rnative dispute 
resolution" as one of the enumerated items the Court 
may consider at the pre-trial conference. 

With best wishes 
remain 

PRD/jw 
enclosure 

for a happy holiday season, I 

Judge, ourt 
Travis County, Texa 
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THORNE, GOLDEN & LAPIDUS 

KIM R. THORNE 
BOARD CERTIFIED- PERSONAL INJURY TRIAL LAW 

TEXAS BOARD OF LEGAL SPECIAUZA TION 

CARL "RANDY" GOLDEN 
BOARD CERTIFIED- FAMILY LAW 

TEXAS BOARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION 

DOUGLAS J. LAPIDUS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

A'M'ORNEYS AT LAW 

NCNBTOWER 
SUITE 8-40 

801 W. FREEWAY 
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS 750151 

November 17, 1989 

(214) 264-1614 
METRO 263-516 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I have just had opportunity to review the proposed amendments 
as contained in the November edition of the Texas Bar Journal, and 
take this opportunity to accept your invitation for comment. 

TRCP 166. PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 

As I read this rule, I am concerned that it may provide 
authority for a trial court to order discovery processes not 
theretofore initiated by counsel. In particular, subsections (h) 
and (i) seem to grant authority to a court to require disclosure 
of expert and fact witnesses when no request has been made by 
counsel for such information. See, Employers Mutual Liability Ins. 
Co.v. Barter, 511 S.W.2d 323 (Tex. Civ. App. -Texarkana 1974, writ 
ref'd n.r.e.). 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

THORNE, GOLDEN & LAPIDUS 

State ar No. 
NCNB Tower 
Suite 8.40 
801 w. Freeway 
Grand Prairie, TX 75051 
( 214) 264-1614 or 263-5163 
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M. F'~ANK I=I'OWELI.. 

.JAMES 1=1'0.=~ 

WIL.L.IAM IKARD 

G. WAL.TEi=l MCCOOL 

~A.T~ICIA L. SESSA 

POWELL POPP & IK.:\RD 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

707 WE:ST TE:NTH STRE:E:T 

AUSTI:::-l'", TEXAS 78701 

TE:~E:;>HONE: SIZ 473·2661 

F"A.CSIMILE 512 479-8013 

September 15, 1989 

The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips 
Chief Justice, Supreme court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

..,-- -
~lrLK,~GARLIN 

RE: Proposed amendments, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

Several people have spoken to me about the proposed rules. 
Accordingly, I am taking this opportunity to furnish the court.with 
my unsolicited advice. Perhaps this will el~vate me to y~ur 
"advisory" committee, for as our mutual friend, Torn Stovall, 'Once· 
~aid, "I am one of the Governor's advisors. He told me, 'Stovall, 
if I want your advice, I'll ask for it'." In any event, what 
follows are my comments on various proposals. 

--

3. TRCP 166. I though I had gotten hold of a federal rules book 
by mistake when I read over this proposed rule. While I 
certainly understand that the "old order giveth away to the 
new" 1 you should know that in 1983 thorough discussion was 
given to the proposal in paragraph "(h)". It was decided then 
it was too onerous a requirement on the parties to require 
them to provide a list of all direct fact witnesses, and 
that's why Rule 166b was written in its present form which 
only required the naming of persons having knowledge of 
relevant facts, testifying experts, and consulting experts 
whose opinions have been reviewed by the testifiers. I 
realize that the language of the rule is permissive but "(j) 11 , 

requiring the parties to agree on applicable propositions of 
law and contested issues on law 1 is both premature and 
onerous. As far as 11 ( k) 11 

1 proposed jury charge questions 1 why 
require them if under proposed Tex. R. civ. P. 271, et ~~ 
failure to provide them cannot be grounds xor an appeal. 
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't 'lui 2Jjmurtut, 111 
LEGAL ASSISTANT • EDUCATOR 

5570 WINFREE DRIVE 
BEAUMONT, TE..XAS 77705 

643-4649- (409) 833-0894 
November 20, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

Texas Rules of Court Conference 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I WOUld like to offer the following comments 
the Proposed Amendments to the Texas Court Rules: 

4. Suggested addition to TRCP 166: 

on 

" ... to appear befor·e· it for Lone or mGre conferences/ .to 
COI1Sider :.". 

Reason: The purpose of the pre-trial conference is to 
foster settlement and closure. Under liberalized dis
covery, some practitioners prefer that the agenda of 
-pre-trial conferences be handled in more than one stage. 
The ability o~ the court to expand the number o~ inter
rogatories available to the parties while postponing the 
submission of the cha~ge or proposed cgarge could foster 
settlement at th~s point in some types of litigation. 
Although the proposed rule does not set a rigid agenda for 
an eleventh hour conference, it could be interpreted that 
way if read literally. 
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JUDGE JOSEPH B. MORRIS 

ONE HUNDRED FIRST 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

November 16, 1989 

The following are my comments on the proposed amendments to three 
specific rules of civil procedure: 

1. TRCP 63. The rule will be titled "Amendments and Responsive 
Pleadings.'' Is an original counterclaim a "responsive" pleading? The 
Court has previously decided such a counterclaim is not an amended 
pleading for purposes of the rule. By use of the phrase" ... any 
pleadings, responses, or pleas offered for filing within seven 
days ... " is an original counterclaim to be subject to the rule? It 
is unclear to me because of the new title for the rule. Given the 
number of such claims filed near trial dates, it would be helpful to 
be clear on this point. 

( ,· 14 2. TRCP 166. I applaud the revisions but remai~ concerned the 
~ rule does not expressly allow the trial court to enter a pre-trial 

order covering the various matters without first holding a 
conference, which, as you know, is a luxury not often available 
because of time. At least twice I have received arguments that this 
Court could not issue pre-trial discovery orders without first 
holding the conference described in Rule 166. I have relied on the 
inherent power of this Court and the last sentence of the rule to do 
so. I think it would be helpful to clarify this issue in Rule 166 by 
expressly providing the trial courts may issue such orders without 
the necessity of a conference. 

l 

3. TRCP 245. At least one appellate court has ruled that 
forfeiture cases must be set within 30 days after answer date. This 
rule creates a conflict with regard to any case that now or in the 
future by law must be set sooner than 45 days after answer date. 

As I am sure you know, my comments about these rules originate 
from my perspective as a trial judge. 

Cordially, 

~I 

Old Red Courthouse Dallas, Texas 75202 653-6937 
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CHAS. C. CRENSHAW, SR (188&-19&41 
GEO. W. DUPREE (18S0-197:ll 
R.K. (l<lml HARTY (1911-197!1 

CRENSHAW, DUPREE & MILAM 
ATIORNEYS AT LAW 

A PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS 
FIRST NATIONAL BUILDING 

PHI\.JP W. JOHNSON, P.C. 
W C BAATCHER, P.C. 
DON C. DENNIS 

J. ORViu.E SMITH (1912·1~ 

JAS. H. Mll.AAI 
TOM S. Mll.AAI 
A. OOY\..E JUS'I'lCE 
W1UlAM A. MOSS 
JOE V. BOERNER. JR. 
CECll C. KUHNE 

1500 BROADWAY 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 79401 

(806) 752-5281 
P. 0. BOX 1499 

79408-1499 

LAYTON Z. WCXJ0UL. SR. 
JAMES L GORSuCH, P.C. 
ROSERT L DUNCAN, P.C. 
W. CHRIS BOYER, P.C. 
ROSERT L JONES. P.C. 
MICHAEL L BYRO 
~W-~ 
JERRI LYNN HAMMER 

JOE H. NAGY J. T. KELLEY 
BRAD CRAWI'ORl, JR. 
O.V. SCOTT, JR., P.C. 
JOHN CREWS, P.C. 
WIUJAM F. A1JSS8..1.., P.C. 
WIUJAMJ.W~ 

Tel8copier (806) 752-3510 
MAf1K 0. BLANKENSHIP 

JACK McCUTOiiN, JR., P.C. 

December 1, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

OFCOUNSS..: 
W.X C. AOOISON 

t7 
~ 

' 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil P.rocedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

You may not recall, but I appeared on behalf of the Texas Associa
tion of Def£nse Counsel in regard to the proposed rule changes, 
and, in particular, I spoke regarding Rule 87 and Rule 166. 

I also spoke in regard to Rule 166. I fail to see the need to 
amend Rule 166. This amendment would do nothing but increase the 
cost of litigation and be counterproductive to any streamlining of 
the process. It would appear that the first sentence would make 
this mandatory upon request of any party, which is certainly 
obj actionable and I think would meet with opposition from the 
judges. Most judges do not have the time to engage in this, except 
in very selected cases. I also feel that the suggestions in that 
rule are even broader than the Federal practice for which I see no 
reason. I am also concerned with the wording of paragraph (o), 
wherein the rule states that the court may encourage settlement. 
I do not know what the proposed rule means in that regard and I 
certainly feel that it can be abused. In short, I do not think we 
need this rule changed. The prior rule is certainly adequate and 
gives the court all the authority it needs to get the job done. 

Speaking for me individually and, I am sure for other practicing 
throughout the State, I want to thank the Court for the opportunity 
to have input on these rules before the Court ~dopts them. Your 
openness and interest is genuinely appreciated. 

With kindest regards for the holiday season, I remain 

~/t~~·..r 
WJW/ba 

cc: Mr. David M. Davis 
Post Office Box 2283 
2!.11c::~;" 'l'ov~c:: "7Q/ot::Q-'l'l0., 

Wil 
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St:mlev G. Schnetder 
W. Troy McKinney 
Thomas D. Moran 

lAW OFFICES 
OF 

STANLEY G. SCHNEIDER 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

Eleven Greenway Plaza, Suite 3112 

Houston, Texas 77046 
(/13) 961-5901 

November 16, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Au s t i n , Te xa s 7 8 711 

RE: Proposed 1990 Rule Changes. 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

After reviewing the proposed rule changes, I offer the 
following comments and suggestions: 

1. 

WTM/ag 1 

Texas Rules of C~vil Procedure- 166: 

The court should ~onsider inserting "shall" 
between "or" and "on." in the proposed 
amendment to the first line of aule 166. 

Pretrial ·conferences are highly effective when 
used properly and should be required if 
requested by either party. This would also be 
consistent with the spirit and letter of Rule 
248. 

Respectfully, 

0:---; 
W. TROY McKINNEY 

(_ 
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DAN R. PRICE 
ATIORNEY AT LAw 

3001 LAKE AUSTI!'< BLVD .. SUITE 205 
At.:STI:-<. TEXAS 78703-4204 

(512) 476-7086 

November 28, 1989 

t fo & 
lb!r tV 

ieot/b} Jptt [)i) 0 

[b 1 ~ 
Honorable Nathan L. Hecht l' ~

1 P.O. Box 12248 ~ 
Austin, TX 78711 /h 

RE: Comment on Proposed Rules Changes Regarding Discove y~ 
Dear Justice Hecht: ~(P' 

Rule 166 Pre-Trial Conference. I am concerned by the breadth 
of the amendment adding "fact witnesses," "expert witnesses," and 
"exhibits" to the list of things that a trial court can order 
-~arties to exch~nge (similar to the Federal rules). The _reason i~, 
since the other rules of discovery do not allow certa~n of th~s 
information (e.g., fact witnesses and exhibits listed before 
trial), Lt. is going to encourage one or both parties in virtually 
every lawsuit to seek. a pre-trial . conference to obtain this 
othe=wise unobtainable information, which, in many cases, the other 
party will oppose, which wili turn case after case into contested 
cases involving pre-trial conferences~ More court time will be 

taken and attorney time will be spent, and clients will pay. Plus, 
telling the other side the fact witnesses, expert witnesses and 
exhibits one intends- to introduce at trial is a clear and 
disturbing infringement upon the ancient work-product privilege. 
It makes a lawyer tell, in essence, their trial strategy before a 
trial. Maybe this is good? But one thing is for sure: this 
change is going to, in my opinion, cause an increase in the number 
of contested pre-trial conferences which, in turn, is going to 
further clog the courts and cost the clients. If we are going to 
a rule which allows the discovery of fact witnesses who a party 
intends to call at trial and of exhibits which a party intends to 
introduce at trial (which I am not in favor of), then this should 
be done in the other discovery rules which authorize out-of-court 
discovery requests (without court intervention). For example, just 
amend Rule 166b(2)(d} to allow for the discovery of fact witnesses 

. "who may be called as a witness," as is presently the rule for 
experts under Rule 166b(2)(e)(1). 

/b~ 
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(a) (No change) 

(b) (No change) 

(c) (No change) 

[Cd) Appendit¢$(ces], References and Other Use of Discovery 

Not Otherwise on File.] 

Discovery products not on file with ·the clerk may be used as 

summary judgment evidence if copies of the material, appendices 

containing the evidence, or a notice containing spe~ific 

references to the specific discovery or sp2cific references or 

other instruments, is served on all parties together with a 

statement of intent to use the speci~ ied disco·rery as summary . 

judgment proofs: (i) at least twenty-one (21) days before the 

hearing if such proofs are to be used to support the summary 

judgment; or (ii) at least seven (7) days before the hearing if 

such proofs are to be used to oppose the summary judgment. 

l¢1 lgl Case Not Fully Adjudicated on Motion. If on 

motion under this rule judgment is not rendered upon the whole 

case or for all the relief asked and a trial is necessary, the 

court at the hearing of the motion, by examining the pleadings 

and the evidence before it and by interrogating counsel, shall if 

practicable ascertain what material facts exist without substan

tial controversy and what material facts are actually and in good 

faith controverted. It shall thereupon make an order specifying 

the facts that appear without substantial controversy, including 
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~ the extent to which the amount of damages or other relief is not 

in controversy, and directing such further proceedings in the 

action as are just. Upon the trial of the action the facts so 

specified shall be deemed established, and the trial shall be 

conducted. 

( 

(_ 

l¢1 (f) Form of Affidavits; Further Testimony. Supporting 

and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, 

shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, 

and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to 

testify to the matters stated therein. Sworn or certified copies 

of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an affidavit shall 

be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit 

affidav:i ts to be supplemented or opposed by depositions or by 

further affidavits. Defects in the form of affidavits or attach

ments will not be grounds for reversal unless specifically 

pointed out by objection by an opposing party with opportunity, 

but refusal, to amend. 

t11 (g) When Affidavits are Unavailable. Should it appear 

from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that he cannot 

for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to 

justify his opposition, the court may refuse the application for 

judgment or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be 

obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may 

make such other order as is just. 

ts1 (h) Affidavits Made in Bad Faith. Should it appear to 

the satisfaction of the court at any time that any of the affida

vits presented pursuant to thi~ rule are presented in bad faith 
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( or solely for the purpose of delay 1 the court shall forthwith 

order the party employing them to pay to the other party the 

amount of reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits 

caused him to incur 1 including reasonable attorney's fees 1 and 

any offending party or attorney may be adjudged guilty of con

tempt. 

·( 

(_ 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: This amendment provides a mechanism for 

using previously non-filed discovery in summary judgment prac

tice. Such proofs must all be filed in advance of the hearing in 

accordance with Rule 166a. Paragraphs (d) through (g) are 

renumbered (e) through (h).] 

002 3 ~ 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(13) TRCP166(a): Again, as I have previously noted in 
connection with Pule 63, I believe that seven days prior to a 
hearing is too short for in opposition papers to be filed. Since 
this period of time is longer than the five days mentioned in Rule 
4, Saturdays and Sundays (and even legal holidays) are included: 
Unless a court makes a mistake in setting the hearing date, these 
three days would never be the last day. If a summary judgment 
hearing is set on a Friday 1 normal practice has allowed the 
response to be filed the preceding Friday seven days before the 
hearing. Most people mail such responses 1 which means they are not 
received until the following Monday at the earliest. This leaves 
only four days prior to the hearing date within which to react to 
the opposition papers. If the party moving for summary judgment 
needs to file a Motion to Strike an Affidavit or Special Exceptions 
to any of the papers, he must file those papers and obtain personal 
service by Tuesday in order to allow them to be heard immediately 
prior to or at the summary judgment hearing--or seek a postponement 
of the hearing. I believe this timetable shows clearly that seven 
days is inadequate and that a minimum of fourteen days should be 
provided. 
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''' <::'7! "-, 
/ ,\ DON E. wrrnG 

Jucx:;E, 1 ?5TH DtsrRICT COURT 

0VIL COURTS BUILDING 

HousToN. TExAS 77002 
'-. 

(713) 221-5577 

----
December 11, 1989 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Allow me to express my profound and vehement objection to 
proposed changes to Rules 273, 276, and 278, Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure, and a not so strenuous but significant objection to 
proposed changes to Rule 166a, T.R.C.P. 

At this writing, the average civil trial court in Houston 
has 2167 cases pending. Each court tries between 30 and 100 jury 
triaJ_s ·per year, including mostly complex litigation. The nega
tive impact of allowing a party in ~omplex civil litigation to 
orally submit questions, instructions, and definitions (as is the 
practice in small claims court) cannot be overstated. There can 
be only two logical reasons for this rule change: First, the 
attorney is taking up the court and jury's time without knowing 
in advance what his proposed questions are going to be. The 
second group, to be more concerned with, is the "sharp" attorney 
who purposely presents an oral rendition of a needed question, 
instruction, or definition to a judge in the charge conference 
solely and purposefully for the intent of obtaining reversal. 
Neither of these methods should be condoned. 

The Harris County civil trial judge, unlike his federal 
counterpart, has no secretary, no briefing attorney, and is grossly 
understaffed by district clerk personnel who are overwhelmed with 
thousands of documents to be filed on a weekly basis. 

The proposed change potential for abuse is immense. It 
ignores decades of custom and practice and is designed to 
geometrically increase appellate case loads throughout the state. 
The proposal would lengthen the time and expense of trial. An 
oral submission is inherently ambiguous, inherently unintelligible, 
and, as is the well-known practice, will b8 buried in voluminous, 
some pertinent and some impertinent, objections by counsel. 
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht Page Two December 11, 1989 

We are not here dealing with the relatively simple criminal 
case or a simple fender bender. 

Where in the charge will the oral submissions be placed? 
What will be the question numbers of the oral submissions? Must 
the wording be substantially correct? Must the oral question 
include correctly worded oral instructions and definitions? With 
the court and court reporter now working until 9:00 p.m. to redraft 
the charge in accordance with oral modifications, is the court to 
then give counsel a second opportunity to make further objections, 
make further oral modifications, ad infinitum? 

My objections to proposed changes to 166a, though not as 
vehement, are serious. Once again, I'm sure your Court is aware 
of the volume that· the metropolitan judges face. I hear approxi
mately 10 summary judgments per week which together with discovery 
practice already take up close to 35 percent of my time. To allow 
summary judgment evidence to include by reference .matters not on 
file with the clerk presents an onerous burden on the court and 
its staff, already taxed beyond reasonable limits. Why ·should the 
trial court be faced with rendering judgment on records less 
accurate than appellate courts? We need to leave most of these 
rules alone, and this one· ain't broke and doesn't need fixing. 

In closing, let me observe as a trial specialist with 24 
years' experience, that we continue to create instability in the 
law and traps for the average and even above~average practitioner. 
The hardship it works on parties is incalculable. Change in the 
law and its rules should be a thoughtful, gradual, and a judicious 
process. The myriad of proposed changes has a tendency to bring 
disrepute to the law and the profession as unwise, whimsical, and 
unwarranted change for the sake of change. 

~ and fraternally 

·• Don E. Wi't~ 
DEW:mm 

cc: Thomas R. Phillips, Chief Justice 
Justice Raul Gonzalez 
Justice Eugene A. Cook 

yours, 

----· 
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Riddle & Brown 

Phillip W. Gilbert 
Hoard Cenitied- Civil Trial Law 
Texas Board of Legal Specialization 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 22, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Attorneys and Counselors 

.-\ Profe-;,ional Corpor:nion 

:! !()() < Jlvmpia .\: iiJrk Towe 
~~~~~~ Bnan Street 
Dallas. Iexas i'j:!O I 

1:! 14) :!:!0-11:.100 
:!ti3-ti4:!J 1 .\Ierro) 
(:!H) :!20-..1189 tTelecopier) 

t21-tl 220-6414(0irect Dial) 

Secondly, the proposed change to TRCP 166a(d) includes a vague 
reference to "a notice containing specific references to the 
specific discovery or specific reference or other instruments". 
Either this text was copied erroneously in the Texas Bar Journal 
or it is incredibly confusing. Summary judgments should not be 
based upon matter not already en file with ~he clerk unless that 
matter is actually filed with the motion for summary judgment. 
That appears to be the intention of the proposed amendment, except 
for the above-quoted phrase. 
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L-\W OFFICES 

OF 

STANLEY G. SCHNEIDER 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

Eleven Greenway Plaza. Suite 3112 
Houswn. Texas ii046 

' (713) 961-5901 

Sr:anley G. Schneider 
W. Troy McKinney 
Thomas D. Moran November 16, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Te xa s 7 8 711 

RE: Proposed 1990 Rule Changes. 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

After reviewing the proposed rule changes, I offer the 
following comments and suggestions: 

2. Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 166(a): 

The first and second lines contain a 
grammatical error: 

-
"may be used ~ for summary judgment evidence. 

" 

Respectfully, .. 
~:---; 
W. TROY McKINNEY 

- WTM/ag 1 
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Dear Justice Hecht: 

DAN R. PRICE 
ATIORNEY AT LAW 

3001 LAKE AUSTIN BLVD, SUITE 205 
AUSTI!'l. TEXAS 78703-4204 

(512l 476-7086 

November 28, 1989 

Rule 166a. I applaud the st:ggested amendments ("or 
psychologist'')~ On the other hand, I have some concern about the 
definition of a psychologist as one who is "licensed by the State 
of Texas." If all other experts can be from any place in the 
world, see. e.g., Tex. R. Civ. Evid. 509(a)(2), why can't 
psychologists? • 

[An aside.' I believe all the rules should be amended to refer 
to a "discovery response'' instead of a "discovery answer." This 
would apply to all of the different rules. We should implement 
standard ·language for "discovery requests" and "discovery 
responses" so as to avoid using conflicting terms throughout the 
rules.] 

/b~ 
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8. Delete either "as" or "for". 

' 

TRCP 166a. Summary Judgment 
(a) (No change) 
(b) (No change) 
(c) (No change) 
((d) Appendile"e5(ces]. References and Other Use of Discovery 

Not ?therwise on File.] . . . ~c\•1'- ~".\ 
(D1scovery products not on file With the clerk may be usedtas·· ... s ·· 0 ' 

fo!J;ummary judgment evidence if copies of the material. aP:. ® 
pendices containing the evidence, or a notice containing specific 
references to the specific discovery or specific references or other 
instruments,"}{served on all parties together with a statement @ 
of intent to use the specified discovery as summary judgment 
proofs: (i) at least twenty-one (21) days before the hearing if such 
proofs are to be used to support the summary judgment; or (ii) 
at least seven (7) days before the hearing if such proofs are to 
be used to oppose the summary judgment. I ' 
~ (e) Case Not Fully Adjudicated on Motion. If on motion 

under this rule judgment is not rendered upon the whole case 
or for all the relief asked and a trial is neeessary, the court at 
the hearing of the motion, by examining the pleadings and the 
evidence before it and by interrogating counsel, shall if praCticable 
ascertain what material facts exist without substantial controversy 

Sincerely, 

t~~ 
Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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TRCP 166b. Forms and Scope of Discovery; Protective Orders; 

Supplementation of Responses 

1. Forms of Discovery. (No change.) 

2. Scope of Discovery. Except as provided in paragraph 3 

of this rule, unless otherwise limited by order of the court in 

accordance with these rules, the scope of discovery is as 

follows: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

In General. (No change.) 

Documents ~nd Tangible Things. 

Land. (No change.) 

(No change. ) 

d. Potential .Parties and Hi tnesses. · (No change.) 

e. Experts and Reports of Experts. Discovery of the 

facts known, mental impressions and opinions of experts, 

otherwise discoverable because the information is relevant 

to the subject matter in the pending action but which was 

acquired or developed in anticipation of litigation and the 

discovery of the identity of experts from whom the informa

tion may be learned may be obtained only as follows: 

(1) In General. A party may obtain discovery of 

the identity and location (name, address and telephone 

number) of an expert who may be called as a[n expert] 

witness, the subject matter on which the witness is 

expected to testify, the mental impressions and 

opinions held by the expert and the facts known to the 

expert (regardless of when the factual information was 

acquired) which relate to or form the basis of the 

c:jdw4jscacjredlines 
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mental impressions and opinions held by the expert. 

The disclosure of the same information concerning an 

expert used for consultation and who is not expected to 

be called as a[n expert] witness at trial is required 

if the ¢t~¢tt!¢1W¢t¥/~t¢¢~¢tl1¢t~¢!~1~~¢t¢1¢ft~¢tlt~ 

W~¢~¢1¢tlt~/~~ttl¢11t~¢1¢~t~t¢~¢!¢1!~~!¢t~¢ttlw~¢1t¢1t¢ 

~¢1¢~~~¢¢1~¢1~/Wtt~¢¢¢1 [consulting expert's opinion or 

impressions have been reviewed by a testifying expert.] 

( 2) Reports. A party may also obtain discovery 

of documents and tangible things including all tangible 

reports~ physical models, compilations of data and 

other material prepared by an expert or for an expert 

in anticipation of the expert's trial and deposition 

testimony. The disclosure of material prepared by an 

expert used for consultation is required even if it was 

prepared in -anticipation of litigation or for trial 

W~¢~/ttl1¢t~¢!~1~~¢t¢1¢tt~¢tlt~IW~¢~¢1¢tlt~l~~ttl¢11t~¢ 

¢~~~~¢~¢1¢11~~~¢t~¢ttlw~¢1t¢1t¢1~¢1¢~~~¢¢1~¢1~1wtt~¢¢¢J 

[if the consulting expert's opinions or impressions 

have been reviewed by a testifying expert.] 

(3) Determination of status. (No change.) 

(4) Reduction of Report to Tangible Form. If the 

discoverable factual observations, tests, supporting 

data, calculations, photographs, or opinions of an 

expert who will be called as a[n expert) witness have 

not been recorded and reduced to tangible form, the 

trial judge may order these matters reduced to tangible 

c:jdw4jscacjredlines 
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form and produced within a reasonable time before the 

date of trial. 

f. Indemnity, Insuring and Settlement Agreements. 

(No change.) 

g. 

h. 

change.) 

Statements. (No change.) 

Medical Records; Medical Authorization. (No 

3. Exemptions. The follmving matters are protected from 

disclosure by privilege: 

a. Work Product. (No change.) 

b. Experts. The identity, mental impressions and opinions 

of an expert who has been informally consulted or of an expert 

who has been retained or specially employed by another part~ in 

anticipation of litigation or preparation for trial or any 

documents or tangible things containing such information if the 

expert will not be called as a[n expert] witness, except that the 

identity, mental impressions and opinions of an expert who will 

not be called to testify [as an expert] and any documents or 

tangible things containing such impressions and opinions are 

discoverable if the [consulting] expert's yll¢fY. /"Pt¢¢"A¢1- /f.¢t¢1> /~ 

~¢1>t'l>l¢t"'t-~¢tlt~/yll~¢~¢1¢tlt~I"P¢t"'t-l¢flt~¢1¢"Pt~t¢~1>!¢fl¢~!¢t'P¢tt/yt~~¢ 

yilt~~/~¢/¢~~~¢¢ 1¢1> l¢l1t !¢tw¢ttJ fylltt~¢1>1> [opinion or impressions 

have been reviewed by a testifying expert]. 

c. Witness Statements. The written statements of poten

tial witnesses and parties, tf It~¢ 1 t>"'t-~1-¢¢¢~1- jy/1¢¢ [when 1 made 

subsequent to the occurrence or transaction upon which the suit 

is based and in connection with the prosecution, investigation, 

or defense of the particular suit, or in anticipation of the 
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( prosecution or defense of the claims made tf'l [a part of] · the 

pending litigation, except that persons, whether parties or not, 

shall be entitled to obtain, upon request, copies of statements 

they have previously made concerning the action or its subject 

matter and 'i.vhich are in the possession, custody 1 or control of 

any party. The term "written statements" includes (i) a written 

statement signed or otherwise adopted or approved by the person 

making it, and ( ii) a stenographic, mechanical 1 electrical or 

other type of recording, or any transcription thereof which is a 

substantially verbatim recital of a statement made by the person 

and contemporaneously ~ecorded. [For purpose of this paragraph a 

photograph is not a statement.] 

( 

(_ 

d. Party Comm~nications. Wtt~/t~¢/¢t¢¢¢tt¢}i/¢f/¢t¢¢¢t¢tf 

~~~¢1¢¢¢¢~1lt¢~tt¢11¢1¢t¢P~t¢¢1~tl¢tlf¢tl¢tp¢tt¢11~1l¢1¢t~¢tl¢t¢¢¢tf 

¢t~~~¢/¢~ommunications between agents or representatives or the 

employees of a party to the action or communications between a 

party and that party's agents, representatives or employees, W~¢1l 

¢~¢¢1¢~~¢¢~~¢1ltlt¢1t~¢1¢¢¢~tt¢1l¢¢1¢tltt¢1l¢¢¢tt¢1ll~¢¢1llw~t¢~1t~¢ 

¢~tt!t¢1~¢¢¢¢11¢1l¢1t1l/~1ltt¢t¢~tt¢1ll¢flt~¢/pt¢¢¢¢~tt¢1ll¢tl¢¢f¢1l¢¢ 

¢flt~¢1¢~¢t¢¢1¢¢¢¢1¢1¢¢ttl¢f!t~¢1¢¢1l¢t1lgf~tttg¢tt¢1ll (when made 

subsequent to the occurrence or transaction upon which the suit 

is based I and in connection with the prosecution, investigation 

or defense of the particular suit, or in anticipation of the 

prosecution or defense of the claims made lfl [a part ofl the 

pending litigation. This exemption does not include communica

tions prepared by or for experts that are otherwise discover-

0024f 
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( able.] For the purpose of this paragraph, a photograph is not a 

communication. 

e. Other Privileged Information. Any matter protected 

from disclosure by any other privilege. 

Upon a showing that the party seeking discovery has substan

tial need of the materials and that the party is unable without 

undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the 

materials by other means, a party may obtain discovery of the 

materials otherwise exempt from discovery by subparagraphs c and 

d of this paragraph 3. Nothing in this paragraph 3 shall be 

construed to render non-discoverable the identity and location of 

any potential party, any person having knowledge or releva:r.J.t 

facts, any expert who is expected to be calle.d as a witness in 

the action, or of any consulting expert whose opinions or impres-

sions have been reviewed by a testifying expert. 

4 . Presentation-of Objections. [Either an objection or a 

motion for protective order made by a party to discovery shall 

preserve that objection without further support or action by the 

party unless the objection or motion is set for hearing and 

determined by the court. Any party may at any reasonable time 

request a hearing on any objection or motion for protective 

order. The failure of a party to obtain a ruling prior to trial 

on any objection to discovery or motion for protective order does 

not waive such objection or motion.] In f¢¢¢¢~¢1~9 [objecting) 

to an appropriate discovery request within the scope of paragraph 

(_ 2, ¢tf¢¢tltl¢¢¢f¢¢¢¢¢1t¢1t~¢1¢¢tt¢tf a party ~~¢/¢¢¢¥¢ [seeking) 

to exclude any matter from discovery on the basis of an exemption 

c:jdw4jscacjredlines 
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( or immunity from discovery, must specifically plead the 

particular exemption or immuni~y from discovery relied upon and 

(at or prior to any hearing shall] produce [any] evidence 

[necessary to] supportt(l'tt such claim [either] in the form of 

affidavits [served at least seven days before the hearing] or 

( 

l 

lQvl ~t1¢ testimony. ~t¢~¢(11¢¢1~11~1~¢~tt¥l'ttlt¢~~¢~1¢¢1~tl¢t1~¢t 

1~¢ lt¢~~¢~1t¥l'tt l¢t I¢~-J¢¢1t¥l'tt ~~~t1tJ IIVJ~¢1l 1~ ~~~t1tt~ I¢~-J¢¢1t¢1l 

¢¢1l¢¢tf1~ 11~¢ l¢t~¢¢1¢t~~t~t1t I ¢t 1¢¢¢~"¢¢(11~ I ~(1¢ It~ ~~~~¢¢ I ¢(1 I <t 

¢~¢¢ltl¢1lf:tf:t~¥ll1tl¢tl¢t¢Vt~1l¢1lll¢~¢~1<t¢1~11¢t¥l¢tf¢~l¢1l11~tl1l~¢g¢ 

¢tl~11¢t¥l¢tl~¢t¥1~t¢¢~¢1111~¢1~<tt1tf~l¢~-j¢¢1l¢1llf:t~tl~¢1~~~~¢t1¢¢ 

'¢1 1¢(1 l~ttl¢~111 l¢t 1~11¢ 11¢~11"¢¢(11 1'¢~11 If the trial court 

determines that an ~~~~~~~~~~~~¢¢11¢(1 [in camera inspection and 

review by the Court] of some or all of the ¢¢¢~"¢¢(11~· [requested 

discovery] is necessary, the objecting party must segregate and 

produce the ¢¢¢~"¢¢(11~ [discovery to the court in a sealed wrapper 

or by answers made in camera to deposition questions, to be 

transcribed and sealed in event the objection is sustained]. r~¢ 

¢¢~t1t~l¢t¢¢tl¢¢1l¢¢t¥ltf1gl1~¢11l¢¢¢1t¢tl~¥lll¥l~~¢¢11¢1ll¢~~~~~~~¢¢1tt 

<tlt¢¢~¢(1~'¢~¢111"¢¢1 ~~~~¢¢ ~(l¢1"¢¢(l(l¢tlt¢tlf:t~¥11lgl1~¢111l~~¢¢1l¢1ll 

When a party seeks to exclude documents from discovery and the 

basis for objection is undue burden, unnecessary expense, 

harassment or annoyance, or invasion of personal, constitutional, 

or property rights, rather than a specific immunity or exemption, 

it is not necessary for the court to conduct ~1lll¥l~~¢¢11¢1ll¢tl1~¢ 

j(l¢111¢~¢~1¢¢¢~"¢¢(11~ (an inspection and review of the particular 

discovery] before ruling on the objection. [After the date on 

which answers are to be served,· objections are waived unless an 
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~ extension of time has been obtained by agreement or order of the 

court or good cause is shown for the failure to object \vi thin 

such period. 

( 

5. 

6. 

Protective Orders. 

Duty to Supplement. 

(No change.) 

A party who has responded to a 

request for discovery that was correct and complete when made is 

under no duty to supplement his response to include information 

thereafter acquired, except the following shall be supplemented 

not less than thirty days prior to the beginning of trial unless 

the court finds that a good cause exists for permitting or 

requiring later supplementation. 

a. A party is under a duty ¢1£leasonably to supplement his 

response if he obtains information upon the basis of which: 

(1) (No change.) 

(2) (No change.) 

b. (No change. ) 

c. (No change.) 

[7. Discovery Motions. All discovery motions shall contain 

a certificate by the party filing same that efforts to resolve 

the discovery dispute without the necessity of court intervention 

have been attempted and failed.] 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To eliminate the contradiction between 

Rule 166b 2(e) (1) and (2) and corresponding Rule 166b 3(e), Rule 

166b 2(e) (1) and (2) have been modified. As modified, Rule 166b 

2(e) (1) and (2) now make discoverable the impressions and opin

ions of a consulting expert if a testifying expert has reviewed 

those opinions and material, r·egardless of whether or not the 
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opinions and material form a basis for the opinion of the testi

fying expert. The revisions keep the intent of Rule 166b 2(e) (1) 

and (2) and Rule 166b 3(e) consistent with regard to consulting 

experts. The amendments to Section 3 standardize language for 

the same meaning. New Section 7 was added to ensure that court 

time will not be taken to resolve discovery disputes unless the 

parties cannot resolve them without court intervention and 

provide that matters exempt under paragraph 3 (c) are not made 

discoverable solely because the consultant may or is to be a fact 

witness only.The amendments to Section 4 expressly dispense with 

the necessity of doing anything more than serving objections to 

.preserve discovery complaints-in order to avoid unnecessary time 

anp expense to parties and tlme of the courts, particularly where 

no party ever requests a hearing on the objection. The failure 

of any party to do more than merely object fully shall never 

constitute a waiver of .any objection. The last sentence added to 

Section 4 was previously the second sentence of Rule 168(6) and 

was moved because it applies to all discovery objections.] 

0025" 
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TO: 

FROM: 

IN RE: 

DATE: 

M E M 0 R A N D U M 

Sub-Committee on Rules 166-216 

Steve McConnico 

Report to Supreme Court Advisory Committee on February 
9 and 10. 

January 30, 1990 

On Friday January 26, the subcommittee discussed the 
proposals for Rules 166-216. Bill Dorsaneo and Gilbert Adams at
tended the meeting in Dallas. Steve McConnico participated by 
telephone. Prior to the meeting, Anthony Sadberry provided 
written comments. Due to the small number of participants in 
this discussion, I encourage each of you to send comments you may 
have prior to the February 9 and 10 meeting. We plan to make the 
following recommendations concerning Rules 166-216 to the Supreme 
Court Advisory Committee. Our suggested additions are under
lined twice, our suggested deletipns are stricken through.with a 
hyphen. The Rules cited are the proposals which.appeared in the 
November, 1989, Texas Sar Journal. 

TRCP 166(b) (3) (b) reads: 

D. Party Communications. Communications between 
agents or representatives or the employees of a party 
to the action or communications between a party and 
that party's agents, representatives, or employees, 
when made subsequent to the occurrence or transaction 
upon which the suit is based, and in connection with 
the prosecution, investigation or defense of the par
ticular suit, or in anticipation of the prosecution or 
defense of the-claims made (a part of] the pending 
litigation. This exemption does not include communica
tion prepared by or for experts that are otherwise 
discoverable. For purposes of this paragraph, a photo
graph is not a communication. 

Paul Gold of Dallas proposes that the underlined "or'' should be 
"and". Gold argues the use of or may change the holdings of 
stringer, Turbodyne and Flores. He states: 

The proposed change in wording potentially subverts the 
"bright line test" outline of Flores. Rather than 
having to prove objectively and subjectively a legiti
mate basis for anticipating litigation, under the 
proposed change, one would merely have to seek protec
tion under the portion of the provision that proceeds 
the newly substituted disjunctive, "or", in other 
words, all a respondent would have to show is that the 
communication was made subsequent to the occurrence in 
connection with the prosecution, investigation or 
defense of the particular suit. 
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We agree the use of "or" may cause confusion which can be avoided 
by changing "or" to "and" . 

. 
Luke Soules proposes the following wording be added to TRCP 

166b(4): 

The failure of a party to obtain a ruling prior to 
trial on any objection to discovery or motion for 
protective order does not waive such objection or 
motion; but any matter that is withheld from discovery 
pursuant to any objection or motion for protective 
order. whether or not ruled upon prior to trial. shall 
not be admitted in evidence to the benefit of the 
withholding party absent timely supplemental production 
of the matter pursuant to paragraph 6. 

The purpose of this addition is to make clear that a party cannot 
introduce evidence which has been concealed form discovery by an 
objection or motion. We agree. 

Present TRCP 166(b) (2) (f) states: "A party may obtain dis
covery of the following: ... (2) the existence and contents 
of any settlement agreement." Joanne Summerhays of Austin states 
the rule as written, "was used to support a request for produc
tion of all settlement agreements which the opposing party had 
entered into and all lawsuits" Ms. Summerhays suggests and the 
subcommittee agrees that the scope of such.discovery should be 
limited. The subcommittee proposes TRCP 166(b) (2) (f) (2) be 
changed to read: "a party may obtain discovery of the following 
• • • (2) the existence of contents of any settlement agreement 
which are relevant to the pending action." 
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TO: 

FROM: 

IN RE: 

DATE: 

M E M 0 R A N D U M 

Sub-Committee on Rules 166-216 

Steve McConnico 

Report to Supreme Court Advisory Committee on February 
9 and 10. 

January 30, 1990 

On Friday January 26, the subcommittee discussed the 
proposals for Rules 166-216. Bill Dorsaneo and Gilbert Adams at
tended the meeting in Dallas. Steve McConnico participated by 
telephone. Prior to the meeting, Anthony Sadberry provided 
written comments. Due to the small number of participants in 
this discussion, I encourage each of you to send comments you may 
have prior to the February 9 and 10 meeting. We plan to make the 
following recommendations concerning Rules 166-216 to the Supreme 
Court Advisory Committee. Our suggested additions are under
lined.twice, our suggested deletions are stricken through with a 
hyphen. The Rules cited are the proposals which appeared in the 
November, 1989, Texas Bar Jou~nal. 

Proposals Made but Not Recommended. All written communica
tions concerning the Rules were read and considered by the sub
committee. One comment was made by three different attorneys. 
It concerns the conflict between TRCP 21 and proposed TRCP 
166(b) (4}. Rule 21 allows a hearing to be held with three days 
notice. Proposed Rule 166(b) (4) would require that affidavits in 
support of exemption or immunity from discovery must be served on 
the opposing party at least seven days before hearing. If a 
hearing is scheduled with only three days notice, the party 
pleading an exemption or immunity may not be able to comply with 
Rule 166(b) (4) by serving any affidavits at least seven days 
before the hearing. This problem is more likely to arise when 
the discovering party sets the objecting party's objection for 
hearing. The subcommittee could not think of a cure for this 
conflict which would not cause problems which are worse than the 
existing problem. 

Future. 

The wording of TRCP 166(b) (4) is clumsy and may cause confu
sion. It needs to be redrafted. Steve McConnico will attempt to 
redraft this section and present a proposal for re-wording 
section 4. 

We should consider going to the Federal Rules' numbering 
scheme for the discovery rules. We have done this with the 
Appellate Rules. 
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PAT MALONEY 
~~ December 4, 1989 

• • PAT MALONEY 
• PAT MALONEY, ji. 
• GEORG£ LeGRAND 

jANICE MALONE'!' 
• VIRGIL 'I'. YANrA 

PArn<JA MALONEY 
TOM JONES 
OiAR.LES NlQ{OLSQN 

Justice Lloyd Doggett 
The Supreme £curt of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P.O. Bo~/12248, Capitol Station 
Austin,/Texas 78711 

_/~: Proposed Revisions to Texas Rules 

Dear Mr. Justice Doggett: 

AL M. HECK (18"';16-1977) After having reviewed the proposed changes to the Texas 
STEPHAN1 WALSH Rules of Civil Procedure and the Texas Rules of Civil 
~G.~~ Evidence, I wanted to point out the following less-than-

• GARY HOWARD salutary provisions in the rules, as well as the one 
~~N~L exemplary provision, all of which are stated below: 
T.J. ~"Df.RS 
~COVHI£L The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure: 

166b (4): 

Finally, a party making obj~tions to 
discovery will have to come forth with 
affidavits before its hearing. This is a 
wonderful, and quite salutaxy, change. 

Very truly yours, 

LAW 

By: 

~~S OF PAT MALONEY, 

~L~'~ 
P.C. 

VWY:naj 

C-· '-• Chief Justice Thomas R. Phillips 
Justice Franklin S. Spears 
Justice C.L. Ray 
Justice Raul A. Gonzalez 
Justice Oscar H. Mauzy 
Justice Eugene A. Cook 
Justice Jack Hightower 

v'Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert W. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

( 14) TRCP166 (b): Earlier amendments to this rule have created 
problems wh.ich have not been rectified by the currently proposed 
amendment. Paragraph 4 tells a party what to do when objecting "to 
an appropriate discovery request within the scope of Paragraph 2." 
I have often wondered how an appropriate discovery request could 
be objectionable, but that is not my main concern here. It seems 
to me, as worded, Paragraph 4 requires an objection when a 
discovery request is within the scope of Paragraph 2 and could, and 
perhaps should, be read to say that no objection is required with 
respect to discovery requests outside the scope of Paragraph 2. 
The scope of discovery under Paragraph 2 is obviously very broad, 
but it starts with what would appear from the wording to be an 
absolute exemption, which states "except as provided in Paragraph 
3 of this Rule." Thus, as I read Paragraph 2, all of the items 
listed in Paragraph 3 are excluded from the description of the 
scope of "appropriate discovery" and thus could not be part of "an 
appropriate discovery request within the scope of Paragraph 2." 
Paragraph 3 makes this even clearer by stating that "the following 
matters are protected from disclosure by privilege--a seemingly 
absolute statement of privilege. In other words, if as the rule 
clearly seems to say, matters contained in Paragraph 3 are excepted 
out of the scope of discovery described in Paragraph 2, then no 
objection should be required under Paragraph 4, because by 
definition those matters exempt from discovery are not included 
within an appropriate discovery request within the scope of 
Paragraph 2. Under this analysis there would be no reason to 
specifically plead an exempti~n or immunity from discovery becaus& 
by definition those exemptions and immunities would already be 
outside the scope of discovery authorized by Paragraph 2. This 
analysis seems also to be supported by the special proviso at the 
end of Paragraph 3 which provides a means to obtain certain 
materials "otherwise exempt from discovery." 
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A possible solution would be to provide in Paragraph 3 that 
a party responding to a document request must provide a list of all 
items not produced under a claim of exemption or privilege, so that 
the requesting party can evaluate the claim and decide whether to 
seek production under some exception, claim of waiver, or challenge 
the claim. This alternative might be much less cumbersome than the 
procedure set forth in Paragraph 4. Paragraph 4 could then be 
changed to eliminate the contradiction with the other paragraphs 
described above. Requiring a listing of privileged materials 
withheld rather than a mere objection should expedite discovery and 
eliminate unnecessary hearings, in camera reviews, and disputes. 
Under the court's proposed rule, the party objecting does not have 
to explain in any way until the hearing on the information 
withheld. 

I have the same difficulty with the seven day service allowed 
in Paragraph 4 as I have expressed above in connection with other 
rules. I have some difficulty also in understanding the procedures 
suggested for producing objected to material "by answers made in 
camera to deposition questions." This seems like a mythical 
procedure which in practice would be very difficult to administer. 
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·I CANTE:Y a. HANGER 

ATTORNI!;YS AT I..AW 

2100 F'IAST REPUBLICBANK TOWE" 

1101 CHEAAY ST"I!:ET 

F"ORT WORTH, TEXAS 715102 

817/1177·2800 

ERNEST REYNOLDS Ill 
"'ETAO LINE 42!a·3815 

TELEX 75•81531 

LECOPY 817/1577·280 

November 21, 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Apparently, a proposed change for procedural rule 166b would 
allow reinstatement of the old practice under which parties could 
agree to extend discovery cut-off dates without having to first 
obtain a court order. I think this would be an excellent change, 
and would note that it would save a substantial amount of time 
for courts and parties because under the present practice even 
when an agreement is made between the parties they must draft 
documents and present them to the court and obtain entry of an 
order; and, since it is clear that public policy does not prohi
bit the parties from agreeing about discovery matters (indeed, 
public policy generally encourages this) it seems like there 
should be no reason to require the present cumbersome process of 
going to the court to get an order to permit the parties to make 
an agreement to extend time. 
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GLARK. THOMAS. WINTERS & NEWTON 

POST OFFICE BOX 1148 

AUSTIN. TEXAS 78767 

1200 TEXAS COMMERCE BANK BUILDING 

700 LAVACA STREET 

TELEPHONE 

(512) 472·8800 

AUSTIN. TEXAS 78701 

November 15, 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Post Office Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed Changes for Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I am writing in response to the invitation for comments on 
Proposed Rules of Procedure published in the November Texas Bar 
Journal. I would like to point out an issue which was raised 
recently in one of this firm • s cases regarding Rule 166 (b) (f), 
which deals with settlement agreements. The Rule states that any 
settlement agreement is discoverable without any further 
qualifications. The Rule was used .to support a request for 
production of all settlement agreements which the opposing party 
had entered into in all lawsuits. In discussing this Rule with a 
judge and several lawyers, the general consensus was that the 
Rule was not intended ~o provide blanket authority to obtain all 
settlement agreements, but rather only those settlement 
agreements entered into by the parties to the same suit. 
However, because the Rule does not on its face limit the scope of 
the discovery, it is subject to misinterpretation and abuse. I 
would ask the Court to consider adding the following or similar 
language to the Rule: 

The existence and contents of any settlement agreement 
entered into by any party to the action with any other 
party or potential party to the pending action. 

or 

The existence and contents of any settlement agreement 
involving claims arising out of the circumstances which 
gave rise to the pending action. 

or 
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CLARK. THOMAS, WINTERS & NEWTON 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
November 15, 1989 
Page 2 

The existence and contents of any settlement agreement 
which constitutes or contains rna tters which are 
relevant to the subject matter in the pending.action. 

The other subheadings in Rule 166b all contain some language 
limiting scope to matters relevant to the pending action. It 
seems likely that this Court intended such qualification to be 
included in (f). 

I urge the Court to consider adding some limiting language 
to avoid further misinterpretation. Thank you for your 
consideration of this matter. 

JS:lr 
117:753 

Respectfully, 

>)~~ 
~anne Summerhays 
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9. A plural verb should be used with a list combining singular 
and plural nouns. 

TRCP 166b. Forms and Scope of Discovery: Protective Orders; 
Supplementation of Responses 

1. Forms of Discovery. (No change.) 
2. Scope of Discovery. Except as provided in paragraph 3 of 

this rule, unless otherwise limited by order of the court in ac
cordance with these rules, the scope of discovery is as follows: 

a. In General. (No change.) 
b. Documents and Tangible Things. (No change.) 
c. land. (No change.) 
d. Potential Parties and Witnesses. (No change.) 
e. Experts and Reports of Experts. Discovery of the facts 

known, mental impressions and opinions of experts, otherwise 
discoverable because the information is relevant to the subject 
matter in the pending action but which ~acquired or developed 
in anticipation of litigation and the discovery of the identity of 
experts from whom the information may be learned may be ob
tained only as follows: 

(1) In General. A party may obtain discovery of the iden
tity and location (name, address and telephone number) of an ' 
expert who may be called as a(n expert! witness, the subject 
matter on which the witness is expected to testify. the mental 
impressions and opinions held by the expert and the facts known 
to the expert (regardless of when the factual information was ac
quired) which relate to or form the basis of the mental impres
sions and opinions held by the expert. The disclosure of the same 
information concerning an expert used for consultation and who 
is not expected to be called as a(n expert! witness at trial is re
quired if the ecpert'! nork pred'tl:ct form! 11 ba!i! either in nhole 
er in patt ef the opiniou! of an e"pel t n he i! to be called II! 11 • 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB tols6ssao 
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THE LAW OFFICES OF 

FRANKL. BRANSON, P.C. 

FRANK L. BRANSON 

18TH FLOOR 

HIGHLAND PARK PLACE 

4!514 COLE AVENUE 

DALLAS, TEXAS 7!520!5- 418!5 

214-!522-0200 

PAUL N. GOLD 
D/FW METRO: 214· 26:1-74!52 

DEBBIE DUDLEY BRANSON 

RICHARD K. BERGER 

GEORGE(TEX)QUESADA 

JERRY M. WHITE 

FAX: 214·!521· !548!5 

J. STEPHEN KING 

TED Z. ROBERTSON 
OP COUNSEl.. 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

November 27, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 12248, Capitol Station 
Austin, TX 78711 

Re: 1990 Proposed Changes to 
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Thank you for the open invitation that appeared in the 
November State Bar Journal to comment upon the 1990 proposed 
changes to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. I would have 
liked to have appeared at the November 30 hearing: however, I 
w i 11 ins tea d be out of s tate t a k i n g · de p o s i t ions • Th i s , then , 
will outline my observations, which focus exclusively on the 
changes to the Rules pertaining to discovery. 

RULE 166b ( 2) (d) 

My primary concern is with the change in wording of Rule 
166b(2)(d}, Party Communications. Specifically, I am troubled by 
the replacement of the conjunctive, "and" with the disjunctive, 
"or" in the following phrase: 

subsequent to the occurrence or 
upon which the suit is based, and 

in co e tion with the prosecution, 
inves igat'on or defense of the particular 
suit, ~ n anticipation of the prosecution 
or d fe se of claims made a part of the 
pend ng itigation. 

I believe the wording is a substantive change and will cause 
more, not less, confusion regarding discovery in this area, 
particularly if more explanation for the change is not provided 
in the comment. 
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Justice Hecht 
November 27, 1989 
Page 2 

================================================================== 

The comment states that the amendment was to "standardize 
language for the same meaning." The only other place such 
language appears is in the preceding section, dealing with 
witness statements. The language in that section was only added 
in 1988 and there have as yet been no cases interpreting it. The 
language that presently appears in subsection "d" has been 
thoroughly and often interpreted by the Texas Supreme Court, the 
last and most illuminating decision being Flores v. The Fourth 
Court of Appeals, 32 Tex.S.Cr.Journ. 497 (June 25, 1989). 

The proposed change in wording potentially subverts the 
"bright line test" outlined in Flores. Rather than having to 
prove objectively and subjectively a legitimate basis for 
anticipating litigation, a litigant, under the proposed change, 
would merely have to seek protection under the portion of the 
provision that precedes the newly substituted disjunctive, "or." 
In other words, all a respondent would have to show is that the 
communication was made subsequent to the occurrence and in 
connection with the prosecution, investigation or defense of the 
particular suit. 

On closer reading, the problem may not, however, be with the 
newly proposed wording, but rather with the cryptic and 
misleading comment that accompanies it. The proposed language 
would not be particuarly distasteful or a significant departure 
from the Court's prior precedents, if the comment were to explain 
that in order for the protection of the first part of the phrase 
to be activated, there must actually be a pending lawsuit. As I 
read the following proposed additional phrase--"and in connection 
with the prosecution, investigation or defense of the particular 
suit"--it would only pertain if a suit wer~ actually pending, 
since otherwise, there would be no ''particular suit." This would 
also help better expla~n the insertion of the disjunctive. 
Either a suit is pending and the communications were generated in 
connection with such pending claim Q£ there was an objective and 
subjective basis for anticipating that a suit would be filed. In 
the latter instance, communications generated prior to the 
pendency of such suit would be protected. 

The comment should explain that the change in wording does 
not change the holding in Flores, or explain precisely how it 
does. 
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OSTER & KAUF'MAN 
HAI'IOLD M. OST!:I'I 11901·<9621 

STANLE:Y M. KAUF"MAN ATTO~NE:YS ANO COUNSE:t..O~S 
T!:I..!:FO'"'ON!: 
ZJ4·7•e·ee7J 

AARON S. I(AUFMAN• 

HEI'ISERT GARON, ~R. SUITE: 2424 TELE:CO=:tiE~ 

214 .. 74Z·IIOO 

ONE: MAIN PLACE: 
•e04R0 CERTI,.It0·~£1111!0NAI.. INJURY TlltiAL LAW 

TEXAS SOARD 0,. L.£GA\. S~ECIAL.IZATIQN 
P. 0. BOX 5002~ 

OAI..t..A.S, TE:XAS 7 52 50 

November 28, 1989 (Jl 
p(~ 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I would like to suggest a proposed amendment to the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure in addition to those published in the 
November 1989 Texas Bar Journal to Rule 166b, by adding subpart 
2i, as follows: 

Other records; authorization form. Where relevant to the 
subject matter in the pending action, any party shall be 
required, upon written request, to produce, or furnish an 
authorization permitting the full disclosure of other records 
not the ret of ore furnished to the reque.st ing party. Copies of 
all other records obtained by virtue of an authorization fur
nished in response shall be furnished by the requesting party, 
without charge, to the party who furnished the authorization in 
response to the request and copies of all other records 
obtained by virtue of the written request or by virtue of the 
authorization shall be made available by the requesting party 
for inspection or copying to all parties to the action under 
reasonable terms and conditions (similar to Rule 166b subpart 
2h for medical records). 

This proposed rule change would encompass authorization 
forms to obtain records from the Industrial Accident Soard 
(such as for other injury occurrences of a personal injury 
plaintiff), authorization forms for income tax records from the 
Internal Revenue Service, an authorization form for records 
from the Texas Employment Commission, or bank records of a 
party where relevant. 

I believe this rule is needed to give the trial courts 
authority to order the furnishing of authorizations other than 
medical authorizations. 
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OSTER 6. KAUFMAN 

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELCRS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
November 28, 1989 
Page 2 

In an actual personal injury case ar1s1ng out of a motor 
vehicle accident, I tried to subpeona the plaintiff's records 
from the Industrial Accident Board of two prior on the job 
injuries where plaintiff had taken an inconsistent position 
that he was totally and permanently disabled following each on 
the job injury before the auto accident in question. This was 
to be done by a deposition on written questions upon the custo
dian of records for the Industrial Accident Board. The 
Industrial Accident Board records custodian refused to produce 
any records without an authorization signed by the plaintiff, 
which the plaintiff and his attorney refused to voluntarily 
produce. I then filed a Motion to Compel on authorization. 
At the hearing, the judge indicated that the rules of civil 
procedure specifically require medical authorizations, but do 
not specifically require any other kind of authorization, and 
therefore he could order signing a medical authorization but 
not an authorization for records from the Industrial Accident 
Board. While in many cases, I have been routinely furnished 
with authorization forms for employment records or records from 
the IRS or records from the Industrial Accident Board, in this 
instance, the opposing lawyer refused to furnish the authoriza
tion needed to complete the deposition by written questions of 
the records custodian. 

By expanding the authority of the trial courts to order 
other authorization forms be furnished where relevant, it would 
promote the general policy of full disclosure and liberal 
discovery, and encourage voluntary furnishing of authorization 
forms without much trial court involvement (such as with medi
cal authorizations where the voluntary practice is well 
-established). 

I appreciate your committee on rule changes giving this 
proposed amendment consideration. 

Respectfully yours, 

~~--~ 
Aaron S. Kaufman 

ASK/egg 
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FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI 
1301 McKt NN E:Y 

HOUSTON. TE:XAS 77010 HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. O.C.

AUSTIN 

TELEPHONE' ?13/651•51!11 
TELEx· ?6•Z82st 

TELECOPIER: 713/851·5Z48 

SAN ANTONIO 
CALLAS 
LONOON 
ZURICH 

F'ULBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

December 8, 1989 

Re: Comments Regarding Proposed Amendments 
to Texas Court Rules 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Please consider the following 
on the proposed amendments to the 
Procedure and are not to be construed 
firm or any of its attorneys: 

as my personal comments 
Texas Rules of Civil 

as the comments of this 

Rule 166b(4). Presentation of Objections. The new 
Rule provides that evidence which is to be considered 
by the court must be served at least seven (7) days 
before the hearing. One problem I can foresee in 
this regard is that some district courts allow a 
hearing to be set with less than seven (7) days• 
notice. Accordingly, it is conceivable that a party 
could set the hearing and not allow the responding 
party seven (7) days to file their evidence. The 
Rule could include a provision that the hearing must 
be set with at least ten ( 10) days • notice or, a 
separate Rule could require that no motion be set for 
hearing with less than ten (10) days• notice. 

I hope these suggestions are of some benefit. 

Yours very truly, 

/'1L:.~~ 
/Keith S. Dubanevich 

KSD/lc 
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THORNE, GOLDEN & LAPIDUS 

KIM R. THORNE 
BOARD CEitTIFIED- PE~AL INJURY TRIAL LAW 

TEXAS BOAIID or LEGAL SPECIALIZATION 

CARL"RANDY"GOLDEN 
BOARD CEitTIFIED- FAMILY LAW 

'n:XAS BOARD or LEGAL SPECIALIZATION 

DOUGLAS J. LAPIDUS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

ATI'ORNEYS AT LAW 

NCNBTOWER 
SUITE 840 

801 W. FREEWAY 
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS 75061 

November 17, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I have just had opportunity to rev~ew the proposed amendments 
as cont~ined in th~ November edition of the Texas Bar Journal, and 
take th~s opportun~ty to accept your invitation for comment. 

TRCP 166b. FORMS AND SCOPE OF DISCOYERY: 
PROTECTIVE ORDERS; StJPPl.EMENTA,TION OF BESPONSES 

With respect to subsection 4 entitled: "Presentation of 
Objections", there is a new requirement to the effect that 
affidavits supporting a claim of privilege, exemption, or immunity 
from discovery must be served at least seven days prior to the 
hearing. I suggest that there be some minimum notice period with 
respect to setting such hearings so that the preparation and 
service of affidavits is made possible. As the rule is now 
written, it would seem that the party seeking discovery could set 
a hearing on three-days' notice, and the responding party would be 
hard put to prepare and serve affidavits within the prescribed 
seven-day period. 

------- ---------------~ 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

THORNE, GOLDEN & LAPIDUS 

G 
State ar No. 
NCNB Tower 
Suite 840 
801 W. Freeway 

.. 

Grand Prairie, TX 75051 
( 214) 264-1614 or 263-5163 
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DAVIS & McfALL 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

2500 TWO HOUSTON CENTER 

909 FANNIN STREET 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010-1003 

TELEPHONE (713) 951-1000 TELECOPIER (713) 951-1199 

JOANN STOREY 
DIRECT LINE (713) 951-1032 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 14, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to the Texas Rules of 
Civil Procedure, 52 Tex. Bar J. 1147, et. seq., 
(November, 1989) 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I believe that there is a conflict between the prov~s~ons of 
Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 21 and the proposed amendment to 
Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 166b(4). Pursuant to Rule 21, a 
hearing may be held with three days notice. As I understand the 
amendment to Rule 166b(4), the affidavits in support of an 
exemption or Lmmunity from discovery must be served at least seven 
days before the hearing. Therefore, if a hearing is scheduled and 
three days notice is given pursuant to Rule 21, the party pleading 
an exemption or Lmmunity will not be able to comply with Rule 
166b(4) by serving any affidavits at least seven days before the 
hearing. 

I would suggest that the rule require that the affidavits be 
served at the hearing. This would eliminate the conflict between 
the two rules and is consistent with the practicalities of civil 
trial practice. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed 
changes before they are _made. 

yours, 

JAS:cb 
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DANIEL A. KROHN 
ATI'ORNEY AT LAW 

Suite 1305 • Niels Esperson Building 
808 Travis 

Houston. Texas 77002 
(713) 225-0707 

November 21, 1989 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

This letter is written in response to the solicitation of 
comments regarding proposed changes to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure published in the November edition of the Texas Bar 
Journal. I welcome this opportunity to offer a suggestion or two. 

My comments will be limited to TRCP 166b, and a comment or two 
on discovery generally. Let me state initially that I am most 
gratified to see the changes in that rule and heartily recommend 
the adoption of those changes. I would like to suggest one 
addition to subsection 4 "Presentation of Objections" of that rule. 
The second to last sentence of that paragraph lists a number of 
specific grounds for objection to discovery where an in camera 
inspection will be not required. I would suggest that in addition 
to the-grounds for objection which are listed in that sentence, an 
objection based on the discovery sought being beyond the scope of 
permissible discovery be included. I have been involved in cases 
where discovery has been sought of matters which are neither 
relevant nor conceivably able to lead to the discovery of relevant 
evidence, and where this can be determined from the pleadings of 
. the very party seeking discovery. This seems to occur most 
frequently in litigation between business competitors when a party 
is using the lawsuit in an effort to gain an unfair trade advantage 
over his competitor. For example, production is sought of 
irrelevant documents that were not created until long after the 
occurrence of all of the events forming the basis of the 
litigation. Situations such as this can be ruled upon quickly by 
the trial court, leading to court efficiency and a lighter burden 
on the party justifiably opposing the improper discovery. 

I am pleased to see that the new TRCP 166~(4) clearly states 
that documents or other items need not be produced for in camera 
inspection unless so requested by the trial court. At least I 
believe that is the correct interpretation, one cannot be too sure 
because it has been a subject of some ambiguity over the past few 
years. When read with the prior sentence requiring the production 
of "any" evidence necessary to support the claim at or prior to any 
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hearing, one could conclude that indeed an in camera production of 
the requested documents or other exhibits is required prior to the 
trial court's examination of the objections. This is often very 
expensive. Some form of evidence short of actual production for 
in camera inspection should be adequate until and unless the trial 
court determines that court inspection is needed. 

I have heard several trial court judges complain about the 
tremendous amount of time spent in performing in camera 
inspections. In turn, this has led to the more frequent use of 
special masters for discovery. All of this has served to greatly 
increase the expense of litigation. In my view, the added expense 
impedes justice more than a return to the days before Peoples 
would. 

Undoubtedly one of the most frequent subjects of discuss~ 
among attorneys and jurists today is alternate dispute resolution. 
Too rarely is it frankly admitted that the reason for that interest 
is the fact that our traditional method of dispute resolution has 
become flawed. I very much appreciate the Supreme Court's efforts 
to address some of these problems with the proposed amendments to 
the Rules of Civil Procedure. However, I feel strongly that a 
greater step towards curing the problems in our traditional dispute 
resolution mechanism must be taken. 

The trend over the past several years has been to broaden and 
increase the scope of discovery in the hope that parties once fully 
aware of the strengths and weaknesses of their respective cases 
would resolve disputes prior to trial. Unfortunately, aggressive 
and creative attorneys have transmuted discovery from an inquiry 
into a weapon, and turned civil litigation into a war of attrition 
to be won by the side with the greatest resources. 

I have tremendous confidence and respect for our court system 
and particularly our trial courts as dispensers of justice. Though 
not perfect, ours is a system which has been refined by many years 
of experience and experimentation, making it a far better method 
of resolving disputes than the alternate dispute resolution methods 
being experimented with today. Furthermore, I feel very strongly 
that the right of every person, rich or poor, to seek redress of 

-grievances through our court system is a cornerstone of our 
democracy. It would be a severe blow to our_society were we to 
develop a two-tier system where our courts were reserved for large 
disputes between the weal thy, and smaller dollar amounts and 
smaller players (small only when measured by their purses) were 
relegated to some pale abbreviated version of our trial courts. 
As people working inside this system it is often too easy for us 
to forget that disputes of $5,000, $10,000 or $20,000 affect the 
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lives of the majority of our citizens more dramatically than multi
million dollar disputes affect the dividends of our large 
corporations. 

Though I have substantial concerns I believe that they can be 
adequately addressed without major modification of our court 
system. To begin, contention interrogatories should not be used 
nor required as a substitute for adequate pleadings and special 
exceptions. Interrogatories should be limited to inquiries as to 
specific facts. So called "contention interrogatories" are all too 
often a trap should some item be unwittingly omitted then evidence 
excluded at time of trial when the answering party had made a good 
faith effort to answer the interrogatories. In almost all cases 
they are overly burdensome. 

Litigants should be limited to three depositions each, except 
upon agreement of all parties or court order upon good cause shown. 
Amount in controversy should be a factor in the determination of 
good cause. Depositions are indeed wondrous things in that they 
allow us to run up large numbers of billable hours, while being 
actively engaged in battle before ·the eyes of our clients. 
Consequently, they are sorely abused. In large complex cases, 
modifications of the limit will be routinely granted by the trial 
judge as is now the case with interrogatories. With a pretrial 
conference, the trial judge could both modify the number of 
depositions and limit the scope of certain depositions so as to 
compromise the need to know and the cost to the litigants. 

Lastly, all litigants should be required automatically to 
designate all witnesses, expert and fact, save rebuttal witnesses, 
at some reasonable time prior to trial. The need for this 
information is so standard that no interrogatory should be 
required. 

In making these suggestions I fully realize that I run counter 
to the trend towards greater discovery that has been instituted in 
Texas over the last ten years. I also realize that placing limits 
on discovery would on occasion result in some surprises at trial 
that could affect the result. However, I am more disturbed by the 

.. attrite parties who are forced to accept an unjust settlement under 
the burden of discovery cost. I am offended by the attorneys, and 
there are many, whom I have heard say "we are not looking to try 
this case, we are just trying to get a settlement". I share the 
frustration of the clients who are told that their lawsuit though 
meritorious can not be handled because their resources are too 
small and the amount in controversy will not tempt a contingency 
effort. 
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I thank you for the attention being given to my thoughts. If 
there is anyway in which I might be of service in these matters, 
please do not hesitate to call me. 

DAK:lr 
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November 21, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

(214) 754-1903 

Re: Proposal to Amend Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 166b(4) 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

While applauding the Court's effort to clarify the steps necessary to 
preserve objections to discovery requests, I respectfully suggest a further 
clarification. The version of Rule 166b(4) under consideration retains the 
requirement that the objecting party "specifically plead" the exemption or 
immunity on which he relies. That requirement first appeared in the 
Peeples opinion, and the Court there apparently intended to require a 
pleading in the form of a motion for protection. In the pre-McKinney days, 
at least one court of appeals held that the "specifically plead" language in 
Peeples required the objecting party to file a motion for protection. See 
National Union Fire Insurance Company v. Hunter, 714 S.W.2d 592, 594-95 
(Tex. App.--Corpus Christi 1987, no writ}. Since the 1988 amendment 
adding paragraph ( 4), one could argue that "specifically plead" means to file 
a pleading with the trial court, whether in the form of a motion for 
protection or a response to a motion to compel. I think that changing 
"specifically plead" to "specifically state" would avoid any ambiguity and 
make crystally clear that the new rule requires no pleading at all. 

Incidentally, nobody seems to know exactly how to cite to the Texas Rules 
of Civil Procedure that contain subdivisions. Most people do as I have 
done-they put parentheses around the number of the paragraph they want 
to cite. They do that in part, I think, because they feel a need to separate 
the rule number from the paragraph number. No such similar problems 
arise in citing the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which use letters 
already in parentheses to designate the particular paragraph of the rule and 
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numbers again already in parentheses to identify sub-paragraphs. I would 
suggest doing it the federal way. We could then all sing from the same 
hymnal, citation-wise. 

Respectfully submitted, 

&._e.~--
Bar';yc~nett 

BCB-9 041-clj 
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November 29, 1989 

12th Floor, First City Bank Bldg. 
Austin, T 78701-2494 

TELEFIIX 

SIIN 1\NTONIO 

(512) 224·7073 

IIUSTIN 

(5121 327·4105 

Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 166b and 168 

Dear 

I'm not sure that McKinney 1 or McKinney 2 are either good 
law. It seems to me that we need to work into the discovery 
rules a sanction that information withheld pursuant to assertion 
of objection may not be used at trial whether or not the objec
tion ever is set by either party. The question has arisen as 
follows: a party receives an interrogatory for identification of 
documents (or experts), that party objects, however some docu
ments (or experts) are nonetheless identified, neither party sets 
the objection. At trial is the party who made the obj action 
precluded from offering other documents {or experts)? The 
obj action was never heard by the court, the obj action party is 
not charged with having waived the objection, but, since the 
party confronted with the objection never had it heard, does the 
objection protect information from discovery but not preclude its 
use at trial? It seems to me that if information is not con
tained in· answers, whether or not the subject of an obj action 
never set, the information should not be usable at trial. 

AUSTIN, TEX/\5 OFFICE: BIIRTON OAIC.S PlAZA TWO. SUITE 315 
901 MoP•c EXPRESSWIIY SOUTH, IIUSTIN, TEX/\5 78746 

(5121 328·5511 
COII.PUS CHiliSTI, TEX/\5 OFFICE: THE 600 BUILDING. SUITE 1201 

600 LEOPARD STilEET, CORPUS CHiliSTI, TEX/\5 78473 

(512) 883·7501 
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Please submit this to your subcommittee and I will put it on 
the next meeting agenda for the SCAC. 

LHSIII/hjh 
cc: Judge David Peeples 

Chairman, 

H. SOULES III 

Committee on Administration of Justice 
Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
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(512) 299-5434 

December 6, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 166b(4) 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

TELEFAX 

SAN ANTONIO 

(512) 224-7073 

AUSTIN 

(512) 327-4105 

After our discussions in Austin concerning the possible 
extensions of McKinney II, i.e. that there might arise a conten
tion that an unset and not ruled upon objection, pursuant to 
which discovery product was concealed, might not preclude that 
discovery product from being used at trial, I propose that we 
clarify that to cause a party who conceals discovery product by 
objection or motion to be precluded from using the discovery 
product unless the objection or motion is later waived in such 
manner as to accomplish "timely" supplementation by disclosure of 
the discovery product within the concepts of the Onion case. The 
clause that I propose to add follows the semicolon in the next 
sentence. The material preceding the semicolon has already been 
adopted by the committee: 

"The failure of a party to obtain a ruling prior to trial on 
any objection to discovery or motion for protective order 
does not waive such objection or motion; but any matter 
which is withheld from discovery pursuant to any objection 
or motion for protective order, whether or not ruled upon 
prior to trial. shall not be admitted in evidence to the 
benefit of the withholding party absent timely supplemental 
production of the matter pursuant to paragraph 6." 

Also, it has been suggested that we add in the first sen
tence the following underscored material: 

AUSTIN, TEXAS OFFICE: BARTON OAK.S PLAZA TWO, SUITE 315 
901 MoP•c EXPRESSWAY SOUTH, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78746 
(512) 328-5511 

CORPUS CHRISTl, TEXAS OFFICE: THE 600 BUILDING, SUITE 1201 
600 LEOPARD STREET. CORPUS CHRISTl, TEXAS 78473 
(512) 883-7501 
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"Either an objection or a motion for protective order made 
by a party to discovery shall preserve that objection .Q.t: 
motion for protective order without further support or 
action by the party unless the objection or motion for 
protective order is set for hearing and determined by the 
court." 

I believe both of these suggestions are simply matters of 
clarifying what was already intended, but I certainly want the 
committee and debate. 

As always, it is an honor and a priv 
on the important business of rules modern' 

LHSIII/hjh 
cc: Mr. Steve McConnico 

Honorable David Peeples, COAJ 

work with you 
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L. Hecht 

TELEPHONE 713 651· 2222 TELEX 7621 .. 6 

November 16, 1989 

Justice Nathan 
Supreme Court, Supreme Court Building 
P.O. Box 12248 
Capital Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

The purpose of this letter is to comment on and to offer a 
suggestion concerning one of the proposed changes in the Texas 
Rules of civil Procedure ("TRCP"). 

It is proposed that TRCP 166b, 4 be changed to provide: 

[Either an objection or a motion for protective 
order made by a party to discovery shall preserve that 
objection without further support or action by the party 
unless the objection or motion is set for hearing and 
determined by the court. Any party may at any reasonable 
time request a hearing on any objection or motion for 
protective order. The failure of a party to obtain a 
ruling prior to trial on any objection to discovery or 
motion for protective order does not waive any such 
objection or motion.] 

A problem we are having with litigation discovery in Harris 
County is that the parties from whom discovery is sought regularly 
file broad form objections to every discovery request; fail to 
produce or specifically identify requested materials which are 
being withheld from production on claim of privilege; force the 
party seeking discovery to request a hearing on a Motion to Compel 
Discovery or Identification of Withheld Materials; and the courts 
are failing or refusing to set hearings on discovery motions or 
decide such motions. As a consequence, legitimate discovery is 
being frustrated. 

l 

For example, I recently represented the plaintiff is a 
serious, hotly contested piece of commercial litigation involving 
substantial document discovery. The Defendants filed broad form 
objections to our discovery requests. We filed numerous motions 
to compel discovery which the trial court failed to hear or decide 
despite numerous requests to do so. None of such motions to compel 
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were ever heard or decided by the trial court. For numerous 
reasons, mandamus proceedings are not a practical or efficient 
remedy for the trial court's failure to rule. Such experiences are 
not infrequent. 

I suggest that TRCP 166b, 7, be supplemented to add a 
provision to the effect that once a certificate is made and filed 
that efforts to resolve the discovery dispute without the necessity 
of Court intervention have been attempted and failed, the Court 
must conduct a hearing on the discovery motions to which such 
certificate relates and decide the matter. Such an addition to 
TRCP 166b, 7, would, I believe: (1) encourage trial counsel to make 
meaningful efforts to resolve the discovery dispute in order to 
avoid the necessity of court intervention, (2) insure that 
legitimate discovery is not improperly frustrated or delayed, and 
(3) insure that legitimate discovery disputes are decided prior to 
trial. 

Very truly yours, 

Holstead 

0193:2242 
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November 28, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

RE: Comment on Proposed Rules Changes Regarding 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Rules 166bC6l and 215C5l = "Good Cause" Exception. With 
respect to the "good cause" exception to admit untimely disclosed 
evidence, Rule 166b(6) states that supplementation is required not 
less then 30 days before trial "unless the court finds that a good 
cause exists for permitting or requiring later supplementation," 
and Rule 215(5) states that late-supplemented evidence is excluded 
"unless the trial court finds that good cause sufficient to require 
admission exists." First, these two rules should be made to read 
exactly the same~ or confusion will arise. I prefer the wording 
in Rule 215(5). Second, and more importantly, the wording in the 
present rules has caused several rec·ent cases to expressly or 
impliedly hold that the "good cause" which must be shown only 
encompasses evidence related to whether the late-supplemented 
evidence should be or.is required to be admitted into evidence. 
Most courts, including the Supreme court, have expressly or 
impliedly held, and I believe correctly, that the "good cause" 
which must be shown must relate to why the discovery request was 
not timely supplemented. But, the rules are not clear on this 
point. I suggest clarifying the issue by the following amendments. 
Amend Rule 166b(6) to read as follows: 

A party ••• unless the court finds good cause exists for 
the late supplementation and that good cause exists for 
requiring late supplementation. 

Then, amends Rule 215(5) to read as follows: 

A party • • • unless the court finds good cause exists 
for the failure to initially respond or for late 
supplementation and that good cause exists for requiring 
the admission of the undisclosed, improperly disclosed 
or untimely disclosed evidence. 

(_ 
Thus, the rules will read more like each other, and the "good 
cause" exception would expressly apply to (1) why the evidence was 
not properly/timely disclosed gog (2) why such evidence is required 
to be admitted. This should settle any conflicting case law. 
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November 28, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

RE: Comment on Proposed Rules Changes Regarding 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Rule 166b Forms and Scope of Discovery; . I applaud the 
elimination of the contradiction regarding the discoverability of 
a consulting expert's opinion. 

I generally applaud the additions and deletions to Rules 
166b(4). I have some concern about the serving of affidavits "at 
least 7 days before the hearing," in that pre-trial hearings can 
be had upon 3 days notice. ~ Tex. R. Civ. P. 21. Perhaps the 
provision should be modified to read "served at least 2 days before 
the hearing." Regarding the in camera inspection and review, I 
believe it should be made clear that the production of the "sealed" 
document may be made to a court at a date later than the hearing 
being held to determine if an in camera inspection is necessary. 
Perhaps this could be remedied by stating that "the objecting party 
must, at a time designated by the court, segregate and produce • 

" In the last sentence, I would change the word "answers" to 
"discovery responses," to avoid any confusion that "answers" means 
"answer day" or the filing of an "original answer" to a petition. 

One of my pet peeves is that nowhere in the rules is there 
one overall rule regarding the "duty to initially respond." We 
have a specific rule regarding the "duty to supplement," but we 
_have no one, single rule regarding a party's duty to respond. 
Several individual rules address a duty to respond (e.g. , Rule 
167a, 168, etc.) and some have expressed statements that a party 
must respond within certain time limits, but it seems that one hard 
and fast rule regarding a "duty to initially respond" should be 
implemented. As you know, unfortunately, many attorneys "hide 

"behind the log" and do not initially respond, but wait until the 
31st day before trial to supplement their discovery responses. 
This is true, even if they have the required information at the 
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time the initial response is due. Thus, I believe the court would 
be doing the bar and the bench a service by setting out a detailed 
rule regarding the "duty to initially respond" to appropriate 
discovery requests. The rule would contain, inter 5!.l.i.a, the 
following provisions. First, upon the receipt of a discovery 
request, a party has a duty to initially respond within the time 
mandated by rule for a response to a particular discovery request. 
With the exception of spontaneous answers at depositions, absent 
proper objection, a party must seek out and determine an 
appropriate response. The initial response (e.g. , answers to 
interrogatories due thirty days after receipt of the 
interrogatories) must be full and complete, and must contain any 
and all information then known to or available to the responding 
party. Failure to properly "initially respond" would be made 
subject to the same sanctions under Rule 215 as a failure to 
supplement. Although I realize that Rule 215 was amended to allow 
the exclusion of evidence for the failure "to respond," I do not 
believe this covers the problem. The bar unfortunately looks at 
the "duty to supplement" as, practically speaking, a substitute to 
the initial duty to respond. Thus, for example, even though a 
party knows who they "may" call as an expert at trial at the time 
their initial response is due, too often attorneys "hide behind the 
log" and wait until the thirty-first day before trial to 
"supplement" by inserting a long list of experts as a "supplement" 
to their initial response (the initial response, of course, often 
says "none at this time"). such a single and tightly drawn rule 
regarding the "duty to initially respond" could help take a lot of 
the game playing out of the discovery process. In this respect, 
I would direct you to my enclosed article at pages 238 through 243, 
wherein I discussed the duty to initially respond. 
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817/772-6853 

Re: Proposed 1990 Amendments to Texas Rules of Court 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I have noticed an inconsistency in the Rules of Civil Procedure regarding discovery 
for a number of years now. Although the duty to supplement interrogatory answers thirty 
days prior to trial to include experts was first contained in old Rule 168, and that duty has 
now E>een brought forward in Rule 166b(6)(b), all the case law has construed the rufes to 
require supplementation of fact witnesses as well. I think experienced practitioners will all 
realize this and are familiar with case law, but I think this is a trap for tfie beginning la~er. 
I think the rule could be brought in conformity with the current state of the case law if Rule 
166b(6)(b) were amended to read as follows: 

If the party expects to call an expert witness or other witness with knowledge of 
relevant facts when the identity or subject matter of such witness' testimony 
has not been previously disclosed in response to an appropriate inquiry 
directly addressed to these matters, such response must be supplemented to 
include the name, address and telephone number of the witness and the 
substance of the testimony concerning which the witness is expected to testify, 
as soon as is practical, nut in no event less than thirty days prior to tlie 
beginning of tnal except on leave of Court. 

I know that some lawr.ers will scream that being reguired to reveal the substance of 
the fact witness' testimonywill involve revealing their worK product1 but I think that is just 
antiquated grousing. All modern decisions say that we are movmg away from trial by 
ambush. I see a growing practice of the naming of extremely large numbers of "persons with 
1<--.nO'.vledge of relevant facts". Some of these attorneys \vill then refuse to indicate even the 
most general area of knowle~~e of these witnesses and they will instruct the witness not to 
talk to opposing counsel. All this does is encourage the taking of many needless and 
exceedingfy expensive depositions to find out what fhe witness might know about. This 
amendment would allow attorneys to simply look at the designated Witnesses, know who they 
are going to be and make an intelligent decision as to whether or not to depose them. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

?!~~ 
Derrel Luce 

l DL/rm 
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THE WILLARD OF"F"ICE BUILDING 

1455 PENNSYLVANIA AVE. N.W. 

WASHINGTON. O. C. 20004·1007 

TELEPHONE 202 639·6500 TELEX 89680 

47 CHARLES ST. BERKELEY SQUARE 

LONDON WlX 7PB. ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE 01 441 491·7236 

CABLE: VINELKINS LONDON WI·TELEX 2~140 

VINSON & ELKINS 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

3300 F"IRST CITY TOWER 

1001 F"ANNIN 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002-6760 
TELEP><ONE 713 651· 2222 TELEX 762146 

November 16, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
supreme court, supreme court Building 
P.O. Box 12248 
Capital Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

--------=--~'" 

F'"IRST CITY CENTRE 

616 CONGRESS AVENU 

AUSTIN.TEXAS 76701·2 II 

TELEPHONE SIZ 495. 84Vv 

The purpose of this letter is to comment on an? to offer a 
suggestion concerning one of the proposed changes ~n the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure ( 11 TRCP 11

). 

I suggest that TRCP 166b, 7, be supplemented to add a 
provision to the effect that once a certificate is made and filed 
that efforts to resolve the discovery dispute without the necessity 
of court intervention have been attempted and failed, the Court 
must conduct a hearing on the discovery motions to which such 
certificate relates and decide the matter. Such an addition to 
TRCP 166b, 7, would, I believe: (1) encourage trial counsel to make 
meaningful efforts to resolve the discovery dispute in order to 
avoid the necessity of court intervention, (2) insure that 
legitimate discovery is not improperly frustrated or delayed, and 
(3) insure that legitimate discovery disputes are decided prior to 
trial. 

Very truly yours, 

Holstead 

0193:2242 
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PO\VELL POPP & IKARD 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

707 WEST TENT"' STREET 

M. FRANK POWELL.. 

..JAMES POPP 

WIL.L.IAM IKARO 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 
,..- --

G. WALTEi'> M<COOL 

PATRICIA I.... SESSA 

TI!:LE:;>"'ONE SIZ 473·ZI5151 

~ACSIMIL!: 512 •79-8013 .:Jrr.trCKILGARLIN 

September 15, 1989 

The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed amendments, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

Several people have spoken to me about the proposed rules. 
Accordingly, I am taking this opportunity to furnish the court with 
my unsolicited advice. Perhaps this will elevate me to your 
"advisory" committee, for as our mutual friend, Tom Stovall, once 
said, "I am one of the Governor's advisors. He told me, 'Stovall 
if I want your advice, I' 11 ask for it'." In any event, what 
follows are my comments on various proposals. 

-4. TRCP 166b. I certafnly like paragraph 7 I- pro·\d.ding fo~- an 
affidavit that efforts to resolve the discovery dispute have 
been made prior to seeking court intervention. The court 
should think twice before overruling Justice Spears unanimous 
opinion for the court in Coates v. Whittington, 758 s.W.2d 
749 (Tex. 1988), by adding the word "psychologist" to the 
rule. First, there are many types of psychologists. Only 
clinical psychologists would be remotely qualified to express 
opinions as to an individual_ after an examin(;l~ion. Also, what 

then does this do to the current rule that opinions should 
be ;i thin reasonable medical probabilities? As the court 
observed in Coates, psychologists do not qualify as 
practitioners of medicine, because they are not physicians. 
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TRCP 167a. Physical and Mental Examination of Persons 

(a) Order for Examination. When the mental or physical 

condition (including the blood group) of a party, or of a person 

in the custody or under the legal control of a party, is in 

controversy, the court in which the action is pending may order 

the party to submit to a physical rpt /'¢¢"(r't;.l- examination by a 

physician[, or a mental examination by a physician or psycholo-

gist] or to produce for examination the person in his custody or 

legal control. The order may be made only on motion for good 

cause shown and upon notice to the person to be examined and to 

all parties and shall specify the time, place, manner, condi-

tions, and scope of the examination and the person or persons by 

whom it is to be made. 

(b) Report of Examining Physician[ or Psychologist]. 

(1) If requested by the party against whom an order is made 

under this rule or the person examined, the party causing the 

examination to be made shall deliver to him a copy of a detailed 

written report of the examining physician for psychologist] 

setting out his findings, including results of all tests made, 

diagnoses and conclusions, together with like reports of all 

earlier examinations of the same condition. After delivery the 
-
party causing the examination shall be entitled upon request to 

receive from the party against whom the order is made a like 

report of any examination, previously or thereafter made, of the 

same condition, unless, in the case of a report of examination of 

a person not a party, the party shows that he is unable to obtain 
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it. The court on motion may make an order against a party 

requiring delivery of a report on such terms as are just, and if 

a physician [or psychologist] fails or refuses to make a report 

the court may exclude his testimony if offered at the trial. 

(2) This subdivision applies to examinations made by 

agreement of the parties, unless the agreement expressly provides 

otherwise. This subdivision does not preclude discovery of a 

report of an examining physician [or psychologist] or the taking 

of a deposition of the physician [or psychologist] in accordance 

with the provisions of any other rule. 

c. (No Comment.] 

If no examination is sought either by agreement or under the 

provisions of this rule, the party whose mental or physical 

condition is in controversy shall not comment to the court or 

jury on his willingness to submit to an examination, on the right 

of any other party to request an examination or move for an 

order, or on the failure of such other party to do so. 

[d. Definitions. 

For the purpose of this rule, a psychologist is a psycholo-

gist licensed by the State of Texas.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide for court-ordered examina

tion by certain psychologists.] 

00289 
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2£. lark 2fiamrtut, III 
LEGAL ASSISTANT • EDUCATOR 

5570 WINFREE ORNE 
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77705 
6+3-4949- (409) 833-0894 

November 20, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

Texas Rules of Court Conference 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I would like to offer the following comments on 

the Proposed Amendments to the T exas Court Rules: 

5. TRCP 167a. The term "licensed therapist" would have 
the advantage of including family therapists, some of whom 
are neither physiciaas or full-fledged psychologists. 
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DAVID L. GLEASON 
JUDGE 

47TH DISTRICT COURT 

SUITE 3-A 
POTIER COUNTY COURTS BUILDING 

AMARILLO, TEXAS 79101 
806 I 379-2350 

October 31, 1989 

Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248. Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

POTTER, RANDALL AND 
ARMSTRONG COUNTIES 

Re: Possible Amendment of Rule 167a 

May It Please the Court: 

Rule 167a of the Rules of Civil Procedure authorizes a trial 
court to order physical or mental examinations. The Rule, though, 
as emphasized by the decision in Coates v. Hhittington, 758 SW2d 
749, requires the examination to be conducted "by a physician." 
When mental condition is in controversy there could be times when 
a psychological evaluation would suffice, as opposed to a complete 
psychiatric examination. 

The Texas Psychological Association has presented a proposal 
that Rule l67a be amended to permit a court to authorize a mental 
examination by a licensed and certified psychologist who possesses 
a doctor's degree. I urge you to consider that proposal when the 
matter of Rules changes comes before the Court. 

va~:2Lk~ 
DAVID L. GLEASON 

DL-G: j b 
CC: Texas Psychological Association 

Attention Rule 167a 
6633 East Highway 290, Suite 305 
Austin, Texas 78723 
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FRANK L. BRANSON 

-. PAUL N. OOLD 

DEBBIE DUDLEY BRANSON 

RICHARD K. BERGER 

OEOROE(TEX)QUESADA 

JERRY M. WHITE 

J. STEPHEN KINO 

TED Z. ROBERTSON 
OP COUl<SEl. 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

THE LAW OFFICES OF 

FRANKL. BRANSON, P.C. 
18TH FLOOR 

HIGHLAND PARK PLACE 

4!514 COLE AVENUE 

DALLAS, TEXAS 7!520!5 • 418!5 

November 27, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 12248, Capitol Station 
Austin, TX 78711 

Re: 1990 Proposed Changes to 
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

214•:522·0200 

D/FW METRO: 214•263-74!52 

Thank you for the open invitation that appeared in the 
November State Bar Journal to comment upon the 1990 proposed 
changes to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. I would have 
l~ked.to have appeared at the November 39 hearing: however, I 
w~ll ~nst~ad be out of state taking depositions. This, then, 
w~ll outl~ne my observations, which focus exclusively on the 
changes to the Rules pertaining to discovery. 

RULE 167a 

I very much object to psychologists being added as an entity 
that may conduct physical or mental examinations. It is 
predicable that, without adding provisions for protection, 
defendants will abuse this provision by seeking a mental 
examination of a claimant anytime a claim of mental anguish is 
asserted. 

Of even more concern, however, is that psychologists, 
because of the very nature of their evaluation, will be able to 
·conduct ~ parte cross-examinations of the claimants. I believe 
that if Texas is going to depart from the Federal rule, by adding 
psychological examinatons, we should concommitantly provide the 
trial court discretion to limit the scope and manner of 
examination, including allowing recordation of the examination by 
audio or videotape and allowing the claimant's attorney to be 
present during the examination. 
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TRCP 168. Interrogatories to Parties 

Any party may serve upon any other party written interroga

tories to be answered by the party served, or, if the party 

served is a public or private corporation or a partnership or 

association, or governmental agency, by an officer or agent who 

shall furnish such information as is available to the party. 

Interrogatories may, without leave of court, be served upon the 

plaintiff after commencement of the action and upon any other 

party with or after the service of the citation and petition upon 

that party. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

are to be 

(No change. ) 

(No change.) 

(No change. ) 

(No change.) 

(No change.) 

Objections. On or prior to the date on which answers 

served, a party may serve written objections to specif

ic interrogatories or portions thereof. ~~j¢¢tt¢~¢1¢¢t1¢¢1-1t¢t 

t~¢1¢-t¢1¢~1w~t¢~1-~¢W¢t¢1-t¢1t¢1~¢1¢¢t1¢¢1-t¢1w-t1¢¢1~~~¢¢¢1-~ 

¢tt¢~¢t¢~1¢11tt~¢1~--l~¢¢~1¢~t-t~¢¢1~t/-~t¢¢~¢~tl¢tl¢t¢¢tl¢tlt~¢ 

¢¢~tt 1¢t /~¢¢¢ 1¢-¢¢¢ It¢ I¢~¢W~ lf.¢t It~¢ lf.-t~YJ.t¢ It¢ l¢~j¢¢t lwtt~t~ 

¢~¢~1~¢tt¢¢1 Answers only to those interrogatories or portions 

thereof, to which objection is made, shall be deferred until the 

objections are ruled upon and for such additional time thereafter 

as the court may direct. Either party may request a hearing as 

to such objections at the earliest possible time. 

00293 
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[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The previous second sentence in Section 

6, which read, "Objections served after the date on which answers 

are to be served are waived unless an extension of time has been 

obtained by agreement or order of the court or good cause is 

shown for the failure to object within such period," was and is 

applicable to all discovery objections and therefore has been 

moved to Rule 166b 4, last sentence.] 

00294 
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TO: 

FROM: 

IN RE: 

DATE: 

M E M 0 R A N D U M 

Sub-Committee on Rules 166-216 

Steve McConnico 

Report to Supreme Court Advisory Committee on February 
9 and 10. 

January 30, 1990 

On Friday January 26, the subcommittee discussed the 
proposals for Rules 166-216. Bill Dorsaneo and Gilbert Adams.at
tended the meeting in Dallas. Steve McConnico participated by 
telephone. Prior to the meeting, Anthony Sadberry provided 
written comments. Due to the small number of participants in 
this discussion, I encourage each of you to send comments you may 
have prior to the February 9 and 10 meeting. We plan to make the 
·following recommendations concerning Rules 166-216 to the supreme 
Court Advisory Committee. our suggested additions are under
lined twice, our suggested deletions are stricken through with a 
hyphen. The Rules cited are the proposals which appeared in the 
November, 1989, Texas Bar Journal. 

Rule 168 does not address whether interrogatories and their 
responses should be filed with the court. In contrast, Rule 167 
clearly states that requests for production and their responses 
are not to be filed with the court. To remedy this, Pat Hazel of 
Austin proposes the following addition to TRCP 168(7): 

-custody ot originals by Parties. The original of such 
interrogatories or responses shall be maintained by the 
party or attorney receiving same and shall be available 
for copying and inspection by other parties to the 
suit. A party serving interrogatories or responses 
under this rule shall not file such interrogatories or 
responses with the clerk of the Court unless the Court 
upon motion, and for good cause, permits the same to be 
filed. 

The subcommittee agrees. 

Coats v. Whittington 758 SW2d 749 (Tex. 1988) holds that 
psychologists cannot do independent mental examinations. TRCP 
167a proposes that psychologists be allowed to conduct court
ordered independent mental examinations. The COAJ does not 
question this proposal. FRCP 35 allows psychologists to make 
independent medical examinations. In present practice, a plain
tiff can be examined by a psychologist who his attorney selects 
and that psychologist can then testify as an expert. On the 
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other hand, the defendant cannot have his own psychologist do an 
independent medical examination of the plaintiff to use as rebut
tal to the plaintiff's psychological expert. Nevertheless, there 
is substantial opposition to allowing psychologists to make 
independent medical examinations. Paul Gold states, "Psycholo
gists because of the very nature of their evaluation, will be 
able to conduct ex parte cross examination of claimants." 
William Kilgarlan states: "First, there are many types of psy
chologists. Only clinical psychologists would be remotely quali
fied to express opinions as to an individual after an examina
tion. Also, what then does this do to the current rule that 
opinions should be within reasonable probabilities? As the court 
observed in Coates, psychologists do not qualify as practitioners 
of medicine because they are not physicians." The subcommittee 
did not reach a consensus on what recommendation to make to the 
full Advisory Committee on this point. 
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TELEPHONE 

(•o~) a9~·i!515 

Texas Supreme Court 
Rules Committee 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Tx 78711 

ERNEST L. SAMPLE 
ATTORN£Y AT LAW 

F'OST OFFICE BOX 553 

BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77704 

December 11, 1989 

In Re: Recent Discovery Rules Changes 

Gentlemen: 

llo7 
-r;e_c_p J tog " 

~00 
aol 

OFFICE LOCATION 

i!855 EASTEX FREEWAY 
SUITE T' 

I respectfully recommend changes in discovery rules as 
follows: 

1. Limit written interrogatories to 10 single questions, except 
upon leave of court. (Rule 168(5) 

2. Followup or clarification interrogatories: 2 each for any 
interrogatory imperfectly answered, to which the answer is not 
understood, or needs clarifying. 

3. File discovery papers. Presenty rules dispense with filing. 
This results in disorder and irresponsibility. Anything 
important enough to co·nsume a lawyer's time should be kept on 
record, (including opinions of the Court of Appeals>. -

4. Limit depositions to one each per attorney per witness, except 
upon leave of court. 

5. Provide for the party taking the depositions to make a deposit 
to cover time and expense of witness and the attorney 
representing the witness if the deposition requires more than one 
day. This should be a requirement in all multiple party or 
extended depositons where a client and his lawyer are held in a 
vice grip for several days for a long, long, deposition. 
Particularly where the witness is a party-witness, and his 
lawyer's expenses are mounting uncontrollably anyway. 

6. Go back to the requirement that the deposition be taken in the 
county where the witness resides, except by agreement or special 
leave of court. Should apply to party witnesses as well as 
others. This is not an unreasonable requirement. 

7. Require the party giving notice to take the deposition to 
also give notice of the subject matter or zone of inquiry, and 
require the same thing of the opposite attorney if he intends to 
pursue an independent line of questioning. Allow "free for all" 
depositions only on leave of court, if at all, and with 
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limitations. Each deposition notice, whether for oral 
deposit ions or interrogatories, should contain the name of the 
individual court reporter, and the phone number of the court 
reporter. 
8. Require 10 days notice when the witness is required to 
produce documentary material. "Reasonable notice" is probably 
adequate in other situations. 

Yours very truly, 

~~Ce~~ 
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FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI 
1301 McKINNEY 

HousTON.Te:xAs 77010 HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 

AUSTIN 

TELEPHONE' 713/651·5151 
TELEX· 78•2829 

TELECOPIER: 713/851·5248 

SAN ANTONIO 
CALLAS 
LONDON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT .JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

December 8, 1989 

Re: Comments Regarding Proposed Amendments 
to Texas Court Rules 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Please consider the following 
on the proposed amendments to the 
Procedure and are not to be construed 
firm or any of its attorneys: 

as my personal comments 
Texas Rules of Civil 

as the comments of this 

Rules 167, 168 and 169. The proposed change to Rule 
169 gives a Defendant fifty (SO) days after service 
of the citation and petition to res'pond to requests 
for admission. However, Rules 167 and 168 allow a 
defendant fifty (SO) days to respond to requests for 
production and interrogatories only if such discovery 
requests accompany the citation. I have recently 
been party to a situation where after the citation is 
served, the plaintiff has issued discovery requests 
upon the defendant prior to the time the party 
appears but after the citation is issued. In such a 
situation, the defendant may only have thirty (30) 
days to respond to the discovery request since the 
request did not accompany the citation. 

I would suggest that Rules 167, 168 and 169 be re
drafted so that they are consistent in allowing a 
defendant fifty (~0) days after service of the cita
tion to respond to any discovery requests. In other 
words, the defendant should not need to respond to 
any discovery requests for fifty (50) days after 
citation has beeri served upon him. 

I hope these suggestions are of some benefit. 

Yours very truly, 

l1L:.=:J~ 
/keith S. Dubanevich 

KSD/lc 00299 
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M. FRANK POW!:L.I.. 

.JAMES I=IOPr=

WI~LIAM I)(A~O 

G. WAL..T!:i=' MCCOOL 

I=IAT~ICIA L... SESSA 

POvVELL POPP & IKARD 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

707 WEST TE:NTH ST~EET 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 

F'ACSIMIL.~ 512 479-8013 

September 15, 1989 

The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed amendments, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

Several people have spoken to me about the proposed rules. 
Accordingly, I am taking this opportunity to furnish the court with 
my unsolicited advice. Perhaps this will elevate me to your 
"advisory" committee, for as our mutual friend, Tom Stovall, once 
said, "I am one of the Governor's advisors. He told me, 'Stovall, 
if I want your advice, I '11 ask for it'." In any event, what 
follows are my comments on various proposals. 

5. 
TRCP 168 • Depending upon what y~u decide in Rule 167a, the 
word "psychologist" must be exam1.ned. 

----···-----
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Direct Dial Number 
698-4101 

Gwinn & Roby 
ATIDRNEYS AND COUNSELORS 

4100 Renaissance Tower 
1201 Elm Street 

Dallas, Texas 75270 
(214) 698-4100 

November 16, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

RE: Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Nathan: 

Telecopier 747-2904 

T.R.C.P. 168-5 should be amended to require that the parties 
submitting Interrogatories leave space after each interrogatory 
for objections and responses. This is a relatively simple 
requirement but eliminates the need of the receiving parties' 
redrafting the Interrogatories as submitted, in order to comply 
with that portion of Rule 168 requiring that the answers be 
preceded by the interrogatory. 

At one time, this-was a requirement of Rule 168, and I would 
like to see it re-instituted in the Revised Rules. 

Robert A. Gwinn 

RAG:as 
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SCHOOL OF LAW 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 

7 27 East 26th Street· Austin. Texas 78705 · ( 512) 471-515 I 

Telecopier Number( 512) 47 I -6988 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Re: Proposed New Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Since I was unable to attend the last meeting of the 
Committee on the Administration of Justice, I was not able to 
make the following suggestions to them. Hence, I thought I 
would send them on to you without any imput or approval by the 
COAJ. They are simply my proposals. 

The first has to do with a Motion to Transfer Venue. 
Under present Rule 87-5, most courts are holding that the trial 
court cannot reconsider motions already ruled on even in light 
of the trial on the merits. It seems to me this interpretation 
is based primarily on the heading to that section, "No 
Rehearing." I do not think the context of the section says 
that at all. To make it clear that the trial court can do what 
the appellate court must do, I have changed the name of the 
section and included-a-Iinal paragraph addressing this 
question. I also include a copy of a case addressing this 
problem. A further matter in my addition is the wording "when 
brought to its attention." It is my hope that this will 
prevent sandbagging the other side by making no mention of this 
to the trial court and raising it on appeal for the first time. 

The second proposal is to make clear what is to be done 
with interrogatories and answers to interrogatories. I believe 
it is clear that they are not to be filed. However, Rule 168 
is not as clear about this as is Rule 167. I have simply 
borrowed some similar language from that rule. 

--- SinCPre~ --
. -:><\- ~ x--

.._ J. Patrick Hazel 
Tiny Gootch Centennial 
Professor of Trial 
Practice 
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RULE 168. INTERROGATORIES TO PARTIES 

(add) 

[~ Custody of Originals by Parties. The original of 

such interrogatories or answers shall be maintained by the 

party or attorney receiving same artd shall be available 

for copying and inspection by other parties to the suit. 

A party serving interrogatories or. answers under this rule 

shall not file such interrogatories or answers with the 

clerk of the court-unless the court upon motion, and for 

good cause, permits the same to be filed.] 
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1. Request for -Admission. At any time after [commencement 

of the action] t~¢1¢¢f¢~¢~~t/~~¢1¢~¢¢1~¢¢¢~t~~¢¢1t~lt~¢1¢~~¢¢11¢t 

tt¢¢1t~¢t¢f¢tl~~¢1¢~~¢¢¢¢, a party may serve upon any other party 

a written request for the admission, for purposes of the pending 

action only, of the truth of any matters within the scope of Rule 

166b set forth in the request that relate to statements or 

opinions of fact or of the application of law to fact, including 

the genuineness of any documents described in the request. 

Copies of the documents shall be served with the request unless 

they have been or are otherwise furnished or made available for 

inspection and copying. Whenever a party is represented by an 

attorney of record, service of a request for admissions shall be 

made on his attorney unless service on the party himself is 

ordered by the court. A true copy of a request for admission or 

of a written answer or objection, together with proof of the 

service thereof as provided in Rule 21a, shall be filed promptly 

in the clerk's office by the party making it. 

Each matter of which an admission is requested shall be 

separately set forth. The matter is admit~ed without necessity 

of a court order unless, within thirty (30) days after service of 

the request, or within such time as the court may allow, (or as 

·otherwise agreed by the parties,) the party to whom the request 

is directed serves upon the party requesting the admission a 

written answer or objection addressed to the matter, signed by 

the party or by _his attorney, but, unless the court shortens the 
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( time, a defendant shall not be required to serve answers or 

objections before the expiration of 1¢tt1f1t1¢11~~y [fifty (50)1 

days after service of the· citation and petition upon fitlil that 

defendant. If objection is made, the reason therefor shall be 

stated. The answer shall specifically deny the matter or set 

forth in detail the reasons that the answering party cannot 

truthfully admit or deny the matter. A denial shall fairly meet 

the substance of the requested admission, and when good faith 

requires that a party qualify his answer or deny only a part of 

the matter of which an admission is requested, he shall specify 

so much of it as is true and qualify or deny the remainder. An 

answering party may not give lack of information or knowledge as 

( 

(_ 

a reason for failure to admit or deny unless he states that he 

has made reasonable inquiry and that the information known or 

easily.obtainable by him is insufficient to enable him to admit 

or deny. A party who considers that a matter of which an admis

sion is requested presents a genuine issue for trial may not, on 

that ground alone, object to the request; he may, subject to the 

provisions of paragraph 3 of Rule 215, deny the matter or set 

forth reasons why he cannot admit or deny it. 

2. Effect of Admission. (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The rule is amended to provide for an 

agreement of the parties for additional time for the recipient of 

the requests to file answers or objections. This change will 

allow the parties to agree to additional time within which to 

answer without the necessity of obtaining a court order. 
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~ The rule is also amended to permit service of a Request for 
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Admission at any time after commencement of the action but 

extends responses to no less than 50 days after service of the 

citation and petition on the responsive parties.] 
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FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKI 
1301 MCKINNEY 

HousTON.TEXAS 77010 HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 

AUSTIN 

TELEPHONE· 713/651•5151 
TELEX· 76·282g 

T£LECOPIER: 713/651•5248 

SAN ANTONIO 
CALLAS 
LONOON 
ZURICH 

FULBRIGHT JAWORSKI & 
REAVIS MCGRATH 

NEW YORK 
LOS ANGELES 

December 8, 1989 

Re: Comments Regarding Proposed Amendments 
to Texas Court Rules 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Please consider the following as my personal comments 
on the proposed amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure and are not to be construed as the comments of this 
firm or any of its attorneys: 

Rules 167, 168 and 169. The proposed change to Rule 
169 gives a Defendant fifty (50) days after service 
of the citation and petition to respond to requests 
for admission. However, Rules 167 and 168 allow a 
defendant fifty (50} days to respond to requests for 
production and interrogatories only if such discovery 
requests accompany the citation. I have recently 
been party to a situation where after the citation is 
served, the plaintiff has issued discovery requests 
upon the defendant prior to the time the party 
appears but after the citation is issued. In such a 
situation, the defendant may only have thirty (30) 
days to respond to the discovery request since the 
request did not accompany the citation. 

I would suggest that Rules 167, 168 and 169 be re
drafted so that they are consistent in allowing a 
defendant fifty (50) days after service of the cita
tion to respond to any discovery requests. In other 
words, the defendant should not need to respond to 
any discovery requests for fifty (50) days after 
citation has beeri served upon him. 

I hope these suggestions are of some benefit. 

Yours very truly, 

t1L:.0~ 
/keith S. Dubanevich 

KSD/lc 00307 
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·HENNESSY & ZITD 

EDWARD u. HENNESSY* 
NICHOLAS E. ZITD* ** 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

THE COTTON BUILDING 

SOZ CAROLINE 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 7700Z 
(7131 224-5066 

WATS 18001 327-6047 
FAJ. 17131 224-5055 VAN GARDNER November 16, 1989 SANDRA N. EIDSON 

BOARD CtATl,.!!O 

CIVIL 1'RIAL LAw•• 
TE::XAS 80AAQ Or LEGAL SPEC1ALIZATtON 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

rionorabie Nathctn L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

I have some concern with the proposed· change to Rule 169 involving 
Requests for Admission. The current proposal calls for a change that will 
allow Requests for Admission to be served "at any time after commencement of 
the action". The current rule providr:s that requests can only be served 
after the defendant has made an appearance in the cause or the time, 
therefore, has elapsed. In other words, from a practical standpoint, after 
the defendant has hired a lawyer and filed an answer, Requests for Admission 
would be ser~ed upon that attorney. As I see it, the proposed change will be 
a pitfall for the unwary. As an example, I have already seen some plaintiff 
attorneys sending Requests for Admission along with the Original Petition. 
The petition may get served by the Secretary of State or through some other 
form of alternative service. Typically, many lawsuits involve personal 
injury cases where there is insurance coverage. An insured may send in the 
lawsuit to an agent or directly to an insurance company, but may not send the 
Requests for Admission. It may also be that an insurance company is not 
aware of the attached discovery and may either just call in the lawsuit to a 
lawyer or not send the entire pack of papers received. Also, a problem can 
occ:..:r ~·:~c~ .1:1 2xtcnsicn of tir.ie is given tu answer the su~t. ~·!hat I hu.ve 
seen being done already, despite what the current rule says, is for some 
plaintiff l~wyers to send out Requests for Admission that include things such 
as: admit that you were negligent, admit that the accident was entirely your 
fault; admit that the plaintiff was negligent free; admit that the plaintiff 
was damaged; etc. and so forth. What I can foresee happening is that in a 
la\-:suit, that is cne that would be c1early defensible or a frivolous case 
that some unscrupulous lawyer will send a similar set of Requests for 
Admission that these facts can inadvertently be deemed admitted, thereby 
subjecting some unknowing, naive individual to a judgment which he would not 
necessarily owe. 

The ·original purpose underlying the rule regarding Requests for 
Admission is to cause another party to admit facts which should not be in 
dispute or to admit the genuineness of various documents. However, this rule 
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Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
November 16, 1989 
Page 2 

is currently being abused and will be further abused if it is amended, by 
lawyers who insist on sending requests that require a party, in essence, to 
admit liability and damages in personal injury cases. These types of 
Requests for Admission are most frequently seen in your frivolous lawsuits 
where liability is hotly disputed or there is a question as to whether or not 
a plaintiff was even injured. If this proposed rule is enacted, I foresee an 
escalation in this type of activity on the part of the plaintiffs bar as well 
as an increase in appellate proceedings regarding whether or not a defendant 
had good cause for not responding in time when requests had been deemed 
admitted against him. I can guarantee you that this is going to occur on a 
very frequent basis. 

Finally, I think Rule 169 may also need some clarification in regards 
to the mechanics of serving the requests and the written response. There 
seems to be some confusion among members of the bar regarding who gets served 
with the original, the opposing lawyer or the clerk of the court in regards 
to the Requests for Admission and the responses thereto. If it is the intent 
of the rule that the original request be served upon the other lawyer, signed 
by the counsel and only a copy filed with the clerk of court, then the rules 
should so state. This should likewise be true for the response. 

Sincerely yours, 

/15 
NEZ/ cg 
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Supreme Court of Texas 
Rules Committee for 
Texas Rules of Court 
Austin, Texas 

Dear Sirs: 

July 13, 1989 

I am writing concerning Rule 169 of the Texas Rules of 
Civil Procedure, Request for Admission. I believe that this rule 
is seriously in need of modification because of the potential for 
damage to litigants by virtue of the automatic invocation of 
sanctions for failure to answer a request for admission. I 
believe that this rule has created and continues to create 
hardship to litigants because of inadvertent failures to respond 
properly to those requests. No rule should be automatically 
invoked to render a forfeiture or a default condition. In 
operating an active law practice, it is very easy to overlook a 
Request for Admission or other discovery request. I have 
experienced situations with the post office where green cards 
were signed by my personnel and no documents actually delivered. 
Occasionally, as humans, we attorney~ also forget something or 
may misplace it in a file. One can only imagine the terror that 
an attorney would go through at a final trial when he discovers, 
after he has rested- his case, that there was a request for 
admission that was unanswered through inadvertence or otherwise. 

I would propose that the rule be modified so that a motion 
. to deem matters admitted be required, as was done under the prior 
rule. This certainly would be more just and would prevent 
attorneys and litigants from being blindsided by a technical 
rule. I have recently added to my standard set of 
interrogatories, a question which asks the opposing party whether 
or not they have mailed any request for admissions which have not 
been answered. At any rate, the Bar certainly needs to 
eliminate such traps in the rules. 

Respectfully submitted, 

!Jt~·/-1~ 
iMarvin L. Rader 

T.B.A. No. 16452800 

MLR/dk 

(71.!1} &12 -6'6.20 
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3001 LAKE AUSTIN BLVD .. SUITE 205 
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78703-4204 

(512l 476-7086 

November 28, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

RE: Comment on Proposed Rules Changes Regarding 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

'" 
Rule 169. ± believe it should be made expressly clear that 

a court may allow the extension of time to answer requests for 
admissions after the deadline for those requests have passed. The 
second sentence of the second paragraph of Subsection 1 of Rule 

169 states that the "matter is admitted without necessity of a 
court order unless, within thirty (30) days after service of the 
requests, or within such time as the court may allow • • • • 11 

Some attorneys believe that the phrase "within such time as the 
court may allow" means at such time within the 30 days (not after 
the 30 days). This could be clarified rather simply. 
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~ TRCP 200. Depositions Upon Oral Examination 

( 

1. When Depositions May Be Taken. (No change.) 

2. Notice of Examination: General Requirements; Notice of 

Deposition of Organization 

a. Reasonable notice must be served in writing by the 

party, or his attorney, proposing to take a deposition upon 

oral examination, to every other party or his attorney of 

record. The notice shall state the name of the deponent, 

the time and the place of the taking of his deposition and, 

if the production of documents or tangible things in accor

dance with Rule 201 is desired, a designation of the items 

to be produced by the deponent either by individual item or 

by category and which describes each item and category with 

reasonable particularity. [The notice shall also state the 

identity of other persons who will attend other than the 

witness, parties, spouses of parties, counsel. employees of 

counsel, and the officer taking the deposition. If any 

party intends to have such other persons attend, that party 

must give reasonable notice of the identity of such other 

persons.] 

b. (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Rule 200(2)(a) was amended to provide 

for persons who may attend deposition without notification and to 

provide for notice, to be given a reasonable number of days in 

advance of the deposition, of any party's intent to have any 

other persons attend.] 

00312 
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Texas Supreme Court 
Rules Committee 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Tx 78711 

ERNEST L. SAMPLE 
ATTORNEY AT L.AW 

F>OST OF"F"IC£ BOX 553 

BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77704 

December 11, 1989 

In Re: Recent Discovery Rules Changes 

Gentlemen: 

lto7 
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~00~ 
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OF"F"IC£ LOCATION 

ZB55 EASTEX f'REEWAY 
SUITE "T 

I respectfully recommend changes in discovery rules as 
follows: 

1. Limit written interrogatories to 10 single questions, except 
upon leave of court. (Rule 168(5) 

2. Followup or clarification interrogatories: 2 each for any 
interrogatory imperfectly answered, to which the answer is not 
understood, or needs clarifying. 

3. File discovery papers. Presenty rules dispense with filing. 
This results in disorder and irresponsibility. Anything 
important enough to consume a lawyer's time should be kept on 
record, <including opinions of the Court of Appeals). -

4. Limit depositions to one each per attorney per witness, except 
upon leave of court. 

5. Provide for the party taking the depositions to make a deposit 
to cover time and expense of witness and the attorney 
representing the witness if the deposition requires more than one 
day. This should be a requirement in all multiple party or 
extended depositons where a client and his lawyer are held in a 
vice grip for several days for a long, long, deposition. 
Particularly where the witness is a party-witness, and his 
lawyer's expenses are mounting uncontrollably anyway. 

6. Go back to the requirement that the deposition be taken in the 
county where the witness resides, except by agreement or special 
leave of court. Should apply to party witnesses as well as 
others. This is not an unreasonable requirement. 

7. Require the party giving notice to take the deposition to 
also give notice of the subject. matter or zone of inquiry, and 
require the same thing of the opposite attorney if he intends to 
pursue an independent line of questioning. Allow "free for all" 
depositions only on leave of court, if at all, and with 
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limitations. Each deposition notice, whether for oral 
depositions or interrogatories, should contain the name of the 
individual court reporter, and the phone number of the court 
reporter. 
8. Require 10 days notice when the witness is required to 
produce documentary material. "Reasonable notice" is probably 
adequate in other situations. 

Yours very truly, 

~~!:~~ 
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'ANCEY WHITE 
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ANTHONY E. PLETCHER 
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MARGERY HUSTON 

MARK DEKOCH 
PAUL DODSON 

CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78403-2707 
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Hon. Nathan Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 14, 1989 

Re: Proposed Changes to the Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Please note my opposition to the proposed change to TEx. R. Cw. P. 200. The 
proposed change would simply create problems in taking depositions; the change would not 
cure any problems which may now exist. 

The amendment appears to deal obliquely with the question of which persons may 
properly appear at a deposition. The amendment, however, provides no guidance on the 
question, and the proposed amendement to TEx. R. Cw. Evm. 614 would expressly make 
"the rule" inapplicable to depositions. Instead the proposed change to Rule 200 simply 
creates another needless battleground for issues such as who constitutes "employees of 
counsel," what constitutes reasonable notice of identity of other persons, and the nature of 
the notice that is required. The question of sanctions for violations of this rule also should 
be interesting. 

This aspect of the rules is not broken. Please don't fix it. 

~]):_ 
Paul Dodson 

PD:jd 
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WATIS LAW OFFICE 
1313 The Six Hundred Building 

(600 Leopard At Broadway) 
Corpus Christi, Texas 78473 

AC 512/884-1000 

November 17, 1989 

( 

l 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. BOX 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed Amendments To Texas Court Rules 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The Supreme Court via the Texas Bar Journal of November, 1989 
encouraged comments from the bar with respect to proposed Amend
ments to the Texas Court Rules. My concern centers on TRCP 200 
"Depositions Upon Oral Examination" and specifically the language 
"reasonable notice" as versus the former rule language that 
required a set number of days. 

I would encourage that the Supreme Court revert back to 
requiring a set number of days such as ten days or fourteen days 
because of the following reasons, to-wit: 

(a) "Reasonable Notice" to my experience has boiled down to 
"three days;" and 

(b) "Reasonable Notice" as versus a set number of days makes 
it most difficult on a solo practioner to plan any vacations, 
whether the same be in the summer, during Christmas or during 
Spring Break. 

Formerly, one could plan a vacation limited to ten days and 
know that you were not subject to leaving on vacation without 
knowing of a deposition that was scheduled during the vacation 
because you knew that you were allowed ten days advance notice. 
If you got the notice prior to leaving, you had an opportunity to 
call counsel and arrange a post-vacation date or even obtain a 
Court Order. However, the practical results of "reasonable 
notice" means that if a Secretary signs the green certified card, 
the attorney is subject to a deposition taking place while he or 
she is on a ten day or less vacation trip. 

The inconvenience and potential mal-practice exposure to solo 
practioners has become a very serious situation as a result of the 
rule change from a set number of days to reasonable notice and the 

. rule should be changed back to a required number of days, prefer
ably a minimum of ten days. 

I might add that I discussed this matter with Justice William 
Kilgarlin while he was still on the bench and was told of his 
understanding that "reasonable notice" got put in at the end of a 
long day of work by the Rules Advisory Committee and members 
simply did not fully consider the ramification of the change to 
"reasonable notice." Nevertheless, the time has come to correct 
the situation on behalf of solo practioners in the State of Texas. 
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(512l 476-7086 

November 28, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

!G0Q) ~Y 
-f.J (o &(b) /b/0' 

rr:J'pi d/:-

lb ~1 lh 
RE: Comment on Proposed Rules Changes Regarding Discove y~ 

Dear Justice Hecht: ~ 0"" 

Rules 200 and 208. I believe we will cause a great deal of 
headache by the addition of the rule changes allowing who may 
attend depositions without notification. I believe this is going 
to cause a great deal of litigation. If "the rule" is good for 
trial, why is it not good for pre-trial discovery? ~ cannot 
emphasize how much this new amendment bothers me. The application 
of "the rule" is laudable. It keeps witnesses from "molding" their 
testimony to the prior testimony of other witnesses. This leads 
to the truth, and it discourages fabrication and the "swaying" of 
testimony. I strongly believe the court should go in the opposite 
direction, and expressly state th~t "the rule" applies to 
depositions. The result would be the application of a very 
laudable rule to pre-trial discovery, and a simple statement that 
"the rule" applies to pre-trial discovery would cut out all 
questions on the matter and would cause virtually no litigation. 
I am quite frankly baffled by why the Court wants to go the other 
direction. Perhaps a compromise position would be that "the rule" 
applies to all depositions unless the party seeking to bring other 
potential witnesses requests and is allowed to do so by agreement 
or court order. I do, however, think that if "the rule" is adopted 
for depositions, it should not include a full-time employee (e.g. 
secretary, paralegal, clerk) of the lawyer. 
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CANTEY a. HANGER 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

ZIOO F"I.,.ST REPUBI..ICBANK TOWER 

SOl CHE.,_.,_y ST.,_EET 

F"ORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 

8171877·2800 
ERNEST REYNOLDS Ill METRO l.INE 429•3815 

TEL.EX 75·8831 

L.ECOPY 8171877·Z807 

November 21, 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The proposed added language to procedural rule 200.2.a. 
should not be adopted. Court proceedings, and the various ancil
lary proceedings relating to them, including discovery proceed
ings under the procedural rules, should be open proceedings. 
Indeed, it is interesting to note that one of the proposed rule 
changes would modify evidence rule 614 to clearly state that "The 
Rule" does not apply to discovery proceedings; and, incidentally, 
r applaud this concept although I quest{on whether the added lan
guage should be placed in the body of rule 614 and would person
ally favor having the added language included as a comment appear
ing immediately below rule 614. I can personally see no good 
reason to add the proposed new language to procedural rule 20 0. 
If somebody has suggested that this is to prevent disruption at 
depositions, my reply would be that attorneys as officers of the 
court should try to make sure that depositions are run without 
unnecessary disruption; and, further, should improper disruptions 
oc_cur the Court already would have ample power to take appropri
ate action. I would request that the new language proposed for 
procedural rule 200 not be adopted. 
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TRCP 201. Compelling Appearance; Production of Documents and 

Things; Deposition of Organization 

Any person may be compelled to appear and give testimony by 

deposition in a civil action. 

(1) (No change.) 

(2) (No change.) 

(3) (No change.) 

(4) (No change.) 

(5) Time and Place. The time and place designated shall be 

reasonable. The place of taking a deposition shall be in the 

county of the witness' residence or, where he is employed or 

regularly transacts business in person or at such other conve-. 

nient place as may be directed by the court in which the cause is 

pending; provided, however, the deposition of a party or the 

person or persons designated by a party under paragraph 4 above 

may be taken in the county of suit subject to the provisions of 

paragraph ~ 121 of Rule 166b. A nonresident or transient person 

may be required to attend in the county where he is served with a 

subpoena, or within one hundred miles from the place of service, 

or at such other convenient place as the court may direct. The 

witness shall remain in attendance from day to day until such 

deposition is begun and completed. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change only.] 
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December 11, 1989 

In Re: Recent Discovery Rules Ch~nges 

Gentlemen: 
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I respectfully recommend changes in discovery rules as 
follows: 

l. Limit written interrogatories to 10 single questions, except 
upon leave of court. (Rule 168(5) 

2. Followup or clarification interrogatories: 2 each for any 
interrogatory imperfectly answered, to which the answer is not 
understood, or needs clarifying. 

3. File discovery papers. Presenty rules dispense with filing. 
This results in disorder and irresponsibility. Anything 
important enough to consume a lawyer's time should be kept on 
record, (including opinions of the Court of Appeals). 

4. Limit depositions to one each per attorney per witness, except 
upon leave of court. 

5. Provide for the party taking the depositions to make a deposit 
to cover time and expense of witness and the attorney 
representing the witness if the deposition requires more than one 
day. This should be a requirement in all multiple party or 
extended depositons where a client and his lawyer are held in a 
vice grip for several days for a long, long, deposition. 
Particularly where the witness is a party-witness, and his 
lawyer's expenses are mounting uncontrollably anyway. 

6. Go back to the requirement that the deposition be taken in the 
county where the witness resides, except by agreement or special 
leave of court. Should apply to party witnesses as well as 
others. This is not an unreasonable requirement. 

7. Require the party giving notice to take the deposition to 
also give notice of the subject matter or zone of inquiry, and 
require the same thing of the opposite attorney if he intends to 
pursue an independent line of questioning. Allow "free for all" 
depositions only on leave of court, if at all, and with 
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limitations. Each deposition notice, whether for oral 
deposit ions or interrogatories, should contain the name of the 
individual court reporter, and the phone number of the court 
reporter. 
8. Require 10 days notice when the witness is required to 
produce documentary rna ter ial. "Reasonable notice" is probably 
adequate in other situations. 

Yours very truly, 

~~~~r 
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FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI 
1301 MCKI N N E:Y 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77010 HOUSTON 
WASHINGTON. 0. C. ---

AUSTIN 

TELEPHONE· 713/651•5151 
TELEX· 76·28ZS. 

TELECOPtE"' 713/651·5248 

SAN ANTONIO 
OAI.I.AS 
LONOON 
ZU"ICH 

FUI.B"IGHT ..JAWO"SKI & 
REAVIS McG"ATH 

NEW YO"K 
1.05 ANGEI.ES 

December 8, 1989 

Re: Comments Regarding Proposed Amendments 
to Texas Court Rules 

-----------------------------------------------
Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Please consider the following 
on the proposed amendments to the 
Procedure and are not to be construed 
firm or any of its attorneys: 

as my personal comments 
Texas Rules of Civil 

as the comments of this 

Rule 201(3). This provision allows a party to 
require another party to produce documents at the 
time of the deposition. No time frame is provided 
although reference to Rule 200(2)(a) would seem to 
require reasonable notice. These Rules allow a party 
to circumvent the provisions of Rule 167 and require 
the deponent to produce documents in less than thirty 
(30) days. Rule 201(3) should be amended so that a 
document request is made pursuant to the procedures 
of Rule 167. See e.g. Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(S). 

In addition, no provision is made for the procedure 
to be followed for a party resisting a document 
request pursuant to Rule 201(3). For example, the 
responding party does not know whether he should 
a) file a motion to quash the deposition or document 
request, b) file or serve objections to the document 
request prior to the deposition, or c). simply not 
produce the requested documents and object at the 
time of the deposition. This gap in the Rule should 
be resolved. 

I hope these suggestions are of some benefit. 

Yours very truly, 

('1L:=j~ 
;keith s. Dubanevich 0032 
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TRCP 206. Certification by Officer; Exhibits; Copies; Notice 

of Delivery 

1. Certification. The officer shall attach as part of the 

deposition transcript a certificate duly sworn by such officer 

which shall state the following: 

(i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 

(No change.) 
(No change.) 
(No change.) 
(No change.) 
(No change.) 
(No change.) 

(vii) that the original deposition transcript, or a 

copy thereof in event the original was not returned to the 

officer, together with copies of all exhibits, w~~/¢¢~t1¢t¢¢ 

¢tl~~~~¢¢1!~/~l¢¢¢t¢~t¢1¢t¢¢¢t~tl~¢¢t¢¢¢¢¢1wt~¢¢¢tl l¢¢tttf 

ft¢¢1Wtt~lt¢t~t~lt¢¢¢f¢t!t¢~~¢¢t¢¢11t¢ [is in the possession 

and custody of] the attorney or party who asked the first 

question appearing in the transcript for safekeeping and use 

at trial; 

(viii) (No change.) 
2. Delivery. (No change.) 
3. Exhibits. (No change.) 
4. (No change.) 
5. Copies. (No change.) 
6. Notice of Delivery. (No change.) 

[COHMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To permit court reporters to certify 

custody of the custodial attorney of the original deposition 

transcript and related exhibits based upon the court reporter's 

delivery ·or other confirmation from the custodial attorney 

obtained in writing or otherwise.] 

00324 
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Pt>I'!!Onal Injury Trial Law 
Tt>xu Board of l..to![al SJ'f't'ialiution 7 U/988-8800 

December 8, 1989 

The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Sir: 

This correspondence regards an apparent void which presently 
exists in Rule 206 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
regarding the submission of an original deposition. 

The rule does not address the event in which the custodial 
attorney, for whatever reason, (e.g. he dies, closes his 
practice, or his client settles out of the case) becomes 
unavailable at trial and therefore cannot submit the original of 
the deposition. 

May I suggest that the rule allow for any other attorney 
involved in the dispute to submit a copy of the original 
transcript which shall have the same force and effect unless 
cause be shown why it should not. 

Respectfully submitted, 

FELTON & ASSOCIATES 

r~ 1J· \yc-... e~. ~· 
Thomas J. Wallace, Jr. 
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( RE5.<8061795·1825 

1708 METF<O TOWER. 1220 BROADWAY AVENUE 

LUBBOCK. TEXAS 79401 

( 

November , 1989 
Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Box 12248 ~tP);cP Austin, Texas-78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

As per the request of the Texas Supreme Court, I would like to 
offer the following suggestions concerning the Rules. 

1. Rescind ALL local rules and do not permit local Courts to trap 
the practicing attorney by making Rules. 

Require a party taking the 
furnish the other attorne co the 
pense of the one taking the deposition. 

to 
ex-

3. Require the Appellant to deliver the copy of the Transcript 
and the Statement of Facts to the Appellee's attorney the day 
of or after the Appellant's Brief is mailed to the Court of 
Appeals; and, thereafter the Appellee's attorney will file 
same with the Clerk of the trial court. 

4. Remove, rescind, delete ALL sanctions by opposing counsel for 
alleged bad faith or frivilous law suits, because opposing 
counsel NOT having any counter-claim or cross-action is using 
these allegations alone to intimidate and coerce the opposing 
side. These allegations have become just as abusive as the 
party allegedly bringing a bad faith law suit. IF, retained 
in any manner, let JUST the trial Judge file a Motion and a 
hearing, and if a fact issue to be tried by a jury. 

5. 

....-?_ .. ( - .. 

6. 

\ 
\ 

Require that a Judge NOT discuss any matter concerning the case 
with one attorney when the other attorney is NOT present, where 
there are opposing counsel. And, you might ought to say an 
attorney will not discuss matters with the Court unless the 
other attorney is present. 

A Rule which would follow due process would require that NO order 
or judgment of the court would be rendered or entered unless a 
hearing is set and notice served on all parties. This business 
of Courts just signing order~and/or judgments without opposing 
counself bein,! afforded an opportunity to be heard is for the 
birds. This would not apply as to a default judgment and this 
might be clarified as to default judgments and say no motion 
need be served upon the defaulting party. Other jurisdictions 
require a Motion asking for a default judgment, and that it 
be served and a date, time and palce set for a hearing thereon. 

7. A Rule that any appeal from an administrative agency will in fact 
be trial de novo and not test an Administrative Order under the 

substantial evid:n5e r~~~·~~ 

Yours very truly, ~~F---... Hugh Harrell 0032€ 
WHH:wh cc: Ret. 
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TRCP 208. Depositions Upon Written Questions 

1. Serving Questions; Notice. After commencement of the 

action, any party may take the testimony of any person, including 

a party, by deposition upon written questions. [Leave of court, 

granted with or without notice, must be obtained only if a party 

seeks to take a deposition prior to the appearance day of any 

defendant.] Attendance of witnesses and the production of 

designated items may be compelled as provided in Rule 201. 

A party proposing to take a deposition upon written ques

tions shall serve them upon every other party or his attorney 

with a written notice ten days before the deposition is to be 

taken. The notice shall state the name and if known, the address 

of the deponent, the suit in which the deposition is to be used, 

the name or descriptive title and address of the officer before 

whom the deposition is to be taken, and, if the production of 

documents or tangible things in accordance with Rule 201 is 

desired, a designation of the items to be produced by the depo

nent either by individual item or by category and which describes 

each item and category with reasonable particularity. [The 

notice shall also state the identity of other persons who will 

attend other than the witness, parties, spouses of parties, 

counsel, employees of counsel, and the officer taking the deposi

tion. If any party intends to have such other persons attend, 

that party must give reasonable notice of the identity of such 

other persons.] 

A party may in his notice name as the witness a public or 

private corporation or a partnership or association or 
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governmental agency and describe with reasonable particularity 

the matters on which examination is requested. In that event, 

the organization so named shall designate one or more officers, 

directors or managing agents, or other persons to testify on its 

behalf, and may set forth, for each person designated, the 

matters on which he will testify. A subpoena shall advise a 

non-party organization of its duty to make such a designation. 

The person so designated shall testify as to matters known or 

reasonably available to the organization. This paragraph does 

not preclude taking a deposition by any other procedure author

ized in these rules. 

Notice by Publication. (No change.) 2. 

3. Cross-Questions, Redirect Questions, Re-cross Questions 

and Formal Objections. (No change.) 

4. 

5. 

change.) 

Deposition Officer; Interpreter. (No change.) 

Officer to take Responses and Prepare Record. (No 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Rule 208 was silent as to whether a 

deposition on written questions of a defendant could be taken 

prior to the appearance date. Rule 200 permits depositions upon 

oral examination of defendants prior to appearance date with 

permission of the court. As modified, Rule 208 conforms to Rule 

200 and permits the deposition on written questions of a defen

dant prior to appearance date with permission of the court. Rule 

208 was also amended to provide for persons who may attend 

deposition without notification and to provide for notice, to be 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules 00328 



~ given a reasonable number of days in advance of the deposition, 

of any party's intent to have any other persons attend.] 
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DAN R. PRICE 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

3001 LAKE AUSTIN BLVD .. SUITE 205 
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78703-4204 

(512l 476-7086 

November 28, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

tfofo ~~ 
!G~~ ~~ 
l (o &(b) /be> 

1t1)ii dl-

lb ~1 lb 
RE: Comment on Proposed Rules Changes Regarding Discove y~ 

Dear Justice Hecht: ~ {)V' 

Rules 200 and 208. I believe we will cause a great deal of 
headache by the addition of the rule changes allowing who may 
attend depositions without notification. I believe this is going 
to cause a great deal of litigation. If "the rule" is good for 
trial, why is it not good for pre-trial discovery? I cannot 
emphasize how much this new amendment bothers me. The application 
of "the rule" is laudable. It keeps witnesses from "molding" their 
testimony to the prior testimony of other witnesses. This leads 
to the truth, and it discourages fabrication and the "swaying" of 
testimony. I strongly believe the Court should go in the opposite 
direction, and expressly state that "the rule" applies to 
depositions. The result would be the application of a very 
laudable rule to pre-trial discovery, and a simple statement that 
"the rule" applies to pre-trial discovery would cut out all 
questions on the matter and would cause virtually no litigation. 
I am quite frankly baffled by why the Court wants to go the other 
direction. Perhaps a compromise position would be that "the rule" 
applies to all depositions unless the party seeking to bring other 
potential witnesses requests and is allowed to do so by agreement 
or court order. I do, however, think that if "the rule" is adopted 
for depositions, it should not include a full-time employee (e.g. 
secretary, paralegal, clerk) of the lawyer. 
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CANTEY a. HANGER 
ATTORNEYS AT L.AW 

2100 riRST REPUBI..ICBAN~ TOWER 

801 CHERRY STREET 

F"ORT WORTH, TEXAS 7ei02 

817/877·2800 
ERNEST REYNOLDS Ill METRO t.INE 42!J·3815 

November 21, 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

TEt.EX 75·8831 
I..ECOPY 817/877·2807 

ATTORNEY'S OIRECT OIAI.. 

877·2852 

The proposal for new language at procedural rule 208, deal
ing with depositions upon written questions appears to be unneces
sary and potentially quite problematic. There is already, if I 
recall correctly, is a procedure to allow a party to come to 
court and ask for approval to take a deposition prior to the time 
when it might otherwise be allowed under the generally applicable 
rules. What is going to result, I fear, if the proposed new lan
guage is adopted for rule 208 will be a situation where some ag
gressive attorneys will file lawsuits, immediately (under exist
ing rules> file interrogatories and requests for production so 
that they can get answers as quickly as possible, then go to a 
nearby friendly trial judge and get an order "without notice" 
allowing the initiation of depositions on written questions; and 
the result will be that other parties who are later served in the 
lawsuit will experience substantial confusion and will have sub
stantial difficulty in obtaining access to discovery obtained 
under the rules and which, under the general principals we have 
been operating under in this state for about 50 years or more 
now, should therefore be made equally available to all parties to 
the litigation. Further, this confusion during the discovery 
stage will inevitably lead to confusion, prejudice, unreasonable 
delay, and unfair results when cases come to trial. I urge the 
supreme court to refrain from adopting the proposed new language 
which would appear at the first paragraph of procedural rule 208. 
Also, for reasons discussed above in connection with the proposed 
changes to procedure rule 200, I urge the supreme court to re
frain from adopting the proposed language whic~ appear at the end 
of the second paragraph of procedural rule 208. 
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TRCP 216. Request and Fee for Jury Trial 

(No change.) 

Jury Fee. [Unless otherwise provided by law, a] ~ 

fee of ten dollars if in the district court and five dollars if 

in the county court must be deposited with the clerk of the court 

within the time for making a written request for a jury trial. 

The clerk shall promptly enter a notation of the payment of such 

fee upon the court's docket sheet. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Additional fees for jury trials may be 

reguired by other law. E.g., Texas Government Code§ 51.604.] 

00332 
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GRAVES, DOUGHERTY. HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCNS TOWER 

I"OST OF"F"ICE: BOX 98 ~ 

SEN '- VAUG1o4AN, tzt. P 
O' COyHSU, 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 ) ~ 
TELE~HONE: (5121 -480-SSOO rJ.tlf.- - / 

(Y". ~ TELECOIIY ,.U .. II£-.: 

November 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol station 

Justice l 51 
/ tr ~ 
,/ 1L!/ c.)C !) 
v LV\~~(~ 
v V' 5 (~tJ)-

Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

6. The following proposed amendments use the word "nonjury": I 
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41 (a) (1) and 54 (a). The • 
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules , 
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54 
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The 
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjury" currently 
appears in Texas Rule of civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of 
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2). 

-~ ---- -- . -- --------~ 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, -
lid. . 

Charles A. Spa1n, 
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TRCP 237a. Cases Remanded From Federal Court 

When any cause is removed to the Federal Court and is 

afterwards remanded to the state court, the plaintiff shall file 

a certified copy of the order of remand with the clerk of the 

state court and shall forthwith give written notice of such 

filing to the attorneys of record for all adverse parties. All 

such adverse parties shall have fifteen days from the receipt of 

such notice within which to file an answer. [No default judgment 

shall be rendered against a party in a removed action remanded 

from federal court if that party filed an answer in federal court 

during removal.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To preclude a default judgment in a 

case remanded from federal court if an answer was filed in 

federal court during removal.] 

00334 
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 

2300 NCN B TOW!:R 

~OST OF'F'ICE: BOX 98 ~ 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 j ~ 
TE:LE:F'HONE:: (5121 4BO•SeOO rJ~ . 

November 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

IICN "· VAUGHAN• :z:zt. Ill. 
O" COVNKL. 

TELECO~ NUMII£111: 
tSIZI 478•1ti11S 

( I 

(_ 

3. Is there a typographical error in the Bar Journal where thei 
word 11 is 11 is used instead of "in" in the comment to Texas Rule of 'i 

Civil Procedure 237a? 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, 

1/M. 
Charles A. 

-
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TRCP 245. Assignment of Cases for Trial 

The Court may set contested cases on 

[written request] of any party, or on the court's own motion, 

with reasonable notice of not less than forty five lt¢~1 days to 

the parties [of a first setting for trial], or by agreement of 

the parties 1 [ ..... ;_~p-=r...::o'""v:....:i:..:d::e:::.d~, ____,!h;.!;o~w=e~v...::e::_,!r:.....L_, ----!:t:::.h~a~t!:::--...!w~h.!.:e:::.n~~a~...::c::..::a~s=.:e==---....tP~r:...;e:::.v~i...::o::..::u:o.:s""'l"'"y._ 

has been set for trial, the Court may reset said contested case 

to a later date on any reasonable notice to the parties or by 

agreement of the parties. J Noncontested cases may be tried or 

disposed of at any time whether set or not, and may be set at any 

time for any other time. 

[A request for trial setting constitutes a representation 

that the requesting party reasonably and in good faith expects to 

be ready for trial by the date requested, but no additional 

representation concerning the completion of pretrial proceedings 

or of current readiness for trial shall be required in order to 

obtain a trial setting in a contested case.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: First paragraph, to harmonize a first 
time non-jury setting with the time for jury demand. Second 
paragraph, to eliminate impediments to continuing case prepara
tion and discovery after a trial setting is requested in a 
pending case.] 

00336 
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SMEAD, ANDERSON, WILCOX & DUNN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

42$ NORTH F'RECCNIA, SUITE 100 

'"· c. sex 3343 

TELEPHONE (214) 7$7·2868 

F'ACSIMILE (214) 7$7·4612 

LONGVIEW, TEXAS 75606·3343 

December 8, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
Rules Advisory Committee 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Tex. R. Civ. P. 245 

To The Committee: 

M. fll. SMEAO, .JJI. 

1108 .4.NDEJISCN 

MELVIN R. WU .. CCX, il-l -

MICHAEL L.. OUNN 

ICYL£ ICUTCH 

PETEIII L.. e.-r.wl:lll 

In response to the Court's invitation in the November, 1989 issue of 
the Texas Bar Journal, the following suggestion regarding the Rules of 
Civil Procedure is made. Rule 245 of the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure states: 

The court may set contested cases on motion of any 
party, or on the court's own motion, with reasonable notice 
of not less than 10 days to the parties, or by agreement of 
the parties. Noncontested cases may be tried or disposed of 
at any time whether set or not, and may be set at any time 
for any other time. 

This Rule allows a court to issue notice to the parties of an impending 
trial within a period as short as 10 days. I submit that this rule is 
fundamentally unfair to the parties in light of the new strict guidli
nes set out by the court regarding the supplementation of discovery 
in general and the designation of experts in particular. 

The current proposed rule change is to require 45 days notice. While 
this is a step in the right direction, it is still to short con
sidering the practical problems faced by the practicioner with a heavy 
trial docket. My suggestion is that the rule require 60 days notice 
unless agreed to otherwise by the parties. One particular evil this 
would avoid is the practice of some lawyers of designating their 
expert 31 days before trial. Providing 60 days notice would allow all 
parties to supplement discovery and designate experts in a good faith 
effort to meet discovery deadlines, and would avoid the necessity of 
many motions for continuance. To this end, I would point out that 
Rule 166b(6)(b) regarding the supplementation of discovery to name 
experts "as soon as practical" does not always cure the problem. This 
Rule could be changed to provide that "counter-experts" may be 
designated within 20 days of the designation of the primary expert 
regardless of any trial setting. 
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Page 2 
December 8, 1989 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, 

SMEAD, ANDERSON, WILCOX AND DUNN 

BY :_f~.£2~---

dl 

Peter L. Brewer 
Former Briefing Attorney, 
Texas Supreme Court 
1987-88 term 
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Olephen 7J. Jox 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 

4814 Caroline Street 
Houston, Texas 77004 

(713) 529-9261 

December 6, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 

REGULAR MAIL 

Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed TEX. R. CIV. P. 245. 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

UNITED STATES POST OFFICE 

Please do not change TEX. R. CIV. P. 245! 

The reason is that if the proposed rule is adopted, it will 
become almost impossible to go to trial on a case. Requiring 
forty five (45) days notice of the first trial setting and not 
telling the Courts what "reasonable" notice is, will cause 
additional confusion and delay. 

Presently, Rule 245 requires ten (10) days notice of the 
trial setting. 90 % of my practice is in the County Civil Courts 
at Law of Harris County, Texas. In County Civil Number 4, Judge 
Charles Coussons' court, one may not set a case for trial until 
after sixty (60) days after the case has been filed. In the event 
that a Defendant desires a jury trial, that Defendant should file 
the written request and jury fee at the time that they file an 
Answer; otherwise, if a Defendant files the written request for a 
jury and the jury fee after the case has been set for trial, it is 
usually in the interest of delay. Many times, these same 
Defendants will waive a jury right before trial. They ask for a 
jury trial because they know that it is harder for the Judge to 
try a jury case than a trial to the Judge; therefore, cases set 
for jury trials many times are passed or continued. This aids a 
Defendant in further delay. 

During this last week, I have so far had three (3) cases set 
for trial in County Civil Number 3, Judge Hobson's court. All 
three (3) cases were continued. On one particular case, this is 
the third time that the case has been passed or continued. On 
~nother case, it is the second time. 

r bel .i eve t.hat it is clear from some of the events which I 
have been relatinq to you that a Plaintiff's attorney has a very 
difficult time ~getting to trial." Judges readily grant continues 
based, not for sufficient cause as required by TEX. R. CIV. P. 
251, but for every flimsy excuse imaginable. 

Supreme court of Texas 
Page l 
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A case in point is one Defendant, who is also an attorney, 
who has had notice of the trial setting date since September 12, 
1989. He had his attorney friend appear in Court yesterday with a 
Motion for Continuance stating that the Defendant had purchased 
non refundable plane tickets for his vacation and was not in town 
for trial. I argued that he should have moved for and obtained a 
continuance before he bought the tickets. Judge Hobson told me, 
"Mr. Fox, you know I'm not going to put him to trial when he's in 
Europe." His continuance, brought at the last minute, was 
granted. 

I could relate many more such stories to the Court; however, 
the point is that a Defendant can readily obtain a continuance to 
set a case for a jury trial or for any other reason. 

I practice commercial litigation (collections). Many times I 
am suing Defendants who are in the process of going out of 
business. If I am to have, at least, a chance to collect some 
money for my clients, I must be able to get to trial. I already 
have tremendous hurdles to overcome with all of the flimsy excuses 
people dream up for continuances and all the tricks they pull, 
such as requesting a jury trial, only for delay. It is apparent 
that most Judges fall for them. 

If the Court approves the proposed TEX. R. CIV. P. 245, my 
chances of getting to trial on any particular case will become 
slight to none. I am already having a hard time getting to trial. 

Please do not change TEX. R. crv. P. 245. Anyone who wants a 
jury trial may readily obtain one. Remember that Defendants 
(Debtors) are simply attempting to avoid paying their debts or are 
stalling so that they can secrete or transfer their assets to a 
new corporation. I must be able to get to trial quickly to 
collect debts. 

Please note that I do not file my cases in the District 
Courts because they will not set a case for trial until it has 
been on file for at least a year. 

Laws that encourage the payment of a just debt are the 
pillars of our economic system. If everyone could avoid the 
payment of a just debt, our economic system will fall. 

Supreme Court of Texas 
Page 2 
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JUDGE JOSEPH B. MORRIS 

ONE HUNDRED FIRST 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

November 16, 1989 

The following are my comments on the proposed amendments to three 
specific rules of civil procedure: 

1. TRCP 63. The rule will be titled "Amendments and Responsive 
Pleadings." Is an original counterclaim a "responsive" pleading? The 
Court has previously decided such a counterclaim is not an amended 
pleading for purposes of the rule. By use of the phrase" ..• any 
pleadings, responses, or pleas offered for filing within seven 
days ••• " is an original counterclaim to be subject to the rule? It 
is unclear to me because of the new title for the rule. Given the 
number of such claims filed near trial dates, it would be helpful to 
be clear on this point. 

2. TRCP 166. I applaud the revisions but remain concerned the 
rule does not expressly allow the trial court to enter a pre-trial 
order covering the various matters without first holding a 
conference, which, as you know, is a luxury not often available 
because of time. At least twice I have received arguments that this 
Court could not issue -pre-trial discovery orders without first 
holding the conference described in Rule 166. I have relied on the 
inherent power of this Court and the last sentence of the rule to do 
so. I think it would be helpful to clarify this issue in Rule 166 by 
expressly providing the trial courts may issue such orders without 
the necessity of a conference. 

3. TRCP 245. At least one appellate court has ruled that 
forfeiture cases must be set within 30 days after answer date. This 
rule creates a conflict with regard to any case that now or in the 
future by law must be set sooner than 45 days after answer date. 

As I am sure you know, my comments about these rules originate 
from my perspective as a trial judge. 

Cordially, 

Old Red Courtho.use Dallas, Texas 75202 653-6937 
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TRCP 271 Charge t¢ lQfl the l~tt [Court] 

[1. The court may order any party to submit proposed jury 

questions, instructions, and definitions at any reasonable time 

for the convenience of the court.] 

[2. In all jury cases,] W[u]nless expressly waived by the 

parties, [at the conclusion of the evidence,] the trial court 

shall prepare and ~~/¢p¢~/¢¢~tt deliver a written charge to the 

j~tt [parties, signed by the court, and filed with the clerk, and 

the charge so filed shall be a part of the record of the case.] 

[3. The court shall submit the questions and instructions 

and definitions raised by the written pleadings and the evidence. 

The court shall, whenever feasible, submit the cause upon broad

form guestions. The court shall submit such instructions and 

definitions as shall be proper to enable the jury to render a 

verdict. The placing-of the burden of proof may be accomplished 

by instruction rather than by inclusion in the question. 

4. Inferential rebuttal questions shall not be submitted 

in the charge. 

5. The court may submit a question disjunctively when it 

is apparent from the evidence that one or the other of the 

conditions or facts inquired about necessarily exists. 

6. The court shall not submit other and various phases or 

different shades of the same question. 

7. In any cause in which the jury is required to apportion 

the loss among the parties, the court shall submit a question or 

questions inquiring vThat percentage, if any, of the negligence or 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 



causation, as the case may be, that caused the occurrence ·or 

injury in question is attributable to each of the parties found 

to have been culpable. The court shall also instruct the jury to 

answer the damage question or questions without any reduction 

because of the percentage of negligence or causation, if any, of 

the party injured. The court may predicate the damage question 

or questions upon affirmative findings of liability. 

8. Except in trespass to try title, statutory partition 

proceedings, and other special proceedings in which the pleadings 

are specially defined by statutes or procedural rules, a party 

shall not be entitled to any submission of any question raised 

only by a general denial and not raised by affirmative written 

pleading by that party. 

9. The court shall not in its charge comment directly on 

the weight of the evidence or advise the jury of the effect of 

their answers, but th~ court's charge shall not be objectionable 

on the ground that it incidentally constitutes a comment on the 

weight of the evidence or advises the jury of the effect of their 

answers when it is properly a part of an instruction or defini-

tion. 

10. Nothing herein shall change the burden of proof from 

what it would have been under a general denial.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The jury charge rules are entirely 

rearranged to follow better the order of proceedings in the trial 

court, to provide means for counsel to assist the court in 

preparing the charge, to place together the formal requisites of 

c:fdw4fscacfredline2.doc 00343 
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the charge, and to provide that the charge prepared by the court 

be signed and filed prior to objections. The court may modify 

its prepared charge as provided by Rule 272(5) .] 
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PAT MALONEY December 4, 1989 f*IESSiM.~ 

•• p.(l' WJ.ONEY 
• P.(1' MALONEY, ji. 
• GEORG£ LeGRAND 

JANICE MALONEY 
• VIRGIL Y. wrrA 

PA111<lA MALONEY 
TOM JONES 
OiAIU.ES NlO:IOUiON 

Justice Lloyd Doggett 
The Supreme £ourt of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P.o. Bo~/12248, Capitol Station 
Austin,/Texas 78711 

-·~: Proposed Revisions to Texas Rules 

Dear Mr. Justice Doggettz 

AL M. HF.CK (t896-t9n) After having reviewed the proposed changes to the Texas 
STEPHANI WAI.SH Rules of Civil Procedure and the Texas Rules of Civil 
~G.~ Evidence, I wanted to point out the following less-than-

• GARY HOWARD salutary provisions in the rules, as well as the one 
~~~L exemplary provision, all of which are stated belowz 

The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure: 

271 (7): 

Conditioning or predicating the damages issue 
should be mandatokY upon request by the party 
having the burden of proof on the damages 
issue. That is, the party having the burden 
of proof sometimes may want to have damages 
unconditionally submitted, as when that party 
knows that there is liability as a matter of 
law, but the liability issues still are 
submitted to the jury. In such a case, it 
behooves the party having the burden of proof 
on liability to have damages submitted 
unconditionally, so that he can pursue a 
motion for judgment non obstante veredicto. 
However, by not making it mandatory as 
aforementioned, too many trial judges will be 
reluctant to streamline the trial and prevent 
the jury from answering immaterial damages 
issues, merely because they never have had 
that opportunity before. Therefore, the rule 
should make such a predicated or conditional 
submission mandatory upon request by the party 
having the burden of proof on damages. 

--------·---

Very truly yours, 

LAW ~~S OF PAT MALONEY, 

By:~L~'~ 
P.C. 
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l~achel Littlejohn 
COL'NTIES. 

District 1 udge, !56th 1 udicial District 

P. 0. Box 82 

Beeville, Texas 78102 

December 1, 1989 

Aransas 
Bee 
Live Oalc 
McMullen 
San Patncio 

-,-ecf q>7J 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas and 

Chairman of Committees on Rules of Procedure 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Re: Revisions to Rules of Civil 
Procedure in Trial Courts 

I write to express some concern that District Court Judges have 
with the proposed rules for charging the jury in civil cases. I note 
that the burden of submitting a correct charge to the jury has shifted 
somewhat from the attorneys involved and placing it upon the trial court 
unless some prior orders are in effect. I would deplore this change of 
the burden for correct submission. In these days of word processors 
and computers it could be that it will not affect many Judges who have 
those facilities. In many courts, including those in rural areas such 
as mine, we do not have access to such gadgetry and are dependent upon 
lawyers to furnish us with substantially correct definitions, instruc
tions and jury questions. Speaking for myself and, I believe, other 
District Judges, I would suggest that this burden should be borne by 
the attorneys who should have submitted a correct definition, instruc
tion or jury question prior to the preparation of the charge. My 
Docket Control Orders usually include a requirement for correct 
definitions, instructions and questions to be submitted. However, it 
is my belief that the Rules should place that burden upon the attorneys. 

Accordingly, I would suggest that the new TRCP 271, Charge of the 
Court, be amended by adding to Subsection 1 the following: 

"In the absence of such Order, the omission or failure to submit 
a definition, instruction or question shall not be grounds for com
plaint on appeal unless the same has been requested in substantially 
correct form in writing prior to the preparation of the Charge. " 

(This is similar to the instruction in the last sentence of present 
Rule 278.) 
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Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
December l, 1989 
Page 2 

Whether this sentence or other is used, I would urge the Committee 
to consider placing the burden of proper and correct submission upon 
the attorneys rather than on the Judge preparing the Charge. 

RL:cw 

Respectfully sub~itted, 
} /' . 

)~__J t~ 
RACHEL LITTLEJOHN 
District Judge 

xc: Honorable John Cornyn 
Presiding Judge 
Fourth Administrative Judicial Region 
37th District Court 
Bexar County Courthouse 
San Antonio, Texas 78205 

Professor J. Hadley Edgar 
Robert H. Bean Professor of Law 
Texas Tech University School of Law 
Lubbock, Texas 79409 
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RAY D. ANDERSON 

121ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
Terry County 

Yoikum County 

Honorable Nathan L. Hech~ 
Just1ce of Supreme Cour~ 

District Judge 
Terry County Courthouse 

Office Phone (806) 637-n42 
Brownfield, Texas 79316 

P.O. Box 12248, Cap1tol Stat1on 
Aust~n. Tx 78711 

Dear Just1ce Hecht: 

1989 

OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 
Jamie Altum 

806 I 637-6958 

COURT ADMINISTRATOR 
Tammy Boen 

8061 637-n42 

After reviewing the proposed amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure wh1ch appeared in the November issue of the Bar Journal, I 
d1d no~e one proposed change which : hc~e you w1ll reconsider. 

The proposed Rule 273, subparagraph one el1minates the requirement of 
submitt1ng 1n wr1ting any quest1on, instruction or defin1t1on 1n 
order to preserve error 1n the court's charge. Th1s rule has always 
been a big help to me as a trlal judge, particularly in compl1cated 
cases, and I would ha~e to see 1t change. 

Most tr1al judges have limited, if any, clerical help and do not have 
br1ef1ng attorneys to assist them 1n preparing charges. In my 
op1n1cn th1s change would 1ncrease the number of appeals and greatly 
increase the backlog in our appellate courts. It would probably also 
cause more reversals and retrials in the ~r1al court. 

It might be argued that Rule 271, subparagraph one eliminates the 
problem, however, proposed 2ule 273 subparagraph five expressly pro
vides that noncompliance Wlth proposed Rule 271 subparagraph one shall 
not form the basis for preservatlcn of error. This seems to take the 
:nea_t out of 2 71, subparagraph one. 
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HAZEL M. PIKE 
COURT REPORTER 

CHERYL ROSSON 
COURT COORCINATOR 

LARRY W. STARR. JUDG 
188TB JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

GREGG COUNTY 

LONGVIEW, TEXAS 7S606 

November 27, 1989 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas .78711 

RE: Proposed Amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

two aspects of the 
of Civil Procedure 
The first concerns 

Please let me plead with you about 
proposed changes to the Texas Rules 
covered in the latest bar journal. 
the court's charge in jury cases. In proposed Rule 273 
we find: 

" ••• no party is required to submit in writing 
any question, instruction or definition in order 
to preserve error in the court.' s charge •••• Failure 
of any party to submit a question, instruction, 
or definition in writing shall never be a waiver 
of any objection made in compliance with Rule 272." 

Further, although proposed Rule 271(1) provides: 

"The trial court may order any party to submit 
proposed jury questions, instructions, and 
definitions at any reasonable time for the 
convenience of the Court." 

the statutory effect of this provision is wiped out in 
proposed Rule 273, as follows: 

" ••• Compliance or noncompliance with Rule 271(1) 
shall never constitute waiver of any objection 
to the court's charge ••• " 

P. 0. BOX 3e!51 
214•7 !5B·etal 
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Justice Nathan Hecht 
November 27, 1989 
Page Two 

I submit that this change in our practice would be 
counterproductive and ill advised. Charge preparation 
time is "crunch" time for the trial judge. The jury is 
waiting. The word processing capability of trial judges 
in Texas is limited. The trial judge really needs 
something to look at and ponder. I suggest that this 
change will allow the parties and their attorneys (even 
the ones relying on a submission) to sit back and shoot 
at the trial judge orally rather than to organize their 
own approach by making written requests in substantially 
correct form. In the long run litigants will lose from 
this change. The 1 uckiest 1 i tigant is one who has an 
attorney llho prepares his jury quastions, instructions, 
and definitions before he drafts his first petition or 
answer, before he does his discovery, before he selects 
a jury, and before he closes his evidence. Certainly no 
one would fault an attorney for making some 
modifications in his charge material before or during 
"crunch" time. But to inspire young attorneys to sit 
back and orally shoot from the hip while the trial judge 
presents his masterpiece is sheer nonsense. 

The second aspect of my plea to you has to do with the 
trial judge's time, access and availability to receive 
documents and instruments. Increasingly, we see "ten 
dollar" envelopes brought into. our offices and 
courtrooms which have to be receipted for. I get more 
and more "certified" and "registered" mail which must be 
signed for, sometimes with restricted delivery. 
Proposed Rules 296, 297 and 298 provide: 

" ••• A copy of the notice shall also be provided 
to the judge who tried the case by any method 
allowed in Rule 2la." 

Please don't encourage people to send things to a judge 
under Rule 2la. Judges are not mail clerks or even 
filing clerks and ordinary mail should suffice. 

Sincerely, 

L~~~~ 
LWS:cr 
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tAW OFACES 
OF 

STANLEY G. SCHNEIDER 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

Eleven Greenway Plaza, Suire 3112 
'Housron. Texas 7i046 

(713) 961-5901 

Sranley G. Schneider 
W. Troy McKinney 
Thomas D. Moran November 16, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 7 8 711 

RE: Proposed 1990 Rule Changes. 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

After reviewing the proposed rule changes, I offer the 
following comments and suggestions: 

( 3. Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 271(4): 

WTM/agl 

(_ 

This rule could be misconstrued 
inferential rebuttal issues 
instructions and/or definitions. 

to exclude 
from the 

The· court should consider modifying it to 
read: 

shall not be submitted [as questions] in the 
charge, [but shall be included as or within 
definitions or instructions as appropriate.] 

·-··---------· 
Respectfully, .. 
tv:--~ 
W. TROY McKINNEY 
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7'~¢ l¢~~t¢J¢ 1¢~~7-l- /'¢¢I t'/1 /Yitttl-'/1¢11 !¢t¢J'It¢¢ /'¢'1 11~¢ !¢¢~ttl /~'/1¢ 

1tl-¢¢11ltt~/1~¢1¢l-¢t¥1/~'/l¢1¢~~l-l-I'¢¢1~/P~ttl¢111~¢1t¢¢¢t¢1¢111~¢ 

¢~~¢¢11/~tl¢~~.,_.,_1'¢¢1¢~'¢~trr¢¢1t¢1t~¢1t¢¢P¢¢tt1¢1P~trt¢¢!¢tlt~¢tt 

~t1¢t'lt¢'1¢11¢t!1~¢tt/t'/1¢P¢¢1t¢'/ll/~'/1¢1~!t¢~¢¢'1t~'¢l-¢11t~¢!¢Jt1¢'/llt~¢¢ 

t'/111J~t¢~11¢1¢t~~t'lt¢1~'/l¢1Pt¢¢¢'1t11¢'¢j¢¢1t¢'1t¢11~¢t¢1¢1¢~t¢t¢¢1t~¢ 

Pt¢¢¢'it¢¢1¢1!1~¢!j~tti!YI~t¢~1¢'¢j¢¢1t¢'/l¢1¢~~l-l-lt'/ll¢1¢ttlt'/1¢t~'/1¢¢1'¢¢ 

Pt¢¢¢'/11¢¢11¢11~¢1¢¢~ttlt'/l/1Jtttt'/11JI !¢t!'¢¢!¢t¢1~1¢¢11¢1t~¢1¢¢~tt 

t¢P¢tt¢t lt'/1 11~¢ /Pt¢¢¢'/1¢¢ 1¢1 11~¢ !¢¢~tt /~'/1¢ /¢PP¢¢t'/11J !¢¢~'/l¢¢l-l 

'¢¢1¢t¢ 11~¢ l¢~~t¢J¢ It¢ It¢~¢ 11¢ 11~¢ fj~ttl I /:f.l-l- /¢'¢j¢¢1t¢'/l¢ /'/1¢1 /¢rfJ 

Pt¢¢¢'/11¢¢ 1¢~~7-l- /'¢¢ /¢¢'/l¢t¢.¢t¢¢ /~¢ /YI~ty¢¢1 I 17'~¢ l¢rfJ~tt l¢~~l-l- 1~'/lf 

¢¢~¢¢¢/tt¢/t~l-t'/11J¢!1~¢t¢¢'/l!'¢¢1¢t¢1t¢~¢t'lt¢J/1~¢1¢~~t¢J¢!trfJ/1~¢!j~tt 

9(¢¢ /¢~~.,_.,_ /¢'/l¢.¢t¢¢ 11~¢ /t~l-t'/1¢1¢ /r/J'/1 /1~¢ /rfJ'¢j¢¢1trfJ'/l¢ 17-1 /Yitttt¢'/1 !rfJt 

¢.t¢1~1¢1¢~~¢11¢11~¢1¢¢~ttlt¢P¢t1¢t!t'/111~¢1Pt¢¢¢'1t¢¢1rfJ1!¢¢~¢¢¢l-l 

~'¢j¢¢tt¢¢¢11¢11~¢1¢~~t¢J¢1~'/l¢11~¢1¢¢~ttf¢1t~l-t'lt¢J¢1t~¢t¢rfJ'/ll¢9ttl'¢¢ 

t'/1¢7-~¢¢¢ 19t¢ /9t IP9ttt !rfJ1 /9t'/lt ltt9t'/1¢¢ttP1 /rfJt /¢19tt¢~¢'/lt /rfJ1 !19t¢t¢ /rp'/1 
. _ .... 

-~~¢9tl- /9t'/l¢/ /YI~¢'/1 /¢¢ /t'lt¢7-~¢¢¢ /t'/1 l¢tt~¢tl l¢~9tl-l- l¢rfJ¢¢ttt~t¢ /9{ -
¢~11t¢t¢'/lt/'¢tl-l-lrfJtl¢t¢¢PttrfJ'/lltrfJ/t~¢1t~l-t'/11J¢!¢11t~¢1¢¢~ttlt~¢t¢rfJ'/11 

~tl¢~9tl-l-I'¢¢1Pt¢¢~~¢¢11~'/ll-¢¢¢1¢1~¢t1lt¢¢!'/lrfJt¢¢/t'/llt~¢1t¢¢rfJt¢1/t~~t 

t~¢1P~tttl~~¥t'/11JI¢~¢~/rfJ'¢j¢¢tt¢'1t¢1Pt¢¢¢'1tt¢¢11~¢1¢9t~¢19tt!t~¢1PtrfJP¢t 

tt~¢19t'/l¢1¢t¢¢Pt¢¢1t¢1t~¢1t~l-t'/11Jit~¢t¢¢'1tl 

[1. The charge, prepared by the court and filed pursuant to 

Rule 271, shall be submitted to the respective parties or their 

attorneys for their inspection and the court shall allow them 

reasonable time in which to examine and present objections to the 

charge and to assign error pursuant to Rule 273 outside the 

presence of the jury. 

I • 
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2 . Each party may object to the charge. A party objecting 

to the charge must point out distinctly the matter complained of 

and the grounds of the complaint by an objection that clearly 

points out the portion of the charge to which complaint is made 

and is specific enough to support the conclusion that the trial 

court was fully aware of the ground of complaint and chose to 

overrule the objection. 

3. When the complaining party's objection to a guestion, 

definition, or instruction is obscured or concealed by voluminous 

unfounded objections, minute differentiations, or numerous 

unnecessary requests, such objection or reguest shall be a 

nullity. 

4. No objection to one part of the charge may be adopted 

and applied to any other part of the charge by reference only. 

5. The court may modify the charge of the court at any 

time before it is read to the jury or as provided in Rule 286.] 
• _;-A 

[COMMENT TO 19 9 0 CHANGE: To provide procedures and requisites 

for objecting to the charge of the court.] 

I· 
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09:30 Tf-IE LN I 1J OF TEX~S SCI-DQ. OF LAW 0134 

' 
RULE 272 COMPLAINTS TO THE COURT'S CHARGE 

(1) 

(2) 

Time 

All complaints to tbe court•• charge must be made 
before the charge is read to the jury.· 

Type of Complaint 

A c0111plaint to the court's charge ls either made by 
objection or ~equeat. 

(3) An Objection 

(a) May be -.~e in writing or dictated to the court 
reporter in the presence of :the court and oppoain9 
oounael1 , 

(b) Must point out clearly the portion of the charge to 
which the objection is made and the matter 
specifically complained of 1 ; 

(c) Must state specific groundsr , 
(d) Must not be obscured or conQealedby voluminous 

unfounded objections or minu'te ditterentiationaJ and 
(e) Must be complete in itselt and not adopt any other 

objection by reeerence. · 

(4) A Request 

(a) Must be in writin9 and aubstantiaily correct; and 
(b) Must not be obscured or concealed~by numerous 

unnecessary requests or requ~sta ~ith minute 
differentiations. i · 

(5) Preserving Error for Appea~ and Rlght to Jury Findin9 
1 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

An objection is required when the!matter complained 
of is contained in the court,• a charge but claimed to 
be defective' : 
A request ia required when the court's charge 
completely omits a definition, special instruction, 
or entire ground of recovery:or d-.ten&fiJ except 
When the court's cba~ge can be cu~ed either by 
amending what ls submitted or by ~ddlng to the 
definition, special instruction, dr question, then 
either an objection or r8Ciueot 1a proper. 

(6) Court's Ruling on Co=Plainta 

2769 

The court shall announce its:ruliri9s on the 
complaints before reading the chatge td the jury either by 
endorsing the rulings on written compl~ints or by 
dictating the rulings to the cour* repdrter in the 
presence of counsel. ! 

Any complaint not expressly ~uled ~n by the court 
shall be deemed· overruled it not cured by modification of 
the charge submitted to the jury. · 

_____ .............. . 
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SCHOOL OF LAW 

THE VNlV.ERSlTY 011 TEXAS A'f AUSTIN 

727 /J.ilst261hSrrt~t~~ • ARstir~, TtJ:~~J 78705 • (512) 471-~JJ!' 
:rwropil!r' '!\'~ (.H 1) 471-6988 

Mr. Luke Soules, 
Chair 

Supreme court Advisory committee 
Tenth Floor, Republic of Texas Plaza 
175 E. Houston St. 
San Antonio, TK 78205-22~0 

Re: Proposed Changes to Rules 272 an~ 

Oear Luka, 

ODl 

002 

You may recall that the committe~ on t~e Administration o~ 
Justice ICOAJ) recommended AGAINST a~Optin~ a rule a11owin9 an 
objection to preserve error for all complai~ts to the court'5 
charge. It was the decision ot our committ~e that the bench 
and bar would prefer to retain the present !"objection/request" 
dichotomy for coznplair"ts to the court•.s cha;.rge. 

l ! 

We did, howeve~, like the ~ropoa~d Rul~ 271 incorporating 
in one rule the various rules fof ~ramin9 t~e court's charge. 
we further felt that there also ought :to be; one rule settin9 
~orth the requirements for complainin9 to the court's charge. 
Hence, on Saturciay, February 3, l990, wa un~nimouely voted to 
recommend the encloeed attempt at such a rule. 

i 
If your committee and the Supreme Court believe that 

paraqra~hs 1 and 5 of ~reposed Rule 2!2 nee~ to be retained, we 
reconwenu they be moved to proposed R~le 27~. 

i 
our recommended Rule 272 attempts to plaee into one, 

or9anized rule the present law concernin9 m~kin9 corn~laints to 
the court's charge and the court's rulin9 oh those complaints. 

You will notice in readin9 this rule that there is no 
mention ot the present requirement that a p~rty relyin9 upon an 
omitted question must request that question~ We believe that 
under our present broad-form practice ,that ~ule no longer has · 
any viability. If the omitted question is ~n entire 9round ot 
recovery or of defense, then the party, wantln9 it must 

~ . I 
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request, or it is waived. Hence, the:"relianceM rule only had 
meanin9 when one or more elements ot a ground of recovery or of 
defense were oiUitted. However, even it a trial court submits 
such a ground in the older "separate and distinct" taah1on, 
under present practice an objection would both preserve the 
error and prevent any judge or deemed'finding. Why? Simply 
because the error can be corrected by:amen~in9 one of the 
questions submitted to contain the omitted elements. ~he old 
"multifarious" objection to doing this is no longer a 900d 
objection. Hence, either party may object :or l'l\lli request 
either a separate and dh1tinct question on .the m ssin9 element 
or an instruction which would make one of the submitted 
questions include the missln9 elementJ So~ an objection or 
request by either party pteaervea tha: compl·aint. 

i 

The bottom line is that the COAJ'reoo~ends that the 
Supreme court not adopt a rule or rules ailowini an objection 
to be the sole method of complainin9 ~o th« court's char9e. 
Rather, we recommend that the present :law concernin9 
complaining to the eourt 'a eharge by reques;t/objection be 
retained. Further, we recommend the adopti~n oe the enclosed 
proposal tor Rule 272 in order to give the bench and bar a 
sln9le rule containing the requiremsnta forlcomplaining to the 
court's charge. · ! 

I 
! 

I 
i ~-~ 

iJ. Pa~r ic:k Hazel 
' by d~rection of the OOAJ 
' : 
! 

i 

cc: Justice Nathan Hecht, Supreme Cou'z:t Li~son 
Ju~tice David Peeples, Chair o! t~e COAJ 

.-· 

.. -··---·---------
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TRCP 273 ~~ttl~~~~t¢¢t¢~¢ [Preservation of Error In the Charge 

of the Court] 

}!:~¢~ lt>~ttt ~~~t l¢t¢¢¢·~t It¢ It~¢ I ¢¢~tt I~~¢ lt¢1!.~¢¢t /Yitf..tt¢fl. 

1!.¥¢¢tf..¢~¢11¢¢1f..~f..tf..¢~¢1/~fl.¢1f..~¢tt~¢tf..¢fl.¢1t¢!~¢19t1¢fl.lt¢/t~¢!j¥ttl 

~~¢/t~¢1¢¢¥tt/~~t/9f.-1¢1t~¢~1¢tl~l¢~tt/t~¢t¢¢111¢tl~~tlt¢1~¢¢1t¢ 

~f..y¢ft~¢~11~¢1~~tl~¢1¢t¢¢¢tl//~~¢~1t¢1!.~¢¢t¢!¢~~~~1~¢1¢t¢¢~t¢¢1~fl.¢ 

Pt¢¢¢~t¢¢ It¢ It~¢ l¢¢~tt ~~~¢ /¢~~'¢1--tt¢¢ It¢ /¢¢¢¢¢f..f19 /¢¢~fl.¢¢"'/.. lf.¢t 

¢t~'¢f..fl.~tf..¢fl. I~~¢ I ¢~-J ¢¢tf..¢~ /'VIf..t~f..~ I~ It¢~¢¢~~~~¢ It f..'¢¢ I ~1t¢t It~¢ 

¢~~t9¢1f..¢19f.-1¢~1t¢1t~¢1¢~ttf..¢¢1¢tlt~¢f..tl~tt¢tfl.¢t¢1f.¢tl¢t~'¢f..fl.~f 

tf..¢fl.l/l~lt¢1!.~¢¢tl~tl¢f..t~¢t/t/J~tttl1¢tl~fl.t/1!.¥¢¢tf..¢fl.¢11¢¢f.f..fl.f..tf..¢fl.¢1 

¢t lf..fl.¢tt~¢tf..¢~¢ !¢~~~~ /~¢ /'¢~¢¢ l¢¢¢~t~t¢ /~fl.¢ /~t/J~tt lf.t¢'¢ /¢¥¢~ 

t>~tttf¢1¢~-J¢¢tf..¢fl.¢1t¢1t~¢1¢¢~ttf¢1¢~~t9¢1 

fl. An objection made in compliance with Rule 272 shall 

preserve error in the court's charge, and no party is required to 
' 

submit in writing any question, instruction, or definition in 

order to preserve error in the court's charge. No failure by the 

court to submit a question, instruction, or definition, nor any 

defect therein, shall be a ground for reversal of a judgment 

unless the party complaining on appeal made an objection in 

compliance with Rule 272. Failure of any party to submit a 

question, instruction, or definition in writing shall never be a 

waiver of any objection made in compliance with Rule 272. 

2. The objections shall be presented to the court in 

writing or be dictated to the court reporter in the presence of 

the court and opposing counsel before the charge is read to the 

jury. All objections not so presented shall be considered 

waived. It shall be presumed, unless otherwise noted in the 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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record, that any objections made by a party were presented at the 

proper time. 

3. The court shall announce its rulings on the objections 

before reading the charge to the jury and shall endorse the 

rulings on the objections or dictate same to the court reporter 

on the record in the presence of counsel. 

4. Objections to the charge and the court's rulings 

thereon may be included as a part of any transcript or statement 

of facts on appeal and, when so included in either, shall consti

tute a record for appeal of the rulings of the court on the 

objections. 

5. Compliance or noncompliance with Rule 271(1) shall 

never constitute waiver of any objection to the court's charge 

made in compliance with Rules 272 and 273. 

6. For purposes of appea 1, object ions sha 11 be deemed 

overruled if not ruled on by the court or cured by modification 

in the court's charge, and no waiver of any objection shall 

result solely from the absence of an express ruling in the 

record.] 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To place in a single rule all requi-

sites and predicates for appellate review of error in the charge 

of the court and to eliminate any necessity to reguest questions, 

instructions, or definitions in writing for purposes of appeal.] 

00358 
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DAVID G. LEWIS ~t \do i) 1 " " oo .... r DUMAS. TEXAS 79029 JUDGE 

CARRIE THOMAS 
COURT COORDINATOR @Q ~~ 

SHELLY C. BURNETT ~~'rt At~ COURT REPORT£1 

November 20, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Texas Supreme Court 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 122~8, Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

TELEPHONE 18011 935·24-40 

RE: Proposed change in Rule 273, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I have been advised that the above referenced rule is the subject 
of a substantial change which I view as not in the best interest 
of justice. As I understand the proposal, the requirement of a 
tender in writing in substantially correct form to preserve court 
charge error will be eliminated to some extent. This poses a 
serious problem for trial judges at a crucial point in the trial. 

During this period of time while we are truly in transition to 
broad form submission of jury questions, a specific written 
record is vital. Issues that were at one time broken down into 
component parts are now. being "condensed", making requested 
issues being reduced to writing and submitted to the trial court 
for ruling essential. 

The time when the charge is being prepared has traditionally been 
one of the least organized periods during the trial. The 
proposed change would make this already chaotic time an even more 
impractical stage at which to produce an effective appellate 
record. 

If the only saving grace for the change is to align Texas rules 
with federal rules, then I suggest and urge that we not change 
the rule in that manner. I cannot conceive of a reasonable ra
~ionale where Texas appellate courts would want a less specific 
record to review. 
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Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
~ovember 20, 1989 
Page 2 

We have had a local rule in this district for quite some time 
that counsel tender to the Court in writing their requested ques
tions and instructions prior to trial. While this does not 
eliminate all problems in this area, it at least puts us on the 
same page when we ar~ue. 

From the point of view of a judge in the trenches, please do not 
change Rule 273. 

Very truly yours, 

fd~f}j.~ 
David G. Lewis 

DGL/ct 

xc: Honorable Ray D. Anderson 
Presiding Judge 
Ninth Administrative Region 

Prof. J. Hadley Edgar 
Professor of Law 
Texas Tech School of Law 
Lubbock, Texas 

' 
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PAT MALONEY December 4, 1989 .... rsmw.~ 

• • PAl' MALONEY 
• PAT MALONEY. Ji. 
• GEORG£ t.eG1WID 

JANICE MALONEY 
• VIRGL W. YANI'A 

PATRJCJA w.LOND' 
TOM JONES 

Justice Lloyd Doggett 
The Supreme .Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P.O. Box/12248, Capitol Station 
Austin,/Texas 78711 

_·/u: Proposed Revisions to Texas Rules 

Dear Mr. Justice Ooggettz 
Qi.AJU.fS NICHOLSON 
AL iri. HECK (1896-1977) After having reviewed the proposed changes to the T7xas 
S1'EPHAN1 WALSH Rules of Civil Procedure and the Texas Rules of CJ.vil 
~G.~ Evidence, I wanted to point out the following less-than-

•GARYHOWARD salutary provisions in the rules, as well as the one 
~~~L exemplary provision, all of which are stated belowz 
T.j. SAIJNDERS 
~COUHIII. The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure: 

273 (l)z 

By not requiring a substantially correct 
instruction or definition to be submitted 
in writing by a party desiring the same 
to be inc 1 uded in the court's charge, 
this rule would allow sandbagging of the 
trial court, and permit reversals on 
inarticulately worded objections, 
paraphrasinqs, and attempted quotations 
of such definitions or instructions to 
cloud the record. As it currently 
stands, requiring the tender in writing, 
in substantially correct form, makes it 
readily apparent that the trial court had 
before it had the means available by 
which to construct a correct charge. 
This provision and practice should be 
preserved. 

273 (6)z 

Perhaps the most alarming proposal is the one 
which would_obviate the necessity of obtaining 
a ruling on all objections and requests. As 
it is now so very easy to obtain the same, 
there is absolutely no good reason to delete 
this requirement. The proposal would allow an 
appellate court to reverse the trial court 
based upon something upon which the trial 
court had never ruled. That practice should 
be the same to protect trial j\ldg~-~-~-----------· 

----------------- -----

(_ Very truly yours, 

LAW ~~S OF PAT MALONEY, 

By•~.~·~ 
P.C. 
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WILLIAM S. LOTT 

DISTRICT JUDGE 

26TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

P 0. BOX 45 
GEORGETOWN. TEXAS 78627 

December 29, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Texas Supreme Court 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The proposed Amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure regarding the Court's Charge were discussed by the 
appellate judges at the September Judicial Conference, but they 
were not presented to the trial judges. The elimination of the 
present requirement of submitting in writing in substantially 
correct forn a proposed question or instruction in order to 
preserve error will create a real hardship on trial judges. 

The pressure on the judge at this stage of the trial, with a 
jury waiting in the jury room, is great enough without the 
addi tiona! burden this will cause. The proposed change will 
require the judge to rely solely upon objections to the charge 
rather than being able to consider a proper request as required 
by the current rules. 

Please review these proposed Amendments and, in particular, 
proposed Rule 273, Subparagraph 1, before they are actually 
adopted. Every trial judge in Texas will strenuously object to 
this Amendment in all probability. Your consideration of this 
will be appreciated. 

WSL/djs 

Sincerely yours, 

------ -...::.::__,/ .. · ' . / /...,...._...,:_/:. 
i /' / . '·"· /,. /'!" 
~-~/.~'""'</· ..... ~t· 

William S. Lott 
District Judge 
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CA~HOUN COUNTY 

DEWITT COUNTY 

GO~IAO COUNTY 
WHAYLAND W. KILGORE 

OISTRICT .JUOGE 
Z87T" JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

VICTORIA COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

VICTORIA, TE:XAS 77901 

December 5, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Judge, Supreme Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P. o. Box 12248, Capitol Station 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

JACKSON COUNTY 

REFUGIO COUNTY 

VICTORIA COUNTY 

I am enclosing herewith a letter that was written by J. Hadley 
Edgar to Judge Clawson which expresses my sentiments with regard 
to proposed Rule 273, sub-paragraph 1. 

I would like to emphasize that I do not have a law clerk, secretary, 
or any briefing attorneys. When we reach the stage of the trial 
regarding preparation of the Charge to the Jury, it would be most 
unfair to the trial judge not to have the attorneys submit proper 
questions and definitions. The Court has twelve jurors sitting 
in the jury room waiting and in my case, I have six counties, 
and do not know which case is going to trial until the morning 
of the trial when I have a number of cases set for trial and have 
not had a opportunity or time to brief the law applicable to 
the cases, whereas, on the other hand, the attorneys have had 
the case 6, 12, 18 months and had ample opportunity to brief the 
case and the law and have proper questions and definitions ready 
for trial and should be prepared to submit proper jury issues 
and definitions to the Court at the beginning of trial. 

To require the judge to prepare the entire charge and then be 
sandbagged by verbal objections only as to the charge will cause 
more reversals, more appeals, and creates problems instead of 
solving problems, therefore I respectfully request that the rule 
remain the same and strongly oppose the new change. 

WWK:stw 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

~~~~-. 
~~=W.Ki~g~ 
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Texas Tech University 
School of law 

Lubbock, Texas 79409·0004/ (806) 742-3791 Faculty 742-3785 

Honorable James F. Clawson, Jr. 
Presiding Judge 

November 14, 1989 

Third Administrative Judicial Region 
Courthouse 
P.O. Box 747 
Belton, TX 76513-0747 

Dear Judge Clawson: 

-rf(c.P ;;;7 3 

In your capacity as a presiding administrative judge, I urge you to take up 
the following matter with the trial judges in your region as soon as possible. 

On pages 1148-1165 of the November issue of the Texas Bar Journal appear 
proposed amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. Specifically, you 
will note Rules 271-279 on pages 1157-1162. These specific rules have been 
reorganized to comply with the actual process employed and I believe that the 
reorganization and rewording are worthwhile endeavors. 

There is one substantive change, however, to which I believe every trial 
judge would object. It appears in proposed Rule 273, sub-paragraph 1. 
Basically, it eliminates the requirement of tender in writing in substantially 
correct form to preserve court charge error to the extent now required. If this 
provision is adopted, the trial judge will have to rely upon the objections to 
the charge as the basis for correcting any errors before the case is submitted 
to the jury. Because of the stage of the trial at which the objections occur, I 
believe this puts too much pressure on the trial judge. There is no substitute 
for an instrument in writing to call error to the Court's attention. You might 
say that my concern is eliminated by the pro~isiona of proposed Rule 271, 
sub-paragraph 1. However, proposed Rule 273, sub-paragraph 5, expressly 
provides that non-compliance with proposed Rule 271 [l] shall not form the basis 
for preservation of error. 

The system of requiring tender in writing to complain of error relating to 
a proponent's question or the failure to submit a definition or instruction has 
served us well for many years and should not be disregarded without adequate 
reason. 

As a member of the Supreme court's Advisory committee, I objected 
strenuously to this specific change. The only reason which I heard in its favor 
was to more closely parallel the federal system. With all due respect, the 
federal district judge has a deputy clerk, secretary, court reporter, and two or 

I three briefing attorneys at constant call while our states judges most often 
~ ave to rely upon only a court reporter who frequently has to double as a 

secretary. Also, the federal system has never taken the charge as seriously as 
we have. 

"~n Equ~l Opportunity 1 ~ffirmitive ~crion lns!lrurion" 0036 •, 
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While the pattern jury charges are of great assistance, we are confronted 
with many cases that fit no traditional mold--complex business litigation and 
construction cases to name but two. Also, the relationship between broad form 
questions and accompanying instructions is still unsettled. To superimpose upon 
these problems the requirement that the trial judge must rely solely upon the 
objections to the charge is, in my opinion, unwarranted and will simply increase 
the existing backlog in our appellate courts and the likelihood of retrials. 

This matter was discussed by the appellate judges at the recent judicial 
conference and certainly should have been presented to the trial judges because 
they are most directly involved. 

After this matter has been studied by the trial judges in your 
administrative region, I hope that they either attend the November 30, 1989 
meeting in Austin or join me in writing each member of the Supreme Court 
expressing their objection to this specific proposal. Absent any strenuous 
objections by January l, this rule will probably become effective April l, 1990. 
Therefore, the time is short. 

Sincerely yours, 

~r 
Robert H. Bean Professor of Law 

JHE/nt 
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HAZEL M. PIKE 
COURr REPORTER 

CHERYL ROSSON 
COURT COORDINATOR 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed Amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

two aspects of the 
of Civil Procedure 
The first concerns 

Please let me plead with you about 
proposed changes to the Texas Rules 
covered in the latest bar journal. 
the court's charge in jury cases. In proposed Rule 273 
we find: 

" •.• no party is required to submit in writing 
any question, instruction or definition in order 
to preserve error in the court,'s charge ••.• Failure 
of any party to submit a question, instruction, 
or definition in writing shall never be a waiver 
of any objection made in compliance with Rule 272." 

Further, although proposed Rule 271(1) provides: 

"The trial court may order any party to submit 
proposed jury questions, instructions, and 
definitions at any reasonable time for the 
convenience of the Court." 

the statutory effect of this provision is wiped out in 
proposed Rule 273, as follows: 

" ••. Compliance or noncompliance with Rule 271(1} 
shall never constitute waiver of any objection 
to the court's charge .•• " 

P. 0. BOX 3e!51 
2t4·7!5B·etet 
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Justice Nathan Hecht 
November 27, 1989 
Page Two 

I submit that this change in our practice would be 
counterproductive and ill advised. Charge preparation 
time is "crunch" time for the trial judge. The jury is 
waiting. The word processing capability of trial judges 
in Texas is limited. The trial judge really needs 
something to look at and ponder. I suggest that this 
change will allow the parties and their attorneys (even 
the ones relying on a submission) to sit back and shoot 
at the trial judge orally rather than to organize their 
own approach by making written requests in substantially 
correct form. In the long run litigants will lose from 
this change. The luckiest litigant is one who has an 
attorney uho prepares his jury quastions, instructions, 
and definitions before he drafts his first petition or 
answer, before he does his discovery, before he selects 
a jury, and before he closes his evidence. Certainly no 
one would fault an attorney for making some 
modifications in his charge material before or during 
"crunch" time. But to inspire young attorneys to sit 
back and orally shoot from the hip while the trial judge 
presents his masterpiece is sheer nonsense. 

The second aspect of my plea to you has to do with the 
trial judge's time, access and availability to receive 
documents and instruments. Increasingly, we see "ten 
dollar" envelopes brought into. our offices and 
courtrooms which have to be receipted for. I get more 
and more "certified" and "registered" mail which must be 
signed for, sometimes with restricted delivery. 
Proposed Rules 296, 297 and 298 provide: 

" ••• A copy of the notice shall also be provided 
to the judge who tried the case by any method 
allowed in Rule 2la." 

Please don't encourage people to send things to a judge 
under Rule 2la. Judges are not mail clerks or even 
filing clerks and ordinary mail should suffice. 

Sincerely, 

L~~~~ 
LWS:cr. 
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Riddle & Brown 

Phillip W. Gilbert . 
Board C<!rtilied - Ci,il Tnal Law 
Texas Board of Legal Specializauon 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 22, 1989 

Attorneys and Counselors 

.\ Prol~-;,ional Corporation 

:!IOU Ol\mpia & York Tower 
I Y~l~l Bn;.~n Street 
Dallas. lexas 13:!0 I 

1:! 1-t) :!:.?O-t1300 
:!ti3-ti-t:!3 1 \letro) 
(:! 14) :!20-J 189 (felecopier) 

1214) 220-641-t (Direct Dialr-

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Finally, I would like to applaud the proposed revisions to the 
rules related to "findings of fact and conclusions of law" and 
related to "objections to the court's charge". These changes 
should promote the review of genuine error by "removing traps for 
the unwary". Our system should discourage erroneous rulings and 
promote substance over form. Most of these proposals work to that 
end. 

Sincerely, 

rPlJX; Lv. 7:::;~ 
Phillip W. Gilbert 

PWG/vlb1036 
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M. A. BAKER, JR. 

WALLER COUNTY 
HEMPSTEAD. TEXAS 

OLIVER S. KITZMAN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 

1 55th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
836 AUSTIN • Am. 307 

HEMPSTEAD. TEXAS 77445 
AREA CODE 409/826-3357 • EXT. 1 32 

AUSTIN COUNTY 
BELL VILLE. TEXAS 

Honorable :!Athan L. ~T~cht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 7R7ll 

Dear Justice uecht: 

ADMINISTRATOR 
LOIS R RAFFEJnY 

FAYETTE COUNTY 
LaGRANGE. TEXAS 

T~is is to urge the continueri requirement of Rule 273 that <= rcr.uester. questions, rlefinitions and instructions be in writing. 

Charqe ?re~aration, in final For~, calls uron all the skill 
of the judge. ~ithout t~e candirl and clearly stated proposals of 
the trial attorn~ys t~~ ~ossibility of error in the charge is, of 
course, increased. The availability of trial counsels' best 
efforts on the charse necessarily reduces the time re~uired for 
cnac~e rrennration. 

When attorneys pre~are anticinated charge requests in 
\·i r i t i n g , they s i r., u 1 t an eo us 1 y become he t t e r p r eo a r ~ rl f o r t r i a 1. 
That, of course, benefits everyone having an interest in the 
case. 

0S:{:lrr 
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P 0 BOX 236 

FLORESVILLE. TEXAS 78114 
Jourdanton Floresv1lle 

(g } r,( ,nty Karnes County 
Pearsall Karnes C1ty 

La Salle County 
Cotulla 
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OFFICE 512-393-7326 

HOME 512-393-6800 
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218th Judicial District 
Robert Lee. Eschenburg II 

DISTRICT Jl'DGE 

November 22, 1989 

The Supreme Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed amendments to the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Sirs: 

I am writing in regard to the proposed amendment 
to Rule 273, sub-paragraph 1. I object to the elimin
ation_ of the requirement of a tender in writing of any 
requested matter in the court's charge. I believe 
that a trial judge has enough problems in trying to 
conduct an errorless trial, without having the increased 
burden of trying to understand an oral objection to the 
charge. 

Yours truly, 

RLE/jg 
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RBPLY TO: 
Jadqe Robert c. Wriqht 
Senior Judqe 137th Dis~ict Court 
53 8 Peca.a ere ell: Dri,. 
oak Ridqe Estate• 
Marble Palla. Taza• 78654 

,'7 ' 
·~ C..L- l. (. c_<L... 

/!~~ 
CZc.t~~-c...---

, 

/Z.Z£1--~ 

~~/ 7f'11/ 

OF TEXAS 
fkdidat ~ 
l<fS''J ?-r~J 0 Telephone 

512-598~692 
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PAT BOONE.-..JR. 

JUDGe: 154T_ ... ..JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

~ o. sox 632 

LITTLE:FI E:LO. TEXAS 79339 

BOBBY G. ROGERS, COURT RE~ORTE:R November 17, 1939 
TE:l..E:PMONE 36!5-3313 

The Honorable iiathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Tezas 
P. J. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 787ll 

Re: ?reposed 1ule 273, TRCP 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Please do not, with the new rules, abandon the very workable system · 
requiring a litigant to submit substantially correct written instructions 
or questions for the court's charge, to the extent that the same arise 
from his burden of proof, as a predicate to assignment of error in the 
Court's charge. 

While the proposal takes justification as a step bringing the State 
practice closer to the Federal one, I do not bow before the Federal sys
tem, and see only that the effect would be a >.ridening of the field for 
reversible error. 

If the aim is to require trial judges to undertake more in preparation 
of charges, the new rule might well be effective. But I do wonder who is 
better equipped to prepare what may be a very complex and detailed charge: 
the trial judge •rhose get-acquainted time starts running with the answer 
of "ready11 to the call for trial, or the trial attorney who has studied 
the case for months? 

Please don't do it. 

/s 
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Texas Tech University 
School of law 

lubbock, Texas 79409-0004/ (806) 742-3791 Faculty 742-3785 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court 
Supreme Court Building 

November 14, 1989 

P.o. Box 12248, capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

Re: Proposed Tex.R.Civ.P. 273, paragraph 1 

I regret that I will be unable to attend the meeting to be held on 
November 30, 1989, at which time a conference on the proposed rules will be 
held (Texas Bar Journal, November 1989, p. 1147). However, I wish to take 
this opportunity to object strenuously to the adoption of paragraph 1 of 
proposed Rule 273. 

Basically, this provision would eliminate,the requirement of tender in 
writing in substantially correct form to preserve court charge error to the 
extent now required. If it is adopted, the trial judge will have to rely upon 
the objections to the charge as the sole basis for correcting any errors 
before the case is submitted-to the jury. Because of the stage of the trial 
at which the objections occur, I believe this puts too much pressure on the 
trial judge. There is no substitute for an instrument in writing to call 
error to the court's attention. You might say that my concern can be elimi
nated by the provisions of proposed Rule 271, paragraph 1. However, proposed 
Rule 273, paragraph 5, expressly provides that non-compliance with proposed 
Rule 271 [l] shall not form the basis for preservation of error. 

The system of requiring tender in writing to complain of error relating 
to a proponent's question or the failure to submit a definition or instruction 
has served us well for many years and should not be disregarded without ade
quate reason. 

As a member of the Supreme Court's Advisory Committee, I objected 
strenuously to this specific change. The only reason which I heard in its 
favor was to parallel more closely the federal system. With all due respect, 
the federal district judge has a deputy clerk, secretary, court reporter, and 
two or three briefing attorneys at constant call while our state judges most 
often have to rely upon only a court reporter who frequently has to double as 
a secretary. 

"An Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Institution" 
00373 
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The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
November 14, 1989 
Page 2 

While the pattern jury charges are of great assistance, we are being 
confronted with more and more cases that fit no traditional mold--complex 
business litigation and construction cases to name but two. Also, the rela
tionship between broad form questions and accompanying instructions is still 
unsettled. To superimpose upon these problems the requirement that the trial 
judge must rely solely upon the objections to the charge to be protected from 
reversals is, in my opinion, unwarranted and will simply increase the existing 
backlog in our appellate courts and the likelihood of retrials. 

I urge the court to reject this specific proposal. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Hadley 
Robert H. Bean Professor of Law 

JHE/nt 
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Antonio A. Zardenetta 
DISTRlCf JLTIGE 

Ill Til .n l>ICL\1. lll~i1U<T 

L\R£00. TEXAS 

November 28, 1989 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, State Supreme Court 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 12248, Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

P. 0. Box 29 - 78042 
A/C (512) 721-2670 

In reviewing the cover issue of the November Texas Bar Journal, 
pages 1148-1165, I noticed that there were some proposed amendments 
to the Texas Rules of Civil procedure; specifically, Rules 271-279 
on pages 115 7-1162. The reorganization 'and rewording of these Rules 
is certainly worthwhile and commendable. There is, however, one 
substantive change as it appears in proposed Rule 273, sub-paragraph 
1, which essentially eliminates the requirement of tender in writing 
in substantially correct form to preserve court charge error to the 
extent now required. If this provision is adopted, trial judges will 
have to rely upon the objections to the charge as the basis for cor
recting any errors before the case is submitted to the jury. Under 
the proposed Rule, there would be no instrument in writing to call 
error to the Court's attention. 

It could be said that this concern is eliminated by the provi
sions of proposed Rule 271, sub-paragraph 1. However, proposed Rule 
273, sub-paragraph 5 expressly provides that non-compliance with 
proposed Rule 271 (1) shall not form the basis for preservation of 
error. The system of requiring tender in writing to complain of 
error relating to a proponent's question or the failure to submit 
a definition or instruction has served us well for many years, and 
I feel that this system should not be disregarded without an adequ~~e · 
reason to do so. 

I respectfully recommend and suggest that the requirement of 
tender in writing in substantially correct form to preserve Court 

0037 
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( charge error should be retained and that any attempt to eliminate 
it should be disregarded without in any way affecting the reorgani
zation and rewording of Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 271-279. 

Sin~e.er: ly, !41 

!... I / l '!if fti CJC- <hi 
ANTONIO A. ZARDENETTA 

Z/eem. 

( 
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CHARLES E. LANCE 
DISTRICT JUDGE 

P.O. BOX 728 
CAMERON, TEXAS 76520 

(817) 697·2651 

TWENTIETH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
NANCY L. HANCOCK 

COURT REPORTER 
P.O. BOX 742 

CAMERON, TEXAS 76520 
(817) 697-2651 

LEOLA L. KOMAR 
DISTRICT CLERK 

P.O. BOX 999 
CAMERON, TEXAS 76520 

(817) 697·3952 

COUNTY OF MILAM 

CAMERON, TEXAS 
76520 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Texas Supreme Court 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

BUDDY SHIPP 
COURT COORDINATOR 

P.O. BOX 742 
CAMERON, TEXAS 76520 

(817) 697-2651 

November 27, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I am writing to voice my objection to the proposed change to 
the Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 273, sub-paragraph 1. This 
change would eliminate the requirement to tender in writing, in 
substantially correct form, a proposed court charge in order to 
preserve error to the extent now required. 

If this provision is adopted, I would have to rely upon the 
oral objections made at trial to correct any errors before the 
case is submitted to the jury. Frankly, this would put undue 
additional pressure on me. As a small country town district 
judge, I do not have a secretary or bailiff much less a briefing 
attorney. 

The system of requiring tender in writing to complain of 
error in a jury question or the failure to submit a definition or 
instruction has served us well for many years and should not be 
changed. 

Thanking you for your kind consideration, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

C~/~ 
Charles E. Lance 
District Judge 

c_>< __ _ 
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19TH DISTRICT COURT 
t-tat.ENHAH CGUMT"'" CGURTHOU•C 

WACO. TEXAS 76701 

BTAHLCY A. BAHOEIIl I 
CI'"FICIAI. COURT .. II:PC ... ~oll 

BILL LOGUE, o~uoac November 28, 1989 

.( 

l 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
Supreme Court Building 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

By this time I'm sure you have received letters from many 
of the trial court judges of Texas expressing their opposition 
to the proposed change in Rule 273 of the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 

I, too, want to express my opposition to the proposed 
change. I don't think there's any question that if the change 
were adopted the possibility of error in the Court's charge 
would be greatly increased. Most of the trial court judges 
have limited staff to assist them at this very vital stage in 
the trial of a lawsuit. 

It would appear to me that it is not asking too much to 
require an instrument in writing to set forth any alleged error 
in the Court's charge. My feeling is that "if it ain't broke 
don't fix it". Rule 273 "ain't broke". 

Sin:i}:' ~ 
Bili Logue -~ 

BL/mew 
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Lu:s:socx CouNTY 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Sir: 

November 30, 1989 

RE: Proposed Rule 273 

We, the Board of Judges of Lubbock County, Texas, are writing to 
you to voice our opposition to proposed Rule 273 of the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure. By taking out the requirement that 
each side may present their instructions or questions in writing 
before the charge is read to the jury, you are placing an 
additional burden on the trial judges and their limited staff. 

In Lubbock County we do not have secretaries for each court, law 
clerks or personnel to prepare our charges for us. Our court 
reporters have the responsibility of preparing the civil charges, 
and this change would place additional responsibilities on an 
already overtaxed system. 

The charge is a very important part of any civil trial; and ,to 
change a system that seems to be working, unless there is a 
problem with that system, does not seem to be efficient. Please 
reconsider the changes to Rule 273 from the standpoint of trial 
judges who have a very limited staff • . 1 

sirlcer)!ly, 

(
/ / _A l-':70'--&:-~'-t-...,..,... 

' y'/ '//- _/ 

: 137TH _Di.· strLi~t curt 
,.--;~ / // ::t::.. \ :: .. t.-..-- _., 

J. BLAIR CHERRY, JR., JUDGE 
72nd District court 
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COUNTY COURT AT LAW NO.2 
SECOND FLOOR 

McLENNAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE PHONE (817)757-5030 
501 WASHINGTON AVENUE 

WACO, TEXAS 78701 

November 22, 1989 
MICHAEL B. GASSAWAY 

JUDGE 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
Supreme Court Building 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

MARYTOM ECHTERHOFF 
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 

KIMBERLY REINKE tJ--
1 

)COURT ADMINISTRATOR 

I am writing to you in regard to the proposed changes 
of the Rules of Civil Procedure, more specifically the change 
suggested in Rule 273, Subparagraph 1. It is my understanding 
that this change would eliminate the requirement of a civil 
attorney to propose in writing in substantially correct form 
any suggested changes to the Court's charge. 

I am sure that you understand that the trial courts 
of the State of Texas are not provided with any type of 
support staff to brief the proper wording of charge issues, 
nor are they provided any type of secretarial support. Because 
of this, it is impossible to expect the trial judges of the 
State of Texas to prepare correct charging instruments without 
the.requirement that the attorneys submitting the issues do so 
in written form. 

I am sure that you share with me the belief that the 
trial system in Texas should be formulated so that issues are 
tried fairly and correctly without undue gamesmanship. Your 
suggested change which would allow civil attorneys to "lay 
behind the log" would do nothing but increase appellate court 
burdens, and would do nothing toward insuring that each side 
receive a fair trial in an economical fashion. 

I urge you to reconsider this change, and I believe it 
is an extremely important issue that you should consider fully 
before allowing this change to take effect. 

MBG/me-

Sincerely yours, 

Y'~A'!E--1 ful~hael B. Gassaway~ 
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74TH DISTRICT COURT 
MCLENNAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

WACO, TEXAS 76701 

LtL.L.IAN BRUCE MCOONAL.O 

O,.,.ICIAL. COURT REPORTEit 

DERWOOD JOHNSON, .Juol3£ 
November 21, 1989 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
Supreme Court building 
P. 0. Box #12248 
Austin, Texas, 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I would like to express my opposition to a proposed 
change to Rule 273 of the Texas Rules of Civi 1 Procedure. 
This change would eliminate the present requirement that 
attorneys tender to the trial judge in writing in 
substantially correct form any question, definition or 
instruction which the attorney seeks to have included in the 
courts charge. 

If this change were adopted it would increase the 
possibility of error in the preparation of the charge and it 
would increase the pressure on the trial judge at a critical 
stage of the trial. There is no substitute for an 
instrument in writing to call error to the court's 
attention. 

I am sending letters to each member of the Supreme 
Court expressing my opposition and I urge that you and the 
other Justices reject this proposed change. 

Derwood 

DJ:LBW 
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RAY D. ANDERSON 

121ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
Terry County 

Yo~kum County 

Honorable Nathan L. Hech~ 

Just1ce of Supreme Cour~ 

District Judge 
Terry County Courthouse 

Office Phone (806) 637-n42 
Brownfield, Texas 79316 

P.O. Box 12248, Capitol Stat1on 
Aust1n, Tx 78711 

Dear Justlce Hecht: 

1989 

OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 
Jamie Altum 

806 I 637-6958 

COURT ADMINISTRATOR 
Tammy Been 

806/637-7742 

After reviewing the proposed amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure whlch appeared in the November issue of the Bar Journal, I 
did note one proposed change which I hc~e you will reconsider. 

The proposed Rule 273, subparagraph one el1minates the requirement of 
submitt1ng 1n writing any question, instruction or defin1t1on 1n 
order to preserve error 1n the court's charge. Th1s rule has always 
been a big help to me as a trlal JUdge, particularly in compl1cated 
cases, and I would hate to see 1t change_ 

Most tr1al judges have limited, if any, clerical help and do not have 
br1ef1ng attorneys to assist them in preparing charges. In my 
op~n1cn this change would 1ncrease the number of appeals and greatly 
1ncrease the oacklog in our appellate courts. It would pro~ably aiso 
cause more reversals and retrial3 in the ~rial court. 

It might be argued that Rule 271, subparagraph one eliminates the 
problem, however, proposed aule 273 3ubparagraph five expressly pro
vides that noncompliance w1th proposed Rule 271 subparagraph one shall 
not form the basis for preservat1cn of error. This :eems to take the 
:nea_t out of 271, subparagraph one. 
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TRCP 'l. 7 ~. [ 2 7 5. 

Charge 

Grounds or Elements) Omi$$i.¢p'l$ C tted] From the 

Upon appeal all independent grounds of recovery or of 

defense not conclusively established under the evidence and no 

element of which is submitted are waived unless objected to in 

compliance with Rule 272. When a ground of recovery or defense 

consists of more than one element, if one or more of such ele

ments necessary to sustain such ground of recovery or defense, 

and necessarily referable thereto, are submitted to and found by 

the jury, and one or more of such elements are omitted from the 

charge, without objection in compliance with Rule 272, and there 

is factually sufficient evidence to support a finding thereon, 

the trial court, at the reguest of either party. may after notice 

and hearing and at any time before the judgment is rendered, make 

and file written findings on such omitted element or elements in 

support of the judgment. If no such written findings are made, 

such omitted element or elements shall be deemed found by the 

court in such manner as to support the judgment. A claim that 

the evidence was legally or factually insufficient to warrant the 

submission of any question may be made for the first time after 

verdict, regardless of whether the submission of such question 

was requested by the complainant. 

[COMMENT TO 19 9 0 CHANGE: Former Rule 279 has been renumbered 

Rule 275.] 
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ME~ORANDUM 

To: Justice Hecht 

From: Rob Gilbreath and Gena Borchardt 

Date: November 9, 1989 

Re: Proposed changes to Tex. R. Civ. P. 275 

We respectfully suggest that Rule 275 be changed by deleting 
the underlined words in the following sentence: "A claim that 
the evidence is legally ~ factually insufficient to warrant 
the submission of any question may be made for the first time 
after verdict .•.• " A properly requested question must be 
submitted in the charge even if the evidence upon which it is 
based is factually insufficient. Strauss v. LaMark, 366 S.W.2d 
555 (Tex. 1964); Imperial Insurance Co. v. Ellington, 498 S.W.2d 
368 (Tex. Civ. App. --San Antonio 1973, no writ); Smith v. 
Christley, 755 S.W.2d 525 (Tex. App. --Houston [14th Dist.] 
1988, writ denied). One commentator has leveled an especially 
cogent criticism at the language in question: 

The addition of "or factually" is unfqrtunate, 
and will contribute to confusion, and perhaps, 
lead some into making spurious objections. As 
observed, one can complain that there is no 
evidence to warrant submission, but not that 
there is factually insufficient evidence to do 
so. The trial court must submit, even though 
the answer will be against the great weight and 
preponderance of the evidence or supported by 
factually insufficient evidence. This being 
true, objections to submission on those bases 
are meritless, and may contribute to a charge 
of "numerous, unfounded" objections. It is 
most unfortuna~e, therefore, that the new rule 
itself now suggests that such objections have 
merit, but may be made for the first time after 
verdict ••• 

Muldrow! Objections to the Charge, in State Bar· of Texas, 
Advanc~d Appellate Advocacy D-14 (Oct. 1987). The Texas 
Supreme Court Advisory Committee meeting minutes indicate that 
no change to the established law was intended by the insertion 
of "or factually" into the rule. Minutes at 5-8 (Sept. 13, 
1986). As such, our proposed change would reform Rule 275 to 
reflect the current status of the law. 
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TRCP 271 Charge t¢ 1Qfl the f~tt [Court] 

[1. The court may order any party to submit proposed jury 

questions, instructions, and definitions at any reasonable time 

for the convenience of the court.] 

[2. In all jury cases,) W[u]nless expressly waived by the 

parties, [at the conclusion of the evidence,] the trial court 

shall prepare and t~I¢P¢~1¢¢~tr deliver a written charge to the 

j~tt [parties, signed by the court, and filed with the clerk. and 

the charge so filed shall be a part of the record of the case.] 

[3. The court shall submit the questions and instructions 

and definitions raised by the written pleadings and the evidence. 

The court shall, whenever feasible, submit the cause upon broad-

form questions. The court shall submit such instructions and 

definitions as shall be proper to enable the jury to render a 

verdict. The placing of the burden of proof may be accomplished 

by instruction rather than by inclusion in the question. 

4. Inferential rebuttal questions shall not be submitted 

in the charge. 

5. The court may submit a question disjunctively when it 

is apparent from the evidence that one or the other of the 

conditions or facts inquired about necessarily exists. 

6. The court shall not submit other and various phases or 

different shades of the same question. 

7. In any cause in which the jury is required to apportion 

the loss among the parties, the court shall submit a question or 

questions inquiring what percentage, if any, of the negligence or 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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( causation, as the case may be, that caused the occurrence or 

injury in question is attributable to each of the parties found 

to have been culpable. The court shall also instruct the jury to 

answer the damage question or questions without any reduction 

because of the percentage of negligence or causation, if any, of 

the party injured. The court may predicate the damage question 

or guestions upon affirmative findings of liability. 

( 

(_ 

8. Except in trespass to try title, statutory partition 

proceedings, and other special proceedings in which the pleadings 

are specially defined by statutes or procedural rules, a party 

shall not be entitled to any submission of any question raised 

only by a general denial and not raised by affirmative written 

pleading by that party. 

9. The court shall not in its charge comment directly on 

the weight of the evidence or advise the jury of the effect of 

their answers, but the court's charge shall not be objectionable 

on the ground that it incidentally constitutes a comment on the 

weight of the evidence or advises the jury of the effect of their 

answers when it is properly a part of an instruction or defini

tion. 

10. Nothing herein shall change the burden of proof from 

what it would have been under a general denial.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The jury charge rules are entirely 

rearranged to follow better the order of proceedings in the trial 

court, to provide means for counsel to assist the court in 

preparing the charge, to place together the formal requisites of 

0038~ 
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the charge, and to provide that the charge prepared by the court 

be signed and filed prior to objections. The court may modify 

its prepared charge as provided by Rule 272(5) .] 

00387 
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~ TRCP 272 ~¢~~t~tt¢~ [Objections to the Charge of the Court] 

( 

(_ 

'"t'r/1¢ /¢'r/l?.trfJ¢ /~'r/1?..7-7- /'¢¢I t'/1 /Yitttt'/lrfJI 1'/>trfJ'/1¢¢ /'¢1 /t'r/1¢ !¢¢~ttl /?..'/1¢ 

ttl-¢¢1Yitt'r/llt'r/1¢1¢l-¢t~l /?.fi¢/¢'r/l?..l-l-/'¢¢/¢./¢¢.ttl¢tlt'r/1¢1t¢¢¢t¢1¢tlt'r/1¢ 

¢¢.¢'~>¢11/Jtl'~>'r/l?..l-l-l'¢¢1'~>¢'¢~trr¢¢1t¢1t'r/1¢1t¢$¢¢¢tt1¢!¢?.-ttt¢'1>1¢tlt'r/1¢tt 

?..tt¢t'/1¢1~11¢tlt'r/1¢tt/t'/1~¢¢¢tt¢'/111¢'/1¢!¢./t¢¢~¢'/1¢'¢l-¢1tt~¢1¢Jt1¢'/11t'r/1¢~ 

t'/1/YI'r/lt¢'r/llt¢1¢t?..~t'/1¢1¢'/1¢1¢t¢~¢'/1tl¢'¢j¢¢tt¢'/1¢1t'r/1¢t¢t¢1¢¢t¢t¢¢1t'r/1¢ 

¢t¢~¢fi¢¢/¢1/t'r/1¢/j~t1//Y,'r/lt¢'r/1/¢'¢j¢¢tt¢'/1~/~'r/1¢7-7-/t'/1/¢1¢t1/tfi~t¢fi¢¢/'¢¢ 

¢t¢¢¢fit¢¢1t¢1t'r/1¢1¢¢¢ttlt'/1/Yitttt'/1rfJI l¢t!'¢¢1¢t¢t¢t¢¢1t¢1t'r/1¢1¢¢¢tt 

t¢¢¢tt¢t I t'/1 /t'r/1¢ /pt¢~¢'/1¢¢ 1¢1 /t'r/1¢ l¢¢¢tt /?..'/1¢ 1¢¢¢¢'/>t'/lrfJ /¢¢¢'/1¢¢7-/ 

'¢¢1¢t¢ I t'r/1¢ I ¢'r/1¢trfJ¢ I t'l> It¢¢¢ It¢ /t'r/1¢ I j¢t1 J I I :P..l-7- I ¢'¢j ¢¢tt¢'/l'f. l'/1¢t I 'f.¢ 

¢t¢¢¢fit¢¢ /'f.'r/1?.-l-l- /'¢¢ l¢¢fi¢t¢¢t¢¢ 1¢¢ /YI?..t1¢¢1 I /'"t'r/1¢ !¢¢¢tt /'l>'r/1¢7-7- f¢(1f 

(1¢¢fi¢¢1tt~lt¢l-t'/1rfJ~/t'r/1¢t¢¢(1!'¢¢1¢t¢1t¢¢¢t'/1rfJ/t'r/1¢1¢'r/1¢trfJ¢1t¢1t'r/1¢1j¢tt 

¢'/I¢ /'/>'r/1?..7-7- /¢fi¢¢t¢¢ /t'r/1¢ lt¢7-tfirfJ¢ 1¢'/1 /t'r/1¢ /¢'¢j¢¢tt¢fi'f. Itt /Yitttt¢(1 l¢t 

¢t¢t¢t¢1¢¢~¢1t¢1t'r/1¢1¢¢~ttlt¢¢¢tt¢tlt¢1t'r/1¢!¢t¢¢¢(1¢¢1¢1!¢¢¢fi¢¢7-l 

~'¢j¢¢tt¢fi¢/t¢/t'r/1¢/¢'r/l?.trfJ¢/¢fi¢/t'r/1¢/¢¢¢ttf¢/t¢7-tfirfJ'f./t'r/1¢t¢¢(1/~¢t/'¢¢ 

tfi¢7-¢¢¢¢ /?..¢ 1¢ 1¢?.-tt 1¢1 /?..'/11 ltt?..'/1~¢tt¢t l¢t l¢t¢t¢~¢(1t !¢t lt¢¢1¢ f¢(1 

¢¢¢¢¢7- /¢(1¢/ /Y,'r/1¢(1 /'¢¢ /t(l.¢7-¢¢¢¢ ft(l l¢tt'r/1¢tl /'f.'r/1?.-l-l- l¢¢(1¢ttt¢t¢ /~ 

¢¢11t¢t¢'/1t/'¢tl-l-1¢11¢t¢¢¢tt¢'/11t¢1t'r/1¢1t¢l-t'/1rfJ¢1¢1/t'r/1¢!¢¢¢ttlt'r/1¢t¢¢(1j 

l-t/'l>'r/l?..l-l-l'¢¢1¢t¢~¢~¢¢11~'/1l-¢~¢!¢t'r/1¢t¢t¢¢1'/1¢t¢¢1t'/1/t'r/1¢1t¢¢¢t¢11t'r/l~t 

t'r/1¢1¢¢tt11~?..~t'/1rfJI~¢¢'r/ll¢'¢j¢¢tt¢'/1~1¢t¢~¢'/1t¢¢1t'r/1¢!¢¢~¢1¢.tlt'r/1¢1¢t¢¢¢t 

rt~¢/?.fi¢/¢t¢¢¢t¢¢1t¢/t'r/1¢/t~7-tfi~/t'r/1¢t¢¢fiJ 

[1. The charge, prepared by the court and filed pursuant to 

Rule 271, shall be submitted to the respective parties or their 

attorneys for their inspection and the court shall allow them 

reasonable time in which to examine and present objections to the 

charge and to assign error pursuant to Rule 273 outside the 

presence of the jury. 

0038~ 
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2. Each party may object to the charge. A party objecting 

to the charge must point out distinctly the matter complained of 

and the grounds of the complaint by an objection that clearly 

points out the portion of the charge to which complaint is made 

and is specific enough to support the conclusion that the trial 

court was fully aware of the ground of complaint and chose to 

overrule the objection. 

3. When the complaining party's objection to a question, 

definition, or instruction is obscured or concealed by voluminous 

unfounded objections, minute differentiations, or numerous 

unnecessary requests, such objection or request shall be a 

nullity. 

4. No objection to one part of the charge may be adopted 

and applied to any other part of the charge by reference only. 

5. The court may modify the charge of the court at any 

time before it is read to the jury or as provided in Rule 286.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide procedures and requisites 

for objecting to the charge of the court.] 
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TRCP 273 11/ltt 1~1fl'¢¢t't>'l>t¢1t'l> [Preservation of Error In the Charge 

of the Court] 

~~¢}1 lt>~ttt 1¢~'1 /1>t¢'1>¢1tt It¢ /t}'i¢ 1¢¢¢-tt /~fl.¢ lt¢r!J.1fl¢¢t /..Ptl-tt¢(1 

r!J.ljl¢¢tl-¢1t'l>ll¢¢tl-1tttt¢1t¢11~1t¢1l-1t't>tt1fl¢tt¢1t't>lt¢1'¢¢1~l-t¢fl.lt¢/t}'i¢/i1flttl 

~fl.¢/t}1¢1¢¢1flttl¢~tl~l-t¢1t}1¢¢1¢t/~11>~ttlt}1¢t¢¢tll¢tl¢~tlt¢t1fl¢¢1t¢ 

~l-Y¢1t}1¢¢11~¢1¢~'11'¢¢11>t¢1>¢t/11~1fl¢}1/t¢rflljl¢¢t¢1¢}1~~~1'¢¢11>t¢1>~t¢¢!~(l¢ 

"Pt¢¢¢fl.t¢¢ It¢ lt}'i¢ 1¢¢1/ltt l~f'.¢ l¢1fl'¢¢ttt¢¢ It¢ 1¢¢¢¢'/>tfl.~ 1¢¢1/lfl.¢¢~ lt¢t 

¢t.~¢l-fl.~tl-¢f1 I ~fl.¢ I ¢'¢j ¢¢tl-¢fl. I..Pf-t}'if-fl. I~ /t¢¢¢¢(1~'¢~¢ It f.-¢¢ I ~tt¢t /t}'i¢ 

¢}1~t~¢1l-¢1~l-t¢fl.lt¢/t}1¢/1>~ttl-¢¢1¢tlt}1¢f-tl~tt¢tfl.¢1¢1t¢tl¢t.~¢l-fl.~f 

tt¢fl.J//~/t¢r!J.ljl¢'t>t/'¢11¢f-t}1¢tlt>~tttlt¢tl~~tlrfl1fl¢¢tl-¢~¢11¢¢tt~ttt¢~¢1 

¢t ll-~'l>tt1fl¢tl-¢~¢ 1¢}1~~~ /'¢¢ /¢~¢¢ l¢¢1>~t~t¢ ~~~¢ l~t>~tt Itt¢¢ /¢1/1¢}1 

1>~tt11¢1¢'¢j¢¢tl-¢1t'l>lt¢/t}1¢!¢¢1flttl'l>/¢}1~t~¢1 

[ 1. An objection made in compliance with Rule 272 shall 

preserve error in the court's charge, and no party is required to 

submit· in writing any question, instruction, or definition in 

order to preserve error in the court's charge. No failure by the 

court to submit a question, instruction, or definition, nor any 

defect therein, shall be a ground for reversal of a judgment 

unless the party complaining on appeal made an objection in 

compliance with Rule 272. Failure of any party to submit a 

question, instruction, or definition in writing shall never be a 

waiver of any objection made in compliance with Rule 272. 

2. The objections shall be presented to the court in 

writing or be dictated to the court reporter in the presence of 

the court and opposing counsel before the charge is read to the 

jury. All objections not so presented shall be considered 

waived. It shall be presumed, unless otherwise noted in the 
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record, that any objections made by a party were presented at the 

proper time. 

3. The court shall announce its rulings on the objections 

before reading the charge to the jury and shall endorse the 

rulings on the objections or dictate same to the court reporter 

on the record in the presence of counsel. 

4. Objections to the charge and the court's rulings 

thereon may be included as a part of any transcript or statement 

of facts on appeal and, when so included in either, shall consti

tute a record for appeal of the rulings of the court on the 

objections. 

5. Compliance or noncompliance with Rule 271(1) shall 

never constitute waiver of any objection to the court's charge 

made in compliance with Rules 272 and 273. 

6. For purposes of appeal, objections shall be deemed 

overruled if not ruled on by the court or cured by modification 

in the court's charge, and no waiver of any objection shall 

result solely from the absence of an express ruling in the 

record.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To place in a single rule all requi-

sites and predicates for appellate review of error in the charge 

of the court and to eliminate any necessity to request questions, 

instructions, or definitions in writing for purposes of appeal.] 

00 3 ~ 
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~ 1~~fl~7~11~~j¢¢rt¢~~~~~¢1~¢~~¢~r~ 

( 

(_ 

~~¢~trtl¢~j¢¢rt~~lr¢1~1¢~~t~¢1~~~rl¢¢t~rl¢~rl¢t~rt~¢r~tlr~¢ 

¢~j¢¢rt¢~~~~¢~~~rr¢tl~~¢1r~¢1~t¢~~¢~1¢tlr~¢1¢~j¢¢rt¢~111~~tl¢¢~t 

¢~~t~rl~¢1r¢1~1~~¢¢rt¢~1 l¢¢tt~trt¢~1 l¢tlt~~rt~¢rt¢~1 l¢~1~¢¢¢~~r 

¢11~~tl¢¢t¢¢rl l¢~t~~~¢~11¢tlt~~~rll~l¢~¢~¢~~~~ ll¢1w~lt¢¢1~~~¢¢¢ 

¢¢¢¢111¢~~~¥ I~~¢~~¢¢¢ I~~ lr~¢ l¢'¢j¢¢ri¢Vt¢1 I IVJ'¢¢(1 11-~¢ l¢¢~¢~~~f.l.:(t~ 

¢~tr-ttt.l¢'¢j¢¢1-I¢Vtll¢tlt¢~~¢~r¢¢1~~¢~rt¢Vtii¢¢11Vtlt-I¢Vtll¢tllt.t.r-t~¢t 

1-1¢(1 I I 'f. I I IVt 11-~¢ I ¢¢1Vti¢Vt I ¢f 11-~¢ I ~¢¢¢~~~1-¢ I ¢¢~tt-l I ¢'¢¢¢~t¢¢ I ¢t 

¢¢(t¢¢~~¢¢1'¢tlt¢~~~t(t¢~~~~(tf¢~(t¢¢¢1¢'¢j¢¢1-t¢Vt¢11¢1f.~1-¢1¢111¢t¢f.1-t~t 

t-I¢Vt~l¢tiVt~¢¢t¢~~~~VtVt¢¢¢~~~ttlt¢~~¢~r~JI~~¢'¢1¢'Pi¢¢1-I¢Vtl¢tlt¢~~¢¢1-

r.'¢~~~~'¢¢1~Vtt-¢Vt~~~¢111~¢1¢~j¢¢ri¢Vtlr¢1¢Vt¢1¢~trl¢11t-~¢1¢~~t~¢1¢~t 

~¢1~¢¢¢1-¢¢1~Vt¢1~¢¢~1¢¢1r¢1~Vttl¢r~¢tl¢~trl¢tlr'¢¢1¢~~t~¢1'Ptlt¢1¢tt 

¢f.¢¢1¢Vt~tl 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The provisions of Rule 274, to the 

extent they remain viable, have been relocated to Rules 272 and 

273.] 
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( TRCP '/. 7 '/> [ 2 7 41 Charge [of the Court to be J Read [to the 

Jury] Before Argument 

( 

(_ 

[After ruling on all objections, and] ~[b]efore the argument 

is begun, the trial court shall [complete the charge and] read 

the [entire] charge to the jury in the precise words in which it 

W~¢/wtttt¢~ [is completed], including all questions, definitions, 

and instructionsfw~t¢~/t~¢/¢¢¢tt/~~t/~ty¢. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Derived from former Rule 275] 
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( 

~¢t¢t¢1t~¢1~t~~~¢~tlt~l~¢~~~1/t~¢1ttt~~l¢¢~ttl~~~~~lt¢~¢1t~¢ 

¢~~t~¢1t¢1t~¢/]~ttlt~lt~¢/~t¢¢t~¢1~¢t¢~/t~l~~t¢~/ttl~~~/~tttt¢~1 

t¢~~~¢t~~~~~~~~~¢~tt¢~~11¢¢1t~ttt¢~~11~~¢1t~~tt~¢tt¢~~/~~t¢~1t~¢ 

¢¢~tt/~~tl~tt¢1 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The substance of former Rule 275 has 

been renumbered Rule 274] 
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TRCP '1.7~. [ 275. 

Charge 

Grounds or Elements) Omi;t;ti¢yl;t r tted) From the 

Upon appeal all ind~pendent grounds of recovery or of 

defense not conclusively established under the evidence and no 

element of which is submitted are waived unless objected to in 

compliance with Rule 272. When a ground of recovery or defense 

consists of more than one element, if one or more of such ele

ments necessary to sustain such ground of recovery or defense, 

and necessarily referable thereto, are submitted to and found by 

the jury, and one or more of such elements are omitted from the 

charge, without objection in compliance with Rule 272, and there 

is factually sufficient evidence to support a finding thereon, 

the trial court, at the request of either party, may after notice 

and hearing and at any time before the judgment is rendered, make 

and file written findings on such omitted element or elements in 

support of the judgment. If no such written findings are made, 

such omitted element or elements shall be deemed found by the 

court in such manner as to support the judgment. A claim that 

the evidence was legally or factually insufficient to warrant the 

submission of any question may be made for the first time after 

verdict, regardless of whether the submission of such question 

was requested by the complainant. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Former Rule 279 has been renumbered 

Rule 275.] 
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~ TRCP 276 ~¢1~¢~~1¢tl~¢¢~1~¢~t~¢~ [Repealed.] 

( 

l 

yQ~¢~ I~~ I 1-~¢ttY.¢tf..¢~1 I cfJ.Y.¢¢t f..¢~1 I ¢t I ¢¢1 ~~~ t1-¢~ I 1-¢ lt¢¢..~¢¢t¢¢ 

~~¢It~¢ l'tJt¢11-¢ 1-¢~¢ I ¢1 It~¢"/ ~~'I! ~~~1¢ 1'¢¢¢~ I ¢¢¢"¢7-1-¢¢ 1'1!1-t~ I~~¢ It~¢ 

ttt~l- I~Y.¢rfJ¢ lt¢11/<¢¢¢ It~¢ 1¢¢.¢¢1 It~¢ ~~~¢rfJ¢ 1¢~~7-l- 11-~¢¢t¢¢ /t~¢t¢¢1t 

'1~¢1¢.¢¢¢1'1 ~~~¢ l¢f..rfJ~ It~¢ 1¢~¢¢ l¢111-¢f..¢.l-l-'ll 117-1 It~¢ lttt~l- !~¢.¢.rfJ¢ 

¢¢¢1-11-¢¢1t~¢1¢¢.¢¢1t~¢1~¢.¢rfJ¢1¢~¢.l-l-1¢~¢¢t¢¢1t~¢t¢¢~1'1~¢¢1-tt¢¢.1~¢ 

t¢l-l-¢V!¢flll¢t¢.t1-~rfJI1-~IV!~¢.tl'tJ¢.tt1-¢¢.l-¢.t!t~¢1~~¢rfJ¢1~¢.¢!¢¢¢1-tt¢¢.1t~¢ 

¢~¢¢YI¢.~¢.1rfJ1-1¢~1 ~~~¢.1¢t¢¢"¢t1-¢~1~l-l-¢YI¢¢.'11~~¢.1¢1-rfJ~/t~¢1¢~¢¢1¢1ttf 

¢1-~l-l-'ll 11~¢.¢~ lt¢1¢.¢¢¢ l¢t 1¢¢¢1-11-¢¢ !1-1t¢tt¢.¢tt¢~1 !¢..~¢¢t1-¢1tl !¢t 

¢¢11-1tttt¢~1 IV!~¢~1¢¢1¢~¢¢t¢¢¢1¢~¢.l-l-l¢¢~¢t1-t~t¢1~1'¢1-l-l-l¢11¢t¢¢"¢f 

tt¢~¢1 ~~~¢. Itt 1¢~~7-l- 1'¢¢ 1¢¢~¢7-¢.¢1-1¢7-'l l'tJt¢¢~¢¢¢. lt~~t It~¢ IP~ttt 

¢.¢¥t~rtJit~¢1¢¢.¢¢1f1t¢¢¢~t¢¢11-tl¢.tlt~¢1f1t¢f1¢tlttrft¢11¢t¢¢f1t¢¢.1t¢1tt¢ 

t¢1¢.¢~7- l¢t l¢¢¢1-1t¢~tt¢~1 1¢.~¢ lt~~t 1¢-l-l- It~¢ lt¢¢..¢.1-t¢¢¢~t¢ /¢f. /l-~t/1 

~~1¢1'¢¢¢~1¢'¢¢¢t1¢¢.1 l¢.~¢1¢¢.¢~1"¢t¢¢¢¢~t¢1¢~¢.l-l-l¢~t1-tl-¢1t~¢1"¢~ttt 

t¢¢..~¢¢t1-~rfJit~¢1¢~¢¢1t¢1~~1¢1t~¢1¢.¢t1-¢~1¢11t~¢1ttt¢.l-/~¢.¢rjJ¢ft~¢t¢¢~ 

t¢11-¢W¢¢1t/11-t~¢Y.tl"¢t¢P~tf..~rfJI~It¢t¢¢.l-l'¢f..l-l-l¢tl¢t¢¢"¢t1-¢~¢1 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Rule 276 was repealed to eliminate the 

necessity for submitting written questions, instructions, or 

definitions as a predicate for perfecting appeal except as 

required by paragraph 5 of Rule 273.) 
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~ TRCP 277 ~~~~t¢¢t¢~1r¢!r~¢11~t1 [Repealed.] 

( 

(_ 

~~~¢~~~j~t11¢¢¢¢¢1r~¢1¢¢~tr!¢~~~~~~~~¢~¢t¢tl~¢¢¢t~~¢11¢~~~tr 

t~¢1¢¢~¢¢1~~¢~1~t¢~¢f~¢t~l~~¢¢tt¢~¢1!!1~¢1¢¢~ttl¢~~~~/¢~~~ttl¢~¢~ 

t~¢tt~¢tt¢~¢ 1¢~¢ l¢¢tt~ttt¢~¢ 1¢¢ !¢~~~~ !~¢ l~t¢~¢t lr¢ /¢~¢'¢~¢It~¢ 

j~ttlt¢1t¢~¢¢tl¢1t¢t¢t¢rl 

~~f.¢t¢~rt~~lt¢~~rr~~~~~¢¢rt¢~¢1¢~¢~~~~¢ti'P¢1¢~'P~trt¢¢1t~lt~¢ 

¢~¢t~¢1111~¢1~~¢¢t~~~¢~1r~¢1~~t¢¢~1¢f.l~t¢¢f.l~¢ti~¢1¢¢¢¢~P~t¢~¢¢ 

'Ptlt~¢rt~¢rt¢~¢1t¢r~¢tlr~¢~1~11t~¢~~¢t¢~1t~lt~¢1~~¢¢tt¢~J 

1~~~~tl¢¢~¢¢1t~l~~t¢~1r~¢!j~ttlt¢1t¢~~tt¢¢1r¢1¢~~¢ttt¢~1t~¢ 

~¢¢¢1¢~¢~~~t~¢1¢~trt¢¢1r~¢1¢¢~tri¢~¢~~~¢~'P~ttl¢1~~¢¢tt¢~1¢tl~~¢¢f 

tt¢~¢ I t~ifl~ttt~rfJ ~~~¢r /¢¢t¢¢~r¢~¢/ I f.. f. I ¢~1 I !¢f. It~¢/~¢~~~-~¢¢¢¢ l¢t 

¢¢~¢¢rt¢fi/ 1¢¢ 1r~¢ 1¢¢¢¢ ~~~1 1~¢1 !t~~r /¢¢~¢¢¢It~¢ l¢¢¢~tt¢~¢¢ l¢t 

tfJ.j~ttltfll~~¢¢rt¢fllt¢1¢rrtt~~r¢'P~¢1r¢1¢¢¢~!¢f.lt~¢1P¢t¢¢fi¢1f.¢~fi¢ 

t¢1~¢t¢1~¢¢~1¢~~~~'P~¢JII1~¢1¢¢~trl¢~¢~~~~~¢¢!tfl¢rt~¢tlt~¢.!j~t1!t¢ 

¢fi¢~¢t-Jr~¢ I¢~Tft~1J¢ lifl~¢¢rt¢'/l l¢t /~1/t¢¢rt¢'/t¢ lwtr~¢~t 1¢~1 /t¢¢~¢tt¢fi 

'P¢¢¢~~¢/¢t-/r~¢1¢¢t¢¢~r¢rtJ¢/¢f./~¢1J~trtJ¢~¢¢1¢t/¢~~¢¢rt¢fi//tf./¢fit/l¢f. 

t~¢1¢¢t¢¢flltft~¢t¢¢1111~¢1¢¢¢tr!Tft~11¢t¢¢t¢~t¢1t~¢1¢~¢~~¢1ifJ.¢¢¢t~¢ft 

¢tlifJ.¢¢¢tt¢fi¢1¢¢¢~1~ttttrft¢rtt¢1f.t'/l¢tfl~¢1¢f.l~t~~t~tttJ 

1~¢ l¢¢¢tt 1~¢1 l¢~~~tt I~ ~~~¢¢rt¢fi l¢t¢j~~¢rtt¢~1 IV!~¢¢ Itt It¢ 

~PP~t¢fltlf.t¢~1r~¢1¢tt¢¢~¢¢1r~¢r!¢ft¢1¢tlr~¢1¢t~¢tl¢f.lt~¢1¢¢fi¢tf 

tt¢fl¢1¢tl1~¢t¢1tftifJ.¢tt¢¢1~~¢¢rl'/l¢¢¢¢¢~tt~11¢tt¢r¢J 

r~¢1¢¢¢ttl~~~~~~~¢rlt'/lltr¢1¢~~t1J¢1¢¢Tftrft¢~tl¢tt¢¢t~tl¢fllt~¢ 

w¢trtJ~tl¢f.lt~¢1¢tt¢¢~¢¢1¢tl¢¢tt¢¢1r~¢!j¢t11¢tlr~¢1¢f.f-¢¢tl¢f.lt~¢tt 

~fi¢YI¢t¢11'¢¢rlr~¢1¢¢~trt¢1¢~¢t~¢1¢~~~~~~¢tl~¢1¢~j¢¢tt¢fl¢~~¢1¢fllt~¢ 

1Jt¢~'/l¢1r~¢tlttlt~¢t¢¢'ttr¢~~11¢¢~~ttr¢r¢¢1¢1¢¢Tftrft¢fltl¢fllt~¢1w¢t1J~t 

¢1 /r~¢ /¢tt¢¢~¢¢ l¢t lt.¢tt¢¢¢ 1r~¢ fj¢t1 l¢f. 1r~¢ l¢f.f-¢¢t /¢f. lt~¢1-t 
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~ ~~¢w¢t¢1W~¢~/ttlt¢1Pt¢P¢t~ti~IP~ttl¢tl~~lt~¢tt~¢tt¢~1¢tl¢¢tt~tf 

( 

tt¢~1 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The provisions of former Rule 277 have 

to the extent they remain viable been relocated to Rule 271.] 
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c 

l 

[Repealed) 

r~¢ l¢¢¢tt !¢~~~~ l¢¢~~tt It~¢ l~¢¢¢tt¢~¢1 lt~¢tt¢¢tt¢~¢ ~~~¢ 

¢¢ft~ttt¢~¢1t~lt~¢1f¢t¢1~t¢tt¢¢¢1~ti~¢~¢1~77Jiw~t¢~1~t¢1t~t¢¢¢1~t 

t~¢1wtttt¢~1~~¢~¢t~~¢1~~¢!t~¢1¢1t¢¢~¢¢J ll~t¢¢~tlt~ltt¢¢~~¢¢1t¢ 

ttt lttt~¢1 l¢t~t¢t¢tt ~~~ttttt¢~ /~t¢¢¢¢¢t~~¢/ ~~~¢ l¢t~¢t l¢~¢¢t~~ 

Pt¢¢¢¢¢t~~¢ It~ lw~t¢~ It~¢ ~~~¢~¢t~~¢ l~t¢ 1¢~¢¢t~~~t 1¢¢ft~¢¢ 1~1 

¢t~t¢t¢¢1¢tl~t¢¢¢¢¢t~~lt¢~¢¢1 ~~~~~tt11¢~~~~1~¢tl~¢1¢~ttt~¢¢1t¢ 

~~tl¢¢~¢t¢¢t¢~1¢fl~~tl~¢¢¢tt¢~1t~t¢¢¢1¢~~tl~tl~l~¢~¢t~~l¢¢~t~~ 

~~¢ l~¢t lt~t¢¢¢ l~t l~fftt¢~ttt¢ Jwtttt¢~ ~~~¢~¢t~~ 1~1 lt~~t ~~~tttJ 

~¢t~t~~ l~¢t¢t~ 1¢~~~~ /¢~~~~¢ /t~¢ /~¢t¢¢~ 1¢1 /~t¢¢1 1ft¢¢ lw~~t Itt 

W¢¢~¢1~~1¢1~¢¢~1¢~¢¢tl~l~¢~¢t~~l¢¢~t~~~ll~l~¢¢~¢¢~tl¢~~~~1~¢tl~¢ 

t¢1¢t¢¢¢ 1~¢¢~¢¢¢ 1¢1 It~¢ lf~t~¢t¢ It¢ l¢¢~¢tt l¢t~¢t ~~~¢ 11~tt¢¢.¢ 

~~~¢¢¢ l¢t l¢tff¢t¢~t /¢~~¢¢¢ l¢f It~¢ 1¢~¢¢ l~¢.¢¢tt¢~1 I IY~t~¢.t¢ It¢ 

¢¢.~¢ttl~l~¢.¢¢tt¢~1¢~~~~1~¢tl~¢1¢¢¢¢¢¢1~1~t¢¢.~¢1f¢tlt¢1¢t¢~~1¢f 

t~¢ /"i¢.¢~¢¢~t/ 1¢~~¢¢¢ Itt¢ !¢¢'¢¢t¢¢t¢~1 It~ l¢¢~¢t~~tt~~~t l¢¢tt¢¢t 

W¢t¢t~~J/~~¢1~¢¢~1t¢~¢.¢¢t¢¢1t~lwtttt~~l~~¢1t¢~¢¢t¢¢1~tlt~¢1P~ttt 

¢¢¢~~~t~t~~l¢flt~¢1i¢¢~¢¢~tl/~t¢Yt¢¢¢11~¢W¢1¢tllt~~tl¢~i¢¢tt¢~1t¢ 

¢¢.¢~/f~t~¢.t¢1¢~~~~1¢¢fft¢¢1t~l¢¢¢~1t¢¢~¢¢tltflt~¢!~¢¢¢tt¢~1t¢1¢~¢ 

t¢~t¢¢1¢.P¢~1~11t~¢1¢~~¢¢t~~~~~tttJIIY~t~¢t¢1t¢1¢¢~¢ttl~l¢¢ft~tf 

tt¢~1¢tlt~¢tt¢¢tt¢~1¢~~~~1~¢tl'¢¢1¢¢¢¢¢¢1~1~t¢¢.~¢1f¢tlt¢1¢t¢~~1¢f 

t~¢ I i¢.¢~¢¢~t 1¢.~~¢¢¢ I~ I ¢¢~¢1¢-~tttt~~t I ¢¢tt¢¢t 1¢¢1 t~ttt¢~ I ¢t I t~f 

¢tt¢.¢tt¢~~~~¢1'¢¢¢~1t¢~¢¢¢t¢¢1t~lwttrt~~~~~¢1t¢~¢¢t¢¢1'¢tlt~¢1P~ttt 

¢¢¢p~~t~t~~l¢flt~¢1i~¢~¢¢~tJ 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The provisions of former Rule 278, to 

the extent they remain viable, have been relocated to Rule 271.] 
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~ TRCP 279. ~¢t~~t¢~~1Yt¢¢1t~¢1~~¢t~¢ 
[Repealed] 

( 

(_ 

W¢¢~ 1¢¢¢¢¢~ I¢~~ lt~¢¢¢¢~¢¢~t l~t¢~~¢~ l¢f lt¢¢¢1¢tt l¢t l¢f 

¢¢f¢~~¢1~¢tl¢¢~¢~~~t1¢~11¢~t¢~~t~~¢¢1~~¢¢tlt~¢1¢1t¢¢~¢¢1-~¢1~¢ 

¢~¢¢¢~tl¢flw~t¢~1t~l~~~¢ttt¢¢1¢tlt¢~~¢~t¢¢1¢t¢1W¢t1¢¢1 IIW~¢~1-

~t¢~~¢1¢flt¢¢¢1¢t11¢tl¢¢f¢~~¢1¢¢~~t~t~l¢fl¢¢t¢1t~¢~1¢~¢1¢~¢¢¢~tl 

~fl¢~¢1¢tl¢¢t¢1¢fl~~¢~1¢~¢¢¢~t~l~¢¢¢~~¢ttlt¢1~~~t¢.t~l~~¢~1~t¢~~¢ 

¢flt¢¢¢1¢ttl¢tl¢¢f¢~~¢1 l¢~¢1~¢¢¢~~¢.tt~11t¢f¢t¢~~¢1t~¢t¢t¢1 1-t¢ 

'f.l/i~¢ttt¢¢ It¢ 1¢.~¢ lf¢1f<~¢ 1'¢1 It~¢ 11Jl/it11 ~-~¢ 1¢~¢ l¢t l¢¢t¢ l¢f 1'1>1/l¢~ 

¢~¢¢¢~t~ I ¢.t¢ I ¢¢ttt¢¢ I ft¢¢ It~¢ I ¢~¢-t~¢1 IWtt~¢1/J.t lt¢¢..1/l¢'/>t I ¢t I ¢'Pf 

iJ¢¢tt¢~11-~¢1t~¢t¢1t~lf¢¢t1/l-~~11~1/ifft¢t¢~tl¢1t¢¢~¢¢1t¢1'1>1/J.PP¢ttl

ft~¢t~~lt~¢t¢¢~11t~¢1ttt¢~1¢¢~ttll¢tlt~¢1t¢~~¢~tl¢fl¢tt~¢tiP-tt11 

¢-tl-ft¢tl~¢tt¢¢1¢~¢1~¢¢.tt~~l¢.~¢1¢tl¢~11tt¢¢1~¢f¢t¢1t~¢11J1/l¢~¢¢~t 

~~ lt¢~¢¢t¢¢1 1¢¢~¢ 1¢~¢ Itt~¢ lwtttt¢~ lft~¢t~~~ 1¢~ ~~~¢~ l¢¢ttt¢¢ 

¢l-¢¢¢~t l¢t l¢~¢¢¢~t~ It~ 1~1/i¢¢¢tt l¢f It~¢ 11Jl/i¢~¢¢~tl 117-f 1~¢ 1'1>1/l¢~ 

wtttt¢~1tt~¢t~~~l¢t¢1¢¢¢¢11~0¢~1¢¢ttt¢¢1¢~¢¢¢~tl¢tl¢~¢¢¢~t'~>l'~>~¢.l-l

'P¢ 1¢¢¢¢¢¢ lf¢1/J.~¢ I'Pt It~¢ 1¢¢1/J.tt It~ l~lf.¢'r/1 l¢¢~~¢t 1¢.~ It¢ 1'1>1/J.PP¢tt It~¢ 

1Jl/i¢r!J¢¢~tl I I~ l¢~¢.t¢ lt'r/1¢t lt'r/1¢ l¢1t¢¢~¢¢ IW¢~ ll-¢~¢.1-~1 l¢t lf¢.¢tl/i¢.l-l-t 

~~~~fft¢t¢~t It¢ IW¢tt¢~t It~¢ ~~~~¢t~~t¢~ l¢f 1¢.~1 ~~~¢~tt¢~ 1¢¢.1 I'P¢ 

¢¢.¢¢1f¢tlt'r/1¢1ftt~tltt¢¢1¢.ft¢tl1¢t¢t¢tllt¢r!J¢t¢~¢¢¢1¢fiW~¢t~¢tlt~¢ 

¢~~¢t~~~¢~1¢fl~~¢~1~~¢~tt¢~1w¢.~1t¢~~¢~t¢¢1'Ptlt'r/1¢1¢¢¢Pl-¢.~~¢.~tl 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: The substance of former Rule 279 has 

been renumbered Rule 275] 
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STATE BAR OF TEXAS 

404~.COI 
/t-q-Cfc 

~B.--

TO: Texas Supreme Co~ 

FROM: Committee on Administration of Justice 

RE: Proposed Rule Chan~es 

DATE: December 18, 1989 

The Committee on the Adrninis~ation of Justice has reviewed 

the Supreme Court Advisory Commi~~ee's proposed rule changes. 

We believe that the vast rnajorit7 of the proposals are sound and 

should be approved. We have a fe~ suggestions to make, which 

fall into these four categories: (1) alternate proposals for 

rules 21a and 166, (2) criticis~ of proposed rules 271-275, (3) 

recommendation that TRAP 90 ra~ unchanged, and (4) the 

highlighting of various inadvertent errors in the wording of 

several of the rules. 

2. criticism of proposed rules 271-275. 

The committee voted unanimously (20-0) to oppose proposed 

rules 271-275 which would replace present rules 271-279. , . 

Although we think the reorganization of these rules is a 

worthwhile change, we offer the =allowing observations about 

changes in substance. 

A. Proposed rules 271-275 are not the product of the 

SCAC's usual deliberative process. The proposed revisions of 

rules 271-275 were first seen ~i discussed at the August 12, 

1989 meeting, at which they were modified and approved for 
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submission to the supreme court. They were drafted by Professor 

Hadley Edgar, who was unable to attend the August 12 meeting and 

therefore could not participate in the discussion. 

The provisions of the proposed rules that change existing 

law concerning the duty to request questions and instructions in 

writing were drafted spontaneously at the August 12 meeting and 

were approved at that same meeting. Previous SCAC drafts of 

these rules were proposals to rearrange--but to change only 

slightly--the existing rules concerning when to object and when 

to request in writing. Only thirteen voting members attended 

the August 12 meeting. The revision of Professor Edgar's 

proposed rules 271-275 took place so quickly that proposed rule 

272(3) still contains two references to "requests," even though 

the on-the-spot re-drafting of the rules had eliminated the duty 

to request from the rules and required only an objection. 

We submit that rules which have existed since 1941 should 

not be changed so quickly, at least when there is no demonstrat-

ed need for such quick action. 

B. The proposed rules deny trial courts the opportu-

nity to see requests for questions and instructions in writing. 

Instead the court must listen to oral objections and assess them 

without being able to study anything in writing. Thus the 

proposals ignore the wise observations of this court in Woods v. 

Crane Carrier Co., 693 S.W.2d 377, 379 (Tex. 1985): 

Anyone who has ever participated in the 
drafting of a court's charge will comprehend 
and respect the efficacy of the rule requiring 
requested issues and instructions to be in 
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writing in spite of the rule's preference for 
form over substance. The sometimes prolificacy 
of requested issues and instructions and the 
myriad of interruptions and occasional confusion 
inherent in the charge conference mandates that 
all requests be in writing. Phrasing of issues 
and instructions requires the judge's careful 
consideration which is possible only upon reading 
and rereading of the requests. To expect a judge, 
after hearing oral and lengthy requests just once, 
to weigh their merits for inclusion in a charge 
ignores realities. 

C. The proposals might contribute to delay at the 

charge conference by encouraging lawyers to try'to preserve 

error by simply making objections orally. Presently, most 

lawyers prepare in writing the grounds of recovery and defense 

that they are really serious about. Under the present rules 

there are, of course, instances in which lawyers delay trial by 

writing out their requests at the last minute. But under the 

proposed rules those lawyers would simply cause the same amount 

of delay, or more, by making last-ditch objections. 

D. Recent rule changes concerning the submission of 

jury questions have sought to reduce appeals and reversals for 

charge error. The proposed rules would encourage appeals and 

possibly reversals by making it easier to throw in last minute 

objections designed to preserve possible charge error in the 

event of an unfavorable verdict. 

E. The proposed rules [rule 271(1)] authorize trial 

courts to "order" parties to submit their requests, but the 

rules attach absolutely no consequences to a party's failure or 

refusal to do so. See rule 273(1) and (3). Thus the rules 
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further weaken trial courts by removing the only existing 

consequence that occurs when a lawyer does not assist the court 

by submitting requested jury questions and instructions in 

writing--waiver of omitted grounds of recovery or defense. 

F. There has been no credible suggestion that the 

existing rules are not working or that they are causing any kind 

of injustice to anyone. It has been suggested that the use of 

broad-form jury questions makes it harder to know whether to 

object or tender in writing. But Scott v. Atchison, Topeka, & 

S.F. Ry., 572 S.W.2d 273, 278 (Tex. 1978), answered that ques-

tion a decade ago, holding that an objection is sufficient when 

the complaint about a broad issue could be cured by rewording 

the question itself or by adding an instruction. Moreover, 

broad-form questions have long been used in non-personal injury 

cases, and there has been no problem concerning when to object 

and when to tender. 

In any event, we see no justification for eliminating the 

present requirement that when the charge completely omits a 

ground of recovery or defense, the ground is waived unless the 

party who relies on the ground tendered it to the court in 

writing. The proposed rules would allow a 'lawyer to sandbag the 

trial judge by waiting until the charge had been typed and 

xeroxed, and then while the jury waited, preserve error on an 

unsubmitted ground by merely objecting. The trial court would 

have to evaluate the objection without seeing it in writing, and 

if the judge decided to submit the matter, all would have to 
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wait for it to be typed in proper form. Our rules should not 

enable lawyers to delay trials and sandbag trial judges in that 

manner. 

G. We are in the process of modifying rules 271-275 to 

retain the SCAC's reorganization but reincorporate existing law 

regarding preservation of error. 
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COURT OF APPEALS 
CARLOS C. CADENA FouRTH SuPREME JuDICIAL DISTRICT 

500 BEXAR CoUNTY CouRTHOUSE 

HERB SCHAEFER 
CLERK CHIEF JUSTICE 

( 
lY ESQUIVEL 
RLEY W. BUTTS 

ANTONIO G. CANTU 
BLAIR REEVES 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78205 

PRESTON H. DIAL. JR. 
ALFONSO CHAPA 

ASSOCIATE JUSTICES 

( 

(_ 

Prof. J. Hadley Edgar 
Texas Tech University 
School of Law 
Lubbock Texas 79409-0004 

Dear Professor Edgar: 

January 18, 1990 

Thank you for your letter of January 15 concerning the SCAC's 
proposed changes to rules 271-275. 

The last thing the COAJ wanted to do was give the supreme· 
court the erroneous impression that the SCAC's final version was 
yours, which would thereby lend the prestige of your authorship to 
what we think is an unwise and ill-considered proposal. What we 
tried to say was this: Erotessgr Edgar regrgapj 0ed the rU4es and 
then the SCAC, acting in ~eat ba&te and in his absence, changed 
his version on the spot and did away with the requirement of 
tender. As I read section "A" of our report (at pages 4-5) it 
tries to say that, but upon rereading it I can see how one would 
miss our intended meaning. As the primary author of our report, I 
apologize for not being clearer and I regret that the impression 
that you got may have been unintentionally communicated to anyone 
else. 

If you want to clear this matter up with anyone, please feel 
free to use this letter or else let me know what else I can do. 

cc: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Mr. Luther H. Soules III 
Mr. Doak Bishop 

~incere1y~urs, 

POUA.'d 1~ tt~ 
David Peeples 
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Texas Tech University 
School of Law 

lubbock, Texas 79409-0004/(806) 742-3791 Faculty 742-3785 

January 15, 1990 

Honorable David Peeples 
Justice, Fourth court of Appeals 
500 County Courthouse 
San Antonio, Texas 78205 

Dear Judge Peeples: 

Re: Proposed changes to Rules 271-275 

Luke Soules has forwarded to me a copy of the December 18, 1989, letter 
which the Committee on Administration of Justice directed to the Supreme 
Court. 

In that letter the committee erroneously credits me with the proposed 
changes to Rules 271-275. While I am the subcommittee chairman responsible 
for these rules, these particular changes did not originate in my subcommittee 
nor did they go through the normal subcommittee process. 

Your letter correctly states that I was unable to attend the August 12 
meeting of the Advisory Committee. The record of that meeting will also 
reflect that I wrote a letter to Mr. Soules favoring the general reorganiza
tion of the Rules 271-275 but that I was personally strenuously opposed to the 
proposal that an objection only would preserve error to the court's charge as 
contained in proposed Rule 273[1]. The reasons for my concern were and still 
are basically the same as reflected in your December 18 letter to the Court. 

I join you and your committee in hoping that the Court will not adopt 
this change. 

JHE/nt 

cc: Honorable Nathan L. Hecht/ 
Mr. Luther H. Soules III~ 
Mr. Doak Bishop 

Sincerely yours, 

~ 
Robert H. Bean Professor of Law 

"An Equal Opponunity/ Affirmative Action Institution" 
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CONE. WITTIG 
JUOOE 125nl ~COURT 

OVlL CouRTS BUILDING 

HOUsToN, 1bAS 77002 

December 11, 1989 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

f713l 221-5577 

Allow me to express my profound and vehement objection to 
proposed changes to Rules 273, 276, and 278, Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure, and a not so strenuous but significant objection to 
proposed changes to Rule 166a, T.R.C.P. 

At this writing, the average civil trial court in Houston 
has 2167 cases pending. Each court tries between 30 and 100 jury 
trials per year, including mostly complex litigation. The nega
tive impact of allowing a party in complex civil litigation to 
orally submit questions, instructions, and definitions (as is the 
practice in small claims court) cannot be overstated. There can 
be only two logical reasons for this rule change: First, the 
attorney is taking up the court and jury's time without knowing 
in advance what his proposed questions are going to be. The 
second group, to be more concerned with, is the "sharp" attorney 
who purposely presents an oral rendition of a needed question, 
instruction, or definition to a judge in the charge conference 
solely and purposefully for the intent of obtaining reversal. 
Neither of these methods should be condoned. 

The Harris County civil trial judge, unlike his federal 
counterpart, has no secretary, no briefing attorney, and is grossly 
understaffed by district clerk personnel who are overwhelmed with 
thousands of documents to be filed on a weekly basis. 

The proposed change potential for abuse is immense. It 
ignores decades of custom and practice and is designed to 
geometrically increase appellate case loads throughout the state. 
The proposal would lengthen the time and expense of trial. An 
oral submission is inherently ambiguous, inherently unintelligible, 
and, as is the well-known practice, will be buried in voluminous, 
some pertinent and some impertinent, objections by counsel. 
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht Page Two December 11, 1989 

We are not here dealing with the relatively simple criminal 
case or a simple fender bender. 

Where in the charge will the oral submissions be placed? 
What will be the question numbers of the oral submissions? Must 
the wording be substantially correct? Must the oral question 
include correctly worded oral instructions and definitions? With 
the court and court reporter now working until 9:00 p.m. to redraft 
the charge in accordance with oral modifications, is the court to 
then give counsel a second opportunity to make further objections, 
make further oral modifications, ad infinitum? 

My objections to proposed changes to 166a, though not as 
vehement, are serious. Once again, I'm sure your Court is aware 
of the volume that the metropolitan judges face. I hear approxi
mately 10 summary judgments per week which together with discovery 
practice already take up close to 35 percent of my time. To allow 
summary judgment evidence to include by reference matters not on 
file with the clerk presents an onerous burden on the court and 
its staff, already taxed beyond reasonable limits. Why should the 
trial court be faced with rendering judgment on records less 
accurate than appellate courts? We need to leave most of these 
rules alone, and this one ain't broke and doesn't need fixing. 

In closing, let me observe as a trial specialist with 24 
years' experience, that we continue to create instability in the 
law and traps for the average and even above-average prac~itioner. 
The hardship it works on parties is incalculable. Change in the 
law and its rules should be a thoughtful, gradual, and a judicious 
process. The myriad of proposed changes has a tendency to bring 
disrepute to the law and the profession as unwise, whimsical, and 
unwarranted change for the sake of change. 

DEW:mm 

cc: Thomas R. Phillips, Chief Justice 
Justice Raul Gonzalez 
Justice Eugene A. Cook 

yours, 

-----· 
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COUNTIES· FOURTH 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
JUDICIAL REGION: 

ARANSAS 

ATASCOSA 

BEE 
BEXAR 

CALHOUN 
DEWITT 

DIM MIT 
FRIO 

GOLIAD 

JACKSON 
KARNES 
LASALLE 

UVEOAK 

MAVERICK 

MCMULLEN 

REFUGIO 

SAN PATRICIO 

VICTORIA 

WEBB 

WILSON 

ZAPATA 

ZAVALA 

JOHNCORNYN 
Presidin1 Jud1e 

FOURTH ADMINISTitATIVE JUDICIAL REGION 
37TH DISTRICT COURT 
Bexar County Courthouse 
San Antonio, Tcxaa 78205 

LESLIE MURRAY 
Administrative A11i1tant 

(512) 220·2908 
(512) 220·2515 

December 5, 1989 Tt<.C.P d?7/-d.73 

Mr. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice of the Supreme Court of Texas 
Chairman of Committees on Rules of Procedure 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The undersigned District Judges of Bexar County 
giving preference to civil cases wish to express strong 
opposition to proposed Rules 271-273 of the Texas Rules 
of Civil Procedure, which eliminate the requirement of 
written submission of requested questions, definitions 
and instructions in order to preserve error. Existing 
rules require a more careful and deliberate approach by 
attorneys which greatly aid the trial judges in the 
preparation of the charge. The proposed changes would 
add to the burden of trial courts at a point in the 
trial when the pressures of trial are already. at a 
peak. 

We appreciate the valuable contribution made by 
the Supreme Court's Advisory Committee on the 
recommended amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure, but urge the Court to reject this particular 
change. 

Thank you very much for your attention and 
consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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PEDEN, 285TH DISTRICT COURT 

[(~~ 
RAUL RIVERA, 288TH DISTRICT COURT 

cc: Justices of the Supreme Court 
Mr. Luke Soules 
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·I CANTEY a. HANGER 
ATTORNEYS AT l.AW 

2100 f"IFIST Rrti"UBLICBANK TOWER 

801 CHEFIFIY STFII!:I!:T 

E:RNE:ST RE:YNOL.DS Ill 

F"ORT WORTH, TEXAS 7el02 

817/877·2800 
METFIO l.INE 42SI•3BIS 

November 21, 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

~s I noted above, there seems to be a substantial amount of 
concern about proposed changes to procedural rules 271 through 
2_79. On a personal bas is, I would absolutely urge and implore 
every member of the supreme court to refrain from implementing 
these proposed changes until further study can be done in a way 
that would ·allow broad participation, and full opportunity for 
comment. I do not believe that the present notice and comment 
procedure is always adequate to insure reasoned, well considered, 
and generally satisfactory and acceptable change. Certainly the 
notice and comment procedure is an important safeguard, but in 
situations where proposed changes ~o_ul'd be perceived as being of 

great importance and significance, and might be perceived by 
some as being radical, it seems appropriate to allow for a pro
cess of consideration and debate concerning the proposals which 
generally allows more time, and allows the involvement of more 
people, than is PESSi~~~_under the notice and comment format. 

I have above noted my reservations about the proposed 
changes to procedural ru_les 271 through 27 9. It is clear from a 
reading of the proposed changes that mainly what we see is the 
result of an attempt to edit and condense existing rules, but it 
also appears that there are some substantive changes. Justice 
Hecht, as you have pointed out in your recent article in The 
Advocate, putting together the charge may be a "crisis point" in 
a lawsuit, and it is always a difficult and significant part of 
the lawsuit. In view of this, and in view of the legitimate con
cern that many people who practice law appear to be expressing 
about the proposed changes to these procedural rules I urge the 
court to refrain from adopting any change in the text of these 
rules at the present time: but, in view of changes in practice in 
recent years, and in view of the on-going work in this connection 
by various PJC committees, and in view of the need to further 
edit and refine our existing rules to make them more usable, and 
in an attempt to reach the laudable goals which you have set out 
in your recent article in The Advocate, my suggestion would be 
for the court to allow a proce~s of consideration of this group 
of rules (the ones appearing at 271 through 279) so that when 
change is made, if it is, it can be made after a vigorous and 
thorough investigation and debate, and we will see a type of 
change that will be fair to everyone and that everyone will 
Fool ~~~F~~~~~1~ ~~~~ 
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M. ~~ANK ~OWELI... 

.JAMES I=IOI='P 

Wll ... L.IAM IKA~O 

G. WALTER MCCOOL 

"'ATRICJA L. SESSA 

POWELL POPP & IKARD 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

707 WE:ST TE:NT'"' STRE:E:T 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 
,.- ---

F"ACSIMJLE: 51<! 479-8013 
~t£ ... 1LGARLIN 

September 15, 1989 

The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips 
Chief Justice, supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed amendments, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

Several people have spoken to me about the proposed rules. 
Accordingly, I am taking this opportunity to furnish the court with 
my unsolicited advice. Perhaps this will elevate me to your 
"advisory" committee, for as our mutual friend, Tom Stovall, once 
said, "I am one of the Governor's advisors. He told me, 'Stovall, 
if I want your advice, I' 11 ask for it' . " In any event, what 
follows are my comments on various proposals. 

7. TRCP 271-279. I certainly hope the court will give strong 
consideration for the prospects of what it will be like to 
assemble a charge if you abolish the second half of current 
Rule 278. That rule now requires that before there can be a 
complaint of error, when the burden of proof rests with one 
party, that party must tender a substantially correct issue 
or instruction. New Rule 273 provides "failure of any party 
to submit a question, instruction or definition in writing 
shall never be a waiver of any objection made in compliance 
with Rule 272." You are going to be asking a lot of trial 
judges. While you say that the trial judge can require 
parties to submit proposed charges and instructions, you say 
that failure to do so is not error. I guess that means it is 
only punishable by contempt. But, assuming that lawyers 
cooperate and do furnish written instructions and the like, 
we may be forcing the party who does not have the burden to 
object and state a substantially correct instruction to 
preserve error in the case. Moreover, the whole idea of oral 
objections because they don't state such-and-such issue or 
instruction really places an onerous burden on the trail 
judge. Let me point out language I wrote for the court in 
Woods v. Crane Carrier Co., Inc., 693 S.W.2d 377 (Tex. 1985): 

Anyone who has ever participated in the 
drafting of a court's charge will comprehend 
and respect the efficacy of the rule requiring 
requested issues and instructions to be in 
writing in spite of the rule's preference for 
form over substance. The sometimes 
prolificacy of requested issues and 
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The Honorable Thomas R. Phillips 
September 15, 1989 
Page 4 

instructions and the myriad of interruptions 
and occasional confusion inherent in the 
charge conference mandates that all requests 
be in writing. Phrasing of issues and 
instructions requires the judge's careful 
consideration which is possible only upon 
reading and rereading of the requests. To 
expect the judge, after hearing oral and 
lengthy requests just once, to weigh their 
merits for inclusion in a charge ignores 
realities. 

Id. at 379. I respectfully submit that by allowing attorneys 
to dictate objections to the charge in which they say the 
charge is erroneous because it contains or doesn't contain 
certain language is not fair to the trial judge. I might add, 
that in my conversations with Professor Hadley Edgar, that he, 
too, has expressed his opposition to the proposed amendments 
having to do with preservation of error in respect to the 
court's charge. 

I trust you will not consider me presumptuous for having 
written this letter, but I was a part of the rule making process 
for too long not to be concerned with the course that the rules 
take. I regret that the court has not chosen to honor my request 
to you that I be plac~d on the advisory committee. I really 
believe I am capable of making a valuable contribution. On the 
other hand, I respect the fact that a majority of the court members 
can put whoever they like on that committee. 

Kilgarlin 

WWK:ep 

cc: The Honorable Franklin s. Spears 
The Honorable c. L. Ray 
The Honorable Raul Gonzalez 
The Honorable Oscar H. Mauzy 
The Honorable Eugene Cook 
The Honorable Jack Hightower 
The Honorable Nathan Hecht 
The Honorable Lloyd Doggett 

(_ Mr. Luther H. Soules, III 

POWELL POPP & IKARD AUSTl.s', TEXAS 
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~~~~~tl¢~¢¢1ttt¢¢1t~lt~¢1¢t¢ttt¢tl¢tl¢¢~~ttl¢¢~ttlwtt~¢~tl~ 

i~ttllt~¢/i~¢,¢1¢~~~~1/~t/t~¢1t¢~~-¢tl¢11¢tt~¢tl~~tt111¢t~t¢1t~ 

wtttt~' l~t¢ 11t~¢t~'¢ 1¢1 11~¢t ~~~¢ l¢¢~¢~~¢t¢~¢ 1¢1 ~~~WI//$~¢~ 

t¢~~¢¢tl¢~~~~~~¢11t~¢¢1wtt~t~lt¢~1¢~t¢1~1t¢tlt~¢11t~~~~i~¢'~¢~t 

t¢1¢t,~¢¢111~¢tt¢¢1¢11t~¢11t~t~'l¢11t~¢1t¢~~-¢tl¢~~~~1~¢1¢¢ty¢¢ 

¢~1t~¢1¢~~¢¢it¢1~~tttl~¢1~t¢Yi¢¢¢1t~l~~~¢1~~~~ 

[TRCP 296. Requests for Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law 

In any case tried in the district or county court without a 

jury, any party may request the court to state in writing its 

findings of fact and conclusions of law. Such request shall be 

entitled REQUEST FOR FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW and 

shall be filed with the clerk of the court who shall immediately 

call such request to the attention of the judge who tried the 

case. 

Time for Filing. Such request shall be filed within twenty 

{20) days after judgment is signed. 

Notice of Filing. Each request made pursuant to this rule 

shall be served on each party to the suit in accordance with Rule 

21a. The party making the request shall also provide a copy of 

the request to the judge who tried the case by any method allowed 

in Rule 21a.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To better prescribe the practice and 

times for findings of fact and conclusions of law. See also 

Rules 297 and 298.] 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules 
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TRCP 297. Time to File Findings and Conclusion 

~~¢~1¢¢¢~~¢1t¢1¢~¢¢1t~¢f¢1¢fl lt~¢1¢¢~ftl¢~~~~1~f¢~~f¢1tt¢ 

1t~¢t~rA¢ 1¢1 11~¢t ~~~¢ l¢¢~¢~~¢t¢~¢ 1¢1 ~~~"/1 ~~~¢ 11t~¢ 1¢~¢¢ 1"//tt~t~ 

t~tfttl¢~1¢1~1t¢flt~¢1~~¢rA¢¢~tlt¢1¢trA~¢¢111~~¢~11t~¢t~rA¢1¢111~¢t 

~~¢1¢¢~¢~~¢t¢~¢1¢11~~"//l¢~~~~1~¢11t~¢¢1"//tt~lt~¢1¢~¢f~l~~¢1¢~~~~1~¢ 

~~ftl¢11t~¢1f¢¢¢f¢1 11~11t~¢1tft~~~~~¢rA¢1¢~~~~11~t~l¢¢1t¢11t~¢ 

t~¢¢1 It~¢ li>~ftt 1¢¢ l¢¢¢~~¢t~rAI It~ l¢f¢¢f It¢ l¢¢¢~~~t~ 1¢1 It~¢ 

1~t~~f¢1 1¢~~~~1 It~ 1"//fttt~rnl 1"//tt~t~ 11t1¢ 1¢~1¢ 1~1t¢f 1¢~¢~ l¢~t¢1 

¢~~~~~~¢1¢¢t¢¢t¢~1~¢1~~¢1~~t¢~tt¢~1¢11~~¢1~~¢rA¢1 l"//~¢t¢~~¢~1~~¢ 

~¢tt¢¢11¢tl~t¢i>~t~tt¢~1~~¢11t~t~rAI¢~~~~1~¢1~~t¢¢~~t¢~~~tl¢tt¢~¢¢¢ 

1¢tl1t1¢1¢~1¢1~1~¢tl¢~¢~1~¢tt1t¢~~t¢~1 

[TRCP 297. Time to Make and File Findings of Facts and Conclu

sions of Law. 

Cal The court shall make and file its findings of fact and 

conclusions of law within twenty (20) days after a 

timely reguest is filed. The court shall cause a copy 

of its findings and conclusions to be mailed to each 

party in the suit. 

(b) If the court fails to make timely findings of fact and 

conclusions of law, the party making the reguest shall, 

within thirty (30) days after filing the original 

reguest, file with the clerk a NOTICE OF PAST DUE 

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW which shall be 

immediately called to the attention of the Court by the 

clerk. Such notice shall state the date the original 

reguest was filed and the date the findings and conclu

sions were due. 

c:ldw41scaclallrules 00416 
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(c) Upon filing the notice in (b) above, the time for the 

court to make findings of fact and conclusions of law 

is extended to forty (40) days from the date the 

original request was filed. 

(d) The notice provided by this rule shall be served on 

each party to the suit in accordance with Rule 2la. A 

copy of the notice shall also be provided to the judge 

who tried the case by any method allowed in Rule 21a.] 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To better prescribe the practice and 

times for findings of fact and conclusions of law. See also 

Rules 296 and 298.] 

00417 
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TRCP 298. Additional or Amended Findings 

P.tt¢.t /t'I/1¢. /~"¢.¢rj¢ 1¢¢ /tl-7-¢¢ l¢tl-rjl-1t~l- /tl-tt¢1-ttrj¢ l¢t /t~¢1- /~Yt¢ 

¢¢tt¢7-"¢-'~>l-¢tt'~>l¢tll-~wl l¢1-t'I/l¢tl~~tt11~~11 lwl-t'I/ll-ttltl-1¢1¢~1'~>1 lt¢~"¢-¢'~>t 

¢ti'I/ll-~1¢~¢¢1-tl-¢¢1t"¢.tt'I/l¢.tll~¢¢1-tl-¢tt~l-ll¢ti~~¢Yt¢¢¢1tl-tt¢l-ttrj¢f/~Yt¢ 

t'I/1¢ /~"¢-¢rj¢ l'f.'I/1~7-7-1 lwl-t'I/11-tt ltl-1¢ 1¢~1'~> l~tt¢.t /'f."¢-¢'!/1 lt¢~"¢-¢'~>tl /~tt¢ lttr/Jt 

l-~t¢.tl/~t¢~~t¢1~Yt¢1tl-l-¢1¢"¢.¢'!/llt"¢-tt'I/l¢tll¢t'I/l¢tl¢ti~~¢Yt¢¢¢1tl-tt¢1-ttrj¢ 

~tt¢/¢¢Yt¢l-"¢.¢1-¢1t¢/~¢/~~1/~¢/~t¢~¢t//W'I/l¢t¢"¢.~¢1t/f.'I/l¢1/¢'!/l~l-l-/~¢/¢¢1t¢1-¢f 

¢.t¢¢1~¢/tl-l-¢¢11-ttl¢"¢-¢1tl-~¢111~¢tl-¢¢1¢tlt'I/l¢.1tl-l-l-ttrjf¢tlt'I/l¢./t¢.~¢¢¢t 

~t¢11-¢¢.¢ lt¢t I'I/l¢.t¢.1-tt 1¢'1/l~l-l- I~¢ l¢¢t1¢¢ l¢tt /t'I/1¢ 1¢~~¢¢1-t¢ lt>~tt1 1~¢ 

~t¢11-¢¢¢11-ttl~"¢-l-¢1~~~1¢tl~~~~ 

[TRCP 298. Additional or Amended Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law; Notice. 

(a) After the court files original findings of fact and 

conclusions of law, any party may file with the clerk 

of the court a reguest for specified additional or 

amended findings or conclusions, or both. The request 

for these findings shall be made within ten (10) days 

after the filing of the original findings and conclu-

sions by the court. Each request made pursuant to this 

rule shall be served on each party to the suit in 

accordance with Rule 21a. The party making the request 

shall also provide a copy to the judge who tried the 

case by any method allowed in Rule 2la. 

(b) The court shall make and file any additional or amended 

findings and conclusions within ten (10) days after 

such request is filed,· and cause a copy to be mailed to 

c:jdw4jscacfallrules 00418 
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each party to the suit. No findings or conclusions 

shall be deemed or presumed by any failure of the court 

to make any additional orders or conclusions.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To better prescribe the practice and 

times for findings of fact and conclusions of law. See also 

Rules 296 and 298.] 

00419 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht Court Rules Unison 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Luther H. Soules, Chairman January 15, 1990 
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee 

RE: Rule 296, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
Request for Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (1 page) 

Proposed amended Rule 296, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, provides in one 
paragraph: 

Time for filing. Such request shall be filed within twenty (20) days 
after judgment is signed. 

The rule does not address the problem of how to treat a request filed before the 
judgment is signed. One might read the rule very strictly and mandatorily to say that 
a request filed before the judgment is signed is simply ineffectual. Also, inasmuch as 
other related time periods -- when findings and conclusions must be filed (20 days after 
request is filed), when notice of past due findings and conclusions must be filed (30 
days after. original request was filed), when extended period for filing ends (40 days 
after original request was filed), when request for additional or amended findings and 
conclusions must be filed (1 0 days after original findings and conclusions are filed, and 
when additional or amended findings and conclusions must be filed ( 1 0 days after any 
request for them is filed) -- are governed by this filing date, it is possible that all 
deadlines could occur before the judgment is ever signed. Although the filing of 
findings and conclusions could precede signing the judgment as easily as follow it, 
counsel might not anticipate such circumstances and fail to act in a timely manner. 

We have had to contend with this same problem of premature filing in other contexts: 
Rule 41 (c), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure (prematurely filed document to perfect 
appeal); proposed amended Rule 130(b), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure (prema
turely filed application for writ of error). Perhaps we should deal with it similarly in Rule 
296 by adding a sentence immediately following the language quoted above as follows: 

A request filed prior to the signing of the judgment shall be deemed to 
have been filed on the date the judgment is signed. 

The Court has requested the Committee's counsel on this matter. 
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CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 ~CP 5 

(214) 653-6920 

--::::, -rt:-CP ~ CJ &> 
Tf!-CP tJ 
f!CA-fJ 51 
T~AP qo 
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B. Effect of filing a request for findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. The proposed amendments provide that a request 
for findings of fact and conclusions of law is to be filed within 
20 days of judgment after a nonjury case. Tex. R. Civ. P. 296. 
If one is timely filed, the appellate timetable is extended the 
same as if a motion for new trial is timely filed. Tex. R. App. 
P. 4l(a)(l) & 54(a). 

The impetus seems to be to give appellants' attorneys time to 
get the findings and conclusions in hand, so that they can assess 
realistically the desirability of an appeal. See Garcia v. Kast:ner 
Farms, Inc., 774 S.W.2d 668, 669 (Tex. 1989), overruling Garcia v. 
Kast:ner Farms, Inc., 761 S.W.2d 444 (Tex. App.--corpus Christi 
1988). 

Nonetheless, the comment to the proposed new rule states only 
that the amendment is "(t]o make the appellate timetable for non
jury cases conform more to that in jury cases," without further 
elaboration. This comment is somewhat mystifying, because a motion 
for new trial could be ~iled in either a jury or a nonjury case. 
And there are problems that caselaw will have to resolve. For 
example, what if a party does not make a timely reminder and fails 
to obtain any findings or conclusions--is the timetable still 
extended? A motion for new trial is overruled by operation of law 
if the trial court doesn't act: a request for findings and 
conclusions can simply be ignored if there's not a timely reminder. 
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What if a request is filed in a case in which a request is 
inappropriate (such as a summary judgment case)--is the timetable 
still extended? A motion for new trial can be so deficient that 
it should be overruled as a matter of law, but it still operates 
to extend the timetable. See Vasquez v. Carmel Shopping Center 
Co., 777 S. W. 2d 532, 533-34 (Tex. App. --corpus Christi 1989, 
n. w. h. ) . On the other hand, a motion for new trial in an 
interlocutory appeal is totally ineffective to do anything. See 
Leone v. s. Nordhaus Co., Inc., 678 S.W.2d 129, 130 (Tex. App.--san 
Antonio 1984, no writ) (on mot. for reh'g). A request in a summary 
judgment case, if analogized to a legally deficient motion, would 
extend the timetable, but, if analogized to a motion filed in the 
wrong kind of case, would not. The draft rule does not give much 
guidance. 

The clerks' office will have to be instructed to file in 
any transcript showing a request for findings and 
conclusions filed within 20 days of the judgment when the 
transcript is timely under the 90/120-day timetable. We 
can•t·risk the clerks refusing to file a transcript as 
untimely when it might in fact be timely. 

Regards, 

(~_?_ .. 
~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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HAZEL M. PIKE 
COURf REPORTER 

CHERYL ROSSON 
COURT COOROINATOR 

.. 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas .78711 

RE: Proposed Amendments to the. Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

The second aspect of my plea to you has to do with the 
trial judge's time, access and availability to receive 
documents and instruments. Increasingly, we see "ten 
dollar" envelope~ brought into.· our offices and 
courtrooms which have to be receipted for. I get more 
and more "certified" and "registered" mail which must be 
signed for, some~imes with ·restricted deli very. 
Proposed Rules 296, 297 and 298 provide: 

LWS:cr 

" ••• A copy of·the notice shall also be provided 
to the judge who tried the case by any method 
allowed in Rule 2la." 

Sincerely, 

to. Jtz;A_ 
Starr 

1'. 0. BOX 38!51 
214•7!58•8181 
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Riddle & Bro7.l)n 

Phillip W. Gilbert 
Board C<!rtilied- Ci,il Trial Law 
·kxas Bo;ml of Lt:gal Specializauon 

.--

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

,,y ~~ 
\ lo(p ;{, 

}~ 
November 22, 1989 

Attorneys and Counselors 

.-\ ProtC::,,ional Corporation 

:! 100 Ol\'111 pia & York Tower 
I ~~l~l Bnan Str~t:t 
Dallas. texas /j~() 1 

1:!1-tl :!:!0-ri:.IOO 
:!n3-ti-t:!J 1 \letrol 
t~14) :!~O-:H89 tTelecopier) 

t21-t) ~20-6414 (Direct Dial) 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Finally, I would like to applaud the proposed revisions to the 
rules related to "findings of fact and conclusions of law" and 
related to "objections to the court's charge". These changes 
should promote the review of genuine error by "removing traps for 
the unwary". our system should discourage erroneous rulings and 
promote substance over form. Most of these proposals work to that 
end. 

Sincerely, 

rP/1fo Lv. l;:;J}..q-
Phillip W. Gilbert 

PWG/vlbl036 
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[TRCP 305. Proposed Judgment 

Any party may prepare and submit a proposed judgment to the 

court for signature. 

Each party who submits a proposed judgment for signature 

shall serve the proposed judgment on all other parties and 

certify thereon that a true copy has been served on each attorney 

or pro se party to the suit and indicate thereon the date and 

manner of service. 

Failure to comply with this rule shall not affect the time 

for perfecting an appeal.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To better prescribe the practice for 

proposed judgments and notice to other parties.] 

c:ldw41scaclallrules 00425 



"\V. HCGH HARRELL 

( •RES. <80&l 795·1825 

17Cl8 METRO TOWER. 1 22Cl BROADWAY AVENUE 

LU 880 CK, TEXAS 79401 

( 

l 

November , 1989 
Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Box 12248 

if-cP ?;cP Austin, Texas-78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

As per the request of the Texas Supreme Court, I would like to 
offer the following suggestions concerning the Rules. 

1. Rescind ALL local rules and do not permit local Courts to trap 
the practicing attorney by making Rules. 

2. Require a party taking the a party or witness to 
furnish the other attorne co the deposition at the ex-
pense of the one taking the deposition. 

3. Require the Appellant to deliver the copy of the Transcript 
and the Statement of Facts to the Appellee's attorney the day 
of or after the Appellant's Brief is mailed to the Court of 
Appeals: and, thereafter the Appellee's attorney will file 
same with the Clerk of the trial Court. 

4. Remove, rescind, delete ALL sanctions by opposing counsel for 
alleged bad faith or frivilous law suits, because opposing 
counsel NOT having any counter-claim or cross-action is using 
these allegations alone to intimidate and coerce the opposing 
side. These allegations have become just as abusive as the 
party allegedly bringing a bad faith law suit. IF, retained 
in any manner, let JUST the trial Judge file a Motion and a 
hearing, and if a fact issue to be tried by a jury. 

5. 

6. 

Require that a Judge NOT discuss any matter concerning the case 
t.o!i th one attorney when the other attorney is NOT present, where 
there are opposing counsel. And, you might ought to say an 
attorney will not discuss matters with the Court unless the 
other attorney is present. 

A Rule which would follow due process would require that NO order 
or judgment of the Court would be rendered or entered unless a 
hearing is set and notice served on all parties. This business 
of Courts just signing order~and/or judgments without opposing 
counself bein)! afforded an opportunity to be heard is for the 
birds. This would not apply as to a default judgment and this 
might be clarified as to default judgments and say no motion 
need be served upon the defaulting party. Other jurisdictions 
require a Motion asking for a default judgment, and that it 
be served and a date, time and palce set for a hearing thereon. 

7. A Rule that any appeal from an administrative agency will in fact 
be trial de novo and not test an Administrative Order under the 

substantial evid:nye r~~~-~~ 

Yours very truly, ~~-~-~ Hugh Harrell 
WHH:wh cc: Ret. 0042l 
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CANTEY a. HANGER 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

2100 F"IRST REPUBI.ICBANK TOWER 

801 CHERRY STREET 

F"ORT WORTH, TEXAS 7el02 

817/877•2800 

ERNEST REYNOLDS Ill 
METRO l.INE 42g·381S 

TEl.ElC 7S·8et31 
l.ECOP'f' 817/877·280~ 

November 21, 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

The proposed changes for procedural rule 305 appear proble
matic. certainly the goal of giving advance notice of a proposed 
judgment seems on the surface to be meritorious, but does this 
mean that nobody, for example, could take a default judgment? 
Does it mean that we do not trust a trial court to carefully re
view a judgment and make sure that the judgment is proper in form 
and substance before it is entered? My thought is that before it 
is adopted, the proposed change to procedural rule 305 needs fur
ther an~ careful consideration so that the interrelation of this 
proposed change with other procedural rules will be fully under
stood and so that any .potential problems that might arise from 
the adoption of change to procedure rul~ 305 can be anticipated 
and prevented through making any necessary further refinements in 
the proposed new language. 
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TRCP 308a. In [a Suit Affecting the Parent-Child 

Relationship] ~~~~¢1~~PP¢t~l~~¢¢¢ 

~~l¢~¢¢¢1w~¢t¢1t~¢1¢¢~ttl~~¢1¢t¢¢t¢¢1P¢t~¢¢~¢~~1P~t~¢~t¢11¢t 

t~¢1¢~PP¢ttl¢11~1¢~~~¢1¢tl¢~~~¢t¢~11~¢1Pt¢1~¢¢¢1~~1t~¢1¢t~t~t¢¢ 

t¢~~t~~~lt¢1¢~1¢t¢¢11~~¢1~tl~¢1¢~~~~¢¢1t~~~l¢~¢~1¢t¢¢tl~~¢1~¢¢~ 

¢~¢¢~¢1¢¢111t~¢11P¢t¢¢~11¢~~~~~~~11t~~~ll¢~¢~11¢~¢¢~¢¢~¢~¢¢11~~¢ 

¢¢¢~tt¢¢1¢~~~~~~~~¢1¢~~¢1~~¢w~lt¢1t~¢1j~¢~¢1¢11t~¢1¢¢~t~l¢t¢¢t~~~ 

¢~¢~1P~~¢~t¢111~~¢~1j~¢~¢1~~11t~¢t¢~P¢~1~PP¢~~tl~l~¢~~¢tl¢11~~¢ 

~~tl¢11t~~~l¢¢~ttlt¢1~¢1~¢¢1w~t~l~~¢1t¢Pt¢¢¢~~~¢~~¢1¢~~~~~~tlll~t 

¢~~~~1~¢1t~¢1¢~t11¢11¢~~¢1~t~¢t~¢111~11t~¢1~tt¢t~¢11~~1~¢¢¢11~~~~ 

~¢~~¢1¢¢ ~~~~t 1¢~~¢ l¢t¢¢t ~~~¢ 1~¢¢~ l¢¢~t¢~Pt~¢~¢~11¢~¢¢~¢1¢¢1 It¢ 

1~~¢1w~~~~~~¢1¢~¢t~l¢11¢~~¢1¢¢~ttl~lwt~t~¢~1¢t~t¢~¢~tll1¢t~1~¢¢ 

~1 It~¢ 1~11~¢~1~t 1¢1 1¢~~¢ l¢~~~~~~tl l¢¢¢¢t~~~~~ 1¢~¢~ 1¢~~~~¢¢ 

¢~¢¢~¢¢~¢~¢¢111WP¢~1~~¢11~~~~~1¢11¢~¢~1¢~~t¢~¢~tll¢ti~P¢~1~t¢1¢w~ 

~¢t~¢~1 ~~~¢ l¢¢~tt ~~~1 I~¢¢~¢ I~ l¢~¢w 1¢~~¢¢ l¢t¢¢t It¢ It~¢ IP¢t¢¢~ 

~~~¢rh¢¢ 1~¢ ~~~1¢ 1¢~¢¢~¢1¢¢ 1¢~¢~ 1¢~¢¢¢t~ l¢t¢¢tl l¢¢~~~~¢~~rb ltl'i~t 

¢¢t¢¢~1t¢1~¢¢¢~tl~~¢1¢l'i¢WI¢~~¢¢1wl'i1/tl'i¢11¢l'i¢~~¢1~¢tl~¢1l'i¢~¢1~~ 

¢¢~t¢~¢tl¢11¢¢~ttlll~¢t~¢¢1¢11¢~¢l'il¢t¢¢tl¢l'i~~~l~¢1¢¢t1¢¢1¢~1tl'i¢ 

t¢¢¢¢~¢¢~t I~~ l¢~¢l'i l¢t¢¢¢¢¢~~rh¢ I~~ ltl'i¢ ~~~~~¢t I"Pt¢1~¢¢¢ I~~~~~~¢ 

~~~ll~¢~1~¢¢¢1~l'i~~l~¢~1¢~1¢1¢t~¢tlt¢1~l'i¢1l'i¢~t~~rbl¢~1¢~¢l'il¢t¢¢tl~¢ 

¢l'i¢wl¢~~¢¢1111l'i¢1l'i¢~t~~~l¢~1¢~¢l'il¢t¢¢tl~~11~¢/l'i¢~¢1¢~tl'i¢tl~~l~¢t~ 

t~~¢ l¢t I~~ 11~¢~t~¢~1 I 1~¢ 11~tt~¢t lwt~tt¢~ 1¢~¢~¢~~~¢ 1¢~~~~ I'P¢ 

t¢~~~t¢¢1111l'i¢1¢¢~ttll~l'i¢1¢~tt~¢¢1~~¢1tl'i¢/~tt¢t~¢1¢1~~11¢~~~~~~¢ 

~~¢¢t~¢~ lw~t~¢¢¢¢¢ It¢ l~¢¢¢t~~~~ lwl'i¢tl'i¢t t¢¢¢l'i !¢¢"P"P¢tt l¢t¢¢t tl'i~¢ 

~¢¢~/¢~¢¢~¢1¢¢1 /IW¢¢~1~11~~¢~~rhl¢11¢¢¢l'il¢~¢¢~¢¢~¢~¢¢1 ltl'i¢1¢¢¢tt 

~~1 l¢~1¢t¢¢ /~t¢ _!j¢¢rh~¢~t I'P1 l¢t¢¢t¢ /~¢ ~~~ l¢tl'i¢t 1¢~¢¢¢ 1¢1 1¢~1~~ 

¢¢~~¢~Pt/ 
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[When the court has ordered child support or possession of 

or access to a child and it is claimed that the order has been 

violated, the person claiming that a violation has occurred shall 

make this known to the court. The court may appoint a member of 

the bar to investigate the claim to determine whether there is 

reason to believe that the court order has been violated. If the 

attorney in good faith believes that the order has been violated, 

the attorney shall take the necessary action as provided under 

Chapter 14, Family Code. on a finding of a violation, the court 

may enforce its order as provided in Chapter 14, Family Code. 

Except by order of the court, no fee shall be charged by or 

paid to the attorney representing the claimant. If the court 

determines that an attorney's fee should be paid, the fee shall 

be adjudged against the party who violated the court's order. 

The fee may be assessed as costs of court, or awarded by 

judgment, or both.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: This rule has been completely rewritten 

and designed to broaden its application to cover problems dealing 

with possession and access to a child as well as support.] 
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1f. lark 'Jbamrtut, III 
LEGAL ASSISTANT • EDUCATOR 

5570 WINFREE ORNE 
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77705 
6+3-4e49- (409) 833-0894 

November 20, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

Texas Rules of Court Conference 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

I would like to offer the following comments on 

the Proposed Amendments to the Texas Court Rules: 

6. TRCP 308a. One other possible solution could involve 
allowing the court to appoint a Special Master in Family 
Law if this could avoid unnecessary fees, or duplication of 
effort where there is already a Master available with prior 
knowledge of the matter. 

004 ~ ) 
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"RULE 308a. IN A SUIT AFFECTING THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP 

"When the court has ordered child support or possession of or 

access to a child and it is claimed that the order has been 

violated, the person claiming that a violation has occurred shall 

make this known to the court. The court may appoint a member of 

the bar to investigate the claim to determine whether there is 

reason to believe that the court order has been violated. If the 

attorney in good faith believes that the order has been violated, 

the attorney shall take the necessary action as provided under 

Chapter 14, Family Code. On a finding of a violation, the court 

may enforce its order as provided in Chapter 14, Family Code. 

"Except by order of the court, no fee shall be charged by or 

paid to the attorney representing the claimant. If the court 

determines that an attorney•s fee should be paid, the fee shall be 

adjudged against the party who violated the court•s order. The 

fee may be assessed as costs of court, or awarded by judgment, or 

both." rys 
C- ~r~ 
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TRCP 534. [Issuance and For~ of] Citation 

[a. Issuance.] When a claim or demand is lodged with a 

justice for suit, ~¢ [the clerk when requested] shall [forthwith] 

issue t¢tt~¥tt~ L£1 citation¢ [and deliver the citation as 

directed by the requesting party. The party requesting citation 

shall be responsible for obtaining service of the citation and a 

copy of the petition if any is filed.] f¢t It~¢ /¢¢f¢f1¢~f1t l¢t 

¢¢t¢~¢~~t¢1 IIT~¢1¢tt~tt¢~1¢~~~~1t¢~~tt¢/t~¢1¢¢t¢~¢~~tlt¢!~¢¢¢~t 

~~¢1~~¢¥¢tl¢~~t~ttttf¢1¢~tt/~tl¢tl~¢1¢t¢11~1~~1¢!¢~¢¢¥1~1~1 1¢~ 

~~¢1~¢~¢~t/~¢t~J~tt¢tlt~¢1¢t¢tt~tt¢~!¢11~¢~1¢~t¢1tt¢~1t~¢1¢~t¢!¢1 

¢¢ttt¢¢1t~¢t¢¢tll~~¢1¢~~lll¢t~~¢1t~¢1¢~~¢¢1¢tl~¢~¢t~slt~¢1¢¢¢ttl 

It shall state the number of the suit, the names of all the 

parties to the suit, and the nature of plaintiff's demand, and 

shall be dated and signed by the justice of the peace. r~¢ 

¢t~~tt¢~1¢~~~~~t~tt~¢tJ¢tt¢¢tlt~~tJttJttJt¢1~¢tl¢¢tt¢¢1wtt~t~J~~ 

¢~t¢/~tt¢t!¢~t¢1¢tltt~lt¢¢~~~¢¢11ttl¢~~~~1~¢1t¢~~t~¢¢1~~¢¢t1¢¢1 

[Upon request, separate or additional citations shall be issued 

by the Clerk.] 

[b. Form. The citation shall (1) be styled "The State of 

Texas, ( 2) be signed by the clerk under seal of court, ( 3) 

contain name and location of the court, ( 4) show date of filing 

of the petition if any is filed, (5) show date of issuance of 

citation, (6) show file number, (7) show names of parties, (8) be 

directed to the defendant, ( 9) shmv the name and address of 

attorney for plaintiff. otherwise the address of plaintiff, (10) 

contain the time within which these rules reguire the defendant 

to file a written answer with the clerk who issued citation, (11) 
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contain address of the clerk, and (12) shall notify the defendant 

that in case of failure of defendant to file an answer, judgment 

by default may be rendered for the relief demanded in the peti-

tion. The citation shall direct the defendant to file a written 

answer to the plaintiff's petition on or before 10:00 a.m. on the 

Monday next after the expiration of ten days after the date of 

service thereof. The requirement of subsections 10 and 12 of 

this rule shall be in the form set forth in section c of this 

rule. 

c. Notice. The citation shall include the following 

notice to the defendant: "You have been sued. You may employ an 

attorney. If you or your attorney do not file a written answer 

with the clerk who issued this citation by 10:00 a.m. on the 

Monday next following the expiration of ten days after you were 

served this citation and petition, a default judgment may be 

taken against you. 

d. Copies. The party filing any pleading upon which 

citation is to be issued and served shall furnish the clerk with 

a sufficient number of copies thereof for use in serving the 

parties to be served, and when copies are so furnished the clerk 

shall make no charge for the copies.] 

rcor1HENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To conform justice court service of 

citation to the extent practicable to conform to service of 

citation for other trial courts. 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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RICHARD F. (RIC) WILLIAMSON 
State Representative 

District 63 

Counties: 
Cooke • Parker • Wise 

D P.O. Box 2910 
Austin, Texas 78768-2910 

512-463-0738 

D P.O. Box 1179 
Weatherford, Texas 76086 

817-599-8363 

e . 

. ... 

~tate of 'lrtxas 
jl)oust of 1\eprtstntatibts 

~us tin 

December 20, 1989 

Staff: 
Gregory D. Watson 

Administrative Assistant 
House Committees: 

Appropriations 
(Vice Chairman) 

Local & Consent Calendars 
Ways & Means 

Statewide Boards: 
Legislative Budget Board 

Automated Information 
and Telecommunications 

Council 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 

Supreme Court 
STATE OF TEXAS 
Supreme Court Building 
Austin, Texas 

RE: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Recently, Justices-of-the-Peace from throughout the 63rd House District have 
contacted me concerning some of the proposed changes to the Texas Rules of 
Civi~ Procedure, indicating that such proposed changes might.drive up the 
justice court cost to both county government and the citizens that you and I 
serve. 

I have carefully considered, for example, the arguments set forth in a letter 
to you dated November 29, 1989 from Justices-of-the-Peace Glen Densmore, 
Suzie Markley and Faye Murphree of Parker County. I find their objections to 
be both persuasive and defensible. 

I trust that you and your colleagues will consider that the decisions that you 
make have a bearing on the rate of property taxation in our state. In addition, 
I find that Justices-of-the-Peace tend to be in close contact with the everyday 
citizen in Texas at a level that suggests that Justices-of-the-Peace know the 
thinking of the everyday citizen concerning such issues as encumbering the legal 
process with unnecessary steps. 

Thank you for considering my thoughts on this matter. With every best wish for 
Happy Holidays, I do remain very 

RFW/gdw 

Respectfully, 

RICHARD F. WILLIAMSON 
State Representative 
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OFFICE 0 .. 

WALTER H. RANKIN. CON.STABLE 
PRECINCT NO. t. HARRIS COUNTY 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 

November 28, 1989 

References to Rule numbers and their page numbers are as reflected in the 

November 1989 Texas Bar Journal. 

TRCP 534. (Issuance and Form of) Citation Page 1163, 1164 

••. The party requesting citation shall be responsible for obtaining service 

of the citation .•. 

COMMENT: Previously, this was a mute point. Through an established.procedural 

process the citations are sent tJ the Constables or Sheriffs office.for servic~. 
The flow of the process waul d be expedited if the Justice of the Peace caul d 

deliver the service directly to the Constable or Sheriff. This would also 

eliminate lost processes. Once out of the court's possession, tracking the 

service would become impossible with this new proposal. 

TRCP 534. (Issuance and Form of) Citation Page 1164 
••• The citation shall further direct that if it is not served within 90 days 

after date of its issuance, it shall be returned unserved. 

COlt4ENT: The above sentence is marked for deletion. We suggest reinstating 

the 90 days. Deleting the 90 day issuance will clog the Justice of the Peace 

Court system by creating a backlog of unservicable citations. Many of these 

citations are not able to be served because the people filing in the Justice 

Courts lack the knowledge of experience needed to obtain the information 

necessary to provide the officer so that proper service may be obtained. Since 

the 90 days has been changed in other trial courts, history has indicated that 

those courts with outstanding unserved process have a backlog of cases without 

any information. Until the service is returned with attempts documented by 

the officer, the court can take no further action in that case. This is .why 

we oppose· the 90 expiration for Justice Court papers and waul d prefer it be 

reinstated for all processes. This can be a valuable tool in relieving the 

backlog of civil cases. 0 0 4 3 
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PAUL HEATH TILL 
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 

PRECINCT 5, POSITION 1 
6000 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE 102 

HOUSTON, HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 77081 
TELEPHONE: 713/661-2276 

November 28, 1989 

The Honorable Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Rules Advisory Committee 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEXAS COURT RULES 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

In response to the proposed changes in the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure, as published in the November issue of the State Bar 
Journal, I respectfully request that the Rules Advisory Committee 
consider the following comments. 

PROPOSE~ULE CHANGE 534 - CITATIOM 

This section, which deals with the modification in the citation 
procedure for the Rules of Practice in Justice Court, presents 
the court with a dilemma in that there is o seal of the court 
for the justice court. I have, be hese 
published, requested Representative Ecke 
to create a seal for justice 
Nevertheless, at this time, there 
court. I am not requesting that t 
provision somehow be reserved until t 

Upon reading the proposed changes i Rule 534, I find that 
section to read in part: "and shall be dated and signed by the 
justice of the peace." while later he same rule states that 

-citation shall be signed by the clerk under seal of court. It 
would appear by reading the entire context of the rule that the 
proposed revision would require that the citation will now have 
to be signed by the justice of the peace and the clerk of the 
court. If such be the case, I respectfully request that the 
1 anguage be chan.ged to reflect that the justice of the peace not 
be required to sign the citation. 
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November 29, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
!e~as Supreme Coutt 
AuQt1n, l'exas 

Dear Justice Hecht, 

I would like to reg~ster my opposition to some of the 
purposed rule changes 1n the Texas Rules of Civll Procedure. 

ln regard to the changes ln rule 534 l woula l1ke to 
make the following comments. The change would requ1re that 
citations issued 1n the JUStlce court be slgnea by the clerk 
of the court and under the seal or the court. Many justice 

~~...,._--'-'....,o"-!:.t~h~a v e a c 1 e r k a n d a 11 j us t 1 c e c o u r t s a r e c o u r t s 
. _;:c;.;;,..:...:T.;:::s:;e~a~;:::- 1' here fore , i t would be imp o s s i b l e for the 
> gn'the citation under the seal of the court. The 
purposed changes in Rule 534 also requires cwritten answers 
be filed ln a~l cases and all pleadings would be ~n writing. 
I belleve this would "effe~t1vely do away with the image or 
the justice court in Te~as being the people's court. My 
strongest objection to the changea in Rule 534 is the change 
concernlng serv1ce ot the citation. The change would allow 
the requesting party to obtain service. The court would not 
have any authority over who serves the citation. 

In regard to the changes in Rule 536 I would like to 
make the following comment. The manner 1n which citations are 
now being served is working satisfactorily and any change ln 
the rule would be a attempt to repair something that 1s not 
broken. 

I appreciate your taking time from your busy schedule 
to consider my comments concerning the change5 1n the rules. 
I am deaicated to the improvement ot the jud.iclal system in 
texas as I know you are. If I can be of any assistance in 
the future please let me know. 

:)1ncerely yours, 
/-' 

1;itf:~b?tA~ 
~111 Freeman . 

Justice of the Peace 
Courthouse 
Gainesvllle, Texas 76240 
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PRECINCT I, PLACE 2 
(409) 835-8467 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Austin. Texas 

Dear .Justice Hecht: 

' •, L' .. I ~ 

VI McGINNIS 
.JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 

November 29. 1989 

I would like to take this opportunity to object to the proposed 
amendments for Rules 534 and '336 (which pert<Jin strictly to justice 
courts). 

The proposed amendments to Rule 534 would- basic~lly make the 
provisions of current Rule 99 apply to justice courts. They remove tbe 
authority of the judge to sign citations, requiring insteHtl that tha 
c:lerk shall sign the citations "under seal of court." Justlce cour1:s do 
not have clerks in the same meaning of the word as c(ltsnty and distr:i.c;L 
courts; in f~ct, approximately one-third of Justices of the P~~ce in Texas 
do not have any clerical help. Additionally, there has never, heretofore, 
been l:i requ~rement t:.!U;H • .JU::OI..LI.-1: \..UU1 \...:11 uL.l.l.l. .... ..;. ,.., .:~o:cl., /\nd t.horo :i.C' "" 

form proscribed for a justice court: seuJ. This part of the amendmet'lts is in 
conflict with Rule 533 which requires that all process issu~d by justice 
courts be signed by the justice personally. 

The amendments also basically mandate written pleadings to i.nstitut.e 
a suit and written answers, which conflicts with Rule 523 which stat~s that 
pleadings jn justi~e court shall be oral (except where otherwise ~pecially 
provided). I am of the opinion that: adopting these amendments would have a 
negative impact on the way justice courts have always functioned. 

Rule 534 as it is currently written serves the ju~tice courts (and 
litig<mts using the courts) '"'ell and I urge you to reject the propt:sed 
amendments. 

---
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PARI\ER COUNTY 
Wuthuford, Tcu• 76086 

November 29, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Rez Proposed Amendments to Texas Ru~es of Civil Procedure 

Dear Juctice Hecntz 

We would like to take this oppor~unity to comment on three propo3ed amend
cents to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. 

T?.CP 534. Issuar.ce ~nd Fo~ or Citation 
The comment printed in the Sar Journal for this amendment states that its pur
po:se is to "confor.t j~o:stice court :service of citation to the extent practicab.le 
to service of c1tat1on for other courts"; iowever, it does quite a bit more 
than th!.t. 
Firstly, subsection a. states that when a suit is filed, " ••. the clerk ••. 
shall forthwith iseue citation .•.• " Approximately one-third of Justices of 
the ?eace in !exas, including two here in Parker Countv, do not have a clerk. 

Subsection a. gees en ~c say that the clerk will then"··· deliver the citation 
eo :he requestir.g party. The party requesting citation sha.Ll oe responsible for 
obtaining service_of the citation •••• " This is clearly a ~ove to provide for 
pr! vate precess servers in J.P. court, which we appose for reasons that '"'ill be 
stated 1n our co=:ents on the proposed amend~ents to Rule 536. 

Secondly, subsection b.(2) states, Tl'.e citation "shall be slgr.ed by the clerk 
under seal of cot.:ro:.." !his removes the authority of ~he judge :o s1~ ~he 
citation, and is in direct conflict with Rule 533 '..lnich states that all process 
issued by justice courts shall be signed by the justice personally. Justice 
courts do not have clerics in the same oeaning or the word as district and county 
courts. Nor is there any Legal authority for them to do so. HB488, passed in 
the 1989 regular session, did authorize a J.P. to designate one or more persons 
to serve as "clerke or tr.e justice court", out a J.P. is under no requirement to 
do so. furthermore, there has never been ~~y requirement for justices or the 

/peace to uee a saa.L, nor 1s there a form for any such seal prescribed oy law. 

Thirdly, subsection b.(12l directs the defendAnt to file a "written answer." This
is an extretl'.ely significant deviation from the historical operation of justice 
courts. Currently, defendants in justice courts do not have to make a written 
answer to any type of suit except those enumera~ed in Rule 93. To require written 
answers is putting a ~urden on the defendant that, in many instances, is going to 
mandate the &ervices of an attorney, which would negatively 1rnpact on t~e 
historical character of justice courts being a place where the avere~e citizen 
can have a proolem adjudicated without the neceseity of seeking legal counsel. 

Fourthly, subsection d. basically mandates written pleadings by tht plaint1rr, 
1n direct confl!ct with Rule 525. It reads, "The party filing~ p!eading upon • 
which citation is to oa issued and served shell (e~phas1s eddedr-lurn1sh the clerk 
with a sufficien: nu:nber of' copies thereor-ror=-use 1n serving the parties •... " 
How can a copy be furnished by the pla!nt1fr if the pleadings are not written? 

For all these rea:sons, we are strongly opposed to all the amendments proposed 
to~ Rule 534 and urge the Supreme. Court to leave t~rule as it is. 
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10. There is no ending quotation mark. 

11. For parallel structure, strike "the" as indicated. 
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TRCP 534. (Issuance and Form of] Citation 
[a. Issuance.] When a claim or demand is lodged with a justice 

for suit, he [the clerk when requested] shall [forthwith] issue 

tertn ... tn [a[ citation' {and deliver the citation as directed by 
the. requesting party. The party requesting citation shall be 
responsible for obtaining service of the citation and a copy of 
the petition if any is filed.] for the defendant or defwdant!. Tite 
citation 5nail reqt:1ire the defeuc:lant to appezu artd aos11e1 plain 
tiffs 5t:iit at or before 19.90 o'eloek a.m. on the ?.lortday rtext 
after tke expiration of ten da')'s from the date of Jei • ice thereof. 
and 3hail !tate tke p!aee of ho!din~ the eot~rt. It shall state the 
number of the suit, the names of all the parties to the suit. and 
the nature of plaintiffs demand, and shall be dated and signed 
by the justice of the peace. The citation snall i t:~Jtno direct tit at 
if it i3 not 5ened 11ithin 99 da')'s ·after date of it3.i33t:lanee, it 
Jnail be zetl::!med l::!f'IXf"'ed. [Upon request, separate or ad~tional 
citations shall be issued by the Clerk.] • ~ 

[b. Form. The citation shall (1) be styletL"The State of Texas!1 

(2) be signed by the clerk under seal of court, (3) contain name 
and location of the court, (4) show date of filing of the petition 
if any is filed, (5) show date of issuance of citation, (6) show 
file number, (7) show names of parties, (8) be directed to the 
defendant, (9) show fW name and address of attorney for plain
tiff, otherwise the address of.plaintiff, (10) contain the time within 
which these rules require the defendant to file a written answer 
with the clerk who issued citation, (11) contain address of the 
clerk, and (12) shall notify the defendant that in case of failure 
of defendant to file an answer, judgment by default may be 
rendered for the relief demanded in the petition. The citation shall 
direct the defendant to file a written answer to the plaintiff's peti
tion on or before 10:00 a.m. on the Monday next after the 
expiration of ten days after the date of service thereof. The re
quirement of subsections 10 and 12 of this rule shall be in the 
form set forth in section c of this rule. 

c. Notice. The citation shall include the following notice to 
the defendant: 'You have been sued. You may employ an at
torney. If you or your attorney do not file a written answer with 
the clerk who issued this citation by 10:00 a.m. on the Monday 
next following the expiration of ten days after you were served 
this citation and petition, a default judgment may be taken against 
you. 

d. Copies. The party filing any pleading upon which citation 
is to be issued and served shall furnish the clerk with a sufficient 
number of copies thereof for use in serving the parties to be 
served, and when copies are so furnished the clerk shall make 
no charge for the copies.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To conform justice court 
service of citation to the extent practicable to conform to ser
vice of citation for other trial courts. I 

I 

I 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB 101565580 
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[(a) Citation and other notices may be served anywhere by 

(1) any sheriff or constable or other person authorized by law 

or, ( 2) by any person authorized by law or by written order of 

the court who is not less than eighteen years of age. No person 

who is a party to or interested in the outcome of a suit shall 

serve any process. Service by registered or certified mail and 

citation by publication shall, if requested, be made by the clerk 

of the court in which the case is pending. The order authorizing 

a person to serve process may be made without written motion and 

no fee shall be imposed for issuance of such order. 

(b) Unless the citation or an order of the court otherwise 

directs, the citation shall be served by any person authorized by 

this rule by: 

c:ldW4Iscaclredline2.doc 00441 
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( 1) delivering to the defendant, in person, a true 

copv of the citation Hith the date of delivery endorsed 

thereon with a copy of the petition attached thereto, or 

(2) mailing to the defendant by registered or certi-

fied mail, return receipt reguested, a true copy of the 

citation with a copy of the petition attached thereto if any 

is filed. 

(c) Upon motion supported by affidavit stating the location 

of the defendant's usual place of business or usual place of 

abode or other place where the defendant can probably be found 

and stating specifically the facts showing that service has been 

attempted under either (a) (1) or (a) (2) at the location named in 

such affidavit but has not been successful, the court may author

ize service: 

( 1) by leaving a true cony of the citation, with a 

copy of the petition attached, \vi th anyone over sixteen 

years of age at the location specified in such affidavit, or 

(2) in any other manner that the affidavit or other 

evidence before the court sho,vs will be reasonably effective 

tg_give the defendant notice of the suit.] 

[ COMf!IENT TO 19 9 0 CHANGE: To conform justice court service of 

citation to the extent practicable to conform to service of 

citation for other trial courts. ] 
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RICHARD F. (RIC) WILLIAMSON 
State Representative 

District 63 

Counties: 
Cooke • Parker • Wise 

0 P.O. Box 2910 
Austin, Texas 78768-2910 

512-463-0738 

OP.O. Box 1179 
Weatherford, Texas 76086 

817-599-8363 

• ' 

' . .. 
Si>tatr of ~rxa:s 

jl}ousr of 1\.rprrsrntatibrs 
~ustin 

December 20, 1989 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 

Supreme Court 
STATE OF TEXAS 
Supreme Court Building 
Austin, Texas 

RE: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Staff: 
Gregory D. Watson 

Administrative Assistant 

House Committees: 
Appropriations 

(Vice Chairman) 
local & Consent Calendars 

Ways & Means 

Statewide Boards: 
legislative Budget Board 

Automated Information 
and Telecommunications 

Council 

Recently, Just i ces-of-the-Pe'ace from throughout the 63rd House District have 
contacted me concerning some of the proposed changes to the Texas Rules of 
Civil Procedure, indicating that such proposed changes might drive up the. 
justice court cost to both county government and the citizens that you and I 
serve. 

I have carefully considered, for example, the arguments set forth in a letter 
to you dated November 29, 1989 from Justices-of-the-Peace Glen Densmore, 
Suzie Markley and Faye Murphree of Parker County. I find their objections to 
be both persuasive and defensible. 

I trust that you and your colleagues will consider that the decisions that you 
make have a bearing on the rate of property taxation in our state. In addition, 
I find that Justices-of-the-Peace tend to be in close contact with the everyday 
citizen in Texas at a level that suggests that Justices-of-the-Peace know the 
thinking of the everyday citizen concerning such issues as encumbering the legal 
process with unnecessary steps. 

Thank you for considering my thoughts on this matter. With every best wish for 
Happy Holidays, I do remain very 

Respectfully, 

l RICHARD F. WILLIAMSON 
State Representative 

RFW/gdw 
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OFI"IC£ OF 

WALTER H. RANKIN. CONSTABLE 
"RECINCT NO. I. HARRIS COUNTY 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 

November 28, 1989 

TRCP 536. (Who May Serve and Method of-Service) Page 1164 

... [(a) Citation and other notices may be served anywhere by (1) any sheriff 

or constable or other person authorized by law or, (2) by any person authorized 

by 1 aw or by written order of the court who is not 1 ess than eighteen years 

of age ... 

COMMENT: We request ill service of process be directed to any She.riff or 

Constable only, regardless of the method of serivce; personal, 

publication, or other substituted service. We are of the opinion 

Sheriff or Constable is the £!J....!...t disinterested party. His primary 

mailing, 

that the 

objective 

is to serve as an officer of the court and perform his functions without bias. 

By allowing all service to be performed by Constables or Sheriffs, those counties 

with large volumes which have established automated tracking systems can offer 

even better service. The officers who perform this service professionally 

have an advan.tage over part-time civilians. 
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BILL BAILEY, CONSTABLE 
PRECINCT NO.8. HARRIS COUNTY 

7330 SPENCER HIGHWAY PASADENA, TEXAS 77505 

713/479-2525 

November 29, 1989 

The Honorable Eugene A. Cook 
Justice Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Service of Citation by Persons Not Deputies 

Dear Justice Cook: 
. 

The Supreme Court of Texas, under authorization of Rule-making power 
granted by th~ Legislature, has. an amendment to Texas· Rule of Civil 
Procedure :t36. This change would knock out the "emeroency" under 
the Rule now in effect and cancel considerably the reasons expressed 
favoring law enforcement officers in the case of Lawyers Civil Process, 
Inc. v. State, 690 S.W.2d 939 (Tex. App., Dallas, no writ). 
Constables and Sheriffs take pride in being elected to office and given 
the opportunity to serve the people of the community who elected them. 
Throwing a part of the work officers are elected to do, and bound to 
do under their Constitutional oath of office, is not in the best interests 
of the litigating citizens nor of the Courts. A law enforcement officer 
is trained to do service of citations. Such training is not necessarily 
used for a private process server. Neither is a private person bound 
by a Constitutional oath. 

Moreover, every fee earned by a Deputy goes immediately into the County 
Treasury for payment of, among other things, Judge's salaries, other 
County employee salaries, and operational expenses of the County. That 
does NOT happen with a fee paid to a private process server. The County 
Treasury NEVER sees it. That fee goes into the bank account of the 
private process server and is of NO BENEFIT to the County for payment 

-of its operational expenses. 

Harris County is on a JIMS (Justice Information Manage~ent System) 
network. The Constable of Precinct One oets all citations and enters 
information into the computer. 
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Then, when the citation is forwarded to the Constable in whose precinct 
a defendant is found, THAT CONSTABLE enters the particular Deputy 
handling the process. At any time a Court Clerk, a Judge, or a law 
enforcement officer can run the· process up on a computer and find out 
what is holding up service of the process. Private Process servers are 
not hooked up to JIMS--and NOBODY knows what they are doing until 
they make return to the Court, served or not served. 

Additionally, some people being served with process are bad actors. 
They tend to take out their frustrations on the person serving them. 
They seldom over-react when a Deputy serves them--THAT DEPUTY MAY 
BE ARMED! An unarmed private individual is not authorized to bear an 
arm and cannot lawfully do so. The public peace is maintained when a 
law enforcement officer serves process-even to bad guys. 

The professional, state licensed officer, acting as an officer of the Court, 
has as his goal "good service". One can only guess the motive for 
non-professional service. The word "profit" comes immediately to mind. 

Finally there is the issue of fairness. Have the Justices of the Peace of 
Texas had problems with Rule 536? Where is the documentation of the 
widespread problem? Shouldn 1t our association have some input into the 
forn:ation of rule changes? We thin(:< so. 

As President of the Justices of the Peace and Constables Association of 
Texas, I respectfully ask that Rule 536 be left unchanged. 

BB:jc 

Sincerely, 

~~ley 
President, 
Justices of the Peace and 
Constables Association of 
Texas 
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November Z9 1 19~9 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Coutt 
Au.st1n, 1'exa.s 

Dear Justice Hecht, 

I would like to reg1ster my opposition to some of the 
purposed rule changes 1n the Texas Rules of Civll Procedure. 

ln regarQ to the changes 1n rule 534 l would llke to 
make the following comments. The change would require that 
citation• issued in the justlce court be s1gnea by the clerk 
of the court and under the seal o£ the court. Many justice 

~~_,._~_,._o_,tc........::.h.ave a clerk and. all justlce courts are courts 
sea Therefore, it would be impossible for the 

~c.,:...;,.~'"F:~:;;;:::;,~n~·the citatl.on under the seal of the court. Ihe 
purposed changes 1n Rule. 534 a~so requires written answers 
be filed ln ail cases and all pleadings would be 1n ~rit1ng. 
I bel1eve this would effe~t1vely do away with the image of 
the justice court in Ie~as being the people's court. My 
strongest objection to the changes in Rule 534 lS the change 
concern1ng serv1ce ot the citation. the change would. allow 
the requesting party to obtain service. The court would not 
have any authority over who serves the citation. 

In regard to the changes in Rule 536 I would like to 
make the following comment. The manne~ in wh~ch c1tat1ons are 
now being served is working satisfactorily and any change 1n 
the ~ule would be a attempt to repair someth1ng that is not 
broken. 

I appreciate your tak1nt time from your busy schedule 
to consider my comments concerning the changes in the rules. 
I am dedicated to the improvement ot the jua1clal system in 
texas as I know you are. If I can he of any assistance in 
tne future please let me know. 

!:iincerely yours, 
;;1 

1;J;tf:~~M''-
_/sill Freeman 

Justice of the Peace 
Courthouse 
Ga1neavllle, Texaa 76240 
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PARKER COUNTY 
Watharford, Ta:aa 76086 

November 29, 1989 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

We would like to take this opportunity to comment on three propo3 ect amend
~ents to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure~ 

TRC? 536. Who May Serve and Method of Service; also TRCP 536a. Dutv of Of~ice~ 
or Person Receiving and Return of Citatlon 

· The proposed amendment to Rule 53o, subs.ect1on (a) is the same lang\lage as 
Rule 103, verbatfm. Proposed 536, subsections \b) and (c) contain the same 
lanugage as curren~ Rule 106 (except that Rule 106 references Rule 103, instead 
of using the language "this rule"). The proposed ''new" rule numbered· 536a is 
not new at all, but a restatement of Rules 105 and 107 (except that the require
ment for district and county courts that the return must be made 10 days berore 
a default judg~ent can be rendered has been changed to three days for justice 
courts). 
The commentary on ?age ll47 in the Texas Bar Journal preceding the proposed 
amendments state5 that the rules have orten been critcized for being too lon~ 
(among other things), and that the Court and its Co~~ittee are workin~ to meet 
all the criticisms. It does not appear to us that the amendments proposed by 
the Committee on Rule 536 are toward that end. If clarity and brevity were a 
desired end goal of the Committee, it would appear much simpler to repeal Rule 
536; \ohich the proposed amendment effectively does anyway. Rules 103, 105, 106, 
and 107 would then apply equally to justice courts, since Rule 523 makes all 
county and di~trict ~curt rules apply to justice courts except where otherwise 

specifically provided. In tact, Rules 105, 106, and 107 apply now to justice 
courts and it is redundant to repeat them 1n the 500 series. (If it is 

· de~ired to add a requirement for justice courts that the re.eurn of a citation 
be on file three days before default judgment is rendered, 1t would be rar 
more practical to add it as an amendment to Rule 107.) 

Cona1de~1ng all ~his, we que!tion why the Rules Com~ittee proposed such ex
tensive, unnecessary amendments to Rule 536. The answer that co~es to mind 
is that perhaps it was an atte~pt to 11 muddy the waters" and obscure the fact 
that the Committee 1s propcsing to eff~ctively repeal Rule 536 and replace 
it with Rule 103. The opposition or Justices of the Peace and Constables 
(as well as many count1esl to the a~end~ent that was made to Rule 103 two 
yea~s ago is well known. :hat amendment authorized service of citation by 
private individual~ without the~e first being demonstrated that a valid need 
existea for such ?rivate service when all attempts to do this legislatively 
have been ef'rectively bloc~ed. 00 4 4 8 
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PRECINCT I, PLACE 2 

(409) 835-IH57 
VI McGINNIS 

~ :f36l~L STREET 
BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77701 

.JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Tex~s Supreme Court 
Austin. Texas 

Dear .Justice Hecht: 

November 29. 1989 

I would like to take this opportunity to object to the proposed 
amendments far Rules 534 and '336 (·which pert<Ji n strict1 y to justice 
courts). 

Ihere arc lenghy ·proposed 
addition of a "new" Rule 536<:1. 
simply a restatement of curre 

period that a return 
can he rend erc~d. 

Proposed Rule 536, subsection (a), however, is a radical Jeperture 
from the current rule. The ~reposed amendment reads exactly like ~ule 103 
and basicall.y makes provision for the service of cit~tion by privaLe 
individuals without lhE're first being demonstrated that then~ is a valid 
need for private service (as is currently r~quired by Rule 536). The 
Justices of the Peace and Constables in Jefferson County ar~ ,,pposcd Lo 
the amendmenls and urge you to leave Rule 536 HS it is currently •tritcen. 

Your careful consider~tlon of this matter will be appreci~teJ. 

Sinc:ere1 y, ,. . 
-/ . '>-1..-7" • it/ 
(... ,.._,_ // ........ ~-<:.--c_ '- -~ ""-:"7 

Vi Mc.Ginnis 
JusLicc of th~ Peace 

VHc/pg 
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TRCP 536. Spcci!!l Process Scner [VVho May Serve and Method 
of Service l i 

The jljstice, in cax of 11:11 emd t;euq, n111y depljte M)' J'Ci3on 'i 

of !!;O~ eharacta to !C2 • c 11:11., procos, ~md the !'Cf:lell :lO dcpljtcd 
shall for st~ch pt:r.ti'OX h111C all the !lljthorit] of a sltc!iH or 
Constable, bljt t!l C iCI") St:ltn CI!:!E the jt:l3tic:e snail indorse Oil 
tlte prott!3 a statcntCitl in ntiliut;, si~cd b, !tint officially, 
to tlte dfect that ne itas depljttd 31jtk person to 3Cr'l e 31jctt pro 
cc:Js. Sljth pcrsen 3n111labo ta:ke aru:i sljb3crille an affida• it, to 
be i!'ldOr!td Oil Of attached tO the p!OC:CS!, to tnt effect that ne 
"ill to tnc best of nis abilit,. exeeutc the sante accordirt~ to tltc 
Jan aild tltuc wlcs. 

((a) Citation and other notices may be served anywhere by 
(1) any sheriff or constable or other person authorized by law 
or, (2) ,X any person authorized by law or by written order of 
the court who is not less than eighteen years of age. No person 
who is a party to or interested in the outcome of a suit shall serve 
any process. Service by registered or certified mail and citation 
by publication shall, if requested, be made by the dtrk of the 
court in which the case is pending. The order authorizing a per
son to serve process may be made without written motion and 

no fee shall be imposed for issuance of such order. 
(b) Unless the citation or an order of the court otherwise directs 

the citatfon shall be ser;ved by any person authorized by this rul; 
by: 

(1) delivering 'to the defendant, In person, a true copy of 
the citation with the date of delivery endorsed thereon with a 
copy of the petition attached thereto, or 

(2) mailing to the defendant by registered or certified mail, 
return receipt requested, a true copy of the citation with a copy 
of the petition attached thereto if any is filed. 

(c) Upon motion supported by affidavit stating the location 
of the defendant's usual place of business or usual place of abode 
or other place where the defendant can probably be found and 
stating specifically the facts showing that service has been at
tempted under either (a)(l) or (a)(2) at the location named in such 
affidavit but has not been successful, the court may authorize 
service: 

(1) by leaving a true copy of the citation, with a copy of 
the petition attached, with anyone over sixteen years of age at 
the location specified in such affidavit, or 

(2) in any other manner that the affidavit or other evidence 
before the court shows will be reasonably effective to give the 
defendant notice of the suit.j 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To conform justice court 
service of citation to the extent practicable to conform to ser
vice of citation for other trial courts. l 

Sincerely, · 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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[TRCP 536a. Duty of Officer or Person Receiving and Return of 

Citation· 

The officer or authorized person to whom process is deliv-

ered shall endorse thereon the day and hour on which he received 

it, and shall execute and return the same without delay. 

The return of the officer or authorized person executing the 

citation shall be endorsed on or attached to the same; it shall 

state when the citation was served and the manner of service and 

be signed by the officer officially or by the authorized person. 

The return of citation by an authorized person shall be verified. 

When the citation was served by registered or certified mail as 

authorized by Rule 536, the return by the officer or authorized 
. 

person must also contain the .receipt with the addressee's 

signature. When the officer or authorized person has not served 

the citation, the return shall show the diligence used by the 

officer or authorized person to execute the same and the cause of 

failure to execute it, and where the defendant is to be found, if 

he can ascertain. 

Where citation is executed by an alternative method as 

authorized by Rule 536, proof of service shall be made in the 

manner ordered by the court. 

No default judgment shall be granted in any cause until the 

citation with proof of service as provided by this rule, or as 

ordered by the court in the event citation is executed under Rule 

536, shall have been on file with the clerk of the court three 

(3) days, exclusive of the day of filing and the day of judg-

ment. 1 

c:jdw4jscacjredlined.doc 
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[CQr.TI-1ENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To conforT"l justice court service of 

citation to the extent practicable to conform to service of 

citation for other trial courts.] 

00452 
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PRECINCT I, PLACE 2 

(409) 835-11457 
VI McGINNIS 
.JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 

Han. Nachan L. Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
Ausc:in. Texas 

Dear .Justice Hecht: 

November 29. 1989 

I would like to take this opportunity to object to the proposed 
~endmenc:s for Rules 534 and '336 (which pert<Jin strictly to justice 
courts). 

· There arc lenghy proposed 
addition u[ a "new" Rule 536<~. 
simply a restatement of curre 

period that a return 
can h~ rendered. 

Proposed Rule 536, ~ubsection (a), however, is a radical Jep~rture 
from the current. rule. The ~reposed amendment: reads exactly 1ike Rule 10.3 
and basical J.y makes provision for the service of citc:~tion by privFtLe 
individuals without lhere first being demonstrated that th~E is a valid 
need for private service (as is currenc:ly r~quired by Rule 536). The 
Justices of the Peace and Constables in Jefferson County are ,,pposcrl Lo 

the amendmencs and urge you to leave Rule 536 ~s it is currently written. 

Your careful consideration of this metter will be appreci"tetl. 

Sinc.:er~1y, .. 
- J . Y?--;~ .1(/ . 
(_.. ~ // ,..)C::Z.<:.--L- '- •\, -

.':7' 

Vi McGinnis 
Justice of th~ Peace 

VMc/pg 
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TRCP 749c. Appeal Perfected 

The appeal in any forcible detainer case shall be perfected 

when an appeal bond has been filed. 

When a pauper's affidavit has been filed in lieu of the 

appeal bond, the appeal shall be perfected when the pauper's 

affidavit is filed with the court/ f~¢W¢Y¢tl /W~¢~ It~¢ /¢~¢¢ 

t~1¢lY¢¢1~¢~P~t~¢~tl¢11t¢~tii¢¢¢~1~PP¢~llt¢1P¢t1¢¢t¢¢1W~¢~1~¢t~ 

t~¢ IP~¢P¢tf¢ 1~11t¢~1tt ~~~¢ /~¢¢~ 11tl¢¢ ~~~¢ /W~¢~ /¢~¢ lt¢~t~l 

P¢tt¢¢!¢1t¢~ti~~¢1~¢¢~1P~t¢1t~t¢/t~¢1~¢¢tt¢¢1¢¢¢ttlt¢~t¢ttt. In 

a case where the pauper's affidavit is contested by the landlord, 

the appeal shall be perfected when the contest is overruled/~~¢/ 

t1/t~¢!¢~¢¢1t~t¢lt¢-I~¢~P~t~¢~tl¢11t¢~tll¢~¢1t¢~t~l!P¢tt¢¢!¢1t¢~J 

~~¢1~¢¢~1P~~¢/t~t¢1t~¢i~¢¢tt¢¢1¢¢¢ttlt¢~t¢ttt. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To dispense with the appellate 

requirement of payment of any rent into the court registry.] 

00454 
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SUBCOMM!TTEE REPORT/TRCP 737-813 

The 
testimony 
November 
published 
recommend 
committee 

as 
on 
as 
We 

subcommittee reviewed written comments as well 
before the Texas Supreme Court in its hearing 
30, 1989 concerning proposed rule amendments 
in the Texas Bar Journal in November, 1989. 
the following changes be considered by the 

at its next regularly scheduled meeting. 
full 

2. Rule TRCP 749c 

Input from the practicing bench and bar expressed several 
concerns including that a party appealing informa pauperis 
from a justice court ruling in a forcible rule and detainer 
case, be required to continue to pay rent accruing in the 
duration of the appeal. Conceptually, this is similar to 
the notion that any litigant be required to post a 
supersedeas or other security to cover costs accruing by 
virtue of the appeal being taken. Therefore, Rule 749c and 
its counterparts are proposed to be amended as follows. 
The right to appeal in a forcible entry and detainer case 
by a pauper, is not however, conditioned on the posting of 
additional rent in proposed amendments to Rule 749c as it 
has in the past, but only current accruing rent as 
suggested in· Rule 749b. 

RULE 749a. PAUPER'S AFFIDAVIT 

If appellant is unable to pay the costs of appeal, or file a 
bond as required by Rule 7439, he shall nevertheless be entitled 
to appeal by making strict proof of such inability within five 
days after the judgment is signed, which shall consist of his 

~ _ _jijf:i_davit filed with the justice of the peace stating his 

inability to pay such costs, or any part thereof, or to give 
security, which may be contested within five days after the 
notice of the filing of such affidavit thereof to the opposite 
party or his attorney of record, whereupon it shall be the duty 
of the justice of the peace in whose court the suit is pending 
to hear evidence and determine the right of the party to appeal, 
and he shall enter his finding on the docket as a part of the 
record. Upon the filing of a pauper's affidavit the iustice of 
the peace or clerk of the court shall notice the opposing party 
of the filing of the affidavit of inability within one working 
day of its filing by written notification accomplished through 
first class mail. It will be presumed prima facie that the 
affidavit speaks the truth, and, unless contested within five 
days after the mailing of notice, the presumption shall be 
deemed conclusive; but if a contest if filed, the burden shall 
then be on the appellant to prove his alleged inability by 
competent evidence other than by the affidavit above referred 
to. When a pauper's affidavit is timely contested by the 
appellant, the justice shall hold a hearing .and rule on the 
matter within five days. 
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If the justice of peace disapproves the pauper's affidavit, 
appellant may, within five days thereafter bring the matter 
before the county judge for a final decision, and, on request, 
the justice shall certify to the county judge appellant's 
affidavit, the contest thereof, and all documents, and papers 
thereto. The county judge shall set a day for hearing not later 
than five days, and shall hear the contest de novo. If the 
pauper's affidavit is approved by the county judge, he shall 
direct the justice to transmit to the clerk of the county court, 
the transcript, records and papers of the case. 

A pauper's affidavit will be considered approved upon one of the 
following occurrences: (1) the pauper's affidavit is not 
contested by the other party; (2) the pauper's affidavit is 
contested by the other party and upon a hearing the justice 
determines that the pauper's affidavit is approved; or (3) upon 
a hearing by the justice disapproving of the pauper's affidavit 
the appellant appeals to the county judge who then, after a 
hearing, approves the pauper's affidavit. 

No writ of possession may issue pending the hearing by the 
county judge of the appellant's right to appeal on a pauper's 
affidavit. If the county judge disapproves the pauper's 
.affidavit, appellant may perfect his appeal by filing an appeal 
bond in the amount as required by Rule 749 within five days 
thereafter. If no appeal bond is filed within five days, a writ 
of possession may issue . 

. RULE '749c. APPEAL PERFECTED 

When an appeal bond 
affidavit approved in 
shall be perfected. 

has been timely filed or 
conformity with Rule 749a, 

a pauper's 
the appeal 

RULE 751. TRANSCRIPT 

When an appeal has been perfected, the justice shall stay all 
further proceedings on the judgment, and immediately make out a 
transcript of all the entries made on his docket of the 
proceedings had in the case; and he shall i~~ediately file the 
same, together with the original papers and any money in the 
c~urt registry, including sums tendered pursuant to Rule 749b(l) 
Wl. ~h the clerk of the county court of the county in which the 
tr1.al was had, or other court having jurisdiction of such 
appeal. The clerk shall docket the cause, and the trial shall 
be de novo. 

The clerk shall immediately notify both appellant and 
adverse party of the date of receipt of the transcript and 
docket number of the cause. Such notice shall advise 
defendant of the necessity for filing a written answer in 
county court when the defendant has pleaded orally in 
justice court. 

the 
the 
the 
the 
the 

The trial, as well as all hearings and motions, shall be 
entitled to precedence in the county court. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT/TRCP 737-813 

The 
testimony 
November 
published 
recommend 
committee 

as 
on 
as 
We 

subcommittee reviewed written comments as well 
before the Texas Supreme Court in its hearing 
30, 1989 concerning proposed rule amendments 
in the Texas Bar Journal in November, 1989. 
the following changes be considered by the 

at its next regularly scheduled meeting. 
full 

1. Rules 748, 749, 749a, 749b, 749c 

Comments support that suggested amendments to Rule 4 TRCP 
(to exclude Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays from time 
computation of five days or less]; would serve to enlarge 
the times rela.tive to forcible entry and detainer actions 
and appeals therefrom. Suggestions from justices of the 
peace and practicing attorneys support that these types of 
actions should be excluded from the application of the 
enlargement of time as proposed in Rule 4. We endorse the 
recommendation set' forth by the subcommittee charged with' 
reviewing and recommending revisions of TRCP 1-14, that is 
that Rul-e 4 be further am.ended as proposed to include thi~ 
sentence following the word transfer, Saturdays, Sundays 
and legal holidays shall be counted for purposes of the 
five day periods provided under Rule 748, 749, 749a, 749b, 
and 749c. 
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Professor Elaine Carlson 
South Texas College of Law 
1303 San Jacinto, Suite 224 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Dear Professor Carlson: 

NIEMANN & NIEMANN 
ATIORNEYS AT LAW 

1210 MBANK TOWER 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 

December 20, 1989 

Re: Texas Apartment Association's objections to 
changes in TRCP 7 49c 

This is a follow-up on several points raised in the hearing in Austin regarding TRCP 749c 
on Thursday, November 30, 1989. The proposed rule change for TRCP 749c would delete the 
requirement that the tenant (who has had judgment rendered against him in a non-payment-of-rent 
eviction) must pay one rental period's worth of rent into the court as a condition of appeal. Very 
briefly, my additional thoughts are as follows: 

1. Constitutionality. I would like to make it clear that the intended meaning of my 
language in paragraph 2 of page 4 of my letter to Judge Hecht was that the Texas Apartment 
Association and the Texas Tenants Association believed TRCP 749c to be constitutional at the time 
of its original adoptiDn by the Court. 

2. Relationship of Rule 749c to Rule 749b(l). When the appeal rules for paupers were 
adopted for non-payment of rent evictions, it was intended that the rental payment required in Rule 
749c was the same rental payment as required in Rule 749b(1). The attorney for the Texas Tenants 
Association and I jointly prepared the original draft of the rule. It was intended that the eviction 
appeal would not be perfected until both the affidavit was filed and the rent which was called for in 
Rule 749b(l) was tendered into JP court. 

If the proposed change were adopted and if an appeal could be perfected by the tenant in a 
non-payment-of-rent eviction without payment of rent for one rental period, the landlord would be 
doomed to unjustified delay and expense, i.e., the landlord would have to hire an attorney, file a 
motion to dismiss the appeal in county court, arrange for a hearing, wait for the hearing, have the 
hearing, get the judgment, and then get a writ of possession from the county court if the tenant has 
not moved out. As a practical matter, any hearing on such a motion would occur no sooner than 
the hearing on the merits of the appeal. I think you can see, therefore, the practical importance of 
the requirement of tender into the JP court of one rental period's rent in order to protect the 
landlord during appeal and minimize frivolous appeals with no factual justification. 

3. Appellate supersedeas bond analogy. When an appeal of a JP Court eviction is 
perfected, there is a trial de novo in county court. It has been assumed by both landlord and tenant 
lawyers that the perfection of the appeal prevents execution of the judgment and allows the tenant 
to continue in possession of the premises. TRCP 749c serves as a type of supersedeas bond to 
protect the landlord during the appeal since he is losing rent by the tenant remaining in possession. 

Under the Texas rules of appellate procedure applicable to other civil cases, a losing party 
may not avoid the necessity of filing a supersedeas bond by merely filing a pauper's oath. (See 
TRAP 47 in which there is no "pauper" exception for avoidance of a supersedeas bond to suspend 
the trial court's judgment during appeal and protect the party who won in trial court. 
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The requirement in 1RCP 749c that the tenant pay one rental period's rent in a nonpayment 
of rent eviction serves a purpose similar to a supersedeas bond. The provisions of Rules 7 49 et al 
were intended to avoid the overwhelming complexities of Appellate Rule 47 regarding supersedeas 
bonds and to make it simple and easy for the tenant to appeal a nonpayment-of-rent eviction while 
still protecting the landlord. In such cases, a single rental period of rent is still woefully 
insufficient to cover past due rent; but it is better than nothing. When Rule 749 et al were adopted, 
there was considerable doubt as to whether Appellate Rule 47 actually governed JP court eviction 
appeals to county court; and it was believed by the lawyers supporting the change that there may 
indeed have been a void in the Texas Rules on that subject This author believes that 1RAP 47 did 
not and still does not apply to eviction appeals from JP court to county court and that therefore a 
traditional supersedeas bond is not available for the landlord's protection. 

4. Federal Appeal Rules and Supersedeas Bonds. Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 24 
allows paupers affidavits in civil cases for appeal bonds to cover fees and £Qill of appeal. 
However, under federal rules, there is no provision for waiver of the requirement of a supersedeas 
bond under FRAP 8 merely because the appellant is a pauper. 

5. Limited to non-payment of rent cases. I would emphasize that the requirement of the 
payment of one rental period's rent as a condition of appeal under Rule 749c applies only when 
judgment has been rendered against the pauper tenant in a non-payment-of-rent eviction case. It 
does not apply to other eviction appeals. 

6. JP Association. We would urge you to make inquiry to the Justices of the Peace and 
Constables Association of Texas as to whether that association shares our fear that the proposed 
change to 1RCP 749c will result in widespread abuses. You may find that the JPs will agree with 
.T AA. If the proposed rule change is adopted, we believe that it will be used and abused by many, 
many tenants who claim they are "broke". Tenants who haven't paid their rent will be able to 
appeal the eviction by merely filing a "pauper's affidavit", do nothing funher, and still get two to 
four more weeks of free rent from a landlord while the landlord tries to get extricated from the 
appeal. And, in addition, the tenant will have unjustifiably run up another attorneys fee bill for the 
landlord. The potential drain on the court's time is also a factor. 

Thank you for your patience and indulgence with regard to this Rule. The proposed 
change has a very serious potential economic effect on the apartment industry, and for that reason I 
would appreciate the opportunity to attend the next meeting of the Supreme Court Advisory 
Committee on the rules to answer any questions. 

Sincerely, 

By~~~~4-~~--~-----
Niemann 

pec.9ms Apartment Association 

xc: Judge Nathan Hecht, Texas Supreme Court 
Judge David Peeples 
Mr. Luther H. Soules ill, Chairman, Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules 
Mr. Paul Heath Till 
Mr. Joe Bax, Attorney for the Houston Apartment Association 
Mr. Jerry Adams, T AA Executive Vice President 
Judge Fay Murphree, President, Justices of the Peace and Constables Association of Texas 

2 
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OBJECTION TO PROPOSED CHANGE IN TRCP 749c 

The proposed changes in Rule 749c of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure as published in the Bar 
Journal are as follows (hyphenated language is being deleted and underlined language is new): 

TRCP 749c. Appeal Perfected. The appeal in any forcible detainer case shall be perfected 
when an appeal bond has been filed. 

When a pauper's affidavit has been filed in lieu of the appeal bond, the appeal shall be 
perfected when the pauper's affidavit is filed with the court; however, when the case 
involYes nonpayment of rent, such appeal is perfected when both the pauper's affidavit has 
been filed and when one rental period's rent has been paid into the justice court registry. In 
a case where the pauper's affidavit is contested by the landlord, the appeal shall be 
perfected when the contest is overruled and, if the case invoh'es nonpayment of rent, one 
rental period's rent has been paid into the justice court registry. 

ARGUMENTSAGA&STCHANGE 

1. DELAY OF POSSESSION. The most significant result of perfecting an appeal is to stop the 
writ of possession from being issued by the JP. If appeal can be perfected in a nonpayment-of
rent eviction of a pauper without an appeal bond or without at least one rental period's rent being 
tendered to the court to protect the landlord, then a pauper can merely file a pauper's affidavit in 
lieu of an appeal bond and ride the "free rent" gravy train for two to four weeks more while the 
landlord tries to get a hearing and a decision out of the county court. This is patently unfair. Who 
is going to compensate the landlord for this extra time period without any rent coming in? the 
pauper? 

2. CONSTITUTIONALITY AND PAST APPROVAL BY TENANTS. The Texas Tenant's 
Association helped draft existing Rules 749a, b, and c. They supported the rules in public hearing, 
and they wrote a letter to the Court urging the initial adoption of the rules several years ago. They 
and TAA both were of the opinion that the rules were unconstitutional. No one has ever 
challenged the constitutionality of the rules. 

3. NO COMPLAINT BY JP ASSOCIATION. We would encourage the Court to inquire about 
the wisdom of this rule with the Justices of the Peace and Constables Association of Texas. The 
JPs live with these rules on a daily basis and collectively have experience and insight regarding the 
need for any change and the potential abuse from the change. We believe the Court will find no 
opposition to the existing rule from that body. 

4. POTENTIAL ABUSE. If the rent-tender requirement were deleted from pauper appeals in 
nonpayment-of-rent evictions, it would very likely be a real source of abuse by knowledgeable 
tenants who would claim pauper status, force the landlord to a possible hearing to contest the 
pauper status, and probably squeeze another month's worth of free rent out of the landlord via the 
county court trial de novo process. In this regard, it would be difficult for a landlord to contest the 
pauper affidavit since the landlord is seldom privy to sufficient facts to contest the alleged pauper 
status. Furthermore, to contest the alleged pauper status would probably cost the landlord more in 
attorneys fees than an extra month's rent; so he cannot come out ahead, even if he is right. 

5. RULES WHICH ARE AFFEcrED. Set forth below are the various rules which relate to the 
proposed change in TRCP 7 49c. The bold language is for purposes of emphasis only. 

Texas Apartment Association Page4 November 22, 1989 
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Pauper's Affidavit in Lieu of Bond 

[Existing] Rule 749c. APPEAL PERFECTED. The appeal ih any forcible detainer case snail be perfected 
when an appeal bond has been filed. When a pauper's affidavit has been filed in lieu of the 
appeal bond, the appeal shall be perfected when the pauper's affidavit is filed with the 
court; however, when the case involves nonpayment of rent, such appeal is perfected when both the 
pauper's affidavit has been filed and when one rental period's rent has been paid into the 
justice court registry. In a caSe where the pauper's affidavit is contested by the landlord, the appeal 
shall be perfected when the contest is overruled and, if the case involves nonpayment of rent, one rental 
period's rent has been paid into the justice court registry. 

[Existing] Rule 751. TRANSCRIPT. When an appeal has been perfected, the justice shall 
stay all further proceedings on the judgment, and immediately make out a transcript of all the entries 
made on his docket of the proceedings had in the case; and he shall immediately file the same, together with 
the original papers and any money in the court registry, with the clerk of the county court of the county in 
which the trial was had, or other court having jurisdiction of such appeal. The clerk shall docket the cause, 
and the trial shall be de novo. 

The clerk shall immediately notify both appellant and the adverse party of the date of receipt of the 
transcript and the docket number of the cause. Such notice shall advise the defendant of the necessity for 
filing a written answer in the county court when the defendant has pleaded orally in the justice court. 

The trial, as well as all hearings and motions, shall be entitled to precedence in the county court 

rulchg.5t 

Texas Apart_ment Association Page 5 November 22, 1989 
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NIEMANN & NIEMANN 

ATfORNEYS AT LAW 

FRED NIEMANN 
LARRY NIEMANN 
FRED l\1EMANN, JR. 

1210 MBANK TOWER 
AUSTIN,1EXAS 78701 TELEPHONE (512) 474-6901 

FAX (512) 474-0717 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Coun of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

November 27, 1989 

via hand delivery 

Re: TAA objections to changes in TRCP 4 and TRCP 749c 

I am writing this letter on behalf of the Texas Apartment Association. T AA wishes to 
object to the proposed rule changes in TRCP 4 regarding computation of time and TRCP 7 49c 
regarding appeal by paupers in eviction cases. Our specific reasons for objecting to the language 
of the proposed changes in those rules are set forth in the attached summaries. 

It may come as a surprise to the Coun that forcible detainer cases comprise approximately 
11.7 6% of all civil cases filed in all original jurisdiction couns in Texas. For the reporting year 
which ended in 1988, the total number of new civil cases filed in JP, county level, and district 
couns in this state was 899,820. Of that total, 29.88% (or 268, 923 cases) were filed in JP oourts. 
Forty percent of the JP coun cases were eviction cases. We suspect, therefore, that the number of 
people affected by the eviction rules far exceeds any other one kind of civil litigation. The impact 
of eviction cases on the people of our state and their pocketbooks cannot be overemphasized. 

Accordingly, the Texas Apartment Association respectively requests that TRCP 4 be 
modified to exclude the 5-day time period under TRCPs 748 through 749c regarding writs of 
possession and eviction appeals. 

nlh.8ms 
enclosures 

Respectfully submitted, 

NIEMANN & NIEMANN 

xc: Mr. Luke Soules, Jr.,Chairman, Supreme Coun Advisory Committee, via FAX 224-9144 
Mr. Frank Finch, TAA President 
Mr. Jerry Adams, TAA Executive Vice President -
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HOOVER. SAX & SHEARER 

( JOE G. BAX. P.C . ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

.. AiitT'l"tl.ft 
SAN FELIPE PLAZA 

.OAI'O CI.IIITIP'ICO·C~IIItClAL MAL I:STAn LAW 
.O.wto CI"'"P'II.D-"I.SIOI.N'n...._ 111""'- ISTAn LAW 

TPAS eQ,UIIO OP' LEGAl. S""I.CW...ilATlOH 

5847 SAN FELIPE. SUITE 2200 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77057 

(713) 977·8686 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
Austin, Texas 78711 

F"X (713) 977·5395 

November 28, 1989 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
AIRBILL #5000353945 

RE: Objections of the Houston Apartment Association to 
changes in TRCP 4. 

Dear Justice Hecht, 

Our firm is counsel to the Houston Apartment Association, a 
trade association representing over 350,000 apartment units in 
the ijouston area. We have discussed the proposed changes to TRCP 
Rule with Larry Niemann, counsel for both the Texas , Building 
Owners and Managers Association, and the Texas Apartment 
Association. We must concur with Larry's comments and we share 
the same objections expressed to you by Mr. Niemann. 

Simply stated, Texas landlords are in the business of 
collecting rent for the shelters that they provide; they are not 
in the business of evicting tenants. As you know the vast major
ity of evictions are filed for nonpayment of rent. By the time 
that evict ion has been filed the average tenant, who knew the 
date the rent was due in the first place, has received a late 
notice, various forms of informal request for payment, a notice 
to vacate, and a copy of the Plaintiff's eviction petition. If 
the lease required some opportunity to cure there would have been 
an additional writ ten notice furnished that resident. It goes 
without saying that at any point along that process, the resident 
has the opportunity of curing the default and tendering payment 
to the landlord, who in most cases would gladly accept the pay
ment. 

The proposed change in the rules would simply elongate the 
delay in returning the apartment to production. 

The joinder of a claim for the delinquent rent with the 
eviction petition has not been effective. Most tenants are judg
ment proof and therefore the landlords do not have a practical 
remedy to gain back the lost rent. For this reason it is 
extremely important that the eviction process continue to be an 
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Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
November 28, 1989 
Page 2 

expedited one designed to return an unproductive asset back to an 
income producing apartment unit. 

Candidly, we have heard no objection from any of the 
Constables or Justices of the Peace regarding the current rules. 
In fact, we have heard no real request for a modification of 
those rules. Accordingly, we would urge the court to make an 
exception to the proposed Rule TRCP 4 for the five day time 
periods involved in TRCP 748 through 749c regarding the waiting 
period for writs of possession and eviction appeals. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~VER '~ B~~ & . SHEARER 

.-----1.. . /! / ' _)f-r-/_ 
J.C. 1 

G-:~ Bax 
A torney for the 

JGB:df 
~Houston Apartment Association 

·-----··--

cc: Mr. Paul Heiberger 
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TRAP 4. Signing, Filing and Service 

(a) Signing. Each application, brief, motion or other 

paper filed shall be signed by at least one of the attorneys for 

the party/ rand] shall give the State Bar of Texas identification 

number, the mailing address[,] ~~¢ telephone number[. and 

telecopier number, if any,] of each attorney whose name is signed 

thereto/ ~~~¢ 1¢)/t~J.-l .. 1¢-'t-~t¢ /tl/t~t /~ 1¢¢'/Jt 1¢t 1-'t-J/t¢ I"P?-"P¢t !J/t¢.¢ /'P¢¢~ 

¢¢~t1¢t¢¢1¢t!~~t~¢¢!t¢1¢~¢J/tl~t¢~-pf¢ti¢"P"P¢¢tt¢1"P?-ttt¢¢!¢tltl/t¢tt 

¢¢~~¢¢~. A party who is not represented by an attorney shall 

sign his brief and give his address and telephone number. 7'}/t¢ 

¢t~t¢~¢~t l¢t 1¢¢-ttt¢¢ /¢~ I¢"P"P¢¢tt¢ 1'/J~ttt¢¢ /'Pt 1¢~¢ !'VIJ/t¢ It¢ !~¢t I~ 

c: ~t¢¢~¢¢¢1?-tt¢t~¢t/¢)/t¢.~~/'P¢11¢tttt¢¢1'Ptl~ttt¢~1ttl 

(b) Filing. The filing of records, briefs and other papers 

in the appellate court as required by these rules shall be made 

by filing them with the clerk, except that any justice of the 

court may permit the papers to be filed with him, in which event 

he shall note thereon the filing date and time and forthwith 

transmit them to the office of the clerk. If a motion for 

rehearing, any matter relating to taking an appeal or writ of 

error from the trial court to any higher court, or application 

Ior writ of error or petition for discretionary review is sent to 

the proper clerk by first-class United States mail in an envelope 

or wrapper properly addressed and stamped and is deposited in the 

mail ¢~¢ j¢~'1 /¢t j"¢¢t¢ I'P¢f¢t¢ [on or before] the last day for 

(_ filing same, the same, if received by the clerk not more than ten 
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~ days tardily, shall be filed by the clerk and be deemed as filed 

in time; provided, however, that a certificate of mailing by the 

( 

(_ 

United States Postal Service or a legible postmark affixed by the 

United States Postal Service shall be prima facie evidence of the 

date of mailing. 

(c) (No change.) 

(d) (No change.) 

(e) (No change.) 

(f) Manner of Service. Service may be personal [, ] ¢t by 

mail[, or by telephonic document transfer to the party's current 

telecopier number J . Personal service includes delivery of the 

copy to a· clerk or other resppnsible person at the qff ice of 
. 

counsel. Service by mail is complete on mailing. 

(g) ¥'t¢¢f. I ¢f. Service. Papers presented for filing shall 

[be served and shall] contain an acknowledgement of service by 

the person served or proof of service in the form of a statement 

of the date and manner of service and of the names [and address-

esJ of the persons served, certified by the person who made the 

service. Proof of service may appear on or be affixed to the 

papers filed. The clerk may permit papers to be filed without 

acknowledgement or proof of service but shall require such to be 

filed promptly thereafter. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Time period clarification, deletion of 

requirement of verification by a pro se litigant, provision for 

service by telephonic document transfer, and textual corrective 

changes.] 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L UffiR 
NOAH KENNEDY 
ROBERT J. SEERDEN 
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qlnur± of J\pp£als 
'U;~imttrlq ;Suprtm£ 3l'ubit:ial ~istrirl 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

ClERK 
BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512·888·0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

·/tAP. 

Rule 4 (b) • 

Rule 4 (f) • 

This rule provides for mailing only, not 
other services such as Federal Express, etc. 
However, we do not see this as a problem. 

This rule does not define service by 
telephonic document transfer. Is service 

. t? complete when the document 1s sen . 
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Qtourt of 1\ppntls 
]rifflr 3isfrirt of C!rPxtts ttl 3nllns 

CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7. 1989 

A. Certificate of service requirements. 

(214) 653-6920 

4 Tf?AP '-1 
-,-r<A-P t.f I I 
~AP .s· 
Tf/IP J3, 
TfAP 5 
Tf!.AP t./-{ 
if-AP CJ 
Tf..AP '-/-fJ 
~li-P 7 

(1) Tex. R. App. P. 4 would now require certificates of 
service to give the names and addresses of all parties served. A 
general certificate showing service "upon all counsel of r,ecord" 
is not sufficient. 

This change is significant primarily for prerecord motions, 
e.g., a motion to extend the time to file the cost bond. Once we 
get the transcript, we have a fighting chance at knowing who the 
parties and the attorneys are, but before we get the transcript, 
the only information we have about the appeal comes from the 
prerecord motion itself. In the past, when we got a prerecord 
motion with a general certificate, we did not know who the 
adversary was, and the only letter asking for a response was sent 
just to the movant, asking him to respond to his own motion. 

This situation was hardly desirable. With the adoption of the 
amended rule, we can reserve ruling on such motions until the 
movants supply us with a specific certificate of service and we can 
cite the rule as our authority. Then we can effectuate real notice 
on all interested parties. 

(2) Rule 4 is also being amended to permit pro se parties 
from dispensing with the old requirement that they certify service 
by affidavit. (We usually didn•t require a pro se party to provide 
us an affidavit: we relied upon our clerks• notice to the parties 
for a 10-day response and simply waited the full 10 days.) 
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~ D. Faxing. The new rules accommodate filing by fax. See, 

( 

l 

e.g., Tex. R. App. P. 4. 

A man in a cafe once asked the waiter for a cup of coffee, 
"black, without cream." The waiter returned and said, "Sir, I'm 
sorry, -but we're out of cream; would you like your coffee black, 
without milk?" I can tell you how these amendments would have 
changed our procedures (if we had had any) concerning the faxing 
machines that we don't have, if we had had any, but black is black. 

But I note these changes because the day is coming. 

A. Changes in the mailbox rule. 

(1) Both Tex. R. civ. P. 5 and Tex. R. App. P. 4 will now 
expressly provide that a document is timely filed if deposited in 
~he first-class mail on the day that it is due, even if that day 
otherwise results from the application of the weekend rule. This 
amendment effectively overrules our opinion in Fellowship 
Missionary Baptist Church of Dallas, Inc.; v. Sigel, 749 S. W. 2d 186 
(Tex. App.--Dallas 1988, no writ). 

(2) The mailbox rule (rule 4) still applies only to items 
deposited in the first-class mail. Any other transmittal method 

does not trigger the rule. See Hr. Penguin Tuxedo Rental & Sales, 
Inc., v. NCR Corp., 777 S.W.2d 800, 801-02 {Tex. App.--Eastland 
1989, n.w.h.) (per curiam) (something sent by Federal Express is 
not sent by first-class mail) • The proposed rule amendments do not 
address Hr. Penguin: the failure to do so is probably because the 
opinion is so recent, not because of any implied endorsement by the 
Rules Advisory Committee. 

Regards, 

(~_?···--~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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LAW OFl'lCES OF 

TOBOLOWSKY, PRAGER & SCHLINGER 
EDWIN TOBOLOWSKY 

JEROME L PRAGER 

GERALD W BENSON 

RONALD L McKINNEY 

N. HENRY SIMPSON. Ill 

PETER M. GROSS 

ROBERT A. MILLER 

EMILY G. TOBOLOWSKY 

snJART A. LAUTIN 

MORGAN A. JONES 
FRANKJ. SIGNORIELLO.JR. 

JOHN H. TIJU...JR. 

TERRY T PlCCO 

J. HUNTER JOHNSON 

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

300 CRESCENT COURT. SUITIE 9!50 

DALlAS. TEXAS 7~201 

214-871-3900 

TELEX 46301 89 TELECOPY 214-871-3914 

November 28, 1989 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

HENRY 0. SCHUNGER 
(1921-1988) 

Re: Telephonic Document Transfer; TRCP Rule 21 A and TRAP 
Rule 4(f) 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

On behalf of myself and my entire firm, I suggest an 
amendment to the Rules on telephonic service. under the Texas 
Rules of Civil Procedure and Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure. 
First, the hours of ·transmission should be limited to regular 
business hours, such as 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. There are instances where notices have been telecopied 
very late in the evening notifying counsel of a hearing the next 
morning and this is an abuse that the Rules should prohibit from 
the outset. Additionally, the number of pages that can be 
telecopied should be limited. I suggest a limit of five pages, 
since anything longer inordinately ties up the telecopy machine. 
Finally, on each telecopy, the time of transmission and the 
sender should be clearly identified. I have been involved in a 
case where over fifty pages of deposition notices were telecopied 
beginning at 11:00 p.m. This type of conduct should not be 
condoned. 

In the alternative, the Rules could be written so each 
counsel could agree to accept telephonic notice during extended 
hours. However, I believe a uniform statewide rule is necessary 
and preferable. 

Yours very truly, 

/VJ?/ 
/ // t>t/._ '"''""\.... 

Robert A. Miller 

RAM:ag 
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TRAP 5. Computation of Time 

(a) In General. In computing any period of time prescribed 

or allowed by these rules, by order of court, or by any applica-

ble statute, the day of the act, event, or default after which 

the designated period of time begins to run t¢1~¢tlt¢ [shall not] 

be included. The last day of the period so computed t¢ It¢ 

(shall] be included, unless it is a Saturday, L£1 Sunday or L£1 

legal holiday, as defined by Article 4591, Revised Civil Stat-

utes, in which event the period t~~¢/~~tt~ [extends to] the end 

of the next day which is ~¢tt~¢t [not] a Saturday, Sunday ~¢t 

[or a] legal holiday. W~¢~ It~¢ !~¢¢t 1¢~1 !¢f. It~¢ IP¢tt¢¢ It¢ It~¢ 

~¢ttl¢~tlw~t¢~1t¢1~¢tt~¢tl¢1~~t~t¢~tJI~~~¢~tl~¢tl~¢g¢~1~¢~trft~tJ 

· ¢~1!P¢P¢tlf.t~¢¢1~1/~~t~I~¢1Pt¢tt¢¢¢/t~l~~~¢!-lt¢1~¢t~¢¢1¢~1tt~¢ . 
w~¢~1ttlt¢/~~t~¢¢1¢~1t~¢!~~¢tl¢~11¢f.lt~¢1P¢tt¢¢J 

(b) (No change.) 

(c) Nunc Pro Tunc Order. In civil cases, when a corrected 

judgment has been signed after expiration of the court's plenary 

power pursuant to Rule 316 ¢t 1~1-7 of the Texas Rules of Civil 

Procedure, the periods mentioned in subparagraph (b) (1) of this 

rule shall run from the date of signing the corrected judgment 

with respect to any complaint that would not be applicable to the 

original judgment. 

(d) (No change.) 

(e) (No change.) 

(f) (No change.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change only.] 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 

NORMAN L. UTIER 

NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEERDEN 

FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 

J. BONNER DORSEY 

@our± of J\ppEals 
'Ur~irh£nt~ ;Suprem£ ~um.cial ~istrid 

TENTH Fl.OOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 

BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 

CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

Vie have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments .for the 
Court's consideration: 

Rule 5. Please note typographical 
Saturday, Sunday nor [or a] 
"Nor" should be stricken. 

error 
legal 

~. 

a 
holiday. 
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<!!uurt uf 1\IJIJl'nLs 
lll'ifilr 3isirirt uf Cl!rxns nt 3nllns 

CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 

(214) 653-6920 

TJ(CP 5 
Tf-CP d.CJ~ 
i/?..CP tJ 
Tf(A-fJ 51 
T~AP qo 
-,-RA-(' ~0 

D. Definition of legal holidav. I note that one timeliness 
problem that has not been entirely cleared up is the question of 
what constitutes a holiday for filing ·purposes. Tex. R. Civ. P. 
4 pr~vides that something due to_be file~ on a legal holiday may 
be f1led on the next day that is not a Saturday, sunday, or legal 
holiday. The rule has been construed to include banking holidays. 
See Johnson v. Texas Employers Insurance Association, 674 S.W.2d 
761 (Tex. 1984} (per curiam). When the Texas Rules of Appellate 
Procedure were first promulgated, Tex. R. App. P. 5 was derived 
from Tex. R. civ. P. 4. 

Subsequently, however, Tex. R. App. P. 5 was amended to state 

that something due to be filed on a legal holiday, "as defined by 
Article 4591, Revised Civil Statutes" (emphasis added), could be 
filed on the next working day. That language pretty clearly 
overrules Johnson. For example, if July 4 falls on a sunday, July 
5 is a banking holiday, but not a holiday listed in article 4591. 

one commentator has noted the potential for confusion. M. 
O'Connor, Perfecting the Appeal 3 (1988). Filing a motion for new 
trial is governed by Tex. R. Civ. P. 329b. Therefore, to keep on 
with the ·example, filing it on July 5 would be timely. Filing a 
cost bond is governed by Tex. R. App. P. 41, so filing it on July 
5 would not be timely. The variance between the two rules adds 
unnecessary complexity to civil procedure as a whole, but the 
current amendments do not address the problem. 

Regards, 

e ? .. --~--

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 00d7 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
MAX N. OSBORN 

JUSTICES 

Qiourt of Appeals 
tigqtfl JJubiriul EJistrict 

500 CITY-COUNTY BUILDING 
EL PASO, TEXAS 

79901 - 2490 
'} 15 546-2240 

/DEPUTY CLERK 

LARRY FULLER 
JERRY WOODARD 
WARD L. KOEHLER 

Yrve~ber 72, 1989 

v DENISE PACHECO 

STAFF ATTORNEY 
JAMES T. CARTER 

Justice ~at~an L. Recht 
P. 0, flO'lr 12248 
Austin, Texas, 78711 

Dear Justice Pecht: 

I take this opportunity to '1<7ri te concern:!_ng the proposed changes in 
t:he Texas Appellate Practice 1\ules as set forth in the November issue of 
the Texas P.ar Journal. 

The proposed change to T~AP 5 is nne that has been needed for some 
time and probablv every one will agree is a good change. I am 
confident it will be adopted. 

~~ax N. Osborn 
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12. Same problems in il; strike the "nor". 

.I @ 

TRAP 5. Computation of Time 
(a) In General. In computing any period of time prescr1bed 

or allowed by these rules. by order of court. or by any applicable 
statute. the day of the act. event. or default after which the 
designated period of time begins to run i3 not to !shall not! be 
included. The last day of the period so computed ~ lshalll 
be included. unless it is a Saturday. Ia! Sunday or Ia I Iegal holi
day. as defined by Article 4591, Revised Civil Statutes. in which 
event the period t ttns ttlltil!extends tal the end of the next day 
which is~ lnotl a Saturday, Sunday~ior a! legal holi
day. Wh~n th~ ltut da} of ti-l~ ('Hiod is ti-l~ n~.<t da, nnicn is 
n~ith~r 11 Sattttd!l,, Sttnday nor ~~~ai holidt~y, eny l'!!l'H frl~d 
b,. mt~d es ('rowided in Rtde l is mail~d on time 11iren it is 
mail~d Oil th~ last dt~) of the ('criod. 

(b) (No change.) 
(c) !"June Pro Tunc.Order. In civil cases. when a corrected judg- ' 

ment has been signed after expiration of the court's plenary power 
purSuant to Rule 316 ~of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. 
the periods mentioned in subparagraph (b)(l) of this rule shall 
run from the date of signing the corrected judgment with respect 
to any complaint that would not be applicable to the original 
judgment. 

(d) (No change.) 
(e) (No change.) 
(f) (No change.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change 
only.j 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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( TRAP 9 Substitution of Parties 

(a) Death of a Party in Civil Cases. (No change.) 

(b) Death of Appellant in a Criminal Case. (No change.) 

(c) Public Officers; Separation from Office. (No change.) 

[(d) Substitution for Other Causes. If substitution of a 

successor to a party in the appellate court is necessary for any 

reason other than death or separation from public office, the 

appellate court may order such substitution upon motion of any 

party at any time or as the court may o~herwise determine.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide mechanism for substitution • 

( 
of appellate par~ies.as may be necessary.] 

(_ 
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Q!.ourt .of Jqrpral.s 
lJ1iftq 1Bi.strirt .of G!rxa.s at 1Dalla.s 

CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 

(214) 653-6920 

71CCP 5 
Tf:_cP ~Cjb 
~~c_p tJ 
p:. A-'{J 5 I 
T~AP qo 
(RA-P ~D 

B. Substitution of partie~. The only provisions for 
substituting parties on appeal in the old rules were: (1) on the 
death of a party; or (2) in the case of a public official 
succeeding a previous official litigating in his official capacity. 
Proposed new Tex. R. App. P. 9 now expr.essly" provides for 
substitution generally as the court may determine· necessary. 

That's what we've been doing all along anyway, because, as a 
practical matter, it seemed to make things so much simpler. (We 
have a number of cases in which FDIC has been substituted as 
successor-in-interest to an insolvent bank.) But we did so on very 
slender authority, and arguably with no authority at all. See 
Leggitt v. Nesbitt, 415 S.W.2d 696, 700 (Tex. Civ. App.--Tyler 
1967, no writ). Now we have clear authority. 

Regards, 

~~·-·· 
Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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TRAP 12. Work of Court Reporters 

(a) (No change.) 

(b) (No change.) 

(c) To aid the judge in setting the priorities in (b) 

above, each court reporter shall report in writing to the judge 

on a monthly basis the amount and nature of the business pending 

in the court reporter's office. A copy of this report shall be 

filed with the Clerk of the Court of Appeals of each '$1/!"Pt¢:¢¢ 

11/!¢t¢t~~~~ [d]istrict in which the court sits. 

rcoMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change only.] 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

PAUL W NYE 

JUSTICES 

NORMAN L. UTIER 

NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEERDEN 

FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 

J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qlnur± of J\ppEnls 
m~iru2ntq ;Supnm£ IDumtial ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 

BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 

CATHY WILBORI\ 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

TfCAP 
Rule 12(c). A copy shall be filed with the Court of 

Appeals where the case will be heard on 
appeal not necessarily where the court sits. 
For example, transfer cases. 

004 7~ 
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GRAVES, DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCN B TOWER 

POST OF"F"ICE: BOX 98 ~ 

AUSTIN, TE:XAS 78767 j ~ 
TEI-E~HONE:: (5121 480·5600 f)f/-- - / 

liEN '· VAUQJoiAN. m. P.C, 
011' COUNKI. 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

Justice 

~ ~ TI:LI:CO~Y NU ... f 

51 
/ vl, ~ 
,/ ~4/ c.)C I) 
v LV\ c,. cc0 
v /S~ 11) 

. <. ')- \..0 ---~ 

5. Texas Rule of Appellate Proc.edure 57 (a) (1) refers to "supreme 
judicial district." Perhaps this should be changed to "court of 
appeals district" or simply "district" in keeping with the 
proposed amendments to rules 12, 74, and the appendix for criminal 
cases. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Re~lly, 

Charles A.· 

-
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TRAP 20. Amicus [Curiae] Briefs 

The clerk of the appellate court may receive but not file 

amicus curiae briefs. An amicus curiae shall comply with the 

briefing rules for the parties,a nd shall show in the brief that 

copies have been furnished to all attorneys of record in the 

case. [In civil cases, an amicus curiae brief shall not exceed 

50 pages in length, exclusive of pages containing list of names 

and addresses of parties, the table of contents, index of 

authorities, points of error, and any addendum containing 

statutes, rules, regulations, etc. The court may, upon motion 

and order, permit a longer briAf.J 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide for a maximum length for 

amicus curiae briefs in civil cases to conform with Rules 74(h) 

and 136 (e).] 

00481 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L UTIER 
NOAH KENNEDY 
ROBERT J. SEERDEN 
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qinur± of J\pp2nls 
'U:~irn.etrl~ ;§upr.em.e J}uOitial ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 
BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

-rtftP Rule 2 0 • 
-----------------------

Please note typographical error "a nd" should 
be "and." Also, the added portion is 
unnecessary since the rule already requires 
that the amicus curiae brief comply with the 
briefing rules for the parties. 
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<rraurt af .App2nl.s 
1J1ifilr EH.strirt af C!!2xn.s nt 1Enlln.s 

CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 (214) 653-6920 

December 7, 1989 Tl(.CP 5 
rt-CfJ ~CJIJ; 
T!?-c.P t.J 
Tf(.A-fJ 51 
T~AP qo 
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c. Motions for amicus curiae briefs in excess of 50 pages. 
Amicus curiae briefs were always marked received, but never filed. 
Tex. R. App. P. 2 0. (The reason is that the Court always has 
discretion to address any point raised in an amicus brief, but, 
unlike a point raised by a party, need not do so.) As a result, 
we never filed motions·for leave to file amicus briefs, because the 
motions could not be granted in any case. 

Tex. R. App. P. 20 is being amended to require a motion for 
leave to tender an amicus brief in excess of 50 pages. At first 
glance, the rule appears to be confused: how can we refuse to 
accept a motion for leave to file an amicus brief less than 50 
pages, while we must accept a motion for leave to file an amicus 
brief more than 50 pages? The distinction between a filestamp and 
a "rec'd" mark is critical here. 

Because we never had the authority to file amicus briefs, we 
could only receive them. Because we could only receive them, we 
could not refuse to accept any; it made no difference whether an 
amicus brief was ten or a thousand pages long. If a party tendered 
a thousand-page brief, we could mark it "rec'd" and compel him to 
file a motion for leave to file it: we could then deny the motion, 
strike the brief, and return it. But as long as an amicus could 
never get leave to file a brief of any size, we had no mechanism 
by which we could get rid of unwanted amicus briefs. 

But at a point when we're putting file boxes throughout the 
hallways of the court because we've run out of storage space, it 
is a little ridiculous to say that we can compel a party to cut his 
brief down to 50 pages, but that we can't do anything about the 
bulk that a nonparty gives us. This rule char~ge is obviously to 
remedy that problem. The amendment is carefully worded and never 
talks about the filing of an amicus brief, of any size. But it 
puts amicus briefs on a par with party briefs: it gives us the 
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mechanism to get rid of excessively long ones. The motion required 
for a lengthy amicus brief will not, strictly speaking, be a motion 
for leave to file an amicus brief in excess of 50 pages; it will 
be a motion for leave to tender an amicus brief in excess of 50 
pages. 

The clerks' office will have to be told that they are to 
continue refusing to file any motion for leave to file 
an amicus brief, if: 

(a) the brief is less than 50 pages long; or 

(b) if the brief has not yet been tendered (so that 

we can't tell how long it is going to be). 

They are, however, to require a motion whenever an amicus 
brief is tendered that is longer. than 50 pages. 

Orders drafted for the motions panel on motions in connection 
with excessively long amicus briefs must be carefully drafted: 
they must never inadvertently order the brief·s "filed, 11 but. merely 
direct the clerk to "receive" them. 

Regards, 

r~ -.-
~;? Craig T. Enoc 

Chief Justice 
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TRAP 40. Ordinary Appeal -- How Perfected 

(a) Appeals in Civil Cases. 

(1) When Security is Required. (No change.) 

(2) When Security is Not Required. (No change.) 

(3) When Party is Unable to Give Security. (No change.) 

(4) Notice of Limitation of Appeal. No attempt to limit 

the scope of an appeal shall be effective ~¢1t¢/~IP~tttl~¢1¢t¢¢ 

t¢ /t'¢¢ /~PP¢~~~'/lt unless the severable portion of the judgment 

from which the appeal is taken is designated in a notice served 

on t'¢¢ /~¢t¢t¢¢ /"P~ttt [all other parties to the trial court's 

final judgment] within fifteen days after judgment is signed, or 

if a motion for new trial is filed by any party, within seventy

five days·after the judgment is signed. 

(5) Judgment Not Suspended by Appeal. 

(b) Appeals in Criminal Cases. 

(1) (No change.) 

(2) Effect of Appeal in Criminal Cases. 

(No change.) 

(No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: This amendment, together with other 

similar amendments conforming other appellate rules, requires the 

parties to any appeal to serve copies of all papers filed with 

the clerk of the appellate court (except the statement of facts 

and the transcript) , and the clerk of the appellate court to mail 

notice and copies of all appellate court orders and opinions on 

all parties to the trial court's judgment.] 
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CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

<!Iuurt uf App2nls 
llfifflr 1Sistrirt uf \!!2xns nt 1anllns 

Honorable Nathan L Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 

(214) 653-6920 

TJ(.C.P 5 
Tt-CP ~CJIJ; 
T!?-c.P tJ 
P:,A-(J 51 
T~AP qo 
TRA-P ~o 

E. Failure to serve a court reporter with an affidavit of 
inability to pay. Tex. R. App. P. 40(a) (3) (B) currently provides 
that an indigent appellant shall. serve· his afZidavit upon the 
opposing party and upon the court reporter: "otherwise, he shall 
not be entitled to prosecute the appeal without paying the costs 
or giving security therefor." This rule has caused us some 
difficulty in interpretation. See Dodson v. Stevens Transport:, 776 
S.W.2d 800 (Tex. App.--Dallas 1989, no writ) (en bane). In Dodson, 
we carved out an exception to the rule in summary judgment cases, 
where no statement of facts is necessary. If the Rules Advisory 
Committee wants to give clarification concerning what it intended 
the rule to mean, it is not taking the opportunity of the current 
proposed amendments to do so. 

Regards, 

ls-?··· 
Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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CRAIG T. ENOCH 

CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 

C. Parties to be served 

(214) 653-6920 

T/(.CP 5 
ft_CfJ ~q~ 

-ri?-C.P tJ. 
f!Cit-'P 51 
T~AP qo 
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The proposed rules contain provisions throughout.statihg, ~n 
substance, that anything part of the record on an appeal (except 
for the transcript and the statement of facts) is to be served on 
all "parties to·the trial court's judgment." See comment to Tex. 
R. App. P. 40. This change applies to our own notices, orders, 
opinions, and judgments. See Tex. R. App. P. 91. 

The clerks' office will have to be informed. The clerks 
will also have to make sure that every party to the 
judgment is on the Court's mailing list for every case. 

The change is probably to prevent the disaster that occurred 
in Hexcel Corp. v. Conap, Inc., 738 S.W.2d 359 (Tex. App.--Fort 
Worth 1987, writ denied). Hexcel involved multiple parties, with 
claims for contribution. The appellant served a copy of its bond 
upon the party against whom it directly asserted a claim, but not 
upon all parties to the judgment. As a result, the appellant's 
direct adversary was unable to timely perfect an appeal against the 
third party from whom the adversary sought contribution, if the 
appellant should ultimately prevail. Because the appellant 1 s 
failure to serve all parties prejudiced its adversary 1 s rights 
against the third party, the appeal was dismissed. 
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Yet this change, seemingly innocuous enough, is probably going 
to impact upon our day-to-day operations the most. Even when a 
party attempts to limit an appeal so that not all parties are 
affected, all "parties to the trial court's judgment" must still 
be served. See Tex. R. App. P. 40(a) (4). An immediate problem for 
us will be to identify just who is and who is not a party to the 
judgment. Not all parties to the suit are parties to the judgment: 
for example, a named defendant whom a plaintiff voluntarily 
nonsuits before trial. Conversely, the rules make clear that a 
party to the judgment must be served even if he appears to be not 
a party directly interested in the appeal. 

Presently, the transcript department of the trial court 
clerks' office types the names and addresses of the parties on 
appeal on the cover of the transcript. The transcript department 
gets this information from the bond: the appellant is the 
principal on the bond, and the appellee is the obligee. Thus, the 
transcript cover identifies only the parties to the appeal. When 
the transcript is filed, our clerks note who the parties are by 
looking at the cover. Notice of. the filing of the transcript is 
then sent immediately to the parties. 

About all that we can do, on adoption of these amendments, is 
our best to identify the proper parties that require notice. Now 
there will be other parties (aside from the parties to the appeal) 
who will also require notice. 

The clerks should look at the final judgment in the 
transcript to determine who is named in that judgment, 
instead of referring to the parties given on the cover 
of the transcript. 

Despite Hexcel, the proposed changes requiring us to give 
notice to all parties to the judgment do not completely absolve 
prospective appellants from making sure that all interested parties 
are served. Tex. R. App. P. 74{a) has a proposed amendment, to 
provide that parties must include the names and addresses of all 
parties to the judgment in their briefs, for the express purpose 
of assisting our clerks in determining to whom notice should be 
sent. We will also be assisted by the new requirement that 
certificates of service give the names and addresses of all parties 
served. We can check our own notice list against a specific 
certificate to eliminate variances or omissions. (This the clerks 
already do, when a motion is filed: the problem is when the 
transcript is filed, before there are any motions.) 

The Hexcel problem is likely to remain. The most critical 
(and jurisdictional} deadlines occur at the beginning of an appeal. 
By the time we get the transcript, the time to file a motion to 
extend the time to file a bond has usually completely expired. 
Thus, althouyh the clerks do not have the ultimate responsibility 
to keep all interested parties informed, the proposed rule changes 
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will achieve their full purpose only if the cleEks do attempt to 
establish who the parties to the judgment are as soon as possible. 
Because the clerks can't do so without examining the inside of the 
transcript, the task of sending out our initial notice letters will 
be considerably more difficult. 

Also, the clerks will have to brace themselves for phone calls 
from anxious attorneys. Attorneys whose clients have no direct 
interest in an appeal are prone to panic when they hear from the 
Court; they conclude that we must know something about the appeal 
that they don't. The clerks' office has even been asked in the 
past to review an appellant's brief and assure an attorney that he 
need not respond to it on behalf of his client. We inform the 
attorney, of course, that that kind of determination is beyond the 
clerks' capacity, but the proposed change means that we will be 
giving that answer out far more frequently. 

Regards, 

~ ? .. ·--
Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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TRAP 41 Ordinary Appeal - When Perfected 

(a) Appeals in Civil Cases. 

(1) Time to Perfect Appeal. When security for costs 

on appeal is required, the bond or affidavit in lieu thereof 

shall be filed with the clerk within thirty days after the 

judgment is signed, or, within ninety days after the judg

ment is signed if a timely motion for new trial has been 

filed by any party [or if any party has timely filed a 

request for findings of fact and conclusions of law in a 

nonjury case]. If a deposit of cash is made in lieu of 

bond, the same shall be made within the same period. 

(2) Extension of Time. (No change.) 

(b) Appeals ~n Criminal Cases. 

(1) Time to Perfect Appeal. (No change.) 

(2) Extension of Time. (No change.) 

(c) Prematurely Filed Documents. No appeal or bond or 

affidavit in lieu thereof, notice of appeal, or notice of 

limitation of appeal shall be held ineffective because 

prematurely filed. In civil cases, every such instrument 

shall be deemed to have been filed on the date of but 

subsequent to the ¢~t¢ [time] of signing of the judgment or 

the ¢~t¢ [time] of the overruling of motion for new trial, 

if such a motion is filed. In criminal cases, every such 

instrument shall be deemed to have been filed on the date of 

but subsequent to the imposition or suspension of sentence 

in open court or the signing of appealable order by the 

trial judge, provided that no notice of appeal shall be 
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effective if given before a finding of guilt is made or a 

verdict is received. 

[COMMENT TO 199 0 CHANGE: To make the appellate timetable for 

non-jury cases conform more to that in jury cases.] 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules.doc 
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( CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L. UmR 
NOAH KENNEDY 
ROBERT J. SEERDEN 
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qlnur± nf J\pptals 
~~irlun±fr ~upreme 3}ubir:lal ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2 , 1 9 90 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 
BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

( reAP 
Rule 41 (a) (1). We suggest you cite the rule governing the 

timely filing of a request for findings of 
fact and conclusions of law. Also, rule 
could be changed to delete the last line of 
rule 41 (a) (1) and in the first sentence 
simply add the word "deposit." For example, 
"When security for costs on appeal is 
r eq u i r e d t h e bond , t h e de p o s i t or th e 
affidavit in lieu thereof ••• " 
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CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 

(214) 653-6920 
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T!?-CP t.J 
TfC It- '{J 51 
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B. Effect of filing a request for findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. The proposed amendments provide that a request 
for findings of· fact and conclusions of law is to be filed within 
20 days of judgment.after a nonjury case. Tex. R. Civ. P. 296. 
If one is timely filed, the appellate timetable is extended the 
same as if a motion for new trial is timely filed. Tex. R. App. 
P. 41(a)(1) & 54(a). 

The impetus seems to be to give appellants' attorneys time to 
get the findings and conclusions in hand, so that they can assess 
realistically the desirability of an appeal. See Garcia v. Kastner 
Farms, Inc:., 774 S.W.2d 668, 669 (Tex. 1989), overruling Garcia v. 
Kastner Farms, Inc:., 761 S.W.2d 444 (Tex. App.--corpus Christi 
1988) . 

Nonetheless, the comment to the proposed new rule states only 
that the amendment is "[t]o make the appellate timetable for non
jury cases conform more to that in jury cases," without further 
elaboration. This comment is somewhat mystifying, because a motion 
for new trial could be filed in either a jury or a nonjury case. 
And there are problems that caselaw will have to resolve. For 
example, what if a party does not make a timely reminder and fails 
to obtain any findings or conclusions--is the timetable still 
extended? A motion for new trial is overruled by operation of law 
if the trial court doesn't act; a request for findings and 
conclusions can simply be ignored if there's not a timely reminder. 
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What if a request is filed in a case in which a request is 
inappropriat'e (such as a summary judgment case) --is the timetable 
still extended? A motion for new trial can be so deficient that 
it should be overruled as a matter of law, but it still operates 
to extend the timetable. See Vasquez v. Carmel Shopping Center 
Co., 777 s.W.2d 532, 533-34 (Tex. App.--corpus Christi 1989, 
n. w. h.) . On the other hand, a motion for new trial in an 
interlocutory appeal is totally ineffective to do anything. See 
Leone v. s. Nordhaus Co., Inc., 678 S.W.2d 129, 130 (Tex. App.--San 
Antonio 1984, no writ) (on mot. for reh•g). A request in a summary 
judgment case, if analogized to a legally deficient motion, would 
extend the timetable, but, if analogized to a motion filed in the 
wrong kind of case, would not. The draft rule does not give much 
guidance. 

The clerks• office will have to be instructed to file in 
any transcript showing a request for findings and 
conclusions filed within 20 days of the judgment when the 
transcript is timely under the 90/120-day timetable. We 
can•t risk the clerks refusing to file a transcript as 
untimely when it might in fact be timely. 

Regards, 

e ?.·--~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
MAX N. OSBORN 

O!ourt of Appeals 
tigqtq J.lubicini ilistrict 

500 CITY-COUNTY BUILDING 
EL PASO, TEXAS 

79901 - 2490 

JUSTICES 915 546-2240 
LARRY FULLER 
JERRY WOODARD 
WARD L. KOEHLER 

Vr,·el!'her ~2, 1989 

Justice ~~a than L. Hecht 
P. O. RoY 12248 
Austin, Texas, 78711 

Dear Justice Pecht: 

I take this opportunity to r,.rri te concerning the proposed changes in 
~he Texas Appellate Practice ~ules as ~et forth in the November issue of 
the Texas P.ar Journal. 

My real purpose :f.n writ:f.ng is with regard to the Article on page 
!147 of the Journal and the comment that many· complain because the rules 
"do not rio enough to reduce the cost and delay of litigation." In 
part:f.cular I note that under TPAP 41 we are now increasin~ the time 
table in many non-jury cases so as to conform to the rules in jurY 
cases. I don't object to conformity. Tt may be needed. Rut I see 
nothing ::f.r. any of the rules which will recluce delay. Thus, the 
~ollowing ~uggesticn is made to help speed up appellate review. 

~~en I began my practice in 1953 and up until the change of Rule 
324 in 1976 a motion for new trial was Cl. necessity and served as the 
basis for practically all points of error. Nothing could be 
incorporated by reference and thus under the holding in Wagner v. 
Foster, 341 S.W.:?d R87 (Tex. 1960) Motions for New Trial were ususany 
the longest instrument in any transcript. I just reviewed a copy of the 
motjon for new trial which I fiJed in Shell Oil Company v. Reinhart, 375 
S.W.2d 717 (Tex. 196t) and find it was more than 70 pages in length. It 
included all the objections to evjdentiarv rulings, all the objections 
to the court's charge and Matters set forth in Motions for an instructed 
verdict. That was T".c!: <m unusual 111otion in those days of practice. 
At that time a motion for new trial had to be ~~led within 10 days after 
the iudgment rtnd couJd be amend~d in rtnother /(j days. That much til'le 
was n~eC.ed in those days. 

s~$.~ 
~~ax N. Osborn 
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCNB TOWER 

November 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, Justice 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Aus~in, Texas 78711 

!lEN '· VAUGHAN, Zit, 
0,. COIJHSI:L 

TCLCCOPY ~Ulool!li£A 

(512) 478-lg7& 

6. The following proposed amendments•use the word "nonjury": 
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41 (a) ( 1) and 54 (a) . The 
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules 
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54 
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The 
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjury" currently. 
appears in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of 
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2). 

r appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, -
1/Jd. . 

Charles A. Spa1n, 
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TRAP 46. Bond for Costs on Appeal in Civil Cases 

(a) Cost Bond. (No change.) 

(b) Deposit. (No change.) 

(c) Increase or Decrease in Amount. (No change.) 

(d) Notice of Filing. Notification of the filing of the 

bond or certificate of deposit shall promptly be given ¢¢1jJ.."'(l¢¢l

f.¢t [each] appellant by ¢~j._J._j._"'(l1J [serving] a copy thereof 1-¢ 

¢¢1jJ.."'(l¢¢l- f¢f. ft¢.¢¢t¢ [on all parties in the trial court together 

with notice of] ¢fi¢~¢~1P~tttl¢t~¢.t/1-~~"'(lf't~¢.1~PP¢l-l-~"'tltl¢tl!l-f.!~ 

P~ttt II-¢ /"'tl¢t !t¢.Pt¢.¢¢."'tlt¢.¢ I'Pt l¢¢¢"'tl¢¢l-l It¢ /t'/1¢ IP~ttt /~t 1'/J.I-¢ /l-~¢t 

~"'(l¢~"'(1/~¢¢f¢¢¢1//~¢1jJ.."'(l¢¢l-/¢~~l-l-/"'tl¢t¢/¢"'(1/¢~¢~/¢¢P1/¢¢fj¢¢ the date 

on which the appeal bond or, certificate wa~ filed. Failure to 

l§Ql serve ~ f¢¢Pt [all other parties] shall ,be ground for 

dismissal of the [appellant's] appeal or other appropriate action 

if l£nl appellee is prejudiced by such failure. 

(e) Payment of Court Reporters. (No change.) 

(f) Amendment: New Appeal Bond or Deposit. (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide immediate notice to all 

parties in the trial court of any appeal by any other parties.] 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 

NORMAN L. UffiR 

NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEERDEN 

FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 

J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qinur± nf J\pp£nls 
'U:~irie£tt±~ ;§uprrnt£ :1fuoh:ial ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 

BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the .Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

~AP 
Rule 46 (d). It is not clear who must give notification of 

the filing of the bond. 
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TRAP 47. Suspension of Enforcement of Judgment Pending 

Appeal in Civil Cases 

(a) Suspension of Enforcement. Unless otherwise provided 

by law or these rules, a judgment debtor may suspend the exe-

cution of the judgment by filing a good and sufficient bond to be 

approved by the clerk, subject to review by the court on hearing, 

or making the deposit provided by Rule 48, payable to the judg-

ment creditor in the amount provided below, conditioned that the 

judgment debtor shall prosecute his appeal or writ of error with 

effect and, in case the judgment of the Supreme Co~rt or court of 

( appeals shall be against him, he shall perform its judgment, 

sentence or decree and pay all such damages and costs as said 

court may award against him. If the bond or deposit is suffi

cient to secure the costs and is filed or made within the time 

prescribed by Rule ~~ 1±11, it constitutes sufficient compliance 

with Rule 46. The trial court may make such orders as will 

adequately protect the judgment creditor against any loss or 

damages occasioned by the appeal. 

(b) Money Juqgment. When the judgment awards recovery of a 

sum of money, the amount of the bond or deposit shall be at least 

the amount of the judgment, interest, and costs. 

The ·trial court may make an order deviating from this 

general rule if after notice to all parties and a hearing the 

(_ trial court finds [~ 
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(1) as to civil judgments rendered in a bond forfeiture 

proceeding, a personal injury or wrongful death action, a claim 

covered by liability insurance or a workers' compensation claim] 

that posting the amount of the bond or deposit will cause 

irreparable harm to the judgment debtor, and not posting such 

bond or deposit will cause no substantial harm to the judgment 

creditor. In such a case, the trial court may stay enforcement 

of the judgment based upon an order which adequately protects the 

judgment creditor against any loss or damage occasioned by the 

appeal; 

[ (2) as to civil judgments rendered other than in a bond 

forfeiture proceeding, a personal injury or wrongful death 

action, a claim covered by· liability insurance or a workers' 

compensation claim, that setting the security at an amount of the 

judgment, interest, and costs would cause irreparable harm to the 

judgment debtor, and setting the security at a lesser amount 

would not substantially decrease the degree to which a judgment 

creditor's recovery under the judgment would be secured after the 

exhaustion of all appellate remedies.] 

(c) (No change.) 

(d) (No change.) 

(e) (No change.) 

(f) (No change.) 

(g) Conservatorship or Custody. When the judgment is one 

involving the conservatorship or custody of a ¢~t~¢ [minor], the 

appeal, with or. without security shall not have the effect of 

suspending the judgment as to the conservatorship or custody of 
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( the ¢9\.j.;I.¢ [minor], unless it shall be so ordered by the court 

rendering the judgment. However, the appellate court, upon a 

proper showing, may permit·the judgment to be superseded in that 

respect also. 

( 

l 

(h) (No change.) 

(i) (No change.) 

(j) (No change.) 

(k) (No change.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To conform the rule to statute.] 
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CARL A. PARKER 
Pr"ldent Pro Tempore 

DISTRICT 4 

EDUCATION, Chairmen 
Admlnlnratlon 
Finance 
Jurloprudence 

September 18, 1989 

mip~ foenab of 

mqe ~tab of mexas 

Mr. Luther H. Soules III 
Soules and Wallace 
lOth Floor 
Republic of Texas Plaza 
175 East Houston Street 
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230 

Dear "Luke: 

CAPITOL OFFICE: 
Pon Office Box 12068 
Aunln, Texeo 78711 
512/463-0104 

DISTRICT OFFICE: 
One Piau Square 
Port Arthur, Taxes 77r "2 
4 9/985-2591 

I appreciated you giving me the opportunity to comment on your 
proposed rules to implement the provisions of SB 134. While I 
believe that your draft accurately captures the intent of the 
law with regard to the subject of the change made in the burden 
required of a defendant to obtain a reduced bond requirement, I 
offer the following additional comments. 

The draft you sent me fails to incorporate the change made in 
Sec. 52.004 of the bill, ~hich reinstates statutorily-the old, 
pre-amendment Rule 49(b) ,--"Excessiveness". As you may be·'aware, 
this provision was dropped by the Supreme Court Advis-ory Committee. 
when the rules were rewritten in the spring and summer of 1987, 
and took effect January 1, 1988. The new rules allowed for a 
review for "Sufficiency" (Rule 49 (a)), but -.dropped excessiveness. 

The Joint Committee heard testimony from Professor Elaine Carlson, 
who chaited the subcommittee of the Advisory Committee which 
propbsed the rules, that discretion still existed for excessiveness 
review. The Joint Committee in this instance, however, believed 
that because a positive action had been taken (the deletion of an 
existing rule), that the rule would need to be readopted or 
statutorily imposed to be effective. Thus the passage of 
Sec. 52.004 of SB 134. 
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September 18, 1989 

I would suggest that appro'priate language for a rule to implement 
this change read as follows: · 

Rule 49(d). In a manner similar to appellate review 
under this rule of the sufficiency of the amount set 
by a trial court, an appellate court may review for 
excessiveness the amount of security set by a trial 
court under Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Section 52.002, 
or under these rules if security is not set under 
Section 52.002. If the appellate court finds that the 
amount of security is excessive, the apR~llate court 
may reduce the amount. 

I hope you will consider an additional area where there seemed to 
be some confusion as to the ability of a trial court to accept 
some type (form) of security other than a bond or cash deposit to 
suspend enforcement of a civil money judgment pending appeal. 
The Joing Special Committee was informed by Professor Carlson 
that the language of Rule 47(b), as written by the Advisory 
Committee and adopted by the Court, allowed such discretion. The 
Joint Committee, relying on and referencing Profeseor Carlson's 
analysis, recommended clarifying the trial court's additidnal 
flexibility irr setting the type of security but ho~ed this could 
be clarified by the Court in any changes to the rules. I do 
suggest, therefore, that the Advisory Committee make 47(b) more 
clear (as it is for other types of judgments) to more clearly 
reflect that amount and ~ of bond or deposit are discretionary 
with the court, withrn-tne-guidelines set otherwise by rule or 
statute. 

I am appreciative of the work being done by you and the committee 
on these rules and your responsiveness to the concerns of and 
actions by the legislature. Should you undertake to write a 
rule dealing with the lien portions of the bill, I'll be glad to 
share with you my comments on that section also. 

Thanks for your interest. 

sincer•c~ 

_GQ Parker 

CAP/pl 

cc: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Senator Kent Caperton 
Senator Bob Glasgow 
Senator Cyndi Krier 
Senator Carl Parker 
Re~resentative Patricia Hill 
Representative Senfronia Thompson 
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Senator Carl A. Parker 

L.'IW OFFICES 

SOULES 8 WALLACE 
ATTOR.NEYS·AT·LJ\W 

A P!t0FE5Sl0NAL CORPOM TION 

TENTH FLOOR. 

REPUBLIC OF TEXAS PU\ZA 

175 E.'IST HOUSTON STREET 

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.'\5 78205·2230 

(512} 224·9144 

October 16, 1989 

Law Offrces of carl A. Parker 
one P-laza Square 
P~~Arthur, Texas 77642 

Dear Senator Parker: 

TELEFM 

SAN ANTONIO 

(512} 224·7073 

AUSTIN 

(512) 327-4105 

Thank you very much for your letter of September 18 regard
ing TRAP 47 and 49. My apologies for not responding sooner. I 
enclose an interlined mark-up of the rules with some ideas on how 
to address your very appropriate suggestions. I will call you in 
a few days to determine whether you. feel these interlineations 
are adequate to resolve your concerns. 

I would like to discuss with you the "excessiveness" matter 
that you raise. I had perceived, although perhaps erroneously 
so, that the insertion beginning in the fifth line of TRAP 49(b) 
of the words "appellate court for insufficiency or excessiveness" 
reached that concern. If it does not, then I simply have not 
understood your suggestion, and I certainly want to fully under
stand it and respond to it. I certainly agree with you that 
discretion should be expressed in the rule for review of exces
siveness for security set under either Rule 47 or Section 52.002. 

I have tried to capture your excellent suggestion on varying 
the "type" of security by making insertions in proposed Rule 
47(b) to cover instances where security is set either under Rule 
47 or Section 52.002. 

I would like also to discuss with you your suggestion to 
include in TRAP 49(d) a specific rule reference to Section 
52.002. The proposed amendment deletes the current reference in 
TRAP 49 to "Rule 47" so as to broaden the scope of TRAP 49. If 
you desire a specific statutory reference, I will recommend that. 
However, perhaps the use of language such as "by law or these 
rules" to generalize to both legislation and other civil rules 

AUSTIN, TEXAS OFFICE: BARTON OAKS PL.'IZA TWO. SUITE 315 
901 MoP•C EXPRESSWAY SOUTH, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78746 

• C512l 328·5511 
CORPUS CHRISTl, TEXAS OFFICE: THE GOO BUILDING. SUITE 1201 

GOO LEOPARD STREET. CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78473 

(512} 883-7501 

TEXAS BOARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION 
I BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL TRIAL LAW 
I BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL APPELU\TE U\W 
• BOARD CERTIFIED· COMMERCIAL AND 

llfSJDENTIAL REAL ESTATE L.'IW 
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Senator Carl A. Parker 
October 16, 1989 
Page 2 

may be adequate, and even perhaps safer in event subsequent 
legislation or rule-making generates additional sources and TRAP 
49 not be contemporaneously adjusted due to oversight. 

I am indeed interested in your thoughts on the lien matters 
and will work with you in any way you ask to fully harmonize the 
rules with the statutes. 

We are most appreciative of the time that you spend to 
improve the administration of justice in Texas, and particularly 
the attention that you have given to assisting with TRAP Rules 47 
and 49 and Section 52.002. 

LHSIII:gc 
Enclosure 
C:/0~4/LHS/LETTERS/405.DOC 

(/ cc: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

l 

Senator Kent Caperton 
Senator Bob Glasgow 
Senator cyndi Krier 
Representative Patricia Hill 
Representative Senfronia Thompson 
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TRAP 47. Suspension of Enforcement of Judgment Pending 

Appeal in Civil Cases 

(a) Suspension of Enforcement. Unless otherwise provided 

by law or these rules, a judgment debtor may suspend the exe

cution of the judgment by filing a good and sufficient bond to be 

approved by the clerk, subject to review by the court on hearing, 

or making the deposit provided by Rule 48, payable to the judg-

ment creditor in the amount provided below, conditioned that the 

judgment debtor shall prosecute his appeal or. writ of-error with 

effect and, in case the judgment of the Supreme Court or.court of 

appeals shall be against him, he shall perform its judgment, 

sentence or decree and pay all such damages and costs as said 

court may award against him. If the bond or deposit is suffi-

cient to secure the costs and is filed or made within the time 

prescribed by Rule ~~ Lill, it constitutes sufficient compliance 

with Rule 46. The trial court may make such orders as will 

adequately protect the judgment creditor against any loss or 

damages occasioned by the appeal. 

(b) Money Judgment. When the judgment awards recovery of a 

· sum of money, the amount of the bond or deposit shall be at least 

the amount of the judgment, interest, and cos~. 
+D prll t~t"A._ ~o.,- s~cu. .,.,~ ,",. o" 0~.-l-t» i;. 

The trial court may make an order~ deviating from this 1 

general rule if after notice to all parties and a hearing the 

trial court finds [~ 

c:jdw4fscacjredlines 00506 
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(1) as to civil judgments rendered in a bond forfeiture 

proceeding, a personal injury or wrongful death action, a claim 

covered by liability insurance or a workers' compensation claiml 

that posting the amount of the bond or deposit will cause 

irreparable harm to the judgment debtor, and not posting such 

bond or deposit will cause no substantial harm to the judgment 

creditor. In such a case, the trial court may stay enforcement 

of the judgment based upon an order which adequately protects the 

judgment creditor against any loss or damage occasioned by the 

appeal; 

( (2) as to civil judgments rendered other than in a bond 

forfeiture proceeding, a personal injury or wrongful death 

action, a claim covered by liability insurance or a workers' 
ps:S+\ hq 

compensation claim, that os~~i~!rthe security at an amount of the 

interest and costs would cause irre arable harm to the 

judgment debtor, t!Jr ~~·· ~~ and- sot._ iN the security at a lesser amount 

would not substantially decrease the degree to which a judgment 

creditor's recovery under the judgment would be secured after the 

exhaustion of all appellate remedies.] 

(c) (No change.) 

(d) (No change.) 

(e) (No change.) 

(f) (No change.) 

(g) Conservatorship or Custody. When the judgment is one 

involving the conservatorship or custody of a ¢~t~¢ (minor], the 

appeal, with or without security shall not have the effect of 

suspending the judgment as to ·the conservatorship or custody of 

c:fdw4fscacfredlines 00507 
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the ¢~;L;l:¢ CminorJ, unless it shall be so ordered by the court 

rendering the judgment. However, the appellate court, upon a 

proper showing, may permit the judgment to be superseded in that 

respect also. 

(h) (No change. ) 

(i) (No change.) 

(j) (No change.) 

(k) (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To conform the rule to statute.] 

c:jdw4jscacjredlines 
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(a) (No change.) 

(b) Appellate Review of (Order Setting Security or] 

Suspending Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal. The trial 

court's order p~t¢~~~tlt¢1~~~¢!~7 (setting security or staying 

enforcement of a judgment] is subject to review ~t lQnl a motion 

to the ¢¢~tt j¢f. j~pp¢~~¢ (appellate court for insufficiency or 

excessiveness]. Such motions shall be heard at the earliest 

practical time. The appellate court may issue ·such temporary 

orders as it finds necessary to preserve the rights of the 

parties. 

The ¢¢~tt/¢f./~PP¢~~¢ [apgellate court] reviewing ·the trial 

court's order may require a change in the trial court's order. 

The ¢¢~tt/¢f./~PP¢~~¢ (appellate court] may remand to the trial 

court for findings of fact or the taking of evidence. 

(c) (No change.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To make clear that within any 

jurisdictional limitations, all appellate courts may review a 

trial court order for insufficiency or excessiveness.] 

(}0509 
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CARL A. PARKER 
Pr"ldent Pro Tempore 

DISTRICT 4 

Commltueo: 

EDUCATION, Chairman 
Admlnlrtratlon 
Finance 
Jurlaorudenc:e 

September 18, 1989 

mqr ~rnatr of 

mqr ~tab of mrxas 

Mr. Luther H. Soules III 
Soules and Wallace 
lOth Floor 
Republic of Texas Plaza 
175 East Houston Street 
San Antonio, Texas 78205-2230 

Dear' Luke: 

CAPITOL OFFICE: 
Pon Office Box 12068 
Aunln. Texu 78711 
512/463-0104 

DISTRICT OFFICE: 
One Plaza Souere 
Pon Anhur, Texas 776 ' 

4 q~"'"' 

I appreciated you giving me the opportunity to comment on your 
proposed rules to implement the provisions of SB 134. While I 
believe that your draft accurately captures the intent of the 
law with regard to the subject of the change made in the burden 
required of a defendant to obtain a reduced bond requirement, I 
offer the following additional comments. 

The draft you sent me fails to incorporate the change made in 
Sec. 52.004 of the bill, ~hich reinstates statutorily the old, 
pre-amendment Rule 49(b) ,-·"Excessiveness". As you may be·'aware, 
this provision was dropped by the Supreme Court Advisbry Committee. 
when the rules were rewritten in the spring and summer pf 1987, 
and took effect January 1, 1988. The new rules allowed for a 
review for "Sufficiency" (Rule 49(a)), but :dropped excessiveness. 

The Joint Committee heard testimony from Professor Elaine Carlson, 
who chaited the subcommittee of the Advisory Committee which 
proposed the rules, that discretion still existed for excessiveness 
review. The Joint Committee in this instance, however, believed 
that because a positive action had been taken (the deletion of an 
existing rule), that the rule would need to be readopted or 
statutorily imposed to be effective. Thus the passage of 
Sec. 52.004 of SB 134. 
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September 18, 1989 

I would suggest that appropriate language for a rule to implement 
this change read as follows: 

Rule 49(d). In a manner similar to appellate review 
under this rule of the sufficiency of the amount set 
by a trial court, an appellate court may review for 
excessiveness the amount of security set by a trial 
court under Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Section 52.002, 
or under these rules if security is not set under 
Section 52.002. If the appellate court finds that the 
amount of security is excessive, the apR~llate court 
may reduce the amount. 

I hope you will consider an additional area where there seemed to 
be some confusion as to the ability of a trial court to accept 
some type (form) of security other than a bond or cash deposit to 
suspend enforcement of a civil money judgment pending appeal. 
The Joing Special Committee was informed by Professor Carlson 
that the language of Rule 47(b), as written by the Advisory 
Committee and adopted by the Court, allowed such discretion. The 
Joint Committee, relying on and referencing Professor Carlson's 
analysis, re~ommended clarifying the trial court's additional 
flexibility in-setting the ~of security but hoped this could 
be clarified by the Court in any changes to the rules. I do 
suggest, therefore, that the Advisory Committee make 47(b) more 
clear (as it is for other types of judgments) to more clearly 
reflect that amount and ~ of bond or deposit are discretionary 
with the court, with~tne-guidelines set otherwise by rule or 
statute. 

I am appreciative of the work being done by you and the committee 
on these rules and your responsiveness to the concerns of and 
actions by the legislature. Should you undertake to write a 
rule dealing with the lien portions of the bill, I'll be glad to 
share with you my comments on that section also. 

Thanks for your interest. 

sincer•c~ 

.G-9. Parker 

CAP/pl 

cc: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Senator Kent Caper~on 
Sen a tor Bob Glasgow----
Senator Cyndi Krier 
Senator Carl Parker 
Re~resentative Patricia Hill 
Representative Senfronia Thompson 
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Senator cari A. Parker 

LAW OFFICES 

SOULES 8 WALLACE 
ATIORNEYS -AT- LAW 

A PR.OFE5510NAL COR PO IV. T10N 

TENTH FLOOR 

REPUBLIC OF TEXAS PLAZA 

175 EAST HOUSTON STREET 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78205-2230 

(512) 224·9144 

October 16, 

Law Off~ces of carl A. Parker 
One PJ:aza Square 
Po~~Arthur, Texas 77642 
/ 
Dear Senator Parker: 

TELEFAX 

SAN ANTONIO 

(512) 224·7073 

AUSTIN 

(512) 327·4105 

Thank you very much for 1our letter of September 1~ regard
ing TRAP 4 7 and 49 .. My apologies for not responding sooner. I 
enclose an interlined mark-up of the rules with some ideas on how 
to address your very appropriate suggestions. I will call you in 
a few days to determine whether you feel these interlineations 
are adequate to resolve your concerns. 

I would like to discuss with you the "excessiveness" matter 
that you raise. I had perceived, although perhaps erroneously 
so, that the insertion beginning in the fifth line of TRAP 49(b) 
of the words "appellate court for insufficiency or excessiveness" 
reached that concern. If it does not, then I simply have not 
understood your suggestion, and I certainly want to fully under
stand it and respond to it. I certainly agree with you that 
discretion should be expressed in the rule for review of exces
siveness for security set under either Rule 47 or Section 52.002. 

I have tried to capture your excellent suggestion on varying 
the "type" of security by making insertions in proposed Rule 
47(b) to cover instances where security is set either under Rule 
47 or Section 52.002. 

I would like also to discuss with you your suggestion to 
include in TRAP 49(d) a specific rule reference to Section 
52.002. The proposed amendment deletes the current reference in 
TRAP 49 to "Rule 47" so as to broaden the scope of TRAP 49. If 
you desire a specific statutory reference, I will recommend that. 
However, perhaps the use of language such as "by law or these 
rules" to generalize to both legislation and other civil rules 

AUSTIN, TEXAS OFFICE: BARTON OAKS PLAZA TWO. SUITE 315 
901 MoP•C EXPRESSWAY SOUTH. AUSTIN, TEXAS 78746 
(512) 328·5511 

CORPUS CHRISTl, TEXAS OFFICE: THE GOO BUILDING, SUITE 1201 
GOO LEOPARD STREET. CORPUS CHRISTl, TEXAS 78473 
(512) 883· 7501 

TEXAS BOARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION 
t BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL TRIAL LAW 
t BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL APPELLATE LAW 
• BOARD CERTIFIED· COMMERCIAL AND 
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Senator Carl A. Parker 
October 16, 1989 
Page 2 

may be adequate, and even perhaps safer in event subsequent 
legislation or rule-making generates additional sources and TRAP 
49 not be contemporaneously adjusted due to oversight. 

I am indeed interested in your thoughts on the lien matters 
and will work with you in any way you ask to fully harmonize the 
rules with the statutes. 

We are most appreciative of the time that you spend to 
improve the administration of justice in Texas, and particularly 
the attention that you have given to assisting with TRAP Rules 47 
and 49 and Section 52.002. 

LHSIII:gc 
Enclosure 
C:/DU4/LHS/LETTERS/405.DOC 

cc: Justice Nathan L. ?echt 
Senator Kent Caperton 
Senator Bob Glasgow 
Senator Cyndi Krier 
Representative Patricia Hill 
Representative Senfronia Thompson 
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TRAP 49. Appellate Review of Bonds in Civil Cases 

(a) (No change.) 

(b) Appellate Review of (Order Setting Security or] 

Suspending to Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal. The trial 

court's order p~t~~~Fitlt¢1'1-~l-4~1'17 (setting security or staying 
by /aw "'.,.~eSc.. .,..ufe s 

enforcement of a judgmen~] is subject to review ~1 lQnl a motion 

to the ¢¢~tr.. I ¢f. I¢.:¢:¢¢¢.) .. ~ [appellate court for insufficiency or 

excessiveness] . Such motions shall be heard at the earliest 

practical time. The appellate court may issue such tempo!ary 

orders as it finds necessary to preserve the rights of the 

parties. 

The ¢¢~ttl¢f.l¢.:¢:¢¢¢.~~ (appellate court] reviewing the trial 

court's order may require a change in the trial court's order. 

The ¢¢~ttl¢f.l¢.:¢p¢¢.~~ (appellate court] may remand to the trial 

court for findings of-fact or the taking of evidence. 

(c) (No change.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To make clear that within any 

jurisdictional lirni tat ions, all appellate courts may review a 

trial court order for insufficiency or excessiveness.] 

c:jdw4jscacjredlines 
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13. Strike "to" in the title. 

TRAP 49. Appellate Review of Bonds in Civil Cases 
(a) (No change.) 
(b) Appellate Review of (Order Setting Security or I Suspend· 

ing~orcement of Judgment Pending Appeal. The trial court's 1 

order ptiiStlliJit to Rt1le 17 (setting security or staying enforce
ment of a judgment! is subject to review by (onl a motion to 
the c:otiJ t of appeab (appellate court for insufficiency or exces
siveness!. Such motions shall be heard at the earliest practical 
time. The appellate court may issue such temporary orders as 
it finds necessary to preserve the rights of the parties. 

The cotiJt of appeals (appellate courtj reviewing the trial court's 
order may require a change in the trial court's order. The c:omt 

of 11ppeals (appellate court I may remand to .the trial court for 
findings of fact or the taking of evidence. 

(c) (No change.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To make clear that within 
any jurisdictional limitations, all appellate courts may review a 
trial court order for insufficiency or excessiveness.! 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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TRAP 51. The Transcript on Appeal 

(a) Contents. (No chang~.) 

(b) Written Designation. At or before the time prescribed 

for perfecting the appeal, any party may file with the clerk a 

written designation specifying matter for inclusion in the 

transcript; the designation must be specific and the clerk shall 

disregard any general designation such as one for "all papers 

filed in the cause." 1~¢1t-tl¢t¢1¢tlt~¢1¢l¢t~lt¢1t~¢l¢¢¢1¢¢-f 

t~~-t¢¢1~-tt¢tl~tlll~¢tl~¢1~t¢¢~¢-lt¢ti¢¢~Pl-t~ti¢~1-PP¢-llttlt~¢ 

¢¢-t~~-tt¢~ I-P¢¢ttttf1~ 1-¢¢~ ~~-tt¢t It- lfi¢t ltt~¢lt lttl¢¢1 The 

party making the designation shall serve a copy of the desig

nation on all other parties. [Failure to tim~ly make the 

designation provided for in this paragraph shall not be·grounds 

for refusing to file a transcript or supplemental transcript 

tendered within the time provided by Rule 54(a); however, if the 

designation specifying such matter is not timely filed, tl 1he 

failure of the clerk to include designated matter will not be 

grounds for complaint on appeal Itt It~¢ 1¢¢-t~fi-tt¢~ /-P¢¢tttt~~ 

-¢¢~1~-tt¢tlt-lf1¢tltt~¢ltlttl¢¢. 

(c) Duty of Clerk. (No change.) 

(d) Original Exhibits. (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To eliminate any consideration that 

timely designation is a jurisdictional requisite for appeal.] 

c:ldw4lscaclredlines 
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Q!aurt af .Appenls 
lJ1ifflJ Eisfrirt af C!!exns nf 3nllns 

CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 TJ(C.P 5 

(214) 653-6920 

-rt.-CP ~ q /tJ 
Tf?..CP tJ. 

-> Tf(A-() 51 
T~AP qo 
-,teA-f' ~0 

A. Late designation of the transcript and late request to the 
court reporter. The rules have always provided that the trial 
court clerk is to prepare a transcript according to rule when a 
bond is.filed: if an appellant does not designate the contents, the 
rule itself does. See Tex. R. App. P. Sl(a). A late designation 
can be accommodated, if it has to be, by a supplemental transcript. 
Hence the timeliness of an appellant's designation does not affect 
our jurisdiction. 

While a late designation does not affect our jurisdiction, we 
repeatedly get appellees filing motions to dismiss, arguing that 
it does. Tex. R. App. P. Sl(b) is being amended to reduce (we 
hope) the number of such motions, which routinely get denied 
anyway. 

The request to the court reporter is a somewhat different 
matter. The reason is that filing a bond with the trial court 
clerk suffices in itself to inform the clerk that an appeal has 
been initiated. The reporter, however, knows to begin preparing 
the statement of facts only if an appellant makes the request. 
Thus, a late request to the reporter is a consideration that we 
must take into account in determining whether to grant an extension 
for the statement of facts. See Tex. R. App. P. 54(c). 
Nonetheless, Tex. R. App. P. 53(a) is being amended to clarify that 
a late request is something to consider in our discretion, but 
nothing of jurisdictional dimension. If a reporter timely files 
the statement of facts despite a late request, the lateness of the 
request is immaterial. 

Regards, 

(~_?···-~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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TRAP 52. Preservation of Appellate Complaints 

General Rule. (No change.) 

Informal Bills of Exception and Offers of Proof. (No 

Formal Bills of Exception. (No change.) 

(a) 

(b) 

change.) 

(c) 

(d) 

point in 

Necessity for Motion for New Trial in Civil Cases. A 

a motion for new trial is prerequisite to appellate 

complaint in those instances provided in paragraph (b) of Rule 

324 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. [A party desiring to 

complain on appeal in a non-jury case that the evidence was 

legally or factually insufficient to support a finding of fa6t, 

that a finding of fact was established as a matter of law or was. 

against the overwhelming weight of the evidence, or of the 

inadequacy or excessiveness of the damages found by the court 

shall not be required to comply with subdivision (a) of this 

rule.] 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To clarify appellate requisites from 

non-jury trials.] 
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCNB TOWER SEN "· VAUGHAN, m:. I= 

POST OF"F"ICE SOX 98 ~ 
0,. COUNseL 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 j ~ 
TELE"HONE: 1512) 490-5600 [/eft-

. ~~~ ~ TE:LE:COFtY 10.1Uioii5CR: 
f51ZJ 47~!Hg7S 

November 26,
11 
~~9 3 1 y1D 

tliV-1 . () '} ')D 'Y I 

11lhr, .rxO xt; co.Jl9 
The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 

Justice \V'f) _51 
/ {~ ~ 
/ 14/ c,CI) 
v L~ L -; c. Austin, Texas 78711 

V LY / 

/ s ~-:J--ld Dear Judge Hecht: 

6. The following proposed amendments use the word "nonjury": 
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 4~(a)(1) and 54(a). The 
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules 
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54 
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The 
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjury" currently 
appears in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of 
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2). 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, -
/iJd. ' 

Charles A. Spa1n, 

I 
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TRAP 53. The Statement of Facts on Appeal 

(a) Appellant's Request. The appellant, at or before the 

time prescribed for perfecting the appeal, shall make a written 

request to the official reporter designating the portion of the 

evidence and other proceedings to be included therein. A copy of 

such request shall be filed with the clerk of the trial court and 

another copy served on the appellee. [Failure to timely request 

the statement of facts under this paragraph shall not prevent the 

filing of a statement of facts or a supplemental statement of 

facts within the time prescribed by Rule 54(a) .] 

(b) Other Requests. (No change.) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Abbreviation of Statement. (No change.) 

Partial Statement. (No change.)· 

Unnecessary Portions. (No change.) 

Certification by Court Reporter. 

Reporter's Fees. (No change.) 

(No change.) 

(h) Form. (No change.) 

Narrative Statement. (No change.) 

Free Statement of Facts. (No change.) 

Duty of Appellant to File. (No change.) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(l) 

(m) 

Duplicate Statement in Criminal Cases. (No change.) 

When No Statement of Facts Filed in Appeals of Criminal 

Cases. (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To eliminate any consideration that 

timely request is a jurisdictional requisite for appeal.] 
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LUBBOCK, TEXAS 794CJ 1 
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November , 1989 
Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Box 12248 

1(-cP ;.;cD Austin, Texas-78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

As per the request of the Texas Supreme Court, I would like to 
offer the following suggestions concerning the Rules. 

2. 

3. 

s. 

6. 

Rescind ALL local rules and do not permit local Courts to trap 
the practicing attorney by making Rules. 

Require a party taking the ~a party or witness to 
furnish the other attorne~~'deposition at the ex
pense of the one taking the deposition. 

Require the Appellant to deliver the copy of the Transcript 
and the Statement of Facts to the Appellee's attorney the day 
of or after the Appellant's Brief is mailed to the Court of 
Appeals: and, thereafter the Appellee's attorney will fi,le 
same wi t·h the Clerk of the trial court. 

Remove, rescind, delete ALL sanctions by opposing counsel for 
alleged bad faith or frivilous law suits, because opposing 
counsel NOT having any counter-claim or cross-action is using 
these allegations alone to intimidate and coerce the opposing 
side. These allegations have become just as abusive as the 
party allegedly bringing a bad faith law suit. IF, retained 
in any manner, let JUST the trial Judge file a Motion and a 
hearing, and if a fact issue to be tried by a jury. 

Require that a Judge NOT discuss any matter concerning the case 
with one attorney when the other attorney is NOT present, where 
there are opposing counsel. And, you might ought to say an 
attorney will not discuss matters with the court unless the 
other attorney is present. 

A Rule which would follow due process would require that NO order 
or judgment of the Court would be rendered or entered unless a 
hearing is set and notice served on all parties. This business 
of Courts just signing order~and/or judgments without opposing 
counself bein,! afforded an opportunity to be heard is for the 
birds. This would not apply as to a default judgment and this 
might be clarified as to default judgments and say no motion 
need be served upon the defaulting party. Other jurisdictions 
require a Motion asking for a default judgment, and that it 
be served and a date, time and palce set for a hearing thereon. 

7. A Rule that any appeal from an administrative agency will in fact 
be trial de novo and not test an Administrative Order under the 

substantial evid~n5e r~~~-~~ 

Yours very truly, ~~,~-~ Hugh Harrell 
WHH:wh cc: Ret. QQ 52 t 
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FRANK G. EVANS 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

JAMES F. WARREN 
SAM BASS 
LEE DUGGAN, JR. 

~MURRY B. COHEN 
D. CAMILLE DUNN 
MARGARET G. MIRABAL 
JON N. HUGHES 
MICHOL O'CONNOR 

JUSTlCES 

Hon. Nathan Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

<!!nurt nf .App2ttls 
.IJrirsl §uprEmE .iJu.Oicittl :illislrid 

13D7 §nn .iJndntn, llllil .IJrlnor 
illouston, a!Exn.s 77DD2 

September 27, 1989 

Re: Amendments to Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

KATHRYN COX 
CLERK 

LYNNE LIBERA TO 
CHIEF STAFF ATTORNEY 

PHONE 713-655-2700 

I want to thank you (or an excellent presentation to appellate judges 
assembled last week at the Judicial Conferenc~. We appreciate the opportunity to 
discuss our rules of civil and ap('ellate procedure with those who have a· direct 
influence in making them. 

I would like to respectfully recommend two changes in ou_r appellate 
rules. 

~ My se~ond recommendation is that rules of appellate proced~'d 
( ~e changed to provide that it is the court reporter's duty, not the appellant's 
~·"~~file the statement of facts in the Court of Appeals and to obtain extensions of 

: time for late filing. The present rules place this duty upon the appellant, which causes 
considerable inconvenience to lawyers in dealing with the many court reporters and 
substitute court reporters who are often involved in different parts of the case. Our 
rules should recognize that the court reporter is an officer of the court, and usually a 
full-time employee, who is well paid to perform this sole function. It is unreasonable 
to impose on a lawyer, who in most criminal cases will be working for a court
appointed fee, the duty of going to the court reporter's home or office, picking up the 
record, and transporting it downtown to the Court of Appeals. 

Likewise, I can imagine no good reason for requiring the lawyer to obtain 
an extension of time for filing the statement of facts. The la.wyer has no control over 
the statement of facts and makes no money from producing it. This burdensome 
responsibilitYshould be placed upon the court reporter because the court reporter has 
sole control of the statement of facts and is the only one who makes money from 
producing it. 

I recommend that appellate rule 53(k) read as follows: 

-

(k) Duty of Appellant Court Reporter to File It is the 
a-p~e.Ua-nf-5 court reporter's duty to cause the statement of 
facts to be filed with the Clerk of the Court of Appeals. {\()~?? 
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TRAP 54. Time to File Record 

(a) In Civil Cases -- Ordinary Timetable. The transcript 

and statement of facts, if any, shall be filed in the appellate 

court within sixty days after the judgment is signed, or, if a 

timely motion for new trial or to modify the judgment has been 

filed by any party [or if any party has timely filed a request 

for findings of fact and conclusions of law in a nonjury case], 

within one hundred twenty days after the judgment is signed. If 

a writ of error has been perfected to the court of appeals the 

record shall be filed within sixty days after perfection of the 

writ of error. Failure to file either the transcript or the 

statement of facts within such time ~hall not affect. the juris

dic.tion o.f · the court, but shall be ground for dismissiRg the 

appeal, affirming the judgment appealed from, disregarding 

materials filed, or applying presumptions against the appellant, 

either on appeal or on-the court's own motion, as the court shall 

determine. The court has authority to consider all timely filed 

transcripts and statements of facts, but shall have no authority 

to consider a late filed transcript or statement of facts, except 

as permitted by this rule. 

(b) In Criminal Cases - Ordinary Timetable. The transcript 

and statement of facts shall be filed in the appellate court 

within sixty days after the day sentence is imposed or suspended 

in open court or the order appealed from has been signed, if a 

motion for new trial is not filed. If a timely motion for new 

trial is filed, the transcript and statement of facts shall be 

filed within one hundred [twenty] days after the day sentence is 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules 00523 



( \ imposed or suspended in open court or the order appealed from has 

been signed. 

( 

(c) No change. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To make the appellate timetable for 

non-jury cases conform more to that in jury cases. To conform 

paragraph (b) to the rule amendment adopted by the Court of 

Criminal Appeals.] 

00524 
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<a:aurt nf ApprnLs 
.Yifilr EHstrirt nf C!!rxns nt 3nllns 

CRAIG T. ENOCH 
CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 

(214) 653-6920 

B. Effect of filing a request for findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. The proposed amendments provide that a request 
for findings of fact and conclusions of law is to be filed within 
20 days of judgment after a nonjury case. Tex. ~- · Civ. P: 296. 
If one is timely filed, the appellate timetable is extended the 
same as if a motion for ·new trial is timely filed. Tex. R. App. 
P. 41(a)(1) & 54(a). 

The impetus seems to be to give appellants' attorneys time to 
get the findings and conclusions in hand, so that they can assess 
realistically the desirability of an appeal. See Garcia v. Kastner 
Farms, Inc., 774 S.W.2d 668, 669 (Tex. 1989), overruling Garcia v. 
Kastner Farms, Inc., 761 S.W.2d 444 (Tex. App.--corpus Christi 
1988) • 

Nonetheless, the comment to the proposed new rule states only 
that the amendment is "[t]o make the appellate timetable for non
jury cases conform more to that in jury cases," without further 
elaboration. This comment is somewhat mystifying, because a motion 
for new trial could be filed in either a jury or a nonjury case. 
And there are problems that caselaw will have to resolve. For 
example, what if a party does not make a timely reminder and fails 
to obtain any findings or conclusions--is the timetable still 
extended? A motion for new trial is overruled by operation of law 
if the trial court doesn't act: a request for findings and 
conclusions can simply be ignored if there's not a timely reminder. 
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What if a request is filed in a case in which a request is 
inappropriate (such as a summary judgment case)--is the timetable 
still extended? A motion for new trial can be so deficient that 
it should be overruled as a matter of law, but it still operates 
to extend the timetable. See Vasquez v. Carmel Shopping Center 
Co., 777 S.W.2d 532, 533-34 (Tex. App.--Corpus Christi 1989, 
n.w.h.). On the other hand, a motion for new trial in an 
interlocutory appeal is totally ineffective to do anything. See 
Leonev. S. NordhausCo., Inc., 678 S.W.2d 129, 130 (Tex. App.--San 
Antonio 1984, no writ) (on mot. for reh'g). A request in a summary 
judgment case, if analogized to a legally deficient motion, would 
extend the timetable, but, if analogized to a motion filed in the 
wrong kind of case, would not. The draft rule does not give much 
guidance. 

The clerks' office will have to be instructed to file in 
any transcript showing a request for findings and 
conclusions filed within 20 days of the judgment when the 
transcript is timely under the 90/120-day timetable. We 
can•t·risk the clerks refusing to file a transcript as 
untimely when it might in fact be timely. 

Regards, 

r~ _;?.-
~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

JAMES F. WARREN 
SAM BASS 
LEE DUGGAN, JR. 

~MURRY B. COHEN 
~ 7 D. CAMILLE DUNN 

MARGARET G. MIRABAL 
JON N. HUGHES 
MICHOL O'CONNOR 

JUSTlCES 

Han. Nathan Hecht 
Texas Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Qlcruri nf 1\.pp znl.s 
lJtii"si §upi"rml" .1Juoicittl :frlistrid 

13il7 §on .1Jocintn, llll17 ]rlnnr 
mousion, C!rrxos 77ilil2 

September 27, 1989 

Re: Amendments to Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

KATHRYN COX 
CLERK 

LYNNE LIBERA TO 
CHIEF STAFF ATTORNEY 

PHONE 713-655-2700 

~ My second recommendation is that rules of appellate proced~fu;io 
( ~e changed to provide that it is the court reporter's duty, not the appellant's 
~·}_~file the statement of facts in the Court of Appeals and to. obtain extensions of 

.· time for late filing. The present rules place this duty upon the appellant, which causes 
considerable inconvenience to lawyers in dealing with the many court reporters and 
substitute court .reporters who are often involved in different parts of the case. Our 
rules should recognize that the court reporter is an officer of the court, and usually a 
full-time employee, who is well paid to perform this sole function. It is unreasonable 
to impose on a lawyer, who in most criminal cases will be working for a court
appointed fee, the duty of going to the court reporter's home or office, picking up the 
record, and transporting it downtown to the Court of Appeals. 

Likewise, I can imagine no good reason for requiring the lawyer to obtain 
an extension of time for filing the statement of facts. The lawyer has no control over 
the statement of facts and makes no money from producing it. This burdensome 
responsibility should be placed upon the court reporter because the court reporter has 
sole control of the statement of facts and is the only one who makes money from 

___ p~Qducing it. 

Similarly, rule 54( c) should be changed to read as follows: 

(c) Extension of Time An extension of time may be granted 
for late filing in a court of appeals of a transcript or 
statement of facts, if a motion reasonably explaining the 
need therefor is filed, by appellant in the case of the late 
transcript and by the court reporter in the case of a late 
statement of facts, with the court of appeals not later than 
15 days after the last date for filing the record. Such motion 
shall also reasonably explain any delay in the request 
required Rule 53(a). 

=-
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GRAVES, DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCNB TOWER 

F>OST OFFICE SOX 99 ~ 

8!:N '. VAUGI-fAN. m~ .. ':. 
0' COuNS~L 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 ) ~ 
TELEPHONE: 15121 490·5600 v~ 

. ~~~ ~ TE:LE:COPY NU,..8[f; 
(51ll •78·197& 

November 26,,. ~s{fo9 ) 1 yi"() 
rt1tf1 () '} 'W -y I 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

I ~y n riJ k\ I co.JC9 
Justice jV'f! 51 

/ {~ 
-~ 14/ v c_ 

6. The following proposed amendments use the word "nonjury": 
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 41 (a) ( 1) and 54 (a). The 
following proposed amendments use the word "non-jury": Texas Rules 
of Appellate Procedure 41 comment, 52 (d), 52 comment, and 54 
comment. The court may wish to standardize the terminology. The 
term "non-jury" currently appears in Texas Rules of Civil Procedure 
90, 156, 216(1), 249, 307, and 542. The term "nonjury" currently 
appears in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 324(a) and Texas Rule of 
Judicial Administration 6(b) (2). 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, -
1/Jd. 

Charles A. Spain, 

-----
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TRAP 57. Docketing the Appeal 

(a) (No change.) 

(b) Attorneys' Names. Before an attorney has filed his [or 

her] brief he [or she] may notify the clerk in writing of the 

fact that he [or she 1 represents a named party to the appeal, 

which fact shall be ~t/t~¢1¢~¢t~ noted [by the clerk] upon the 

docket, opposite the name of the party for whom ~¢ [the attorney] 

appears, and shall be regarded by the court as having whatever 

effect is given to the appearance of a party to a case without 

1£1 brief [having been] filed. After briefs have been filed, the 

name of [each] t~¢ attorney ¢tl¢tt¢t~¢1¢ sign¢¢/t¢[ing] the brief 

shall be entered by the clerk on the docket, opposite the name of 

the appropriate party if such names have not already been so 

entered·. The clerk shall add the names of additional counsel 

~]on request. 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change only.] 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules.doc 
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCN6 TOWER 

)~~ 
CHARLES A.~ j 

(512) 43~ ~ ~ iJ 
i>~!Y 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 

·Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

l!!tf;N ~- VAUGHAN, m . . ·-· 

. . I 
5. Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 57 (a) ( 1) .refers to "supreme 1 

judicial district." Perhaps this should be changed to "court of 
appeals district" or simply "district" in keeping with the 
proposed amendments to rules 12, 74, and the appendix for criminal' 
cases. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, 

Ch/1::{. 
-
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TRAP 72. Motions to Dismiss for Want of Jurisdiction 

Motions to dismiss for want of jurisdiction to decide the 

appeal and for such [other) defects as defeat the jurisdiction in 

the particular case and [which] cannot be waived shall also be 

made, filed and docketed within thirty days after the filing of 

the transcript in the court of appeals; provided, however, if 

made afterwards they may be entertained by the court upon such 

terms as the court may deem just and proper. 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change only.] 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 

NORMAN L. umR 

NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEERDEN 

FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 

J. BONNER DORSEY 

O.Inuri: nf J\pp£nls 
'm~irle£nt~ ~upr£mt J}u.Otcial ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 

BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 

CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Cou~t 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

TKAP 
Rule 72. Why is this rule necessary? If the defect is 

truly jurisdictional, it can't be waived and, 
therefore, can be raised at any time. 
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TRAP 74. Requisites of Briefs 

Briefs shall be brief. Briefs shall be filed with the Clerk 

of the Court of Appeals. They shall be addressed to "The Court 

of Appeals" of the correct ~]11.¢t¢ift¢ 1 :;f]11.¢j_¢j_¢.l- /VJ [ d] istrict. In 

civil cases the parties shall be designated as "Appellant" and 

"Appellee", and in criminal cases as "Appellant" and "State". 

(a) Names of All Parties [to the Trial Court's Final 

Judgment]. A complete list of the names [and addresses] of all 

parties [to the trial court's final judgment and their counsel in 

the trial court, if any] shall be listed at the beginning of the 

appellant's brief, so the members of the court may at once 

determine whether they are disqualified to serve or should recuse . . 
themselves from participat~ng in the decision ·of the case [and so 

the clerk of the court of appeals mav properly notify the parties 

to the trial court's final judgment and their counsel, if any, of 

the judgment and all orders of the court of appeals]. 

(b) Table of Contents and Index of Authorities. (No 

change.) 

(c) Preliminary Statement. (No change.) 

(d) Points of Error. (No change.) 

(e) Brief of Appellee. (No change.) 

(f) Argument. (No change.) 

(g) Prayer for Relief. (No change.) 

(h) Length of Briefs. Except as specified by local rule of 

the court of appeals, appellate briefs in civil cases shall not 

exceed 50 pages,. exclusive of pages containing the [list of names 

and addresses of parties, ] table of contents, index of 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 00533 
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authorities, points of error, and any addendum containing stat-

utes, rules, regulations, etc. The court may, upon motion, 

permit a longer brief. A. court of appeals may direct that a 

party file a brief, or another brief, in a particular case. If 

any brief is unnecessarily lengthy or not prepared in conformity 

with these rules, the court may require same to be redrawn. 

(i) Number of Copies. (No change.) 

(j) Briefs Typewritten or Printed. (No change.) 

(k) Appellant's Filing Date. (No change.) 

(1) Failure of Appellant to File Brief. (No change.) 

(m) Appellee's Filing Dates. (No change.) 

( n) 

(.o) 

Modifications of Filing Time. 

Amend:nent or Supplementation .. 

(No change.) 

(No change.) 

( p) 

[(g) 

Briefing Rules to be Construed Liberally. (No change.) 

Service of Briefs. All briefs filed in the appellate 

court shall at the same time be served on all parties to the 

trial court's final judgment.] 

[Cm-TI-1ENT TO 1990 CHANGE: This amendment, together with other 

similar amendments conforming other appellate rules, requires the 

parties to any appeal to serve copies of all papers filed with 

the clerk of the appellate court (except the statement of facts 

and the transcript) , and the clerk of the appellate court to mail 

notice and copies of all appellate court orders and opinions on 

all parties to the trial court's judgment. 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L. UTIER 
NOAH KENNEDY 
ROBERT J. SEERDEN 
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qinur± nf ~pp~zrls 
ij!~iru2nt~ ;Suprem2 :D'Mirial ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 
BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORI 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the fallowing comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

11Af Rule 7 4. This rule as well as other previous rules and 
comments suggests that the clerk of the court 
of appeals notify the parties to the trial 
court's final judgmen~ and their counsel, if 
any, of the orders of the court. There are 2 
problems with this requirement. First, tbe 
appellate courts should notify counsel only, 
not the party and their counsel. Second, all 
parties to the trial court's judgment may not 
be involved in the appellate process. In 
other words, if ten parties are named in the 
judgment but only three are involved in the 
appeal, then there is no need to send routine 
notices to the other seven parties no longer 
involved. In addition, this rule requires 
that the brief contain a list of the names 
and addresses of all parties to the trial 
court's final judgment and their counsel in 
the trial court. Again, shouldn't counsel on 
appeal be the important factor. For example, 
one party may have had attorney A for trial 
counsel and now has retained attorney B. The 
notice provisions throughout the appellate 
rules will cause a great increase in expense 
if the appellate courts are ~ired to __ 
notify all parties to the judgment and their 
trial counsel and their appellate 7ounsel. 
For example, a will contest involving several 
heirs. 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht Court Rules Liaison 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Luther H. Soules, Chairman January 15, 1990 
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee 

RE: Rules 74(h), 131 (i), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 
Length of Briefs (1 page) 

To meet the 50-page limit on briefs without sparing the appellate court the full benefit 
of their views, counsel occasionally reduce the page margins and type size rather 
dramatica~ly. Some members of the Court have raised the issue of whether the rules 
should specify printing standards for briefs to eliminate this practice. I would prefer to 
await that ironic crisis when counsel's determination to add a few very important words 
will yield a brief with t'ype too s.mall to be read. 

My own view is that the problem, when it occurs, can be dealt with under Rules 131 U), 
and the corresponding provision of Rule 74(h), irrespective of the actual number of 
pages in the brief. The issue raised is but a smaller part of a larger problem which 
takes myriad forms: placement of materials in appendices, reference to other parties' 
briefs, etc. The point is, good counsel will not burden a court with more than it can 
or will consider in a given case. Page limits and other such standards are only rules 
of thumb. I do not see much to be gained by being more specific. However, the 
Court has asked for the Committee's counsel. 
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-----· 
<rtourt of .Ap-p-eals 

ltrifilf iSisfrirt of C!texa.s at 3alla.s 
CRAIG T. ENOCH 

CHIEF JUSTICE 
DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 (214) 653-6920 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

December 7, 1989 

c. Parties to be served 

T/(CP 5 
~cP~CJ.~ 
Tf?-CP tJ. 

Tf(ltfJ 51 
y~AP CfD 
TRA-P ~o 

The proposed rules contain provisions throughout stating, in 
substance, that any~hing part of the record on an appeal {except 
'for the transcript and the statement of facts) is to be served on 
all "parties to the trial court's judgment." See comment to Tex. 
R. App. P. 40. This change applies to our own notices, orders, 
opinions, and judgments. See Tex. R. App. P. 91. 

The clerks' office will have to be informed. The clerks 
will also have to make sure that every party to the 
judgment is on the Court's mailing list for every case. 

The change is probably to prevent the disaster that occurred 
in Hexcel Corp. v. Conap, Inc., 738 S.W.2d 359 (Tex. App.--Fort 
Worth 1987, writ denied). Hexcel involved multiple parties, with 
claims for contribution. The appellant served a copy of its bond 
upon the party against whom it directly asserted a claim, but not 
upon all parties to the judgment. As a. result, the appellant's 
direct adversary was unable to timely perfect an appeal against the 
third party from whom the adversary sought contribution, if the 
appellant should ultimately prevail. Because the appellant's 
failure to serve all parties prejudiced its adversary's rights 
against the third party, the appeal was dismissed. 
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Yet this change, seemingly innocuous enough, is probably going 
to impact upon our day-to-day operations the most. Even when a 
party attempts to limit an appeal so that not all parties are 
affected, all "parties to the trial court's judgment" must still 
be served. See Tex. R. App. P. 40(a) (4). An immediate problem for 
us will be to identify just who is and who is not a party to the 
judgment. Not all parties to the suit are parties to the judgment: 
for example, a named defendant whom a plaintiff voluntarily 
nonsuits before trial. Conversely, the rules make clear that a 
party to the judgment must be served even if he appears to be not 
a party directly interested in the appeal. 

Presently, the transcript department of the trial court 
clerks' office types the names and addresses of the parties on 
appeal on the cover of the transcript. The transcript department 
gets this information from the bond: the appellant is the 
principal on the bond, and the appellee is the obligee. Thus, the 
transcript cover identifies only the parties to the appeal. When 
the transcript is filed, our clerks note who the parties are by 
looking at the cover. Notice of the filing of the transcript is 
then sent immediately to the parties. 

About all that we can do, on adoption of these amendments, is 
our best to identify the proper parties that require notice. Now 
there will be other parties (aside from the parties to the.appeal) 
who will also require notice. 

The clerks should look at the final judgment in the 
transcript to determine who is named in that judgment, 
instead of referring to the parties given on the cover 
of the transcript. 

Despite Hexcel, the proposed changes requ~r~ng us to give 
notice to all parties to the judgment do not completely absolve 
prospective appellants from making sure that all interested parties 
are served. Tex. R. App. P. 74(a) has a proposed amendment, to 
provide that parties must include the names and addresses of all 
parties to the judgment in their briefs, for the express purpose 
of assisting our clerks in determining to whom notice should be 
sent. We will also be assisted by the new requirement that 
certificates of service give the names and addresses of all parties 
served. We can check our own notice list against a specific 
certificate to eliminate variances or omissions. (This the clerks 
already do, when a motion is filed: the problem is when the 
transcript is filed, before there are any motions.) 

The Hexcel problem is likely to remain. The most critical 
(and jurisdictional) deadlines occur at the beginning of an appeal. 
By the time we get the transcript, the time to file a motion to 
extend the time to file a bond has usually completely expired. 
Thus, although the cle£ks do not have the ultimate responsibility 
to keep all interested parties informed, the proposed rule changes 
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will achieve their full purpose only if the cle~ks do attempt to 
establish who·the parties to the judgment are as soon as possible. 
Because the clerks can't do so without examining the inside of the 
transcript, the task of sending out our initial notice letters will 
be considerably more difficult. 

Also, the clerks will have to brace themselves for phone calls 
from anxious attorneys. Attorneys whose clients have no direct 
interest in an appeal are prone to panic when they hear from the 
Court; they conclude that we must know something about the appeal 
that they don•t. The clerks' office has even been asked in the 
past to review an appellant's brief and assure an attorney that he 
need not respond to it on behalf of his client. We inform the 
attorney, of course, that that kind of determination is beyond the 
clerks' capacity, but the proposed change means that we will be 
giving that answer out far more frequently. 

• Regards, 

~-?···--· 
Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 

'"""'~~j (S12) 48~ ~ ::-"\ 

(~a; ;y~J 
~?--' 

2300 NCN B TOWER 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

SEN '· VAUGMAN. m. P.C. 

T£LECOPY NUW!II!:": 
(51l:l 478·1978 

7. In amending Texas Rules of. Appellate Procedure 74 (a} and I 
131(a}, the court may wish to consider United States Supreme Court 
Rule 28.1, which requires a corporation to name all parent 
companies, subsidiaries (except wholly owned subsidiaries}, andl1 
affiliates. 

1 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, 

/~Jd. 
Charles A. Spain, 

-
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SMEAD, ANDERSON, WILCOX & DUNN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

-425 NORTH F"REOCNIA, SUITE ICC 

P. C. BOX 33o63 

TELEPHONE (21<4) 757·2968 

F"ACSIMIL£ (21<4) 757·-4612 

LONGVIEW, TEXAS 75606-3343 

November 30, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
Rules Advisory Committee 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Tex. R. App. P. 74(k) 

To The Committee: 

1 

M. ~. SMEAD. ,Jill. 

808 ANOE,.SON 
MELVIN R. WILCOX, 111 

Pw41CMAEL L. OUN""' 

KYLE CUTCH 

PI:TER L. SR£WER 

In response to the Court's invitation in the November, 1989 issue of 
the Texas Bar Journal, the following suggestion regardi~g the Rules of 
A p p e 11 a t e P r o ·c e d u r e i s mad e . R u 1 e 7 4 ( k ) o f t he. T ex a s R u 1 e s o f 
Appellate Procedure concern~ the deadline for filing appellan~'s Brief 
in the Court of Appeals. It states: "Appellant shall file his brief 
within 30 days after the filing of the tra~script and statement of 
facts, if any . " 

This rule is slightly ambiguous where the transcript and facts are not 
filed on the same day. The rule could be clarified as rephrasing that 
portion of the Rule as follows: Appellant shall file his brief within 
30 days after both the transcript and statement of facts, if any, have 
been filed " 

Sincerely, 

SMEAD, ANDERSON, WILCOX AND DUNN 

By : _d_Q_~...__.._ __ =:-::. --

dl 

Peter L. Brewer 
F.o r mer Briefing At t orne y , 
Texas Supreme Court 
1987-88 term 
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~\i9 ~ November 29 1 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

19 89 

This letter is in response to the invitation to comment on 
the proposed amendments to the Texas Rules of Civil and Appellate 
Procedure. This letter will be confined to expressing concerns as 
to two major changes in the Rules of Appellate Procedure as viewed 
by the office of Clerk of the second Court of Appeals. 

Appellate Rule 74(a) as amended will require briefs to list 
all parties to the trial court's final judgment and their counsel 
so that the Clerk of the court of appeals may send those parties 
copies of all orders, opinions and judgments of the court of 
CllJlJ~CilCio • ~""l~ 91 ,:,imilcu:ly Z:C4!I.Iill'eCI el\0 ~ppoll~tO ClGarlc 1:0 s:::ond 
copies of the opinion and j~dgment to all parties to the trial 
court's j.udgment. This proposed rule does not. aid the legal 
system to "reduce the cost and delay of litigation,n nor does it 
"increase both the efficiency and the fairness of the justice 
system," professed goals of the rules committee as stated on 
p.ll47 of the November Texas ~Journal. 

Court clerks already face a heavy load of paperwork. Now 
over-burdened copy machines and expensive supplies of paper and 
envelopes as well as precious hours of labor must be wasted 
sending copies of every order an appellate court issues to people 
who are not parties to the appeal. Additionally, those persons 
who chose not to appeal might have to pay legal fees to their 
trial attorneys who will receive those orders, opinions and 
judgments, and pass them along to their clients at a suitable 
billing rate. The office of Clerk of this court strongly opposes 
such a wasteful, time-consuming change in the Rules of Appellate 
Procedure. 

. Thank· you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the 
proposed Rules changes. 

Sincerely, 
·-!J.~@~ 
~vonne Palmer 
Chief Clerk 
2nd Court of Appeals 
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(a) Decision and Opinion. The court of appeals shall hand 

down a written opinion which shall be as brief as practicable but 

which shall address every issue raised and necessary to final 

disposition of the appeal. Where the issues are clearly settled, 

the court shall write a brief memorandum opinion. ~~~t¢~1¢~¢~~¢ 

~¢ti~¢1P~~~t¢~¢¢1 

(b) Signing of Opinions. A majority of the justices 

participating in the decision of the case shall determine whether 

the opinion shall be signed by a justice or issued per curiam. 

The names of the justices participating in the decision shall be 

noted on all written opinions or orders handed down by a panel. 

l~Y LQll· Determination to Publish. A majority of the 

justices participating in the decision of a case shall determine, 

prior to the time it is issued, whether an opinion meets the 

criteria for publishing, and if it does not meet the criteria for 

publication, the opinion shall be distributed only to the persons 

specified in Rule 91, but a copy may be furnished to any inter

ested person. On each opinion a notation shall be made to 

"publish" or "do not publish." (Any party may move the appellate 

court to reconsider the determination whether to publish an 

opinion. The justices participating in the decision of a case 

may reconsider their determination whether to publish an opinion 

after it has issued. However, the appellate court shall not 

order any unpublished opinion to be published after the Supreme 

Court or Court of Criminal Appeals has acted on any party's 

application for writ of error, discretionary review. or any other 

c:jdw4jscacjredlined.doc 
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~ relief. The Supreme Court or the Court of Criminal Appeals may 

on request of any party or non-party to a court of appeals 

decision order a court of appeals opinion published at any time.] 

( 

l 

l¢Y [Cdll Standards for Publication. An opinion by a court 

of appeals shall be published only if, in the judgment of a 

majority of the justices participating in the decision, it is one 

that (1) establishes a new rule of law, alters or modifies an 

existing rule, or applies an existing· rule to a novel fact 

situation likely to recur in future cases; (2) involves a legal 

issue of continuing public interest; (3) criticizes existin~ law; 

or (4) resolves an apparent conflict of authority. 

· l¢Y ((e) 1 Concurring and Dissenting Opinions. Any justice 

may file an opinion concurring in or d~s~enting from the decision· 

of the court of appeals. A concurring or dissenting opinion may 

be published if, in the judgment of its author, it meets one of 

the criteria established in paragraph (c), but in such event the 

majority opinion shall be published as well. 

(f) (No change.) 

(g) Action of Court En Bane. The court en bane may modify 

or overrule a panel's decision with regard to the signing or 

publication of the panel's opinion or opinions in a particular 

case. A majority of justices shall determine whether written 

opinions handed down by the court en bane shall be signed by a 

justice or issued per curiam, and whether they should be 

published. [However, the appellate court shall not order any 

unpublished opinion to be published after the Supreme Court or 

c:jdw4fscacjredlined.doc 



~ Court of Criminal Appeals has acted on any party's application 

for writ of error, discretionary review, or any other relief.] 

( 

l 

(h) Order of the Supreme Court. Upon the grant or refusal 

of an application for writ of error, W~¢t~¢fl~tl¢~tt~~~tlt¢1~¢~~ 

¢fl~tlt¢1~¢~~1~¢1f¢Y¢f¢~~~¢1¢ff¢fl an opinion previously unpub

lished shall forthwith be released [by the clerk of the court of 

appeals] for publication. l/~1/t~¢1~~pf¢¢¢1~¢~ft!¢¢1¢f¢¢f¢1 

[Upon the denial or dismissal of an application for writ of 

error, an opinion previously unpublished shall forthwith be 

released by the clerk of the court of appeals for publication, if 

the Supreme Court so orders]. 

(i) (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To preclude publication of an 

unpublished opinion by a court of appeals after court action in 

the appeal by the Supreme Court or the Court of Criminal Appeals; 

to provide that anyone, whether or not a party, can seek an order 

from the Supreme Court or Court of Criminal Appeals to publish 

any such opinion at any time; to reguire the clerks of the courts 

of appeals to release for publication all court of appeals 

opinions following grant or refusal of writ of error by the 

Supreme Court of Texas and to make other textual changes.] 

c:jdw4jscacjredlined.doc 
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STATE BAR OF TEXAS 

TO: Texas Supreme Court 

FROM: Committee on Administration of Justice 

RE: Proposed Rule Changes 

DATE: December 18, 1989 

The Committee on the Administration of Justice has reviewed 

the Supreme Court Advisory Committee's proposed rule changes. 

We believe that the vast.majority of the proposals are sound and 

should be approved. We have a few suggestions to make, which 

fall into these four categor~es: (1) alternate proposals for 

rules 21a and 166, (2) criticism of proposed rules 271-275, (3) 

recommendation that TRAP 90 remain unchanged, and (4) the 

"highlighting of various inadvertent errors in the wording of 

several of the rules. 

3. Recommendation that TRAP 90 remain unchanged. 

The advisory committee's proposed TRAP 90 would 

significantly alter present law concerning the publishing of 

court of appeals opinions. We believe the present rule is 

working well and should not be changed. 
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( CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L. UTTER 
NOAH KENNEDY 
ROBERT J. SEERDEN 
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

QJnur± of J\pp2als 
~~irhentfr ;'SUJrreme 3Jumda1 ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTL TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 
BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

( 
/:I?.A-P. 

Rule 90 [c) ] • This should be corrected to include a full 
set of ( ) • Does section (c) allow for a 
request by a court of appeals to the Supreme 
Court or Court of Criminal Appeals to publish 
a previously unpublished court of appeals 
opinion? If not, the rule should do so. Jf'fll' 

Rule 90 (h). 

l 

This rule states that, if an application for 
writ of error is granted or refused, 
automatically, the previously unpublished 
opinion of the Court of Appeals shall be 
published. There may be times when the Court 
initially grants, and then withdraws the 
decision. Publishing should simply be 
ordered by the Court when necessary, 
and not be an automatic occurrence. 
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@.aurt .af Apprnls 
-------- ---

ltriftq mistrirt .af atrxns nt 1Enllns 
CRAIG T. ENOCH 

CHIEF JUSTICE 
DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75202-4658 (214) 653-6920 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

December 7, 1989 TJ(.C.P 5 
-rt:-CP ~ q it; 
Tt:-cP tJ 
7KA-'P sl 

--7 TY:AP qo 
TRA-P ~o 

B. Publication of opinions o The amended rules clarify 
publication policy o We can publish an opinion upon motion, 
provided that a higher court has not y~t granted any relief to a 
party appealing our decision. See Tex. R. App. P. 90(g). once a 
higher court has granted some relief, it has the exclusive 
prerogative to determine whether our opinion should be published. 

Regards, 

(' ?------~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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DALLAS COuNTY 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

JOHN VANCE 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

November 21, 1989 

RE: Comments on Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure - TRAP 90 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Pursuant to the invitation for public" comment on the 
proposed rule changes found in the Noveinber issue of Texas Bar 
Journal, please consider the following: 

~1 90 (c) and (g) 

In my opinion both the present and proposed ·rules 
suffer from the same sp·ecies of flaw. Under both rules it is 
possible that a Court of Appeals opinion may be changed from 
unpublished to published after the parties have decided not to file 
a petition for discretionary review. While the proposed rules have 
the "advantage" of at least making it clear that this can occur, 
they also appear to broaden the categories of persons who may 
request a post-decision change in the publication status of the 
opinion. 

This problem is not theoretical in nature, it has already 
happened to me. In my case, the unpublished opinion of the Court 
of Appeals was changed to a published opinion by way of an order 
signed 2 days before the expiration of the time to file a petition 
for discretionary review. Due to delays in delivery of this order 
to me, I became aware of the fact that this change was made 
approximately 4 hours before the State's petition for discretionary 

1 In this acronym conscious age, I wonder if any one but me 
has noticed the unfortunate "trap" produced by the abbreviation 
used in the Bar Journal article. 
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review was due to be filed. 

As the head of the appellate division of a major 
metropolitan District Attorney's office my concerns about the 
severity of this problem may be somewhat atypical. However, I 
think that there may be other appellate lit'igators (and some on the 
civil side as well) who may share my concerns. 

These concerns arise from the fact that our office is in 
many instances concerned with the rationale and holding of a 
particular opinion for reasons outside of the resolution of the 
case(s) which the opinion may decide. Because of the large number 
of cases which have identical or near identical issues in them, 
this office must be concerned with the effect that the published 
opinions may have on the jurisprudence of this State. 

The State of Texas may "lose" a particular case based 
upon certain holdings of the Court of Appeals which are ques
tionable, unclear, or simply wrong. Yet, the attorney for the 
State may feel that further appeal of a particular unpublished 
opinion would be fruitless in light of other known reasons 
supporting reversal of the conviction which are not st~ted in the 
unpublished opinion. In such a situation the State's attorneys may 
decide to simply stop beating the dead horse in question, and 
proceed to a speedy retrial of the case. However, such a 
conclusion might not have been reached if the opinion had been 
published and therefore of precedental value pursuant to TRAP· 
90(i). To allow th~ published/unpublished status of the opinion 
to be changed after the time for filing a petition for 
discretionary review has substantially elapsed or expired, allows 
for an alteration of this portion of the decision-making equasion 
to be changed after the time for doing anything about correcting 
the erroneous opinion ha~ effectively passed. 

In addition, it may be that in a rare situation, a 
particular unpublished opinion of the Court of Appeals may "affirm 11 

the conviction but still contain a holding deemed unsatisfactory 
to the State. Again, this actually happened to me in a particular 
case. Where the unsatisfactory opinion is unpublished, the State's 
attorney may be content to take the win (never take points off the 
board is the theory, originating in the NFL, behind such a 
decision) and, as they say in East Texas, "go to the house. 11 

However, the State may wish to seek discretionary review of an 
improperly decided point if it is contained in a published opinion, 
particularly where the defendant has sought petition for 
discretionary review on another issue in the case. 2 

Another related concern is based on my perception that 

2 But this is not the only instance where this may occur. I 
once had the state's Attorney (in Austin) seek a petition in a case 
I had won in the Court of Appeals without consulting me, even 
though the defendant had not filed a petition. 
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court of appeals justices may take more care in crafting an op1n1on 
(by including appropriate limiting language, etc.) where the 
justice believes that he is not writing for publication. 

I propose that if the court desires that there be ~ 
mechanism in the appellate rules to allow for the change of the 
publication status of a court of appeals opinion (and I concede 
some such rule is desirable), that the Rules be structured to allow 
either party to the case in question a full 30 days from the day 
the appellate court orders such a change in status (from 
unpublished to published} to file a petition for discretionary 
review, writ of error, or other relief. 

In addition, I believe it would be useful to specifically 
require any party or non-party requesting a change in the 
publication status of an opinion to serve copies of the request on 
the opposing party (or both parties in the case of a non-party 
request) and to specifically require at least 15 days for the 
parties to respond to such requests before the appellate court to 
which such a request is made may rule on the request. This will 
allow the appellate court to rule on the request with a maximum 
amount of input from the attorneys who have handled the case. 

I have also enclosed a recently published article written 
by Justice O'Connor of.the Houston court of Appeals which suggests 
that a more thorough evaluation of the policies informing the 
initial publication decision by the Court of Appeals is in order. 
! realize that the rule chang~s in question were not designed to 
deal specifically with such issues, but this topic should be put 
forward for consideration by the Court. 

JBK/sn 

effr a:· Keck 
t,/Assistant District Attorney 

Frank crowley Criminal Courts Bldg. 
Dallas county, Texas 
(214) 653-3628 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE · Qinurl of J\pp£als CLERK . 

BETH A. GRAY 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L. UTIER 
NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEEROEN 

'm~irlttni:~ ;Suprtntt 3}u0itinl ~istrid DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

512·888-0416 
FORTUNATO P BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248, Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

~ 
f\pCjO 

September 29, 1989 

On September.21, r989, at the Annual meeting of the Council 
of Justices of the Courts of Appeals the enclosed resolution was 
adopted unanimously. 

We earnestly request that you favorably consider this 
Resolution at the time of the proposed changes to the Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 

NLU:mjd 
Enclosure 
cc: Hon. Bob Dickenson 

Hon. Jimmy Carroll 
Hon. John T. Boyd 

Kin9es personal regards, 
I 

/,/0;~1/// 
/ orman L. Utter 
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BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE COUNCIL OF JUSTICES OF THE COURTS 

OF APPEALS REQUESTS THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS TO REJECT THE 

RECOMMENDATION OF THE RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO REQUIRE THE 

AUTOMATIC PUBLICATION OF ALL OPINIONS WHEN AN APPLICATION FOR 

WRIT OF ERROR IS GRANTED. 

( 

l 
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<!37 PARK AvENUE 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017 

ll DOELL. SAPP. ZIVLEY, HILL & LA800N 
A PAFITNEFISHIP INC~UOING PFIOfESSIONA~ COFIPOFIATIONS 

ATTORNEYS 

TEXAS COMMERCE TOWER 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

1713) 226-1200 

1200 TEXAS COMMERCE TOWER 

2200 FlOSS AVENUE 

CALLAS. TEXAS 75201 

12141 220-4800 

12121 455-9300 

TE~ECOPIERI21Zl 9815•7281 
· TELEX 76-2616 

TELECOPI ER 17131 223-3717 

301 CONGRESS AVENUE 

SUITE 1400 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Justice Nathan Hecht 
Supreme Court of Texas 
15th at Colorado 
Austin, Texas 78711 

IS1213<!0·4111 

November 29, 1989 

RE: Proposed 1990 Change to Tex. R. App. P. 90 (publication 
of court of appeals decisions) 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

I would suggest a couple of minor textual changes in proposed 
Tex. R. App. P. 90. These changes would, I believe, better reflect 
the Court's intent in amending the rule. 

(c) Determination to Publish •••• Any party may move 
the a~~e%%a~e-ee~~~ Court of Appeals to reconsider 
the determination whether to publish an opinion. 
The justices participating in the decision of a case 
may reconsider their determination whether to 
publish an opinion after it has issued. However, 
the a~~e%%a~e~~ Court of Appeals shall not order 
any unpublished opinion to be published after the 
Supreme Court or Court of Criminal Appeals has acted 
on any party's application for writ of error, 
discretionary review, or any other relief. 

(g) Action of Court En Bane. However, the 
a~~e%%a~e-~ court of appeals shall not order 
any unpublished opinion to be published after the 
Supreme Court or court of Appeals has acted on any 
party's application for writ of error, discretionary 
review, or any other relief. 
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November 29, 1989 
Page 2 

The purpose for these suggested minor changes is to make it 
perfectly clear that the phrase "the appellate court" really refers 
to the Court of Appeals, and not both the Court of Appeals and the 
Supreme Court. 

In addition, I have a number of substantive concerns regarding 
the proposed rule change. I understand the Court's concern with 
possible abuse of power by courts of appeals. I also assume that 
the Supreme Court Advisory Committee considered the proposed 
changes in detail. I am curious, however, whether the following 
matters have been considered: 

1. The new rule would apparently permit the Texas 
Supreme Court to order a court of appeals opinion 
published -even when no party has ever sought an 
application for writ of error or otherwise invoked 
the Texas Supreme Court's jurisdiction. Is a 
decision by the Texas Supreme Court to order an 
opinion published under these circumstances 
consistent with the general prohibition on advisory 
opinions? Is it practical or desirable for the 
Texas supreme Court to make a determination 
regarding whether a court of appeals opinion should 
be ordered published without the benefit of briefing 
or argument by either party to the case? Is it 
courteous or wise to reverse the decision of a court 
of appeals to order an opinion not published without 
formally consulting that court or giving that court 
an opportunity to rule on a motion to order 
publication? 

2. As currently worded, the proposed rule change 
permits a non-party to ask the Texas Supreme Court 
to order publication of an originally unpublished 
decision. Is there any reason for not permitting 
the same option to a non-party on application to 
the court of appeals, while that court-has authority 
to amend its publication decision? 
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November 29, 1989 
Page 3 

3. As currently worded, the rule is silent regarding 
the authority of a court of appeals to order post
hac publication of a "no writ" decision, months or 
years after that decision is final. Should some 
provision be made for this situation? 

4. In addition to giving the Texas Supreme Court the 
authority to determine whether to publish an opinion 
in a case where jurisdiction is final in the court 
of appeals (e.g., a temporary injunction 
proceeding), the revised rule also appears to give 
the Court the power to determine whether to order 
publication of a criminal decision. Is this 
intended? 

5. For the. limited classes o! cases in whic~ 
jurisdiction is made final iR the court of appeals, 
certiorari review by the United States Supreme Court 
may be available:. The United States Supreme Court 
certiorari proce:ss is to some extent influenced by 
the jurisprudential importance of a case which, in 
turn, is somewhat influenced by whether or not a 
decision is published. Would it not make sense to 
curtail the power of a court of appeals to 
retroactively order publication in situations in 
which the United States Supreme Court has acted on 
a petition for writ of certiorari? 

6. In light of the new provision in Tex. R. App. P. 
90(h) permitting the Texas Supreme court to order 
opinions published after denial or dismissal of writ 
applications, attorneys will inevitably speculate 
about what such an order "really" means. I assume 
that the Court anticipates using this authority only 
in unusual circumstances. Accordingly, the Court 
might decrease speculation by adding a sentence at 
the end of Tex. R. App. P. 90(b), like the 
following: "Such decision to order or not order 

. publication is not intended and should not be 
construed as expressing any opinion on the legal 
merits of the lower court's decision." 
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Page 4 

Again, I expect that all of these matters have been fully 
taken into consideration. If any clarification or explanation for 
my comments is desired, however, I would be more than happy to 
discuss them with any member of the Committee. 

Sincerely, 

Ja~es w. Paulsen 

JWPjeaj 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
MAX N. OSBORN 

Qiourt of Appeals 
1Eig~t~ JJu(l iciul !Hsttirt 

500 CITY-COUNTY BUILDING 
EL PASO, TEXAS 

79901- 2490 

JUSTICES 
LARRY FULLER 
JERRY WOODARD 
WARD L. KOEHLER 

91 s 546-2240 

~/DEPUTY CLERK v' DENISE PACHECO 

"'~'\·err-.her 72, 1989 STAFF ATTORNEY 
JAMES T. CARTER 

Justice ~.ratt-an L. Hecht 
P, 0, PaY 1 22 48 
Austin, Texas, 78711 

Dear Justice Pecht: 

I take this opportunity to ..,.>rite concerning the proposed chan,:;es in 
t:he Texas Appellate Practice ~ules as set forth in the November issue of 
the Texas P.ar Journal. 

J eJ so favor the proposed dlange in TP . .AP QO (h). I believe all 
opinions. bv thP. Courts of Appeals should he oubl.ished wh-ere an 
application for writ of error is granted, If ~ case is reversed the 
Supreme Court disagrees with eithe~e facts or law as set forth by the 
interwediate court and that opinion should he 0f record to disclose the 
difference to those who are interested. · J urge the adoption of this 
che.nge. 

s~4(~ 
~·ax N. Osborn 
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Dear Justice Hecht: 

This 1 etter is in response to the invitation to comment on 
the proposed amendments to the Texas :Rules of Civi~ and ~ppell ate 
Procedure. This letter will be confined to express1ng concer~s as 
to two major changes in the Rules of Appellate Procedure as v1ewed 
by the office of Clerk of the second Court of Appeals. 

The second rule change we are concerned about is found in 
:Rule 90. Part of our concern arises from the conflict between 
subsections (c) and (h). Subsection (c) in and of itself makes 
perfect sense in forbidding the appellate court to publish an 
opinion after-the Supreme Court has acted on the case. Subsection 
(h), however, then requires the court of appeals to automatically 
publish All court of appeals' opinions in which writ is granted or 
refused. Perhaps (c) should be amended to read: 

However, the appellate court shall not order any unpublished 
opinion to be published af.ter the Supreme Court or Court 
of Criminal Appeals has acted on any party's application for 
writ of error, discretionary review, or any other relief, 
except as provided in (h). 
If granting or refusing a writ makes all opinions 

printworthy, perhaps the Standards for Publication set out in (d) 
should also be amended to add: 1 or (S} if writ of error is 
granted or refused.· A problem then· arises in that (h) does not 
tell the appellate court whether it must publish opini9ns in which 
discretionary review is granted or refused, as the Court of 
Criminal Appeals is not mentioned in (h), although it is in (c). 

A further problem arises for the appellate clerks in the 
instances under (h) where writ is granted and the Supreme Court 
later holds writ was improvidently granted. Should the court of 
appeals then attempt to withdraw from publication its unpublished 
opinion that was published only because writ had been granted? It 
would be helpful to appellate court clerks if the rules addressed 
this question. 

These comments on Rule 90 are based on the assumption that 
(h) is only addressing cases in which the court of appeals 1 

opinion is marked "do not publish» under Rule 90(c:). If, however, 
we have misread (h) and it is intended that the court of appeals 
withhold publication on all opinions until the Supreme Court has 
acted, we do oppose such a construction of (h). Thts_constructi.on 
of (h) would seriously delay publication of opinions by courts of 
appeals. As a practical result, attorneys could not use a court 
of appeals opinion for .legal research or authority unless they 
were fortunate enough to have Westlaw or texis. Legal research is 
extremely difficult with only slip opinions. -

If these constructions of (h) are not what the Rules 
Committee intended, please clarify rule 90(h) so that your intent 
is clear and there is no internal conflict with 90(c). 

Sincerely, 

td-~@~ 
~vonne Palmer 
Chief Clerk 
2nd Court of Appeals 00559 
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TRAP 91. Copy of Opinion and Judgment to :p,:'t-t¢tfl.¢1¢1 /"f.t¢J 

[Interested Parties, and Other Courts] 

On the date an opinion of an appellate court is handed down, 

1.-t 1¢'¢~1--7 .. /'¢¢It'¢¢ l¢v1t1 !¢f. the clerk of the appellate court t¢ 

[shall] mail or deliver to the clerk of the trial court, to the 

trial judge who tried the case, and to ¢Yt¢1¢f.lt'¢¢/~tt¢tYt¢1¢1f.¢t 

t'¢¢ tPl-~1.-ttt/..f.f.¢ I ¢t It'¢¢ I ~t~t¢ I ~fl.¢ I ¢fl.¢ I ¢f. It'¢¢ I ~tt¢ttt¢1¢ I f.¢t It'¢¢ 

¢¢f.¢Yt¢~Ytt¢ [the State and each of the defendants in a criminal 

case and to each of the parties to the trial court's final 

judgment in a civil case] a copy of the opinion ¢¢7-/..Y¢t¢¢ [handed 

down] by the appellate court and a copy of the judgment rendered 

by ¢y1¢'¢ [the] appellate court as entered in the minutes. [Deliv

ery to a party having counse~ indicated of record shall be made 

to counsel.] The ¢¢~1/t¢¢¢/..Y¢¢/'¢1/t'¢¢ clerk of the trial court 

shall '¢¢/'¢1/'¢/..~ file¢ (the copy of the opinion] among the papers 

of the cause in such court. When there is more than one attorney 

¢fl. /¢~¢'¢ /¢/..¢¢ [for a party], the attorneys may designate in 

advance the one to whom the copies of the opinion and judgment 

shall be mailed. In criminal cases, copies shall also be provid

ed to the State Prosecuting Attorney, P. 0. Box 12405, Austin, 

Texas 78711 and to the Clerk of the Court of Criminal Appeals 

~Yt¢1~tt11~~~¢l-l-~tttlt¢~t¢¢¢1tt/..tt~l'¢t~¢¢l-f.· 

(COMMENT ON 1990 CHANGE: This amendment, together with other 

similar amendments conforming other appellate rules, requires the 

parties to any appeal to serve copies of all papers filed with 

the clerk of the appellate court (except the statement of facts 

c:jdw4jscacfredlined.doc 00560 
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STATE BAR OF TEXAS 

4'54~.CDI 

TO: Texas Supreme Court 

FROM: Committee on Administration of Justice 

RE: Proposed Rule Changes 

DATE: December 18, 1989 

4. Suooested corrections of errors in snelling and errors 

of omission. 

We also point out various errors in spelling and wording 

which have appeared in the ruies as forwarded to the suprem~ 

court and as published in the bar journal. These mistakes are 

identified by line number and rule on the typewritten copy of 

the proposed rules submitted to the court. 

L. TRAP 91, lines 12-14: "Delivery on a party •.. shall 

be made on counsel" should read "Delivery to a party • shall 

be made to counsel." 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 
PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 
NORMAN L. UITER 
NOAH KENNEDY 
ROBERT J. SEERDEN 
FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 
J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qinur± of J\ppEals 
m~irit£nt~ ;§upr£mt Jfumt:ial ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

ClERK 
BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the pr~posed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

-rt.AP 
Rule 91. Again this rule requires the clerk of the 

court to notify parties that might not 
be parties to the appeal. This rule, unlike 
the prior rules, specifically allows for 
service to be on counsel indica ted of record 
instead of the party. What counsel? 
Previous rules require a listing of trial 
counsel, but, again, appellate counsel is 
what i s imp or tan t • Th e r e s h o u 1 d be a 
provision here, as well as a general 
provision applying to all of the appellate 
rules, that, if more than one attorney 
represents a party and if the attorneys fail 
to designate in advance the one to whom 
copies of all correspondence is to be sent, 
then the appellate court may so designate. 
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TAAP 100. Motion and ~¢¢¢¢¢ [Further] Motion for Rehearing 

(a) Motion for Rehearing. (No change.) 

(b) Reply. (No change.) 

(c) Decision on Motion. (No change.) 

(d) ~¢¢¢¢¢ [Further] Motion for Rehearing. (No change.) 

(e) Amendments. (No change.) 

(f) En Bane Reconsideration. A majority of the justices of 

the court en bane may order an en bane reconsideration of any 

decision of a panel within 1t1t¢¢¢1¢~1¢1~1t¢tl¢~¢~1¢¢¢t¢t¢¢1t¢ 

t¢¢~¢¢ [the period of the court's plenary jurisdiction[ with or 

without a motion for reconsideration en bane. A majority of the 

jus~ices may call for an ep bane review by (1} no~ifying the 

clerk in writing within said 1t1t¢¢~ 1¢~1 period, or (2) by 

written order issues within said 1t1t¢¢~1¢~1 period, either with 

or without en bane conference. In such event, the panel decision 

shall not become final, and the case shall be resubmitted to the 

court for an en bane review and disposition. 

(g) Extensions of Time. (No change.) 

(COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide that en bane review may be 

conducted at any time within the period of plenary jurisdiction 

of a court of appeals.) 

00563 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 

NORMAN L. UITER 

NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEERDEN 

FORTUNATO P BENAVIDES 

J. BONNER DORSEY 

O.Inur± nf J\pp£nls 
ur~irh.ent~ ;Supr.ern.e 3)'ubidal ~istrid 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTL TEXAS 78401 

January 2 , 1 9 90 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 

BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 

CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

-rtltP 
Rule 100. Since the rule discusses the plenary power of 

the appellate court, then nplenary ~owern 

should be defined. In other words, if a 
motion for rehearing is overruled by a court 
of appeals and then later, on the 29th day 
afterwards but prior to the filing of an 
application for writ of error, a majority of 
the justices order an en bane reconsideration 
on their own motion, is that okay? What 
about reconsideration by the panel itself? 
There is no provision to allow for the 
reconsideration by a panel itself during the 
court's nplenary power.n 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Justice Nathan L. Hecht 

From: Robert w. Coleman 

Date: December 11, 1989 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Texas Court Rules 

I apologize for not being able to submit my comments prior to 
November 30, but hope that these arrive in time for consideration. 

(15) TRAPlOO: There is a textual error in subparagraph f. 
I believe the word "within" has been inadvertently omitted. 
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L\WOFFlCES 

OF 

STANLEY G. SCHNEIDER 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

Eleven Greenway Plaza, Suite 3112 
Housron. Texas 7i046 

. (ilJ) 961-5901 

Scanley G. Schneider 
W. Troy McKinney 
Thomas D. Moran November 16, 1989 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
P. 0. BoX 12 2 4 8 
Austin, Texas 78711 

RE: Proposed 1990 Rule Changes. 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

After reviewing the proposed rule changes, I offer the 
following comments and suggestions: 

4. Texas Rule~ of Aooellate Procedure lOO(f): 

The proposed change in the first full textual 
sentence would produce a rule that said: 

A rna j or i t y of the j u s t ices of the c ou r t en 
bane may order an en bane reconsideration of 
any decision of a panel [-] ~period of the 
court's plenary jurisdiction • • " 

Either the striken word "within" or some other 
similar word should remain between "Eanel" and 
"the". 

---~------

Respectfully, 

?t-J:---~ 
W. TROY McKINNEY 

WTM/ag 1 

l 
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-rt.AP 100 

14. Do not strike "within". 

15. For parallel structure and verb tense, (f) (2) should say 
"issuing a written order within said period, n 

TRAP 100. Motion and 5eeond [Further! Motion for Rehearing 
(a) Motion for Rehearing. (No change.) 
(b) Reply. (No change.) 
(c) Decision on Motion. (No change.) 
(d) 5eeon-d [Further! Motion for Rehearing. (No change.) 
(e) Amendments. (No change.) 
(f) En Bane Reconsideration. A majority of the justices of the 

court en bane mav order an en bane reconsideration of any deci
sion of a panel@!0fiftecn da)! after !ttch deei!ion i3 i!!uec:! 
[the period of the court's plenary jurisdiction! with or without 
a motion for reconsideration en bane. A majority of the justices 
may call for an en bane review by (1) notifying the clerk in writing 
withiit said fiftcCti day period, or (2) "" 0rittl~n order ~thin 
said fifteen da, period, either with or wi out en bane conference. 
In such event, the panel decision shall ot become final. and the 
case shall be resubmitted to the court ran en bane review and 
disposition. 

(g) Extensions of Time. (No ch 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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2. Appellate Rule 90(h) conflicts with (c) and makes no sense. 
If (h) means that a court of appeals must automatically 
publish all opinions in which writ was filed, I oppose such a 
change. The number of·pulished opinions would increase 
greatly. The quality of law published would not be increased, 
but the time lawyers must spend wading through useless 
appellate opinions will certainly increase -- further slowing 
legal research and raising legal fees. Law libraries will be 
hard pressed to find room for all the new reporters. 

If, on the other hand, (h) means courts of appeals 
should withhold from publication all their opinions 
until time for Supreme Court action has passed, I oppose 
the change. This would seriously delay publication of 
court of appeals opinions. Not everyone has slip 
opinions and access to westlaw and Lexis. If I am 
incorrect in these interpretations of (h), please re
write the section and clarify the committee's intent. 

These may not be the type of comments the committee sought, 
but I felt they needed to be made. Thank you for your time and 
attention. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Baker 
1224 Randy Drive 
Irving, TX 75060 
SB #01565580 
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SECTION NINE. APPLICATION FOR WRIT OF ERROR 

AND BRIEF IN RESPONSE [IN THE SUPREME COURT] 

TRAP 130. Filing of Application in Court of Appeals 

(a) Method of Review. (No change.) 

(b) [Number of Copies;] Time and Place of Filing. [Twelve 

copies of] ';l'l!lhe application shall be filed with the Clerk of 

the Court of Appeals within thirty days after the ¢t¢truling ¢1 

~~¢/1¢¢~ [on all] timely [filed] motion~ for rehearing/ttl¢¢/~1 

¢~11~¢t11· [An application filed prior to the filing of a motion 

for rehearing by a party shall not preclude a party r including 

the party filing the application, from filing a motion for 

rehearing, or the court of appeals from ruling on such motion. 

An application filed prior to the last ruling on all timely filed 

motions for rehearing shall be deemed to have been filed on the 

date of but subsequent to the last ruling on any such motion]. 

(c) Successive Applications. (No change.) 

(d) Extension of Time. (No change.) 

(COI'1MENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To provide that the court of appeals 

shall rule on all timely filed motions for rehearing regardless 

of any prematurly filed application for writ of error and to deem 

that all premature applications for writ of error are filed on 

the date of but subsequent to the lnst ruling by the court of 

appeals on the last timely filed motion for rehearing.] 

c:jdw4jscacjredline2.doc 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht Court Rules Liaison 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Luther H. Soules, Chairman January 15, 1990 
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee 

RE: Rule 130(c), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 
Time for Filing Successive Applications for Writ of Error (1 page) 

A question has arisen whether the deadline for filing successive applications for writ of 
error should be determined by reference to the actual filing of the lirst application or 
by reference to the event from which the deadline for the first application is measured, 
the overruling of the last timely motion for rehearing filed by any party. It has been 
suggested that the present rule is confusing. The followjng amendment is proposed: 

(c) Successive Applicatiqns. If any party files an application 
within the time specified or as extended by the Supreme Court any other 
party who was entitled to file ffi::I6R an application but failed to do so shall 
have ten additional days from the date of filing any preceding application 
in which to tile it m~ 99 ~9 ~!D !8G.X 8~~ fm~t!D~·,·eY.~ttPrfiQ" 9!ttl~ 
~~§~•J!m~lx, m9li8n••-•r9t.•r~n~~nn~ m~st.J?v :~nx e~· 

The Court requests the Committee's counsel regarding this matter. 
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<!Inurt of AJ!J!l'ttls 

lfifiq Elistrirt of C!!rxns nt 1Enllns 
CRAIG T. ENOCH 

CHIEF JUSTICE 

Honorable Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Texas 
P.O. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Nathan: 

DALLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75202-4658 

December 7, 1989 

(214) 653-6920 

71?-CP 5 
Tf-CP d. q b; 
T~cP tJ 
7fC A-fJ 51 
T~AP qo 
-rfCit-(' ~0 

c. Prematurely filed applications for writ of error. The 
supreme Court has listened to us and has·attempted to resolve the 
problem stated in our Wadsworth opinions, beginning with Wadsworth 
Business Center-Willowbrook Limited Partnership, 775 S.W.2d 663 
(Tex. App. --Dallas 1989, writ pending). Whether it has been 
resolved, only time can tell. Tex. R. App. P. 130(b) now expressly 
provides that a writ application "filed prior.to the filing of a 
motion for rehearing by a party shall not preclude • • • the court 
of appeals from ruling on such motion. 11 In such cases, the 
application is treated as a premature application, deemed filed on 
the date of, but subsequent to, the filing of the motion. 

I note that the wording of the amended rule only contemplates 
that the application be filed before the motion; it does not 
literally address the situation in which a motion is filed, but 
just not ruled upon, before the application is filed. (Because of 
the different deadlines--15 days for a motion, 30 days for an 
application--the latter situation is far more likely.) 
Nonetheless, if we have jurisdiction to issue an order on a motion 
that is filed after a writ application, we must have jurisdiction 
to issue an order, after a writ application, on a motion that was 
filed before the application. Additionally, the comment to the 
rule states that the amendment is "[t]o provide that the court of 
appeals shall rule on all timely filed motions for rehearing 
regardless of any prematurely filed application for writ of error 
• • • 11 (emphasis added) • Thus, the rule seems sufficiently clear, 
but it may need caselaw exp1ounding. 

The clerks' office will have to be told that, from now 
on, they file all timely motions for rehearing whether 
or not an application for writ of error has already been 
filed. 

Regards, 

(' ? .. · 
~ 

Craig T. Enoc 
Chief Justice 
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GRAVES, 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

9. In light of the \ Jngua ...... Jof footnote 5 to Judge Ray's 
concurring opinion in D~ the court may wish to add the 
following language to the end of Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 
130 (c): "in which to file it [with the Clerk of the court of 
Appeals]. Donwerth v. Preston II Chrysler-Dodge, Inc., 775 S.W.2d 
634, 643 n.5 (Tex. 1989} (Ray, J., concurring). Conversely, the 
court may wish to allow successive · applications to be filed 
directly with the cl·erk of the supreme court. In any event, it 
would be unfortunate if under the current rule a successive 
application was mistakenly filed in the supreme court and opposing 
counsel argued that no jurisdiction· existed to consider that 
application. This is the sort of appellate trap the court has 
sought to do away with. 

The court may also wish to address the other appellate trap 
highlighted in Donwerth: the requirement that a motion for 
rehearing in the court of appeals be filed before a successive 
application for writ of error may be filed. Donwerth, 775 S.W.2d 
at 643 n.6. Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 130(c) appears to 
be a savings clause that allows a party who originally did not 
intend to file an application for writ of error to file an 
application if the opposing party files an application. This 
savings clause is largely nullified by the jurisdictional 
requirement of filing a motion for rehearing in the court of 
appeals. The court may wish to consider either waiving the 
requirement of a motion for rehearing in the court of appeals for 
a successive application or specifically stating in rule 130(c) 
-that a motion for rehearing is still required. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on t 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpfur~ proposed rules 

Re~uy, 

Charles A.' 

-

-
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GRAVES, DOUGHERTY. HEARON .s. MOODY 
2300 NCNB TOWER 

IICN '· VAUGHAN. lJ 

POST OFFICE: SOX 98 ~ 

AUSTIN, TE:XAS 78767 ) ~ 

or co~o~.....,. 

TE~E~MONE: 15121 480•51500 0~ - / 
(Y" r: TCLECOPV NUtrrot81 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 

Justice l 51 
,/ {~ ~ 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

v ..,4/ ci 1) 

v tit\ L__ cCJ 
v v s t~tJJ 

Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

8. The proposed amendments to Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure! 
130 (b) and 132 (a) refer to the court of appeals ruling on all 
timely filed motions for rehearing. I assume this language is I' 

intended to prevent the situation that occurred in Rose. Rose v. 
Cour~ of Appeals, 32 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 279 (Mar. 9, 1989). I am 
concerned, however, that unless these rules specifically apply only! 
when· the court of appeals finally overrules all timely filed · 
motions for rehearing, then the proposed amendments will n·ot solve 
the problem. · 

Under the proposed amendments, what happens if the court of appeals 
rules on all timely filed motions for rehearing, granting one and 
overruling the other? Proposed rule 133(a), if read literally, 
appears to require the clerk of the court of appeals to forward the 
record and any applications for writ of error to the clerk of the 
supreme court. In addition, proposed rule 130 (b) appears to 
require a party to file an application for writ of error thirty 
days after a rehearing is granted. Does this mean that a party no 
longer has a right to another motion for rehearing in the court of 
appeals if the judgment is changed on· rehearing, and that this 
second motion for rehearing is no longer a jurisdictional 
prerequisite for an application for writ of error? 

--Finally, is there a typ£grAphical ~ror ~~the Bar Journal where 
"prematurely" is spelle~ •jPrematur}Y" in the comment? 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Rehs~

1
ctfully, . 

c ar es A. Spa~n, 

-
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TRAP 131. Requisites of Applications 

The application for writ of error shall be addressed to "The 

Supreme Court of Texas," and shall state the name of the party or 

parties applying for the writ. The parties shall be designated 

as "Petitioner" and "Respondent." Applications for writs of 

error shall be as brief as possible. The respondent should file 

a brief in response. The application shall contain the follow

ing: 

(a) Names of All Parties. A complete list of the names 

(and addresses) of all parties (to the trial court's final 

judgment and their cour:sel in thE~ trial court, if any] shall be 

listed on the first page of the application, so the members of 

the court may at once determine whether they are disqualified to 

serve or should recuse themselves from participation in the 

decision of the case (and so the clerk of the court may properly 

notify the parties to the trial court's final judgment and their 

counsel, if any, of the judgment and all orders of the Supreme 

Court]. 

(b) (No change.) 

(c) (No change.) 

(d) (No change.) 

(e) (No change.) 

(f) (No change.) 

(g) (No change.) 

(h) (No change.) 

(i) (No change.) 

(j) (No change.) 

c:jdw4jscacjredlined.doc ()0574 
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[COMMENT TO 19 9 0 CHANGE: This amendment, together with other 

similar amendments conforming other appellate rules, reguires the 

parties to any appeal to serve copies of all papers filed with 

the clerk of the appellate court (except the statement of facts 

and the transcript) , and the clerk of the appellate court to mail 

notice and copies of all appellate court orders and opinions on 

all parties to the trial court's judgment. ] 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 

NORMAN l. UTIER 

NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEERDEN 

FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 

J. BONNER DORSEY 

Qinur± of J\pp£als 
~~irlunt~ ~uprtrttt 3Jumcia1 ~istrid 

TE!'lTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUN1"Y COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRISTL TEXAS 78401 

January 2 , 1 9 90 

Han. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK 

BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

VJe have reviewed the proposed amendm~nts to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

T/CitP 

( 
Rules 131 
and 132. Again, this rule requires notification by the 

clerk on all trial parties instead of 
appellate parties (counsel). See previous 
comments. 
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GRAVES, DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY ~RI:I.ANDGRAv~su••• 
2300 NCN B TOWER BEN ~VAUGHAN. m 

F'OST OFFICE: BOX 98 ~ 0
'CoUNSa. 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 ) ~ 
~E~EP. HONE: 15121 •eo-seoo Of/- - / 

(Y (. TCLCCOP¥ NUWIIE 

November 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 

Justice l 51 
J l~ ~ 

/ ~ c (I) Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

v a,\ c" ~ cc0 
v v 7 t-?--ld) 

7. In ·amending Texas Rules of Appellate Procedur~ 74 (a) and I 
~131(a), the court may wish to consider United States Supreme Court! 

Rule 28 .1, which requires a corporation to name all parent l 
companies, subsidiaries (except wholly owned subsidiaries), and I 
affiliates. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, 

liM. 
Charles A. Spaini 

-
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TRAP 132. Filing and Docketing Application in Supreme Court 

(a) Duty of Clerk of Court of Appeals. When an application 

for writ of error to the supreme Court is filed with the Clerk of 

the Court of Appeals, he shall record the filing of the applica

tion, and shall [, after the court of appeals has ruled on all 

timely filed motions for reheari1~] promptly forward it to the 

Clerk of the Supreme Court with the original record in the case 

and the opinion of the court of appeals, the motions filed in the 

case, and certified copies of the judgment and orders of the 

court of appeals. The clerk need not forward any exhibits that 

are not documentary in nature unless ordered to do so by the 

Supreme Court. 

(b) Expenses. (No change.) 

(c) Duty of the Clerk of the Supreme Court. The Clerk of 

the Supreme Court shall receive the application for writ of 

error, shall file it and the accompanying record from the court 

of appeals, and shall enter the filing upon the docket, but he 

shall not be required to receive the application and record from 

the post office or express office unless the postage or express 

charges shall have been paid. The clerk shall notify t~¢1¢tt¢tf 

~¢1~1¢flt¢¢¢t¢ [each party to the trial court's final judgment, 

as listed on the first page of the application,] by letter of the 

filing of the application in the Supreme Court. [Notification to 

parties having counsel indicated of record shall be made to 

counsel.] 

[COHHENT TO 1990 CHANGE: This Amendment, together with other 

similar amendments conforming othe~pellate rules, requires the 

c: fd\v4 I scacj redline2. doc i) O 57 8 
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parties to any appeal to serve copies of all papers filed with 

the clerk of the appellate court (except the statement of facts 

and the transcript) , and the clerk of the appellate court to mail 

notice and copies of all appellate court orders and opinions on 

all parties to the trial court's judament. 
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CHIEF JUSTICE 

PAUL W. NYE 

JUSTICES 

NORMAN L. UmR 

NOAH KENNEDY 

ROBERT J. SEERDEN 

FORTUNATO P. BENAVIDES 

J. BONNER DORSEY 

Oinur± of J\ppEnls 
'mqiru.entfr ;§upren:re 3)'u0it:ial ~istri.d 

TENTH FLOOR 

NUECES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

CORPUS CHRIS'TI. TEXAS 78401 

January 2, 1990 

Hon. Nathan L. Hecht 
Justice, Supreme Court of Texas 
P. o. Box 12248 
Austin, TX 78711 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

CLERK ' 

BETH A. GRAY 

DEPUTY CLERK 
CATHY WILBORN 

512-888-0416 

We have reviewed the proposed amendments to the Texas Court 
Rules and respectfully submit the following comments for the 
Court's consideration: 

~p 
Rules 131 
and 132. Again, this rule requir~:s notification by the 

clerk on all trial parties instead of 
appellate parties (counsel) • See previous 
comments. 
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GRAVES, DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCN B TOWER 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 
Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

8. .The proposed amendments to Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 
130 (b) and 132 (a) refer to the court of appeals ruling on all 
timely filed motions for rehearing. I assume this language is 
intended to prevent the situation that occurred in Rose. Rose v. 
Court of Appeals, 32 Tex • .Sup. Ct. J. 279 (Mar. 9, 1989). I am 
concerned, howevez:, that unless these rules specifically apply only: 
when the court of appeals finally overrules all timely filed, 
motions for rehearing, then the proposed amendments will not solve 
the problem. · 

Under the proposed amendments, what happens if the court of appeals ~. 
rules on all timely filed motions for rehearing, granting one and, 
overruling the other? Proposed rule 133(a), if read literally, 
appears to require the clerk of the court of appeals to forward the 
record and any applications for writ of error to the clerk of the 
supreme court. In addition, proposed rule 130 (b) appears to 
require a party to file an application for writ of error thirty 
days after a rehearing is granted. Does this mean that a party no 
longer has a right to another motion for rehearing in the court of 
appeals if the judgment is changed on rehearing, and that this 
second motion for rehearing is no longer a jurisdictional 
prerequisite for an application for writ of error? 

. Finally, is there a typ£gr.£phical dror --in the Bar Journal where 
"prematurely" is spelle~ 'jPrematur}Y" in the comment? 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, -
1/d, ' 

Charles A. Spa1n, 005t 
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Orders on Applications for Writ of Error 

(No change.) 

TRAP 133. 

(a) 

(b) Conflict in Decisions. In cases of conflict ~~¢¢¢/~~ 

[under] subsection (a) (2) of section 22.001 of the Government 

Code, the Supreme Court will grant the application for writ of 

error, unless it is in agreement with the decision of the court 

of appeals in the case in which the application is filed. In 

that event said Supreme Court will so state in its order, with 

such explanatory remarks as may be deemed appropriate. If the 

decision of the court of appeals is in conflict with an opinion 

of the Supreme Court, is contrary to the Constitution, the 

statutes or any rules prom1,1lgated by the . Supreme Court, the 

Supreme Court may, upon granting writ of erro'r and without 

hearing argument in the case, reverse, reform or modify the 

judgment of the court of appeals, making, at the same time, such 

further orders as may be appropriate. 

(c) (No change.) 

[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: Textual corrective change only.] 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules.doc 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS 

Justice Nathan L. Hecht Coun Rules Liaison 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Luther H. Soules, Chairman January 15, 1990 
Supreme Court Rules Advisory Committee 

RE: Rule 133(b), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 
Supreme Court Per Curiam Opinions (3 pages) 

When the Supreme Court grants an application, it is not required by the Constitution 
or statutes to hear oral argument. In certain cases, the Court does not hear oral 
argument and issues its decisions in per curiam opinions. Th·e Court also sometimes 
issues a per curiam opinion with the denial of an application. 

Although Rule 133(b), Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, does not refer expressly to 
per curiam opinions, it purports to state the applicable procedure in the Supreme Court, 
as follows: 

Conflict in decisions. In cases of conflict named in subsection 
(a) (2) of section 22.001 of the Government Code, the Supreme Court will 
grant the application for writ of error, unless it is in agreement with the 
decision of the court of appeals in the case in which the application is 
filed. In that event said Supreme Court will so state in its order, with such 
explanatory remarks as may be deemed appropriate. If the decision of 
the court or appeals is in conflict with an opinion of the Supreme Court, 
is contrary to the Constitution, the statutes or any rules promulgated by 
the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court may, upon granting writ of error 
and without hearing argument in the case, reverse, reform or modify the 
judgment of the court of appeals, making, at the same time, such further 
orders as may be appropriate. 

In effect, the rule is advisory and informational only, and not binding upon the Court. 
The Court has the power to issue per curiam opinions in cases in which the predicate 
conflict required by the rule does not exist. Arguably, some might argue that it does 
so already, although the Court has at least attempted to adhere to the policy stated in 
the rule. It is less certain that the Court has the power to issue a per curiam opinion 
when an application is denied. 
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The Court is considering whether to expand the category of cases in which per curiam 
opinions should issue to include, particularly, cases in which the issue is so clear, 
simple and well-defined, and the briefs so thorough, that it is very unlikely that oral 
argument could in any way influence the outcome of the case. The kind of language 
the Court may consider is set out below. 

The Court requests the counsel of the Committee regarding these matters. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 

Rule 133. Orders on Applications for Writ of Error 

(a) Notation on Denial of Application. In all cases where the judgment of 
the court of appeals is correct and where the principles of law declared in the opinion 
of the court are correctly determined, the Supreme Court will refuse the application 
with the docket notation "Refused." In all cases wbere the Supreme Court is not 
satisfied that the opinion of the court of appeals in all respects has qorrectly declared 
the law, but is of the opinion that the application presents no error of law which 
requires reversal or which is of such importance to the jurisprudence of the State as 
to require correction, the court will deny the application with the notation "Writ Denied." 
In all cases where the Supreme Court is without jurisdiction of the case as presented 
in the application, it will dismiss the application with the docket notation "Dismissed for 
Want of Jurisdiction.'' I!J~RPP~ m~Y' e~99rt'P~YJP~ ~~9!~ 91~9 ~PPHS~igrj ~im §Y.~m 
~*P~ene!9tY .. r~m~tK~ ~§J~.m~t.~sn8~~~r:~eeteer!et~f 

(b) Conflict in Decisions. In cases of conflict named in subsection (a) (2) of 
section 22.001 of the Government Code, the Supreme Court will grant the application 
for writ of error, unless it is in agreement with the decision of the court of appeals in 
the case in which the application is filed. In that event said Supreme Court will so state 
in its order, with such explanatory remarl<:s as may be deemed appropriate. If the 
decision of the court of appeals is in conflict with an opinion of the Supreme Court, 
is contrary to the Constitution, the statutes or any rules promulgated by the Supreme 
Court, the Supreme Court may, upon granting writ of error and without hearing 
argument in the case, reverse, reform or modify the judgment of the court of appeals, 
mal<ing, at the same time, such further orders as may be appropriate. 

-{e) ll::>l Moot Cases. If a cause or an appealable portion thereof is 
moot, the Supreme Court may, in its discretion and after notice to the parties, upon 
granting writ of error and without hearing argument with reference thereto, dismiss such 

2 
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cause or the appealable portion thereof without reference to the merits of the appeal. 

Rule 170. Order of Submission 

Causes may be heard and submitted in such order as the Supreme Court may 
deem to be in the best interest and convenience of the parties or their attorneys. If19 
§9t>t~m~.~YG m?Y 9~~rmki.~ ~ti?:t~P~~ §h2YI8 9~ §99mi~~2 )YitnP.!-1 9(?J~t9Ym~m~ 

3 
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY. HEARON & MOODY 
2300 NCNB TOWE:R 

BIEN '· VAUGiotAN, m. P.C. 

POST OF'F'ICE: BOX 98 ~ 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 j 0 
o,. cou..sa. 

TE:~E:~HONE:: 15121 480-5800 rJP.. - / 
(Y' 

0 
TELt:COPY NU,..8t:Jit: 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 

Justice l 51 
/ l~ ~ 

Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

. ./ -14/ c.)C I ) 
vv LV\ c,. 4' cc0 

/ 5 (/)r\6) 
10. Since Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 133(b) is going to·be 
amended anyway, the court may wish to codify its decision in 
·Eichelberger v. Eichelberger, 582 S.W.2d 395 {Tex. 1980). I 
propose the fo~lowing language: 

If the decision of the court of appeals is in conflict with 
an opinion of the Supreme court [or the United states Supreme 
Court], [or] is contrary to the [United States or Texas] 
Constitution, the statutes [state or federal law,] or any 
rules promulgated by the Supreme Court, the Supreme court may, 
upon granting writ of error and without hearing argument in 

the ease [cause], reverse, reform or modify the judgment of 
the court of appeals, making, at the same time, such further 
orders as may be appropriate. 

Deletion of "the statutes" and insertion of "state or federal law 11 

would clarify that the court may issue a per curiam opinion 
whenever the opinion of the court of appeals conflicts with any 
state or federal law, regardless of whether it is a statute, 
treaty, or agency rule. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, -
/Ut. 

Charles A. Spain, 
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( TRAP 181. Judgments in Open Court 

In all cases decided by the Supreme Court, its judgments or 

decrees will be ¢t¢~¢~~¢¢¢/t~/¢¢¢~ [announced through the clerk 

of the] court; and the opinion of the court will be reduced to 

writing in such cases as the court deems of sufficient importance 

to be reported. Where the court, after the submission of a case, 

is of the opinion that the court of appeals has entered a correct 

judgment, and that the writ should not have been granted, the 

court may set aside the order granting the writ, and dismiss or 

t¢f~~¢ [deny] the application as though the writ had never been 

granted, without writing any opinion. 

( 
[COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: To conform Rule 181 to the Supreme 

Court's current" method of announcing its orders.] 

00587 
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GRAVES. DOUGHERTY, HEARON & MOODY 
Z300 NCN B TOWER 

POST OF"F"ICE: BOX 98 ~ 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767 ) 0 
TELEPMONE: ISIZ) 480-5600 0·~ 

!litH Y. VAUGHAN. m. P.C. 

TELI:COPY NUJroii!IER: . 0~ ~ 
November 26, A ~~9 3 1 y1{) 

rttV-1 () '} ?-0 ~I 
11fo't n .r-JJ }(\I (o.J<-9 

The Honorable Nathan L. Hecht, 
The Supreme Court of Texas 
Post Office Box 12248 

Justice \V'f) 51 
J tr ~ 
. ./ 14/ c-]LI) Capitol Station 

Dear Judge Hecht: 

v ,v\ ~4- cCJ 
v v s (1--tJt-

Austin, Texas 78711 

11. To be consistent with other references to the clerk, the court 
may wish to alter the proposed amendment to Texas Rule of Appellate 
Procedure 181 to "[announced through the Clerk of the supreme 
Court] court;". 

-. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules 
amendments and hope that my comments are helpful. 

Respectfully, 

hi/Jdl ' . c ar es A. Spa1n, 

-
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( TRCE 614. Exclusion of Witnesses 

At the request of a party the court shall order witnesses 

excluded so that they cannot hear the testimony of other witness-

es, and it may make the order of its own motion. This rule does 

not authorize exclusion of (1) a party who is a natural person or 

the spouse of such natural person, or (2) an officer or employee 

of a party which is not a natural person designated as its 

representative by its attorney, or (3) a person whose presence is 

shown by a party to be essential to the presentation of his 

cause. [This rule is not applicable to discovery proceedings.] 

c [COMMENT TO 1990 CHANGE: See Rules 200 and 208, Texas Rules of. 

Civil Procedure, relating to depositions.] 

c:jdw4jscacjallrules 
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LAW OFFICES 
OF--

PAT MALONEY 
PllimS1DW. ~ December 4, 1989 

• • P.<I' MALONEY 
• PAT MALONEY, ji. 
• GEORG£ LeGRAND 

jANICE MALONEY 
• VIRGIL W. YANrA 

PATRJaA MALONEY 

Justice Lloyd Doggett 
The Supreme £ourt of Texas 
Supreme Court Building 
P.O. Bo~/12248, Capitol Station 
Austin,/Texas 78711 

-·~: Proposed Revisions to Texas Rules 

roMp~ Dear Mr. Justice Doggett: 
OIAIU.£S NJQ{Of...SOH 

AL M. HECK (1896-I9n) After having reviewed the proposed changes to the Texas 
S'TF.PHANl WALSH Rules of Civil Procedure and the Texas Rules of Civil 
~G.~ Evidence, I wanted to point out the following less-than-

•GARYHOWARD salutary provisions in the rules, as well as the one 
~~H•l exemplary provision, all of which are stated below: 
T.J. SAUNDERS 
tV COUttl£1. 

Texas Rules of Civil Evidence: 

614: 

The rule should be more explicit in stating 
that "the Rule" can be invoked in depositions, 
for while it appears that such will be the 
case under the proposed amendments to the 
Rules of Civil Procedure regarding notices of 
depositions, this rule is less-than-cle~r ~n 
stating that to be its purport. Thus, ~f ~t 
is the intention of the Supreme Court to allow 
for the exclusion of non-parties and non
spouses, it should be clearly stated so. If 
it was not the Supreme Court's intention to do 
the same, it should be. 

Very truly yours, 

LAW ~~S OF PAT MALONEY, 

By:~L~'~ 
P.C. 

VWY:naj 

C-· ...... Chief Justice Thomas R. Phillips 
Justice Franklin S. Spears 
Justice C.L. Ray 
Justice Raul A. Gonzalez 
Justice Oscar H. Mauzy 
Justice Eugene A. Cook 
Justice Jack Hightower 

~Justice Nathan L. Hecht 
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WHITE, HUSEMAN, PLETCHER & 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

( 

'A.NCEY WHITE 
A.N HUSEMAN 

ANTHONY E. PLETCHER 
BRYAN POWERS 

2100 THE 600 BUU.DING 

CORPUS CHRISTl. TEXAS 78473 

(S 12) 883-3563 MAU.ING ADDRESS: 
;OHN 0. MILLER IU 

MARGERY HUSTON 
MARK DEKOCH 
PAUL DODSON November 14, 1989 

P.O. BOX 27fr7 
CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS 78403- " 

(, 
/ 

l 

Hon. Nathan Hecht 
P. 0. Box 12248 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Re: Proposed Changes to the Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justice Hecht: 

Please note my opposition to the proposed change to TEx. R. CN. P. 200. The 
proposed change would simply create problems in taking depositions; the change would not 
cure any problems which may now exist. 

The amendment appears to deal obliquely with the question of which persons may 
properly appear at a deposition. The amendment, however, provides no g:Iidance on the 
question, and the proposed amendement to TEx. R: CN. Evm. 614 would expressly make 
"the rule" inapp_licable tQ depositions. Instead the proposed change to Rule 200 simply 
creates another needless battleground for issues such as who constitutes "employees of 
counsel," what constitutes reasonable notice of identity of other persons, and the nature of 
the notice that is required. The question of sanctions for violations of this rule also should 
be interesting. 

This aspect of the rules is not broken. Please don't fix it. 

~1):_ 
Paul Dodson 

PD:jd 
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CANTEY a. HANGER 
ATTORNEYS AT l.AW 

2100 f"IRST REPUBLICBANK TowER 

801 CHI!:RRY STI'<EI!:T 

E:RNE:ST REYNOLDS Ill 

F"ORT WORTH", TFXAS 75102 

817/877·2800 

November 21, 1989 

Honorable Justice Nathan Hecht' 
P • 0 • BoX 12 2 4 8 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Just.ice Hecht: 

Regarding the proposed change for evidence rule 614, and as 
I have noted above, my thought is that this proposal to clarify 
the applicability of the rule probaoly is a 'good proposal, but 
the language probably should appear as a comm~nt below the rule, 
not as a part of the rule. I wo~ld not presume·to speak for the 
other members of. the evidence committe~, but I would say this: 
my best speculation is that the other members of the committee 
would probably have some interest in this approach, also.· · 

' 
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